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ABSTRACT
Horrocks Engineers partnered with Grand County, Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) and
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) via the Paul S. Sarbanes Transit in Parks Program to design the
Colorado River Pathway (CRP) project, consisting of the CRP pedestrian/bicycle trail and Lions Park
Transit Hub.
The CRP pedestrian/bicycle trail was
required to fit the narrow space between
the Colorado River and SR-128, which
run parallel to each other. Horrocks
designed a multi-span elevated trail
bridge system in areas where the
necessary space was insufficient at
ground level, raising the trail above the
SR-128
steep bank of the Colorado River, as
shown in Figure 1.
Due to the close proximity of the CRP
bridges to SR-128, it was imperative
that Horrocks employ ABC techniques
to accommodate work zone restrictions
and minimize traffic impacts. These
techniques consisted of precast bent
caps and preassembled girder frames.
INTRODUCTION
The recreational area near Moab, Utah
is known for its unique and extensive
trail system, which varies from rugged
mountain biking trails to paved
pathways and can be enjoyed by people
of all ages. The trails are set with a
beautiful desert backdrop, attracting
people from all over the world.
This trail system, known as the North
Moab Recreation Area Alternative
Transportation System (Moab Rec.
Area), encompasses hundreds of miles
of trails and connects Moab to Arches
National Park, Canyonlands National
Park, and Dead Horse Point State Park,
as shown in Figure 2. Roefaro (2). This
trail system is continually used by locals
and tourists, and is an integral part of
the local culture.
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Figure 1: CRP Bridge Layout, Google Earth (1)
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Transit Hub

Figure 2: Moab Rec. Area Map, Roefaro (2)
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COLORADO RIVER PATHWAY PROJECT
The Transit Hub and CRP are critical extensions to the Moab
Rec. Area. The Transit Hub acts as a “Gateway to Moab” as it
provides a connection point for various transportation systems.
Bigler (3). The CRP, which will be completed once additional
funding is acquired for the last segment, will provide a
connection to multiple trail systems, expanding the Moab Rec.
Area’s network of trails.
Project Constraints
There were many unique constraints that were addressed in
the design and layout of the CRP trail system that made the
design and construction challenging. These constraints are
described below.
Pedestrian Safety
Safety is always of the utmost concern, especially when it
comes to the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. The CRP
provides users the opportunity to enjoy the use of the trail
system while being protected from the nearby traffic of SR128. There is also a pedestrian/bicycle tunnel beneath SR-128
that allows users to safely cross the highway from the Lions
Park Transit Hub.

Photo 1: MSE Wire Wall Aesthetics

Aesthetics
A desired objective of all project stakeholders was to provide a natural look to the structures that would
blend in with the local landscape and native red rock. This was accomplished by using textured finishes,
stains, and weathering steel on the structures. See Photos 1 and 2 showing typical project aesthetics.

Photo 2: Soil Nail Wall Aesthetics
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Trail Geometry
There were two main constraints relating to the geometry of the CRP. The first constraint was bridge
length. During the early stages of design, additional funding was in the process of being acquired,
resulting in unknown bridge lengths. This made laying out the bridges difficult. As a solution, a modular
system was developed, simplifying design and detailing once the remaining funding was acquired and
bridge lengths were known.
The second constraint was designing a 12 foot wide pedestrian/bicycle trail that would fit the space
between the Colorado River and SR-128, which run parallel with each other. In addition, the CRP needed
to be placed above the steep riverbank. The solution was to use a horizontally curved, steel girder
superstructure, supported above the river bank on seat-type abutments and precast hammer head bent
caps. The precast bent caps and cast-in-place columns are founded on over-sized drilled shafts. Bridge
lengths range from 88 feet up to 985 feet (2400 total feet of bridge length). See Photos 3 and 4 showing
the bridge layout.
Tourism and Limiting Traffic Impacts
During the last few years, motorized and non-motorized traffic has increased on SR-128, a Utah Scenic
Byway that accesses hiking and mountain biking trails. Thomas (4). SR-128 is a narrow, curvy road that is
located between vertical red cliffs on one side and the Colorado River on the other.

Photo 3: Bridge Isometric
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Photo 4: Bridge Elevation
In order to minimize traffic impacts, full closures of SR-128 were limited to nighttime windows of only a
few hours. These closures were only allowed during times when the recreational areas near Moab were
not expected to see high volumes of traffic. In addition, only one lane was allowed to be closed during
daytime hours, resulting in a narrow construction area. These closure restrictions made the construction
of the elevated trail bridges challenging and required using innovative solutions to expedite construction.
The closures also limited the area available for construction equipment. Because large cranes were only
able to be utilized during nighttime closures, the majority of the construction would need to be completed
using light-weight construction equipment.
The solution to minimizing traffic impacts was to implement ABC techniques, allowing the majority of the
construction to be completed using light-weight equipment and shortening construction windows for
elements requiring large cranes.
ABC SOLUTIONS
During the early stages of design, the project team held workshops to develop techniques that would limit
traffic impacts on SR-128 and reduce the construction activity on the steep bank of the Colorado River.
Techniques implemented during the design and construction phases included precast bent caps and
preassembled girder frames.
Precast bent caps were utilized to minimize formwork and rebar placement on the river bank, and could
also be placed using smaller construction equipment, such as a track hoe. Preassembled girder frames
were used to minimize girder erection time, limiting construction windows to nighttime closures. The girder
frames also eliminated time for erecting steel diaphragms and reduced deck forming time, resulting in less
construction activity on the river bank.
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Precast Bent Caps
Precast bent caps have become more common in transportation projects due to their ability to move
concrete forming, placing, and curing operations from the field to the shop. Because the majority of the
work is performed in a more controlled environment, precasting also improves quality and durability.
TRBNA (5).
Precast Bent Cap Design
Grouted splice couplers were used to connect the precast bent caps to the cast-in-place columns, as
shown in Photo 5. In 2009, UDOT issued a memorandum allowing designers to use grouted splice
couplers for seismic applications in bridges, making them a more common connection type for precast
elements in Utah. Doehring (6).
Grouted splice couplers provide precast connections that are described as “emulative,” meaning they “are
designed to produce a system performance that is similar to (or “emulates”) that achieved by traditional
monolithic, cast-in-place (CIP) construction. Bridges using emulative precast bent cap connections are
expected to form plastic hinges in the columns and redistribute forces to other members like CIP
systems.” TRBNA (5). Grouted splice couplers are also required to develop 125 percent of the specified
yield strength of the connected bar.

Photo 5: Grouting the Couplers
The CRP bridges are designated as Seismic Design Category “A” according to the AASHTO Guide
Specification for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design, which corresponds to a low seismic hazard for the design
earthquake. Although the seismic hazard is low, NCHRP Report 681, Development of a Precast Bent Cap
System for Seismic Regions, was used as a reference in the seismic design of the CRP bridges. This
report served as a great resource in determining development lengths for column reinforcing, joint
reinforcing, and other detailing practices. TRBNA (5).
Proper detailing of the column/precast bent cap joint was imperative to limiting construction issues. Due
to the relatively large size of the grouted splice couplers, the number of longitudinal bars was reduced to
limit congestion in the precast bent cap. Column and precast bent cap rebar orientation and placement
were also detailed in the plans to reduce potential rebar conflicts in the field.
Precast Bent Cap Construction
Methods for ensuring correct placement of column longitudinal bars were detailed in the plans during the
design phase. One method was allowing the contractor to adjust the column rebar cage inside the drilled
shaft rebar cage as required. Another method was requiring templates to be utilized in the placement of
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the column and precast bent cap rebar to aid in meeting the tight tolerances of the grouted splice
couplers.
In order to meet vertical construction tolerances during the placement of the precast bent caps, shims and
non-shrink grout were used to allow the top of column elevations to be quickly altered in the field. See
Photo 6 showing precast bent cap installation.

Photo 6: Precast Bent Cap Installation
The precast bent caps were successful in reducing construction time on the river bank. For example, 15
bent caps were placed in one day, and then fully grouted the following day. In addition, the precast bent
caps were installed during daytime hours while only one lane of traffic was closed, eliminating the need
for full closures of the highway.
Although the cost of precast bent caps was significantly higher than the cost of its CIP alternative, utilizing
this ABC technique was crucial in limiting traffic impacts on SR-128.
Preassembled Girder Frames
Preassembled girder frames are shop-assembled bridge spans that include rolled steel girders,
permanent metal deck forms (PMDF), steel intermediate diaphragms, and shear studs, as shown in Photo
7.
Girder Frame Design
It became apparent during the early stages of design that a modular bridge system would be beneficial to
accommodate bridge lengths that were not yet determined. This allowed a quick change in the final plans
as modules were added or deleted once total bridge lengths were determined. The modular system was
based on a relatively short span length of 49.25 feet. In order to simplify design and detailing, all bridge
lengths were determined using multiples of the short span length.
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Benefits of using the short span length include: providing the ability to adjust total bridge lengths by only a
few feet to maintain a consistent span length, reducing structure depth, limiting pedestrian induced
vibrations, and making it possible to erect an entire bridge span as a single unit.

Photo 7: Two Preassembled Girder Frames in the Field
The bearing assemblies used to support the superstructures and transfer loads to the substructures were
useful in the design of the CRP bridges. The bearing assemblies allow the bridge superstructures to
expand and contract due to temperature changes using PTFE sliding surfaces/stainless steel plates and
are still capable of providing restraint for various design forces. These design forces include uplift from
buoyancy, stream pressure forces, seismic forces, and thermal forces resulting from curved bridge
geometry. See Photos 8 and 9 showing a bearing assembly.

Photo 8: Bearing Assembly

Photo 9: Polished Stainless Steel Plate

Girder Frame Construction
Prior to shipping, the steel fabricator was required to assemble all of the girder frames in the shop,
providing a full-scale mock-up of every bridge. This provided many benefits, including: ensuring proper fit
of girder field splices, setting precise elevations for the PMDF, and ensuring accurate camber strip and
concrete deck thicknesses. This resulted in fewer issues in the field and accelerated the construction of
the bridges.
Due to the locations of the girder field splices, the girder frames were able to be erected without the use
of temporary towers and shoring. Phase 1 of erecting the girder frames included placing the first frame
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symmetrically on two bent caps. Each subsequent phase included supporting the girder frames on the
next bent cap on one end, and the previous girder frame on the other, eliminating the need for temporary
towers and shoring. This phasing allowed hundreds of feet of bridge to be erected in a matter of hours.
See Figure 3 showing the girder frame phasing.
With minimal additional cost, the girder frames were successful in reducing assembly and forming time on
the river bank and accelerating their erection time, reducing closures on SR-128. For example, during just
three nights of closures, 800 feet of girder frames were placed, taking a total of 12 hours. In addition, the
majority of the assembly of the steel components was performed in the shop, improving quality and
limiting potential issues in the field.

Figure 3: Girder Frame Erection Phasing
LESSONS LEARNED
Grouted Splice Coupler Tolerances
Providing methods for ensuring correct placement of column longitudinal bars and grouted splice couplers
was critical to the installation of the precast bent caps. These methods consisted of proper detailing in the
plans (showing rebar orientation and placement), using templates, and allowing the column rebar cage to
be adjusted inside the drilled shaft cage. These methods allowed the precast bent caps to be installed
with ease and efficiency.
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Limiting Congestion at the Column/Bent Cap Joint
Due to the large size of the grouted splice couplers, it became necessary to use larger column
longitudinal reinforcing steel, reducing the total number of bars and limiting congestion at the column/bent
cap joint. While not an issue on this project, congestion at joint locations for structures in high seismic
regions can be difficult to mitigate.
Precast Bent Cap Bearing Seats
One minor issue encountered during construction was poor bearing seats on some of the precast bent
caps. Some of the precast bent caps arrived on site with unsound bearing seat concrete and inaccurate
bearing seat elevations. This is a quality control issue the contractor should be mindful of and address
during fabrication of the bent caps to ensure proper bearing seats.
Full-Scale Mock-up of Girder Frames
It was extremely helpful to perform full-scale mock-ups of each bridge in the shop prior to being bolted
together in the field. This ensured a proper fit of field splices and accurate placement of PMDF, limiting
potential conflicts and providing accurate deck and camber strip thicknesses.
CONCLUSION
The CRP bridges are unique structures that provide a beautiful trail system along the Colorado River. The
ABC techniques utilized for this project made it possible to accommodate work zone restrictions, minimize
traffic impacts, and limit construction activities on the river bank.
NOTATION
UDOT
FTA
CRP
Moab Rec. Area
MSE
CIP
PTFE
PMDF
TRBNA

Utah Department of Transportation
Federal Transit Administration
Colorado River Pathway
North Moab Recreational Area Alternative Transportation System
Mechanically Stabilized Earth
Cast-in-place
Polytetrafluoroethylene
Permanent Metal Deck Forms
Transportation Research Board of the National Academies
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ABSTRACT
New York’s I-84 bridge replacement was one of the SHRP 2 pilot projects used to demonstrate
successful implementations of ABC techniques. Its intent was to foster more widespread use of methods
for rapid bridge replacement. This project involved the replacement of the existing I-84 EB and WB
bridges over Dingle Ridge Road in New York State using the slide-in construction method. The existing
structures carry two travel lanes in each direction and are too narrow to cross over traffic during
replacement. Conventional bridge replacement would have extended over two years and would have
required a temporary bridge in the median estimated to cost about $2.0 Million. The bridge slides were
completed between Saturday 5 PM and Sunday 1 PM in the fall of 2013.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques have the potential to minimize traffic disruptions
during bridge renewals, promote traffic and worker safety, and also improve the overall quality and
durability of bridges. Minimizing road closures and traffic disruptions are key objectives of ABC. For ABC
systems to be viable and see greater acceptance, the savings in construction time should be clearly
demonstrated. Despite the gradual lowering of costs, some DOTs are hesitant about using ABC
techniques because of their perceived risks and higher initial costs.
In 2011, as part of an ongoing research project, the Strategic Highway Research Program, SHRP2 R04,
and the Transportation Research Board identified the I-84 Eastbound and Westbound Bridges over
Dingle Ridge Road, owned by New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) Region 8, as the
best candidate to demonstrate accelerated bridge construction methods for replacing an existing structure
via the lateral slide method. This is the second demonstration project completed under SHRP2 R04 and
was selected from a number of potential projects received from several DOTs. The design was
performed by the SHRP2 R04 Team, with HNTB as prime, under this project while HNTB provided
construction phase services for this project under a separate contract with NYSDOT. This project was
also awarded a $2 Million grant by FHWA’s Highways for Life program for its innovative approach.
I-84 is heavily traveled, with a peak AADT of up to 100,000, with 16% truck traffic. The project site is
about 50 miles north of New York City. The existing structure has a 3-span steel girder superstructure
with a total length of 135’-0” (Fig. 1). The new structures utilized 80’-0” single-span concrete
superstructures. Closure of the I-84 roadway was limited to just 20 hours for each bridge to allow for the
rapid demolition of the existing bridge and slide-in of the new superstructure. Conventional bridge
replacement would have extended over two years and would have required a temporary bridge in the
median estimated to cost about $2.0 Million.
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Figure 1: Existing I-84 Bridge Before Reconstruction
PROJECT CHALLENGES
Numerous design challenges had to be overcome to make this a successful ABC project. Bridge underclearance and widening needs also required the Interstate roadways to be raised by over two feet, which
had to be completed during the 20-hour closure period. This challenge was met with new approaches to
bridge and roadway design, material selection and construction coordination during the slide. Approach
slabs were made part of the bridge slide to meet the tight closure window and were designed to serve as
a temporary bridge span. Design innovations facilitated the construction of the new substructures on deep
foundations below the existing bridges located on a steep terrain, without any interruptions to Interstate
traffic flow. Additionally, construction challenges and issues specific to rapid replacement had to be
overcome leading up to the closure period and during the bridge slide. Selection of the slide technology,
slide bearings, and slide monitoring and control was key to meeting these challenges. Another significant
challenge involved the traffic management and public outreach issues associated with the closure of a
major Interstate that affected two states and many local communities. This paper will provide an overview
of the project and address the design challenges, their solutions and the lessons learned that could help
other ABC projects.
PROJECT INNOVATIVE FEATURES
The new structure utilizes a no skew, 80’-0” single-span NEXT beam superstructure. The width of the
new structure is 57’-0” to accommodate three 12’-0” travel lanes for traffic, with 6’-0” (left) and 12’-0”
(right) shoulders and concrete barrier on each side. The underpassing Dingle Ridge Road is on a 15.6%
grade and the significant widening of the bridge created design challenges in maintaining the minimum
underclearance requirements. NEXT beams were chosen for the superstructure to minimize structure
depth due to critical under-clearance issues at this site and to expedite design and construction while
maintaining cost efficiency to meet the goals of accelerated bridge construction. Precast approach slabs
were placed at each approach. All field connections in the superstructure and approaches utilized ultrahigh performance concrete (UHPC) closure pours. It should be noted that all details for the NEXT beam
superstructure, precast approach slabs and closure pours were developed utilizing the standard ABC
concepts given in the ABC Toolkit also developed by the SHRP2 R04 Project Team and published by
TRB.
A cast-in-place concrete straddle-bent abutment with 6’-0” diameter drilled shafts supports the new
superstructure. Utilizing a straddle-bent allowed the drilled shafts to be installed outside the plan limits of
the existing bridge, as under clearance for drilling rigs was limited. Columns, in-fill retaining walls, and
cap beams were then formed and placed under the existing bridge with limited excavation and without
disruption to traffic.
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The contract was awarded at the end of December, 2012, construction of the twin I-84 bridges over
Dingle Ridge Road began in March 2013, and the first slide-in occurred Saturday, Sept. 21, 2013. It is
notable that the first slide was completed only 9 months after contract award. Use of precast elements
minimized the duration of field construction activities, allowing for the construction of these two bridges off
alignment in just a few months. Implementation of ABC methods allowed for the replacement of each
bridge over one weekend night closure, minimizing impact on traffic. The lateral slide method eliminated
the need for a temporary bridge located between the structures that would have been required to
maintain traffic using conventional construction methods. The state realized significant cost savings by
eliminating the need for a temporary bridge and associated roadwork. ABC minimizes traffic disruption
and the costs of work zone traffic control, improves safety, and minimizes environmental impacts.
NEXT BEAMS
NEXT Beams are precast prestressed double tee beams standardized for rapid construction (Fig. 2).
They were chosen to provide a superstructure with a shallow depth. Each new superstructure consists of
six 36 inch deep Type D NEXT beams spanning 79’-4” and having a full thickness flange intended to
serve as the riding surface at the conclusion of the ABC period. The exterior NEXT beams were cast
integral with the standard NYSDOT curb/shear key detail for use with single slope concrete barriers.
END DIAPHRAGMS
The precast end diaphragm serves as a bridge between the slide elevation, which had to remain below
the original structure, and the NEXT beam bearing elevation required to maintain adequate minimum
overhead clearance over Dingle Ridge Road and to reach the desired final profile. It also transfers the
loads from the next beam bearings to the slide shoes. Each precast end diaphragm is four feet wide and
was cast monolithically with four slide shoes (Error! Reference source not found.3). The precast end
diaphragms vary in height to follow the roadway cross slope.

Figure 2: NEXT Beam in Fabrication Yard
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Figure 3: New Superstructure and End Diaphragm on Temporary Supports
APPROACH SLABS
The precast approach slabs span 33’-1” from the end diaphragms to the sleeper slabs. The approach
slabs were designed for both dead load and live load, as they act as jump spans in the interim time
between the end of the ABC period and completion of placement of the controlled low-strength material
fill behind the abutments.
The contractor intended to slide the superstructure and approach slabs in place by pushing at the
abutment end diaphragm location alone. Each approach slab was doweled into the end diaphragm.
Although a final end diaphragm pour tied the approach slabs to the end diaphragm and NEXT beams, the
Contractor elected to add additional dowels and reinforcement in the panels to carry the horizontal friction
loads of the approach slab on the sleeper slab. The additional reinforcement served as added safety
during the horizontal slide.
At the sleeper slab locations, the ends of the approach slabs were down-turned 90o to meet the slide
elevation. The surface had to be double beveled to account for the profile grade and cross slope of the
roadway. Stainless steel plates were cast into the ends to ride over the PTFE sheets used during the
slide.
UHPC CLOSURE POURS
Longitudinal closure pours were required to tie together adjacent NEXT beams and approach slab panels.
UHPC with a strength of approximately 21 ksi was used to fill the joints. Contract drawings called for
rebar to extend six inches from each panel into the 6” wide joint. During fabrication, the contractor
requested to shorten the rebar protruding into the closure point by 1” at each end to ease fit-up in the
field. Given the high concrete strength in the joint, the 5” bar extension was adequate to develop the bar
in the closure pour
SLEEPER SLABS
The precast sleeper slabs are inverted tee sections, with the stem acting as the end dam for the approach
roadway raising. The top of the stem was intended to serve as the riding surface prior to placement of
the final asphalt course. The top of footing of the sleeper slab served as the sliding surface for the
approach slab. The sleeper slabs were precast in three segments to allow installation of one of the
exterior segments to be installed prior to the ABC period. The top of the sleeper slab stem follows the
roadway cross slope. The crown of roadway is not centered on the structure, so the sleeper slab is not
symmetrical about the centerline of the bridge.
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ABUTMENT CONSTRUCTION TO SLIDE ELEVATION
Work on the new bridges commenced while the original bridges remained in service. Abutment drilled
shaft foundations, columns, and cap beams were constructed up to the slide elevation under the existing
structure using cast-in-place construction. A breast wall beneath the cap beam was cast concurrently
with the columns to serve as a curtain wall, retaining soil behind the abutment. Precast modular TWalls®, serving as wing walls were installed to an elevation just below the slide surface. The abutments
were backfilled and compacted with select structural fill up to the sliding surface.
DRILLED SHAFTS
Abutment foundation selection was limited by
construction sequencing, as it was necessary to
construct the new substructures while the
existing bridges were still in place. Foundation
construction beneath the existing bridge would
require low overhead clearance methods, and
pile driving vibrations or excavation for pile caps
could potentially destabilize the existing shallow
foundations at the piers and stub abutments.
Excavation support options were limited and
costly as most typical excavation support
systems require overhead clearance for
installation. Options were further reduced by a
low settlement tolerance necessary in order to
maintain vertical alignment during the bridge
slide. For these reasons, rock socketed drilled
shaft foundations were selected as the most Figure 4: Drilled Shaft Soil Auger
practical foundation type, to be installed on
either side of the existing structures outside the
existing bridge footprints (Fig. 4). Each 6’-0” diameter shaft was designed to directly carry one of the two
columns, as well as the earth pressure load on the curtain wall and cap beam connecting the columns.
Drilled shaft drilling operations commenced at the beginning of April, 2013. Shaft excavation was
conducted by Cook Drilling Corporation of Trevose, PA using two self-erecting rotary drill rigs working
concurrently with soil and rock augers (Figure ) and core barrels. The upper ten feet of excavation was
typically stabilized using an oversized casing, after which a full-length 6’-0” diameter interim casing to
remain in place was installed to a minimum of 6” below top of rock to minimize soil intrusion. Rock
sockets were excavated, the annulus between outer and interim casing was backfilled with flowable fill,
and the outer casing was removed. Following satisfactory inspection, reinforcing cages were placed and
concrete was poured.
COLUMNS, WALLS, AND CAP BEAMS
Forming and rebar installation for the abutment columns and curtain wall commenced at the beginning of
May. The contract plans called for the columns and curtain wall to be cast separately, with the columns
calling for a higher strength concrete than the curtain walls. The contractor requested permission to cast
the walls and columns concurrently. Permission was granted for the contractor to pour the walls and
columns as one pour using the higher strength concrete and providing relief joints between the columns
and curtain wall between the columns.
With the columns and curtain walls in place, the contractor commenced backfilling operations while
starting to form and place rebar for the cap beams. The contractor brought the fill to the elevation of the
bottom of the cap beam, leaving no room for bottom formwork. The contractor used the fill as the bottom
formwork for the abutment cap beam. Work on the cap beams was performed in tight quarters, as the top
of the cap beam was just below the bottom of steel of the original structure. Placing and vibrating the
concrete proved to be difficult given the limited overhead clearance available.
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T-WALLS®
The T-Wall® modular precast concrete wall system was selected as the system of choice for the
wingwalls given the pace of the project, stepped embankment slopes, limited overhead access, and
staged construction requirements. This system consists of stacked precast concrete face units with
concrete stems located centrally behind each unit, extending back into the soil mass. Friction between
the stems and the surrounding fill material, and shear blocks between the vertically stacked stems, cause
the combined T-Wall® and surrounding soil mass to act as a gravity wall. Modular units were precast offsite well in advance, and once on-site, installation was quick and simple.
Grading for the wing walls commenced at the end of May, and setting of T-wall® units began in mid-June,
following completion of the adjacent columns and
curtain walls.
The T-Walls® were placed
concurrently with the abutment fill behind the
curtain walls, beneath the existing structures, until
the slide elevation was reached and overhead
clearance became limited. The T-Walls® were
installed to the slide elevation by the middle of
August (Fig. 5).
The remaining modular units for the uppermost
wall course were installed following the ABC period
to avoid conflicts with the new structures during the
slide. As conventional backfilling and compaction
was now obstructed by the new structure, the TWalls® and abutments were backfilled to the
bottom of approach slab using flowable fill,
pumped in from the sides of the new structure and
through grout ports near the crest of the new deck. Figure 5: T-Wall® Wingwall
.
The new wing walls span from the abutment columns to the sleeper slabs (Figure ). As the sleeper slabs
prevent placement of a T-Wall® unit, a gap existed between the sleeper slab stem at the end of each
approach slab and the nearest T-Wall® unit. To close this gap, a precast panel was installed at each end
of each sleeper slab. Inserts were cast into the sleeper slab ends to allow for the panels to be bolted into
place during the post-ABC period.

Figure 6: New Superstructures Before the Slide
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TRIAL SLIDE
Within ten days prior to each ABC period, the
contractor performed a trial slide to ensure the proper
functionality of the slide systems and to iron out any
operational issues. Contractually, the contractor was
required to move each structure a minimum of 15’-0”
and a minimum of 5’-0” onto the new substructure and
return the structure back to its original position. During
the westbound trial slide, the stem of the west
approach slab was uneven and sloped downward a bit
at the end, pinching the Teflon pads and pushing them
rather than sliding over them. In an effort to ensure
that the slide shoes ride over the Teflon pads, the pads
were tapered along the leading edge. There were
difficulties with racking of the superstructure during the
westbound bridge trial slide. The contractor took
meticulous measurements of each movement of the Figure 1: Hydraulic Jacks and Gripper Assembly
structure during the trial slide for the eastbound
structure. The superstructure was moved incrementally while ensuring that each end moved equally
through careful measurements. While the measurements slowed the trial slide, the contractor was able to
maintain proper alignment of the superstructure throughout the trial slide.
ABC PERIOD
The first lateral slide occurred on September 21 and 22, 2013, nine months after the award of the
contract, and less than six months after the start of onsite bridge construction activities. The second slide
occurred one month later, on October 19 and 20, 2013.
Once the initial substructure work was completed and the superstructure constructed, traffic was detoured
to local State Route 6. NYSDOT and ConnDOT handled all traffic management during the ABC period.
The original bridge was demolished, and the approach roadway was raised to the new profile within the
20-hour ABC period. The bridge was dropped onto the closed roadway below and cleaned up by next
morning. The segments of precast sleeper slab were placed at the end of either approach to serve as an
end dam for the raised approaches and also to serve as a sliding surface for the approach slabs. The
superstructure and approach slabs were then slid in place on PTFE pads against stainless steel mating
surfaces, which offer very low friction resistance. Hydraulic jacks were used to push the new
superstructure and approach slabs onto the new abutments and sleeper slabs (Fig. 7). A mix of
permanent elastomeric bearings with PTFE and temporary slide bearings (steel blocks with PTFE) were
used for the slide. With the structure in place, joints were placed, and an asphalt overlay was placed over
the length of the structure. The approach slabs were designed as a jump slab to temporarily carry traffic
after the slide-in and before the abutment backfill was completed, allowing traffic to be re-routed onto the
new structure at this point (Fig. 8).
The ABC timeframe began with the closure of the original crossing and to end when traffic is rerouted
over the new bridge. Closure of the roadway crossing lasted one night (20 hours) to allow for the rapid
demolition of the original bridge and slide-in of the new superstructure and approach slabs. The existing
bridge was closed at 5 PM on Saturday and the new bridge was opened at 1 PM on Sunday.
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Figure 8: New Bridge after the Slide
LESSONS LEARNED
Administrative Challenges and Expedited Review Times
Given the rapid construction schedule of the project overall, administrative challenges inherent to the
nature of ABC project timeframes were identified early. In order to maintain the desired schedule, several
critical submittals needed to be reviewed early on in construction. The submittals with the highest priority
included drilled shaft means and equipment submittals, precast concrete element shop drawings,
temporary falsework shop drawings, and crane platform drawings. It quickly became clear that the typical
timeframes allotted towards shop drawing review times and RFI response times in the NYSDOT Standard
Specifications would not be acceptable for maintaining the desired construction schedule for this project.
The design team and NYSDOT reviewed submittals concurrently to expedite review times and worked
together to ensure comments provided were not in conflict with one another. Moving forward, expedited
review times for similar projects should be stipulated in the contract documents.
Concrete Mix Design
The Concrete mix design to provide the desired 5,000 psi strength was not pumpable and the contractor
had great difficulty with early concrete placements with the mix. The concrete mix was redesigned,
increasing cement content and allowing microsilica to be integral with the cement. Sand from a superior
source was utilized in the revised mix. Finally, a superplasticizer (Plastol 341) was added to increase the
slump of the concrete and to create a more pumpable mix. These modifications to the concrete mix
improved the placement of subsequent concrete pours and overall concrete quality.
PTFE Slide Bearings
The contract documents called for the PTFE sheet to be bonded to the top surface of the reinforced
elastomeric pads with an epoxy adhesive meeting the requirements of ASTM D6412, which the bearing
manufacturer, Cosmec Inc., was not able to obtain. Various methods of bonding the PTFE to the
elastomer were investigated, including using an alternate epoxy adhesive, bonding the PTFE to the
elastomer, or providing a steel plate vulcanized to the top of the elastomer with the PTFE recessed into
the plate. After some research and testing, the bearings were fabricated by vulcanizing the PTFE to the
top of the reinforced elastomeric pads.
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Next Beam Camber
The fabricator measured actual beam camber at transfer, at release, 3 days after release, one week after
release, and every week thereafter until the beams left the yard. Initial measurements after release
indicated larger camber than initially expected and caused concern that the cambers would be out of
tolerance at delivery. Initially, camber was measured with the beams supported approximately 5’-0” from
the actual final bearing locations. This decrease in the beam span decreased the downward deflections
of the beams due to self-weight that would have countered the upward deflections from prestress. While
changing the support location decreased the apparent camber, net camber growth values were still high
due to time dependent camber effects caused by the decreased beam span length. The fabricator preloaded the beams to minimize further camber growth and camber at shipping remained within contractual
tolerances.
The intention during design was to have traffic ride over the bare deck at the end of the ABC window.
Plans called for a 2” asphalt top course to be placed over the full limits of construction for each roadway
in the post-ABC timeframe. However, the camber of the beams after fabrication resulted in a step at the
interface between the beams and the approach slabs (Figure 9). This step necessitated the placement of
an overlay within the ABC timeframe to provide an acceptable riding surface at the end of the closure
period.
Possible solutions include accounting for an asphalt
overlay within the ABC window or providing a
variable depth top flange on the NEXT beams to
offset the effects of the camber and provide an
acceptable riding surface at the completion of the
ABC timeframe. The variable depth top flange
would be thicker at the ends by an amount
equivalent to the anticipated camber and would
reduce to the minimum required flange thickness at
midspan.
Camber is an important element in ABC
construction. Estimating camber in prestressed
sections is difficult as camber is affected by many
variables outside the designer’s control. According
Figure 9: Step Due to NEXT Beam Camber
to the NYSDOT Bridge Manual, “The contract plans
shall show the camber at prestress transfer and the
deflections due to non-composite dead load and superimposed dead load.” Estimated camber at
shipping is required on shop drawings, but not on design drawings. The typical NYSDOT prestressed
concrete beam construction is used in conjunction with a cast-in-place deck or an asphalt overlay. Beam
haunches or overlays provide the necessary adjustability between the final beam camber and the desired
final profile.
Anticipated final camber, camber and shipping, and camber at erection should be included on contract
plans for precast elements which are intended to be used without the placement of a cast-in-place deck
or overlay. This bridge has an asphalt overlay. As there are many variables unknown to the designer
that factor into the computation of anticipated camber, the anticipated camber growth effects provided by
the designer should be verified by the precaster during the shop drawing review phase. It is suggested
that specifications include the steps of verifying anticipated time dependent camber effects and providing
any necessary geometric adjustability to accommodate anticipated camber growth. A monitoring plan
should also be implemented to ensure that the camber remains within tolerance of the anticipated camber
shown on the shop drawings. Corrective actions should be implemented to control camber growth, as
necessary.
Approach Roadway
In many ABC projects, completing the approach work within the closure period could be just as
challenging as completing the bridge replacement. This was particularly true on this project as all
approaches had to be raised by two feet prior to opening the new bridge to traffic. Innovative design and
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careful planning of the approach work was instrumental in achieving this goal. NYSDOT Region 8 was the
lead for the highway design. Use of warm mixed asphalt placed in lifts was key to the expedited
completion of the raising of approaches to meet the elevated bridge profile.
CONCLUSIONS
ABC minimizes traffic disruption and the costs of work zone traffic control, improves safety, and minimizes
environmental impacts. Given the large weekday traffic volumes of 40,000 vehicles per day on I-84,
replacement of each bridge via traditional methods would have necessitated the construction of a
temporary bridge in the median, which would have significantly impacted the New York City watershed,
and construction activities would have extended over two construction seasons. Making use of precast
elements and replacing the bridges via the lateral slide method decreased the overall construction
duration to approximately six months and eliminated the cost of a temporary bridge. The closure period
for each bridge replacement occurred over a period of 20 hours, minimizing the disruption to the travelling
public. The replacement of the I-84 bridges over Dingle Ridge Road successfully implemented ABC
concepts.
Most of the structures along I-84 are of the same vintage of the replaced bridges over Dingle Ridge Road.
With this successful implementation of the lateral slide ABC method and knowing that many of the other
structures over I-84 are in need of replacement, NYSDOT is considering use of this ABC technique to
replace other similar structures along the heavily trafficked corridor. Similarly, the New York State
Thruway Authority, after visiting the site during the showcase, is considering replacement of various
structures along the Thruway via the lateral slide method. This pilot project provided value to the owner
and to the public, promoting ABC techniques for bridge replacement projects across the state of New
York.
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Accelerated Bridge Construction Techniques, Considerations, and Lessons
Learned for Rapid Replacement of Bascule Bridge Spans
Timothy Davis, P.E., PCL Civil Constructors, Inc., (813)264-9500, tmdavis@pcl.com
ABSTRACT
The Ben Sawyer Swing Bridge and the Gilmerton Vertical Lift Bridge are two examples of complex
bascule bridges that used Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques. The technical challenges
during construction were overcome, leading to the successful installation of each structure in a short
timeframe.
THE BEN SAWYER SWING BRIDGE
Project Introduction
The Ben Sawyer Bridge project was a Design-Build Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) project for the
South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) with Hardesty & Hanover, LLP as the Engineer of
Record. Located in Mt Pleasant, S.C., the Ben Sawyer Bridge was originally damaged and subsequently
repaired after Hurricane Hugo in 1989. The existing Ben Sawyer Bridge is comprised of four 225’ long
three-span continuous steel plate through girder approach span units and a 245’ swing-span truss over
the Intracoastal Waterway. The replacement of the superstructure was “in-kind”, and utilized the existing
foundations and alignment. The new and existing approach spans were installed using a lateral slide
system, while the swing span was removed and replaced using a two-barge float-in/float-out method. The
new swing span was constructed at the Port of Charleston and placed onto the barge using a lateral slide
system. The entire superstructure was replaced in a 10-day road and marine closure window.
Approach Span Lateral Slide
The lateral slide itself is not a complicated operation. A successful slide, or any other operation, can
usually be attributed to one item: planning. Planning for the slide needed to be integrated into the entire
operation. For construction and removal of the approach spans, this meant answering the following
questions: “Where and how are we building this? What are we doing with the existing span? How are we
moving it?”
Where and How Are We Building This?
This was the easiest question to answer: adjacent to the existing bridge. Picking which “side” was a
simple matter of real estate. In this case, the south side was chosen because it had more room for
access. A traditional two pile with cap beam pile bent system was chosen for the temporary foundation
and substructure. The two pipe piles were located directly below the main longitudinal girder. The pile
cap was stressed to the pier cap for lateral stability, and for the lateral slide. The stressed pile cap
connection also provided adequate longitudinal stability according to analysis models. A rebar x-bracing
system was also added to the external piles for additional stability. The temporary bents were designed
using a DL + W combination per the AASHTO Guide Design for Temporary Works. The new seismic
isolation bearings were considered a long lead item. Therefore, temporary bearings were used so the
project schedule was not impacted. A temporary work bridge was built to the south of the temporary
bents to facilitate access for construction of the new superstructure. The new superstructure was built by
traditional construction means upon the temporary bents.
What are we doing with the existing spans?
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Ten days was not much time to perform the installation of the new structure, especially because the
demolition of the existing structure needed to be included. Shallow water prevented any floating
methods, environmental issues
prevented the use of percussive
methods, and traditional saw cutting
with crane removal would push the
schedule beyond the 10 days allowed.
A work bridge was required regardless,
so the project team elected to slide the
existing superstructure concurrently
with the new superstructure. To save
temporary material supports, the
removal pile bents were designed
exactly like the new superstructure
bents, except they were supported by
the temporary work bridge. Combining
the slide of both superstructures
eliminated the demolition from the
critical path of the 10 day closure.
How are we moving it?

Figure 1: Ben Sawyer Approach Span Configuration

The approach spans were moved using a combination of Hilman Rollers, post-tensioning rods,
miscellaneous steel members, and a center hole jack. These devices were chosen because they had the
required design capacity, and equally as important, they were already in our inventory. Being a DesignBuild project, cost was a driving factor in the selection of materials at bid-time.
Each temporary bearing served a second purpose as the roller “truck” that transported the girders to their
final positions. The bridge was vertically jacked prior to the closure, the Hilman rollers were placed under
the bearing, and the jacks were released. The assembly was referred to as the “truck”, with each truck
attached transversely by a Post Tensioning (PT) bar. The last PT bar in the system passed through the
jack that pulls the spans into place. Once the bridge arrived to its final location, the permanent bearings
were slid under the truck, and the trucks were removed the same way they were installed. Temporary
bearings were set into place for the existing structure.
Overcoming Challenges and Lessons Learned
During each slide, there were 80 Hilman rollers in use to move the structures. All 80 of them had been
used previously to varying degrees. As previously stated, these were available in our inventory and
integral to securing the work. These specific rollers are designed to move in one direction: straight. The
rollers are 10 5/8” long and have had to travel a distance of 38 feet. It was identified early that aligning all
160 rollers perfectly was not practical, and contingency plans were made. Angle iron guides were welded
continuously along the track to ensure proper alignment. The temporary bearings also proved to be a
very versatile design because they could be jacked at any point during the slide to replace/repair a roller
during the operation.
During each slide, there were critical points where the roller trucks would transfer from the temporary bent
to the existing cap, rapidly changing the load path and deflected shape of the temporary pile bents.
Installing an additional support to the footing at these interfaces would have proved difficult, as they would
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have needed to be installed underwater,
under the bridge, with divers. Installing a
mechanical anchor system into the existing
cap proved infeasible due to geometry.
Custom brackets were fabricated to fit the
face of the piercap and were designed to take
the full temporary load using friction forces
developed during post tensioning. Stressing
the external PT bars between brackets also
provided the existing pier cap with enough
pre-compression in the cantilevers to handle
the temporary loading during the slide
operation.
During each slide, four, three-span
continuous units were being moved
simultaneously from seven pier caps. It was
Figure 2: Custom Bracket and Roller Truck
identified during the design phase that the
deck provided sufficient rigidity to prevent differential loading from the jacking operation from damaging
the structure. Based on this analysis, the project team used seven independent jacking operations
spaced out over 450’. The coordination effort required for this was greater than anticipated. Using a
larger or synchronous jacking system may have resulted in better efficiency during the slide. The first
slide took approximately two days to complete, while the second slide took only one day. All of the
components of the slide system were planned and engineered prior to the installation of the first
temporary bent, leading to a successful operation. On a side note, during the second slide, it snowed in
Charleston. According to the locals, snowfall had not occurred at the site in 30 years.
Swing Span Lateral Slide
Much like the approach spans, planning was an integral part to the success of the swing span lateral
slide. The swing span fabrication was done by Florida Structural Steel in Tampa, FL. The 245’ span was
erected on land at the port of Charleston using traditional crawler cranes and flat slabs with dunnage for
temporary foundations. The machinery, control house, and deck were also installed prior to sliding the
span onto the barges.
The design of the lateral slide system accounted for dead load plus the minimum lateral load required by
the AASHTO Design guidelines. The system was only going to be used twice, and the weather could
accurately be predicted during its use. The existing soils behind the bulkhead were contaminated, and
underground utilities were unknown. The bulkhead itself was also questionable regarding whether or not
it could sustain the large loads induced by the 700 ton swing span. The project team decided to span the
bulkhead with heavy beams from a spread footing on land to a pile supported bent in the water. Pipe
piles were driven into the Cooper Marl to support the span during rolling. The Cooper Marl formation
allowed for easy driving conditions with a rapid pile freeze. Similar to the approach spans, Hilman roller
trucks were fabricated for transporting the span, along with a similar bar jacking system.
Challenges Overcome and Lessons Learned
Three geometrical and structural challenges had to be addressed to ensure the success of the lateral
slide. Firstly, the barge geometry had to work at both the site and the port. Secondly, the swing span
truss was required to support loads with four different support conditions (construction, slide, barge, and
final). Lastly, the swing span had to be at an elevation where it could be lifted from the lateral slide
supports using only tides and ballast water.
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Unlike the approach spans, the swing span had a much greater distance to travel, approximately 100
feet. The bar jacking operation was slow, taking a full day to complete. Although slower than expected,
all components of the slide performed as intended. The removal of the existing swing span from the
barges after the closure was originally designed as a reverse operation of the new span. The project
team elected to substitute winches for the bar jacks to speed up the process, with good results: they were
able to remove the span in less than two hours.
Swing Span Float In/Out
Marine equipment is expensive. Falsework on marine equipment is expensive. The relatively light weight
of the spans (approximately 1200 tons combined), along with the “replace in kind” geometry provided a
unique possibility for the installation and removal of the new and existing swing spans. Both spans
shared the two barges and partially shared the falsework on the barges. This resulted in a cost savings
for the project.
The barge falsework was designed to
lift and lower the swing spans to their
desired elevation. The project team
determined the barge location was
the most economical to change the
elevation of the spans. H-pile
falsework column legs were
supported by a cast in place slab on
the barge deck. This was required to
evenly distribute the loads to the
barge deck. The two open sides
allowed the span lifting beams to
travel up and down without interfering
with bracing. At the top of the
falsework tower, a jacking beam
supported the bar jacks used to raise
and lower the lifting beam. The
falsework was also designed to
accommodate a 30 mph wind load
and a 3 degree barge list.

Figure 3: Float-in/out Barge Configuration

The two barges needed to straddle the existing pivot pier. In order to keep the barges from moving
relative to each other, a bracing system was designed between them. The preferred barge deck level
brace conflicted with the bridge fender system during installation. An elevated brace was designed to
accommodate the bridge fender system. However, the tugboat subcontractor required a deck level brace
system during transit. The bracing system was then refined to be raised and lowered at the bridge site,
accommodating all parties. Detailed barge compartment ballast plans were developed for all three barge
loading conditions (new span, both spans, existing span), along with the transitions between those load
cases.
The interface between the swing span and the approach spans was unique; each span had a curved end.
The approach span was concave to accept the rotating convex end of the swing span. During a short
closure, this made it difficult to float in at or near the final elevation without leaving off a piece of one of
the spans. It also created issues with any pre-assembly of the span locks. The alternative to leaving out
members was to float in over the completed approach span and lower into position. The project team
chose to demolish a portion of the existing approach and lift the existing swing span over the approach
span, while leaving off portions of the new approach for the new swing span. It should be noted that the
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order of activities was important: the project team removed the existing swing span, performed both
approach slides, and installed the new swing span to minimize the critical path schedule during the
closure.
Challenges Overcome and Lessons Learned
Although the system worked, the bar jacking system was slow and cumbersome. A synchronous system
would have increased the efficiency of the operation. A tugboat subcontractor proved difficult to find,
leading to unexpected changes in the plans, including the reconfiguration of the bracing, which was also
slow. The ten day weather forecast proved unreliable in regard to wind speed. Although the system was
“designed” for 30 mph winds, it had the reserve capacity to withstand the 45 mph winds incurred during
the closure. Unless the project team owns the required marine equipment, designs should be done
based on readily available equipment, with the flexibility to change when the actual equipment is
procured.
THE GILMERTON VERTICAL LIFT BRIDGE
Project Introduction
The Gilmerton Vertical Lift Bridge Project is a Unit-Price traditional Design Bid Build for the Virginia
Department of Transportation (VDOT) with Modjeski and Masters, Inc. as the Engineer of Record. The
Gilmerton Vertical Lift Bridge was constructed using staged construction and the original alignment. The
new vertical lift towers were constructed over the existing bascule spans while maintaining the heavy
traffic on Military Highway. The new 2,600-ton span crosses the Eastern Branch of the Elizabeth River in
Chesapeake, VA. It was constructed upstream from the jobsite at its low elevation on falsework. The span
was transported to the jobsite on a single barge. During the transport, the 90’ wide x 250’ long span
passed through five bridges, providing additional geometric constraints. This project also had two time
constraints. The VDOT closure window for the bridge was 14 days, while the United States Coast Guard
marine closure window could only last for three days. During the three day marine closure, the existing
bascule leaves were floated out on a barge, and the new lift span was installed and raised while final
machinery operations occurred.
Existing Bridge Demolition
The Demolition of the existing bridge is often overlooked during the early stages of planning for a
shortened bridge closure. Often, the demolition controls the critical path of the schedule during the
closure, which was the case at the Gilmerton Bridge. In this specific case, only the bascule leaf portions
of the existing bridge located between the fenders required removal during the bridge closure because
they would conflict with the barge and falsework for the new span being floated into place.
To avoid a sudden rotation during the removal, the counterweight had to be structurally supported inside
the bascule pit. The counterweight was propped with pipe columns from the floor of the bascule pier in
several locations. The props required placement during the closure period because the existing bridge
needed to remain operational up until the closure.
After supporting the counterweight, the float out barge was positioned under the spans. The float out
barge was chosen based on stability and geometry; it had to fit within the fender system and be at least
as wide as the span. A steel beam grillage designed for the dead load of the existing bascule leaves was
welded to the barge deck. The barge was pre-ballasted to account for the weight of the span and the
tidal fluctuation of the river. Additional stiffeners were added to the span prior to the closure to account
for the point loading in the leaves. The two leaves were tied together at their tips to provide longitudinal
support.
Once the barge was positioned under the span, the span was clamped to the grillage beams and ballast
water was removed to take the load from the leaves. The two main support girders were cut using an
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Oxylance cutting system; the deck grating and stringers were cut using the same method. Within
approximately 12 hours, the spans were separated, floated to the north, and stored for later processing.

Lift Span Construction
During the planning stages it was evident that geometric constraints and the weight of the liftspan would
be the driving factors in the means and methods of construction. Thought was given to using the “Ben
Sawyer” method of constructing on land, laterally sliding onto barges, and jacking the span to its final
elevation. Due to the increased cost of the temporary works, this was determined to be unfeasible.
Instead, the project team elected to construct the liftspan at its design elevation, over the water. Large
pile supported falsework towers were installed to support the final dead load, and intermediate pile bents
were installed to support smaller loads during the construction of the truss. The truss was incrementally
constructed using traditional cranes on land and on barges. The intermediate bents were removed prior
to the deck pour to ensure that the correct final camber was achieved. The liftspan even survived
Hurricane Irene while on the falsework without issues.
The float-in barge falsework turned out to be a very simple design. After a few iterations of traditional fourleg tower designs were completed, the project team decided to use the 12’ diameter by 1.5” thick casings
that were left over from drilled shaft operations. Grillage beams were placed along the barge deck and
the top of the casing for load distribution.
Real estate is at a premium along the waterway. The site chosen to construct the lift span was
approximately 10 miles away, and more importantly, the route passed through five bridges, with the
narrowest passage at 140’. The 89’ wide by 250’ long lift span only passed through that bridge in one
direction. The fender system at the permanent site was 125’ wide, requiring a maximum total barge size
of 140’ x 125’. The span was 89’ wide, and the truss nodes were 31’-3” apart, controlling the falsework
spacing on the barge deck. With a 12’ diameter falsework tower, that meant a minimum barge size of
101’ x 74’-6” was needed.
The project team successfully located one
available barge that fit this criteria. “Big
Red” was located near Jacksonville, FL,
and had dimensions of 96’x101’ which met
our geometric requirements. However,
additional flexi-float outrigger barges were
attached to Big Red to increase its stability
footprint. Big Red’s large square footprint
ensured that there were no stability issues.
However, its 18’ depth and thin walled
bulkheads, coupled with the location of the
falsework towers on the deck, meant
extensive structural modifications were
required.
Prior to actually floating the span into
place, a mockup of the float was done. The
barges were towed from the erection site to
Figure 4: Liftspan during Transit
the lift span’s final location. At the bridge
site, beams were pre-attached to the
fender system with a rolling beam trolley attached to them. Four of these trolleys were attached to the
barges to ensure that the barges floated parallel with the channel. Winches pulled the barge into final
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position. This alignment plan was critical, as there was only 1.5” of clearance between the span and the
towers.
Once all of the mockups were complete and all stakeholders were satisfied, the closure of the existing
Gilmerton Bridge occurred. Within the first 12 hours of the closure, the existing bascule leaves had been
removed, and the new span had arrived on site. Once the alignment system was engaged, it took less
than an hour to float the liftspan into position and set it on its bearings. The remainder of the closure
period was spent installing the ropes, final alignment of the machinery, and functional testing of the
liftspan. The bridge opened on January 14, 2013.
Lessons Learned
The Gilmerton Float-in offered several important lessons learned:
1. Always do a span falsework liftoff test prior to the closure, and ensure that the liftoff test can be
reversed.
2. A traditional marine survey may not provide enough information to accurately analyze the
structure. Additional levels of investigation should be performed prior to a non-traditional use of a
barge, such as a float-in.
3. Always have a tested alignment plan when floating into tight spaces with tight tolerances.
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REHABILITATION OF HISTORIC WELLS STREET MOVEABLE BRIDGE, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS – PART I
Dipal P. Vimawala, SE, PE, AECOM, (312) 373-6625, Dipal.Vimawala@aecom.com
ABSTRACT
This project is a classic example where Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) Techniques were
effectively utilized to minimize the disturbance to the transit services. A major rehabilitation to restore the
bridge required replacement of a number of main truss members along with the entire upper and lower
level structural framing system along with major mechanical and electrical components.
INTRODUCTIONS AND BRIDGE HISTORY
The historic Wells Street Bridge is a double-deck, double leaf, fixed trunnion bascule bridge designated
as Structure No. 016-6054 by the Illinois Department of Transportation. The bridge crosses the Chicago
River in the heart of downtown Chicago, serving thousands of commuters daily. It carries the double
track Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) elevated railway on the upper level and vehicle, bicycle and
pedestrian traffic on the lower level (see Figure 1). The overall length of the main span is 345 feet and the
overall width is 72 feet. The Wells Street Bridge was built in 1922 and is listed on the Illinois Historic
Bridge Survey.
The bridge superstructure was in poor condition with current Inventory Rating of HS 4.7 and Operating
Rating of HS 7.9, with load posting of 10 tons. The sufficiency rating for the structure was only 19.0. Due
to its deteriorated condition and high volume of users, rehabilitation of this bridge was a top priority for the
Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT), who owns and maintains the bridge.
The bridge has been in operation for about 90 years without a major rehabilitation. Numerous structural
members, including bottom truss chord members, displayed extensive corrosion and loss of section. The
following is the rehabilitation history of this bridge:
•
In 1957, four new lines of roadway stringers were installed as part of a lower level deck
conversion. This work included installation of jack beam channel framing system. The jack beam
channels serve to support the open metal grating roadway deck and connect it to the roadway
stringers below.
•
In 1967 and 1968, repairs were made to the floor beams, lateral bracing, anchor columns and
substructure concrete.
•
In 1976, the pedestrian handrails along the sidewalks were replaced.
•
In 1992, several sections of the deck grid, a number of roadway stringers and jack beams were
replaced on the moveable span; the concrete deck and stringers in both fixed spans were also
replaced.
•
In 2008, reinforcement was installed on several bottom chord truss members along with repairs to
lower level floor beams, roadway stringers and jack beams. A small number of roadway stringers
were replaced and additional jack beams were installed at a limited number of locations in the
lower level.
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Figure 1. CTA train crossing over the south leaf of Wells Street Bridge.
In general, the bridge has been in operation far longer than the 50 to 60 year lifespan of a typical movable
bridge. This longevity can be attributed to a combination of the robust original construction and routine
repairs; however, many of the main members were in need of complete replacement as they could no
longer be restored to a safe condition through routine repair work.
ENGINEERING
Although at first glance the rehabilitation of this bridge appears simply a structural design challenge,
equally important components to the project are the mechanical, electrical, bridge house, and river wall
rehabilitations; as well as extensive traffic control (vehicular, pedestrian, train and river traffic) and
coordination with various agencies, as the project is located in the heart of downtown Chicago and
surrounded by major traffic corridors and businesses.
Structural Design
The bridge carries three lanes of vehicular traffic, a bike lane, and sidewalks on each side. Dual truss
girders, as main load carrying members, support both levels of framing supported by transverse floor
beams spaced at approximately 14 feet. At the lower level, metal grating is supported by longitudinal
roadway stringers which span between transverse floor beams. Sidewalks are supported on brackets
which are cantilevered from the exterior bottom chord truss girders. Sidewalks consist of similar steel grid
deck; however, the grid is filled with concrete. At the upper level, CTA structure is supported by
longitudinal track stringers spanning between transverse floor beams. The rear joints and center joint
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assemblies are critical design elements where the movable and fixed parts come together. Two bridge
houses are located adjacent to the bridge, at the north-west and south-east corners of the movable span.
See Figure 2 for plan, elevation, and section views of the structure.
For the main bridge structure, restoring the bridge to an adequate rating required replacement of a
number of truss members as well as the entire upper and lower level framing, floor system and lateral
bracings. The “River Arm” portion of the trusses, the portion of the moveable components including the
trunnion frames, anchor frames and machinery frames were repaired. The existing paint had extensive
deterioration throughout and the entire bridge received a new coat of paint.
Sidewalks were replaced with fiberglass decking and railings were replaced with newly fabricated replicas
Existing

Proposed
CTA Tracks

72’-0” Out to Out

Bridge House

CROSS SECTION
Moveable Truss

ELEVATION

268’-0” c/c Trunnions

PLAN

Figure 2. Simplified plan, elevation and cross section views of Wells Street Bridge.
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Bridge
Pit

of the original historic railings. Both bridge pits, including counterweight boxes, received concrete repairs.
Both bridge houses received select repairs to roofs, walls, windows, plumbing, electrical and mechanical
components. The southwest dolphin was replaced.
Structural Analysis
The balance of a bascule bridge is extremely sensitive to structural changes, such that even a new coat
of paint will require re-balancing before operation can resume. The existing structure was slightly “nose
heavy”, meaning the span over the river creates a stronger force on the trunnion than the opposing
counterweight. Since the rehabilitation included significant structural modifications, a detailed structural
analysis was performed to determine the appropriate counterweight adjustments to bring the bridge to a
“balanced” condition. This required understanding of the initial balance condition and tracking the weights
of all structural components to be added or removed. STAAD-Pro was used to model the bridge
superstructure. Stresses were calculated using ASD methods in accordance with AREMA guidelines. The
upper level structure supporting CTA was designed using ASD methods in accordance with AREMA and
CTA guidelines while the lower level roadway structure was designed using AASHTO-LRFD
specifications.
Mechanical Design
Main Drive Machinery
The bridge is equipped with four machinery drives; two machinery drives for each truss. The prime mover
of the each drive is a 100 hp 550 VDC mill type electric motor. These are the original motors in use from
the 1920s. Each machinery drive is equipped with a machinery brake and a motor brake. The machinery
brake is a hydraulic thrustor operated wheel and shoe type brake. The motor brake is a solenoid operated
wheel and shoe type brake. The motor brake wheel, 22” in diameter, is directly connected to the electric
motor shaft.
The bridge machinery drive motors were removed for complete refurbishing. Refurbishing of the original
motors was selected over complete motor replacement to retain the same geometric relationship between
the motor shaft centerline and the centerline of mating spur gears as they are mounted upon the existing
machinery frame. Refurbishing can be readily performed in a motor rebuilding house and motors can be
tested to meet original torque-speed requirements.
The existing solenoid operated motor brakes were replaced with hydraulically operated motor brakes.
Replacement of the motor brakes was chosen due to the
age of the brakes, and the owner’s preference for solenoid
type actuation over hydraulic type actuation. Solenoid
operated brakes do not offer the “soft” braking action that
hydraulically actuated brakes offer and thus lessen the
potential for overstressing the gear teeth.
Rear Locks
The rear lock mechanism consists of a pair of motors which
drive speed reducing and load transfer mechanisms to a
toggle linkage locking mechanism that locks into a
receiving bracket mounted on the rear of the truss and
resists live loads applied between the rear bridge leaf break
and the trunnion.
These rear locks are driven with a pair of 7½ hp AC motors
with integral motor brakes. The motors are connected to a
common shaft which drives a crank shaft, linkage and
toggle type linkage assembly to insert an upper rocker
casting beneath the heel lock shoe of the road side of the
bridge truss.
Upon original inspection, one set of pinion and spur gear
sets within the existing machinery drive speed reducer
exhibits severe corrosion, as shown in Figure 3. The
supporting machinery frame was also severely corroded.
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Figure 3. Rear lock Gear

Replacement of the entire rear lock drive mechanism was explored in an effort to simplify the system. It
was decided, however, to retain the existing drive configuration in order to preserve the system that has
proven reliable over the years.
The project required that the rear lock drive mechanism be removed and completely disassembled. The
corroded gears, shafts, and machinery frames were replaced, while the remaining components were
cleaned, inspected, painted and replaced.
Center Locks
Center locks are provided at the top chord, where the north and south leafs meet in the center of the river.
There is one linkage on each of the top chords driven by a linkage powered from two 3 hp, 900 rpm
motors. The entire center lock mechanism was removed and sent to a machine shop for refurbishing. The
existing motors were rewound. After the structural truss members are replaced, the refurbished center
lock mechanism was installed in its original configuration.
Counterweight Pit Sump Pumps
The existing sump pumps in bridge pits were non-operable, having largely rusted away and exhibit severe
deterioration on the remaining components. These pumps were entirely re-placed.
Electrical Design
The power to operate the bridge is provided by two independent electrical sources. The south side of the
bridge is fed by a three phase 480 volt AC Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) utility service feed. The north
side of the bridge is fed by a 600 volt DC feed provided by the CTA.
The bridge’s south side feed was installed as part of the reconstruction of adjacent Lower Wacker Drive,
about 12 years ago. The ComEd feed enters the lower part of the south bridge structure from Lower
Wacker Drive. The three phase 480 volt AC power is converted into 600 volt DC power by two rectifier
transformers. The DC power is then distributed to the bridge motors via the DC controller and resistor
banks. A 480-120/208V transformer provides AC power to the south leaf bridge equipment requiring AC
power (such as lights, receptacles, and gates), as well as AC power to the north side via submarine
cable.
With this rehabilitation, the 600 volt DC
feed for the north leaf was replaced with a
three phase 480 volt AC feed from
ComEd, similar to the south leaf service.
The feed for the north leaf was installed on
the south side of the river and utilize
submarine cables to feed the north leaf
motors and equipment. Separate north and
south feeds are critical to maintain
redundancy in the system, to assure the
bridge is always operable.
Each bridge house has a controller which
controls its associated bridge leaf. New
control consoles were installed. The
bridge’s up/down direction and speed is
controlled by a trolley car type control lever
and a foot pedal brake located on the floor
of the tower. Equipment such as the trolley
control lever, gauges, and switches are
from the original bridge construction.
There are existing submarine cables
routed under the river from the north side
to the south side of the bridge. The
submarine cables provide both power and
control to equipment at each side of the
bridge. The submarine cables are Figure 4. Northwest bridge house.
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terminated in submarine termination cabinets located on the lower level of each structure. The submarine
cables and junction boxes were replaced in the 1970’s. New submarine cables were installed to power up
the north side DC motor leafs as well as AC power and controls
Four vehicular traffic gates and four pedestrian gates are provided to stop traffic prior to opening the
bridge. Four sets of warning traffic lights alert drivers of the impending bridge operation, and a vehicular
barrier gate provides additional protection to stop a vehicle from entering the bridge in the event it passes
through the traffic gates. The navigational lighting is mounted on the bridge to guide boat traffic below. All
of the warning and navigational gates, lights and controls were in poor condition and thus replaced.
ARCHITECTURAL AND HISTORICAL DOCUMENTATION
The Well Street Bridge is listed on the Illinois Historic Bridge Survey, which identifies structures in the
state with historic significance. Because of this designation, extensive coordination was required with the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) to obtain approval for any modifications to the bridge
structure. A detailed historical review of drawings, photographs, and materials was conducted to identify
features critical to the original character of the bridge. These features were restored or preserved with the
rehabilitation.
The following were the key outcomes of this historical review:


New railing should match the original cast iron ornamental railings.



New truss elements must match the original open web, built-up lattice sections.



Existing truss type floor beams at the upper level can be replaced with solid web plate girders.

 Existing rivets may be replaced with high strength bolts.
The bridge houses (see Figure 4), which are still central to the operation controls of the bridge, are
particularly important to the architectural and historic character. To update the houses while respecting
their historic significance, the following was accomplished:


Terra cotta tile roof was fully replaced.



Windows were replaced with exterior clad wood windows to match historic profile.



Stone walls were cleaned and repaired.



Wood doors and metal gates were replaced with new doors to match historic profile.



Historic bronze plaques were restored.



Bronze bells were replaced with new bells to match existing.



Bronze coal doors were removed, restored and reinstalled in place.



Bathrooms received new plumbing fixtures in NW bridge house.



Bridge houses received HVAC upgrades.

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AND COORDINATION
To ensure a successful completion of the reconstruction work, effective communication and coordination
with the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) was critical. The bridge carries an Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of
approximately 12,000 vehicles, and serves nearly 4,500 pedestrians a day according to recent CDOT
counts. It also opens twice a week during the spring and fall to allow river traffic through to Lake
Michigan, on annual boat runs. However, the majority of bridge users are on the trains. CTA operates
two major service lines, with approximately 75 trains daily, over the upper portion of the bascule bridge.
These train operations are critical to connecting north side commuters to the many businesses in the
Chicago “Loop”, or Central Business District, as well as tourists exploring the City. Shutting down train
operations across the bridge for more than a night is inconvenient, but shutting it down for months to
complete the rehabilitation work with traditional methods was unacceptable.
Understanding these impacts, the project team worked closely with CTA officials at an early stage of the
project to determine allowable windows for track shutdowns. Service impacts would be necessary to
perform the work to replace the truss structure and the entire upper level framing carrying CTA tracks,
which cannot be completed with active train traffic. The goal was to minimize the disruption, especially for
the highest volume of users, weekday commuters.
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Through these discussions, it was determined that the bridge would be rehabilitated one leaf at a time,
providing temporary shoring under the counterweight box for the leaf under construction so train traffic
could be maintained. Vehicle and pedestrian traffic would be safely detoured to other local streets on the
roadway grid. Working on only one leaf at a time allowed one leaf to remain operable to accommodate
river traffic. And the replacement of the truss “River Arm” structure and rail tracks took place during two 9day shutdowns of upper level train traffic (two weekends and one work week).
The final rehabilitation staging sequence was as follows:
“River Arm” Truss Members (to be replaced)

Figure 5. Bascule leaf sketch showing truss replacement members, panel points and counterweight
shoring.
1. Shore the south counterweight in bridge pit.
2. Shutdown CTA train traffic and within 9 days perform major rehab of south leaf:
a. Replace truss river arm from Panel Points 0-1 to 10-13 (see Figure 5).
b. Install new floor beams, upper level framing and lower level floor beams.
c. Install CTA tracks, rails and controls.
d. Test and inspect for safety to re-open to live trains.
3. Install remaining lower level stringers, sidewalk brackets and sidewalk stringers.
4. Remove counterweight shoring from south bridge pit.
5. Test and perform south leaf balancing operation for interim condition, to assure leaf is fully
operational before closing north leaf.
6. Repeat CTA shutdown work for north leaf.
After the train shutdowns, the remaining structural work can be completed, as well as the mechanical,
electrical and architectural rehabilitations.
CONCLUSION
This project brought an innovative concept of rolling-in new trusses carried by the barges on river. This
project is especially unique as it is truly a multi-model facility serving pedestrian, highway, bikers, transit
and river traffic.
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Instead of replacing few critical members (a short-term fix), a decision was made to replace major portion
of trusses, called “River Arm”, to provide a long-term solution. While coordinating very closely with CTA it
was agreed that truss and track replacement (entire framing system) would take place during two 9-day
shutdowns. The bridge was rehabilitated one leaf at a time, providing temporary shoring under the
counterweight box for the leaf under construction, while keeping other leaf in service to allow river traffic.
To expedite the process, CDOT procured new trusses under an advanced contract and required that
trusses were to be completely pre-fabricated off site rather than stick built on site. This allowed a
significant time saving over a conventional method that normally would require in field for proper fit-up.
The staging scheme had to be “fool-proof” to ensure truss replacement in a relatively short duration.
Contractor built these trusses off site and floated into the river to the project location.
Bascule bridges in this country are often considered landmarks or historically significant structures, which
should be valued and preserved. Maintenance and rehabilitation of these deteriorating structures is
challenging and costly, especially those with a high user demands and construction constraints. Wells
Street Bridge is a unique example of major bascule rehabilitation in one of the most constrained
construction sites possible. With thousands of users crossing it daily, and years of corrosion evident, the
Chicago Department of Transportation had to invest in a full rehabilitation of the structure to add decades
to its useful life. The design team balanced the need for in-kind replacement of historic elements with the
need to upgrade systems with current technology to improve operation and lifespan. Early coordination
and understanding of staging constraints was critical to ensuring minimal impact to the traveling public
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ABSTRACT
The collision of a cargo ship with Eggner’s Ferry Bridge knocking out a 322 feet truss spans. This paper
focuses on the design strategy and opportunities to speed-up material procurement, simplify fabrication
and assembly. Accelerated construction techniques are also presented in this paper. The Eggner’s Ferry
Bridge emergency replacement project that completed in 17 weeks is the benchmark for speedy
emergency repair and replacement of structures that are closed to traffic by accidents or disasters.
INTRODUCTION
On January 26, 2012, an 8,679-ton cargo ship struck a 322-foot-long span of the Eggner’s Ferry Bridge,
severing a critical connection to educational, recreational, and business centers throughout western
Kentucky. The Eggner’s Ferry Bridge carries U.S. 68 and KY 80 over Kentucky Lake on the Tennessee
River. The only crossing of the lake in Kentucky, the bridge is the western gateway for more than two
million annual visitors to the 170,000-acre Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area. Without
the bridge, vacationers must take a 42-mile detour to access the recreation area from the west,
circumventing the area businesses that rely on tourism dollars to survive, and area residents must drive
many extra miles to reach educational and business centers on both sides of the bridge.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC), working with Michael Baker Jr., Inc. (Baker) and Hall
Contracting of Kentucky, Inc. (Hall), initiated the Eggner’s Ferry Bridge emergency replacement project to
replace the span before Memorial Day; the beginning of heavy summer tourism. The team developed a
strategy to fast-track the repair of the structure. Working closely with Hall, Baker’s team of engineers
performed an extensive bridge analysis, evaluated opportunities for speedy material procurement and
ways to simplify fabrication and assembly, and incorporated accelerated bridge construction techniques
to assemble, float, and lift the bridge span into place within a matter of weeks. The bridge was reopened
to traffic May 25, 2012; 17 weeks after the collision, before the start of the Memorial Day weekend, and
$2 million less than the authorized emergency funds. The Eggner’s Ferry Bridge emergency replacement
project sets the benchmark for speedy emergency repair and replacement of structures that are disrupted
by accidents or disasters.
EXISTING CONDITION
The existing bridge was built in 1932 and consisted of 6 steel through truss spans and several approach
spans. The bridge was raised with a new foundation in early 1940s to provide navigation clearance for the
impoundment of Kentucky Lake. Figure 1 is an aerial photograph of the Eggner’s Ferry Bridge prior to the
Delta Mariner cargo ship collision.
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Figure 1: The Eggner’s Ferry Bridge
On the evening of January 26, 2012, the bridge was struck by an 8,700-ton cargo ship, MV Delta Mariner
knocking out a 322-feet truss span. Fortunately there were no injuries or fatalities associated with the
collision. Because of the impending economic impact on the area tourism, business and educational
institutions, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) made it an immediate priority to replace the
bridge. Figure 2 is a photograph of the Delta Mariner with part of the bridge draped over the bow.

Figure 2: Photograph from January 27th, 2012 of the Delta Mariner cargo
ship with a part of the Eggner’s Ferry Bridge draped over the bow.
Immediately after the loss of span, KYTC sent a team of inspectors to assess the structural condition of
the remaining spans and piers adjacent to the collapsed span. The piers supporting the collapsed span
had thorough inspections of the cap, pier stem and underwater inspections performed. The inspectors
found the adjacent spans to be in adequate condition and consistent with the previous inspection reports.
However, the inspection found there was some localized damage to the top of the piers and even to the
bearing supporting the one of the adjacent spans. Figure 3 is a typical picture of the damage to the pier
cap. The damage of the bearing on the right was caused when the superstructure was pulled off by the
ship impact and the anchor bolt failed. This seemed to indicate that the top of the pier moved laterally
and snapped back to its original position. The left bearing in Figure 3 appears to have some movement
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with spall of the concrete near the edge anchor bolts.
concrete spall found at the adjacent piers.

Figure 3: Collapsed Span Bearing Damage

Figure 4 is a close up of the typical

Figure 4: Spalling Concrete of Pier Cap

PLANNING THE REPLACEMENT
When the collision occurred, the design for a future parallel bridge replacement for the aging Eggner’s
Ferry Bridge structure was well underway by Baker. KYTC had to make a quick decision to either
accelerate the new bridge project and possibly use a ferry service in the interim or replace the damaged
span and follow the previously scheduled bridge replacement schedule. Replacing the span was chosen
because completing the new bridge construction would have taken several years even on an accelerated
schedule, and would have significant impacts on the region.
KYTC utilized its existing contract with Baker to identify feasible options to return the Eggner’s Ferry
Bridge to service as quickly as possible. Navigation impacts, substructure concerns, permit issues and
cost estimates were considered for several options that included prefabricated spans, multi-girder PCIbeam and steel rolled beam spans that each required a temporary pier in deep water. Additionally, a
single span welded steel plate girder and a new steel truss were vetted. An additional option considered
the removal, transport, modification, and reuse of a similar truss in Tennessee under replacement.
Ultimately, KYTC decided to proceed with a 320-feet single span steel truss supported on the existing
piers. This approach avoided permitting issues and the introduction of additional piers into the navigable
waterway, avoided the need for construction of temporary intermediate piers in 70 foot deep channel, and
would have a similar appearance to the remaining truss spans.
KYTC directed Baker to develop preliminary plans for a single span parallel chord truss for two lanes of
HS20 live load to match the existing bridge. The design strategy was to make the truss as simple as
possible to accelerate the material procurement, fabrication, assembly and construction. Preliminary
plans provided the contractor with the required geometry, preliminary member sizes and concepts
demonstrating the type of structure and details. Detailed information such as quantities, bar schedules
and connection designs were not developed at this time. Preliminary plans were submitted to KYTC on
February 27, 2012, one month after the incident.
Below is a partial list of the requirements included in the bulletin.








Lump Sum Price – Low Bid = Best Value.
Replace Single Span Truss on existing piers
AASHTO HS-20 LL, Dead load <10% increase
Maintain a vertical clearance no less than the existing.
Concrete or Asphalt with Deck width for two lanes of traffic, no less than existing
Finalize the design – provide Stamped plans and Calculations
Completion – Open to traffic by May 27th 2012 - $50,000/day Liquidated Damages.
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The emergency span replacement contract was awarded to Hall Contracting of Kentucky on March 2,
2012 with a low bid of $7 million. Hall engaged Baker to complete the design.
REPLACEMENT BRIDGE DESIGN
To have the bridge open by May 27, it was essential that Baker work in concert with Hall to expedite the
design process. The replacement span bridge is a single span parallel chord Warren type truss 320 feet
long by 32 feet high by 23 feet 8 inches center-to-center chords. The deck width of 21 feet provides two
traffic lanes similar to the existing bridge. Figure 5 shows the layout of the replacement bridge. The
replacement span has a shallower floor system than the collapsed span due to the use of an integral deck
and new pedestals that were installed at the top of rehabilitated pier to support the new bearing.

Figure 5: Layout of the Replacement Span
To be consistent with the existing truss bridge, KYTC specified in the bridge criteria that the bridge design
shall be in accordance with AASHTO Standard Specification for Strength for Highway Bridges, with
Interims and reference to AASHTO Guide Specification for Strength Design of Truss Bridges (Load
Factor).
Three types of bridge deck were considered during preliminary engineering: a cast-in place concrete
deck, an asphalt deck supported on transom floor beam, and an exodermic deck. The contractor
preferred the cast-in place concrete deck option. Since, this is designated as a temporary bridge with an
estimated service life of 5 years before replacement, the owner allowed use of a 6-1/2” cast-in place deck
on the replacement bridge, significantly reducing the weight of the bridge. Furthermore, the deck design
did not consider the weight of a future wearing surface.
An integral floor system was used on the replacement bridge that offered the following advantages over a
floating floor system: 1) Stringers framing into the floor beam reduced the depth of the structure; 2) The
stringers braced the floor beam before the deck was cured; 3) Eliminated the need for bearings under the
stringer saving material cost and valuable procurement time; 4) Stringer copes were also eliminated by
setting the stringer flange below the floorbeam flange. Error! Reference source not found. is schematic
of the stringer to floorbeam connection.
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Figure 6: Typical Stringer to Floorbeam Connection
The design provided with the preliminary plans for bid used a welded H-section for the truss members.
Initially, welded plate section was preferable due to its use in conventional truss design and also being
the most structural efficient with regard to overall weight of the structure. Given the value placed on the
schedule the contractor evaluated the fabrication schedule of Welded plate sections versus the
procurement of rolled W sections. Baker re-designed the truss to utilize rolled sections. The final design
incorporated 3 HP sections for all the members in each plane of the truss. This minimized the number of
different rollings for the mill and eliminated all shop welding to accelerate the fabrication process. The
gussets were also standardized and a single thickness was used for all of the main gussets on the bridge.
The simple repetitive geometry of the Warren truss also allowed the detailer and designer to utilize 4
typical connections for the entire bridge.
To further accelerate the design, Baker engineers used a simple and repetitive premise which serves as a
good practice to increase the design and detailing efficiency. Using simplified and uniform members
sizes, gusset plates and repetitive connection details the steel detailing and fabrication were expedited to
meet the critical path schedule. In close coordination with Hall and steel detailer (Tensor Engineering)
only 37 sheets shop drawings were needed for the bridge. These were created, reviewed, and stamped
in less than three weeks.

Figure 7: Accerelated Design Strategies
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Hall utilized two separate fabricators for the truss, with one measuring and drilling the rolled sections and
the other cutting and drilling the gussets. Computer controlled drilling processes were used to drill the
13,000 bolt holes. Because two fabricators were used, there was not any shop assembly of the bridge,
but rather each piece was sent directly to the bridge assembly site for erection and fit up. During erection
there were zero misfit holes during the in the field assembly. Figure 7 shows the design strategies and
details the team developed to expedite the project.
The final design of the replacement span consisted of seven sizes of rolled section for the truss members,
floor beams, stringers and bracings. The truss member used new jumbo H-sections with HP 16x183
sections for the top chord and end diagonals, HP16x121 sections were used for the bottom chord and
HP16x88 were used for the remaining diagonals. The floor system was made up of W18x86 stringers and
W24x103 floor beams. The top bracing and struts used W12x40 while the bottom bracing consisted of
L5x5x3/8 angles.
The railing system requirement for the project was to match the existing railing configuration of the
remaining structure. Thus a railing system based on Kentucky Standard Railing System Type II was
designed with modifications to fit the new roadway. Steel posts anchored to the edge of the deck were
located to accommodate thrie beam rail sections spliced at 12’-6”. The thrie beam was also connected to
thin HSS tubes installed on the truss diagonals to mitigate the impact from collision to the surrounding
area.
For the pier retrofit, Baker developed the repair details of damaged and spalled concrete to ensure
structural integrity of the pier cap and bearing areas. The new truss was then placed on new reinforced
concrete pedestal to meet the vertical profile of the existing Eggner’s Ferry Bridge.
BRIDGE ASSEMBLY AND CONSTRUCTION
To accelerate construction of the bridge in the field, Hall chose to erect the truss on the Eddyville
Riverport shoreline of Lake Barkley, about 29 miles downstream from Eggner’s Ferry Bridge which
provided easy access to materials and complete access for crews to assemble the truss. The truss
assembly was completed in less than two weeks on the lakeshore. Figure 8 is an aerial picture of the
bridge as it was being assembled on the lake shore.

Figure 8: Truss Assembly at Shoreline

Figure 9: Truss Floated to the Site

Two cranes were used to lift the completed steel truss and set it onto a 35x195ft deck barge. Deck
overhang forms were installed and the barge prior to and during transit. The truss and crane barges
arrived at the bridge site on May 14.
Figure 9 is a photograph of the bridge and crane
flotilla moving down the lake to the bridge site. The truss was successfully lifted by two cranes onto the
existing pier on the following day. Figure 10 is a photograph of the truss being lifted into place.
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Figure 10: Replacement Span Lifted to Place
After the truss was secured on bearings, construction crews installed the stay-in-place forms and welded
studs to the stringers and floorbeams. The concrete deck was completed in one pour on May 20. 17
weeks after the accident, the bridge was open to traffic on Friday, May 25, two days ahead of schedule.
Figure 11 shows the front view of the completed replacement span.
Figure 12 is an aerial
view of the bridge opened to traffic after the completion of the new replacement span. The team met the
contract requirement by successfully replacing the collapsed span with accelerated design and
construction techniques within 121 days.

Figure 11: Drivers View of Replacement Span

Figure 12: Completed Bridge

CONCLUSIONS
Restoration of a bridge to service in a short period of time after a sudden collapse presents unique
challenges to an owner and designer. The team’s engineering ingenuity and close coordination
developed an innovative solution to restore access across Kentucky Lake ahead of an extremely
aggressive schedule (completed in less than 4 months) and established benchmark for an the
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accelerated restoration project as shown in Figure 13. The significant success of Eggner’s Ferry Bridge
replacement project will hopefully pave the way to procure innovative design and construction methods
for structures that are severely damaged by accidents or disasters in the future.

Figure 13: Timeline of Eggner’s Ferry Replacement Project
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ABSTRACT
The existing Well Road Bridge was in serious condition due to significant deck deterioration. The
LaDOTD wanted to rehabilitate the structure; but, needed a solution that offered minimal disruptions to
the community. To achieve these goals, the superstructure was replaced using self-propelled modular
transporters during a short bridge closure.
INTRODUCTION
When the Well Road Bridge over I-20 was constructed in the 1960’s, it was designed to carry minimal
traffic in a fairly rural area of Louisiana. However, with urban expansion, traffic in the area steadily
increased. Supporting heavier loads had started to take its toll on the structure. The deck was severely
deteriorated and the structural steel was beginning to corrode. Bridge load testing was performed on the
superstructure to determine its capacity. Results indicated that load posting was not required at that time
and temporary deck repairs could resolve immediate problems; however, the Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development (LaDOTD) wanted to implement a long-term solution.
PROJECT HISTORY
Site Information
The Well Road Bridge carries LA 3249 over I-20 in West Monroe, Louisiana. Both routes move a large
amount of traffic through the area; LA 3249 has an ADT of 21,000 vehicles and I-20 has an ADT of
41,300 vehicles. A significant portion of this traffic volume is from truck traffic.
The overpass is an essential part of the community’s transportation system, providing access to area
businesses including, a truck stop immediately south of the structure, local schools and medical facilities.

Existing Bridge
The existing two lane bridge, built in 1963, was a four span steel girder bridge. The simple span
composite steel plate girders supported a lightweight concrete deck and were seated on low-profile steel
bearings. The total structure length was approximately 262 feet back to back of end bents. The clear
width was 28’-0” between curbs and the total width was 33’-6” out to out of superstructure.
The structure was supported by a bent cap on two rows of piles at each end bent and column bents at the
interior bents which consisted of a bent cap supported by two columns on separate pile supported
footings.
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The existing structure was within a slight vertical curve and had a substandard clearance (less than 16’0”) over both directions of I-20.

Bridge Condition
Deterioration
Historically, the LaDOTD has experienced problems with lightweight concrete decks constructed around
that time period. This bridge was no exception. NBIS inspections of the existing bridge indicated that the
deck and superstructure were in serious condition (Condition Rating 3). The top surface of the deck was
cracked and spalled while patches from previous repairs were severely deteriorated. The bottom of the
deck exhibited cracking with efflorescence and, at several locations, the deck was spalled with exposed
rebar.
The expansion joints were damaged and leaking. Water infiltration had caused the girder ends to
develop surface corrosion and the girder bearings had corrosion with section loss.

NBIS inspections of the existing substructure indicated that the substructure was in satisfactory condition
(Condition Rating 6). The substructure units exhibited little deterioration. One column bent had two small
spalls with exposed rebar and an area of unsound concrete along the underside of the cap.
Load Capacity
Bridge Diagnostics, Inc. load tested the existing structure in March 2008. Testing was performed to
determine the structural capacity of the superstructure taking the deck deterioration into consideration. A
finite element model was developed and calibrated to match the load test results and then used to load
rate the superstructure. Load capacity rating factors calculated for HS-20 inventory and operating ratings
were 1.12 and 1.87, respectively. The Type-3S2 was the controlling legal vehicle and produced inventory
and operating rating factors of 1.31 and 2.19, respectively.
Temporary Repairs
To reduce maintenance issues until a rehabilitation of the structure could be completed, the LaDOTD
decided to perform some temporary repairs to the existing deck. Temporary repairs included quick set
concrete patches at spalled and delaminated areas of the top of deck along with an asphalt overlay.
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PROJECT SCOPE
Although the superstructure capacity was sufficient to support legal loads, did not require load posting,
and temporary repairs had been performed to alleviate maintenance issues with the bridge deck, the
LaDOTD recognized the need to start planning for a future bridge deck rehabilitation. Project planning for
the rehabilitation of the bridge was initiated in mid 2008. At the onset of the planning process, state
surplus funds became available; however, these funds came with the stipulation that rehabilitation plans
would be ready for letting in 2009. To take advantage of the available funding, an aggressive project
schedule was implemented and a proposed letting date was set for July 2009.
The ultimate goals of the LaDOTD’s proposed rehabilitation plan were simple enough: replace the deck,
increase the vertical clearance over I-20 and strengthen the substructure to meet current LRFD design
requirements as needed. However, the Department questioned how to meet these objectives with
minimal disruptions to the area businesses and traveling public on a structure with high ADT and heavy
truck traffic.
Accelerated Construction Alternatives
When conventional construction methods would not meet their goals, the LaDOTD turned to accelerated
bridge construction methods. Two accelerated constructions methods were investigated for this project:
precast deck panel units and span replacement utilizing structural placement methods.
Precast Deck Panels
Precast deck panels had been previously used by the LaDOTD to speed up construction on other
projects. Precast panels are typically prefabricated in a casting yard and transported to the job site where
they are lifted into place. After the panels are set, concrete is poured between the adjacent panels to
form a solid deck which can be overlaid to form a smooth riding surface.
Span Replacement
Complete span replacement utilizing structural placement methods involves construction of the entire
span off of the alignment. The new spans are then swapped with the existing spans during a short bridge
closure. Various methods and/or equipment can be employed to perform the span placement including,
self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs), cranes and lateral slides.
SPMTs are self-propelled multi-axle platforms operated using a sophisticated computer-controlled system
which allows the units to lift, transport and position large and/or heavy loads under tight tolerances into a
final location. SPMTs have been successfully used by the LaDOTD to repair and replace several bridges
around the state.
Cranes could also be used to lift and place a constructed span into its final location. This method had
also been used in the past by the LaDOTD.
Span placement using horizontal slide techniques had been used by the Department on past projects. To
move and install replacement spans utilizing horizontal slides, the new spans are typically built on
temporary support frames equipped with rails adjacent to the existing structure. After the spans are
constructed, the existing superstructure is removed and the new spans are slid into place.
Recommended Alternative
Utilizing precast deck panels would require the removal of the existing deck prior to the placement of the
panels. Although the construction duration would be reduced, the impacts to nearby businesses and the
public were still too high for further consideration for this project.
The span replacement method loses the benefit of reusing the existing girders; however, this method
presented the least impact on the community during construction and required the shortest bridge
closure. Because of the deteriorated condition of the existing girders and bearings, the reduced traffic
impacts and the limited overall closure period, the LaDOTD decided to forgo the deck replacement and
perform a complete superstructure replacement utilizing a structural placement method.
PLAN DEVELOPMENT
With this plan in mind, the LaDOTD turned to Modjeski and Masters, Inc. (MM) to develop their idea into a
constructible set of plans and documents. MM was tasked with designing and developing plans for the
superstructure replacement, calculating load capacity ratings for a HL-93 design live load, designing
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substructure strengthening as required per the rating results, developing traffic control plans and
establishing constructible means and methods to provide a guideline for the Contractor during
construction.
Replacement Spans
In order to minimize the required bridge closure, no improvements were to be made to the approach
roadway.
Therefore, the existing clear roadway width of 28’-0” was maintained on the new
superstructure.
The four simply supported replacement spans consisted of composite steel rolled beams made from high
strength weathering steel with a 7 ½” thick normal weight concrete deck. Epoxy coated reinforcing bars
were used in the deck and barriers. Preformed joint seals at the end bents were detailed to limit the
amount of approach roadway removal required for installation of the new expansion joints.
Increasing the clearance over I-20 was challenging; details had to accommodate the rapid span
replacement expected with any structural placement method and match into the existing profile grade
elevations at the end bents to avoid approach roadway work. To provide the necessary clearance over I20 while meeting the construction parameters, the rolled beam details included camber requirements and
thick sole plates were detailed at the new elastomeric bearing assemblies at the interior bents.
Bridge Load Rating
The existing bridge had been designed using the HS-20 design live load. The LaDOTD wanted both the
new superstructure and the existing substructure to have enough capacity to support the HL-93 design
live load. The new superstructure elements were designed for LRFD code requirements and load
capacity ratings using the HL-93 design vehicle were calculated for the substructure members. Due to
the additional dead load resulting from the new normal weight concrete deck and the heavier design
vehicle, the load capacity ratings showed that the substructure foundations were inadequate to support
the applied loads and required strengthening.
Substructure Strengthening
Substructure strengthening had to be complete prior to the placement of the new superstructure. Ideally,
this work would have been performed after the existing superstructure was removed; however, this would
not accommodate the accelerated construction schedule. Instead, the substructure strengthening was
designed to be constructed while the existing structure remained in place and Well Road and I-20
remained open to traffic.
The end bents were strengthened by installing a drilled shaft at each end of the existing bents. The bent
caps were widened to tie into the new drilled shafts. Because the modifications to strengthen the end
bents required the caps to be widened, the LaDOTD wanted the design of the drilled shafts to take future
widening of the structure into consideration. This was done to ensure that the shafts were not undersized
if the structure was ever widened. A widened superstructure configuration that included five 12-foot lanes
and two 8-foot shoulders was used to calculate the live load forces acting on the end bents.
The interior column bent foundations were not only inadequate to carry the new applied loads; the twocolumn configuration was insufficient to withstand a vehicular collision force. Therefore, strengthening of
the interior column bents was achieved by the addition of a partial height crash wall made integral with
the columns through the use of embedded bent bars and a spread footing cast between the existing
footings.
Traffic Control
Both lanes of traffic were to be maintained on the bridge during construction except as allowed during an
approved bridge closure. The new superstructure was to be preassembled complete with deck and
barriers within a designated staging area. During the approved bridge closure, the existing spans were to
be removed from the roadway alignment and the new spans were to be moved and positioned into their
final location on the strengthened substructure units.
The Contractor was required to select from two bridge closure options to perform the span placements.
The first option permitted the closure of Well Road over four consecutive nights (Monday through
Thursday) from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. which allowed the Contractor to place at least one span per nightly
closure. The bridge would be reopened to traffic during the day which required the Contractor to protect
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the new bridge joints and accommodate the grade difference between new and existing spans. The
second option permitted the closure of Well Road over a weekend period beginning at 7:00 p.m. on a
Friday and extending to 7:00 a.m. on the following Monday.
The traffic on Eastbound and Westbound I-20 were to be maintained during all phases of construction.
During the approved bridge closure, traffic on I-20 was diverted onto the exit ramps and immediately
routed back to the interstate via the entrance ramps. The eastbound entrance ramp was not located
immediately across from the exit ramp onto Well Road. Therefore, a temporary road was constructed to
align the two ramps and improve the flow of the diverted eastbound traffic. Traffic along Well Road was
simply detoured to the adjacent interchanges along I-20 during the closure period.
Suggested Method of Construction
The Contractor was responsible for selecting and implementing an accelerated replacement method.
However, potential staging areas were identified in the plans and suggested placement methods were
provided as illustrative examples.
Staging Areas
The LaDOTD had preapproved the four quadrants within the I-20/Well Road diamond interchange to be
used by the Contractor for staging. These areas offered relatively flat, open spaces in which to construct
the replacement spans in the vicinity of the existing bridge. The staging areas and areas disrupted during
the construction and placement of the new spans were to be returned to their original condition after the
completion of the superstructure replacement.
The Contractor was under no obligations to use these preapproved staging locations and could suggest
an alternate staging area (at no additional cost to the Department).
Suggested Placement Methods
Potential placement procedures were provided in the plans for both the end span and interior span
replacements. For the interior span replacements, the suggested procedure utilized SPMT’s to remove
the existing spans and transport and place the new spans. The embankment below the end spans did
not allow easy access to remove the existing end spans in a similar fashion. To eliminate the need for
excavation of the embankment and support of the existing end bents and fill, the potential placement
procedure for the end bents suggested the use of a temporary support frame with rails to remove the
existing spans and SPMT’s with an erection truss to transport and place the new spans. The new spans
could be suspended from the erection truss and carried by SPMT’s onto the existing structure. With the
new span positioned directly over the existing end span, the existing span would be rolled onto the
temporary support frame and the new span lowered into place.

Suggested End Span Placement
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Suggested Interior Span Placement
Contractor Submittal Requirements
To ensure the integrity of the new superstructure during assembly, transport and placement, the
Contractor was required to submit a Prefabrication Plan and Movement Plan. As part of the Movement
Plan, the Contractor was also required to perform span monitoring.
Prefabrication Plan
The intent of the Prefabrication Plan was to guarantee the wellbeing of the new spans as they were
constructed within the staging areas. A geotechnical assessment of the staging area was required by a
licensed Geotechnical Engineer to evaluate the existing soil conditions for bearing and settlement. A
licensed Professional Engineer was to design and detail the temporary support structure and foundations
to be used within the staging area. During various phases of construction, the Geotechnical Engineer
was also required to perform settlement monitoring for the new spans.
Movement Plan
The Movement Plan focused on protecting the new spans during transport and placement. An as-built
survey of the bridge was required along with specifics regarding the lifting and moving of the new spans
including the location of lift points, an evaluation of the temporary loads induced on the structure during
lifting, the travel path, a geotechnical analysis of the existing soil conditions along the travel path, span
monitoring details and a contingency plan for incident management.
Span Monitoring
The new spans were to be preassembled to match the relative grade of the final span positions. The
spans were not to be tilted during construction or transport. To minimize the potential for damage during
the entire placement procedure, the Contractor was required to develop a plan for monitoring ten
elevation reference points marked on each span. The elevations of these locations were to be monitored
prior to the move, immediately after the span was lifted, as needed throughout the movement process
and in its final position. The lifting mechanism was to be adjusted as needed during the movement
process based on the monitored elevations to prevent damage to the spans from twisting or racking
during movement.
Letting and Contract Award
After a few minor delays, the project was let in December 2009. The engineer’s estimate was $3.95
million. The contract was awarded to Gibson and Associates, Inc. (Gibson) at a bid price of $3.17 million.
The unit bid price for the span movement was $93,000 per movement (both removal of the existing spans
and placement of the new spans). The work order was issued in March 2010.
PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
Gibson chose to preassemble the new superstructure within the northeast quadrant of the I-20/Well Road
interchange. The new spans were built on a temporary steel pipe trestle. A crushed stone base with
timber matting was used to provide a stable foundation for the temporary supports. This material was
also used to create a sound, level travel path for the span movement.
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During the construction of the new spans within the staging area, Gibson completed the substructure
strengthening while both Well Road and I-20 remained open to traffic.
Gibson elected to use SPMT’s to remove the existing spans and transport and place the new spans,
including the end spans. Temporary retaining walls were constructed at each end bent and the
embankment was excavated to provide the space and terrain required by the SPMT’s for movement.

A weekend bridge closure was selected to perform the span placement. Multiple SPMT units were used
during the move to ensure the process went quickly and efficiently. One SPMT unit would lift a new span
and move it along I-20 just outside of the travel path of the existing spans. At the same time, a SPMT unit
would lift and remove the corresponding existing span from the bridge. Once the span cleared the
substructure units, crews worked to remove the existing bearings and set the new bearings. While the
new bearings were being installed, the existing spans were moved onto the temporary supports in the
staging area to await demolition at a later date. After the new bearings were in place, the new span was
set in its final position.
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With the new spans set in place, minor grade adjustments were made using steel shims at the bearings.
The expansion joints were installed and miscellaneous tasks completed to ready the bridge for reopening.

PROJECT COMPLETION
The Well Road Bridge was closed on Friday, March 4, 2011 to perform the superstructure placement. All
span movements were performed on Saturday, March 5, 2011 and the bridge was reopened to traffic on
Sunday, March 6, 2011. The bridge was reopened 12 hours ahead of schedule.
The Well Road Bridge replacement was successful on many levels. The aggressive project schedule was
met; from initial planning and design to construction and reopening, the project was completed within
three years. Impacts to the area businesses and traveling public were limited to a single weekend bridge
closure. The bridge, which had developed serious deficiencies, was restored and will be able to provide
continued service to the West Monroe community for many years to come.
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ABSTRACT
The design and accelerated construction methods utilized for the rehabilitation of this heavily travelled
transportation corridor enabled bridge deck replacement; steel girders rehabilitation, existing substructure
and foundation retrofitting while live train traffic and vehicular traffic remained in service.
INTRODUCTION
New York Avenue serves as a major corridor in the District of Columbia, connecting Route 50 with one of
the city’s fastest growing areas. The New York Avenue Bridge was originally constructed in 1905 and
spans over multiple rail lines operated by Amtrak, WMATA (DC Metro), CSX Transportation, MARC, and
the Virginia Railway Express (VRE). The District Department of Transportation (DDOT) originally sought
to replace the bridge, but due to concerns over higher costs and increased construction time it would take
to remove all of the catenary wires associated with the rails, they decided full replacement was not viable.
DDOT instead refocused its objectives in order to pursue accelerated and cost effective rehabilitation and
repair strategies. Construction complications and challenges of the constrained project site demanded the
need for efficient and rapid rehabilitation techniques to optimize the limited construction time dictated by
the many stake holders involved in the project. Design investigations revealed the most viable alternative
was to utilize and re-engage the existing substructure and superstructure elements, in concert with
innovative accelerated bridge construction methods. These techniques allowed DDOT’s safety and
service life goals to be met while causing minimal impact to vehicular traffic on the bridge and train traffic
below the bridge.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The New York Avenue Bridge is located within the North of Massachusetts Avenue (NoMa) neighborhood
of the District, just north of the US Capitol and Union Station. The project began in 2011 with funds
provided through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, making it the largest
ARRA funded project in the District. DDOT originally sought to replace the bridge but did not pursue this
plan due to expressed concern over excessive construction costs and construction time required to
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remove catenary overhead wires associated with the active commuter and freight rail lines underneath
the structure.
The existing bridge was comprised of dual structures for the eastbound and westbound roadways, each
having three lanes of traffic and a pedestrian sidewalk. The eastbound was a five span structure while the
westbound is six spans. Each bridge consisted of a twin steel plate girder system with floor-beamstringer framing, and were supported by gravity-wall abutments and single-column piers. The dual
structures were continuous and built with varying skew angles of 45 degrees at the west abutment and 80
degrees at the east abutment. The New York Avenue Bridge is used by more than 87,000 vehicles each
day and crosses over several busy commuter and freight rail lines. This project required rehabilitation of
the bridge superstructure, substructure and roadway approaches over electrified railroads along one of
the highest traveled and congested passageways in the District.

The structure had been scheduled for rehabilitation based on the recommendations of the routine
inspections. The inspections revealed that there is severe corrosion on the girders and the floorbeams.
Severe to moderate section losses are reported at the bottom flange at locations under the scuppers, and
at the web stiffeners. Also, web misalignments (bowed vertically) noted at many of the splice plates in the
four main girders (G1 thru G4). The stringers along the longitudinal joint also exhibit deterioration due to
moisture penetration. The stringers adjacent to the longitudinal joint typically have moderate to severe
corrosion delamination with measurable section loss on the half of the bottom flange that is near the joint.
The inspections indicated that the abutments, backwall, and pier concrete columns are in fair to poor
condition. The abutments exhibit numerous vertical cracks, numerous areas of honeycombing, and
numerous minor spalls. The pier concrete columns exhibit numerous cracks with general spalls and
scaling throughout, and minor corrosion discoloration around the bearing areas.
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OVERALL PROJECT GOALS
The project overall goals were to improve the structural safety of the bridge while providing multimodal
transportation including automobiles, railroad, and pedestrians; to facilitate smooth traffic flow; and
ensure an ability to accommodate anticipated local and regional vehicular transportation needs over the
next 50 years. The goals were established based on implementation-based plan envisioned by DDOT
initiative to develop a safe, coordinated, multimodal long range transportation plan for the entire
transportation network of the District of Columbia. With the growth and investment in the surrounding area
rapidly rising, the project was also intended to improve the aesthetics of the bridge, creating a signature
entrance into the District.
The existing bridge was non-redundant; that is, each structure had only two girder lines. A failure in one
of the girders would have allowed for a structural failure of the bridge. While initially considering a full
replacement of the bridge, the goals shifted to including much of the existing substructure and super
structure. The proposed design added a third girder line between the two existing girders. Utilizing the
existing elements allowed DDOT to meet another goal of the project, which was to minimize the impact
the construction had on the active rail lines passing below the bridge. The rehabilitation necessary to
carry the new loads also allowed DDOT an opportunity to address some repairs needed to the
substructure. These repairs extended the service life of the elements, while being considerably more cost
effective than the construction costs of a full replacement would have been. Accelerated bridge
construction techniques allowed for further savings in user delay and construction costs.
The proposed three-girder system was designed in accordance with AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications, 5th Edition. The design intended for the proposed steel grillage is such that at each
bridge, the exterior girders (Existing G1 and G2 at Westbound Bridge; Existing G3 and G4 at Eastbound
Bridge) will be loaded under live load, engaging the diaphragms to participate in load distribution with the
interior girders (G5 at Westbound Bridge; G6 at Eastbound Bridge). Therefore, the proposed diaphragms
are treated as primary members. Also, due to the severity of the existing piers orientation (skews) and the
anticipated differential displacements among the girders, the new girders G5 and G6 are selected for
stiffness contribution while meeting the strength and service demands. The proposed framing is analyzed
based on grillage-model using MDX. Additional independent checks are performed for the bolted field
splices (new girders) and intermediate diaphragms.
COMPLEXITIES AND CHALLENGES
The design and construction of the
rehabilitated bridge confronted the project
team
with several challenges. The
challenges included site constraints and
restrictions imposed by multiple owners of
commuter and freight rail lines located under
the bridge; constructability issues caused by
electrified catenaries overhead wires;
demolition of existing deck and grillage of
floor beams and stringers; maintenance of
vehicular and train traffic; and meeting an
extremely tight design-build schedule.
The bridge deck was planned to be widened
without increasing the footprint of the
existing girder lines. This necessitated a 12’10” overhang, creating the opportunity for an
innovative design. The construction of the
new superstructure and bridge deck required extensive coordination in conjunction with a complicated
construction sequence involving multiple stages. Each stage of construction had to be modeled in order
to ensure the existing and new girders as well as the deck panels could support the load conditions.
Creative construction techniques were required to complete the installation of the deck panels, each
weighing 60 kips. Achieving the bridge aesthetic quality envisioned by the owner represented an
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additional challenge. The owner preferred enhancement for the lightness and the pleasing appearance of
the scenic drive, which was achieved by installing two dynamic gateway monuments welcoming
commuters to the city.
ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION APPROACH
Methods of accelerated construction were implemented throughout the construction stages of the project.
The innovative design included retrofitting and re-engaging the existing substructure and foundation units
to support an upgraded multi-girder superstructure system with post-tensioned precast deck panels.
These deck panels were designed with longitudinal and transverse post-tensioning in order to meet the
large overhang required by the geometry of the project, allowing a 12’-10” overhang beyond the exterior
girders. Using precast panels
allowed for a much faster
installation
and
increased
quality of the deck. Precast
post-tensioned deck panels
used in the project covered the
full width of each bound which
were designed to cantilever
over the exterior girders. The
precast deck panels enhanced
the construction acceleration
given the impact by the
railroads. The use of precastconcrete
deck
panels
eliminated long delays associated with formwork construction and concrete curing time. It also made
replacing the deck efficiently faster and less disrupting to the railroad’s catenary overhead lines and to the
active train traffic underneath the bridge. The benefits gained through construction schedule off-set were
the potential cost increase in comparison with the traditional deck-girder system. The deck replacement
was also associated with the replacement of traffic barriers, railings, median, fencing, lighting fixtures, and
shifting of deck expansion joints to the approaches for preventive maintenance and serviceability.
In order to support the new deck, the existing bearings
were replaced and a new girder line was erected
between the existing twin girders, creating a
superstructure system with the proper structural
redundancy.
The rehabilitation and repair design of the existing
substructure to sustain the proposed multi-beam
superstructure systems was accomplished by
constructing post-tensioned pier caps which are resting
on the retrofitted existing pier columns. The existing
pier columns were retrofitted to sustain the loads
carried by the new pier cap system including the
current design live loads and DDOT current permit
truck loads. Using the existing columns as a base
allowed for a significantly reduced demolition and
construction time. Traffic above and below the bridge
was maintained during construction. West and
eastbound vehicular traffic was moved to one of the
twin structures while the second was demolished.
Temporary shoring allowed the live structure to remain
open while repairs and retrofits were completed on the substructure. All analysis and design considered
an extensive construction sequence in which the traffic was shifted and maintained on one structure while
construction was being performed on the other. The implementation of the proposed methods eliminated
disruption of the train traffic under the bridge and minimized the construction time for the completion of
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the overall rehabilitation. A closely-coordinated effort between all members of the project team and
stakeholders was instrumental in ensuring the construction flow was resumed despite the complexities
involved.
CONCLUSIONS
The innovative rehabilitation of the New York Avenue
Bridge is a value engineering alternative consisting of
deck replacement and superstructure and substructure
rehabilitation of the existing west and east bound bridges
located on New York Avenue. The rehabilitation of New
York Avenue Bridge is considered a major improvement
project conducted and completed by DDOT and is one of
the major transportation and congested corridors into the
city from the state of Maryland and out of the city from
downtown Washington. The design and construction of
this bridge was a major undertaking due to the project
site being located over electrified commuter and freight
rail lines and the coordination amongst all the
stakeholders during construction.
Extensive coordination was maintained among all
stakeholders to expedite construction and to resume the
construction flow during the completion of the project. The
re-design of the bridge eliminated the structural nonredundancy of the twin plate girder system, extending the
service life of this major bridge structure. The success of the
project was vital to the safety and continuing prosperity of
the rapidly developing neighborhood. The completion of the
bridge has re-sparked the improvement by serving as a
focal point and entrance into developing neighborhood.
Moreover, the project satisfies client’s goals to provide multimodal transportation including automobiles,
railroad, and pedestrians; to facilitate smooth traffic flow; and ensure an ability to accommodate anticipated
local and regional vehicular transportation needs.
The accelerated construction
methods used for the project
was imperative to complete
this multi-phase project on
schedule, proved to be very
innovative, and provided a
unique approach with minimal
impacts on the operational
railroads’ catenary systems,
which are attached to the
existing bridge girders.
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ABSTRACT
The Pulaski Skyway is a four lane, 3.5 mile long, 118 span viaduct located in northeast New
Jersey that was completed in 1932 and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The
Skyway is currently undergoing a comprehensive rehabilitation to extend its service life for an
additional 75 years. Up until the recent partial closure for deck replacement operations, the
Skyway was carrying approximately 70,000 cars per day. This $400 million deck replacement
project currently underway presented many challenges during design, the biggest of which was
the construction schedule.
One million square feet of deck will be replaced over a 24 month time period, with just
one direction of traffic being closed at a time. To achieve this schedule the contractor will need
to replace more than 10,000 square feet of deck per week. With such tight schedule
requirements, accelerated bridge construction methods were utilized. One such method is the
selection of a combination of full depth precast deck panels and precast Exodermic® deck
panels, which was found to be the best deck solution to meet the 24 month timeline.
Another accelerated bridge construction method employed related to the cast-in-place
closure pours. It was recognized that schedule delays can be caused by closure pours due to
their required curing time. To minimize these delays, a state-of-the-art 8 inch wide cast-in-place
Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) transverse joint was specified between panels. This
joint detail, which was developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), uses UHPC
in order to fully develop rebar with minimal embedment depth. Another advantage to using
UHPC is accelerated construction operations due to its fast cure time. Though UHPC is
relatively new in the United States and is still in the process of being approved for use by many
local and state entities, this specific detail has been thoroughly tested by the FHWA and has
been used by New York State on multiple accelerated bridge construction projects.
This paper explores in detail these and other challenges faced by the Pulaski Skyway
rehabilitation design and the techniques used to respond to the challenges in order to complete
one of the largest accelerated bridge construction projects in the United States to date.
INTRODUCTION
The Pulaski Skyway is a three and one half mile (18,480 ft.) long viaduct located in
Northern New Jersey that serves as a direct link to the Holland Tunnel. The Skyway was
originally designed in 1927 to sustain an estimated volume of 5,500 vehicles per day and was
first opened to traffic on Thanksgiving Day November 23, 1932. Due to the location of the
bridge it has seen a significant increase in usage over its lifetime leading to a current sustained
volume of 70,000 vehicles per day. In addition to becoming a major artery into and out of New
York City, the Skyway has had some major implications on the heavy construction industry that
have reached beyond just the region. Due to the historical significance of the Skyway as well as
its prominence in the North Jersey Skyline it is now listed on the National Register of Historic
places and has achieved ASCE Landmark Status. In 1932 when the “Route 1 Extension” was
opened it represented the single largest highway construction project undertaken in the United
States and was described as “…the greatest highway project in the United States today.”
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Additionally, the original construction of the Skyway was the first roadway project where public
time-saving was used to justify dramatic capital expenditures. Public time-saving has since
become a major consideration for most large scale construction projects and is once again a
main focus of the Pulaski Skyway, this time for the rehabilitation of the 80 year old bridge,
leading to the use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methods.
The original superstructure of the Skyway was constructed in 12 main construction
sections by multiple contractors with a separate contract for construction of the deck, at a cost
of $21 Million. Due to multiple contractors being involved in construction as well as the sheer
size of the bridge several different framing systems were utilized. Of the 118 spans on the
structure there are forty-eight haunched deck truss spans ranging from 175 feet to 350 feet in
length and two 550 foot through truss main spans with 350 foot flanking spans that cross the
Passaic River and the Hackensack River. The remaining spans consist of three more through
trusses crossing railroad tracks in Jersey City and simply supported steel girder spans on the
East and West ends. Another level of complication in the framing was the geometry. Across
the 3 ½ miles of the bridge there are 4 horizontal curves and 5 ramps, including two center
ramps. These ramps and curves attribute to asymmetrical framing with varying span lengths
and girder spacing. In addition to the extremely variable framing conditions, the deck depth on
the structure varies from a minimum of 8” thick to a maximum of 18” thick.
Results of recent studies done on the Pulaski Skyway have determined that the overall
condition of the structure is poor. This overall poor rating can be broken down into three
component ratings:
 Deck:
 Superstructure:
 Substructure:

Poor
Poor
Fair

In addition to these ratings the Skyway was further categorized as both structurally deficient and
functionally obsolete. Due to low load ratings and abundant structural steel defects it was
categorized as Structurally Deficient. Due to poor geometrics, low vertical clearances and
narrow lanes the bridge was also categorized as Functionally Obsolete. Taking the deficiency
and obsolescence into consideration as well as the component ratings the Skyway was
assigned a Sufficiency Rating of 2 out of 100.
Due to the extremely low sufficiency rating and extensive use of the Skyway the New
Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) developed a $1 billion rehabilitation program to
bring the Skyway into a state of good repair and improve the overall condition and safety of the
roadway. The program was broken down into multiple contracts including a complete deck
replacement with an estimated cost of $400 Million.
DECK REPLACEMENT
The $400 Million deck replacement was broken into two separate construction contracts
that were both designed by Parsons Brinckerhoff in association with Hardesty and Hanover,
Arora and Associates, AECOM and S&R Engineers. There were two key design requirements
set in place by the NJDOT. First, due to the extensive use of Skyway by commuters, local
traffic considerations, and other construction projects in the area, lane closures on the bridge
were limited to 24 months. It was decided that 9 months would be allotted to the first contract
which consists of 85% of the Northbound lanes. 15 months would be allotted to the second
contract which consists of the remaining 15% of the Northbound lanes, traffic staging to switch
Southbound traffic from the Southbound lanes to the newly finished Northbound lanes and redecking of all the Southbound lanes. During all 24 months of construction Southbound traffic
will remain on the bridge, to alleviate traffic leaving NYC as well as to provide a clear
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emergency route out of the city. Though a 24 month construction schedule would not generally
be considered “accelerated”, in this time period roughly 1 Million square feet of deck will be
replaced. Additionally these schedule constraints fit into the overall approach of minimizing
traffic disruptions in the already extremely congested North Jersey/New York City area. In
addition to limiting the disruption to traffic during construction, the NJDOT aimed to reduce
future traffic disruption from roadway/bridge maintenance. Due to this a 75 year design life was
specified with an explicit focus on a reduction in anticipated maintenance on the bridge. This
was a driving factor throughout the design process and maintenance was deeply considered
throughout all stages of design, which will be discussed in depth.
Due to the significant time constraints for construction it was evident that Accelerated
Bridge Construction methods would have to be employed. In preliminary design, a traditional
cast-in-place deck was ruled out due to long cure times and staging limitations. Alternatively,
several precast bridge deck systems were considered. The systems considered are listed
below:






Filled Grid Deck
Inverset Deck System
Post-Tensioned Full Depth Deck Panels
Precast Full Depth Panels
Exodermic Deck Panels

The filled grid deck and Inverset deck systems were quickly eliminated, for different reasons.
Ultimately after some investigation, the post-tensioned full depth deck panel option was also
eliminated due to the effects of post-tensioning forces on original members and the complicated
field connections. This left us with the remaining options of precast full depth panels and an
exodermic deck system. Both of these systems had properties that would be advantageous for
the design, so it was decided that a combination of them would be used on the Skyway. The
exodermic deck system was used in two regions of the bridge. The first region is near the
center ramps where the design called for the roadway to be widened. This widening will be
performed to provide more space for acceleration and deceleration lanes. The second region is
on the East end of the bridge where the deck being replaced was in excess of 16 inches thick.
In this area, 4 to 8 inch haunches will be used to attain the original profile of the bridge and thus
it was determined that the exodermic deck would be a better alternative than the full depth deck
panels. The remainder, and majority, of the Skyway will be re-decked with precast full depth
deck panels. As Figure 1 shows, the precast deck panels will be placed in 3 different horizontal
curves, 5 different tangent sections with inconsistent framing, and a center ramp section.
In addition to utilizing ABC methods to decrease construction time and therefore minimize the
disruption of traffic, there was an extensive public outreach effort. This effort was undergone to
inform the public of the various actions that would be taken to help alleviate the traffic issues
that were expected to develop from the closing of the Skyway’s Northbound lanes. This
outreach included radio/television commercials, billboards, and town hall type meetings being
held. The capstone of this effort was a dedicated website with all necessary information
describing alternate routes being created as well as increased public transit options to help
commuters in the region. Thus far the public outreach has proven a great success with much
less traffic congestion and community disruption than expected.
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PRECAST DECK PANELS
As mentioned before, the design called for full depth precast deck panels to replace the
majority of the existing deteriorated deck. The full depth panel design called for high-strength
lightweight concrete with a unit weight of 125 pcf and a compressive strength of 6 ksi. The final
mix for the panels has regularly attained a unit weight of 120 pcf with a 28 day strength of
10,000 psi and greater. Lightweight concrete was specified in order to help increase the load
rating of the outdated bridge by significantly decreasing dead loading. Additionally, in order to
ensure the 75 year design life stainless steel reinforcement was specified for all full depth
precast panels.
It is anticipated that utilizing stainless steel reinforcement will reduce the need for
maintenance of the bridge deck due to chloride inhibited corrosion. A second advantage to
using higher strength stainless steel was the fact that a smaller cross-sectional area of steel
provides the same tensile resistance as a larger area of lower strength steel, enabling the
designer to call for less steel and thus reduce congestion. This became a significant advantage
throughout the design stages due to the extra hardware that must be present in precast panels
for handling and placement purposes, as well as typical hardware such as scuppers and railing
anchorages. In addition to being able to reduce the amount of steel in the panels, the superior
corrosion resistance of the stainless steel allowed a reduction in cover for the stainless steel,
which also aided in reducing congestion in the panels. Though there were many structural and
maintenance advantages to using stainless steel special precaution had to be made to prevent
the possibility of dissimilar metal reactions between the stainless steel rebar and the non
stainless hardware in the panels such as the railing anchorages and scuppers. Thus, special
provisions were specified to provide electrical isolation to the stainless steel reinforcement in
any locations where contact was likely between the rebar and the dissimilar hardware.
In addition to specifying stainless steel reinforcement to attain the 75 year design life
requested by the NJDOT, a 1” Polyester Polymer Concrete (PPC) overlay was specified. This
PPC overlay will be placed at the conclusion of the second deck replacement contract. It is
essentially a second course of concrete that will provide a superior riding surface as well as a
less permeable protective coat to the precast deck panels. This PPC overlay has superior
adhesion characteristics and develops an integrated chemical bond to the substrate material.
This will in turn reduce intrusion of the first course of bridge deck and will act as another layer of
protection of the structural bridge deck.
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Due to the multitude of configurations the precast panels had to be designed for, a clear
organization system was developed in the design plans to minimize the number of unique
drawings that were required, which was a central element to a successful design. It was
decided that a two level organization would be the clearest way to do this. First panels were
categorized by shape: A) Rectangle panels with four 90 degree corners B) Parallelogram panels
with varying corner angles and C) Quadrilateral panels to tie geometrical differences together.
The next level of organization was used to depict special attributes of the panels. These
attributes varied from panels with scuppers in them to panels that were located over transverse
support members.
The most obvious advantage to utilizing precast concrete is the reduction of timely castin-place (CIP) field operations. This was the design team’s main focus during design of the full
depth precast deck panels. From the original design there were only two major CIP operations.
First, in order to provide as much tolerance as possible for placement of the panels, there was a
1’-3” area between the edge of the panels and the fascia line of the bridge designated to be a
CIP closure pour. This pour was specified to account for several things. First by leaving this
strip of the bridge exposed during placement of the panels, a track for a gantry crane could
easily be installed. Secondly this strip would provide tolerance for the placement of the panel,
which may be necessary due to field conditions not matching the limited number of original
plan’s that were available to the designer. After the construction contract was awarded the
contractor decided to reduce the
size of this pour by utilizing a panel
extension detail that created a
sloped edge of the panel that
would extend 1’-2 ¼” from the
original edge of the precast panels.
Though this extension of the panel
greatly reduces the tolerance for
field placement of the panel, it also
reduces the need for formwork
being installed by decreasing the
bottom of the CIP closure pour
from 1’-3” to just ¾”.
The other major CIP
operation that was called for by design is a transverse joint between the deck panels. Similar
joints were detailed between the exodermic deck panels and the full depth precast deck panels,
but this will focus on the joint between the full depth panels. These joints are used between
every panel to create a continuous deck system. This type of closure pour is necessary in any
precast deck system and thus was unavoidable. However, detailing a minimal width joint that
would require as little labor as possible helped limit the amount of time in construction that
would be spent on pouring these joints.
UHPC TRANSVERSE JOINTS
With the main focus on minimizing the amount of CIP concrete and providing the most
durable and proven joint detail, the designer in consultation with NJDOT decided to specify a
joint detail utilizing Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC). UHPC refers to a class of
advanced composite materials that can generally be classified as high strength, fiber-reinforced
cementitious composites. Though both materials display similar densities, UHPC has many
advantages over traditional concrete [5]. Structurally UHPC mixes are far superior to traditional
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concrete reaching compressive strengths upward of 20,000 psi and direct tensile cracking
strength exceeding 1,000 psi[5]. In addition to superior structural integrity, UHPC also displays
exceptional durability. This durability is generally attributed to the fact that UHPC contains no
coarse aggregate, so it does not exhibit early-age microcracking that is common to conventional
concrete[3]. Additionally, UHPC has a discontinuous pore structure that reduces liquid ingress[2].
These two features of UHPC greatly reduce the permeability of the concrete which in turn
reduces contaminant intrusion into the concrete[2,3].
As Figure 4 shows there is a minimal overlap of rebar that is extending out of the precast
panels. In traditional concrete this would not provide sufficient development length to consider
this a continuous deck. However, tests have indicated that an embedment of 8 bar diameters
can allow for the development of the yield strength of ASTM A615 Grade 60 rebar[4]. This
shortened development length
allows for two separate full
depth precast deck panels
connected by a minimally sized
joint to create a continuous
deck system. Utilizing this joint
detail enables the designer to
present a modular bridge deck
that upon being loaded to
failure displays a global flexural
failure and not a localized
failure [1], similar to a
monolithically cast bridge deck.
After being developed and
tested by the FHWA and
others, similar details have
been incorporated into the
design of bridges in multiple
states including New York, Iowa, Oregon, Montana, and Pennsylvania.
Due to the relatively recent development of UHPC, it has not been introduced into any
current codes that are applicable to bridge construction. Design and construction guidance for
UHPC connections is being developed by FHWA and it is anticipated to be published in late
2014. Due to the current lack of standards, stringent testing was specified for the Skyway’s
deck replacement to ensure the quality of the
product before it was installed on the bridge.
Central to these requirements was a pullout
test which has verified the rapid rebar
development in UHPC.
Another requirement that was
mandatory for the Pulaski Skyway deck
replacement was a full scale mockup of the
panel assembly.
The necessity of the
mockup was proven during the mockup. The
fluidity of the UHPC compared to traditional
grout materials was new to both the designer
and the contractor, and the lack of
experience was evident during the mockup.
This precautionary practice operation was
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proven necessary when multiple forms failed and large amount of the material leaked out.
Requiring this mockup introduced the contractor to the flowability of the UHPC and allowed
them to sufficiently prepare for live pours over traffic, residences and waterways.
It is important to note that the original design called for UHPC in the transverse joints,
and a Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) grout in the haunches and shear connector blockouts. This
was specified to minimize costs as UHPC was thought to be to more expensive than MMA
mixes. However, the contractor was able to secure UHPC competitively priced to MMA and
thus opted to utilize UHPC in both the haunches and shear connector blockouts. In doing this,
the contractor was able to eliminate extra formwork between the two pours and accelerate the
schedule by reducing several CIP operations to just one continuous operation. This one
operation was facilitated by the fact that the extremely flowable UHPC could fill the blockouts,
haunches and joints in one pour.
The overall performance of any field-installed connection between precast components
is generally dictated by the quality of the material used in the connection. One recent study[6]
tested the performance of nine (9) materials including:







3 Cementitious Grouts
1 Thixotropic Cable Grout
2 UHPC Mixes
1 Magnesium Phosphate Grout
1 Epoxy Grout
1 Traditional Bridge Deck Concrete Mix (Control)

In comparison to all other materials tested the two UHPC mixes displayed superior compressive
strengths, splitting tensile bond strengths and freeze/thaw resistance. The two UHPC mixes
landed just above the middle of the pack in the 28 day shrinkage test, displaying less shrinkage
than all cementitious grouts and the Thixotropic cable grout, but more shrinkage than all other
test subjects[6].
LESSONS LEARNED
With roughly 1 million square feet of deck being replaced with a precast deck system,
the Pulaski Skyway deck replacement is one of the largest ABC bridge rehab performed in the
United States to date. As with anything that is one of the first of its kind and scale, there were
many lessons learned throughout the design process. The most common obstacle was
congestion in the precast panels. Following are some design decisions that led to congestion in
the panel.
In addition to replacing the deck of the Skyway, the decision was made in preliminary
design to replace all the existing stringers, and to make the stringers and floorbeams composite
with the new deck. For uniformity in both design and fabrication a single stringer size was
utilized for all locations. An inherent aspect of this decision that did not present its challenges
until later in the design was the fact that the shear connector for a composite deck system was
driven by the capacity of the stringers. This became an issue in locations where the stringers
had shorter spans. In these areas, though the stringer was overdesigned, the number of shear
studs was still driven by the capacity of the stringer not the operating loads that would exist;
thus the design called for tightly spaced studs. In a traditional CIP deck this would not present a
problem, however in the Full Depth Precast Panels stud locations had to be accounted for in the
precast panels. In order to place shear studs in the field, blockouts (which can be seen in
Figure 2) had to be provided for the studs. These blockouts are considerably larger than the
studs themselves in order to provide field tolerance for placement of the studs, and by creating
a blockout in the panel we are reducing the area of the deck that is available to be continuously
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reinforced. This reduction of area available for reinforcement lead to congestion issues in the
area of the deck that could be reinforced. In the worst cases, roughly 45% of the deck’s crosssectional area was occupied by shear connector blockouts.
Another aspect of the design that led to added congestion in the panels was the use of a
TL-4 post and rail barrier on the bridge. This decision was controlled by several different
aspects of the job including the type of traffic on the roadway and the historical standing of the
bridge. As per AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications, the capacity of the deck must
exceed the plastic moment of the post that is used in the post and rail barrier system. Due to
the constraints presented by multiple aspects of the contract, only one barrier satisfied all
requirements. This barrier system utilizes a very heavy post, which dictated the amount of
reinforcing steel in the deck. Even with 75 KSI stainless steel reinforcement the design called
for #6 bars bundled at 6” on center. If this is considered along with the limited cross-sectional
area of the panel available to be reinforced, even more congestion becomes evident. If at all
possible, heavy posts should be avoided when detailing a post and rail barrier in a precast deck
system.
In the original Pulaski Skyway construction, relief joints were provided at every
floorbeam location, in addition to finger joints at the joint locations in the truss. The relief joints
were eliminated in a subsequent contract in 1978. By that time, all of the long term shrinkage
effects of the existing deck could be considered to have already occurred, so eliminating the
relief joints did not introduce new stresses to the existing structure. The proposed deck follows
the same configuration as the existing with modular joints at the truss joint locations. The
elimination of intermediate joints improves the durability of the proposed deck system but also
leads to continuous stretches of deck for lengths in excess of 500 ft. that need to be addressed
with regard to shrinkage and temperature issues. During design a refined finite element model
was used to determine that there were significant forces being transferred to the superstructure
from shrinkage, as well as significant forces in the deck from negative bending over the
floorbeams. In order to address shrinkage forces being transferred into the superstructure a
120 day time period was specified from time of casting the panels to time of connecting the
panels on the bridge. Additionally, to address the negative bending over the floorbeams
AASHTO 6.10.1.7 was followed. In following this section of the AASHTO code, 1% of the crosssectional area of the deck had to be provided in reinforcement. Once again this increased the
amount of steel in the panel’s resulting in more congestion.
CONCLUSIONS
The Pulaski Skyway Deck Replacement is one of the biggest ABC contracts currently
under way in the United States. It has an extremely aggressive schedule which required a
strong focus on reducing construction time during the design process. There are many different
methods that can be used to reduce a construction schedule and it became evident that there is
no singular best option; rather alternatives should be considered on a case by case basis.
However, it was very clear that full depth precast panels were a great alternative to a traditional
CIP bridge deck for the Skyway. Engineers should focus on keeping the design as simple as
possible to reduce confusion both in the plant and in the field, which in turn will make it possible
to keep up with the most stringent of schedules. In addition to this in an aggressive schedule,
extra effort should be made to work out issues in the design process and during fabrication to
avoid problems on site. If precautions are taken in the design process the majority of problems
can be caught before reaching the field, making Accelerate Bridge Construction methods a
great alternative to traditional construction methods.
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Using GFRP Reinforcing as a cost effective solution to extending the service life
of bridge decks: A case study of the Kansas Department of Transportation I-635
Bridges over State Ave in Kansas City, KS
Ryan Koch, PE, Aslan FRP, (402) 643-2991 Ryan.Koch@hughesbros.com
Jon Karst, PE, SE, GBA, (913) 577-8245 jkarst@gbateam.com
ABSTRACT
With constrained transportation budgets there is a great need to increase the service life of bridges.
Typically the deck is the weak link in the durability of a bridge with the corrosion of the reinforcing being
the primary deterioration mechanism. Using Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) to replace the
traditional steel reinforcing eliminates reinforcing-related corrosion and should significantly increase the
service life of the deck.
The I-635 Bridges over State Ave in Kansas City, KS were built in the late 60’s and had an extensive
history of repairs and overlays. In 2013 KDOT decided to replace the decks with traditional epoxy coated
steel in the northbound bridge and GFRP reinforcing in the southbound bridge. There was a small
premium to use GFRP rebar over traditional steel reinforcing which is expected to be offset by an
increase in the service life of the deck.

Figure 1 Southbound I-635 Bridge over State Ave in Kansas City, KS

INTRODUCTION
Every year the United States spends billions of dollars repairing bridges and one of the biggest causes of
deterioration is corrosion of steel. When we examine bridge decks in particular we see that the primary
deterioration mechanism is corrosion of the steel reinforcing. There have been many attempts to mitigate
the corrosion of the reinforcing including coating the steel, corrosion inhibiting admixtures, increased
concrete cover and epoxy overlays. Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) rebar is a much better
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solution as it will never rust or corrode, significantly extending the service life while requiring none of the
typical onerous protection schemes currently employed.

Figure 2 Corrosion Induced Bridge Deck Failure

Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) bars are composite materials consisting of a strong lightweight fiber
embedded in a polymer matrix. The fibers are the primary load-carrying component of the bar and the
polymer matrix serves as a force transfer agent as well as protection for the fibers. FRP bars are quite
analogous to reinforced concrete where the fibers are similar to the reinforcing and the composite matrix
is similar to the concrete. FRP bars have been produced from carbon and aramid fibers but are most
commonly manufactured with glass fibers. Figure 3 Below shows a microscopic view of an FRP bar.
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Figure 3 Microscopic view of GFRP Rebar

All GFRP rebar is produced using some variation of pultrusion process. Various manufactures use slightly
different processes but the same constituent materials are always used. The pultrusion process is a
manufacturing technique in which continuous fibers are pulled through a liquid resin system completely
saturating the fibers. The fibers are then pulled through a die to remove excess resin and consolidate the
fibers. The material is then heated, catalyzing the resin and causing it to cure. Once the bar has reached
the desired length the bars are then cut. Figure 4 below illustrates the manufacturing process.

Figure 4 Illustration of Pultrusion Manufacturing Process

HISTORY
GFRP rebars are often characterized as a novel technology, when in fact they have actually been
produced for nearly 40 years. The first application of Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymers as a structural
material (not GFRP rebar) predates World War II when in 1937 an employee of the Owens Corning
Company used molded GFRP to construct a sailboat. In the early 1940s GFRP was used to manufacture
various structural components of airplanes taking advantage of its high strength to weight ratio and
resistance to corrosion. GFRPs got a tremendous bump when in 1953 the first Corvette rolled off the
assembly line with an all Fiberglass body.
The earliest known use of GFRP in civil infrastructure was in 1977 when GFRP bars were used as dowel
bars. The first known use of an Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) in a bridge occurred in 1986 when FRP
tendons were used in a bridge in Germany. GFRP rebar was first used as deck reinforcing in 1996 in the
McKinnleyville bridge in Brooks County, West Virginia. Since that initial project GFRP rebar has been
successfully been used in more than 150 bridges in 18 US states and 8 Canadian provinces. Given that
FRPs have been in use for more than 75 years and GFRP rebar has been used in bridge decks for nearly
20 years, it is tough to justify calling them a novel technology.
When GFRP rebar is used to reinforce precast bridge deck elements it provides offers a good avenue to
fulfill the FHWA idea of “Get in, Get out, and Stay out”. GFRP rebar have been used in several projects
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making use of precast technology, such as the Emma Park Bridge on US 6 near Helper, UT. The project
used precast beams and precast deck elements reinforced with GFRP rebar.

Figure 5 Deck element being placed on Emma Park Bridge near Helper, UT

The largest bridge deck using GFRP rebar was completed in Winnipeg, Manitoba in the summer of 2006.
The bridge is part of the TransCanada Highway System and was built to facilitate the Red River Floodway
diversion. It consisted of twin bridges approximately 1,140’ in length and 50’ wide. The bridge used 8 full
truckloads of GFRP rebar which is approximately 150 tons of reinforcing. The density of GFRP rebar is
approximately 25% of steel and so 150 tons of GFRP rebar is equivalent to roughly 1.2 million pounds of
a comparable size and length of steel reinforcing.
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Figure 6 Floodway Bridge in Winnipeg, Manitoba

GFRP rebar has been used in many very large civil engineering projects in addition to bridges. The plinth
pads of 2.5 miles of elevated track for the Miami Metrorail were reinforced with GFRP rebar. The GFRP
rebar was used to alleviate concerns of stray current arcing from the electrified 3rd rail into the reinforcing.
Nearly 1 million pounds (approximately 4 million pounds of an equivalent steel volume) were used in the
SR-99 Alaska Way tunneling project. The bars were used in the launch and reception pit, various other
temporary pile zones, and in the Safe Haven walls.

Figure 7 Miami Metrorail
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Figure 8 Installation of GFRP Rebar Cage and TBM for the Alsaka Way SR-99 Tunnel

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
While the mechanics of reinforcing with GFRP rebar remain the same as with typical steel reinforcing
there are a few minor differences that need to be accounted for. All FRP materials remain in a linear
elastic state up until failure and do not yield. The lack of yielding requires that engineers go back to their
basic engineering mechanics and use strain compatibility and force equilibrium to determine the capacity
of the reinforced member. Typically FRPs are less stiff than a corresponding steel bar which leads to
serviceability controlling the design rather than strength, in particular crack width. FRP bars are
anisotropic and behave differently in orthogonal directions. One of the misconceptions about GFRP rebar
is that they are very brittle and will shatter like a plate glass window if they are mishandled. GFRP rebar
are in fact quite forgiving and can be handled in much the same way as traditional steel reinforcing.
I-635 DESIGN
The I-635 Bridges over State Ave in Kansas City, Kansas have a history of repairs, overlays and
widenings over their short lives. They were constructed in 1968 with 48” tall plate girders and 8 1/2” thick
decks. The decks have a total span length of approximately 232’ with a 68’-6”’ wide deck with and
average ADT of 31,600. The decks were patched and overlaid in 1996 and at that time the decks were
requiring patches every 2 years. In 2005 the decks were widened by 5’. The bottom of the decks had
significant spalling due to inadequate clear cover and corroded steel reinforcing. The northbound and
southbound bridges were more or less identical and the deck replacement project offered an exciting
opportunity to get real time comparative costs between using traditional epoxy coated steel reinforcing
and GFRP rebar.
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Figure 9 Spalled Concrete at Bottom of Deck and Areal View of I-635 Bridges

The bridges were designed using the 5th Edition of AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Guide Specifications for GFRP-Reinforced Concrete Bridge Decks and
Traffic Railings. The AASHTO Guide Specification allows the designer to take advantage of higher
strength of the GFRP rebar and for this design the ultimate tensile strength for the GFRP rebar was 77ksi
vs the steel yield stress of 60ksi. Given that GFRP rebar is not susceptible to corrosion from chloride
exposure it is often advantageous to reduce the concrete cover in this case the clear cover was reduced
from 3 inches for the steel reinforcing to 2 inches for the GFRP rebar. The ultimate design moment
demand was 11 k-ft per foot.
As stated previously the moment capacity is determined by using strain compatibility and force
equilibrium, the first step is to determine whether failure mode is concrete crushing or FRP rupture. This
can be done quickly by comparing the balanced reinforcing ratio to the provided reinforcing ratio. The
GFRP rebar deck used a #6 bars at 6 inches on center providing a reinforcing ratio of .012. The
balanced reinforcing ratio, which can be solved for by using AASHTO Equation 2.7.4.2-2 shown below,
was .0078. The provided reinforcing ratio is greater than the balanced ratio and therefore the failure
mode is concrete crushing. This is typical given that concrete crushing failure is often the preferred
method of failure in order to satisfy serviceability conditions.
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EQ 2.7.4.2-2

When concrete crushing is the failure mechanism the moment capacity equation is very similar to the
equation used for steel reinforcing. The primary difference is that the stress in the reinforcing, for
traditional steel design
 we assume it is 60ksi but for GFRP rebar it must be calculated based on strain
compatibility. AASHTO Equation 2.9.3.1-1 shown below can be used to solve for the stress in the
reinforcing.
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The northbound
bridge (traditional epoxy coated steel) was reinforced with #5 bars at 6” o.c. resulting in a
capacity of 13.1 k-ft, which was approximately 19% greater than the demand. The southbound bridge
had a capacity of 15.7 k-ft,
 which was approximately 43% greater than the demand.
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If enough permanent stress is imposed on any material it will eventually creep until it reaches its rupture
strain and fails. The time it takes to reach its failure strain is known as the endurance time and
conversely the stress required is known as its endurance limit. The endurance limits for concrete and
steel are well known, but unfortunately is not as well known for GFRP rebar. An investigation by Seki et
al (1997) showed an endurance limit of 55% over a 50 year endurance time. Tests performed by
Yamaguchi et al ((1997) indicated that the endurance limit would be 29% for a 50 year endurance time.
Given the limited knowledge and variance of endurance limits AASHTO sets the endurance limit at 20%
of the design strength. AASHTO provides equation 2.7.3-2 to quickly calculate the stress in the
reinforcing for a given moment demand.
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EQ 2.7.3-2

The stress in the reinforcing under sustained loads is 15.2ksi, which is below the maximum limit of
15.4ksi.



For steel reinforced concrete members it is imperative that crack widths be limited in order for the
concrete to protect the steel. Concrete reinforced with GFRP rebar however do not need to be protected
by the concrete so the limitations can be relaxed. AASHTO places an upper bound on crack widths of .02
inches for members reinforced with GFRP rebar. Equation 2.9.3.4-1 is used to calculate the theoretical
crack widths under service level loading.
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EQ 2.9.3.4-1

The theoretical crack width for the bridge was slightly higher at .036 inches and so fiber reinforcing was
used in the concrete mix. It should be noted however that using a more accurate and typical industry
value for the bond dependent
 factor (kb) of .9 rather than the default and conservative value of 1.4 would
have reduced the calculated value to .023 inches.
I-635 COST COMPARISON
The Southbound bridge was slightly bigger than the Northbound bridge, but was close enough that for
ease of comparison they were assumed to be equal in size. As previously mentioned the GFRP
reinforced deck used #6 bars at 6 inches on center while the Steel reinforced bridge used #5 bars at 6
inches on center. Even with the increased size the GFRP reinforcing costs were not substantially higher.
This is partly due to the fact that the GFRP bars were approximately 6.5% cheaper on an equal volume
basis. The comparison is slightly challenging given that the GFRP bars are sold per a lineal length and
are approximately 25% of the density of steel. If we normalize the volume of GFRP reinforcing to the
weight of an equivalent volume of steel reinforcing the GFRP pricing of the GFRP was $1.07 per
normalized pound installed compared to $1.15 for the epoxy coated steel. This is not surprising as the
cost of GFRP reinforcing is very competitive with the cost of epoxy coated steel and the installation costs
should be cheaper given the significantly reduced weight. As a word of caution installers should be
informed that GFRP is 25% of the weight of steel and should therefore not bid based on the actual
weight, but rather the total volume of the reinforcing. The total cost of reinforcing for the Southbound
bridge came in at $213,258 compared to $180,251 for the Northbound bridge or roughly 18% higher.
Using the basic components and considering just the cost of the concrete and the reinforcing the
Southbound bridge cost $599k and the Northbound bridge totaled $562k. Using these as the base line
costs, the GFRP rebar increased the cost approximately 5.9%. When adding in other related costs such
as mobilization, traffic control, demolition, falsework, ect. The costs of the bridges were $996k and $961k
for the Southbound and Northbound respectively. The marginal increase due to GFRP rebar calculated
based on these numbers was then reduced to only 3.4%. The tables below illustrate the various cost
scenarios associated with each bridge.
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Table 1 Cost Comparsion with only Reinforcing and Concrete

Bridge
South
North

Concrete
$385,580
$381,420

Reinforcing
$213,258
$180,251

Increase in
Reinforcing
$33,007

Total
$598,838
$561,671

Table 2 Cost Comparison with All Associated Costs

% Change
Reinforcing

% Change
Total*

18.31%

5.88%

Total Bridge
Bridge Common
Cost
Surfacing Marking
Traffic
Total
South $165,445
$720,890
$55,433
$12,207
$42,448
$996,423
North $165,445
$685,298
$55,433
$12,207
$42,448
$960,831
Common: Costs common to each bridge such as mobilization and demolition.
*The increased cost associated with using GFRP rebar was $33k

% Change
Total*
3.44%

When discussing possible increased costs associated with the implementation of GFRP rebar, it is
important to realize that the current state of practice is to spend additional dollars on protection schemes
for the steel reinforcing. It must be noted that many owners are spending money incorporating various
admixtures into their standard mix design solely to protect the steel reinforcing. These costs are often not
noticed because they have been done for so long and they are simply standard practice. Various states
are also placing epoxy overlays as an attempt to protect the reinforcing, this is a very expensive process
and completely unneeded when using GFRP rebar. There are many opportunities to reduce the overall
cost of the bridge deck if GFRP rebar is used, these savings should be considered when evaluating the
potential cost impact of replacing steel reinforcing with GFRP rebar.
CONCLUSIONS
Using GFRP rebar in place of traditional epoxy coated steel reinforcing is a very cost competitive solution
to extend the service life of the bridge. By eliminating the traditional protections schemes the cost impact
of using GFRP rebar can easily be reduced and depending on current schemes it may even positively
impact the overall cost. Even employing no cost cutting measures and keeping the status quo the cost
impact of using GFRP rebar is minimal ranging from 3%-6% depending on what is considered the “cost”
of the deck. With such a minimal impact on initial costs GFRP rebar should be considered as the most
desirable reinforcing for bridge decks, considering its expected increase to the service life of bridge
decks.
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CORROSION PROTECTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS IN APD: TOWARD A BEST
PRACTICE APPROACH
Peter Elza, Parsons Corporation, (312)930-5236, peter.elza@parsons.com
ABSTRACT
Emerging best practices for using Corrosion Protection Plans as a means to show compliance with
performance-based service life requirements in Alternative Project Delivery contexts are presented and
discussed, stemming from the author’s experience with various clients, service life consultants and project
delivery methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
Alternative Project Delivery (APD) methods such as Public Private Partnerships (P3) and Design-Build
(D/B) are increasingly being used to accelerate construction of major bridge projects; in this context,
several recent projects are employing performance-based service life requirements in their technical
provisions. A common mechanism to evidence compliance with such service life requirements is through
the preparation of a Corrosion Protection Plan (CPP) during the design development. The CPP
addresses the various design, construction and maintenance criteria that the Developer or Design/Builder
determines to be required to achieve the desired service life. As such an approach is somewhat novel to
the industry, evidence of how the delivering entities are navigating such requirements and whether
owners and their procurement representatives are receiving what they envisioned when setting the CPP
requirements is just now becoming available.
From the author’s direct experience with CPP proposals, development, delivery, and review for projects in
New York, Minnesota, Texas, Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri, and experience with various other projects
with a maintenance/renewal risk component, an overall picture of lessons learned is emerging;
observations in this regard are presented herein.
2. CPP: PURPOSE
A CPP is intended to serve as a concise, representative articulation of durability criteria and basis for the
materials, detailing, coatings, quality measures, maintenance, inspection/monitoring and renewals that
must be implemented on a facility, in this context a bridge, in order to achieve the stated durability
(typically resilience to material degradation/corrosion) goals of the project.
CPPs are generally specified to include a description of service life analysis methodology, a description of
specific materials evaluated for use, the exposures and degradation mechanisms evaluated, the
measures required during construction (material testing, etc.), and the intervention cycles required
(maintenance routines and renewal work).
The CPP serves as a tool to evaluate design plans and specifications for compliance with the stated
performance-based durability goals for all parties on the project, while the assumed interventions are
linked to the development of maintenance and inspection manuals.
Typically, an as-built CPP is also required to be submitted; this enables incorporation of service life
implications associated with designer, contractor, developer and/or owner-initiated changes after the
design phase, as well as incorporation of any corrective action plans for non-conforming work that have
service life implications. Development of the as-built CPP thus facilitates adjustments to the maintenance
and inspection manuals commensurate with the condition of the asset as it begins service.
Meaning of Long Term Projections
Contracts requiring CPPs have requested preparers to substantiate asset service lives of up to 150 years.
Such long durations at times raise questions of credibility of analysis over the time scale. However, the
value in the CPP remains that it offers a rigorous approach to the “durability question” and further lays a
baseline upon which to proactively track performance of the asset.
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As an example, chloride ingress resulting in the corrosion of reinforcing and subsequent associated
concrete spalling is a common controlling degradation mechanism for reinforced concrete in deicing salt
or marine environments; typical CPPs derive a time-to-initiation of corrosion based upon the anticipated
corrosion threshold of the reinforcing bar and the concentration of chloride ions that have migrated to the
reinforcing bar level (i.e. through the concrete cover). By initiating a periodic sampling routine, an asset
manager can utilize the CPP projections to compare with real field data in order to determine if proactive
adjustments in maintenance routine are required prior to damage initiating. For further illustration, see
Figure 1.
Figure 1: Example of Using CPP-Projected Chloride Concentrations at Reinforcing Steel (Rebar) Level in
Reinforced Concrete to Proactively Assess Need for Intervention to Prevent Premature End of Service Life

3. CPP: ESTABLISHING TARGETED OUTCOMES (GOAL-SETTING)
Key to an effective CPP is defining the desired outcomes in solid terms; most importantly, the following
questions should be clearly answered in the contract requirements:
(1) What Service Life is desired for the asset?
(2) What condition defines the end of Service Life for contractual purposes?
(3) What interventions (maintenance and renewal actions) can be assumed to occur to extend the
Service Life?
(4) At what confidence level / level of reliability should Service Life compliance be shown and what
tools may be used?
Defining Service Life Outcomes
Contract language in D/B and P3 environments related to durability goals often is communicated via
terms such as “residual life”, “design life”, and “service life”. While colloquially terms are sometimes used
interchangeably, as a first point in requiring a CPP be developed, establishing the specific definition of
these terms is essential. In general, the terms are defined as follows:


Design Life: “Period of time on which the statistical derivation of transient loads is based: 75 yr for
these Specifications”. (AASHTO Design (1))



Service Life: “The period of time that the bridge is expected to be in operation.” (AASHTO Design
(1))



Residual Life: When evaluated at a certain point in the asset’s service life (typically at an asset
handback), the remaining service life of an asset considering that only contractually-authorized
and/or routine maintenance activities can be undertaken to extend the life of the asset.
To provide the required clarity, a few points should be evaluated for implementation:
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(1) The difference between “design life” and “service life” must be clearly delineated, as these terms
are often confused; the former in the context of bridge design is load-magnitude-oriented, while
the latter is durability-oriented. It is important to note that they are not necessarily equivalent.
For example, stating a 100-year design life may be intended to establish a durability criterion, but
in fact, per the above definitions, implies that a load modifier needs to be introduced. AASHTO
Design (1) generally does not provide guidance on overall load modifiers to account for extended
design life assets. Strategies implemented on major projects have varied, but the baseline has
been to utilize a 75-year design life (loads) but target a longer service life (durability).
(2) The term “service life” needs to be clearly defined in terms of asset condition. For example, ACI
365.1R (2) defines service life in three ways: technical, functional, and economic. Leaving
interpretation of this definition to the project delivery team can lead to varying and unintended
outcomes.
Typically for reinforced concrete elements, service life is contractually defined as the time at
which concrete elements are subject to spalling due to reinforcing corrosion (in service life
analysis terms, the time to initiate corrosion plus the propagation period). See Figure 2. Note that
it is often prudent to establish criteria for the condition of steel coatings in lieu of allowing for
structural steel section loss in defining service life, except in the case of foundations/piling where
a sacrificial allowance is more commonly employed as a service life strategy.
Figure 2. Typical End of Service Life Criteria for Reinforced Concrete
(adapted from ACI 365.1R (2)):

An alternative to using direct damage criteria is to tie to a certain National Bridge Inventory (NBI)
condition rating. For example, establishing an NBI rating of 5 or 4 as the “end of service life” can
imply to the CPP preparer that 10-25% damage on the element may be tolerated at that time and
the service life strategy calibrated accordingly.
(3) Contractually speaking, the required service life can exceed the required residual life at asset
handback. Such a requirement implies that a major renewal work can be assumed to occur at the
end of residual life (such as a column-wrap operation or major spall repair initiative). For cases
where elements are not readily accessible for future renewal work (such as for buried elements),
the residual life is recommend to directly correspond with the service life to avoid unintended
outcomes.
(4) For reinforced concrete elements, it is recommended when establishing asset handback criteria
to specify either a rating or a residual life criterion, but not both, due to the nature of chlorideinduced corrosion phenomena. To illustrate, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Illustration of Potential Conflict between Rating Handback Criterion and Residual Life
(adapted from ACI 365.1R (2)):

Allowable Interventions
A CPP preparer typically will evaluate a suite of service life strategies to determine the optimal strategy
within the bounds of the contract (e.g. minimizing first cost or minimizing net present value of first cost,
maintenance costs and renewal risk, etc.). To facilitate bounded CPP outcomes, the limits on
interventions that are permissible to be assumed for CPP purposes should be defined, particularly
beyond any maintenance period included in the contract. Key examples are what frequency/type of
coating/sealing routines can be assumed for concrete and steel elements and what frequency/type of
wearing surface maintenance routines, including removal and replacement, can be assumed for decks.
Confidence Level
Service life analysis will account for time-dependent phenomena, such as corrosion rates, exposure
intensities/cycles and transport rates, as well as inputs such as concrete cover, concrete mix performance
characteristics, and reinforcing corrosion thresholds; each of these inputs has a degree of variability in
practice. Therefore, establishing a “confidence level” or level of reliability upon which the analysis used to
show compliance is based should be established. Two primary approaches are utilized: probabilistic and
“conservative deterministic”.
The confidence level approach should apply primarily to elements for which assessment and/or treatment
of premature degradation trends are more difficult. For example, the condition of bridge steel coatings is
assessed on a frequent basis and localized coating failures readily repaired to adjust the system life; in
this case, historical indicators are best applied.
Probabilistic Approach
For the probabilistic approach variables are defined in terms of distributions, often normal distributions
with mean and standard deviation reported in CPP. It is recommended to establish the confidence level in
the contract (e.g. percent of cases showing compliance when evaluated using the Monte Carlo method).
The confidence level selected can be based on fib Bulletin 34 (3), which sets the service limit state at
depassivisation (corrosion initiation) at effectively a 90% confidence level. Another approach is to treat
the confidence level through a physical interpretation relating to the percent of surface exhibiting distress;
in this way the confidence level can be more directly tied to NBI condition ratings. For example, if the end
of service life for an element is established at a transition from rating 5 to 4, this may be equated to 20%
of allowable surface distress, and therefore to a 80% confidence interval (i.e. 80% of cases indicate no
spalling at the end of service life).
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Conservative Deterministic Approach
For the conservative deterministic approach, individual “upper-bound” values for variables are selected
upon which to run the service life analysis; recommended best practice is to state the critical variable
values in the contract; for example, concrete cover may be required to be reduced by 3/8” from the
minimum specified cover in the plans to account for reinforcing placement tolerances. It is noteworthy
however, that several recent major bridge projects requiring CPPs have required a probabilistic approach.
Alternative Approaches
Other approaches to establish a qualitative confidence level include using historical data or employing a
“deemed to satisfy” or “avoidance of deterioration” (cf. fib Bulletin 34 (3)) assessment.
If sufficient data exist, historical data can be used to evaluate the performance of a given element. Due to
continuous updating of materials and unique concrete mixes being utilized, this method is often not
representative for typical components. However, many steel coating systems do have historical data
available that can be leveraged.
Elements employing redundant barrier systems to avoid degradation, such as post-tensioning systems
and cable-stay systems, are typically evaluated based upon whether industry best-practice is employed.
Such items are most effectively addressed in requiring a CPP to follow from relevant industry publications
and by providing a detailed project special provision within the contract.
In addition, some elements are more effectively specified through performance-based or accelerated
prequalification testing based upon number of “wear cycles” anticipated over the life of the structure. This
includes elements such as modular joints (cf. AASHTO Construction (4) Appendix A19), sliding bearings
and cable stay pipe UV performance.
Tools: Reinforced Concrete
In general, reinforced concrete service life requires advanced analytical tools to predict service life. CPPs
to date generally have not specified a specific analytical tool be used, however the two primary
approaches are based upon either Fick’s Law of Diffusion (Life 365, DuraModel) or a Multiple-Mechanistic
model (STADIUM®). Where a specific approach is desired, this should be specified in the contract
documents.
4. ESTABLISHING THE “SANDBOX”
When establishing performance requirements relative to a CPP, it is critical to recognize and contractually
communicate client comfort level with various service life strategies and perceived best practice
approaches; doing so establishes the “sandbox” for teams delivering the work to operate within when
selecting their proposed service life compliance strategies. This approach also stems from a general
recognition that service life analysis is an emerging sub-field in our industry and that confidence in the
approach itself is still being gained.
As an example, a client may require that pier cap concrete be sealed/coated underneath expansion joints.
The CPP preparer may determine via service life analysis that such a coating is not required to achieve
the performance-based service life outcome; however, the client, desiring a redundant level of protection
at such locations given their historical experience with accelerated degradation under leaking expansion
joints, will continue to contractually require such coatings be applied regardless of the CPP service life
analysis determination.
This said, emphasis is on word “targeted” above; CPP preparers can often become frustrated in their
efforts to implement state-of-the-art approaches, such as performance-based concrete mix designs with
high supplementary cementitious material contents, finding themselves limited by traditional
specifications; striking a balance acceptable to the client is therefore important.
Service Life “Beliefs”
Durability in relation to various materials and exposures is still a subject of varied opinion. Therefore,
expert opinions remain very critical in the development of CPPs, and they can vary significantly between
consultants and between clients. This being the case, it is essential to a smooth CPP delivery and an
even bid approach that any strongly held views by the client in regard to service life be reflected in the
contract language. Some common examples the author has encountered include the following.
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Corrosion Thresholds for Reinforcing Types: A fundamental input for service life modeling, opinions on
corrosion thresholds can and do vary widely, as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of Epoxy-Coated (ASTM A775) Reinforcing Probabilistic Chloride-Induced
Corrosion Threshold Inputs from Two Different Expert Service Life Consultants.
Consultant:
A
B
Corrosion Initiation Threshold (mean)

1980ppm

900ppm

Corrosion Initiation Threshold (standard dev.)

590ppm

200ppm

Propagation Period

12 years

20 years

To ensure all bidders are starting from the same upper limit for values, it is recommended to state
corrosion thresholds in the contract language. For a good example of how to communicate assumptions
in this context, see UFGS (5) and Figure 4. This should also include thresholds for cases where corrosion
inhibitor is added to a concrete mix with various reinforcing types.
Figure 4. Excerpts from UFGS (5) on Deterministic Inputs Relative to Reinforcing Performance where
Exposed to Chlorides.

Expansion Joint Performance: The anticipated period of time a joint type can remain “leak free” and just
as importantly, the time it takes to repair/replace the joint system upon leaking, substantially impacts the
service life analysis of elements adjacent joints. It is recommended that limits for such time periods be
contractually established based upon the client’s historical approach to such repairs and experience to
ensure a representative CPP analysis.
Further, procuring agencies typically have strong biases as to the durability and reliability of open joint
systems, such as finger joints, versus closed/sealed systems, such as modular joints, and whether
supplemental drainage intercepts underneath joints are required. Selections in this regard can
substantially impact joint costs, substructure sizing/detailing and framing configurations, therefore such
views should be solicited during preparation of procurement documents.
Concrete Cracking: Though progress is being made by companies such as SIMCO (makers of
STADIUM), in general, cracking is not directly addressed by concrete service life modeling. The extent to
which cracking impacts service life is a matter of much debate with primary references recommending
crack width limitations in conjunction with language that indicates the impact of cracking is not significant.
Examples include the following:
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“…Previous research indicates that there appears to be little or no correlation between crack width and
corrosion, however, the different classes of exposure conditions have been so defined in order to provide
flexibility in the application of these provisions to meet the needs of the Authority having jurisdiction. Class
1 exposure condition could be thought of as an upper bound in regards to crack width for appearance
corrosion. Areas that the Authority having jurisdiction may consider for Class 2 exposure condition would
include decks and substructures exposed to water…” AASHTO Design (1) C5.7.3.4
“…It is important to note that these crack width values [presented herein] are not always a reliable
indication of the corrosion and deterioration to be expected. In particular, a larger cover, even if it leads to
a larger surface crack width, may be preferable for corrosion control in certain environments; therefore,
the designer should exercise engineering judgment on the extent of crack control to be used…” ACI 224R
(6) 4.4
However, many procuring agencies do not necessarily hold the same opinion. Therefore it is
recommended that the degree of cracking (extent and width) that can be accepted without repair or with
repair should be defined contractually.
Any provision should recognize that cracking can be categorized under two major headings: “persistent”
cracking – cracks that remain open regardless of changing conditions -- and transient cracking: cracks
whose widths may vary based upon load magnitude and resulting reinforcing stresses. The latter are
typically governed by AASHTO Design (1) 5.7.3.4, and the contract should make clear to which
elements/regions Class 1, Class 2 or a custom classification of exposure condition should be applied, and
at what magnitude of cover crack control is to be evaluated. Major CPPs to date have varied in
implementation of repairs, but generally, horizontally-oriented regions directly exposed to deicing salts
and surfaces directly exposed to marine conditions have required persistent cracks be repaired down to
the 0.004” to 0.008” range. For an example of an agency’s response to this issue relative to persistent
crack repair evaluation and repair methodology, see FDOT (7) 400-21 “Disposition of Cracked Concrete”.
Concrete Tensile Stress Limits: AASHTO Design (1) provides tensile stress limits for prestressed
concrete elements based upon either “severe” or “moderate” corrosive conditions. Significant debate can
ensue as to where “severe” conditions are to be applied, particularly in contexts such as: deck surfaces
receiving an initial overlay, bottom surfaces of decks, fresh water conditions, offsets from brackish water,
and offsets from roadways with deicing salt application anticipated. To ensure intended outcomes,
baseline considerations in the regard are recommended to be defined contractually.
Thermal Control: Thermal-related cracking mitigation and, to a lesser extent with high supplementary
cementitious material mixes, delayed ettringite formation (DEF) are frequently items of much discussion
during CPP development as thermal controls influence mix design, placement costs, and scheduling.
Recommended best practice is to consider 160 degree F or 170 degree F maximum allowable core
temperatures and to allow for a performance-based temperature difference limit customized for the mix in
question rather than a single-value (typically 35 degree F) limit on temperature difference. Further, it is
recommended that the minimum size of concrete placement that should be evaluated through a thermal
control plan be contractually specified; for major projects with custom mix designs, this may be a smaller
dimension than typically required by the procuring agency. For more information, see Gajda and
Vangeem (8).
Handling of “Emerging” Risks: Some infrastructure risks are more recent in nature and do not fit neatly
into typical Confidence Level approaches described herein. In such cases, it is recommended to
prescribe strategies where risk to the asset may be great. Two examples include the following.


Elevated Chlorides in PT Grout: An issue documented in Baxter (9) and now familiar to many,
implementing current FHWA/PTI guidance in the project special provisions is recommended in
this context rather than relying on a performance-based approach through a CPP.



Accelerated Low Water Corrosion (ALWC): An emerging issue, particularly in Europe but also
now in select instances in the US, concern over ALWC favors the use of coated marine steel.
Typical published steel corrosion rates, even maximum rates (such as those in Hannigan, et. al.
(10)) can be exceeded easily if the phenomenon is observed, and a prompt remedial response is
required to avoid compromise of the asset service life. For more information, see for example ICE
(11).
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Quality Testing: The basis for a CPP typically requires enhanced quality testing to be implemented,
particularly in the case of concrete performance. Where the client places strong value on particular testing
during production, ensure that such requirements are specified contractually; for example chloride
permeability testing (AASHTO T277 / ASTM C1202) and microwave testing (AASHTO T 318). In addition,
experts preparing a CPP may have varying opinions as to frequency of testing required and as to whether
testing is for prequalification only or also for production. If a client values a particular approach, ensure
the approach is appropriately specified in the contract.
5. INPUTS NEEDED
Development of a representative CPP is reliant upon a clear understanding of the exposure conditions at
play for a given project site. However, often such data is not provided in the contract documents, and this
can lead to increased risk and unevenness in approach between bidders.
Foundations
Where rigorous analysis is required, assessment of durability of foundations relies upon evaluation of
corrosivity data of soils and groundwater. The appearance of corrosive conditions, particularly above the
groundwater table, can have a significant impact on the foundation service life strategy, but corrosivity
data collection is not always included in the owner’s bid preparation boring program. It is recommended to
provide sufficient data with associated disclaimers to allow the CPP preparer to reasonably characterize
the corrosivity of the site when preparing pre-bid solutions. For more information, reference Hannigan, et.
al. (10), Section 8.8.
Salt loads and Exposure Conditions
The intensity of deicing salt application, including amount, type of chemicals (CaCl2, NaCl, etc.) are,
again, key factors in performing service life analysis. However, assumed loadings in this regard are often
left to the CPP preparer to estimate, when the Owner is most likely to be aware of the deicing salt
application rates. Communicating a baseline contractually will allow for solutions in keeping with actual
conditions that can be anticipated at the site and consistent assumptions between bidding teams.
Further, the definitions of regions such as those impacted by sea spray, deicing salt splash / spray and
industrial atmospheres can also be subject to interpretation. To remove uncertainty, a characterization of
such regions can be contractually specified. For example, recommended approaches can include ties to
industry publications to ensure uniformity of interpretation:
Steel coatings: Specify exposure classifications in terms of ISO 12944-2 (12), e.g. C5-M: Very
High, Marine (coastal and offshore areas with high salinity).
For concrete deicing spray: Specify deicing salt spray intensity based upon ratio of primary
surface concentration to concentration at a distance using fib Bulletin 34 (3) B2.2.5.6 in the
absence of site-specific data. See Table 2 for an example output.

xa (ft) (horizontal offset)

Table 2: Example Chloride Surface Concentration due to Spray Effects
(Presented as a Ratio to the Riding Surface Concentration as a Function of Horizontal (xa) and Vertical
Distance (xh) from the Traveled Way – following from fib Bulletin 34 (3) B2.2.5.6)
xh (ft):
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

6
33%
30%
28%
26%
24%
22%
21%
20%
19%
18%

8
31%
27%
25%
23%
21%
20%
19%
17%
16%
15%

10
28%
25%
23%
21%
19%
17%
16%
15%
14%
13%

12
26%
23%
20%
18%
17%
15%
14%
13%
12%
11%
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14
24%
20%
18%
16%
14%
13%
12%
10%
9%
8%

16
21%
18%
16%
14%
12%
11%
9%
8%
7%
6%

18
19%
16%
14%
12%
10%
9%
7%
6%
5%
4%

20
17%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%

22
15%
12%
9%
7%
6%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%

6. CONTRACTUAL PARTICULARS
As CPPs set important criteria for design, in particular, cover requirements, it is important that they be
required to be submitted early in design development, usually no later than a draft version at the 60%
design level. Further, it should be established contractually whether the CPP is to simply be a criteria
document (akin to a design criteria) which plans, specifications and other documents incorporate, or is the
CPP to serve as a stand-alone “field-bound” document. In the author’s experience, to prevent confusion
during construction, it is preferable to have the CPP be a criteria document only.
Particularly in APD, various elements are being released for construction at different times. To keep pace
with advanced submittals, allowance for the CPP to be split into element-specific sections is often taken.
However, it is important that this not occur until key features of the overall CPP are reviewed and agreed.
For example, a change in expansion joint detailing due to CPP comments may necessitate widening of a
pier cap, while the typical order of design packages would have the substructure design drawings being
released for construction in advance of the superstructure and joints submittals
7. ENVISIONING OUTCOMES
As with any set of performance criteria, it is important that the contract and CPP preparers envision the
range of potential outcomes to be sure they are acceptable to their respective clients. In order to do this, it
is recommended that service life experts be engaged during the bid phase of the project. As an additional
best practice approach, the contract preparer may wish to solicit preliminary CPPs through a PreAccepted Element (PAE) approach during bid phase. Further, and as highlighted earlier, it is important
that the client’s service life beliefs be incorporated as clearly as possible in the contract documents.
8. COMMUNICATING LESSONS LEARNED
Finally, as the industry continues to mature in delivering on performance-based service life requirements,
all CPP preparers are encouraged to share lessons learned with the larger community. While often forged
in competitive environments, CPPs are ultimately developed in the service of providing long-lasting and
life cycle cost-optimized bridge assets to the client’s ridership and society at-large. This being the case, it
is imperative that the industry learn from itself in order to continue to rise to higher standards of project
delivery. The observations herein are shared in that spirit.
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ABSTRACT
A proposed post-tensioned, curved-strand connection was developed for this research which allows for
single panel replacement. The behavior of the proposed curved-strand connection was investigated. The
curved-strand connection was found to be comparable to a standard post-tensioning system. The ultimate
capacity of the curved-strand connection in negative bending was found to be 97% of the standard posttensioning.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) encourages the use of bridge replacement and construction
techniques that minimally affect traffic flows. The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) has used
several different ABC techniques to reduce the traffic delays associated with a growing infrastructure
demand. Precast concrete deck panels are a good alternative to cast-in-place (CIP) concrete decks
because they cure off site and then are placed on the bridge fully cured. These deck panels are typically
positioned adjacent to one another and the joints between the panels are filled with grout. The CIP decks
are continuous and monolithic, whereas the precast panels have a joint between panels which have been
found to be prone to cracking. By adding post-tensioning through the joint the cracking can be minimized.
While the rest of the panels are problem free post-tensioning increases the strength and the serviceability
of the decks, it creates a problem when an individual panel is required to be removed. Utah State
University (USU) has done several studies on the use of a curved bolt connection to strengthen the panel
connection. This research examines the use of a pre-stressing strand in the place of previously tested
threaded rods for the post-tensioning medium. In addition to capacity testing, pre-stress losses across
the joint were also monitored.
This research has focused on the behavior of a 72” curve strand connection. The research was done in
four parts. A small-scale study was performed to determine flexural strength of the connection. The
results were then compared to the behavior of a straight post-tensioned connection. One of the smallscale specimens was selected to study pre-stress losses in the 72” connection. Losses were measured
for 60 days and then extrapolated out across the life of the deck. A full depth full width specimen was
constructed to be tested in shear. The shear behavior of the joint could then be compared to a standard
DOT post-tensioning connection. A full-scale model was constructed and tested to determine the
behavior of the connection in negative bending. A finite-element model (FEM) was also constructed,
tested and then compared to the physical models.
The research showed that the 72” curve bolt behaved similarly to a standard post-tensioning connection
in use by DOT’s. The small-scale curved-strand connection was tested in flexure, and was found to have
an ultimate capacity of 31 k-ft, this value was similar to previous research that was conducted at USU.
Pre-stress losses were measured on a small-scale flexure specimen. The measured pre-stress loss
values were compared to predicted values in the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance and Factor Design (LRFD) Specifications. The
measured losses were used to calculate future losses using a linear regression analysis. The
extrapolated losses at 75 years was found to be 6%. This was 26% of the value predicted using the
AASHTO LRFD Specifications. A shear test was performed on a 12 ft wide small-scale specimen. The
shear strength of the panel was approximately 157.4 k, or 31.5 k per connection. A full-scale composite
specimen was tested in a negative moment region. The test specimen consisted of two pre-cast deck
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panels placed on two steel I-girders made composite through shear studs. An external negative moment
was induced using a beam with an overhang test setup. The capacity of the system in negative bending
was found to be 500 k. This value compared very well with the values predicted by the AASHTO LRFD
Specification.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques have been implemented in various countries to
facilitate the rapid replacement of bridges on major arterial routes. The use of precast members has
reduced the amount of time that has been required to place a bridge in operation in the field. Some of the
innovative techniques that have been used include the use of precast members for substructure and
superstructure components of the bridge. Precast concrete deck panels can be an inexpensive and
economic alternative to cast-in-place reinforced concrete decks. The major disadvantage from their use is
the inherent joints between each panel. The transverse joints between the panels have been found to
leak in negative moment regions (1). This leakage can contribute to corrosion not only within the deck
but also within the supporting members, whether steel or precast concrete girders. In order to minimize
any leakage, post-tensioning has been recommended, and successfully implemented, to seal these
joints. Conventional post-tensioning requires that the tendons be threaded through two or more
successive deck panels. Subsequently, the tendons are stressed and then grouted to increase service
performance. In order to meet these issues, Badie and Tadros (2) provided guidelines for the use of full
depth, precast depth panel systems. Two systems were tested to validate the proposed systems. The
first system was transversely pretensioned, and the second system was transversely conventionally
reinforced. However for all these studies, if a single precast panel requires replacement, all of the posttensioning must therefore be removed. This is a potential problem if the post-tensioning is grouted into
place, resulting in the need to replace all of the panels instead of the single deficient panel.
In the long-term performance and capacity evaluation of precast concrete deck specimens, some
research has been performed to determine important design properties. Issa et al. (3) undertook a study
to investigate the field performance of precast concrete decks throughout the United States. The
researchers concluded that post-tensioned joints generally behaved better than those that were not posttensioned. The researchers recommended that adequate post-tensioning should be used to maintain the
joints in compression during all loading scenarios. Le Blanc (4) used these recommendations in the
design of the West Sandusky Bridge in Findlay, Ohio. In order to calculate the required level of posttensioning, a finite-element model was developed of the bridge. All of the AASHTO Load Combinations
were applied, and the largest tensile stresses were calculated and properly accounted for in the
determination of the required post-tensioning force. Porter et al. (5) investigated the potential of a curvedbolt connection. Small-scale, flexure testing was used to compare the behavior of the curved-bolt
connection to a standard post-tensioning connection. Two chord lengths of curved-bolts were evaluated,
a 610 mm (24 in.) and a 910 mm (36 in.). It was concluded that the 910 mm (36 in.) curved-bolt
connection behaved better than the 610 mm (24 in.). Roberts (6) performed additional testing on the 910
mm (36 in.) curved bolt connection using a full-scale model. During this testing it was found that adequate
cover was not provided for the curved bolts. Longer radius connections were recommended to be used.
Other research focusing on ABC bridge components includes Holombo et al. (7), Joen and Park (8),
Matsumoto and Ma (9), and MacRae and Priestly (10).
SMALL-SCALE SPECIMEN TEST DETAILS
In order to investigate the performance of a proposed precast deck panel, curved-strand connection, six
precast panels were constructed at the Systems, Materials, and Structural Health Monitoring (SMASH)
Lab at Utah State University (USU). The panels were constructed and designed in accordance to
standard AASHTO specifications, including typical rebar layout, deck thickness, and concrete strengths.
Three small-scale specimens were constructed with the proposed curved-strand detail. As shown in
Figure 1, these specimens were 0.86 x 2.5 m (34 x 98 in.). In order to investigate the performance of the
curved-strand panels in comparison with standard post-tensioned panels, two standard post-tensioned
specimens were also constructed using the same dimensions as the three curved-strand specimens.
These post-tensioned panels used a single straight post-tensioning rod to post-tension the system. The
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sixth specimen was constructed for shear testing. This shear specimen was a 3.66 m (12 ft) long section
of deck joint, and 2.44 m (8 ft) in the direction of travel to allow for placement of the curved-strand
pockets.
The small-scale panels were designed in accordance to the AASHTO LRFD Specifications (11) which
specifies that the maximum center-to-center spacing of the post-tensioning was not to exceed 4 times the
total composite deck thickness. With a deck thickness equal to 220 mm (8.75 in.) a total width equal to
860 mm (34 in.) was selected. The panel length was selected in order to be long enough to include the
pockets for the pre-stressing strand within the decks.

Figure 1: Small Specimen Details.

Each precast panel was reinforced with No. 19 (No. 6) bars. The reinforcement layout was placed in
accordance to standard AASHTO Specifications, with a spacing of the longitudinal rebar equal to 300 mm
(12 in.). A top mat was placed at a depth of 95 mm (3.75 in.), and the bottom mat was placed at 170 mm
(6.625 in.). The pockets for the pre-stressing strand were designed such that on a full deck panel, with
pockets on either side of the deck, they would not interfere with each other. The pre-stressing strand was
placed through 40 mm (1.5 in.) aluminum conduits that were cast into the decks. Two strands were
required for each pocket in order to obtain the required pre-stressing force. The conduits were placed at
a depth of 130 mm (5.25 in.) at the joint in order to minimize interference with the transverse rebar, as
well as to meet AASHTO LRFD (2010) cover requirements of 63.5 mm (2.5 in.) for the bearing plates.
Previous research at USU showed that adequate rebar was required to restrain the post-tensioning
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anchorage plate from pulling up through the concrete (Roberts 2011). The post-tensioning strands that
were used were 15.2 mm (0.6 in.) diameter, 1.86 GPa (270 ksi) seven wire strand. The reported
manufacturer modulus of elasticity was 193 GPa (28,000 ksi).
The two small-scale straight post-tensioning specimens were constructed using the same reinforcing bars
as the curved-strand specimens. These two specimens were constructed in order to compare the
behavior of the curved-strand connection with a more traditional post-tensioned connection. These
specimens were geometrically similar to the small, curved-strand specimens. The post-tensioning was
applied using a 25.4 mm (1 in.) diameter, 720 MPa (105 ksi) straight post-tensioning rod. A single rod
was used for each specimen which was anchored to bearing plates at each end. The rod was located at
mid height of the panel.
The shear specimen was constructed similarly to the small-scale, flexure panels. As shown in Figure 1,
the shear specimens had a curved-strand connection spacing of 730 mm (28.8 in.), this was due to
having a 3.7 m (12 ft) wide deck and five curved-strand connections. The connections alternated in
length from 1.2 m (48 in.) to 1.8 m (72 in.) strands. This staggering of strand lengths was utilized so that
a deck panel having pre-stressing tendons on either side of the deck would not have a continuous line of
anchor pockets. Previous research showed that longer curved-strands behaved better than shorter
curved-strands (Porter 2010). Therefore the longest tendons possible were selected, the limiting factor
being the pockets on the opposite side of the decks. Another benefit that could be realized from utilizing
the longer tendons would be a reduction in seating losses, as the anchorage losses for a short strand are
larger than those in a longer strand.
The specified concrete compressive strength for all panels was 27.6 MPa (4000 psi) at 28 days.
Concrete cylinders were made at the time of casting and were tested in accordance with ASTM
Standards at 28 days. The actual concrete compressive strength was found to be 34.7 MPa (5040 psi).
The experimentally obtained modulus of elasticity was measured to be 35.2 GPa (5100 ksi). The mild
reinforcement that was used in all specimens had a yield stress of 410 MPa (60 ksi). The Modulus of
Elasticity was assumed to be 200 GPa (29,000 ksi).
After the concrete specimens attained the required compressive strength, they were moved into place
and grouted together using Masterflow 928 grout. The pre-stressing strands were then post-tensioned to
their required force. The AASHTO LRFD Specifications (2010) requires that a force sufficient to supply
1.7 MPa (250 psi) of stress be distributed across the joint face. The maximum spacing was chosen to be
the effective width for each strand. With two strands per pocket, the required load in each strand was 165
kN (37.2 kips). To verify the actual load in the strands, a load cell was placed at the ends of a select
number of strands. The strands were jacked in two stages. First the strands were stressed to a line
pressure of 13.8 MPa (2000 psi) to set the chuck wedge on the dead end. The load was then removed
and the tendon was again stressed to 120% of the required load; and the chuck wedge was then seated.
This overstressing was applied to compensate for the estimated seating and elastic shortening losses.
The straight post-tensioned specimens were stressed by tightening a nut on the end of the rod. The load
and strain in the rod was measured to verify that the appropriate post-tensioning load was obtained.
Figure 2 shows the test set up for the flexure and shear specimens. The three curved bolt and two post
tension specimens were tested through failure using a four point loading scheme. The four point loading
scheme was selected to produce a region of pure moment and zero shear over the joint of the test
specimen. During each of the tests, loads and corresponding deflections were measured during testing.
Load cells that were used during the pre-stressing operation were also monitored to help identify
cracking. Loading of the panels was accomplished using a single hydraulic ram centered on a spreader
beam. To avoid a shear failure and induce a flexural failure, the panels were set on the testing frame with
250 mm (10 in.) of overhang, and 460 mm (18 in.) between the reactions of the spreader beam. For the
shear testing, the panel was set on its supports to induce a shear failure. A line load was placed at a
distance d from the joint centerline. A reaction support was placed at a distance d, 170 mm (6.63 in.) on
the opposite side of the joint. This loading and support scheme created a high shear region coupled with
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minimal moment. The load and deflection relationship along with the strand force were also monitored
throughout the shear testing.

Figure 2: Small Scale Test Setup.
FLEXURAL RESULTS
Five flexure specimens were tested using a four point loading scheme, loading the joints in positive
moment with no shear. The behavior of the curved-strand and straight post-tensioning specimens
through failure were compared. The externally applied loads and loads in the post-tensioning strands
were monitored and used to quantify the cracking and ultimate capacity of the members.
Figure 3 shows the externally applied moment and the corresponding deflection relationships that were
measured during testing of the five, small-scale, flexure tests. Figure 3 shows the initial behavior for each
specimen is similar in terms of stiffness. The cracking load was verified using the load in the strands.
After cracking, the straight post tensioned specimens demonstrated nearly plastic behavior until the
ultimate moment was obtained. The curved-strand specimens obtained a larger externally applied
moment. The curved-strand specimens also showed a very distinct inelastic region.
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Figure 3: Applied Moment vs. Deflection.
Table 1 presents the average normalized ultimate capacities of the proposed curved-strand connection,
standard post-tensioned connection, and for comparison the average normalized ultimate capacities of a
0.61 m (24 in.) and 0.91 m (36 in.) curved bolt connection tested by Porter et al. (2010). All connection
capacities were compared to a theoretical continuous concrete beam. The theoretical continuous
concrete beam that was used in the calculations had geometric and reinforcement properties similar to
the actual beams tested. The beam was 18 in. wide and 8.75 in. thick. Reinforcement was provided with
four #6 bars with a top cover of 2.75 in., and four #6 longitudinal bars with 1 in. of bottom cover. The
theoretical ultimate capacity was calculated using a conventional Whitney stress block analysis (Porter et
al. 2010). The cracking capacities of the specimens were compared using the experimentally obtained
cracking moments, and dividing them by the width of the test specimens.
By comparing the capacities of the test panels for this research to previous research it can be seen that
the longer curved-strand connections have a larger cracking capacity than the curved bolt connection
tested by Porter et al. (5) under service loads. By also presenting the results using the non-dimensional
zeta value, the ultimate behavior of Porter and others’ (5) specimens could be compared to the curvedstrand connection. The ultimate capacity of the proposed 1.8 m (72 in.) curved-strand was 20% of the
ultimate capacity of the theoretical continuous panel. The ultimate capacity of the straight post-tensioned
connection was found to be non-dimensionally equivalent to that of the proposed curved-strand
connection. The cracking capacity of the proposed 1.8 m (72 in.) curved-strand connection was 22%
greater than that of the straight post-tensioned connection. The 1.8 m (72 in.) curved-strand connection
behaved similarly to the 0.91 m (36 in.) curved bolt connection tested by Porter et al. (2010), with an
ultimate capacity equal to 107% of the capacity of the 0.91 m (36 in.) curved bolt. The cracking capacity
was found to increase as the post-tensioning employed approached a straight tendon.
However, it was observed that the 1.8 m (72 in.) curved strand connection had a cracking capacity higher
than the straight post-tensioning connection. This was attributed to the increase in the pre-stressing steel
area and strength of the curved strand connection.
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Table 1: Test Result Comparison

Connection
1.8 m (72 in.)
Curvedstrand
Post-Tension
(Average)
0.61 m (24
in.) Curve
Bolt
0.91(Porter
m (36
et.Curve
al.)
in.)
Bolt
(Porter
Theoretical
et. al.)
Continuous

Unit Cracking
Moment, kNm/m (K-ft/ft)
31.7
(7.13)
25.9
(5.82)
9.2
(2.07)
18.4
(4.13)
N/A

Ultimate ζ

1.02
1.02

FEM Unit
Cracking
Moment, kNm/m (K-ft/ft)
32.5
(7.30)
32.4
(7.29)

FEM Ultimate
ζ
1.02
1.19

0.43

N/A

0.57

0.95

N/A

1.04

5.15

N/A

N/A

SHEAR RESULTS
The small-scale shear testing was accomplished by applying a line load near the joint. From the applied
loads and measured deflections, a shear capacity of the connection was obtained. Figure 5 shows the
measured relationship between the externally applied load and the corresponding deflection for the shear
specimen. From this figure it can be seen that the specimen showed a distinctive elastic range followed
by a nearly plastic range. The specimen was found to crack at approximately 700 kN (157.4 k). After the
specimen cracked the capacity decreases to 631 kN (142 k) as the panels slipped in the joint.
The ultimate shear capacity of the system was found to be approximately 172.2 kN/m (11.8 k/ft). The
ultimate shear capacity of the system was calculated using the AASHTO LRFD Specifications to be 169.3
kN/m (11.6 k/ft). The calculated capacity predicts the measured capacity of the system. Afterwards, the
external load was resisted by bearing and friction along the shear key and dowel behavior of the strand,
at which point the capacity slightly increased.
During this range the specimen continued to experience an increase in deflection for a nearly constant
external load. The test was terminated and the maximum shear capacity was obtained after the
maximum sustained load began to decrease. Figure 6 shows the cracking that occurred along the joint at
the conclusion of the shear test. The crack initiated at the right side near the externally applied line load
and propagated down the right hand edge of the joint toward the middle of the joint. The crack crossed
the joint at approximately 30 degrees. This failure mode deviates from a typical 45 degrees shear crack
but is presumably due to the cold joint between the cast-in-place panel and the grout.
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Figure 5: Load vs. Deflection Shear Specimen.
PRESTRESS LOSS RESULTS
Excessive pre-stress losses can lead to significant service issues in pre-stressed members. In order to
quantify the pre-stress losses for the proposed curved-strand connection, an investigation into the losses
was undertaken to understand long-term behavior of the connections. Initially the strands were stressed
so that the deck panels had a calculated compressive stress equal to 1.72 MPa (250 psi) across the joint.
Load cells were applied behind all of the pre-stressing chuck wedges to measure the actual pre-stressing
force. After the jacking was completed, one specimen was set aside and the changes in strand force
were monitored for approximately the first 60 days. The measured changes in pre-stressing loads were
used to extrapolate an estimated loss at 75 years. The final time of 75 years was selected as the goal of
the service life for the precast decks based on a study done by UDOT (2010). Figure 6 shows the
measured losses at the dead and jacking end over time after seating. Prior to jacking, seating and elastic
shortening losses were compensated for by overstressing the strand by 20% based on measured losses
from the initial panel. A regression curve analysis was on the changes in strand stress performed and a
natural log was fit to the average change in strand force data and is presented as Equation 1. The
equation was found to have a coefficient of correlation of 0.97 in comparison to the average measured
losses.
1.
∆
= 0.5164 ∗ ln( ) + 0.9933
where t = Time in Days and ∆
= Percentage Loss. Using Equation 1 to predict the long-term, prestress total losses resulted in a value of 6% at 75 yrs (27394 days). These long-term losses are lower
than the typical long-term losses for pre-stressed girders, but are presumably a result of the relative low
stress and reduced shrinkage loss from the delayed stressing of the precast member. An estimate of the
friction losses was obtained by subtracting the strand force at the dead end of the strand from the strand
force at the jacking end. Figure 6 shows that the difference in force between the dead and jacking ends
remains relatively constant over time. The difference between the dead and the jacking end was found to
be approximately 2%. Because the joint is half of the distance between the jacking and dead ends, the
friction loss at the joint, assuming a linear friction loss, can be estimated to be half of the loss between the
two ends, or 1%.
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Figure 6: Pre-Stress Loss vs. Time.
The measured strand losses were compared to those recommended in the AASHTO LRFD Specifications
(11). In general, pre-stress losses can be broken into two different categories, instantaneous and longterm. Instantaneous losses consist of friction, anchorage set, and elastic shortening. Long-term losses
are a function of creep and shrinkage of the concrete, and relaxation of the pre-stressing strand. The
total loss of pre-stressing is then calculated by summing the two groups of losses.
By using the lump sum method, and summing the short term losses with the long-term losses, a final loss
is found to be 534 MPa (77.5 ksi), or 44.8%. However, the anchorage seating losses can be ignored due
to the overstressing of the strands during construction; therefore the anchorage seating loss was zero.
By removing the seating losses from the equation, a calculated loss value of 196 MPa (28.4 ksi) was
obtained. This is equal to 16.4% after 75 years, which is 2.7 times more than the measured values. It
was therefore concluded that the procedures in the AASHTO LRFD Specifications (2010) to calculate
pre-stress losses are overly conservative when applied to this connection detail.
CONCLUSIONS
The need for efficient bridge replacement techniques has lead to innovative solutions to reduce bridge
construction time. One of those replacement techniques that has been successfully used is the
implementation of precast concrete deck panels. Despite the many benefits of precast concrete deck
panels, long-term service can be an issue due to the inherent joints. These joints have been found to
leak unless post-tensioning is used to effectively seal the joints. However, standard post-tensioning used
to seal the joints typically inhibits the rapid replacement of a single deck panel. The proposed curve
strand connection investigated in this research works to mitigate the time delay in the replacement of a
single precast concrete deck panel, while retaining post-tensioning benefits of sealing the joint against
leakage. The proposed curved-strand connection was tested using small-scale specimens in flexure and
shear in addition to full-scale testing in negative bending. The behavior of the proposed curved-strand
connection was then compared to the performance of other connection types and the capacity in
accordance to the AASTHO LRFD Specifications. The proposed curved-strand connection was found to
behave comparable in strength to the standard post-tension connections. Pre-stress losses were also
measured and compared to the predicted values. The proposed curved-strand connection was found to
exhibit an acceptable level of pre-stress losses. The following conclusions were based on the data
gathered during testing:
1. The ultimate capacity of the proposed curved stand connection was found to be approximately equal
to the standard post-tensioning. The curved-strand connection had an ultimate capacity of 42 kN-m
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(31.0 k-ft), with a cracking capacity of approximately 25.9 kN-m (19.1 k-ft) which corresponds to
approximately 116% and 100% of the respective values for the standard post-tensioned connection.
2. Pre-stress losses were measured by monitoring strand force on a panel connection over time. During
the pre-stressing of the member, anchorage and friction losses were measured via load cells. After
jacking, changes in strand forces were monitored for a period of approximately 60 days. Using the
measured changes in the strand force, the amount of pre-stress loss was calculated. A regression
curve analysis was performed and the results were used to predict the long-term loss of the proposed
curved-strand connection. These long-term losses were predicted to be approximately 6% at 75
years. These measured losses were found to be less than the predicted values from the AASHTO
LRFD Specifications.
3. A beam shear test was performed across a 3.7 m (12 ft) section of joint via a line load. The test
specimen was found to have a cracking capacity of 191.4 kN/m (13.1 k/ft). At cracking the system
reached its full shear capacity. After cracking occurred the resistance to shear was greatly reduced,
and the pre-stressing steel resisted the shearing force via dowel action. The test specimen was
found to have an ultimate capacity of 172.2 kN-m (11.8 k/ft).
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development and implementation of a precast concrete bridge bent system
suitable for ABC in high seismic zones. The system is constructed using precast concrete elements and is
particularly well suited for use in bridges with precast, prestressed concrete girders. It features both rapid
construction and seismic performance equal to or better than that of a conventional cast-in-place bridge
bent.
The system uses precast columns, precast cap-beams and cast-in-place footings. At the base of the bent,
the column is connected to a spread footing using a socket connection. Load transfer between the footing
and column is achieved using only a roughened surface on the column; no steel crosses the interface
between the two elements, which means that the column can be produced and handled easily and safely.
The top of the column is joined to the cap-beam using a small number of large diameter bars grouted in
ducts. This arrangement facilitates bar fit-up in the field, and the bond properties of grouted bars were
determined in a separate series of tests. Both connections were verified by testing before the system
was implemented for a freeway overpass (US12 over Interstate 5) by the Washington State Department
of Transportation (WSDOT).
INTRODUCTION
Numerous bridges in the United States have been identified to be either functionally or structurally
obsolete (FHWA [1]). The replacement of these bridges and the construction of new ones will create the
need for extensive bridge construction. If these bridges are built using conventional cast-in-place
methods, this construction will exacerbate traffic congestion, which is already a costly problem, especially
in urban areas.
New structural systems and construction methods are needed to reduce the time spent on site. One
solution for reducing construction-related delays is to precast structural elements off site and then
assemble them rapidly once they arrive on site. For the past 50 years, this technology has been used
successfully for precast bridge girders. The approach of precasting bridge components has also other
benefits, such as improved worker safety and construction quality.
However, the use of precast components poses potential problems in seismic regions, where the
connections need to accommodate inelastic deformations without loss of strength. Connections are
typically made at beam-to-column and column-to-footing interfaces to make fabrication and transportation
easier. During an earthquake, these interfaces are also the locations to experience the largest moments
and inelastic deformation reversals. Designing connections for both ease of construction and seismic
resistance is a daunting challenge.
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Precast concrete has been used successfully for bridge substructures in non-seismic regions (e.g.,
Matsumoto et al. [2]). At the University of Washington (UW), research on accelerated bridge construction
(ABC) has focused on the development of precast concrete bridge sub-structures for seismic regions.
This paper describes a fully developed precast bent system that is both seismically resistant and
constructible. Different connection systems are used at the column-to-footing and at the column-to-cap
beam interfaces, because each interface condition is unique.
The structural details of the connections describe here were developed at the UW with extensive help
from the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), Berger/ABAM Engineers, Tri-State
Construction, Concrete Technology Corporation and others in the construction industry. For detailed
information about the development of this system, experimental program, experimental results, and
evaluation of those tests can be found in reports by Stueck et al. [3] (Bar pull-out test program), Pang et
al. [4] (Column-to-cap beam test program), and Haraldsson et al. [5] (Column-to-spread footing test
program). The implementation of the precast bridge bent system is reported by Khaleghi et al. [6].
PRECAST BRIDGE BENT SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows the construction sequence for the
precast bent system in which the foundation is a spread
footing. Once the footing has been excavated (Step 1),
top and bottom reinforcement is placed (Step 2). The
precast column is then brought on site, plumbed,
leveled and braced (Step 3), and the footing is cast-in place around the column (Step 4). This system is
referred to as a “wet socket” connection. The final step
is to connect the column to the precast cap-beam (Step
5). The precast cap-beam is lifted on top of the precast
columns with protruding longitudinal bars to be grouted
into ducts in the cap-beam.
Compared with a conventional cast-in-place system, the
primary advantage of this system is that the column and
the footing can be built in little more time than is needed
to cast the footing alone. A further, significant timesaving factor in the bent construction is the use of
precast cap-beam (Marsh et al. [7]). By precasting the
cap-beam, the time needed to complete shoring, rebar
placement, casting, and curing is reduced.
COLUMN-TO-FOOTING
CONNECTION

CONNECTION:

SOCKET

Connection Concept
The connection concept is shown in Figure 2. A precast
column is connected to a cast-in-place spread footing.
This system is referred to as a “wet” socket connection.
The structural details of this connection differ from
those of a conventional, cast-in-place system in several
Figure 1. Rapid construction sequence
ways.
(Haraldsson et al. [5])
First, no reinforcement crosses the interface between
the footing and the column, so the only resistance to vertical load (gravity and vertical component of an
earthquake load) comes from shear friction across the precast-column-to-cast-in-place interface. To
facilitate this load transfer the interface between the two elements is intentionally roughened.
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Figure 2. Socket connection concept (Stanton)
Second, the longitudinal column bars are not bent out at the bottom, as seen typical cast-in-place
construction. The bars, instead, are developed by headed anchors. This choice simplifies transportation
and handling, and reduces hazards posed by protruding bars. The configuration also provides a much
simpler and more direct flow of internal forces than is possible with bent-out bars. With the headed bar
detail, the diagonal strut within the connection is transferred to the column bar via a CCC node, which
connects three compressive struts. In contrast to the headed bar detail, in a bent-out bar detail the same
compression strut is transferred to the bar by bond. The transfer of internal forces is illustrated by the
strut-and-tie model shown in Figure 3.

Strut
Tie

(a) With bent out bars

(b) With headed bars

Figure 3. Strut-and-tie models for (a) bent-out bars and (b) headed bars (Haraldsson et al. [5])
Connection Tests
Three 42% scale cantilever subassemblies were designed and quasi-statically tested (Haraldsson et al.
[5]). The test specimens conformed to AASHTO Load Resistant Factor Design Specifications (AASHTO
[8]), the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Design (AASHTO [9]), the WSDOT Bridge
Design Manual (WSDOT [10]), and the California DOT (Caltrans) Seismic Design Criteria (CalTrans [11]).
All three specimens had 20-in. diameter columns ( [4-ft] diameter prototype column) with cantilever
heights of 60-in., resulting in column span-to-depth ratios of 3.0. The portion of the columns that were
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embedded in the cast-in-place foundations were octagonal in cross section , measuring 20-in. across
flats. Table 1 lists the column-to-spread footing test matrix.
Table 1. Column-to-spread footing test matrix

(%)

Longitudinal
Reinforcement

f’co
(ksi)

Paxial
(kips)

Paxial/Agf’c
(%)

1.1

1.12

8-#6

4.98

159

10.1

Simplified

1.1

1.12

8-#6

5.50

159

9.2

Simplified/thin
footing

0.5

1.12

8-#6

7.90

159

6.4

Specimen

Description

Hf/Dc

SF-1

Conservative

SF-2
SF-3

ρl

The column reinforcement for the three specimens were nominally identical. The column longitudinal
reinforcement consisted of 8-#6 bars (ρl = 1.12%), and the columns were transversly reinforced with 0.24in. smooth spiral at 1.25-in. pitch, resulting in a transverse reinforcement ratio, ρs, of 0.88%. The
embedded part the columns in the cast-in-place foundation was intentionally made octogonal to facilitate
roughening of the surface. The roughening was a saw-tooth detail outlined for precast girder ends by the
WSDOT Bridge Design Manual (WSDOT [10]). The saw-tooth detail was scaled accordingly from the
prototype column (0.71-in. amplitude at 1.41-in. spacing). This detail satisfied the AASHTO LRFD
(AASHTO [9]) shear friction requirement in terms of minimum amplitude.
The
prototype
spread
footing was 4.5-ft deep with
the design goal of resisting
one-way shear by concrete
alone. At 42% scale, this
resulted in footing depth of
22.5
in.
(1.1xcolumn
diameter) for specimens
SF-1 and SF-2. The top
and bottom reinforcement
for both specimens was
controlled by the minimum
requirement. Although it
was not needed, minimum
joint-shear reinforcement
was included according to
Caltrans (CalTrans [11]) in
SF-1 but reduced to half in
SF-2.
Specimen SF-1 was the
most conservative of the
three. At the base of the
column, premade slots
were created to allow for Figure 4. Reinforcement details of socket specimens (Haraldsson et al. [12])
the bottom reinforcement to
pass under the column.
Furthermore, additional bars were stacked diagonally around the column to act as shear friction
reinforcement. In Specimen SF-2, these slots were removed (no bars crossed below the column) and
shear friction reinforcement reduced to one for trimming purposes. The details of the three specimens is
shown in Figure 4.
After testing of specimens SF-1 and SF-2, a third specimen was constructed with the intent to force failure
in the connection region. The design resulted in a a shallower foundation (0.5xcolumn diameter). In this
specimen, the footing reinforcement was controlled by strength, instead of minimum requirement. The
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identified failure modes were one-way shear and combined punching shear and moment transfer
(addressed in ACI in Section 11.11.7). The stirrups in the foundation were strategically placed around the
column to inhibit the one-way shear failure but not the combined punching shear and moment transfer.
Experimental Results
Before the specimens were subjected to cyclic testing, all
three specimens were tested for pure axial load of 240 kips,
which represented at 42% scale the combined factored
axial dead load and live load. All three specimens
successfully withstood that load, proving that the shear
friction was adequate to resist this level of load. In fact,
specimens SF-1 and SF-3 were subjected to higher axial
loads with no damage. Specimen SF-1 was subjected to an
axial load of 918 kips, or about 3.8 times the factored
gravity loads, and Specimen SF-3 to 342 kips, or 1.4 times
the factored gravity loads.
Figure 5 shows the moment-drift ratio curves for all three
column-to-footing specimens. The moment includes
overturning effects of the vertical load.
During the cyclic test program, both specimens SF-1 and
SF-2 hinged within the columns above the connection
region. Their force displacement curves were nearly
identical and their damage progression was similar. Both
specimens maintained over 80% of their maximum lateral
strength up to approximately 7% drift (calculated as the
lateral displacement divided by the effective height).
Beyond this point damage in the plastic hinge region
became more pronounced and, ultimately, the column
longitudinal bars fractured at approximately 10% drift.
Specimen SF-3 had a shallower foundation than the other
two columns. Compared with the hysteresis for both
specimens SF-1 and SF-2, the strength degradation was
more gradual after achieving the peak lateral strength. The
specimen maintained over 80% of its peak strength up
8.0% drift. No bars fractured during the testing of Specimen
SF-3. The specimen failed during the test program’s last
cycle (target drift ratio of 10%). As the specimen was
cycled, the specimen punched through the foundation, as
intended.
COLUMN-TO-FOOTING
CONNECTION

CONNECTION:

LARGE-BAR

Connection Concept
The column-to-cap beam connection consists of a precast
column with protruding longitudinal bars that are grouted
into ducts in the precast cap-beam.
The concept of grouting column bars into ducts has been
Figure 5. Moment-drift response for socket
used previously by others (Getty [13]). In such designs, the
test specimens
columns have been cast-in-place with conventional
reinforcement such as 18-#11 bars in a 5-ft diameter column. This configuration requires ducts to be
small to accommodate horizontal beam reinforcement. In such an arrangement, fitting many bars into
small ducts requires very accurate fabrication and field construction, resulting in small tolerances.
Figure 6 shows the concept developed as part of this research program. In this design, a column is
precast with projecting bars but uses only a small number of bars to facilitate fit-up on site. The small
number of bars means that each one must be large, and such bars may require development lengths
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longer than that available in the cap-beam. In a typical 5-ft circular column, 8-#18 bars in 8-in. diameter
ducts will often suffice. The major challenge lies in the anchoring of these bars since AASHTO LRFD
Specification requires a development length
(4.0 ksi concrete) of 9 ft, whereas a typical
cap-beam is only 3’-6” deep.
To approach this problem, it was necessary to
show that the anchorage available from the
grouted ducts was sufficient to develop the
larger bars. In a typical dropped cap-beam
design, such as shown in Figure 6, it should
be noted that a diaphragm is cast-in-place
over the cap-beam once the girders have
been set. This diaphragm provides additional
anchoring length that can be used to resists
cyclic forces cause by seismic loading. This
means that the ducts alone are needed only to
provide enough development length to ensure
strength and stability during the bridge’s
construction (Stueck et al. [3], Pang et al. [4]).
Connection Tests
Before the Large-Bar column-to-cap beam
system was tested quasi-statically, a research
program on the pullout strength of bars
grouted in ducts was performed. Stueck et al.
[3 and 14] conducted full scale pull-out tests
Figure 6. Full scale column-to-cap beam connection
on #10, #14, and #18 bars grouted into ducts
(Pang et al. [4])
and showed that the bars can be fully
anchored in a length significantly shorter than the depth of the cap-beam. They concluded that the
anchorage length needed for yield and fracture were approximately 6 and 10 bars diameters,
respectively.
After completion of the bar pull-out test program, four 42% scale cantilever subassemblies were designed
and tested quasi-statically (Pang et al. [4 and 15]). All columns had a diameter of 20 in. ([4 ft] diameter
prototype column) and a cantilever length of 60 in., resulting in a span-to-depth ratio of 3.0. Table 2 lists
the test matrix for the column-to-cap beam connection.
Table 2. Column-to-cap beam connection test matrix

(%)

Longitudinal
Reinforcement

f’co
(ksi)

Paxial
(kips)

Paxial/Agf’c
(%)

Reference cast-in-place
column

1.58

16-#5

6.83

240

11.2

LB-FB

Precast Column with
bars fully grouted in
ducts

1.51

6-#8

8.34

212

8.1

LB-D1

LB-FB with bars
debonded 8db in the
grouted ducts using
Method 1

1.51

6-#8

7.69

260

10.8

LB-D2

LB-FB with bars
debonded 8db in the
grouted ducts using
Method 2

1.51

6-#8

6.20

240

12.3

Specimen

Description

REF

ρl
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In this test program, one column (Specimen REF) served as reference specimen that was constructed
using typical cast-in-place details in Washington State. The specimen was reinforced with 16-#5
longitudinal bars, ρl = 1.58% , evenly spaced and transversly reinforced with a 0.24-in. smooth spiral at
1.25-in. pitch, resulting in a transverse reinforcement ratio, ρs, of 0.88%. The remaining three columns
were scaled down versions of the proposed connection shown in Figure 6. All columns were reinforced
with 6-#8 bars, ρl = 1.51%, evenly distributed, grouted into 4-in. diameter corrugated metal ducts and
further anchored into the in concrete in the cap-beam diaphragmn. The columns were similarly transversly
reinforced as the reference specimen with 0.24-in. spiral at 1.25-in. pitch. All precast specimens included
12-#3 longitudinal bars to satisfy AASHTO bar spacing requirements. These bars did not cross the
interface between the precast column and precast cap-beam
The difference between the three precast columns were the anchoring conditions of the longitudinal bars.
In Specimen LB-FB, the longitudinal reinforcement was fully bonded throughout the length of the ducts,
whereas specimen LB-D1 and LB-D2 were locally debonded to reduce the maximum strain at the
interface with two different methods (Pang et al. [4]). In these specimens, the bars were debonded within
the ducts over a length of 8 times the bar diameter. Specimen LB-D1 was debonded using a 1-in. SCH-40
PVC pipe that was fitted tightly around the bar. Specimen LB-D2 was debonded using 1-in. SCH-30 PVC
that fitted more loosly around the bar.
Experimental Results
Figure 7 shows the moment-drift curves for all four specimens. The specimens show nearly identical
hysteretic responses and the damage progression was similar (including Specimen REF). Specimens
REF, LB-FB, LB-D1, and LB-D2 maintained 80% of the peak lateral strength out to drifts of 5.5%, 5.2%,
5.7%, and 5.8%, respectively. As the columns were cycled further, bars ultimately fractured. Specimens
LB-FB, LB-D1, and LD-D2 first longitudinal bar fracture occurred at 6.5%, 7.1%, and 7.4% drift,
respectively. Specimen REF experienced first bar fracture at a slightly larger drift at 8.8%. The effect of
debonding the longitudinal bars was minimal in specimens LB-D1 and LB-D2 as their hystereses was
nearly identical to Specimen LB-FB. Grouted bar pull-out tests revealed that as the bars were being
pulled out a conical wedge formed inside the duct, thus naturally debonding the bars.
Majority of the deformation for the precast specimens (i.e., LB-FB, LB-D1, and LB-D2) occurred at the
interface between the precast column and the precast cap-beam. Rotations measured over the bottom
1.5 in. of the column accounted for 90% of the column displacement. The columns essentially moved as
rigid bodies. This was attributed to the fact that the precast columns had additional 12-#3 longitudinal
bars that did not cross into the cap-beam. These additional bars made the precast columns stronger and
stiffer at the interface. In contrast to the precast specimens, Specimen REF showed more distributed
deformation over the plastic hinge, as commonly observed in tests of cast-in-place connections (Pang et
al. [4]).
SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT
The precast bridge bent system was deployed for the first time in Washington State as part of the
construction of a bridge (US12) over Interstate-5. The bridge had two spans, tall abutments on the ends
and a center pier of four columns. Even though the columns were light enough to be lifted in one pick, the
columns were fabricated in several pieces to investigate the constructability of a segmental version of the
system for future applications.
Figure 8 shows the deployment of the precast bent system. The precast columns were connected to the
cast-in-place spread footings using the wet socket connection (Haraldsson et al. [5 and 12]). As shown in
Figure 8, the contractor opted to create a steel guide for the placement of the segment. This guide also
served as a bracing until the foundations were cast. No major problems were encountered and alignment
was relatively straightforward (Khaleghi et al. [6]). After the foundation was cast, column segments were
stacked on top of each other and braced. At the top, the precast columns were connected to the precast
cap-beam using the Large-Bar connection (Pang et al. [4 and 15]). The grouting of the column bars was
performed simultaneously with the grouting of the column segments. The cap-beam was made in two
segments because of weight constraints. The placement of each cap-beam segment took less than 30
minutes. A cast-in-place cap-beam usually takes about a month to complete.
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Figure 7. Moment-drift response for Large-Bar test specimens (Pang et al. [4])

Figure 8. Field deployment of the precast bridge bent system (Haraldsson et al. [12])
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CONLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from the study:







The precast bridge bent system combines both excellent seismic performance and
constructability. The system is an outcome of close collaboration of members that represent
research, design, fabrication, and construction.
The use of precast concrete components such as precast column and precast cap-beam provide
means of both cost and time saving. By using precast concrete, the need for shoring, placement
of rebars, casting, and curing is eliminated. Furthermore, worker’s safety is greatly improved
because most of the fabrication is performed off site.
The Socket column-to-foundation connection is made between precast column and the cast-inplace spread footing. It provides excellent seismic performance and is easy to construct, it avoids
potential problems of fit-up between bars and ducts, column detailing can be nearly identical to
that of a cast-in-place column and no grouting is needed during assembly.
The Large-Bar column-to-cap beam connection is made with fewer but larger bars that are
grouted into large ducts in the precast cap-beam. Pull-out tests showed that large bars (e.g., #14
and #18) can be developed within an anchorage length available in a typical cap-beam. The
concept of using fewer but larger bars greatly increases fit-up tolerances on site.
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NOTATION
The following symbols were used in this paper:
Hf = height of footing;
Dc = column diameter;
Ag = gross area of column cross section;
f’co = measured column compressive strength of concrete on test day;
ρl = longitudinal reinforcement ratio; and
ρs = volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcement
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an overview and main findings of an NSF-sponsored project aimed to develop details
for deconstructible and earthquake-resistant bridge columns. Innovative materials and concepts were
used to design, build and test dynamically seven quarter-scale column models using near-fault motions
on a shake table. After being subjected to drift ratios exceeding 6%, all of the models exhibited limited to
no damage and low residual drifts while maintaining their axial load-carrying capacity. The results show
that the proposed details have the potential to be adopted for ABC columns in regions of high seismicity
in order to keep the columns of the bridge functional after a strong earthquake.
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) is to minimize delays mainly during the
phases of construction and placement of new bridge elements by using a set of innovative strategies that
rely heavily on the use of precast members and connections. Since reinforced concrete bridges could be
essential links of a highway system, they must be conceived so that minimal traffic disruption exists after
an extreme loading event such as an earthquake. Traffic congestion and delays arising from lane or
complete bridge closure to repair the damages caused by these extreme events can greatly impact the
economy and disaster response capacity of a region. Nonetheless, if damage is substantial enough the
bridge is likely to be rebuilt after being demolished and its debris being placed in a dumpster. Other
situations in which a bridge would need to be replaced partially or totally include functional obsolescence,
the need for extensive retrofit, and physical deterioration. Modern practice shows that in situations like
these, the materials are either wasted or, at best, recycled. A current NSF-funded project at the University
of Nevada, Reno was aimed to address these issues by developing innovative details for bridge columns
that can undergo extensive nonlinear behavior such as that expected during an intense earthquake, and
yet remain functional while also being detachable. The concept of a bridge column designed for
disassembly (DfD) was also adopted in order to increase the potential for component reuse and material
recycling at the structure’s end-of-life, thus reducing the energy consumption and carbon footprint during
material extraction and manufacture, Webster (1). This is especially important for RC bridges, considering
that CO2 emissions due to cement production account for 5% of the global anthropogenic carbon dioxide
emissions, Worrel et al. (2).
Previous research (Saiidi and Wang (3), Saiidi et al. (4), Cruz-Noguez and Saiidi (5)) has shown that
advanced materials such as superelastic shape memory alloys (SMAs), Engineered Cementitious
Composite (ECC), Carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) and rotational Elastomeric bearings have
outstanding performance when used in column models subjected to strong earthquakes, mainly due to
low residual drifts and extent of apparent damage. In this study, these materials were combined in order
to control and reduce column damage to the energy-dissipating detachable plastic hinge zone. Seven
quarter-scale column models were designed and tested under dynamic near-fault motions. Six of the
seven models tested were modular (DfD) and consisted of elastic members that remained linear while
being connected to base segments behaving in a nonlinear fashion and yet remaining elastic. The first of
the models tested was an innovative RC-Cast-in-Place model that used ECC and a novel Cu-Al-Mn SMA
in the plastic hinge region (Cu-CIP). The vast majority of previous research on SMA for seismic
applications involves the use of NiTi SMAs, which despite have excellent superelastic properties can be
expensive for practical structural engineering applications due to an absence of an established market
and because they are hard to machine. A recently-developed Copper-based superelastic SMA (Araki et
al. (6), Shrestha et al. (7), Shrestha et al. (8), Araki et al. (9)), has been reported to have comparable
superelastic properties to most NiTi SMAs at only a fraction of the cost due to relatively lower production
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cost and easier machinability. These studies however, have been focused mainly on the use of CuAlMn
SMA wires for small-scale structural models or larger bars up to 0.63 in. (16 mm) in diameter for coupon
tests (Gencturk et al. (10)). Since there was a lack of understanding of the actual dynamic behavior of
CuAlMn-reinforced concrete members at a larger scale, it was decided that the Cu-CIP column model
would be also included as part of the experimental program. Details of the entire column models tested
are given in the following sections.
DFD CONCEPT FOR ABC COLUMNS
As stated before, the concept of a bridge column that uses advanced materials and is made up by
elements that can be detached and reattached later on has several advantages such as ease of
maintenance, inspection, replacement, and repair, in addition to fostering a sustainable bridge
engineering practice by allowing column components to be salvaged in good condition and be reused.
The DfD concept allows also for easing adaptability of the bridge columns in case their functionality
changes (e.g., lane or span expansion in the superstructure), and control the way the bridge structure
behaves under service and ultimate loads by using energy-dissipating plastic hinges acting as reusable
fuses. An exploded view of the components of the quarter-scale DfD column models that were designed
and tested, as well as that of the assembled column are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and (b), respectively. It
should be noticed that only two longitudinal mild steel and SMA side bars are shown Fig. 1(b) for clarity.

Figure 1. (a) Exploded view of DfD column components. (b) Elevation of assembled DfD column
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The column was comprised of four main components: 1) an upper concrete-filled CFRP tube with a builtin head and protruding longitudinal bars at the bottom; 2) a base rotational plastic hinge that was made of
either confined and unconfined ECC or rubber reinforced with steel shims; 3) dog-bone shaped
superelastic NiTi or CuAlMn SMA bars with threaded ends; 4) and a precast footing having longitudinal
reinforcement with threaded ends. The column body and head were completely detachable from the base
element and were expected to remain elastic, while the base element and inner SMA bars dissipated
energy with minimal or no damage. Consequently, only one column with head was built and used for all
six DfD tests.
The CFRP tube provided confinement and shear capacity to the upper column body while longitudinal
steel-reinforcing bars were used to provide flexural strength to this section. These longitudinal bars
protruded out of the column body and were threaded so they could be bolted to a steel plate that was part
of the base element placed below. Shear was transferred from the column body onto the footing by
means of a steel pipe running through the longitudinal axis of the base element. A gap existed between
the ends of the steel pipe and the pocket cans receiving it at the column body and the footing, preventing
the pipe from resisting axial stresses.
The base elements were designed to be damage-free under large (~5%) drift demands. Flexural capacity
and self-centering of the columns was achieved by using the removable unbonded SMA bars inside the
base elements. These bars were connected to the footing mild-steel reinforcing bars using threaded
coupling nuts. A transfer steel plate bonded to the top of the rotational base elements received the
threaded reinforcement coming out of the upper column body as well as the SMA bars protruding out of
the lower base element.
Initially it was planned to assemble and test column models combining 4 different variables (i.e., NiTi and
CuAlMn SMA bars using ECC and Rubber base elements). After testing, each of the models would be
disassembled, inspected, reassembled and re-tested for a total of 8 DfD column tests. However, pre-test
analyzes conducted using finite-element software OpenSees revealed that the CuAlMn SMA – rubber
combination would result in a much reduced stiffness, lateral load capacity, and energy dissipation due to
the low elastic stiffness of both rubber and Cu-SMA, and therefore was not considered in the
experimental program. Tables 1 and 2 show the acronymic notation for the DfD models tested (six in
total) plus the Cu-CIP model, and the main properties of each model, respectively. It should be noted that
the letter R denotes reassembled column test.
Table 1. Acronymic notation for DfD column models

Base material

SMA inside the plastic hinge region
NiTi

CuAlMn

ECC

NE / NE-R

CE / CE-R

Rubber

NR / NR-R

CR / CR-R

Cast-inPlace model

---

Cu-CIP

When possible, detailing of the elements followed the 2011 AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD
Seismic Bridge Design, AASTHO (11). The confinement and reinforcement in the upper column body and
footing were proportioned to avoid damage on these elements. Detailed finite element analyzes were
conducted to check the stresses and deflections in the upper transfer steel plate under critical loading
conditions. Design of the rotational base elements was conducted iteratively by adjusting the confinement
properties (for ECC), and the number of rubber layers and steel shims (for rubber) until a drift capacity of
approximately 5% could be reached while having a drift demand of at least 7% under selected
earthquake motions. The longitudinal SMA ratio and axial load index were selected to be representative
of those typically encountered in reinforced concrete bridges in the practice. An aspect ratio
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(height/diameter) larger than 4 was selected to ensure the behavior of the column models would be
flexure-dominated.
Table 2. Properties of the column models tested
Column
model

Cu-CIP
NE /
NE-R
NR /
NR-R
CE /
CE-R

Column
Height, in.
(mm)a

63.5
(1612.9)

Diameter
at base, in.
(mm)

Long. SMA
Reinf.
Ratio (%)

Transverse
Reinf. Ratio
at base (%)

Aspect Ratio
(Height/Diameter)

14 (355.6)

1.24

1.03

4.5

1.16

2.69

12 (304.8)

1.16

N.A.

1.46

2.69

Axial
Load,
kips
(kN)

Axial
Load
Index
(%)b
7.0
9.3

5.3

60
(266.9)

N.A.
9.3

Notes:
a. Height is measured from the top of the footing to center of head.
b. Actual ALI considering measured compressive strength
CONSTRUCTION OF COLUMN MODELS
Materials
ECC
Strain-hardening ECC was used inside the plastic hinge of the Cu-CIP column model and the base
elements of the NE and CE columns. The mix was tailored by FiberMatrix Inc. (Sparks, NV) to have a
compressive strength of 6.0 ksi (42 MPa) at 28 days. Portland cement, fly ash, fine sand, silica powder,
PVA fibers at a volumetric ratio of 2%, and other admixtures (Fig. 2a) were mixed with water to obtain a
material with workable consistency. Although ECC has remarkable ductility in tension, its most important
feature for seismic applications is its ability to resist large compressive strains without completely losing
its capacity. This can be noted it Fig.2b, where results from compressive tests on 4in.x8in. ECC cylinder
specimens are shown. The fibers inside the ECC act as a self-confinement mechanism, preventing the
material from spalling even in the absence of transverse reinforcement (Fischer and Li (12)), contrary to
the behavior exhibited by conventional concrete with comparable compressive strength.
DfD ECC 56d tests - Target: 6 ksi

8.0

Sp. 1
Sp. 2
Sp. 3
Sp. 4
Sp. 5
Sp. 6

7.0

Stress (ksi)

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
0

0.01

Strain

0.02

0.03

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Dry ECC mix. (b) Typical compressive stress-strain behavior of unconfined ECC
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Rubber
Elastomeric elements were fabricated by Dynamic Isolation Systems Inc. (Sparks, NV) using rubber with
a specified shear modulus of 100 psi. (0.7 MPa). The compressive modulus of the bearing taking into
account a calculated shape factor of 9.2 was 40 ksi (280 MPa).
Concrete
Conventional concrete with a maximum aggregate size of 3/8 in. (9.525 mm) was used outside of the
plastic hinge in all column models. The specified compressive strength was 5 ksi (35 MPa) at 28 days but
an average of 6 ksi (42 MPa) was measured during the days tests were conducted.
Reinforcing bars
Mild-steel rebar was used as longitudinal reinforcement inside the footings and upper column body.
Grade 60 steel was used in most places, with the exception of Grade 80 bars that were used in the
footing for columns with NiTi bars in order to prevent yielding of the longitudinal footing reinforcement.
Transverse reinforcement inside the footings and ECC base elements was a spiral made of 0.25 in. (6.35
mm) diameter cold-drawn wire having an average yield strength of 50 ksi (350 MPa).
Composite in the Tube
The composite tube for the upper part of the column was fabricated by Fyfe Co., LLC (San Diego, CA). It
was built using 3 outer layers of the Tyfo® SCH-41 composite system (CFRP) in the horizontal (hoop)
direction and one layer of the Tyfo® SEH-51A composite system (GFRP) in the vertical direction. The
resulting wall thickness of the tube was approximately 0.15 in. (3.8 mm).
SMA bars
Round, superelastic CuAlMn SMA bars were produced by Furukawa Techno Material Co., Ltd.
(Kanagawa, Japan) and were then machined according to the shape shown Fig. 3a. A dog-bone shape in
the middle portion of the bars was adopted in order to avoid failure at the threaded zone during testing. A
similar procedure was conducted for NiTi bars, which were provided by SAES Smart Materials, Inc. (New
Hartford, NY), Fig. 3b.

Figure 3. Machined shape of SMA bars (a) CuAlMn (b) NiTi
Figure 4 and Table 3 show sample results from tensile testing of a CuAlMn SMA bar up to rupture. The
superelastic and rupture strains were 7% and 14%, respectively, while the yield strength and modulus
were 24 ksi (168 MPa) and 4500 ksi (31,500 MPa), respectively. Although similar tests are yet to be
conducted on the NiTi SMA bars, yield strength of 55 ksi (385 MPa) is specified by the manufacturer.
Plastic hinge base elements
Basic elevation and section views of the rubber and ECC plastic hinge elements are shown in Figs. 5a
and b, respectively. A 2 1/2x-Strong pipe was welded to the bottom steel plates only in order to resist
shear in the elements. Provisions were taken to prevent this steel pipe from taking any axial stresses and
thus providing unwanted additional flexural capacity to the elements. In order to avoid free buckling of the
SMA bars inside the oversized holes of the ECC elements, shims made from aluminum tubes split in half
were fed into the holes to fill the gaps.
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Table 3. Measured
parameters for
CuAlMn SMA bar
24

k1 (ksi)

4500

k2 (ksi)

280



0.2

r (%)

7.0

f (%)

14

50

Stress (ksi)

fy (ksi)

CuAlMn test to fracture
60

40

30

20

10

0
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

Strain

Figure 4. Cyclic stress-strain behavior of a sample 0.45 in. dia. CuAlMn SMA bar

Figure 5. Elevation and section views of (a) Rubber element and (b) ECC element
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Column body
Steel pocket cans were embedded inside the upper column body to accommodate the steel pipe as well
as the SMA bar heads and nuts protruding from the top of the base elements (Fig. 6). Since the inner
depth of each of the 10 pocket cans was larger than the length of the protruding SMA bar heads, a series
of steel disc plates 1/16 in. (1.59 mm) thick were used as filler inside each pocket to enable the SMA bars
to work in compression.

Figure 6. Upper column body details
TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURE
Instrumentation and specimen setup
The column models were tested using the shake table system at the new Earthquake Engineering
Laboratory at the University of Nevada, Reno, as shown in Fig. 7. A mass-rig consisting on a steel frame
having vertical load-carrying capacity but negligible lateral stiffness was used to apply inertial mass to the
models in a safe manner. A rigid link having swiveled ends transferred the inertial forces from the massrig to the column models. A load cell that was placed in between the link and the head of the columns
allowed measuring the resisting force of the models directly. Several other instruments were used to
capture the response of the columns including string potentiometers, displacement transducers,
accelerometers, strain gauges, and video cameras. Axial load was applied to the models using pressurecontrolled hydraulic rams placed over a stiff spreader steel beam on top of the column head. Each ram
provided 30 kips (133.4 kN) axial load for a total of 60 kips (266.9 kN). In order to provide the right inertial
mass to the models, the axial load was matched using two-20 kips (89 kN) concrete blocks placed on the
mass-rig and 20 additional kips from the mass-rig’s self-weight.
Selection of ground motions and testing protocol
Extensive analytical studies were conducted in order to determine the ground motion and amplitudes that
needed to be used during testing. A near-fault record characterized by a short duration-high amplitude
ground velocity pulse needed to be chosen in order to maximize the chances of causing residual
displacements to the models. Based on analytical results, the Rinaldi Receiving Station (RRS 228) record
of the 1-17-1994 Northridge, California earthquake was chosen .The time axis in the acceleration record
was multiplied by a factor of 1/√4 to account for geometric scaling of the models. After choosing a location
for a hypothetical bridge in a region of high seismic hazard (Reno, NV), a design spectral acceleration
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was determined for the Cu-CIP column model for a structural period equal to its effective period. This
spectral acceleration was referred to as the ‘design’ ground motion (100% x DE) for all column models.

Figure 7. Shake table test setup
The amplitudes for the testing protocol were determined based on the scaling factors needed for the
Rinaldi record to reach certain percentages of the ‘design’ earthquake. Analytical results showed that a
protocol having runs of 25%, 50%, 100%, 150%, 200% and optional >=300% times the design
earthquake would provide a good insight of the full hysteretic behavior of the models up to approximately
7% drift. However, towards the end of each column test the amplitudes were slightly modified in order to
prevent rupture of the SMA bars to allow using them during testing of reassembled models. In between
earthquake runs the column models were inspected thoroughly for signs of distress, and white noise
motions were applied in order to monitor changes in the fundamental period due to nonlinear behavior.
Assembly procedure
The assembly process for a typical DfD model is illustrated in Fig. 8 and can be briefly summarized as
follows: a) once the footing has been set, grouted, and bolted to the shake table, SMA bars are
connected to the footing’s longitudinal reinforcement using threaded couplers; b) using an overhead
crane the base element is lowered, the SMA bars are guided carefully inside the holes and the pipe shear
key is placed inside the can in the footing; c) split-tube aluminum shims are fed into the oversized holes to
prevent free buckling of the SMA bars (only done for ECC elements); d) Disc-Lock™ locking nuts are
fastened on the top threaded ends of the SMA bars; e)after placing filler plates inside the pocket cans, the
upper column body is placed on the element, guiding the protruding longitudinal bars carefully inside the
outer holes on the top steel plate; and f) Disc-Lock™ locking nuts are fastened to the protruding
longitudinal bars.
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Apparent damage
Earthquake motions were applied along the North-South direction of the column models. Figure 9 shows
the apparent damage states of the North and South sides of the Cu-CIP and DfD reassembled models at
the end of the last run. In general, damage consisted of limited and repairable spalling of unconfined ECC
at the South side, a series of long but thin cracks along the top and bottom plates and towards the middle
of the element in the North side, and some SMA bars slightly buckled. No evident damage occurred on
the rubber element. Reassembled models were able to reach the same capacity of the ‘virgin’ columns
but exhibited lower stiffness. Removal of the ECC cover in the Cu-CIP model revealed two Cu-SMA bars
ruptured during the last run.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 8. Assembly procedure for DfD column models

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9. Apparent damage at the end of the last run for: a) CU-CIP, b) NE-R, c) NR-R, and d) CE-R.
Maximum and residual drifts
Table 4 summarizes maximum and residual drifts observed during the last motion applied to each column
model. Since all the residual drifts were very small (less than 0.5%) in spite of the relatively large drift
demands and the column models were still able to maintain their load-carrying capacity, a bridge system
using these innovative column elements could stay functional even after a strong earthquake.
Table 4. Summary of maximum and residual drifts during the last run of all column models
Column model

Run No. [PGA (g)]

Maximum
Drift

Residual
Drift

Cu-CIP

7 [1.31]

11.8%

0.39%

NE

5 [0.76]

5.7%

0.02%

NE-R

6 [0.83]

6.7%

0.18%

NR

6 [0.95]

6.0%

0.24%

NR-R

7 [1.02]

6.7%

0.29%

CE

5 [0.76]

5.7%

0.11%

CE-R

6 [0.83]

6.9%

0.05%
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CONCLUSIONS
An innovative concept for deconstructible and earthquake-resistant ABC columns was developed and tested
on quarter scale models using a shake table. Damage and residual drifts were minimal even after subjecting
the column models to maximum drift demands exceeding 6%. The DfD concept developed allows for reuse
of column components and is therefore expected to foster sustainability in bridge engineering practice.
Experimental results suggest that if the innovative elements developed were to be used in a bridge, the
structure could remain functional after a strong earthquake requiring minimal or no repair.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of a precast concrete bridge bent system that is designed to
provide simple and rapid construction, and, after even a very large earthquake, no residual displacement
and minimal seismic damage. It is suitable for ABC in high seismic zones but may also be used in nonseismic regions.
The system uses precast, pre-tensioned columns, precast cap-beams and cast-in-place footings.
The superior seismic performance is achieved by pre-tensioning the column with strands that are bonded
at the top and bottom but are deliberately de-bonded in the central section. This allows them to remain
elastic even under large seismic drifts and provides the re-centering feature that minimizes the residual
displacements. Pre-, rather than post-, tensioning is used to simplify site operations and to reduce the
vulnerability of the system to future corrosion by eliminating anchors. The column is equipped with a
short steel confining tube at its interfaces with the footing and cap beam to minimize concrete damage
when the column deforms by rocking. The rapid construction is achieved by using a socket connection
between the cast-in-place footing and the precast column at the base, and a special grouted connection at
the top that both anchors the pre-tensioned strands and provides a shoulder on the column on which the
cap beam may be set during erection.

●
●
●

Debonded length
of rebar

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Steel Shoe

Haraldsson et al. (2011)
Haraldsson et al. (2011)
Davis et al. (2012)
Davis et al. (2012)
Finnsson et al. (2013)
Finnsson et al. (2013)
Schaefer et al. (2014)
Schaefer et al. (2014)
Kennedy et al. (2014)

HyFRC

Specimen
PCC-SF-THK1
PCC-SF-THK2
PreT-SF-CONC
PreT-CB-CONC
PreT-SF-HyFRC
PreT-SF-HyFRC-SS
PreT-SF-ROCK-HYFRC
PreT-SF-ROCK
PreT-CB-ROCK

Pre-Tensioned

The connections are the key to the system’s seismic performance. They have been tested
successfully under quasi-static conditions and found to perform exceptionally well, re-centering with
essentially no concrete damage or residual drift after being loaded cyclically, culminating in a peak drift
of 10%. At the end of the test, the system’s lateral strength was still more than 80% of its peak value.

●
●
●

0 in.
0 in.
0 in.
0 in.
0 in.
0 in.
8 in.
8 in.
12 in.

Table 1: Experimental Program Summary

INTRODUCTION
Precasting substructure elements off-site decreases construction time by reducing on-site
activities and provides greater quality control by transferring the complicated construction tasks to a
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plant where potential errors can be more closely monitored. Despite these advantages, many agencies in
seismically active regions are reluctant to adopt these systems because of the high-performance demands
of the beam-to-column connections and contractor preference. During seismic events, these connections
experience the largest deformations, and designing them to withstand such forces is particularly
challenging if the elements are precast and inherently separate.
The ongoing research effort aims to develop a set of connections that provide the necessary
seismic strength for precast construction in high seismic areas while also limiting post-earthquake
damage to substructure elements and reducing residual displacements to increase serviceability post
hazard. The system is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Unbonded
Pretensioned
Columns

Grouted-Bar-Socket
Cap Beam Connection
Precast
Cap Beam

"Socket"
Footing
Connection

Confined
Rocking
Interface

Figure 1: Precast, pre-tensioned rocking column bent concept (Need to redo)

This paper discusses the development of this system through cantilever quasi-static testing,
culminating in the system shake table tests performed at the University of Nevada, Reno. The
experimental program is summarized in Table 1.
PRECAST CONNECTIONS TO REDUCE ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION TIME
The system uses pre-cast connections for both the top and bottom of the columns. These
connections have been tested previously and were developed for non-prestressed columns (1,2). In 2011,
a bridge using these connections was deployed in Washington State. Minor modifications were made to
incorporate the pre-tensioning strands (3), however, the basic features of these connections have
remained relatively unchanged throughout the testing program.
Column-to-Spread-Footing Connection
A “wet-socket” connection was used between the column and spread footing (1) and is shown
schematically in Figure 2a. In this connection, both the base of the column element and the footing
reinforcement are placed in an excavation and the footing is cast-in-place around them. No bars cross the
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interface between footing and column; instead the column surface is roughened to facilitate the transfer
of forces to the surrounding concrete. Column longitudinal bars are not bent out as they are in
conventional construction, they are instead developed using mechanical anchors within the segment of
the column element embedded into the footing. This design improves the transportation of the columns,
because there are no protruding bars, and provides a simpler and more direct flow of internal forces (1).
Column-to-Cap-Beam Connection
A hybrid “grouted-bar-socket “connection was used between the column and cap beam (3) and is
shown schematically in Figure 2b. This connection works similarly in concept to the footing connection,
but has several major differences. The column section is reduced at the top and is fitted into a mated duct
in the precast cap beam. The exterior of the reduced section is roughened, similar to the footing
connection, to facilitate the transfer of forces into the cap beam. Several smaller ducts surrounding the
central duct accept the column longitudinal bars that are also protruding from the top of the clear span of
the column. Grout is used to anchor the bars and reduced section into the cap beam, as well as to provide
construction tolerances between the precast columns and cap beam.
Bonded Strand
Central Grouted Duct

Longitudinal
Reinforcing

Precast Column

Roughened Surface

Cast-in-place
Spread Footing

Roughened Surface
Rebar Duct

Precast Cap Beam
Longitudinal
Reinforcing

Unbonded Strand

Precast Column

Headed Anchors

(a) Wet-Socket Connection
(b) Hybrid Grouted-Bar-Socket Connection
Figure 2: Schematic Precast Connections

Rapid on-site construction
Washington State DOT implemented a non-prestressed version of the precast bent system as part
of the construction of a bridge over Interstate-5 (4). The bridge consisted of two tall abutments and a
center four column bent.
The precast columns were connected to the spread footing using the wet socket connection (1)
and the cap beam was connected to the tops of the columns using a large-bar connection (2). The top
connection differs only slightly from the concept used in the proposed system which must also contain a
central reduced column section to bond the pre-stressing tendons. Large bars are used in order to reduce
the number of fit-ups, which facilitates on-site construction. Experimental evidence has shown that the
bars can be developed within the depth of the cap beam (5).
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Figure 3: Construction of Non-Prestressed Precast Bent System (4).

No major problems were encountered during construction and the alignment was
straightforward (4). The columns were constructed segmentally and the cap beam, due to weight
limitations, consisted of two separate pieces; the placement of each took less than 30 minutes. The precast,
pre-tensioned rocking system has construction details similar to those of the non-prestressed system and
could be assembled similarly as shown in Figure 3.
PRE-TENSIONING TO REDUCE RESIDUAL DISPLACEMENTS
Post-earthquake residual displacements are reduced by pre-tensioning the precast bridge
columns with partially unbonded tendons. These tendons run through the central part of the column and
are bonded in both the portion of the column embedded in the footing and the reduced section of the
column inserted and grouted into the cap beam. Throughout the clear span of the column the tendons are
unbonded, providing sufficient length to distribute the elongation of the strand and prevent loss of prestress in the Design Level event.
Because the unbonded length of the tendon is large in comparison to the expected deformations,
the strands remain essentially elastic during the event. These elastic elements provide additional
restoring forces that promote the structures re-centering, returning the columns to their original plumb
position post-event. By prestressing the columns in a plant instead of post-tensioning them on site, one
additional on-site task is eliminated and the columns are better protected against cracking during
transportation and on-site construction.
REDUCTION OF COLUMN DAMAGE
Throughout the testing program, several strategies have been used in an attempt to reduce
damage to the column concrete, delay bar buckling and bar fracture. One of the major mechanisms in this
precast system is the concentration of column curvatures to several large cracks at the top and bottom of
the column. The column then rocks as a rigid body, and the column deformation is concentrated at the
two interfaces.
For the column-to-cap-beam connection, the rotation is naturally concentrated at the grout pad
interface. For the column-to-spread-footing connection several strategies have been employed to promote
the formation of fewer, larger cracks. This creates large concentrated deformations in the concrete and
reinforcing steel, and special detailing is required to prevent concrete spalling and bar fracture. Figure 4
summarizes the different strategies that have been tested to produce, and mitigate the effects of, these
concentrated rotations.
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Supplementary
Reinforcing
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HyFRC Shell

Confining Jacket

V-Notch

Debonded
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Reinforcing

Annular Plate
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Reinforcing

(d)PreT-SF-CONC

(e) PreT-SF -HyFRC
Figure 4: Footing Plastic Hinge details

(f) PreT-SF-ROCK

Traditional Concrete
Specimen PreT-SF-CONC (Fig 4a) included a 1 in. (25.4 mm) notch situated 6 in. (152.4 mm)
above the top of the footing and discontinuous rebar emanating from the footing portion of the column,
terminating at the notch. This method succeeded in concentrating rotation at the notch, however
significant spalling occurred and bar buckling and bar fracture were not delayed from a traditional castin-place system (3).
Specimen PreT-CB-CONC was constructed using the hybrid grouted-bar-socket connection and a
fiber reinforced grout was used between the cap beam and column section. This connection concentrated
rotations about the grout pad interface, however damage to the column and longitudinal reinforcing bars
was still extensive (3).
HyFRC Shell
Specimens PreT-SF-HyFRC and PreT-SF-HyFRC-SS (Fig 4b) employed the use of Hybrid Fiber
Reinforced Concrete (HyFRC), a fiber rich concrete that has superior tensile properties and increased
ductility in compression relative to conventional concrete (6). Because HyFRC is more expensive and is
less workable, it was used only in the plastic hinge region where its improved mechanical properties
would be most valuable. The addition of the HyFRC shell delayed and reduced column spalling in
comparison to the PreT-SF-CONC specimen, however it did not significantly delay bar buckling and
fracture in comparison to a traditional cast-in-place system (7).
Rocking Detail
Specimens PreT-SF-ROCK, PreT-SF-ROCK-HyFRC (Fig 4c), and PreT-CB-ROCK effectively
reduced damage to the column concrete by the use of a confining, rocking detail (8,9). The rocking detail
was implemented to force a crack at the plane of the footing and at the grout interface just below the cap
beam. This prevented damage to the column concrete and longitudinal reinforcing was subsequently
detailed to accommodate the concentrated deformations.
The end of the columns were fitted with a steel jacket (or “shoe”) which consisted of a circular
steel pipe welded to an annular end plate. The base of the shoe formed a discontinuity where the crack
naturally occurred and the steel tube provided the confinement necessary to minimize damage to the
concrete during rocking.
The longitudinal reinforcing that passed through the annular end plate was locally de-bonded to
distribute the resulting elongations over a sufficient length to prevent fracture at the design deformation.
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Supplementary reinforcing, welded to the annular end plate, extended partially into the clear span of the
column. This reinforcing helped to distribute the compressive forces from the base into the column and
prevent cracks from occurring beyond the confining jacket.
Because of concerns that the rocking detail may also encourage shear sliding, a cup-and-dowel
system was also used in specimen PreT-SF-ROCK-HyFRC and PreT-CB-ROCK to ensure that the system
did not translate during testing. A high strength steel dowel was cast into the column with a paired
housing, cast into the portion of the column that would extend into either the cap beam or the footing.
The housing was designed to allow free rotation and vertical movements, but to prevent horizontal
translation.
SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF ROCKING SPECIMENS
For detailed descriptions of the damage states and seismic performance for the conventional
columns and HyFRC shell columns, the reader is referred to 3 and 7 respectively. The remainder of this
paper will discuss the rocking specimens: PreT-SF-ROCK, PreT-SF-ROCK-HyFRC and PreT-CB-ROCK.
The resistance and damage progression of the top and bottom rocking connections were
evaluated through quasi-static tests of two column-to-spread- footing connection subassemblies and one
column-to-cap-beam connection subassemblies.
Specimen Design
Typical column sections for the three specimens are shown in Figure 5a-c. The columns were
designed to have similar strength to that of a typical reinforced concrete column at 42% scale (e.g. PCCSF-THK2). The specimens tested were octagonal columns, to facilitate horizontal prestressing, with a
circumscribed diameter (flat-to-flat) of 20 in. (508 mm) and a cantilever length of 60 in. (1524 mm).
1/4 in. Annular End Plate

3 ga. Spiral

#4 Longitudinal Reinforcing

#6 Supplementary Reinforcing

3/8th in. Epoxy Coated
Unbonded Strand

10 in.

Steel Confining Tube

0.8125 in.

20 in.

(a) Column Section

20 in.

(b) Supplementary Reinforcing
Figure 5: Column Sections

20 in.

(c) Rocking Section

Experimental Setup
The columns were subjected to identical lateral displacement histories, a modified version of the
NEHRP recommendation for precast structural walls (10). The experimental setup is shown schematically
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Typical experimental setup for rocking specimens (9)

(a) PCC-SF-THK2 (1)

(b) PreT-SF-CONC (3)

(c) PreT-CB-CONC (3)

(d) PreT-SF-HyFRC (7)
(e) PreT-SF-ROCK-HyFRC (8)
(f) PreT-CB-ROCK (9)
Figure 7: Damage to Column Concrete at End of Test for Cantilever Specimens
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Damage Progression
During testing, no bar buckling was observed and the grout pad in the top connection only
suffered cosmetic damage. Figure 7 compares of the columns at the end of cyclic testing including the
non-prestressed and pre-tensioned conventional concrete columns and the HyFRC shell columns.
Damage to the column concrete was nearly eliminated, cosmetic cracks and minor flaking formed at the
change in column geometry between the steel tube and the octagonal concrete. Throughout the test, none
of the columns developed cracks in the concrete that exceeded a hairline width (8).
Longitudinal bars for the column-to-spread footing connections fractured after being subjected to
a drift ratio of 5.9%. The column-to-cap-beam connection bars, which had a longer debonded length,
fractured after being subjected to a drift ratio of 7.0%.
Residual Displacements
For peak drift ratios up to approximately 6% the column returned to essentially its undeformed
configuration upon unloading. For peak drift ratios up to approximately 10 % the columns the column
returned to less than 1% residual drift ratio. The columns continued to resist nearly 100% of the peak
lateral load up to drift ratios of 10.4%. Figure 8a-c shows the effective force versus drift ratio for the three
specimens compared to a traditional non-prestressed column (Figure 8d).

(a) PreT-SF-ROCK

(b) PreT-SF-ROCK-HyFRC

(c) PreT-CB-ROCK
(d) PCC-SF-THK2
Figure 8: Effective Force-Displacement response for Rocking Specimens
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SYSTEM SHAKE TABLE TESTS
To complement the component testing described above, shaking table tests on the system were
conducted at the University of Nevada, Reno. The structure consisted of a two-span, three-bent bridge
constructed at quarter-scale. The two column bents were designed to perform similarly to those already
tested statically at the University of Washington.
Preliminary results of the test confirmed the system’s ability to re-center after very large drift
levels (13%), while exhibiting almost no damage to the column concrete. Construction of the specimen at
the University of Nevada, Reno showed that the system is easy to construct even with the tighter
tolerance imposed by the specimens smaller scale.
CONCLUSIONS
A new bridge bent system has been developed for accelerated bridge construction for use in
seismic regions. It allows for rapid on-site construction, it returns the structure to its original alignment
after even an extreme earthquake and it minimizes seismic damage. The system is characterized by rigid
body rotation of the columns, with energy dissipation provided by partially debonded mild steel and recentering achieved by partially un-bonded pre-stressed tendons over the clear span of the columns.
Damage is minimized by suitable confinement detailing at the two rocking interfaces, connected to the
concrete in the column via supplementary longitudinal reinforcing.




Quasi-static tests of two column-to-spread-footing and one column-to-cap-beam subassemblies
indicate that the new system will perform better than a reinforced concrete bridge constructed with
conventional seismic detailing. The specimens suffered very little damage, continued to maintain
lateral strength even to drift ratios exceeding 10% and re-centered to residual drift ratios less than
10% of the cycle peak drift value (i.e. a 1% residual after an excursion to 10% drift).
Field experience with a similar, non-prestressed system suggests that the new system can be
constructed rapidly. Construction of the quarter-scale bridge specimen at the University of Nevada,
Reno showed that the new system was simple to construct even with the tighter tolerances associated
with a laboratory scale specimen.
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ABSTRACT
To date, no research studies have been carried out to extend the application of the new steel bridge system
referred to as Simple for dead load continuous for live load (SDCL) for seismic regions. A combination of
experimental, numerical and analytical investigations needs to be carried out to develop a modified version
of the SDCL steel bridge for seismic applications. The objective of this paper is to evaluate the current detail
of the SDCL concept under seismic loads. For this purpose a nonlinear time history analysis conducted to
evaluate forces and stresses in critical elements of the system such as deck and concrete diaphragm. Two
of the primary conclusions are the performance of slab is satisfactory under seismic loads while the demand
capacity ratio of the concrete diaphragm in vicinity of bottom flange is greater than one and the system
needs a more convenient detail.
Keywords: steel bridges, steel girders, SDCL, simple for dead load–continuous for live load, seismic loads.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is part of the research which is aimed to development and implement the simple for dead–
continuous for live (SDCL) bridge system for seismic regions. The SDCL bridge system utilizes a joint detail
at the interior supports that does not become continuous until after the dead loads have been applied. Prior
to attaining this final continuity, the girders within the individual spans are simply supported. Figure 1 shows
the suggested detail for SDCL bridge system (1).

Figure 1: Recommended interior support detail for an SDCL system used in an ABC application.
Analytical study of this research includes two parts, the first part is performing an extensive analytical work
to investigate seismic demand and capacity of current system under seismic loads and the second part is
going to provide an economical and convention detail to be satisfactory for seismic loads as well as
Accelerated Bridge Construction methods (ABC). Three bridges with two span were designed based on
AASHTO 2012 (2) and modeled in CSiBridge software (3) for conducting nonlinear static and dynamic
analysis for controlling the performance of the system similar to what an actual bridge could experience
under seismic loads. Afterward based on the derived analysis results, the demand capacity ratio of critical
elements under seismic loads is discussed.

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF STEEL BRIDGES
Steel bridges are better for short span bridges, and generally easier to repair and easier to add travel lanes
or sidewalks than their concrete counterparts (4). Steel bridges are lighter than concrete alternates and
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provided better performance in past major earthquakes. According to the American Iron and Steel Institute
report when the 1994 Northridge earthquake in California destroyed the surrounding transportation
infrastructure, “96 percent of all the existing steel bridges were completely undamaged, even though they
were designed using 1940’s technology.”. Using of incorrect details or systems in steel bridges have been
resulted sever damage in areas struck by strong earthquakes and even some recent moderate earthquakes
(5). The past earthquakes show that even minor damage could result to a major damage during earthquake
excitation that would be difficult to investigate and repair, therefore critical elements such as diaphragms
and those kind of elements which they are hard for investigation and repair such as decks should be
protected from any level of damage under extreme seismic loads and remain elastic during the entire
earthquake excitation. The plastic regions are also need to be detailed to provide the desired capacities
while deforming beyond elastic limit during a seismic event. In seismic areas, the use of a SDCL steel
bridge system will demand the incorporation of a detail that can resist cyclic loading, which will require that
the bottom portion of the recommended connection detail be designed for both the tension and compression
forces. Further, in seismic applications, the entire concrete diaphragm region, including the girder ends and
connections elements, needs to remain completely elastic (protected elements) during the entire seismic
event. An additional requirement is that the predefined damage areas (plastic hinge locations) must be
forced to be at some distance away from the concrete diaphragm region, allowing repair and inspections
after a major seismic event. In non-integral bridge system the bent frame is the only earthquake resistance
system (ERS) in the bridge while in integral bridge system due to rigid connection between the deck and
the bent frame both are part of ERS.

NON INTEGRAL VERSUS INTEGRAL CONNECTION BETWEEN DECK AND PIER CAP
In Conventional girder bridge system with non-integral bent cap, the bridge girders are simple supported or
they are continuous over the pier cap with a separation detail such as an elastomeric pad or isolation
bearing between the bent cap and the superstructure. In this case, the bearings support the vertical reaction
of the superstructures. In conventional method the girders are capable to rotate over the pier. Under
earthquake the superstructures and substructures are behave as two separate systems for lateral loads.
Unlike the conventional method, in the bridge system the bent cap considered integral it terminate at the
outside of the exterior girder and the connection between the superstructure and substructure respond
monolithically or the connection provide some degree of rigidity and the moment transfers from super
structure to substructure during dynamic excitation (6). In the first step of this research the type of
connection between superstructure and substructure needs to be determined. In the direction of traffic,
through rigid or semi-rigid connection between super structure and sub structure in the integral pier caps,
the deformation of columns is in double curvature under earthquake excitation while under transvers
excitation, the plastic hinge is located near the bottom of the pier column. This allows larger portions of the
pier column (two plastic hinges versus one for single curvature) to participate in energy dissipation in
longitudinal direction. In non-integral pier caps the connection between superstructure and bent columns
are simple supported and in both longitudinal and transversal direction the deformation of columns are
single curvature and pier columns are usually designed to act in single curvature. Figure 2 and Figure 3
shows the deflected shape of integral and non-integral system in longitudinal and transverse direction.

Figure 2: Deflected shape of a three span integral bridge system in longitudinal direction.
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Figure 3: left figure: deflected shape in longitudinal direction for integral pier cap, right figure: deflected
shape in transverse direction for integral and non-integral pier cap and longitudinal direction for nonintegral pier cap)
Past use of integral I girder connection to substructure was reviewed by NCHRP report 527 (7). The
following is a summary of the results:
The total number of bridges with integral pier caps reported in the responses were 59.
In general, past performance of integral pier cap bridges appears to be satisfactory. Deck cracking
transverse to the girders is the most cited problem.
The main reason for using integral pier caps in the past has been to increase under clearance and
to avoid placing the pier caps at a sharp skew (94 percent of the cases). Enhancing seismic performance
was cited in 33 percent of the cases.
No accurate cost data were available. The respondents estimated that the weight of the steel was
decreased by 5 to 10 percent and the cost of fabrication and the cost of erection both increased 5 to 10
percent.
The difficulties faced during construction of integral pier cap bridges included the congestion of
reinforcement at the column to the pier cap joint and the need for a substantial temporary shoring system.
According to an inquiry that have done by a conference meeting by the authors, Alaska and
Washington states prefer non-integral connection between the deck and the pier. Including less details in
the connection and less time for construction were the main reasons. According to another inquiry from the
California department of transportation there is only one integral steel I girder bridge in the state of
California.

MODELING AND ANALYZING
Three different span bridges were modeled and analyzed, each using different connection type over
intermediate span (integral and non-integral) for possible use in the SDCL bridge system and controlling
the critical forces and stresses. In the bridge models, the bent caps, girders, piers and girder’s flange were
modeled by using frame elements. The decks and girder’s webs were modeled by using shell elements.
link elements were used to model concrete diaphragms under seismic loads and connecting the two decks
of each span in staged construction analysis. Figure 4 shows the analytical model of the bridge with 100 ft
span length. The bridge models have different span length equal to 50, 80, 100 ft and they designed based
on AASHTO 2012 (2). Table 1 shows the property of the deck.
Table 1: deck property
span length

100 (ft)

80 (ft)

50 (ft)

section

W40X235

W36X170

W30X90

width of the deck (ft)

44

44

44

slab thickness (in)

8

8

8
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Figure 4: Analytical model of the bridge with two 100 span length.
Under seismic loads bent columns participates as part of ERS. Figure 5 shows the moment rotation curve
for columns and a schematic shape of the section. For performing a pushover analysis the column plastic
hinges assigned to each end of the column at distances from each end equal to 1/2 the hinge length. The
plastic hinge lengths determined according to the AASHTO Seismic Guide Specification as follows:
LP=0.08L+0.15fyedbl
Where
LP=Plastic Hinge Length
fye= the effective yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcing
bld = the diameter of the longitudinal reinforcing
The controlling value of the calculated hinge length and the maximum hinge length (LP=0.3fyedbl ) assigned
to hinge property. Figure 5 shows moment rotation of bent column with a schematic figure of cross section.

Figure 5: Moment-curvature diagram for bent columns.
ANALYSIS
Analytical models were developed for three bridges with different spans to investigate the global behavior
of the SDCL steel bridges. CSiBridge, a user-friendly integrated 3-D bridge software was used for seismic
performance evaluation. For evaluating the SDCL steel bridge system under seismic loads, the distribution
of moments, capacity of integral and non-integral systems, capacity and demand of the slab and the
crushing of the concrete diaphragm over the intermediate support were considered. Time history and
pushover analysis were used for this purpose. To distribute the gravity loads (self-weight of the girders,
super dead load and moving load) before and after the cast onto the girders according to the construction
sequence, a nonlinear staged construction analysis conducted before starting a nonlinear static and time
history analysis. Figure 6 shows the distribution of dead load before casting the concrete and super dead
and moving load after the hardening of the deck’s concrete.
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Figure 6: Distribution of moment under dead load (top), super dead load (middle) and moving load (bottom)
after nonlinear staged construction analysis.
Pushover analysis and time-history analysis performed after a nonlinear staged construction analysis.
Seven time histories function that were representative of the seismic environment of the site and the local
site conditions were selected for this purpose. Response-spectrum-compatible time histories were used as
developed from representative recorded motions. Table 2 shows the selected time history acceleration from
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) (8). Seven response-spectrum-compatible time
histories were used for each component of motion in representing the design earthquake. Because of
selecting seven time histories acceleration for each component of motion, the design actions were taken
as the mean response calculated for each principal direction. An inelastic static analysis, commonly referred
to as pushover analysis was used to derive the capacity of the global system. Nonlinear static analysis can
be captured a more accurate behavior of structure than a linear static analysis. In pushover analysis a
pattern of lateral forces is applied to a structural model that includes non-linear material properties to initiate
plastic action, and the total force is plotted against a reference displacement to define a pushover curve.
During the pushover analysis the load patterns incrementally increased until the potential collapse
mechanism is achieved. The structure stiffness changes during the analysis due to cracking and plastic
hinges. Figure 7 shows pushover curves of bridge models for longitudinal and transverse direction of load
pattern.
Table 2: Characteristics of selected time history accelerations.
Earthquake Name

Scale Factor

Arias
Intensity
(m/sec)

Year

Station Name

Vs30
(m/sec)

San Fernando

3.3358

0.3

1971

"Palmdale Fire Station"

452.86

Imperial Valley-06

1.9876

1.3

1979

"Cerro Prieto"

471.53

Irpinia

2.1188

0.8

Italy-01

1980

17.64

Loma Prieta

3.6419

0.1

1989

Anderson Dam (L Abut)

488.77

Northridge-01

2.4706

0.5

1994

Sunland - Mt Gleason Ave

402.16

Duzce

3.407

0.2

Turkey

1999

11.46

Manjil

0.7572

7.5

Iran

1990

12.55
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Darfield

1.2595

4.1

New
Zealand

2010

24.47

Figure 7: Pushover curve for longitudinal and transverse direction of earthquake excitation.

SCALING TIME HISTORY FUNCTION
Ground motions are selected and scaled to enable response history analysis that support performance
assessment. The PEER Ground Motion Database (8) was selected for scaling the time history acceleration.
Computed weighted mean squared error of record and suite average were used for spectrum matching
which was capable of achieving seismologically realistic time series that are similar to the time series of the
initial time histories selected for spectrum matching. The five-percent-damped-design response spectrum
have been taken as specified in Figure 8. This spectrum was calculated using the mapped peak ground
acceleration coefficients and the spectral acceleration, scaled by the zero-,short-, and long-period site
factors, Fpga, Fa, and Fv, respectively. This response spectrum derived from AASHTO 2012, with
0.2 sec spectral acceleration, Ss=2.29
1 sec spectral acceleration, S1=0.869
Peak ground acceleration,PGA=0.954
Site class=B
Therefore calculated values for response spectrum curve are:
SDS=Fa*Ss=2.29
SD1=Fv*S1=0.869
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Figure 8: Design response spectrum.
LOAD COMBINATION
Maximum and minimum values due to moving loads and seismic loads were derived to compute the forces
and stresses distribution along the bridge length, deck and concrete diaphragm. An envelope of moving
and earthquake loads were used in a combination with dead and super dead loads for computing the critical
force in each element. Two earthquake component including longitudinal and vertical were investigated in
this research. Therefore in this research, all figures include two graph for each load combination. One graph
indicate the maximum forces and one graph indicate the minimum forces. Two load combination were used
in this research to evaluate the performance of SDCL bridge system with current details. Strength I as the
most critical load for gravity load and Extreme Event I as the most critical load for seismic loads were
considered for comparing the results and finding the potential weak links of the system. In Extreme Event I
load combination the live load factor (γEQ), shall be determined on a project-specific basis. Past editions
of the standard specifications used γEQ = 0.0 and this issue were not resolved yet. However the possibility
of partial live load, i.e., γEQ < 1.0, with earthquakes should be considered. Application of Turkstra’s rule for
combining uncorrelated loads indicates that γEQ = 0.50 is reasonable for a wide range of values of average
daily truck traffic (ADTT), here in this research 0.5 was used as earthquake load coefficient for Extreme
Event I load combination. These two load combination are mentioned below:
Strength I=1.25DC+1.5DW+1.75LL
Extreme Event I=1.25DC+1.5DW+0.5LL+ (mean)EQ
DC = dead load of structural components and nonstructural attachments
DW = dead load of wearing surfaces and utilities
LL = vehicular live load
EQ = earthquake load

GLOBAL DEMAND CAPACITY RATIO FOR INTEGRAL VS NON-INTEGRAL BRIDGES
The CSiBridge program was used to calculate the demand and capacity displacement for the earthquake
resisting system (ERS). In (D/C) ratio, values less than 1.0 indicate that an adequate capacity exists for a
bridge bent and direction for the ground motion hazard used in the seismic design. Values greater than 1.0
indicates an overstress condition. The demand of the entire bridge structure computed by defining the
response spectrum function for Los Angeles zone, therefore the (SDC) D assumed as the category for
location of the bridges. In (SDC) D a nonlinear pushover analysis needs to be performed to determine the
capacity displacement. In this method, the response spectrum displacements are used as the displacement
demands. The capacity displacements were identified as the maximum displacement of the pushover curve
just before strength loss as the pushover curves reach the negative slope. In this research, according to
the Figure 9, D/C ratio difference in transverse direction for integral and non-integral type of connection
between the super structure and beam cap are not significant. However for same bridges with same
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element properties the D/C ratio difference in longitudinal direction for integral and non-integral type of
connection is significant. The reason of this difference is the CSiBridge consider the standard CALTRANS
methodology isolation the bents to check the bent capacity (6).

Figure 9: D/C ratio for different span bridges in longitudinal and transverse direction.

EVALUATION OF MOMENT DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE BRIDGE UNDER LONGITUDINAL AND
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF EARTHQUAKE
The current detail of SDCL was analyzed (9) and tested experimentally (10) for non-seismic regions. The
deck and top flange over the pier are under tension while the bottom flange is under compression for all
load combination. Therefore considering the distribution of moment diagram along the deck length and
finding the maximum value of moment over the pier is one of the critical parameters in this research. Figure
10 shows the distribution of moment for bridge model with 100 span length under longitudinal and vertical
components of earthquake as example. According to these diagrams, in both cases the amount of negative
moment is smaller than positive moment. In Extreme Event I, for longitudinal component of earthquake,
there is no tension in bottom flange while for vertical component the moment over the pier is positive and
the bottom flange is under tension. Probably a modified detail should be provided for transferring tension
forces from bottom flange of one girder to the next longitudinal girder under earthquake loads. The same
results have been taken from bridges with different span length.

Figure 10: Moment distribution along the span under longitudinal (left) and vertical (right) component of
earthquake.

EVALUATION OF STRESSES IN DECK UNDER LONGITUDINAL AND VERTICAL COMPONENT OF
EARTHQUAKE
According to previous researches for SDCL bridge system in non-seismic regions, the slab over the pier is
under tension for combination of dead, moving and live loads. In this case some additional bars should be
added to provide enough tension capacity for the deck over the pier. Figure 11 and Figure 12 shown the
distribution of stresses along the bridge’s deck due to Strength I and Extreme Event I load combination. In
these two figures the stresses were derived for two 100ft spans bridge and have been shown by graphs
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and counter color. According to these figures, for both longitudinal and vertical component of earthquake,
the tension stresses in the deck for Strength I are more than Extreme Event I load combination. Similarly
the tension stresses over the pier for seismic loads is less critical than for gravity loads and probably the
current detail of SDCL connection is satisfactory.

Figure 11: Stress distribution along the span under longitudinal component of earthquake.

Figure 12: Stress distribution along the span under vertical component of earthquake.

EVALUATION OF LONGITUDINAL STRESSES IN CONCRETE DIAPHRAGM
One possible critical parameter in SDCL bridge system is tension forces in concrete diaphragm under
longitudinal earthquake loads especially when the spans of the bridge are different. In this research the
concrete diaphragm were modeled with links. Two links were used at the top and bottom of the concrete
diaphragm to model the distribution of forces more accurately. Figure 13 shows compression and tension
stresses increased with increasing span length. For instant, in the bridge with two 100ft spans length,
tension stresses at the vicinity of bottom steel girder are more than tension capacity of the concrete
diaphragm.
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Figure 13: left: Modeling of concrete diaphragm with links, right distribution of tension and compression
stresses in the concrete diaphragm:
CONCLUSION
In the case of steel bridges non-integral bridges are more convenient for Acceleration Bridge Construction
method (ABC) than integral bridges among less detailed connection between the concrete diaphragm and
beam cap. The demand capacity for the same bridges under pushover analysis is approximately the same
in the transvers direction and significantly different in the longitudinal direction while non-integral bridges
are more economical for lateral loads than integral bridges. The results indicate the current detail for SDCL
bridges in non-seismic regions is not sufficient and the concrete experience crushing in the vicinity of bottom
flange under tension force due to earthquake loads. Therefore a more convenient detail should be
recommended for use in practice and eliminating of crushing of concrete diaphragm. The most critical
aspect of SDCL bridge system is recommending a detail for connecting the girders over the interior supports
with a satisfactory performance under seismic loads. In the next step of this research the recommended
detail combined with an experimental program should provide an economical steel bridge system
alternative in highly seismic areas.
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ABSTRACT
The behavior and performance of a new generation of column-footing hinge supports, named pipe pin
connections, to be utilized in accelerated bridge construction (ABC) are investigated in this study
according to results of two sets of experiments: (1) cyclic load studies of a large-scale two column bridge
pier model utilizing column-footing pipe pins with innovative column-cap beam moment connections (pocket
connection) (2) direct pull test of the pins after the cyclic test. The proposed pipe pin detail was found to be
successful even under high drift ratios. Direct pull tests of the pins showed that the dominant failure mode
of the connection in pure tension was the threaded rod rupture.
INTRODUCTION
Hinged connections are used to reduce or eliminate moment transfer between structural elements.
Therefore, shear demand on hinged elements is substantially decreased; however, overall displacement
of the structure is increased due to the larger rotations induced. Due to their beneficial effect on reducing
the size of structural components, they have been incorporated at column-footing or column-pier cap
interfaces of many highway bridges. There are two different types of concrete hinges: one way, and two
way. The one-way hinges substantially reduce the moment transfer in the weak direction; however, the
moment capacity is not changed in strong direction. No moment is transmitted by ideal two-way hinges.
Based on the past researches [Saiidi et al. (1), Yang and Saiidi (2), Saiidi et al. (3)], these connections
can be incorporated in concrete structures using (1) distributed bars, (2) clustered bars, or (3) steel pipes.
Experimental results showed that although moment was not fully eliminated at these hinges, it was
significantly lower than the full capacity of the column section.
This study focuses on base steel pipe pins to be used at the column-footing interface. Pipe pin
connections consist of a steel pipe and a steel can which are embedded in the column and pier cap,
respectively. The pipe extended into the can while a circular gap is left between these two elements.
This gap enables the protruded segment of the pipe to rotate inside the can with no double curvature
bending. To enhance the rotational capacity of the connection a ring plate is placed between the column
top face and cap beam soffit. Pipe pins are designed to transfer axial load through bearing of the cap
beam on the column top face while no tension is transferred, to transfer shear between column and cap
beam through pipe-can contact force and friction force at the column-cap beam interface, and to eliminate
or transfer minimal moment from the column to the cap beam. Under earthquake loading, top pipe pin
connection is intended to perform as a two-way flexural hinge while transferring only shear and axial
loads. This detail has already been utilized in multiple researches to connect columns to pier caps,
including shake table tests of a scaled four-span bridge [Kavianipour and Saiidi (4)] and two two-column
bridge piers [Motaref et al. (5), and Zaghi et al. (6)] tested at the university of Nevada, Reno.
To investigate the seismic performance of the top pipe pins in order to develop a reliable design
procedure, five sets of experiments were conducted at the University of Nevada, Reno: (1) quasi-static
test of a large-scale hinged cantilever column to understand the overall performance of the hinge [Doyle
and Saiidi (7)], (2) static test of pipe pin connection in pure shear [Doyle and Saiidi (7)], (3) static tests of
six push-off specimens to evaluate the bearing strength of concrete against steel pipes [Zaghi and Saiidi
(8)], (4) static tests of six pure shear pipe specimens to determine the yield and ultimate shear capacities
[Zaghi and Saiidi (8)], and (5) shake table test of a large-scale, two-column bridge pier model utilizing
pipe pins to verify a proposed design method under seismic loadings [Zaghi et al. (6)].
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Past application of pipe pins has been limited to cast-in-place (CIP) construction. In the current study, a
new generation of pipe pins to be incorporated at the bottom of the bridge columns and to be utilized in
accelerated bridge construction (ABC) is introduced. The behavior and performance of base pipe pins
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are investigated under lateral loading in a two-column bridge pier incorporating innovative moment
connections in a precast cap beam and pipe pins at the bottom of the columns. Additionally, the overall
behavior of the two-column bent and each individual column were studied under cyclic loading.
To determine the tensile capacity and the most likely failure modes of pipe pins under tension, columns of
the bent were saw cut after the cyclic loading test and the lower column segments incorporating the pipe
pins were subjected to direct pull tests.
BASE PIPE PIN CONNECTION
Details of the proposed base pipe pins are illustrated in Fig. 1. Base pipe pin connections are composed
of two steel pipes. One pipe is embedded in the column (referred to outer pipe hereafter) and the other in
the footing (referred to inner pipe hereafter). The inner pipe protrudes from the footing and extends into
the outer pipe. This connection is designed to transfer column base shears through the contact of the
pipes and friction force at column-footing interface. Contrary to the top pipe pins, uplift forces should be
accounted for in design of the base pipe pins. The uplift forces are resisted using a high strength
threaded rod anchored at both ends using two end plates in the column and footing. The column plate
bears on top of the outer pipe section and the footing plate is embedded in concrete. The axial force of
the rod is transferred to the concrete body of the column through welded studs on the surface of the outer
pipe. To enhance the rotational capacity of the hinge, the column is placed over a steel ring plate on top
of the footing to form a hinge gap between the column and footing. Compressive forces of the column
are transferred to the footing through bearing on the ring plate and footing top face.

Figure 1. Details of ABC column pipe pin connection
TWO-COLUMN BENT DESIGN
To study the seismic performance of the base pipe pin connections, a one-third scale two-column bridge
pier model (Fig. 3) was constructed at the University of Nevada, Reno large-scale structures laboratory.
The left column was constructed based on ABC method (referred to ABC-Col hereafter) composing of a
precast concrete pedestal at the bottom and a precast concrete-Engineered Cementitious Composites
(ECC) column at the top. This column intended to include ECC at the top plastic hinge zone of the
column for use in ABC. The right column (referred to as CIP-Col hereafter) was a conventional CIP
reinforced concrete (RC) element. A precast cap beam with two pockets to provide an innovative
moment connections was used. The ABC column was formed by placing the precast column over the
base pedestal. Detailing of the column-footing pipe pins was the same for both columns.
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The CIP-Col was of 1-ft. 8-in. (508-mm) diameter and was 12 ft. (3149.6 mm) high with 12-#6 longitudinal
bars providing a steel ratio of 1.68% and #3 spiral at 2 in. (50.8 mm) pitch. ABC-Col had a 5-ft. 5-in.
(1651-mm)-high ECC segment at the top and a 2-ft. 11-in. (889-mm)-high RC segment at the bottom.
The diameter and amount of longitudinal and transverse reinforcements in ABC-Col were the same as
those of CIP-Col. The longitudinal bars of the precast column protruded 2 ft. (609.6 mm) from the bottom
section. The precast pedestal was of 1-ft. 8-in. (508-mm) diameter and was 2 ft. 1 in. (635 mm) high with
12 embedded corrugated metal ducts at location of the precast segment longitudinal bars, #3 outer spiral
at 2 in. (50.8 mm) pitch, and a #3 inner spiral at 2 in. (50.8 mm) pitch, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
columns extended 2 ft. (609.6 mm) into the prefabricated pockets of the precast cap beam leaving a clear
height of 8 ft. 4 in. (2540 mm). The cap beam and footing dimensions were 3 ft.×2 ft. 8 in.×17 ft. 6 in.
(914.4×812.8×5334 mm) and 2 ft. 8 in.× 2 ft. 8 in.×6 ft. 8 in. (812.8×812.8×2032 mm), respectively.
According to the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) seismic design guidelines (9), pipe
pin connections, cap beams, and footings are categorized as capacity protected members, which are
intended to remain elastic and damage free during seismic events. To meet these requirements, the
plastic moment of the columns is increased by a factor of 1.2 to determine the force demands on
essentially elastic members. Columns are also designed for a shear force associated with the
overstrength plastic moment.
Plastic moment capacity of the columns was calculated using moment-curvature sectional analysis. The
design shear force of the columns was calculated assuming pipe pin connections behave as moment-free
hinge supports. Preliminary design of the base pipe pins under shear was based on the formulation
proposed by Zaghi and Saiidi (10) for design of column-pier cap pipe pins. To allow the columns to
undergo uplift forces and to investigate the behavior of the pins under simultaneous action of tension and
shear forces, no external axial loads were applied on the columns during the test. Due to uplift forces, all
the possible tensile modes of failure were considered in the design of pipe pins. Adequacy of the design
and dominant failure modes of the connections under pure tension are studied in the second phase of the
experiments. The shear and tensile capacities of the pipe pins were calculated to be 97.45 and 210.75
kip (433.5 and 937.46 kN), respectively.
The cap beam pockets were formed using corrugated metal pipes to enhance shear transfer between
elements. These pipes were of 2-ft. inner diameter, 2-ft. 1-in outer diameter, and 2-ft. 1-in length. The
embedment length of the columns in the pockets corresponded to 1.2 times the column diameter. The
gap between the column and the pipe was filled with high-strength, low-shrinkage grout.
The footings were designed as deep beams based on the strut and tie model to remain elastic and
damage free during the tests.
CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES
The cap beam pockets were formed by placing and securing the metal pipes in place and filling them
temporarily with sand [Fig. 2(a)]. A 1-in. (25.4-mm)-thick conical board was placed above each pipe as a
formwork to allow the grout flow smoothly around the column and prevent any air entrapment in the
pocket-column spacing. Prior to casting concrete, inner pipes, threaded rods, and bottom bearing plates
were placed and secured in the footings. Cap beam and footings were cast at the same time. The pipe
pin connections were formed in CIP-Col and the concrete pedestal by forming the 0.25-in. (6.4-mm)-thick
hinge gaps using plywood boards and placing outer pipes, inner and outer spirals, and top bearing plates
in place over the footings [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. The lower portion of the precast column was cast
separately over a platform. After 28 days, corrugated ducts of the pedestal were filled with grout and then
the precast segment of ABC-Col was lowered onto the pedestal such that the protruded bars were
inserted into the ducts [Fig. 2(d)]. Construction of ABC-Col was completed by casting ECC. Columns
were aligned in the cap beam pockets using four aluminum spacers glued at edge of the columns top
surface. These spacers also provided the required grouting gap around the columns. The grout was
poured from the top grouting ducts of the cap beam while the gap between each column and the cap
beam had been sealed from the bottom.
The maximum aggregate size in concrete was 3/8 in. (9.5 mm). The average measured test day
compressive strength of the footing and cap beam concrete, columns and pedestal concrete, and ECC
was 7.6, 6.6, and 3.9 ksi (52.2, 45.6, and 26.7 MPa), respectively. The average measured yield stress of
the #3, #4, #6 reinforcing bars, and threaded rods was 65.32, 77.36, 68.35, and 133.24 ksi (450.4, 533.4,
471.3, and 918.7 MPa), respectively. Mechanical properties of the steel parts were provided by the
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supplier. The yield strength of the steel was 84.4, 77.7, 42.83, and 62.5 ksi (581.9, 535.7, 295.1, and
430.9 MPa) for the inner pipes, outer pipes, bearing plates, and shear studs, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Details of (a) pocket connection; (b) ABC-Col pipe pin; (c) CIP-Col pipe pin (d) placing ABC-Col
precast segment over concrete pedestal
INSTRUMENTATION, TEST SETUP, AND LOADING PROTOCOL
To capture various aspects of the two-column bent behavior, it was instrumented with 191 transducers
including strain gauges, displacement transducers (LVDTs), string pots, and load cells. Several strain
gauges were installed at different levels on the reinforcing bars and pipes. To measure the curvatures
and bond-slip rotations at plastic hinge zones of the columns, multiple pairs of displacement transducers
were attached to the columns surface. The displacement transducers were also installed to the bottom of
the columns to measure base rotations and slippages occurred at column-footing interfaces. The internal
forces of the columns were measured using two six degree-of-freedom load cells placed under each
footing.
Figure 3 demonstrates the test setup. The two-column bridge pier was tested under quasi-static cyclic
loading using a 220-kip (978.6-kN), ±15-in. (±381-mm) stroke actuator. The loading was displacement
controlled with increasing displacement amplitudes. The target drift ratios during the cyclic loading were
±0.25%, ±0.5%, ±1%, ±2%, ±3%, ±4%, ±5%, ±6%, ±8%, ±10%, and ±12%, respectively. The bent was
subjected to each drift ratio twice to simulate progressive damage during earthquake excitations.

Figure 3. Cyclic test setup
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TEST RESULTS
Flexural cracking at top of CIP-Col was initiated under small drifts and followed with spalling of the cover
concrete during 3% drift ratio. The extent of the spalling and width of the cracks grew gradually under
higher drift while side shear cracks started to develop and join the flexural cracks. By 8% drift ratio,
spirals and longitudinal bars were exposed at the plastic hinge zone. Under higher loading steps, the
damage penetrated to the core concrete along with rupturing and buckling of the longitudinal bars. Until
3% drift, damage in ABC-Col plastic hinge zone was limited to a continuous crack at the column-cap
beam interface and some minor flexural cracks in ECC cover. The foregoing crack widened during 4%
drift and subsequently extreme longitudinal bars of the column slipped from the pocket connection on
both sides. No other sign of damage was detected at the moment connection at subsequent loading
steps except for widening of the interface crack and debonding of the longitudinal bars from ECC
resulting in large rotations under minimal displacements.
No damage was detected in pipe pin zones until 5 and 6% drift ratios during push and pull loadings,
respectively, which hinge gaps were closed and edge of the columns came in contact with the footings
surface. The closure of the hinge gaps was followed by some spalling of the cover concrete at the
outermost edges of the columns. During higher drifts, the cover concrete of the columns spalled off on
both sides causing the outer spirals to be exposed; however, damage did not penetrate to the core
concrete. Under large base rotations, extreme longitudinal bars of the columns touched the footings
surface with no buckling. Figure 4 shows the damage states of pipe pins after 12% drift.

CIP-Col

ABC-Col

Figure 4. Damage states at base pipe pin connections after 12% drift ratio
The force-displacement cyclic responses of the two-column bent, ABC-Col, and CIP-Col are shown in
Figs. 5(1) through 5(3), respectively. Envelope curves of the responses are indicated in these figures
using dashed lines. The maximum base shear was +82.7 kip (+367.8 kN) for the pier model, 50.4 kip
(224 kN) for CIP-Col, and 39.5 kip (175.8 kN) for ABC-Col, which were achieved at +2.93, +7.96, and 2.94% drift ratios, respectively. Based on bilinear representation of the envelope curves, the
corresponding displacement ductility was calculated to be 8.7, 9.03, and 3.31.
The two columns behaved almost the same until 4% drift. By slippage of the longitudinal bars from ECC
in ABC-Col top moment connection, the lateral force demand of the column dropped significantly. In
contrast, CIP-Col showed the wide and stable hysteresis curves and was able to reach its ultimate
capacity under large displacements. The CIP-Col pocket connection was a successful detailing in
developing the full moment capacity of the column without any damage except for minor spalling of the
grout. By occurrence of damage in ABC-Col top moment connection, the shear force demand on CIP-Col
was increased.
To measure the shear strains and calculate the corresponding shear forces in inner pipes, two rosette
strain gauges were installed on opposite sides of the pipes at 1 in. (25.4 mm) below the footings top face.
The friction force at column-footing interface was calculated by subtracting the pipe shear force from the
measured column base shears. Results showed that once columns were subjected to compression,
nearly the entire shear force was transferred by friction in the lower drifts. By contact of the pipes, a large
portion of base shear was resisted by inner pipe and subsequently contribution of friction force was
reduced. The slippage of CIP-Col and ABC-Col occurred during 8 and 4% drift ratios, respectively, once
columns underwent compressive forces. Under tensile forces, columns began to slip during 0.25% drift
because of smaller hinge compressive forces.
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Figure 5. Hysteresis responses
Results showed that, contrary to the top pipe pin connections, base pipe pins transfer some level of
moment to the footing due to offset of the hinge compressive force from the rod center line and pipes
contact force from the footing surface. By closure of the hinge gap, the base moments increased as a
result of shifting of the hinge compressive force.
The maximum measured strain profiles of the inner pipes and extreme longitudinal bars of the columns
within pipe pin zones are compared in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The associated yield strains of the
elements are indicated in these figures using dashed lines. It can be seen that column longitudinal bars
and ABC-Col inner pipe remained essentially elastic during the cyclic test. However, CIP-Col inner pipe
yielded due to increased shear demand on the column after slippage of longitudinal bars from ABC-Col
top moment connection and reversal of friction force at the column-footing interface during large base
rotations. The extensive compressive strains developed in the longitudinal bars (Fig. 7) were due to the
closure of hinge gap and contact of the bar with footing surface. The maximum strain in the inner and
outer spirals of the pipe pins were 175 and 300 με, respectively, which were well below the yield strain of
1,662 με. The outer pipes in CIP-Col and ABC-Col pipe pins reached the maximum longitudinal strains of
1,708 and 1,994 με, respectively. These strains were less than yield strain of 2680 με for outer pipes.
Threaded rods underwent the same displacements and rotations as the columns at location of the top
bearing plates. This caused the rod to be subjected to (1) tensile stresses even when the column was
under compression, and (2) flexural bending stresses, which were minimal prior to closure of the gap
between the rod and the inner edge of the inner pipe. The uplift forces of the columns were also resisted
by the threaded rods, thus substantially increasing the rod tensile stresses. The maximum measured
uplift forces in CIP-Col and ABC-Col were 60.15 and 67.14 kip (267.6 and 298.7 kN), and achieved at
2.9% drift ratio.
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DIRECT PULL TESTS
Pipe pins performed well in the pier model test, even at high drifts. Test results along with strain data
confirmed that pipe pins remained essentially elastic and could be considered as capacity protected
members.
Pipe pin connections were designed for all the possible failure modes under direct tension: bond failure of
corrugated ducts in the concrete pedestal, bond failure of longitudinal bars, prying strength of concrete at
location of studs, shear strength of studs, bearing strength of concrete underneath the bearing plates,
dowel strength of longitudinal bars across the shear plane at pedestal-ABC-Col precast segment
interface, tensile strength of longitudinal bars, tensile strength of threaded rod, flexural strength of the top
bearing plate, and breakout strength of concrete in the footing. In order to study the behavior and most
likely failure modes of the base pipe pins and determine the ultimate tensile capacity of the pins under
direct tension, columns of the pier model were saw cut at a height of 49.75 in. (1263.7 mm) above the
footings, where the maximum calculated bending moment of the columns during the pier model test were
well below the first yielding moment capacity of the columns. This guaranteed that column longitudinal
bars within the pipe pin connection had not been yielded prior to the direct pull tests. To prepare the
column segment for the test, the longitudinal bars were exposed and anchored on top of a stiffened
loading plate using bar-lock couplers. A self-reacting loading frame consisting of a 200 kip (889.6 kN)
hydraulic jack was mounted on top of the footings, over the connections. Running rod of the jack passed
through the coupler fixture and fixed on the bottom of the loading plate. Pull force of the jack was
distributed symmetrically to the bar couplers by the loading plate. Therefore, pipe pins were subjected to
pure tension through longitudinal bars of the column segments.
The test setup is shown in Fig. 8. The pipe pin connections were subjected to load-controlled loading
until the onset of yielding. Afterward, tensile loading was continued as displacement-controlled with
increasing load amplitudes.
Both pipe pins resisted tensile forces without failure until the full capacity of the loading jack reached, in
which loading had to be stopped. Most of the nonlinearity in the responses was attributed to the plastic
elongation of the threaded rods. No sign of concrete break out was observed in the footings. The
measured strains on the longitudinal bars, inner and outer spirals, and outer pipes illustrated that these
elements remained elastic. The average tensile strength of the threaded rod samples was measured to
be approximately 217.9 kip (969.3 kN). Therefore, considering strain data and test observations, rupture
of the threaded rod was found to be the most likely mode of failure of the pipe pins under pure tension.
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Figure 8. Direct pull test setup for ABC-Col pipe pin connection
CONCLUSIONS
The behavior and performance of innovative pipe pin connections to be incorporated at the base of the
bridge piers were studied in a two-column bridge pier under quasi-static cyclic loading. Columns of the
pier model were constructed based on the CIP and ABC methods incorporating pipe pin at bases. The
pier cap was constructed as a precast member to be used in ABC. Result showed that the pier model
was able to reach a displacement ductility of 8.7 at 10% drift ratio. Bond strength of ECC needs further
investigation because extreme longitudinal bars of ABC-Col slipped out of the top moment connection
during 4% drift level. The damage in pipe pins was limited to spalling of the cover concrete at edge of the
columns which was repairable. The CIP-Col inner pipe yielded to some extent due to increased shear
demand on CIP-Col after slippage of ABC-Col longitudinal bars from ECC and reversal of friction force
during large base rotations. The pipe pins performed well in transferring base shears to footing through
contact of the pipes and friction force at the column-footing interface. It was found that some level of
moment develops in the base pipe pins due to offset of the hinge compressive force from the threaded
rod centerline and contact force of the pipes from the footing surface.
Two sets of pull tests were conducted after the pier model test to study the behavior and dominant failure
modes of the pins under pure tension. Result of the direct pull tests showed that the full capacity of the
pins in tension was most likely controlled by rupture of the threaded rod regardless of the construction
method.
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ABSTRACT
Prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) are integral to the success of accelerated bridge
construction (ABC). When considering a prefabricated column system in a seismic zone, engineers must
pay particular attention to the design and detailing of connections to ensure that adequate strength and
ductility can be developed. The use of grouted splices for precast column connections has been shown to
be comparable with connections that are made using conventional cast-in-place (CIP) concrete
construction. However, these connections have been shown to affect plastic hinge formation, which can
result in premature failure and reduced displacement ductility. A research project is currently under way at
the University of Central Florida to investigate alternative design details for using grouted splices in
precast column-footing and column-bent cap connections. The goal of the study is to improve
displacement ductility compared with previously tested designs, and to develop rational design
procedures. The study will include experimental testing of six scaled bridge columns under slow cyclic
loading. The first four column models are currently being constructed, and will be tested in the coming
months. The first round of tests will investigate the use of shifted plastic hinging for improving the seismic
performance of these connections. This paper discusses previous work on grouted splice connections,
the general shifted hinge design method, and presents the details of the first four column models to be
tested.
INTRODUCTION
Background
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) has become increasingly popular throughout the United States.
Some of the advantages of using ABC include minimizing construction time and indirect project costs,
reducing traffic disruption, enhancing construction quality, and reducing environmental impacts. To realize
some of these advantages, precast (or prefabricated) concrete elements must be used. Compared to
other element types, precast column elements have seen limited use in regions with high seismicity due
to concerns related to connection performance. During ground shaking bridge columns are expected to
form plastic hinges near the column-footing and/or column-cap joints as a result of nonlinear material
behavior. For construction purposes, connection regions for precast column elements typically coincide
with plastic hinge zones. Thus, these connections are subject to high deformation demands and therefore
are typically proof tested prior to deployment to ensure that satisfactory seismic performance levels can
be met.
To date, there have only been a limited number of studies investigating precast column connections for
resisting seismic loading. Marsh et al. (1) provides an excellent summary of the available literature and
groups connections that have been tested or implemented into categories based on configuration. The
connections discussed include grouted splice connections, grouted duct connection, socket connections,
pocket connections, and hybrid connections. Of these, grouted splice connections were classified within
the “catch up” category. This classification was used for technologies that had been deployed in seismic
regions, but required more research to fully characterize performance under seismic demands.
ABC connections with grouted splice couplers have gathered a great deal of attention from designers and
state department of transportation engineers due to good field tolerates and ease of assembly. These
devices are most effective when used to connect elements that are assembled vertically such as precast
columns and bent-caps. Figue 1-a shows a schematic of the grouted splice assembly, which refers to the
system of the grouted coupler (sleeve) and the spliced reinforcing bars. Grouted splices create continuity
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between two discontinuous reinforcing bars through a ductile cast cast-iron sleeve which is filled with
high-strength (f’c > 16 ksi) non-metallic cementitious grout. When axial force is applied, compression
struts form in the grout transferring force between reinforcing bar ribs and nodes on the cast-iron sleeve.
Figure 2-b shows a section cut of a grouted sleeve and the internal nodal points used for transferring
force between bars.
At the precasting plant, bars are inserted into the tapered-end of the sleeve (top) during construction of a
reinforcement cage. Figure 1-c shows an example of a column rebar cage with grouted sleeves installed
at the base. During casting, specialized form devices are used to prevent concrete from entering the base
of the sleeve, which are typically provided by the manufacturer of the sleeve. Figure 1-d shows the base
of the finished precast column with a grouted splice connection. Grout ports can be observed which are
used to connect the precast column with an adjacent member. Once delivered to the construction site the
column can be lowed on the reinforcing bar dowels that protrude from an adjacent member and the
assembly can be grouted. Grout is pumped through plastic tubes that protrude from the column at grout
inlet and outlet locations; grout tubes are placed prior to casting concrete at the precasting yard. After
grout curing, the connection would be considered completed and would able to withstand applied loads.
Grout
Outlet
Ductile
Cast-Iron
Sleeve

Bar
Stop

High-Strength
Grout
Grout
Inlet

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Grouted Coupler Details: (a) Schematic; (b) Internal view; (c) Grout spliced installed on a
column cage prior to casting; (d) View of rebar ports on the base of the columns after casting
Behavior of connections with grouted splices
The uniaxial tension/compression behavior of grouted splice assembles has been previously investigated.
Previous studies have focused on static monotonic loading (2), fatigue loading (3), monotonic dynamic
loading (4), and cyclic loading under large plastic strain reversals (2). Conversely, research on the
element-level behavior of bridge columns with grouted splice connections is more limited. There have
been three studies conducted in the US that focused on the behavior of precast columns with grouted
splice connections. Figure 2 presents an illustration of the four different connection details that have been
investigated.
Haber et al. (2) reported on the cyclic performance of three large-scale column models, two of which were
precast columns that had grouted splice connections, and the third one was a baseline cast-in-place
(CIP) column model. Columns model had 24-in diameter cross-sections, an aspect ratio (AR) of 4.5, and
where reinforced longitudinally with 11 - No. 8 Gr. 60 bars and transversely with a Gr. 60 No. 3 spiral with
a 2-in pitch. The CIP column was designed for a target displacement ductility of 7.0. The first precast
column had a moment connection at the column-footing joint that was similar to Detail 1 shown in Figure
1-a; grouted splices were cast into the base of the column and connected directly to the footing. The
second precast column employed a precast pedestal one-half column diameter in height separating the
footing and the precast column similar to Detail 2 shown in Figure 1-b. Footing bar dowels passed
through grout-filled corrugated steel ducts within the pedestal and connected with grouted splices at the
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base of the precast column. Columns where tested using slow cyclic loading in a single cantilever
configuration. All specimens showed similar performance in terms of ultimate load capacity and energy
dissipation up to 6% drift. However, the achieved average displacement ductility capacity of the precast
columns was 4.5 compared with 7.4 for the CIP column. Reduced ductility capacity in precast columns
was a result of disrupted plastic hinge formation caused by the added stiffness of grouted splices and
pedestal ducts. Strain concentrations formed at the column-footing joints and premature bar rupture
occurred in the footings.
Ameli et al. (5) reported the results of two half-scale precast bridge columns specimens with grouted
splice column-to-footing connections. One specimen had a column-footing connection similar to Detail 1
shown in Figure 1-a, and the second precast column had a connection detail similar to Detail 3 shown in
Figure 1-c. Both columns had longitudinal and transverse reinforcement ratio of 1.3% and 1.9%,
respectively. Columns where tested using slow cyclic loading in a single cantilever configuration. The
measured displacement ductility capacities for the columns with Details 1 and 3 were 5.9 and 6.1,
respectively. As noted Ameli et al., the behavior and failure of the column with Detail 1 was similar to that
observed by Haber et al. The precast column with Detail 3 (grouted splices in the footing) showed
improvement compared to the column with Detail 1. Placing the splices in the footing allowed for welldistributed hinging similar to what would be expected from a CIP column. However, it should be noted
that this detail could create constructability issues related to congestion of reinforcement in the footing.
Tazarv and Saiidi (6) investigated the seismic performance of a fourth connection detail similar to Detail 4
shown in Figure 1-d. A single precast column model was tested that had the same geometry and
reinforcement ratios as those tested by Haber et al; the same CIP baseline model was used for
comparison. Similar to Detail 2, the precast column was connected atop a pedestal, which was cast-inplace instead of precast. The longitudinal reinforcing bars that passed through the pedestal were
debonded from concrete using duct tape to improve plastic rotation and displacement ductility capacity,
but were fully bonded within the grouted splice. The column was tested using slow cyclic loading in a
single cantilever configuration. In comparison to the precast columns tested by Haber et al., Tazarv and
Saiidi’s precast column exhibited a higher displacement ductility capacity (6.32) and well-distributed
plasticity within the pedestal region as indicated from measured strain profiles. Furthermore, the observed
damage was concentrated within the pedestal as opposed to the previous precast columns where
damage occurred a few inches below footing surface.
In summary, previous research identified some performance issues with precast columns employing
grouted splice connections. Of specific concern were columns that employed grouted splices within the
column directly adjacent to the capacity protected element (similar to that of Detail 1 shown in Figure 2-a).
This design detail resulted in premature failure and reduced displacement ductility capacity compared
with corresponding CIP columns. Although alternative design details have been investigated that show
improved displacement ductility capacity and seismic performance, they are not the most practical in
terms of a constructability standpoint. That is, placement of couplers within the footing (Detail 3) may
result in constructability issues related to reinforcement congestion, and the use of pedestals, which can
improve performance in some cases (Detail 4), require more onsite construction time. Given the demand
for ABC and popularity of grouted splice connections, there is still a need to develop improved details,
design methods, and analysis techniques.
Current Research Efforts at UCF
This paper presents preliminary details of a research project currently being conducted at the University
of Central Florida (UCF). The project is focused on developing new details for precast bridge columns
with grouted splice connections that provide improved displacement ductility capacity compared with
previous designs, and reduce damage in capacity-protected elements. The full study will incorporate
experimental testing of six scaled bridge column models, tensile testing of grouted splice assemblies,
extensive numerical analysis and parametric study, and development of more well-defined design
methods for this type of connection. The first round of experimental testing includes four bridge column
models (two precast and two CIP), which are currently under construction. The subsequent sections
provide an overview of design concept that will be tested in the first round tests, which is referred to as
“Shifted Hinge Design”, along with the specimen details and the planed test set-up
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Figure 2. Grouted Splice Connection Details Previously Investigated

ROUND ONE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM: SHIFTED HINGE DESIGN
Concept
The concept of plastic hinge shifting (or relocation) has been used in the past for both new construction
and repair of existing structures. Abdel-Fattah and Wight (7) used shifted plastic hinge mechanisms in
reinforced concrete building beams to prevent damage in the beam-column joints. In their study, the
plastic hinge mechanism was relocated away from the beam-column joint by providing additional steel
reinforcement that extended a distance 1.5 times the effective beam depth from the joint into the beam.
This detail stiffened the beam section directly adjacent to the beam-column joint minimizing deformation
and damage in the panel zone. Another example of this design practice in building construction is the use
reduced beam sections (RBS) in structural steel design.
In bridge applications, plastic hinge shifting has been primarily used for repair and retrofit of earthquakedamaged columns. Lehman et al. (8) investigated different post-earthquake repair techniques on a series
of scaled bridge column models. After initial testing, columns had numerous buckled bars and the
confined concrete core was damaged. One repair method employed additional reinforcement and an
added concrete jacket around the damaged hinge to shift plasticity upward upon additional load cycles.
Park et al. (9) used a similar technique to repair a scaled precast bridge column model employing a
grouted splice connection at the column-footing joint. In this study, a carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(CFRP) jacket was used as a stay-in-place form for repair concrete that was cast over additional
reinforcement anchored in the footing. Upon reloading, a new plastic hinge formed directly above the
repaired section which had been effectively stiffened by additional reinforcement and added confinement
from CFRP.
In the current study, the first round of experimental testing will be focused on applying the concept of
plastic hinge shifting to precast column connections with grouted splices. In previous studies, which
focused on repair, plastic hinge shifting was achieved by providing additional reinforcement and an
enlarged section at the column-footing joint thus forcing plasticity to occur above the stiffened section. For
new bridge construction with this strategy is not practical because it would increase reinforcement
congestion within the capacity protected member and increase precast element weight. An alternative
method can be used with existing grouted splice technology currently available in US and international
markets.
Figure 3 presents a comparison of the plastic hinge locations for a conventional bridge column, a column
with a grouted splice connection at the base adjacent to the capacity-protected member, and the
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proposed detail that would promote hinge formation above the grouted splice region. In the conventional
case, assuming modern seismic detailing is used, well-distributed plasticity will occur at the base of the
column producing adequate plastic rotation and displacement ductility capacities. In the typical grouted
splice detail, plasticity is forced into the capacity-protected member and above the grouted sleeve
reducing the plastic rotation and ductility capacities. To shift the plastic hinge zone, the plastic moment
capacity of the section at the column-footing (or column-cap) interface must be increased relative to the
section located above the grouted splices. To achieve this objective using currently available grouted
splice technology, a transition splice detail can be employed along with high-strength reinforcing bars in
the capacity-protected element. Transition splicing refers to using a smaller bar in one end of the splice
and a larger bar in the other. That is, for example, if the section above the grouted splices was designed
using ASTM A706 Gr. 60 #10 bars then the section at the interface of the capacity-protected member
would employ ASTM Gr. 1035 Gr. 100 (or Gr. 120) #11 bars. A #11 grouted splice would be used to join
the two different bar types. Although the moment demand is higher at the base of the column, larger,
higher strength bars significantly increase the yield moment such that the critical section exists above the
grouted splices. The design objective of this detail is to prevent damage in the capacity-protected
member and allow a well-distributed plastic hinging to form above the grouted splice region. This
objective is illustrated by preliminary design calculations presented in a following section for one set of
experimental column models.
Cast-In-Place
Column

Gr. 60 Bars
(Typ.)
Same
Size
Bars

Location of
Plastic Hinge
Formation

Enlarged,
High-Strength
Steel Bars to
Minimize Plasticity at
Element Interface

Capacity-Protected
Element
Conventional Column

Typical Grouted Splice Detail

Proposed Detailing

Figure 3. Comparison of Hinge Formation Locations
Preliminary Design of Specimens
To evaluate the behavior of the proposed shift hinge detail, two sets of column models were designed
according to the Caltrans’ Seismic Design Criteria (SDC) (10). It should be noted that the SDC currently
prohibits the placement of mechanical reinforcing bar splices (i.e., the grouted splices) within plastic hinge
zones. However, the majority of previous works on grouted splice connections used the SDC as the
primary design criteria (2, 6). Thus, in order to increase the current body of knowledge on these
connections, this study also used the SDC with disregard to provisions related to mechanical splices.
Column models were designed to be representative of typical bridge columns found in California for shortto median- span concrete bridges. The columns in this study were approximately 0.42-scale assuming a
full-scale bridge column has a 4-ft diameter; column scale was governed by the testing capabilities at the
UCF Structures Lab. One set of columns was designed with an aspect ratio (the ratio of column height
and diameter) of 4.0 and the other set was designed with an aspect ratio of 2.5. These aspect ratios were
selected to investigate the effect shear intensity on connection behavior and shifted hinge formation. For
each aspect ratio, a conventional CIP column and a precast column with a grouted splice connection
were designed. The CIP columns were designed first. A target displacement ductility capacity of μc= 7.0
was selected such that significant inelastic deformations would occur before failure, and so comparisons
could be made with previous studies. Precast columns where designed to achieve the same plastic lateral
load capacity as CIP columns assuming hinge formation above the grouted splice region.
Displacement ductility capacity, as defined by Equation 1, is the ratio of the calculated ultimate column
displacement, ΔU, to the calculated effective yield displacement, ΔY. Moment-curvature (M-φ) analysis
was used along with a lumped plasticity approach to determine effective yield and ultimate displacements
for ductility calculations. The plastic hinge length, Lp, which is required for lumped plastically analysis, was
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defined according to Equation 2 (10). Once the longitudinal steel ratio was selected, the transverse steel
ratio was adjusted to achieve the proper confined concrete properties to meet the target ductility; confined
concrete properties were determined with Mander’s model (11). After each analysis, the effective yield
curvature, φY, and ultimate curvature, φUlt, were determine according to Caltrans’ SDC. Equations 3 and 4
where subsequently used to determine the corresponding ΔU and ΔY.
C 

U
Y

Equation 1

Lp  0.08L  0.15fyedbl  0.3fyedbl
2

L
Y
3
U  Y   L  21 Lp   Lp ult  Y  

Y 

Where

(in, ksi)

Equation 2
Equation 3
Equation 4

L = Column length; L = Leff for grouted splice columns
fye = Expect yield strength of longitudinal reinforcement; Gr. 60 bars
dbl = Longitudinal bar diameter; Gr. 60 bars.
Analysis
M-φ analysis was conducted using OpenSEES. Figure 4 shows the basic geometric and material
properties used to design columns with AR = 4.0.; the details for columns with AR = 2.5 were similar and
are not discussed in this paper. The OpenSEES materials models for unconfined and confined concrete
were “Concrete01” and “Concrete02”, respectively. Figure 5 presents the stress-strain curves for Gr. 60
and Gr. 100 reinforcing steels and the corresponding OpenSEES material models that were used. The
stress-strain behavior of Gr. 60 steel was based on expected properties available in the Caltrans’ SDC,
and behavior of Gr. 100 steel was based on tensile test results reported by Shahrooz et al. (12). The
conventional column used 10 – #7 Gr. 60 longitudinal bars and a W4.5 smooth wire spiral at a 1.5-in
pitch. The M-φ response of the critical section “C1” in the conventional column is shown in Figure 6. The
calculated displacement ductility was μc=6.9 and the plastic lateral load capacity, Vp, was 43.2 kips. The
plastic lateral is defined as Vp = Mp / L. Section failure was characterized by crushing of core concrete.
As noted previously, the grouted splice column was designed to achieve the same plastic lateral load
capacity as the conventional column assuming the critical section occurs above the spliced region. The
critical section, denoted “G1”, was reinforced with 10 – Gr. 60 #6 longitudinal bars. A lower reinforcement
ratio could be used given the shorter moment arm between the tip of the column and the critical section.
The grouted splice column used same transverse reinforcement detail as the conventional column. This
was done to assess the correlation between measured plastic hinge length in CIP and precast columns
with the same level of confinement. Section G2 employed 10 – Gr. 100 #7 longitudinal bars. Grouted
splices sized for #7 bars were used to transition #6 bars in section G1 with #7 bars in section G2.The
flexibility of grouted splice region and column-footing interface were neglected in preliminary analysis. For
displacement ductility and plastic lateral load capacity calculations, the column length, L, was taken to be
the distance between the tip of the column and the top of the grouted splices (denoted LEff).
The moment curvature response for section G1 is shown in Figure 7. The calculated displacement
ductility capacity was μc=7.2 and the plastic lateral load capacity, Vp, was 42.9 kips. When the plastic
moment is reached at section G1, the moment at the base of the column (Section G2) is 3,436 kip-in,
which is lower than the expected yield moment of 3,732 kip-in for section G2. Thus, section at the base
should remain essentially elastic. Figure 5 identifies the maximum stress-strain state in high-strength steel
when section G1 reaches Mp. The maximum calculated stress in the high-strength bars was 87.1 ksi
which is lower than the maximum expected tensile strength of ASTM A706 Gr. 60 bars (fu = 95 ksi). Most
grouted splices available in the US market are designed to be used with ASTM A615 and A706 bars.
Thus, the maximum expected stress level in the high-strength bars must be comparable with the
expected ultimate tensile strength of the intended bar type to prevent bar pullout failure. This is critical
design check that must be completed using the shifted hinge design methods
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Specimen Details
Figures 8 through 11 present the final design drawing for the four column models currently being
constructed for the first round of testing. The conventional (C-40) and precast (G-40-1) columns with AR =
4.0, which were previously discussed, are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The conventional (C25) and precast (G-25-1) with AR = 2.5 are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. Columns with AR =
2.5 were designed for a target μc=7.0 using the same procedure as columns with AR = 4.0. Both sets of
columns will have 20-in circular cross-sections. C-25 will be reinforced longitudinally with 10 – Gr. 60 #6
longitudinal bars and transversely with a W4.5 smooth wire spiral at a 2.25-in pitch. G-25-1 will use 10 –
Gr. 60 #5 above the splice region and 10 – Gr. 100 #6 at the column-footing interface. Similar to C-25, G25-1 with be transversely reinforcement with a W4.5 smooth wire spiral at a 2.25-in pitch. All four columns
will employ PVC ducts through the center of the cross-section, which will be used for a threaded rod axial
load rod during testing. Each model will employ a footing block and a loading head which were both
designed to remain essentially elastic during loading.
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Test Set-Up
Column models will be tested at the UCF Structures Lab using an upright, single cantilever configuration
(Figure 12). Prior to testing, the footing blocks will be post-tensioned to the strong floor using threaded
steel rods to prevent sliding and overturning. Lateral load will be applied using a servo-controlled
hydraulic actuator with a capacity of 110 kips (490 kN) which will be attached to reaction blocks that are
post-tensioned to the strong floor. A cyclic quasi-static lateral drift history will be applied to the column
using drift-based displacement control. Figure 13 shows the planned drift-based loading protocol. Drift
levels of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10% will be applied in succession or until failure, characterized
by significant loss of lateral load capacity, where each level is comprised of two full push and pull cycles.
During testing, constant axial load will be applied to the column corresponding to 8% of the column axial
capacity. Axial load will be applied to the top of the column head using a threaded steel rod and a 200 ton
hydraulic jack. The axial load will be monitored during the test using a pressure gauge and maintained to
be constant by means of pressure switch and in-line relief valve. Specimens will be instrumented with
linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs) to measure the plastic hinge curvatures. LVDTs will be
mounted on opposite sides of the column model. String pot displacement transducers will be attached to
the head of the column to record the lateral displacement. Furthermore, secondary lateral displacement
measurements will be recorded form the actuator along with the measured lateral force. Prior to casting
concrete, column reinforcement cag will be instrumented with numerous layers of foil-backed resistance
strain gauges on both longitudinal and transverse bars.
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Figure 12. Test Set-Up
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Figure 13. Loading Protocol

SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
This paper discussed an on-going research project bring conducted at the University of Central Florida
focused on developing new design details for precast columns with grouted splice connections. Although
these connections show promise for ABC projects in seismic zones, previous research has indicated
some performance issues related to premature failure. The proposed “Shifted Hinge Design” method may
provide a solution to some of the previous issues identified with grouted splice connections. As shown in
preliminary analysis, this detail could minimize damage and the likelihood of bar fracture in adjacent
capacity-protected elements through the use of high-strength reinforcing bars. Furthermore, since the
expected hinge location does not contain grouted splices, displacement ductility capacity could be
improved compared to previously tested details as a result of well-distributed hinging. The models tested
in this study will be able to be compared with columns from previous studies given similar geometric and
reinforcement details, which will further increase the understanding and development of grouted splice
connections.
Along with experimental testing, there are a number of potential design-related issues associated with the
proposed shifted hinge detailing that will need to be investigated. Some knowledge gaps that need to be
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investigated are as follows: 1) Given that high-strength bars would be used with splices for mild steel
bars, a relationship between grout strength and pull-out failure needs to be established; 2) The analysis
presented in the paper used the Caltrans’ SDC suggested plastic hinge equation (Equation 2), which is
for conventional columns. Thus, research will be required to evaluate the appropriateness of currently
available plastic hinge length equations; and 3) Flexibility at the column-footing joint or from the region
containing the grouted splices was not accounted for this the analysis presented in paper. Although these
sections would not contribute significantly to the plastic deformation of the column, they could have a
noticeable impact on the effect yield displacement, which would directly affect the target displacement
ductility capacity.
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SHRP2 – CONTRIBUTION TO ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
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ABSTRACT
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in partnership with the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), is responsible for implementing the tools and products
delivered by the Transportation Research Board (TRB) under the Second Strategic Highway Research
Program (SHRP2) program. This paper overviews nine SHRP2 Renewal Program research products
currently being implemented nationally in direct or indirect support of State DOT accelerated bridge
construction initiatives.
INTRODUCTION
The second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2) was authorized by Congress under the
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) in
2005, following the successes of the original SHRP program which developed and deployed technologies
from 1988-1993 – most notably, improved winter highway maintenance practices and the Superpave®
asphalt pavement design system. SHRP2 adheres to the principal features of the SHRP model—a
focused, time-constrained, management-driven program designed to complement existing research
programs. And like SHRP, with technical product development administered by TRB and national
implementation co-administered by FHWA and AASHTO, SHRP2 address some of the most pressing
needs related to the nation’s highway system: the high toll taken by highway deaths and injuries, aging
infrastructure that must be rehabilitated with minimum disruption to users, and congestion stemming both
from inadequate physical capacity and from events that reduce the effective capacity of a highway facility.
As such, the over-arching goals of the program remain to “Save Time – Save Money – Save Lives” (1).
To further define the goals and objectives of SHRP2, applied research developments are categorized
under four research focus areas (1):

(1) Safety – Prevent or reduce the severity of highway crashes by understanding driver behavior.

The Safety area is conducting the largest ever naturalistic driving study to better understand the
interaction among various factors involved in highway crashes—driver, vehicle, and
infrastructure—so that better safety countermeasures can be developed and applied to save
lives.
(2) Reliability – Reduce congestion through incident reduction, management, response, and
mitigation. The Reliability area is developing basic analytical techniques, design procedures, and
institutional approaches to address events—such as crashes, work zones, special events, and
inclement weather—that result in the unpredictable congestion that makes travel times unreliable.
(3) Capacity – Integrate mobility, economic, environmental, and community needs in the planning
and designing of transportation capacity. The Capacity area is developing a web-based tool to
provide more accurate data and collaborative decision-making in the development of new
highway capacity, while simultaneously addressing economic, community, and environmental
objectives associated with new construction.
(4) Renewal – Address the aging infrastructure through rapid design and construction methods that
cause minimal disruption and produce long-lived facilities. The Renewal area is developing
technologies and institutional solutions to support systematic rehabilitation of highway
infrastructure in a way that is rapid, presents minimal disruption to users, and results in longlasting facilities.
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SHRP2 products related to structures, including bridges, pavements and tunnels, are delivered under the
Renewal focus area. This paper overviews nine Renewal products supporting accelerated bridge
construction, including bridge design for accelerated and long-life construction, concrete element
nondestructive inspection methods, construction performance specifications, project risk management
and mitigation, and worker fatigue.
OVERVIEW OF SHRP2 RENEWAL PROGRAM ABC PRODUCTS
The following SHRP2 Renewal products are either directly or indirectly related to accelerated bridge
construction:


R02 – GeoTechTools: A web-based solutions application for identifying alternative geotechnical
solutions to common roadway and structure construction problems;



R03 – Worker Fatigue Risk Management: Workforce fatigue risk factor definitions, fatigue risk
management practices and techniques, and a toolkit for managing workforce fatigue in the rapid
renewal environment;



R04 – Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal: Design guide and toolkit, including
standard drawings, sample specifications and calculation spreadsheets, for rapid design of prefabricated bridge elements and systems pertaining to small-to-medium, “bread-and-butter”
bridges;



R06A – Nondestructive Testing for Concrete Bridge Decks: Suite of geophysics-based
nondestructive testing (NDT) technologies for rapid assessment of concrete bridge deck
conditions.



R06G – Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings: Suite of geophysics-based nondestructive
testing (NDT) technologies for rapid assessment of concrete tunnel linings, including mobile
scanning technologies;



R07 – Performance Specifications for Rapid Renewal: Model performance specifications for
various project types and project delivery methods;



R09 – Managing Risk in Rapid Renewal Projects: Formal risk management processes and
tools for optimizing performance during accelerated reconstruction projects.



R19A – Service Life Design for Bridges: Comprehensive guide for material selection and
bridge design alternatives to extend the life of new and existing bridges; and



R19B – Service Limit State Design for Bridges: Comprehensive design guide related to
service limit state design considerations for bridges, including recommended changes to the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.

The following overviews the salient features of each product, drawing particular attention to how these
products support accelerated bridge construction.
R02 – GeoTechTools
“GeoTechTools” is a comprehensive, web-based information and selection guidance application
containing information on more than fifty geoconstruction technologies applicable to transportation
infrastructure. The two primary components of this comprehensive toolbox are a Catalog of Technologies
and a Technology Selection Assistance System. For each technology, the following documents can be
accessed through the Catalog of Technologies: Technology Fact Sheet, Photographs, Case Histories,
Design Guidance, Quality Control/Quality Assurance Guidance, Cost Information, Specifications, and
Bibliography. Technology selection assistance is provided by either viewing technologies by classification
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or by use of an interactive selection system. The interactive selection assistance system aids the user in
identifying a short-list of potential geoconstruction technologies for a particular project. Selection guidance
is provided for the four broad application areas of: construction of embankments over unstable soils;
construction or widening of embankments over stable or stabilized soils; geotechnical pavement
components (i.e., base, subbase, and subgrade); and construction working platforms. (2)

Figure 1. Screenshot of GeoTechTools “Interactive Selection System” web page showing the four main
application areas. (2)
This comprehensive toolbox can (and should) be used during all phases of project delivery including
planning, scoping, design and construction to expedite geotechnical solution identification. GeoTechTools
was developed to assist engineers, and others, involved in project development, scoping and/or the
execution of highway projects, make more informed decisions on geotechnical issues to reduce risk and
minimize construction surprises. The value of the web-based system is that it collects, synthesizes,
integrates, and organizes a vast amount of critically important information about geotechnical solutions on
a readily accessible website. Additionally, it is a living system; users are urged to contribute to it and keep
it current. The target audience for the system is primarily public agency transportation managers,
geotechnical engineers, pavement engineers, and decision makers at local, state, and federal levels.
Additionally, civil/structural, construction, pavement, and construction engineers in consulting, contracting,
and academia will also find the system very useful. (2)
The R02 GeoTechTools product is currently being deployed within 15 states awarded under Round 3 of
the SHRP2 Implementation Assistance Program (IAP) – AZ, CT, FL, FHWA Federal Lands, IA, KY, LA,
MA, MN, MO, MS, NJ, NY, UT, and WV. The goal of implementation is to not only make DOTs familiar
with the use and benefits of the GeoTechTools application, but to assist in integrating the tool within DOT
project planning and delivery processes – providing for the routine use of GeoTechTools through both
project and construction engineering activities.
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R03 – Worker Fatigue Risk Management
Performing the complex, dynamic, fast-paced work of rapid renewal construction is dangerous work. On
any construction site, the risk of potential injury or death is higher than for most other occupational
groups. To understand, manage, and reduce workforce fatigue risks to worker safety and construction
productivity, Project R03 developed fatigue risk management strategies and tools designed to improve
safety for employees, field supervisors, and project managers. The final report describes the methods
and findings of Project R03, and the guide includes technical reference materials and workforce fatigue
risk factor definitions, fatigue training materials toolkit, guidance on organizational practices and
techniques, and guidance and aids on work scheduling. (3)
R04 – Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques have the potential to minimize traffic disruptions during
bridge renewals, promote traffic and worker safety, and also improve the overall quality and durability of
bridges. To make ABC techniques more applicable to typical bridges, SHRP 2 Project R04 developed
standardized and scalable approaches to designing and constructing complete bridge systems for rapid
renewals. The Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal: ABC Toolkit includes design standards,
design examples, and standard drawings for complete prefabricated bridge systems, and it proposes
specification language for accelerated bridge construction systems suitable for future inclusion in the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Load and Resistance
Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge Design and Construction Specifications. The focus of this product is on
providing ABC options for small-to-medium “bread-and-butter” bridges, and compliments the national
goals of the Everyday Counts ABC program for pre-fabricated bridge element systems, slide-in bridges
and geosynthetically reinforced soil/integrated bridge systems (GRS-IBS). (4)
The R04 ABC/PBES toolkit is currently being deployed within 8 states awarded under Round 1 of the
SHRP2 Implementation Assistance Program. To date, ABC projects have been completed in Missouri,
Rhode Island, Maine, Kentucky, California, with work underway in Arizona, Michigan, and Wisconsin. The
range of bridge component applications includes integral beam and deck systems, precast piers and
abutment walls, slid-in bridge systems, and GRS-IBS component systems (pre-fabricated block walls and
box beam assemblies). Peer exchanges will be held in 2015, in conjunction with prior EDC PBES
activities, to report out on the results of these projects and transfer lessons learned to the national bridge
community.

Figure 2. Time-lapse photos showing GRS abutment construction and pre-fabricated deck placement on
the “Rte. B Bridge Over Business Loop 70” SHRP2-funded R04 project in Columbia, MO (photos courtesy
Missouri DOT under SHRP2 agreement, August 2014).
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R06A – Nondestructive Testing for Concrete Bridge Decks
The large number of concrete bridge decks in poor structural condition is one of the biggest problems
affecting bridges in the United States. Nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques have the potential to
quickly and reliably provide the needed information about “under-the-surface” conditions of these decks –
including delamination above and below reinforcing mats, vertical cracking, concrete deterioration, and
rebar corrosion. The objective of the R06A project was to conduct an independent evaluation of the
capabilities and limitations of the most common NDT techniques for detecting and characterizing typical
deterioration mechanisms in concrete bridge decks. The final report documents this evaluation, and
grades and ranks the technologies based on the results. Information for each bridge deck NDT
technologies evaluated, as well as pavement and tunnel lining NDT technologies, are summarized in the
web application “NDToolbox”, available at www.NDToolbox.org. More detailed information on these and
other technologies will soon be available in the new FHWA NDE Web Manual, to be released by the
Turner Fairbank Highway Research Center later this year. (5)
The R06A NDT for Bridge Decks product will soon begin deployment within 8 states awarded under
Round 4 of the SHRP2 Implementation Assistance Program – FL, IA, IN, LA, MO, OR, PA, and VA. The
implementation program includes states both well-versed in NDT technologies and those with little or no
prior exposure to these next-generation deck inspection tools. The deployment program is not only
focused on demonstrating the use and value of NDT for routine deck inspection, but also the integration
of NDT data into NBIS and MAP-21 required inspection, maintenance and asset management programs.

Figure 3. Impact echo technology being evaluated under the R06A Nondestructive Testing for Concrete
Bridge Decks project (photo courtesy Rutgers University under SHRP2 contract, 2013).
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R06G – Nondestructive Testing for Tunnel Linings
Because tunnels typically service high-volume traffic and operate in aggressive environments, keeping
tunnels open during inspection and minimizing tunnel closures and user delays must be carefully
balanced with the need to conduct detailed inspections to ensure the safety of drivers. The objective of
the R06G project was to identify nondestructive testing technologies for evaluating the condition of
various types of tunnel linings and tunnel lining finishes, and to evaluate the applicability, accuracy,
precision, repeatability, ease of use, capacity to minimize disruption to vehicular traffic, and
implementation and production costs of the identified technologies. The project also advanced hardware
and software development for the most promising technologies and proved the validity of the selected
technologies to detect flaws within or verify conditions of the targeted tunnel components. The final report
documents these activities, and it also recommends test procedures and protocols to successfully
implement these techniques. (6)

Figure 4. Example of mobile scanning technology for quickly evaluating tunnel lining conditions. The
Spacetec scanning system provides infra-red thermographic imaging, LiDAR imaging and high-resolution
photo overlays to fully image tunnel lining conditions. (6)
Of particular interest to tunnel owners, mobile scanning technologies were also included in the R06G
product evaluation, in addition to the more commonly recognized and known hand-held NDT methods.
These emerging mobile scanning methods include infra-red thermographic imaging, air-coupled ground
penetrating radar, high-resolution LiDAR imaging and photogrammetry, and are capable of full-width
tunnel scanning on one or two passes at between 1 and 3 mph. Mobile scanning techniques can be used
to quickly scan tunnel linings for potential problem areas requiring more in-depth inspection, as well as
provide base-line asset management information for a variety of tunnel features (e.g., lighting and fan
fixtures, wall and roadway drains, signage, etc.). More information on these techniques can also be found
in the web-based NDToolbox (described above).
The R06G NDT for Tunnel Linings product will soon begin deployment within 2 states awarded under
Round 4 of the SHRP2 Implementation Assistance Program – CO and PA. The implementation program
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is structured around a “proof-of-concept” approach, showcasing the combined use of mobile scanning
and hand-held NDT technologies. Due to limited funding, two regional showcases are planned for
Colorado and Pennsylvania. And as with the R06A product, the R06G deployment program is also
focused on integrating NDT data into pending NTIS mandated and MAP-21 required inspection,
maintenance and asset management programs.
R07 – Performance Specifications for Rapid Renewal
The benefits of performance specifications as compared with traditional means-and-methods
specifications have been advocated by transportation owners, contractors, and materials suppliers for
decades. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that performance specifications, when properly developed
and implemented, provide opportunities for creative solutions to save time, minimize disruption, and
enhance structure durability. To help reach these goals in rapid renewal environments, the R07 project
developed a suite of performance specifications for various highway project types and contracting
scenarios. SHRP 2 also developed implementation guidelines to address project selection, specification
development, risk allocation, and the transition from methods to performance specifications. The
implementation guidelines are available in two volumes—Volume I: Strategies for Implementing
Performance Specifications: A Guide for Executives and Project Managers; and Volume II: Developing
and Drafting Effective Performance Specifications: A Guide for Specification Writers. A separate
document, Guide Performance Specifications, includes model specifications and commentary to address
implementation and performance targets (for acceptance) for 13 routine highway items. (7)
Thoughtfully developed performance specifications are important for ABC projects – particularly when
new structure design and/or construction technologies are being deployed. Performance specifications
allow contractors transitioning to new construction methods to meet the goals of the new construction
methods/components, while at the same time modifying their current practices to fit the need of the
project. As with any requirement to deploy new methods and standards, as construction risk increases, so
do bid costs (see next product – R09). Performance specifications, coupled with appropriate contracting
strategies, reduce contractor risk and help to expedite acceptance of new technologies.
The R07 performance specifications toolkit is currently being deployed within 4 states awarded under
Round 2 of the SHRP2 Implementation Assistance Program – AL, ME, MO, and VT. Additional awards
are planned under Round 5, scheduled to kick-off in January 2015.
R09 – Managing Risk in Rapid Renewal Projects
The innovative approaches and compressed schedules often involved in rapid renewal can amplify
problems or risks. Advanced project management techniques are needed to maximize opportunities and
avoid poor project outcomes. A formal and structured risk management approach—in which such
potential problems can be adequately and efficiently anticipated, evaluated, and addressed before they
occur—can optimize project performance and significantly improve the chance of project success. The
Process of Managing Risk on Rapid Renewal Projects guide describes a formal and structured risk
management approach specifically for rapid renewal design and construction projects that is designed to
help adequately and efficiently anticipate, evaluate, and address unexpected problems or “risks” before
they occur. In addition to the guide, the project developed electronic tools to assist with successfully
implementing the guide: Risk Management Planning Template and Users Guide, as well as worked
examples. (8)
The R09 risk management suite of tools was deployed under Round 1 of the IAP as a “proof-of-concept”
effort – finalizing the deployment strategies for this product (FL and GA). Following this effort, lead
adopter awards were given under Rounds 2 and 4 to AK, AZ, FL, MN, OR, PA, and WI .
R19A – Service Life Design for Bridges
As limited resources demand enhancing service life of existing and new bridges, designing for service life
is gaining importance. The cost of addressing service life issues at the design stage is significantly lower
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than taking maintenance and preservation actions while the bridge is in service. To provide information
and define procedures for systematically designing for service life, the R19A project developed the
Design Guide for Bridges for Service Life, which can be used for both new and existing bridges. The
objective of the guide is to equip the user with the knowledge to develop specific optimal solutions for a
bridge under consideration in a systematic manner using a framework that is both universal and
adaptable. The guide includes new concepts and approaches that offer improvements to current practice
and have the potential to enhance the service life of bridges. Although originally intended for mediumsized, “bread-and-butter” bridges, the guide is applicable to a broad range of bridge design applications
and addresses bridge design and material and component selection issues related to an equally
expansive array of working environments. (9)
The R19A product will soon begin initial within 4 states awarded under Round 4 of the SHRP2
Implementation Assistance Program (IA, PA, OR, VA) – including an additional application within the
FHWA Federal Lands Highway Division program (working with HI DOT). The R19A has substantial
implementation developments required for full deployment (e.g., training materials, worked examples,
academic toolkit, worked examples, AASHTO Summary Guide, etc.), so deployment will not be fully
underway until early 2015. It is also anticipated that a second IAP offering will be made in Round 6,
tentatively scheduled for June 2015.
R19B – Service Limit State Design for Bridges
When individual bridge components such as bridge bearings, deck joints, and columns and piles
deteriorate at different rates, bridges can be closed for costly repair far too often over the structure’s
service life. Designing bridge components and systems to service limit states extends the service life of
the entire structure, yields significant savings through reduced maintenance and, by reducing road
closures, reduces safety risks for workers and road users. The objectives of the R19B project were to
develop new design codes, performance measures, and implementation tools to lead to longer and more
predictable bridge service life. The final report presents the current state of the art, an overview of the
service limit state calibration process, the calibration results, and proposed changes to the AASHTO
LRFD (Load and Resistance Factor Design) Bridge Design Specifications. This product will be deployed
in 2015 (Round 6 IAP), and compliments the service life design approaches presented under R19A. (10)
FOR MORE INFORMATION
The SHRP2 program is being administered jointly by TRB, FHWA and AASHTO. TRB was primarily
responsible for delivering the research products to the implementation phase, under coordination with
AASHTO state participants and FHWA technical oversight. FHWA, in close coordination with AASHTO, is
now responsible for product implementation and technology integration within state DOTs – both through
direct funding assistance under the “Implementation Assistance Program” (IAP) and other forms of
technical assistance (e.g., contracted subject-matter-expert resources, internal FHWA/AASHTO
expertise). Information specific to the developed SHRP2 products, including research reports, toolkits,
training information, web-based applications, webinar presentations, etc., can generally be found under
the TRB SHRP2 website (provided below). Information on the Implementation Assistance Program,
including funds deployed to date/by state and future IAP application rounds, can be found on the FHWA
“GOSHRP2” website. And, finally, information regarding deployment activities and implementation results
can be found on the AASHTO SHRP2 website.
TRB Research Product Information:
http://www.trb.org/StrategicHighwayResearchProgram2SHRP2/Blank2.aspx
FHWA Implementation Assistance Program Information:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/goshrp2/
AASHTO SHRP2 Information: http://shrp2.transportation.org/Pages/default.aspx
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ABSTRACT
This paper highlights completed, ongoing, and planned research conducted under the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) and funded by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) to help bridge owners, fabricators, and contractors
successfully use prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) and bridge moves for accelerated
bridge construction (ABC).
INTRODUCTION
In comparison to traditional cast-in-place bridge construction, accelerated bridge construction (ABC) (1)
reduces traffic impacts, onsite construction time, environmental impacts, and life-cycle costs; and (2)
improves work-zone safety, site constructability, material quality, and product durability while replacing
the nation’s transportation infrastructure. For these reasons, state DOTs and the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) actively promote the use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES)
for ABC.
The PBES are structural components of a bridge that are built offsite or near the site of a bridge and
include features that reduce the onsite construction time and the disruption to the travelling public that
occurs when building new bridges or rehabilitating or replacing existing bridges relative to conventional
construction methods.
The PBES have two categories (1):
1. Prefabricated elements comprise a single structural component of a bridge. Under the context of
ABC, prefabricated elements reduce or eliminate the onsite construction time that is needed to build a
similar structural component using conventional construction methods.
2. Prefabricated systems consist of an entire superstructure, an entire superstructure and substructure,
or a total bridge placed in a modular manner such that traffic operations can be allowed on
completion.
NCHRP Synthesis 324: Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems to Limit Traffic Disruption during
Construction (2) presented a summary of the use of innovative prefabricated elements and systems to
limit traffic disruption during the construction, rehabilitation, and replacement of bridges. The synthesis
assessed and documented the impact of these systems and elements on the system design effort, on-site
construction time and cost, closure time, and environmental impact. It also identified the most suitable
prefabricated systems for bridge construction, rehabilitation, and replacement. The synthesis report also
reviewed the use of fiber-reinforced polymers and other advanced materials and new technologies that
are gaining in popularity, but are still in the experimental stages and identified those under evaluation at
that time is also presented.
In 2005, under NCHRP Project 20-36, Highway Research and Technology--International Information
Sharing and the Federal Highway Administration’s International Program, a scan on prefabricated bridge
elements and systems was conducted in Japan and Europe (3). The scan team identified 10 technologies
grouped into 4 systems that are readily available for implementation in the United States. These
technologies are:





Movement Systems:
1. Self-propelled modular transporters
2. Other bridge installation systems
Superstructure Systems
3. Poutre Dalle system (inverted-tee beams)
4. Partial-depth concrete decks prefabricated on steel or concrete beams
5. U-shaped segments with transverse ribs
Deck Systems
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6. Full-depth prefabricated concrete decks
7. Deck joint closure details
8. Hybrid steel-concrete deck systems
9. Multiple-level corrosion protection systems
Substructure Systems
10. Precast form for rapid construction in earthquake prone locations.

Because of expected benefits of PBES/ABC, several NCHRP projects have been funded to advance the
above identified technologies. In addition to the projects just mentioned, Table 1 shows a list of NCHRP
projects related to advancing ABC implementation. The findings of these projects are organized in this
paper based on PBES categories (elements and systems), connections, and followed by a presentation
of ABC in general.
Table 1. Selected NCHRP Projects Related to PBES/ABC
Project / Report

Title

Budget

NCHRP Project 20-05,
Topic 39-10 / Synthesis
393

Adjacent Precast Concrete Box Beam Bridges

$35K

NCHRP Project 12-53 /
Report 519

Connection between Simple-Span Precast Concrete Girders
Made Continuous

$300K

NCHRP Project 12-65 /
Report 584

Full-Depth, Precast-Concrete Bridge Deck Panel Systems

$400K

NCHRP Project 12-69

Design and Construction Guidelines for Long-Span Decked
Precast, Prestressed Concrete Girder Bridges

$500K

NCHRP Project 10-71/
Web-Only Document
173

Cast-in-Place Concrete Connections for Precast Deck
Systems

$650K

NCHRP Project 12-74 /
Report 681

Development of Precast Bent Cap Systems for Seismic
Regions

$600K

NCHRP Project 12-88 /
Report 698

Synthesis on System Performance of ABC Connections in
Moderate-to-High Seismic Regions

$75K

NCHRP Project 12-95
(in-progress)

Connection Details of Adjacent Precast Concrete Box Beam
Bridges

$450K

NCHRP Project 12-96
(in-progress)

Simplified Full-Depth Precast Concrete Deck Panel Systems

$400K

NCHRP Project 12-98
(in-progress)

Recommended Guidelines for Prefabricated Bridge Elements
and Systems Tolerances and Dynamic Effects of Bridge
Moves

$300K

NCHRP Project 12-102
(in-progress)

Recommended AASHTO Guide Specification for ABC Design
and Construction

$370K

NCHRP Project 12-105
(in-development)

System Performance of Accelerated Bridge Construction
Connections for Prefabricated Structural Elements Used in
Moderate-to-High Seismic Regions

$500K
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Project / Report

Title

Budget

NCHRP Project 2068A—U.S. Domestic
Scan Program

Scan 07-02: Best Practices in Accelerated Construction
Techniques

$175K

NCHRP Project 2068A—U.S. Domestic
Scan Program

Scan 11-02: Best Practices Regarding Performance of ABC
Connections in Bridges Subjected To Multi-Hazard and
Extreme Events

$175K

ELEMENTS
Prefabricated elements have a high quality in comparison to cast-in-place components as they are built in
a controlled environment. Prefabricated elements are grouped into five types: deck elements (e.g., partialor full-depth precast deck panels, and orthotropic deck), beam elements (e.g., deck beams such as
adjacent double beam and full-width beams such as truss span without deck), pier elements (e.g., caps,
columns, and footings), abutments and wall elements (e.g., precast footings, wing walls, or backwalls;
sheet piling; prefabricated full height wall panels; and mechanically stabilized earth walls), and
miscellaneous elements (e.g., approach slabs, parapets, deck closure joints, and overlays) (1). This
paper focuses on deck, beam, and pier elements only.
Deck Elements
Full-depth precast concrete deck panels have been widely used in accelerated bridge construction in
various forms and sizes. As a prefabricated component, current panel designs have helped meeting the
objectives of ABC by expediting construction, improving quality and durability, improving public and
worker safety, and reducing road user impact. Typically, deck panels are connected to the supporting
beams by shear connectors in formed openings in panels (i.e., shear pocket) to achieve a composite
action between beams and precast concrete deck panels on a bridge. Because these deck panel systems
are connected for their full length to the supporting beams, the design is similar to traditional cast-in-place
decks.
NCHRP Project 12-65 / Report 584: Full-Depth, Precast-Concrete Bridge Deck Panel
Systems
This report provides recommended guidelines and AASHTO load and resistance factor design (LRFD)
specifications language for design, fabrication, and construction of full depth precast concrete bridge deck
panel systems. Durable and rapidly constructed connections between panels were also developed as part
of this research. The report details the development of the guidelines, connection details, and
recommended specifications. To reduce total deck construction time, full-depth precast concrete bridge
deck panels that provide connection durability and ride quality without the use of posttensioning and
overlays were developed. Connections suitable for simple and continuous spans and composite and
noncomposite design were also developed and other connection details that reduce construction time
associated with precast decks were investigated. In addition, applications for steel and prestressed
concrete superstructures were investigated and researched to extend the 24 in. maximum shear
connector spacing to 48 in (4).
NCHRP 12-96 / In-progress: Simplified Full-Depth Precast Concrete Deck Panel Systems
One of the disadvantages of the current full-depth precast concrete deck panel system is poor bond
between the grout and the panel-soffit.
Another disadvantage is the work associated with
grouting/concreting the numerous shear pockets and the longitudinal beam haunches. Specifically, the
leveling, sealing, forming, grouting, and concreting can be time consuming and require access from
above and below the deck. This access requirement may create adverse traffic impacts. A new system
that overcomes these constructability issues by reducing or eliminating the number of the shear pockets
would provide additional benefits to this construction technique.
The objective of this research is to develop recommended guidelines and proposed AASHTO LRFD
Specification language for the design, fabrication, and construction of transverse full-depth precast
concrete deck panel systems that simplify the connection between the deck panel and beam. As a
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minimum, the guidelines and proposed specification language will consider constructability, inspection
during construction, the impact of construction on traffic, and future deck replacement (5).
Beam Elements
Prefabricated beam elements are composed of two types: deck beam element and full-width beam
elements. Examples of deck beam elements include bulb-tee beam, double tee beam, inverted tee beam,
adjacent box beam, modular beams with decks, or other prefabricated beams that are brought to the
construction site ready to be set in place and quickly joined together. Examples of full-width beam
elements include truss span without deck, arch span without deck, and other prefabricated full-width
beam without deck. A concrete closure pour completes the deck connection and ties the individual units
together in a manner that is intended to emulate monolithic behavior. Depending on the system, the
connections are either transverse (across the width of the bridge) or longitudinal (along the length of the
bridge) (1).
NCHRP Project 12-69: Design and Construction Guidelines for Long-Span Decked
Precast, Prestressed Concrete Girder Bridges
The use of decked precast, prestressed concrete girders has been limited because of concerns about
certain design and construction issues that are perceived to influence the structural integrity of the bridge
system. These issues include: connections between adjacent units, longitudinal joints, longitudinal
camber and cross slope, live load distribution, continuity for live load, lateral load resistance, skew effects,
maintenance, replaceability, and other factors that influence constructibility and performance. Under
NCHRP Project 12-69, these issues were addressed, and design and construction guidelines for longspan decked precast, prestressed concrete girder bridges were developed (6).
NCHRP Project 10-71/ Web-Only Document 173: Cast-in-Place Concrete Connections for
Precast Deck Systems
This project focused on systems that reduce the need to place and remove formwork, thus accelerating
on-site construction and improving safety. The three systems considered to accomplish these objectives
were identified in the NCHRP Project 20-36 international scan on prefabricated bridge elements and
systems in Japan and Europe. These systems included (1) a precast composite slab span system
(PCSSS), shown in Figure 1, for short to moderate span structures based on the French Poutre Dalle
system (inverted-tee beams), (2) full-depth prefabricated concrete decks, and (3) deck joint closure
details (e.g., decked-bulb-T (DBT) flange connections) for precast, prestressed concrete girder systems
for long span structures. To implement promising new systems, design guidelines and standard details for
the deck connections were developed in this project to avoid the cracking problems reported with some
connections used in the United States. The guidelines address durability and provide designers with a
method of evaluating the load-resistance capacities of the connections. The connections were tested for
fatigue performance and evaluated for seismic resistance (7).

Figure 1. PCSSS Precast Inverted-T Cross Section, C. French et al., (7)
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NCHRP Project 20-05 -Topic 39-10 / Synthesis 393: Adjacent Precast Concrete Box Beam
Bridges: Connection Details
The synthesis documented the practices used by state highway agencies for the connection details
between adjacent box beams. These practices include partial depth or full depth grouted keyways,
keyways grouted before or after transverse post-tensioning, prepackaged or non-prepackaged grout
materials, post-tensioned or non-tensioned transverse ties, application of transverse post-tensioning
forces, and cast-in-place concrete decks or no decks. A few agencies reported that their methods had
reduced the longitudinal cracking, but others had not been successful using similar methods. The
synthesis recommended research to evaluate those practices at the design and construction phases and
to develop connection details that prevent cracking and leakage at the joints and extend the service life of
the adjacent box beam bridges (8).
NCHRP Project 12-95 / In-progress: Connection Details of Adjacent Precast Concrete Box
Beam Bridges
Bridges constructed with adjacent precast prestressed concrete box beams have been in service for
many years and provide an economical solution for short and medium span bridges. A common recurring
problem is the cracking in the grouted joints between adjacent beams that leads to reflective cracks
forming in the asphalt wearing surface or concrete deck. This cracking is initiated by stresses caused by
temperature gradients, live loads, transverse post-tensioning, or a combination. Once the cracking has
occurred, chloride-laden water can penetrate the cracks and cause corrosion of the reinforcement and
prestressing strands.
The objective of this research is to develop guidelines for the design and construction of connection
details for adjacent precast concrete box beam bridges to eliminate cracking and leakage in the
longitudinal joints between adjacent boxes. The research will produce proposed design and construction
specifications with commentary in the format of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specifications (9).
Pier Elements
Precast bent cap systems are of increasing utility in highway construction. As the case for other
prefabricated elements, proper design, constructability, and performance of the connections are essential
for successful use of precast bent caps.
NCHRP Project 12-74 / Report 681: Development of Precast Bent Cap Systems for
Seismic Regions
Early uses of precast bent caps were limited to applications where minimal moment and shear transfer
were required at connections. In seismic regions, provisions normally must be made to transfer greater
forces through connections. NCHRP Project 12-74 addressed this issue. The findings are documents in
the NCHRP Report 681. The report presents design methodologies, recommends design and
construction specifications with design flowcharts, and provides design examples and details for example
connections for precast bent cap systems. These emulative and hybrid connections are developed for
integral and nonintegral systems and for all seismic regions throughout the United States. Figures 2 and 3
show the construction of grouted duct and cap pocket specimens tested under this project, respectively
(10).

Figure 2. Grouted Duct Specimen: Joint Region of Bent Cap during Fabrication and
Placement Operation before and after Cap Setting, J. Restrepo et al., (10)
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Figure 3. Non-Integral, Emulative: Cap Pocket Full Ductility, J. Restrepo et al., (10)
SYSTEMS
The key benefits of prefabricated systems are minimal onsite construction time and disruption to the
travelling public as the systems are rolled, launched, slid, lifted, or otherwise transported in place (1).
NCHRP Project 12-98/ In-progress: Recommended Guidelines for Prefabricated Bridge
Elements and Systems Tolerances and Dynamic Effects of Bridge Moves
Different challenges have been encountered during bridge construction related to proper fit-up of adjacent
PBES and construction erection tolerances. Also, moving an entire superstructure or a bridge using slidein operations or self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs) for ABC imposes challenges that depend on
a bridge location and staging area for offsite construction of the bridge. Bridge moves impose dynamic
forces on the bridge and supporting framing that are not addressed in current design and construction
guides. These challenges need to be addressed immediately to help bridge owners, fabricators, and
contractors to successfully use PBES and bridge moves for ABC.
The objectives of this research are to develop (1) AASHTO bridge guidelines for (a) fabrication and
erection tolerances for PBES and (b) tolerance acceptance criteria during bridge design, fabrication, and
erection; and (2) AASHTO bridge guidelines to identify the dynamic forces resulting from bridge moves
using slide-in operations and SPMTs and assess the effects of these forces on bridge systems (11).
CONNECTIONS
A key factor in successful implementation of ABC is providing proper connections between prefabricated
elements to form a well-integrated bridge system that resists the design loads. Several NCHRP projects
have been focused on connection constructability, inspectability, durability, and seismic performance in
seismic-prone areas.
NCHRP Project 12-53 / Report 519: Connection between Simple -Span Precast Concrete
Girders Made Continuous
Many states make precast/prestressed girder bridges continuous using a cast-in-place connection
between girders over the piers. Compared with simple-span bridges, continuous bridges require less
expansion joint maintenance, have improved seismic performance, and flexural capacity. Although
bridges constructed in this manner have been in service for many years in a number of states, there had
been limited verification of the ability of the connection to provide predicted continuity. As a result, the
girders are designed in some instances as simple spans for both dead load and live load, neglecting any
moment resistance of the connection. The objective of this project was to recommend details and
specifications for the design of durable and constructible connections that achieve structural continuity
between simple-span precast/prestressed concrete girders as shown in Figure 4. The report’s
recommendations are based on experimental verification of the effectiveness of the continuity connection,
considering significant variables such as concrete placement sequence, reinforcement details, concrete
properties, diaphragm cracking, and beam depth. Specifications and connection details to achieve the full
benefits of continuity were recommended based on physical testing and analysis (12).
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Figure 4. Bent-Bar Positive Moment Connection at the End of the Precast Girder, R. Miller et
al., (12)
NCHRP Project 12-88 / Report 698: Application of Accelerated Bridge Construction
Connections in Moderate-to-High Seismic Regions
Use of ABC techniques has been more limited in seismic regions of the country. However, many
successful applications of ABC techniques have been recently realized in regions of low seismic activity.
Some of these are documented in FHWA Connection Details for Prefabricated Elements and Systems
(13). Reliable connections that ensure ductile performance are essential for developing designs capable
of meeting specifications requirements for seismic-prone areas. Several prefabricated connection details
used for recent ABC projects in seismic regions hold significant promise for more widespread application.
However, these details have not been fully tested for seismic loading. Further testing was needed to
evaluate their ultimate performance.
NCHRP Report 698 presents a synthesis of the available information related to connection details
recently used or under development for potential use on ABC bridges and gives suggestions for future
research. The project presented a methodology for evaluating the readiness of connection details (bar
coupler, grouted duct, pocket connections, member socket connections, hybrid connections, integral
connections, and emerging technologies) for implementation in accelerated bridge construction in seismic
areas. The methodology proposes multiple levels of technology readiness defined in Table 2. For
connections that use newly developed technologies, the assessment defines the requirements to
complete deployment in the field or the activities required to move the technology to the next level (14).
Table 2. Technology Readiness Levels for Seismic Accelerated Bridge Construction, L. Marsh et
al, (14)
Level

Definition for Accelerated Bridge Construction

1

A design concept has been formulated.

2

The connection type has been analyzed or tested for static strength.

3

The connection type has been successfully deployed in a low seismic region.

4

The connection type has been analyzed for response to inelastic cyclic loading.

5

The critical connection components have been tested under inelastic cyclic loading.

6

A connection sub-assembly has been tested under inelastic cyclic loading.

7

Seismic design guidelines for the connection type have been formulated and published.

8

The connection has been used in a bridge constructed in a high seismic region.

9

The connection type has performed adequately during a design-level seismic event in the
field.
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NCHRP Project 20-68A—U.S. Domestic Scan Program: Scan 11 -02: Best Practices
Regarding Performance of ABC Connections in Bridges Subjected To Multi-Hazard and
Extreme Events
Based on the scan and subsequent discussions, the scan team made the following recommendations
(15):











Continue research on Multi-Hazard (MH) (i.e., infrequent extreme hazard loads) load combination;
Establish a national center on ABC under MH loading;
Undertake extensive outreach to promote ABC to the bridge contracting community through the
Associated General Contractors of America;
Expand the support of demonstration projects utilizing various ABC connections by FHWA’s
Highways for Life program;
Continue to do research on emulative design to facilitate its implementation in AASHTO
specifications;
Consider using innovative details, high-performance grouts, concrete, metals, and composite
materials for future development;
Investigate and inspect ABC projects in the field frequently, document performance data, and identify
lessons learned until a sufficiently large database of field performance of ABC connections is
compiled;
Update the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design for implementation of
ABC;
Perform research and field monitoring and develop design and construction specifications for the use
of high-early-strength concrete and grouts in closure pours for ABC connections; and
Develop guidelines for shipping with respect to weights and sizes of prefabricated components.

NCHRP Project 12-105 / In-development: System Performance of Accelerated Bridge
Construction Connections for Prefabricated Structural Elements Used in Modera te-to-High
Seismic Regions
A number of issues must be addressed to ensure that Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) in seismic
regions not only minimizes traffic disruption and reduces congestion with its shorter onsite construction
times, but also meets ductile seismic system performance criteria requirement for these regions.
However, as identified during the ABC connections domestic Scan 11-02 (16), use of ABC techniques
has been limited in moderate-to-high seismic regions of the country. Moreover, the AASHTO Guide
Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design currently limit or prohibit connections that splice
longitudinal column reinforcement in plastic hinge zones, hampering the use of prefabricated elements for
ABC. To address this limitation, there is a need to identify reliable connections that meet specifications
requirements for seismic-prone areas. This project will address this need by reviewing past research
results of the most promising details, performing additional testing of the most promising current
technologies, and develop design specifications for use of ABC methods in regions with moderate-to-high
seismic hazards (16).
ABC
NCHRP Project 20-68A—U.S. Domestic Scan Program: Scan 07 -02: Best Practices in
Accelerated Construction Techniques
The scan team members recommended that the DOT must research available materials and the
marketplace before developing a project design as accelerated construction requires much more upfront
planning. Contractors seeking to accelerate their work must develop detailed plans that consider
schedule constraints and contracting risk. Accelerating project construction requires materials, elements,
and systems that can be moved quickly to the project site. In the case of emergency projects, a
conservative design is suggested to protect against problems that may rise because of project unknowns,
and finally, flexibility in the design approach mush be maintained. Accelerated construction is about
minimizing time impacts to the public and the impact on overall cost. All team members viewed the
accelerated work as an opportunity to demonstrate excellence (17).
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NCHRP Project 12-102 / In-progress: Recommended AASHTO Guide Specification for ABC
Design and Construction
As the use of ABC increases, a growing body of recommended ABC design and construction practices
will be developed from various research and demonstration projects, including performance in seismic
regions. FHWA, state DOTs, and industries have developed manuals, guides, tools, and other products
as resources for ABC projects. There is now a need to compile these products into a guide specification
on the use of ABC. This guide specification will lead to (1) efficient design and construction of ABC
projects, (2) cost reductions, (3) greater acceptance of ABC, and (4) more efficient and effective ABC
applications. This project will develop a recommended AASHTO guide specification for ABC design and
construction based on growing body of recommended design and construction specification products for
PBES for ABC. In this guide specification, performance will be defined in terms of constructability and
durability (18).
CONCLUSIONS
For decades, NCHRP has collaborated with State DOTs, FHWA, and international agencies to assess
and evaluate innovative technologies and practices that could significantly benefit U.S. highway
transportation systems. Similarly, domestic scans conducted through the NCHRP have identified
innovative and effective practices in use by U.S. agencies that could be beneficially adopted by other
agencies. NCHRP projects have evaluated the performance of prefabricated bridge elements that show
the most promise for adoption by bridge owners. NCHRP projects have produced recommended
AASHTO design and construction specifications, design examples, and connection details for deck,
beams, and pier elements that would serve as resources for ABC design and construction practices
throughout United States. Ongoing projects will further expand this resource base.
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DEVELOPING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ABC DECISION-MAKING TOOLS
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ABSTRACT
Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) has been a phenomenal success in delivering
accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects. Although there are many good reasons for its success, its
growing popularity is due primarily to the fact that bridge owners must quickly replace aging and
deteriorating highway bridges and reopen the facilities with minimal impacts to the traveling public. The
bridge engineering community has delivered numerous manuals, guides, and decision-making and
support tools. Moreover, research and development innovation will provide supporting cost-effective
processes and improved product quality and safety. These necessary tools and additional resources will
drive the advancement of ABC technology and meet the ever-increasing demand for infrastructure
renewal. This paper considers the network level issues to be incorporated into the next generation of ABC
decision-making tools and making them available to bridge owners using ABC-PBES to renew their
transportation infrastructures on a network-system scale.
INTRODUCTION
The American transportation network and highway infrastructure asset is unmatched; however, the
investment to maintain and operate the system falls far behind when compared to other world economic
powers. Transportation is the backbone of the U.S. economy, making up 9.5 percent of the U.S. GDP and
generating approximately $1.54 trillion annually [1]. The political stakes are high; urgent topics such as
economic recovery and job creation have been and will continue to be on every political agenda.
However, it is undisputed that the transportation industry helps sustain the U.S. economy and keep jobs
stateside. Thus, future robust investments of the transportation infrastructure renewal can boost many
technological fronts, create jobs, and enable America to maintain its global leadership in transportation.
State highway agencies must be prepared and well-positioned to deliver fast-track projects efficiently and
effectively on a network scale when that opportunity comes.
ABC-PBES has been proven successful in delivering bridge projects with unprecedented speed; i.e. in
hours or days as opposed to months or years. With the full partnership of both public and private sectors,
this initiative has been one of the fastest growing bridge technology advancements at the starting gate of
the 21st Century. The growing demand for rapid project delivery can largely be attributed to the fact that a
quarter of the 600,000 bridges in the Interstate System are structurally deficient and functionally obsolete.
The Interstate System is more than half a century old; and, on average, the bridges in the National Bridge
Inventory have exceeded 40 of their 50-year design lives. In addition, existing transportation networks are
operating at full capacity with heavy congestion, especially in urban areas and high freight corridors. As a
result, the traveling public and business sectors increasingly demand quick turnaround time to reopen the
transportation facilities that are closed for reconstruction. The continuing deterioration of the
transportation infrastructure, at its current pace, demands immediate plans for renewal and special
attention to impending network-wide bridge replacements.
TODAY’S AVAILABLE TOOLS, GUIDES AND COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR ABC TECHNOLOGY
The benefits in using ABC bridge construction technology and method are well established in the United
States. In the last decade, the bridge engineering community delivered a number of decision-making
frameworks and processes: project planning tools, design guidelines and standards, design and
construction manuals, connection details for general and seismic applications, foundation and
geotechnical deployments, project databases, and continuing education resources. Through its second
phase of the “Every Day Counts” Initiative, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) continues to
actively promote ABC technology with a focus on Slide-In Bridge Construction technology by sponsoring
regular workshops and webinars. Currently, as a result of FHWA leadership, more than 40 state DOTs
are developing and implementing ABC projects. In addition, the University Transportation Center, Florida
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International University has been hosting monthly ABC webinars and training workshops. Recent
webinars logged over a thousand participants from the U.S. and all around the world; such high demand
for ABC technology is unprecedented. The Transportation Research Board has also funded research and
successfully delivered bridge design standards for “workhorse” bridge spans under the SHRP 2 RO4
Project. Several more related research and guide specifications are currently being developed. Such
enabling tools are the primary drivers and sustainers in advancing ABC technology.
THE NEED FOR NEXT GENERATION OF ABC DECISION-MAKING TOOLS
In current practice, the decision to employ the ABC method of construction is a project-based decision.
An ABC bridge replacement project is based on its own merit and justifiable cost comparison, along with
several other criteria. In light of total individual project costs, the last 10 years of ABC project data and
states’ experience demonstrate that ABC project-based decisions have been efficient and effective.
Despite many success stories with ABC projects, engineers continue to debate the actual value of ABC
compared to conventional methods. In reality, the cost of delivering a project is much more than the
square-foot cost engineers will care to admit. The annual square-foot costs submitted to the FHWA by
states do not include costs related to preliminary engineering and project studies, environmental reviews,
mitigations and permitting process, traffic management studies, and right-of-way acquisitions—all of
which are expended during the project planning and development stages. Bridge owners are often caught
in a quandary when the square-foot cost difference between ABC and conventional pales in comparison
to the significantly higher preliminary engineering and traffic management costs. In addition, many of the
“non-bridge or structural items” are not included in the bridge square-foot costs submitted to the FHWA.
The cost of accelerated schedule delivery and the reduced impacts to the project criteria considered
during the preliminary engineering studies are not included in the bridge square-foot cost. Bonuses and
incentive payments are not included in the bridge square-foot cost. One quickly observes that the total
project cost and bridge cost are two different issues; both costs are elusive and biased in nature.
Therefore cost alone will neither address the shortcoming of the square-foot cost nor will it be sufficient to
address the bigger issues on a network infrastructure renewal scale. Because of the anticipated renewal
needs, bridge owners will need network-wide level project planning and management tools that can be
integrated with all these other project-level decision tools to meet this challenge.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEVELOPING THE NEXT GENERATION TOOLS
Based on the needs discussed above, the next development should move ABC decision-making to a
network-wide level and corridor approach in each state. It should not be an isolated project-based
decision. Rather, the complete system of transportation networks and priority routes should be factored
into the analysis. For highway infrastructure renewal needs that involve a corridor approach, there are
several key issues that must be considered. The need for such larger-scale approaches is beginning to
emerge, and states like Oregon and Missouri have already implemented plans for statewide renewal. As
an example, Oregon successfully replaced 360 deteriorated bridges, under multiple phases of the Oregon
Transportation Investment Act (OTIA) legislation that spread over a 10-year period. The insights gleaned
from the Oregon program are highlighted immediately to follow as lessons learned and offered for
potential incorporation into the next set of improved decision-making tools.


The structural condition of bridges and structures along a specific corridor may or may not be in
sync when it comes to aging and deteriorating. At times, previously established criteria for
replacing or rehabilitating bridges must be modified or developed for assessing each corridor
need. Bridges should be grouped by their required scope of work, i.e., repair/rehabilitation,
widening, and/or replacement. This will enable the advance work to be implemented prior to the
execution of the ABC-PBES systems.



It may be efficient to bundle several bridges of similar scope within a given section of a corridor
as a bid package, which may result in several bid packages to be spread over several years to
complete the corridor. This would then allow planning of advance work that could be done with
minimal interruption to traffic operations prior to and during the ABC phase.
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In bundling the size of project, one must also consider the competitiveness of the bid packages
that can be sustained by the regional contractors and local industry. When there are several
bridges bundled within a given corridor, there should be some standardized design, performance
measures, design themes, and features adopted so that the design teams may deliver proposals
that are consistent with initial goals and expectations.



Manpower resourcing must be considered to adjust for the surge in project delivery process.
Current procurement methods and processes may not be able to handle the sudden contract load
surge. Resourcing and restructuring design teams for developing contract documents may have
to be reallocated as in-house work and/or outsourced packages. To deliver design packages that
are outside their districts or regions, some of the decentralized design teams may be required to
pool together under one charge.



In system-wide approach, streamlined programmatic policy and the review process is most
suitable for ABC projects. The benefit of ABC method of construction is that it can reduce the
footprint and time-related mitigation impacts to the environment. The bridge design standards
and construction practices are known in advance for programmatic review process in the early
stage of project development. Bridge repair and/or rehabilitation can be further streamlined
programmatically due to much less impacts to the existing footprint. Bridge owners should
initially engage all stakeholders to resolve deviations and to alleviate subsequent unnecessary
and repetitious review and permitting processes. These agreements should define and clearly
state the roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder; the standards to be used, construction
practices and mitigations to be provided by the bridge owners; and the time commitment to be
honored for the review processes.



Active work zones must be carefully managed because of the changes in traffic flow. When
bundling projects in a corridor, one must consider the traffic flow and mobility needs through
active work zones, business and community needs, and detour routes.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM OTHERS
In developing the decision-making process for a system-wide approach, the bridge owners and bridge
engineering community should learn from states like Oregon, Utah, Massachusetts, and Missouri, which
have successfully implemented ABC project delivery on a larger scale. In preparation of the 2002 Winter
Olympic Games, Utah successfully completed the I-15 corridor renewal involving more than 140 new
bridges. That success laid the foundation for advancing ABC method of construction as a standard
project delivery process for Utah’s subsequent statewide bridge improvement program. Missouri was
successful in its system-wide approach to infrastructure renewal for 800 bridges under the “Safe and
Sound Bridge Improvement Plan.” Massachusetts delivered 14 projects through Boston with an
accelerated schedule, demonstrating an unprecedented scale and speed. We should look to these states
and learn from their experiences as they relate to the system-wide approach decision-making process.
We can also learn from the vertical construction industry, which has successfully developed and applied
the Building Information Modeling system. This tool manages all project data and processes; it includes
scheduling, environmental reviews, cost, construction, etc., and is the key to empower decision-makers
with historic and real-time data at every step of the project management process.
There has been some initial research done by the FHWA on the concept of integration through
automation. However, the realization of this concept requires a sizeable investment and is a lofty project,
likely taking decades to fully develop if the bridge community can decide on the architecture of the
framework and funding to be made available. Designing an initial functioning integration framework that is
expandable is an important feature for the future of the transportation industry. Such a framework would
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permit immediate data collection for future analysis and provides the decision-making that links to the
automation process. In the meantime, integration of the various processes that we currently have will
enable bridge owners to make well-informed decisions on a network level, while existing tools can be
modified for the individual, site specific projects.
SUMMARY
This paper presented the development and advancement of the ABC Initiative and how decision-making
tools have enabled states to rapidly deliver individual projects on an unprecedented scale. With more
than 40 states electing to use ABC technology, it is quickly becoming a conventional practice. In
anticipation of the increasing number of bridge replacement projects, bridge owners need to address the
same challenge on a much wider scale by using network-level improved project planning and
management tools. Therefore the next step involves a system-wide decision-making approach to
incorporate ABC into infrastructure renewal. Although many project level tools exist, they must be
integrated at the network level of the decision-making process, as highlighted by the examples mentioned
above. Other project planning and management tools may need to be identified and developed for the
network level analysis. Some existing practices that are already in place may need to be modified and
integrated into the network level. These network level improved tools are necessary to enable bridge
owners to meet the highway infrastructure renewal needs and challenges ahead.
REFERENCE [1]
http://www.rita.dot.gov/bts/sites/rita.dot.gov.bts/files/publications/national_transportation_statistics/index.h
tml#chapter_3 - Table 3-3 - U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Attributed to Transportation-Related
Final Demand (Updated April 2014)
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COMPILATION OF ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS
Jawad H. Gull, Ph.D., Florida International University, (786)624-9203, jgull001@fiu.edu
Mohamadreza Shafieifar, Florida International University, (305)897-6623, m.shafieifar@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) is gaining popularity at national level due to minimized effects on
the exiting traffic. State engineers, designer and local contractors are looking for resources to implement
ABC in their state. This paper describes the status of an ongoing effort to compile a database of ABC
projects and, make it accessible and useful to engineers across the nation.
INTRODUCTION
The Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) aimed at reducing the time it takes to deliver bridge projects,
enhancing safety, quality and durability, protecting environment, and reducing social costs. Reducing the
time to construct a bridge benefits the public by reducing the traffic delay due to lane closures and
detours. ABC has gained nationwide interest through two major national programs, (1) the FHWA’s
“Every Day Counts” Initiative and (2) the Transportation Research Board’s Strategic Highway Research
Program 2 (SHRP2). Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is promoting ABC by providing resources
to aid planning, design and construction of ABC projects. The following section discusses the resources
provided by FHWA through ABC project exchange database.
FHWA DATABASE FOR ABC PROJECT EXCHANGE
In August, 2011 FHWA started National Accelerated Bridge Construction Project Exchange program
under Every Day Count Innovation initiative. Project exchange database was developed by collaborative
effort of FHWA, American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
Subcommittee on Bridges and Structures (SCOBS), and state transportation agencies.
State
transportation agencies provided main information for the project exchange to FHWA.
Data Structure and Navigation
FHWA project exchange database contains approximately 250 ABC projects with variable degree of
information. Each project directory contains a project summary report that provides details about a
project. The project summary includes location of the project, year of construction, contact person, impact
category, cost, funding, photos, and link to other relevant information.
The projects are organized by state and every state has a directory that contains subdirectories for ABC
projects in that state. Each project directory further contains subdirectories for photos, contract plans,
specification, bid tabs, schedule and other information. Figure 1 show the data structure of FHWA’s
project exchange database for ABC projects.

1
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Figure 1: Data structure of FHWA project exchange for ABC projects

Generally, it is difficult to navigate through the subdirectories to look for the desired information.
Therefore, FHWA created a Microsoft Excel tracking sheet to keep track of the ABC project information in
the directories. The tracking sheet enables the users to search for an ABC project or an ABC technology
by using the keywords. Each column of the tracking sheet has a filter that allows users to view
information of their interest. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the tracking sheet. Column headings in the
excel sheet such as, state, owner, project name, impact categories etc., show different categories by
which projects can be viewed and sorted. There is small drop down arrow at the corner of heading cell
that clicked to view and filter the information. For example, state column of the tracking sheet has name
of the states in which projects were carried. Clicking on s small drop down arrow on the bottom right
corner of the “state” cell shows the filtering options as shown in Figure 2. Checking a particular state, for
example Alaska, shows the ABC projects in the state of Alaska. The link column in the tracking sheet has
link for each project. Clicking on the link takes the user to the project directory on FHWA’s project
exchange website.

2
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Figure 2: Screen shot of FHWA’s ABC project exchange tracking sheet

Filtering Categories and subdivisions
Detailed description of filtering categories and their subdivision is given in Table 1. Brief description of
some of the categories is provided here. In the owners category, most of the ABC project are owned by
states how there are some projects that are owned by counties. The coordinates give longitude and
latitude of an ABC project that can be used to locate the bridge on a map. ‘Year ABC Built, shows the
year in which significant portion of the project was build. Most of the projects were completed in past five
years. Funding sources vary from federal, federal and state, local, state only and others.
The ‘impact category’ describes the mobility impact category tier of a project. FHWA ABC manual (1)
currently defines five tiers of traffic impact. The traffic impact for Tier 1 is within 1 to 24 hours, for Tier 2 is
within 3 days, for Tier 3 is within 2 week, for Tier 4 is within 3 months, for Tier 5 is within 3 months to
years.
The ‘primary drivers’ identify the reason due to which the owner used an ABC. Available information
identifies the types of information available for a particular project. ‘Project Planning’ is divided into four
further subcategories that are decision making tools, site procurement, procurement, and contracting.
Decision making tools shows the tools that were used for the project. Different tools that are available
include FHWA process (2), analytical hierarchy process described in a pooled funded research report (3),
and the state process. Site procurement includes the information about use of early environmental
clearances and permits, electronic shop drawing submittal and approval process, and right way
acquisition. Procurement shows the method for procuring the project.
Geotechnical solution types of foundations, walls and embankments used in the ABC project. Similarly,
the structural solutions include the PBES and construction methods used for the project. PBES is further
divided into three categories that are; elements, miscellaneous and systems.
3
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Table 1: Filtering categories and subdivision in tracking sheet
State
Owners
Project Name
Bridge ID
Coordinates

State No.
National Bridge Inventory No.
Latitude
Longitude

Year ABC Built
Funding
Incentive Program Support
Link to the project directory
Impact Category
Primary Driver(s)
Traffic Impacts
Work Zone Safety
Environment
On-site Construction Time
Site Constructability
Material Quality
Life Cycle Costs
Available Information
Contract Plans
Specifications
Bid Tabs
Schedule
Photos
Additional Information
Project Planning
Decision Making Tools
Site Procurement
Procurement
Contracting requirements
Geotechnical
Foundations & Walls
Solutions
Rapid Embankment
Structural Solutions
PBES
Elements

Deck
Beam
Pier
Abutment & Wall
Closure Joints
Overlays
Other
Superstructure
Superstructure and
Pier
Total Bridge

Miscellaneous
Systems

Construction

SPMTs
Longitudinal Launching
Lateral Sliding or Skidding
Other

Challenges
One of the challenges that FHWA has with its ABC project database is to make it easily accessible to the
users. Currently, users are required to register to FHWA website in order to have access to the ABC
project database. The registration is a two-step process and can take from two days to several days.
Gathering the required information from state agencies is another challenge as it requires significant
amount of time to compile information about an ABC project. It is difficult for states to spend their
resources to compile information for FHWA. Consequently, only fifteen projects have complete
information available and most of the projects are missing different pieces of information.
Excel tracking sheet provides an excellent way of narrowing down a search and provide a comprehensive
view of the ABC projects. However, it is less dynamic compared to other search and filtering methods that
are generally used on the web. The tracking sheet does not show number of projects for a particular
category before and after applying a filter.
4
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ABC-UTC ABC PROJECT DATABASE
The ABC project database plans to expand on the database developed by FHWA and include more
projects, add more filtering and search categories, improve user interface, provide more search options,
and develop an algorithm that can make system recommendation based on the preliminary input made by
user. Research team at ABC-UTC is also proposing a system for easy collection of information on recent
ABC projects.
ABC-UTC project database is anticipating to have more than 500 ABC projects in the database. These
projects will be readily accessible and available and no registration will be required to access the
information about these projects.
ABC-UTC projects will also include type, span, and length as categories to narrow down search for ABC
projects.
Searching Through the Database
ABC-UTC project database is expected to have different type of search options to allow easy navigation
through the database. The search layout is similar to the one used by popular online shopping sites. For
any product there are categories placed on a side ribbon and product are displayed on the right side of
the page. User can filter or narrow down their search by selecting the categories displayed on the side
ribbon. Once the search is narrowed down to few items, user can click and see the details of any
particular item. The search is dynamic and show the products based on the filtering criteria selected by
user.
A similar dynamic filtering option is proposed to navigate through ABC project database as shown in
Figure 3. The filtering options/categories are displayed on the blue ribbon on the left side of the page, and
different projects with brief information are displayed on the right side the right side of the page. Each
filtering category in the blue ribbon has numbers in parenthesis that shows number of projects in that
particular category. For example (n1) in front of steel category shows the number of steel bridges in ABC
project database. Similarly, (n4) shows number of two span bridges in the project database.

5
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Figure 3: Dynamic filtering and navigation through the data base

Adding a New Project to the Database
It requires significant amount of time to compile information about an ABC project. It is difficult for states
to spend their resources and compile information for ABC projects database. In order to maintain
consistency in the database it important to control and oversee the new information or new project added
to the database. ABC projects steering committee is formulated to oversee the new information added to
the database and maintain consistency in the database.
In order to facilitate easy collection of new information and maintain consistency in the database, a web
based submission procedure is proposed. Figure 4 show a flow chart to illustrate procedure for collecting
and adding new information to ABC project data base. A user that can be owner can input a project
summary for an ABC project that they want to add to the database. The project summary is reviewed by
ABC projects steering committee. If steering committee approves the project, the project summary is sent
to corresponding owner. A complete project submission link is provided to the user after owner’s
approval. This link can be shared with other engineers and personnel involved with the project to input the
required information simultaneously. Input from multiple users can quickly complete the required
information for a project. Once the submission is complete, the submitted information is again reviewed
by ABC steering committee. After approval of steering committee the information is shared with owners
for their final approval. The project is added to ABC project database upon final approval from the owner.

6
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Figure 4: Flow chart for collecting and adding new information to ABC project data base

ABC System Recommendation
ABC-UTC research team is also working on developing a system that can recommend an ABC system
based on the preliminary information entered by users. In roadway design, preliminary information
include, type of the bridge, length of longest span and width of the bridge. An algorithm can be written to
search the database and find an ABC project matching closely with the preliminary information provided
by users. Information from the ABC project coupled with some calculation can be used to recommend an
ABC system for the input by users.
SUMMARY
In summary, ABC-UTC research team is expanding the resources available to engineer for implementing
ABC. Framework is developed to provide users an easy access and navigation through ABC project
database. The web based system for entering new projects to the database, facilitate the owners/users in
uploading the required information.
REFERENCES
1. Culmo, M. P. Accelerated Bridge Construction - Experience in Design, Fabrication and Erection of
Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems. McLean, VA, 2011.
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2. FHWA. Framework for Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) Decision-Making.
Washington, DC , 2005.
3. Toni Doolen, A. S.S.E. Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) Decision Making and Economic
Modeling Tool. Oregon State University , Corvallis, Oregon, Final Report FHWA-OR-TPF-12-06, 2011.
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MILTON MADISON BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
Thomas Bolte, P.E., Burgess & Niple Inc., Columbus, OH, (614)459-2050, tom.bolte@burgessniple.com
Murray Johnson, P.E., Buckland & Taylor, Vancouver, BC, Canada, (604)986-1222, mmj@b-t.com
ABSTRACT
On April 10, 2014, the 2428 foot long truss superstructure of the new Milton Madison Bridge made history
when it was moved 55 feet from temporary piers onto its permanent, rehabilitated piers, making it the
longest lateral bridge slide ever. The design-build bid documents required that the bid include the cost of
providing a ferry service for the year that the bridge was expected to be out of service. This was the
primary catalyst generating the idea to slide the bridge after maintaining traffic almost continuously
throughout construction.
INTRODUCTION
The existing Milton Madison Bridge (Figure 1) was completed in 1929 by the J.G. White Bridge Company.
The bridge was about 3180 feet long and crossed the Ohio River with spans of 254 feet, 727 feet, 600
feet, and 600 feet. The bridge is jointly owned by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) and the
Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) who have equal share of costs and responsibility for the
bridge. The existing bridge had two 10 foot lanes with no shoulders and an Average Daily Traffic of
approximately 11,000 vehicles. In 2009, KYTC assigned this river crossing a sufficiency rating of 6.5 out
of 100, as a result of significant geometric and structural deficiencies, and posted the bridge to 15 tons.
Later, during construction of the new bridge, the existing bridge was reposted to 3 tons due to continued
aggressive deterioration.

Figure 1 – Existing Milton Madison Bridge
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY AND PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
In 2008, Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA), with Michael Baker Jr., Inc. (BAKER) as a sub-consultant, was
selected to perform a new environmental study of the Milton Madison Bridge, with the goal of replacing or
rehabilitating the bridge. The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) was the lead agency in this bistate effort with the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT). The team evaluated the three
alternatives required by the NEPA process: do nothing, rehabilitate the structure, or construct a new
bridge on a new alignment. In addition, a superstructure replacement option was explored that offered the
potential for significant cost savings and shorter duration of construction.
Discussions with the US Coast Guard (USCG) revealed that the position of existing piers met the needs
of commercial navigation under the existing bridge. However, if a bridge was constructed on a new
alignment, a 900 foot clear channel would be required. By re-using the existing piers the existing main
span of 727 feet could be maintained. This would result in a more economical superstructure than
possible with 900 foot main spans. The other significant advantage of re-using the existing piers would be
the savings from not having to construct new foundations in the river. However, because the existing
bridge had a road deck only 20 feet wide, the existing piers would have to be widened. The piers would
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also have to be capable of carrying not only the increased dead and live loads, but also be sufficient to
resist other transient loads such as wind, vessel collision and seismic, to modern AASHTO standards.
The existing pier foundations consisted of unreinforced concrete caissons, approximately 20 feet x 40 feet
in cross section, and extending from the river bottom about 80 feet down to bedrock. Analysis was
performed on several foundation strengthening solutions, including internally strengthening the existing
foundations, encapsulation of the caissons thereby creating a larger “spread” footing, and supplementing
the caissons by adding perimeter drilled shafts and pile cap. Ultimately the decision to utilize soil structure
interaction proved to be technically feasible and also the least costly option.
Due to the potential cost savings and unique approach of the re-use of the existing piers, a proof of
concept report was prepared for inclusion with the design-build bid documents. This detailed pier
strengthening report illustrated one feasible method for strengthening and re-constructing the existing
piers and meeting all of the AASHTO specified design loads. This report helped the design-build teams
gain confidence in this technique especially during the short time allotted to prepare the bids. The soil
interaction models which enabled the reinforced existing bridge piers to handle modern vessel impact
loads were also provided to the design-build proponents during the bid phase.
PROCUREMENT
Limited funding was available in both Indiana and Kentucky for the construction of this project. In June of
2009 the U.S. Department of Transportation announced the availability of $1.5 billion in Tiger Grants. As
part of the grant application requirements, eligible projects would have to show that they could be
substantially constructed by February of 2012. KYTC and INDOT were convinced that the project could
be built within the specified time frames and confidently submitted for the Tiger Grant. In late 2009, the
project received $20 million in Tiger Grant funding, with a condition that additional right-of-way could not
be acquired.
Building on the existing alignment would require a lengthy closure of the bridge which would be a
hardship to bridge users. To lessen these impacts, KYTC and INDOT agreed to limit the bridge closure
period to a maximum of 365 days. During the closure period, contractors would be required to operate a
ferry for small vehicles.
Seeking to further reduce the impacts to the two communities, the states provided contractors with
additional motivation to sharpen their pencils. The states utilized design-build procurement, with an A+BC bidding formula, as follows:


A = construction cost;



B = number of closure days, maximum of 365, times $25,000/day; and



C = $3.75 Million if the bridge could be completed by Sept. 15, 2012.

BID STRATEGY ADOPTED BY THE WINNING DESIGN-BUILD TEAM (DBT)
The ferry service required by the design-build procurement documents contained the requirement that a
capacity of 240 vehicles per hour must be provided on workdays between 5 am and 9 pm. It became
apparent that the cost of providing this service (free to users), as well as associated landside facilities,
was going to be significant. This item, along with the bidding formula, provided the catalyst for the winning
DBT (comprising Walsh Construction, Burgess & Niple, and Buckland & Taylor) to discuss alternatives.
An additional factor was that the bidding procedures allowed two confidential meetings where alternative
technical concepts could be presented and approved or denied. One idea discussed initially by the DBT
was to build temporary piers either upstream or downstream of the existing alignment and “slide” the
existing truss to the side, allowing all of the new construction to take place in its permanent location. That
idea did not move forward, primarily because of the very poor condition of the existing truss and concern
about damaging it in the moving process.
Finally, the idea adopted by the DBT was to:


build the new truss off to the side on temporary piers;



then move the truss into final position after demolition of the existing truss, rehabilitation of the piers
and construction of the permanent approaches; and



design the approaches in such a way as to allow demolition of the existing approaches and
construction of new approaches in their place while maintaining traffic.
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The plan chosen would involve two brief closures. The first was needed to remove portions of the existing
bridge approaches and make the connections to the temporary ramps. Another closure was required to
accomplish the lateral slide of the new truss bridge from its temporary alignment to the permanent one. A
total of 10 days was allowed to accomplish both operations without penalty. During these times, traffic
was detoured, with an emergency ferry service provided as needed.
BID RESULTS
Five bidders submitted on the project, with a total A+B price range from Walsh Construction at
$103 million to a high bid of $136 million, versus an Engineer's Estimate of $122 million. All other bids
included 365 closure days at $25,000 per day versus Walsh's 10 days of closure. Three bidders, including
Walsh, offered completion by September 2012, 22 months after Notice to Proceed.
TEMPORARY RAMPS
The plan to eliminate the ferry and maintain traffic on the existing bridge involved designing and
constructing temporary ramps at each bridge approach. These ramps allowed traffic to be diverted from
the existing bridge approaches, allowing construction of the permanent approach spans in their place.
Several locations were considered for the temporary ramp touchdown points during the bidding phase.
Ultimately, it was decided that the best touchdown points were located where traffic was originally
intended to be directed for ferry service.

Figure 2 - Madison Temporary Ramp Construction
On the Indiana side, it was decided that the temporary ramp would connect the existing main spans to
Vaughn Drive (Figure 2). During the bidding phase, it was thought that approximately one fourth of the
length of this long ramp could be made from embankment with 2:1 side slopes or embankment contained
within sheet piling. Much geotechnical information was furnished with the bidding documents but no
information was included in the areas of the temporary ramps since their use was not anticipated. After
geotechnical information was obtained, it was discovered that the ability of the existing soils to support
new embankments was poor. Therefore, most of the length of the Indiana ramp was constructed via
bridge. On the Kentucky side, existing soils were better and about half the length of the temporary ramp
was suitable for embankment (Figure 3). A temporary wire wall was needed due to a right-of-way
constraint. At both ramps, site constraints dictated the use of steep ramp grades, over 11 percent.

Figure 3 – Kentucky Ramp
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The superstructures of the temporary ramps were comprised of timber mats with an asphalt wearing
surface, supported by steel beams. The temporary substructures were made from large diameter (36”)
pipe piles welded to steel pile caps. Because of the severe curved and kinked alignment of the temporary
ramps, three dimensional structural computer models were used in design to determine lateral load and
stability bracing requirements. For approximately half of the steel beams in the temporary ramps, the
contractor was able to utilize used steel beams salvaged from recently removed beam bridges from
another project. The remainder of the beams were new.

Figure 4 – Transition Span
TRANSITION SPANS
Another component needed to maintain traffic were “transition spans”. These spans, triangular in plan
view, allowed traffic to move from the new truss in its temporary offset position to the permanent new
approach spans in their final position (Figure 4). These transition spans were in use while the existing
truss was removed, the tops of the existing piers finished, and the bridge made ready for lateral sliding.
REHABILITATION OF EXISTING MAIN SPAN PIERS
As explained earlier, the feasibility of reusing, strengthening, and widening the existing main span piers
was explored prior to issuance of the contract documents. The primary strategies for accomplishing these
improvements were to increase the stability of the piers, increase the bending strength of the stems, and
provide caps to support the wider new bridge. The contract documents contained relatively detailed
information outlining these methodologies, but did not preclude other ideas for accomplishing them. For
example, the addition of supplemental foundations to achieve stability such as drilled shafts could be
proposed and used. After considering alternate strategies during the bidding phase, the DBT decided to
adopt the strategies contained in the contract documents.
The three main existing river piers were about 180 feet high, each consisting of an unreinforced caisson
extending about 80 feet from the river bottom down to rock and supporting a reinforced stem
approximately 100 feet high. Normal water in the river was about 20 feet deep but could get as deep as
70 feet at the 100-year flood event. The footprint dimension of the existing caissons is about 20 feet x
40 feet and would not alone provide stability for current vessel impact design loads. The strategy for
increasing stability was to account for the strength of the soil surrounding the piers. MIDAS GTS was
used to model the piers and soil together. A rip rap blanket was installed at each pier to protect the soil
from scour.
The strategy for increasing the deficient bending strength of the unreinforced caissons was to install
vertical reinforcing around the perimeter of the caisson. The existing pier stem cross-sectional dimensions
were slightly smaller than the caisson dimensions, providing a ledge at the river bottom and a place to
drill and grout a large number of reinforcing bars (Figure 5). Significant cofferdams had to be designed
and built to provide access to the river pier ledges at the top of the caissons (bottom of river).
Approximately 100 holes were drilled around the perimeter of each ledge. Bundles of various size
reinforcing bars including #11 and #14 bars were installed in the holes and grouted in place. The
reinforcing bars extending from the caissons were lapped to reinforcing that extended up a 2’-0” wide new
reinforced concrete “collar” around the existing stem that would strengthen the existing pier stem above
the caisson.
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Figure 6 - Reinforcement of Existing Piers
Figure 5 - Drilling Caisson for Reinforcing
Bars
The strategy for accommodating the new wider truss was to provide a new wider cap on the strengthened
and widened stem. The design and construction of these elements followed conventional practices
(Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 7 - Encasement of Existing Pier Shaft
The widened stems of the river piers also needed to support approximately half of the load imposed on
the temporary piers during construction.
TRUSS PRE-ASSEMBLY
A temporary trestle was constructed on the Kentucky bank of the Ohio River in order to stage truss preassembly barges and for various temporary structural steel materials and fabrications. The trestle was
capable of supporting a 275-ton crawler crane making a 100-ton lift. It employed a system of steel pipe
piles, steel pile hats, stringer assemblies, and a work platform surface comprised of timber crane mats.
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The two main river spans of the new Milton Madison Bridge were pre-assembled on barges staged at the
temporary access trestle (Figures 8 and 9). The success of this method relied heavily on field verification
of theoretical shim elevations versus actual differences in the cambered shape of the truss as-built. A
successful assembly of truss Span 2 was achieved with no fit-up difficulties as a result of these efforts.
The truss was modeled in 3-dimensions in order to most efficiently deal with the complexity of the
connections in the field, and to identify any hole misalignments prior to field assembly. In total, the fully
assembled truss contains more than 150,000 structural fasteners.

Figure 9 - Assembly of Truss Spans on
Barges

Figure 8 - Assembly of Truss Spans on
Barges

ERECTION OF TRUSSES
The temporary works associated with the DBT plan to build the new bridge alongside the existing are
extensive and involve a total of some 3200 tons of steel piling and fabricated steel. In accepting the
concept of operating public traffic on a bridge on temporary supports, the owners required that the design
criteria for temporary works be essentially the same as for a permanent structure. The most significant
consequence of this is related to the vessel impact loadings required for the temporary piers, because
long trains of heavily loaded barges operate on the Ohio River. Complicating this is a highly variable
water level at the bridge location. These factors result in a temporary pier design with massive steel barge
impact frames at three levels, heavily connected to the strengthened permanent pier stems and
protecting the six 36-in.-diameter steel pipe piles supporting the temporary towers. These works include
1,250 tons of steel in barge impact frames and temporary pier towers, as well as 1,400 tons of steel pipe
piles. (Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Barge Impact Frames Protect Temporary Piers
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The two truss spans over the main river channel, after being assembled on barges against the Kentucky
shoreline, were floated out one at a time and lifted some 80 feet into place using 8 – 360 ton strand jacks.
To accommodate the lifting, three of the temporary piers had lifting towers added on top, while the end of
one span was lifted by jacks perched on top of the new truss top chord.
The two full-span lifts included some particularly challenging aspects. The nature of the truss
configuration precluded shortening the lifted portion of the span, as is often done for other bridge types, to
allow it to be raised to the inside of the piers. Instead the lifts at Milton Madison were made without the
end floorbeams and bracing installed, allowing the truss bottom chords to extend past the pier panel point
and "bracket" the temporary pier tower during lifting. Temporary bracing, set so as to clear the supports,
was installed to take the place of the missing bracing and provide stability.

Figure 11 - Elevation of Temporary Tower, Sliding Beam and Barge Impact Frames
Another challenge was maintaining a connection between the permanent concrete pier and the temporary
pier tower while the truss was lifted between them. These connections, for stability and geometry control,
consist of steel frames which are provided at two levels to accommodate the truss. At the start of the lift,
the upper level frame was in place and the lower frame was swung down out of the way. The truss span
was raised up close to the underside of the upper frame and locked off, then the lower frame was swung
up beneath the truss and pinned to the pier. With this connection established, a section of the upper
frame was removed and the truss lifted through (Figure 11). The lift was halted with the underside of the
huge truss bearing hanging one foot above the top of the steel temporary pier caps/sliding girders, which
had yet to be inserted.
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Figure 13 – Erection of the Sliding Girder

Figure 12 - Span 2 Erection, Strand Jacking

The next challenge was the installation of the sliding girder, which could not be placed in advance
because the truss had first to be lifted through the space it would occupy. Two portions of the sliding
girder, the "tines" which formed a fork at the pier end of the girder to fit around the permanent bearing
location, were erected ahead of time on a platform between the truss chords. The main body of the sliding
girder, a steel box 8.5 feet deep and weighing 80 tons, had to be inserted from the downstream side of
the temporary piers in a tricky balancing act.
Suspended from a floating ringer crane, 100 ft. above the river, the girder was carefully inserted into the
face of the tower as far as the suspended truss would allow. There it was blocked into place against
beams, and in a move that had the ironworkers' eyes wide open, the crane was released, leaving the
massive beams cantilevered over the river, held in place by gravity (Figure 13). Ironworkers then walked
out to the end of the girder to reconnect the crane, allowing it to support the tail of the girder while it was
drawn through the tower on rollers. This operation was paused to connect the tine girders to the main
girder, then continued until the assembled girder spanned from the temporary tower to the permanent
pier.
The truss span was then set down upon the sliding girders, which were intended to support it in this
temporary position, completed and carrying traffic, until it was time to slide the completed bridge. At the
base of the permanent truss bearings an extra bearing element was included, underneath which were
PTFE sliding elements for the lateral slide. These were greased and then set down onto the top of the
sliding girders, which had been polished. Temporary restraints against transverse and longitudinal
movement were engaged in a careful sequence to maintain the span safely in place as it was landed on
the girders. The first float-out and span lift was completed over a period of several days, allowing plenty of
time for the final truss assembly that was required, the connection of the jacks, and the various lifting and
girder installation stages. The experience gained on this lift was useful in making the second span lift
successful. This 727 foot span crosses the main navigation channel and the lifting procedure was
completed to a height sufficient to clear river vessels within an allowable closure period of 24 hours.
Once the two central truss spans had been lifted and secured, the side span trusses were erected
piecemeal, using cranes on barges and land, cantilevering toward the river banks. Intermediate erection
bents took the load near the river's edge and the trusses were jacked there to permit them to land on the
two end temporary piers. Following completion of steel erection, the new bridge superstructure was
completed with concrete deck, sidewalk, barriers, and temporary expansion joints, and linked to the
transition spans and permanent approaches. At this point traffic was taken off the existing bridge and
diverted onto the new span.
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SLIDING THE NEW BRIDGE INTO ITS FINAL POSITION
Sliding Of Approach Span
Since the contract documents required the reuse of the first “land” pier on the Kentucky bank, the end of
the new truss aligned with the end of the existing truss here. This relationship required that the first
permanent approach span on the Kentucky side be built off to the side and “slid” into its final position at
the same time as the new truss structure (Figure 14). This approach span, termed “Span D”, with a span
of 115 feet, comprised conventional prestressed concrete beams with a concrete deck. At each end of the
span the beams were encased in a concrete diaphragm. Inside of the diaphragm was cast a 3 inch
diameter conduit, containing the strands used for pulling the span into its permanent position.
Initially, the span and end diaphragms were cast on the permanent elastomeric bearings, one under each
girder, which were detailed to be removable. The span was supported by temporary steel pile piers which
aligned with the permanent piers. Span D carried traffic for several months while the existing bridge and
temporary ramps were removed and pier work was completed. Just prior to the sliding operation, after
closure of the bridge, the span was jacked, the elastomeric bearings removed, and two temporary sliding
bearings installed under each diaphragm. The temporary sliding bearings consisted of load plates to
which were bonded Fabreeka bearings with a PTFE surface on one face. The sliding surface on the tops
of the permanent and temporary pier caps was a 3/16 inch thick stainless steel plate. In April 2014, the
slide of Span D took place, pulled by a single strand jack anchored at the far end of each of the two
permanent piers (Figure 15). The slide took place in about 3 hours and was performed without incident.
After the slide onto the permanent piers, the span was jacked vertically again, the temporary sliding
bearings removed, and the five permanent elastomeric bearings at the end of each span re-installed.

Figure 14 – KY Approach Span Prior to Slide

Figure 15 – Span D Slide in Progress

Sliding of Main Spans
After demolition of the old bridge superstructure and completion of the new pier caps, final preparations
for sliding were completed. The new bearings and the sliding process were designed so that prior to and
on completion of sliding, no vertical jacking is required. Truss bearings have the PTFE element for lateral
sliding built into the underside of the bearing (Figure 16), and when they arrived in the final position on
permanent steel masonry plates embedded in the pier cap they were simply welded in place.
These bearings were slid along a sliding track at each pier, which included the top flange of the temporary
pier girders, the permanent bearing masonry plates, and sliding plates set on the pier concrete between
the masonry plates. All of the bearings are sliding bearings in permanent service, and therefore had to be
temporarily locked together for the lateral slide. This was done with steel harnesses that were fitted
around the top and bottom bearing elements, to which were connected the high-tensile steel strands used
to pull the trusses laterally. The motive power for the slide was supplied by the same eight 360 ton strand
jacks that were used to lift each of the two main river spans. These were turned horizontally and attached
to brackets on the upstream end of each permanent pier (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 – Pulling Jacks for Sliding

Figure 16 –Main Span Bearings

During the slide, the entire structure was guided along its transverse path by steel guide rails at the center
pier only, allowing thermal movements to occur in both directions during the course of the slide. These
longitudinal movements were accommodated at the other four piers by allowing the base of the bearing to
"wander" along the sliding track as temperatures dictated, with sufficient track width provided for the
range of temperatures expected during the slide. Control of movements transversely during the slide was
via a computerized, displacement-monitoring control system using laser targets and linked to the strand
jacks. This system kept relative transverse displacements along the bridge to within a fraction of an inch.
On sliding day, the sliding tracks, which had been polished, greased, and covered during the slide
preparations, were uncovered and final checks completed (Figure 18). Then the entire four-span
continuous bridge superstructure, 2433 feet long and weighing 15,300 tons, was moved 55 ft. upstream
to its new position (Figure 19). After installation of deck joints, welding-down of bearings, and installation
of permanent transverse and longitudinal restraints, the bridge was re-opened to traffic in its final position.

Figure 19 – New Bridge After Sliding

Figure 18 – Sliding Track on Pier
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MILTON MADISON BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
Thomas Bolte, P.E., Burgess & Niple Inc., Columbus, OH, (614)459-2050, tom.bolte@burgessniple.com
Murray Johnson, P.E., Buckland & Taylor, Vancouver, BC, Canada, (604)986-1222, mmj@b-t.com
ABSTRACT
On April 10, 2014, the 2428 foot long truss superstructure of the new Milton Madison Bridge made history
when it was moved 55 feet from temporary piers onto its permanent, rehabilitated piers, making it the
longest lateral bridge slide ever. The design-build bid documents required that the bid include the cost of
providing a ferry service for the year that the bridge was expected to be out of service. This was the
primary catalyst generating the idea to slide the bridge after maintaining traffic almost continuously
throughout construction.
INTRODUCTION
The existing Milton Madison Bridge (Figure 1) was completed in 1929 by the J.G. White Bridge Company.
The bridge was about 3180 feet long and crossed the Ohio River with spans of 254 feet, 727 feet, 600
feet, and 600 feet. The bridge is jointly owned by the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) and the
Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) who have equal share of costs and responsibility for the
bridge. The existing bridge had two 10 foot lanes with no shoulders and an Average Daily Traffic of
approximately 11,000 vehicles. In 2009, KYTC assigned this river crossing a sufficiency rating of 6.5 out
of 100, as a result of significant geometric and structural deficiencies, and posted the bridge to 15 tons.
Later, during construction of the new bridge, the existing bridge was reposted to 3 tons due to continued
aggressive deterioration.

Figure 1 – Existing Milton Madison Bridge
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY AND PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
In 2008, Wilbur Smith Associates (WSA), with Michael Baker Jr., Inc. (BAKER) as a sub-consultant, was
selected to perform a new environmental study of the Milton Madison Bridge, with the goal of replacing or
rehabilitating the bridge. The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) was the lead agency in this bistate effort with the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT). The team evaluated the three
alternatives required by the NEPA process: do nothing, rehabilitate the structure, or construct a new
bridge on a new alignment. In addition, a superstructure replacement option was explored that offered the
potential for significant cost savings and shorter duration of construction.
Discussions with the US Coast Guard (USCG) revealed that the position of existing piers met the needs
of commercial navigation under the existing bridge. However, if a bridge was constructed on a new
alignment, a 900 foot clear channel would be required. By re-using the existing piers the existing main
span of 727 feet could be maintained. This would result in a more economical superstructure than
possible with 900 foot main spans. The other significant advantage of re-using the existing piers would be
the savings from not having to construct new foundations in the river. However, because the existing
bridge had a road deck only 20 feet wide, the existing piers would have to be widened. The piers would
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also have to be capable of carrying not only the increased dead and live loads, but also be sufficient to
resist other transient loads such as wind, vessel collision and seismic, to modern AASHTO standards.
The existing pier foundations consisted of unreinforced concrete caissons, approximately 20 feet x 40 feet
in cross section, and extending from the river bottom about 80 feet down to bedrock. Analysis was
performed on several foundation strengthening solutions, including internally strengthening the existing
foundations, encapsulation of the caissons thereby creating a larger “spread” footing, and supplementing
the caissons by adding perimeter drilled shafts and pile cap. Ultimately the decision to utilize soil structure
interaction proved to be technically feasible and also the least costly option.
Due to the potential cost savings and unique approach of the re-use of the existing piers, a proof of
concept report was prepared for inclusion with the design-build bid documents. This detailed pier
strengthening report illustrated one feasible method for strengthening and re-constructing the existing
piers and meeting all of the AASHTO specified design loads. This report helped the design-build teams
gain confidence in this technique especially during the short time allotted to prepare the bids. The soil
interaction models which enabled the reinforced existing bridge piers to handle modern vessel impact
loads were also provided to the design-build proponents during the bid phase.
PROCUREMENT
Limited funding was available in both Indiana and Kentucky for the construction of this project. In June of
2009 the U.S. Department of Transportation announced the availability of $1.5 billion in Tiger Grants. As
part of the grant application requirements, eligible projects would have to show that they could be
substantially constructed by February of 2012. KYTC and INDOT were convinced that the project could
be built within the specified time frames and confidently submitted for the Tiger Grant. In late 2009, the
project received $20 million in Tiger Grant funding, with a condition that additional right-of-way could not
be acquired.
Building on the existing alignment would require a lengthy closure of the bridge which would be a
hardship to bridge users. To lessen these impacts, KYTC and INDOT agreed to limit the bridge closure
period to a maximum of 365 days. During the closure period, contractors would be required to operate a
ferry for small vehicles.
Seeking to further reduce the impacts to the two communities, the states provided contractors with
additional motivation to sharpen their pencils. The states utilized design-build procurement, with an A+BC bidding formula, as follows:


A = construction cost;



B = number of closure days, maximum of 365, times $25,000/day; and



C = $3.75 Million if the bridge could be completed by Sept. 15, 2012.

BID STRATEGY ADOPTED BY THE WINNING DESIGN-BUILD TEAM (DBT)
The ferry service required by the design-build procurement documents contained the requirement that a
capacity of 240 vehicles per hour must be provided on workdays between 5 am and 9 pm. It became
apparent that the cost of providing this service (free to users), as well as associated landside facilities,
was going to be significant. This item, along with the bidding formula, provided the catalyst for the winning
DBT (comprising Walsh Construction, Burgess & Niple, and Buckland & Taylor) to discuss alternatives.
An additional factor was that the bidding procedures allowed two confidential meetings where alternative
technical concepts could be presented and approved or denied. One idea discussed initially by the DBT
was to build temporary piers either upstream or downstream of the existing alignment and “slide” the
existing truss to the side, allowing all of the new construction to take place in its permanent location. That
idea did not move forward, primarily because of the very poor condition of the existing truss and concern
about damaging it in the moving process.
Finally, the idea adopted by the DBT was to:


build the new truss off to the side on temporary piers;



then move the truss into final position after demolition of the existing truss, rehabilitation of the piers
and construction of the permanent approaches; and



design the approaches in such a way as to allow demolition of the existing approaches and
construction of new approaches in their place while maintaining traffic.
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The plan chosen would involve two brief closures. The first was needed to remove portions of the existing
bridge approaches and make the connections to the temporary ramps. Another closure was required to
accomplish the lateral slide of the new truss bridge from its temporary alignment to the permanent one. A
total of 10 days was allowed to accomplish both operations without penalty. During these times, traffic
was detoured, with an emergency ferry service provided as needed.
BID RESULTS
Five bidders submitted on the project, with a total A+B price range from Walsh Construction at
$103 million to a high bid of $136 million, versus an Engineer's Estimate of $122 million. All other bids
included 365 closure days at $25,000 per day versus Walsh's 10 days of closure. Three bidders, including
Walsh, offered completion by September 2012, 22 months after Notice to Proceed.
TEMPORARY RAMPS
The plan to eliminate the ferry and maintain traffic on the existing bridge involved designing and
constructing temporary ramps at each bridge approach. These ramps allowed traffic to be diverted from
the existing bridge approaches, allowing construction of the permanent approach spans in their place.
Several locations were considered for the temporary ramp touchdown points during the bidding phase.
Ultimately, it was decided that the best touchdown points were located where traffic was originally
intended to be directed for ferry service.

Figure 2 - Madison Temporary Ramp Construction
On the Indiana side, it was decided that the temporary ramp would connect the existing main spans to
Vaughn Drive (Figure 2). During the bidding phase, it was thought that approximately one fourth of the
length of this long ramp could be made from embankment with 2:1 side slopes or embankment contained
within sheet piling. Much geotechnical information was furnished with the bidding documents but no
information was included in the areas of the temporary ramps since their use was not anticipated. After
geotechnical information was obtained, it was discovered that the ability of the existing soils to support
new embankments was poor. Therefore, most of the length of the Indiana ramp was constructed via
bridge. On the Kentucky side, existing soils were better and about half the length of the temporary ramp
was suitable for embankment (Figure 3). A temporary wire wall was needed due to a right-of-way
constraint. At both ramps, site constraints dictated the use of steep ramp grades, over 11 percent.

Figure 3 – Kentucky Ramp
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The superstructures of the temporary ramps were comprised of timber mats with an asphalt wearing
surface, supported by steel beams. The temporary substructures were made from large diameter (36”)
pipe piles welded to steel pile caps. Because of the severe curved and kinked alignment of the temporary
ramps, three dimensional structural computer models were used in design to determine lateral load and
stability bracing requirements. For approximately half of the steel beams in the temporary ramps, the
contractor was able to utilize used steel beams salvaged from recently removed beam bridges from
another project. The remainder of the beams were new.

Figure 4 – Transition Span
TRANSITION SPANS
Another component needed to maintain traffic were “transition spans”. These spans, triangular in plan
view, allowed traffic to move from the new truss in its temporary offset position to the permanent new
approach spans in their final position (Figure 4). These transition spans were in use while the existing
truss was removed, the tops of the existing piers finished, and the bridge made ready for lateral sliding.
REHABILITATION OF EXISTING MAIN SPAN PIERS
As explained earlier, the feasibility of reusing, strengthening, and widening the existing main span piers
was explored prior to issuance of the contract documents. The primary strategies for accomplishing these
improvements were to increase the stability of the piers, increase the bending strength of the stems, and
provide caps to support the wider new bridge. The contract documents contained relatively detailed
information outlining these methodologies, but did not preclude other ideas for accomplishing them. For
example, the addition of supplemental foundations to achieve stability such as drilled shafts could be
proposed and used. After considering alternate strategies during the bidding phase, the DBT decided to
adopt the strategies contained in the contract documents.
The three main existing river piers were about 180 feet high, each consisting of an unreinforced caisson
extending about 80 feet from the river bottom down to rock and supporting a reinforced stem
approximately 100 feet high. Normal water in the river was about 20 feet deep but could get as deep as
70 feet at the 100-year flood event. The footprint dimension of the existing caissons is about 20 feet x
40 feet and would not alone provide stability for current vessel impact design loads. The strategy for
increasing stability was to account for the strength of the soil surrounding the piers. MIDAS GTS was
used to model the piers and soil together. A rip rap blanket was installed at each pier to protect the soil
from scour.
The strategy for increasing the deficient bending strength of the unreinforced caissons was to install
vertical reinforcing around the perimeter of the caisson. The existing pier stem cross-sectional dimensions
were slightly smaller than the caisson dimensions, providing a ledge at the river bottom and a place to
drill and grout a large number of reinforcing bars (Figure 5). Significant cofferdams had to be designed
and built to provide access to the river pier ledges at the top of the caissons (bottom of river).
Approximately 100 holes were drilled around the perimeter of each ledge. Bundles of various size
reinforcing bars including #11 and #14 bars were installed in the holes and grouted in place. The
reinforcing bars extending from the caissons were lapped to reinforcing that extended up a 2’-0” wide new
reinforced concrete “collar” around the existing stem that would strengthen the existing pier stem above
the caisson.
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Figure 6 - Reinforcement of Existing Piers
Figure 5 - Drilling Caisson for Reinforcing
Bars
The strategy for accommodating the new wider truss was to provide a new wider cap on the strengthened
and widened stem. The design and construction of these elements followed conventional practices
(Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 7 - Encasement of Existing Pier Shaft
The widened stems of the river piers also needed to support approximately half of the load imposed on
the temporary piers during construction.
TRUSS PRE-ASSEMBLY
A temporary trestle was constructed on the Kentucky bank of the Ohio River in order to stage truss preassembly barges and for various temporary structural steel materials and fabrications. The trestle was
capable of supporting a 275-ton crawler crane making a 100-ton lift. It employed a system of steel pipe
piles, steel pile hats, stringer assemblies, and a work platform surface comprised of timber crane mats.
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The two main river spans of the new Milton Madison Bridge were pre-assembled on barges staged at the
temporary access trestle (Figures 8 and 9). The success of this method relied heavily on field verification
of theoretical shim elevations versus actual differences in the cambered shape of the truss as-built. A
successful assembly of truss Span 2 was achieved with no fit-up difficulties as a result of these efforts.
The truss was modeled in 3-dimensions in order to most efficiently deal with the complexity of the
connections in the field, and to identify any hole misalignments prior to field assembly. In total, the fully
assembled truss contains more than 150,000 structural fasteners.

Figure 9 - Assembly of Truss Spans on
Barges

Figure 8 - Assembly of Truss Spans on
Barges

ERECTION OF TRUSSES
The temporary works associated with the DBT plan to build the new bridge alongside the existing are
extensive and involve a total of some 3200 tons of steel piling and fabricated steel. In accepting the
concept of operating public traffic on a bridge on temporary supports, the owners required that the design
criteria for temporary works be essentially the same as for a permanent structure. The most significant
consequence of this is related to the vessel impact loadings required for the temporary piers, because
long trains of heavily loaded barges operate on the Ohio River. Complicating this is a highly variable
water level at the bridge location. These factors result in a temporary pier design with massive steel barge
impact frames at three levels, heavily connected to the strengthened permanent pier stems and
protecting the six 36-in.-diameter steel pipe piles supporting the temporary towers. These works include
1,250 tons of steel in barge impact frames and temporary pier towers, as well as 1,400 tons of steel pipe
piles. (Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Barge Impact Frames Protect Temporary Piers
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The two truss spans over the main river channel, after being assembled on barges against the Kentucky
shoreline, were floated out one at a time and lifted some 80 feet into place using 8 – 360 ton strand jacks.
To accommodate the lifting, three of the temporary piers had lifting towers added on top, while the end of
one span was lifted by jacks perched on top of the new truss top chord.
The two full-span lifts included some particularly challenging aspects. The nature of the truss
configuration precluded shortening the lifted portion of the span, as is often done for other bridge types, to
allow it to be raised to the inside of the piers. Instead the lifts at Milton Madison were made without the
end floorbeams and bracing installed, allowing the truss bottom chords to extend past the pier panel point
and "bracket" the temporary pier tower during lifting. Temporary bracing, set so as to clear the supports,
was installed to take the place of the missing bracing and provide stability.

Figure 11 - Elevation of Temporary Tower, Sliding Beam and Barge Impact Frames
Another challenge was maintaining a connection between the permanent concrete pier and the temporary
pier tower while the truss was lifted between them. These connections, for stability and geometry control,
consist of steel frames which are provided at two levels to accommodate the truss. At the start of the lift,
the upper level frame was in place and the lower frame was swung down out of the way. The truss span
was raised up close to the underside of the upper frame and locked off, then the lower frame was swung
up beneath the truss and pinned to the pier. With this connection established, a section of the upper
frame was removed and the truss lifted through (Figure 11). The lift was halted with the underside of the
huge truss bearing hanging one foot above the top of the steel temporary pier caps/sliding girders, which
had yet to be inserted.
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Figure 13 – Erection of the Sliding Girder

Figure 12 - Span 2 Erection, Strand Jacking

The next challenge was the installation of the sliding girder, which could not be placed in advance
because the truss had first to be lifted through the space it would occupy. Two portions of the sliding
girder, the "tines" which formed a fork at the pier end of the girder to fit around the permanent bearing
location, were erected ahead of time on a platform between the truss chords. The main body of the sliding
girder, a steel box 8.5 feet deep and weighing 80 tons, had to be inserted from the downstream side of
the temporary piers in a tricky balancing act.
Suspended from a floating ringer crane, 100 ft. above the river, the girder was carefully inserted into the
face of the tower as far as the suspended truss would allow. There it was blocked into place against
beams, and in a move that had the ironworkers' eyes wide open, the crane was released, leaving the
massive beams cantilevered over the river, held in place by gravity (Figure 13). Ironworkers then walked
out to the end of the girder to reconnect the crane, allowing it to support the tail of the girder while it was
drawn through the tower on rollers. This operation was paused to connect the tine girders to the main
girder, then continued until the assembled girder spanned from the temporary tower to the permanent
pier.
The truss span was then set down upon the sliding girders, which were intended to support it in this
temporary position, completed and carrying traffic, until it was time to slide the completed bridge. At the
base of the permanent truss bearings an extra bearing element was included, underneath which were
PTFE sliding elements for the lateral slide. These were greased and then set down onto the top of the
sliding girders, which had been polished. Temporary restraints against transverse and longitudinal
movement were engaged in a careful sequence to maintain the span safely in place as it was landed on
the girders. The first float-out and span lift was completed over a period of several days, allowing plenty of
time for the final truss assembly that was required, the connection of the jacks, and the various lifting and
girder installation stages. The experience gained on this lift was useful in making the second span lift
successful. This 727 foot span crosses the main navigation channel and the lifting procedure was
completed to a height sufficient to clear river vessels within an allowable closure period of 24 hours.
Once the two central truss spans had been lifted and secured, the side span trusses were erected
piecemeal, using cranes on barges and land, cantilevering toward the river banks. Intermediate erection
bents took the load near the river's edge and the trusses were jacked there to permit them to land on the
two end temporary piers. Following completion of steel erection, the new bridge superstructure was
completed with concrete deck, sidewalk, barriers, and temporary expansion joints, and linked to the
transition spans and permanent approaches. At this point traffic was taken off the existing bridge and
diverted onto the new span.
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SLIDING THE NEW BRIDGE INTO ITS FINAL POSITION
Sliding Of Approach Span
Since the contract documents required the reuse of the first “land” pier on the Kentucky bank, the end of
the new truss aligned with the end of the existing truss here. This relationship required that the first
permanent approach span on the Kentucky side be built off to the side and “slid” into its final position at
the same time as the new truss structure (Figure 14). This approach span, termed “Span D”, with a span
of 115 feet, comprised conventional prestressed concrete beams with a concrete deck. At each end of the
span the beams were encased in a concrete diaphragm. Inside of the diaphragm was cast a 3 inch
diameter conduit, containing the strands used for pulling the span into its permanent position.
Initially, the span and end diaphragms were cast on the permanent elastomeric bearings, one under each
girder, which were detailed to be removable. The span was supported by temporary steel pile piers which
aligned with the permanent piers. Span D carried traffic for several months while the existing bridge and
temporary ramps were removed and pier work was completed. Just prior to the sliding operation, after
closure of the bridge, the span was jacked, the elastomeric bearings removed, and two temporary sliding
bearings installed under each diaphragm. The temporary sliding bearings consisted of load plates to
which were bonded Fabreeka bearings with a PTFE surface on one face. The sliding surface on the tops
of the permanent and temporary pier caps was a 3/16 inch thick stainless steel plate. In April 2014, the
slide of Span D took place, pulled by a single strand jack anchored at the far end of each of the two
permanent piers (Figure 15). The slide took place in about 3 hours and was performed without incident.
After the slide onto the permanent piers, the span was jacked vertically again, the temporary sliding
bearings removed, and the five permanent elastomeric bearings at the end of each span re-installed.

Figure 14 – KY Approach Span Prior to Slide

Figure 15 – Span D Slide in Progress

Sliding of Main Spans
After demolition of the old bridge superstructure and completion of the new pier caps, final preparations
for sliding were completed. The new bearings and the sliding process were designed so that prior to and
on completion of sliding, no vertical jacking is required. Truss bearings have the PTFE element for lateral
sliding built into the underside of the bearing (Figure 16), and when they arrived in the final position on
permanent steel masonry plates embedded in the pier cap they were simply welded in place.
These bearings were slid along a sliding track at each pier, which included the top flange of the temporary
pier girders, the permanent bearing masonry plates, and sliding plates set on the pier concrete between
the masonry plates. All of the bearings are sliding bearings in permanent service, and therefore had to be
temporarily locked together for the lateral slide. This was done with steel harnesses that were fitted
around the top and bottom bearing elements, to which were connected the high-tensile steel strands used
to pull the trusses laterally. The motive power for the slide was supplied by the same eight 360 ton strand
jacks that were used to lift each of the two main river spans. These were turned horizontally and attached
to brackets on the upstream end of each permanent pier (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 – Pulling Jacks for Sliding

Figure 16 –Main Span Bearings

During the slide, the entire structure was guided along its transverse path by steel guide rails at the center
pier only, allowing thermal movements to occur in both directions during the course of the slide. These
longitudinal movements were accommodated at the other four piers by allowing the base of the bearing to
"wander" along the sliding track as temperatures dictated, with sufficient track width provided for the
range of temperatures expected during the slide. Control of movements transversely during the slide was
via a computerized, displacement-monitoring control system using laser targets and linked to the strand
jacks. This system kept relative transverse displacements along the bridge to within a fraction of an inch.
On sliding day, the sliding tracks, which had been polished, greased, and covered during the slide
preparations, were uncovered and final checks completed (Figure 18). Then the entire four-span
continuous bridge superstructure, 2433 feet long and weighing 15,300 tons, was moved 55 ft. upstream
to its new position (Figure 19). After installation of deck joints, welding-down of bearings, and installation
of permanent transverse and longitudinal restraints, the bridge was re-opened to traffic in its final position.

Figure 19 – New Bridge After Sliding

Figure 18 – Sliding Track on Pier
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
MEMORIAL BRIDGE – CITY OF BLUEFIELD, WV
Faheem Ahmad, P.E., E. L. Robinson Engineering Co., (304)776-7473, faheem@elrobinson.com
Ahmed N. K. Mongi, P.E., West Virginia Division of Highways, (304)558-9739, ahmed.n.mongi@wv.gov
ABSTRACT
The replacement of an existing structurally deficient Bridge using conventional cast-in-place methods would
have required a street closure in excess of six months. Traffic on the Bridge consists of school buses,
commercial traffic and significant foot traffic. Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methodology brought
down the estimated construction time significantly to 60 days.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Location
The Martin Luther King (MLK) Jr. Memorial Bridge is located in Southern West Virginia within the City of
Bluefield. The city was officially incorporated in 1889. The bridge is also very close to Bluefield State
College, which was established in 1895 and maintains its status as a member of historically black colleges
and universities. The bridge is on a section of roadway that carries Mercer Street over seven sets of railroad
tracks owned by Norfolk Southern Railway Company. Figure 1 shows the existing bridge layout.

Figure 1: Aerial photograph showing location of bridge
On the Northern side of the existing bridge is a residential neighborhood. Various residential homes and
apartments are located in this area. Traffic data obtained on this route indicated the 2013 Average Daily
Traffic (ADT) to be 2,740 Vehicles per Day (VPD) with a 20-year (2033) projected design ADT of 3,550
VPD.
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Existing Bridge
The existing bridge is a 3 span bridge as shown in figure 2. It is approximately 173 ft long and its layout is
as follows: 51’-6”, 53’-10” and 67’-8”. All spans are simply supported, and its superstructure uses rolled
beams. Abutment 1 is a full height stone masonry abutment whereas abutment 2 is a full height reinforced
concrete wall type abutment. Pier 1 is a multicolumn pier and Pier 2 is a reinforced concrete solid wall type
pier. The Abutment 1 is founded on a spread footing. Pier No. 1 and Abutment No. 2, on the North end of
the bridge, were constructed on driven Steel piles and Pier No. 2 was constructed on timber piles.
The original Stone Masonry portion of Abutment No. 1, on the South end of the bridge, was constructed in
1905 and Pier No. 2 was constructed in 1942.

Figure 2: Elevation view of existing bridge
The roadway width is 24 feet with the bridge having an overall width of 33’-10” as measured between
handrails mounted on the sidewalks. The structure has two 4’-10 ½” sidewalks supported by Steel beams
resting on Steel beam outriggers.
The bridge currently has a sufficiency rating of 31.3 and is deemed to be structurally deficient and
functionally obsolete. Initial Design Section (DDC) of West Virginia Division of Highways conducted bridge
Replacement Study in 2011 to evaluate and determine the most suitable and economical location for the
replacement of the existing bridge. Several alternatives were studied. The report recommended the bridge
to be replaced at its current location, WVDOH (1).
City of Bluefield Vice Mayor (Barbara Thompson-Smith) indicated that there are handicap pedestrians from
the residential neighborhood that use both sidewalks of the existing bridge and the bridge closure would
seriously impact their access. In addition, emergency service response time would be increased.
Considering these circumstances the City of Bluefield expressed need for reducing the bridge closure
duration. Construction using conventional cast-in-place would have required closure of Mercer Street in
excess of Six months. During the Type Size & Location phase, Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques through the use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) were evaluated following
the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Every Day Counts Initiative “aimed at shortening project
delivery, enhancing the safety of our roadways, and protecting the environment.”
It is anticipated that construction would start during summer break after Bluefield State College and public
schools are out of session in June 2015.
Utilities
Encroachments on the bridge include water, telephone, and electrical conduits along the outriggers of the
west sidewalk with a gas line supported by the outriggers on the east sidewalk. An electrical service line
drops down and into a railway signal box on the west end of Pier No. 1.
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Two electrical lines span the face of the abutment underneath the bridge deck.
Four street light poles are attached to the bridge. These are located on each side of the traveled way and
at each end of the bridge. Underground electric, water and sewer lines are present near Abutment 1.
All the utilities are expected to be relocated prior to the start of bridge construction.
Railroad requirements
Constructability issues required close coordination with Norfolk Southern Railway Company (NSRC) and
the City of Bluefield. The location of all tracks and other railroad facilities as well as all obstructions such as
wire lines, poles, adjacent structures, etc. were determined using 3-D laser scanning. 3-D laser scanning
provided high level of detail about the existing bridge and surrounding features. The demolition and erection
plans are developed in accordance with the guidelines contained in the NSRC’s publication “Overhead
Grade Separation Design Criteria”.
Maximum weight of the longest modular system is approximately 202 kips. NSRC required crane capacity
of 150% of the actual weight of the pick for all lifts over tracks. Deck slab of modular system uses light
weight concrete in order to reduce the overall weight of the modular system.
Several cranes and locations were studied including a field meeting at the bridge project site with
representatives of a crane company. The proposed crane is a Manitowoc 18000 or equivalent, which
weighs approximately 1,500 kips. It will be placed in front of existing pier 2. A minimum of 2 feet of Class
10 (crusher run) aggregate material is specified to spread the crane load.
The design of prefabricated elements included analysis of lifting positions to limit the stresses and to ensure
the prefabricated elements hang in the correct orientation during lifting. The stresses are checked for
Service I load combination and are specified in the plans. The analysis of modular superstructure elements
pick points was performed to minimize the cantilevered portions and negative forces induced on the
superstructure.
PROPOSED BRIDGE
The proposed bridge is a Single Span Steel Girder Bridge measuring 165 feet in length.
The roadway horizontal alignment is in a tangent with a crest vertical curve on the bridge to provide required
vertical clearance over railway tracks. The incoming slope to the bridge is 11.25% whereas the outgoing
slope from the bridge is -11.25%.
The proposed typical section uses two twelve feet lanes with two 2 feet shoulder on each side with two 5
feet sidewalks. The total width, (measured out to out of bridge deck) will be 39’-7”. The bridge typical section
has normal crown. ADA compliant handrails are provided on the exterior concrete barriers.
Abutment 1 is constructed behind the existing cut stone abutment. Abutment 2 is constructed in front of the
existing abutment. The proposed bridge uses Accelerated Bridge Construction methodology using
prefabricated elements. The estimated construction time is sixty days after the closure of the existing bridge.
Abutments and walls use precast concrete elements.
The bridge superstructure uses a modular system that is composed of six concrete decked Steel girder
elements.
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The contractor would transport raw materials and fabricated Steel girders over the existing bridge and
construct the modular systems on abutment 2 side at NSRC’s yard. The modular system would then be
disassembled and transported to the bridge site. Once on site, these modular systems would be erected
after prefabricated abutments are constructed. Existing Pier 2 is used as a temporary support for the
splicing of the modular systems.
Deck closure pours using Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) are provided after all the components
of modular superstructure have been erected and spliced.
Geotechnical conditions
The site of the bridge is a complex geologic area which is transitional between two major geologic provinces,
the Valley and Ridge structural province to the South-East, and the Appalachian Plateau structural province
to the North-West. The general stratigraphy consisted of five major formations including random fill, Sandy
Clay, Silty Clay, Sand and Gravel, and the Limestone bedrock. Geotechnical exploration of the site
indicated presence of highly fractured underlying bedrock. Pile bearing capacity was computed considering
this highly fractured rock as granular material. Consideration was given to the use of drilled caissons,
micro-piles; however piles were found to be most feasible and economical given the geotechnical conditions
at the project site.
Steel Girders
The superstructure consists of six welded Steel plate girders with precast concrete deck which acts
composite with the Steel girders. The girders are spaced 6’-7’’ c.c. The spacing remains constant between
the interior girders. The bridge is not skewed. As shown in figure 3, the cross-frames are located between
girders A and B, C and D and E and F.

Figure 3: Typical Section

The design of the Steel girders was performed in accordance with AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications (3) using MDX (4). As presented in MDX, girder system analysis using plate and eccentric
beam finite element approach was employed.
The structural Steel girders were analyzed utilizing high performance Steel (Grade HPS70W) and a lower
strength material Grade 50W. Grade HPS70W Steel was used in bottom flange to minimize the girder
weight. The webs and top flange consist entirely of Grade 50W Steel. As shown in figure 4, the girder web
is 45 inches deep.
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Figure 4: Girder Elevation

The cross-frames were specified in the girder design in accordance with the Article 6.7.4 of the LRFD
Specifications, which requires the need for cross-frames investigated for all stages of assumed construction
procedures and the final condition and temporary bracing to be used for all conditions other than the final.
Each girder has a bolted field splice. The maximum girder field section length is 118’-9”. Fabricators were
contacted to determine the maximum length of the proposed plate girder that could be transported to the
site.
As shown in figure 5, the total girder camber to accommodate dead load deflections and vertical curve
geometry is 7’-4” at mid span.

Figure 5: Girder Camber
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PREFABRICATED BRIDGE COMPONENTS
Prefabricated bridge components used in this project refer to superstructure modules, superstructure
closure panels (also called as interior and exterior filler panels), prefabricated abutments (stem and
wingwalls) and prefabricated approach slab elements. Figure 6 shows overall layout of these elements.

Figure 6: Prefabricated bridge element components

Prefabricated Superstructure
As shown in figure 6, each superstructure module consists of two lines of Steel girders with cross-frames
and pre-topped 8 ½” thick concrete deck and are labeled as follows: interior superstructure module 1, interior
superstructure module 2, exterior superstructure module 1, exterior superstructure module 2, exterior
superstructure module 3 and exterior superstructure module 4.
Prefabricated superstructure closure panels are also prefabricated elements and referred to as interior and
exterior filler panels.
Figure 7A shows plan view of UHPC transverse and longitudinal closure pours. Figures 7B, 7C and 7D
show details for closure pours.
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Figure 7A: Plan view showing location of longitudinal, transverse and abutment pours.

Figure 7B: UHPC Longitudinal Closure Pour
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Figure 7C: UHPC Transverse Closure Pour

Figure 7D: UHPC Filler Panel Joint
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The longitudinal joint for this bridge is cast using Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC). The detail of a
typical longitudinal closure pour is shown in Figure 7B. The figure depicts connection of lap splicing of mild
Steel reinforcing bars. For UHPC embedded rebar, the tension development length is a fraction of the
length for conventional concrete as specified in the current AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
which requires a minimum development length of 24 times the bar diameter Graybeal (5). This enables the
use of short, straight lengths of rebar unlike the hooks and hoops used for conventional concrete. As a
result, reinforcement costs such as the use of mechanical couplers are eliminated.
In a typical longitudinal joint, rebar from one panel overlaps with rebar from the adjacent panel and the void
is filled with UHPC, and the resulting joint depicts straight rebar placed at a spacing that is typical to
conventional deck design. This enables the transfer of moment, shear and tensile forces across the joint.
Figure 7B shows the top and bottom mats of reinforcement with a minimum 3.75” lap splice between
adjacent deck modules within a 1’ wide connection filled with UHPC. This was calculated from the specified
lap splice length of ℓs = 0.75ℓd for straight deformed Steel reinforcement where ℓd is the embedment length
of deformed Steel reinforcement taken as 10db for No. 4 bar, since fy =60 ksi and cover ≥ 3db for the top
mat and 2db ≤ Cover < 3db for the bottom mat of reinforcement, taking the conservative case and increasing
ℓd by 2db.
Once UHPC is mixed, it is fluid and easily flows into joints. This fluid like behavior and the grades on this
bridge require containment such as shown in Figure 7D using Plywood.
The UHPC longitudinal joint was modeled in SAP2000 (Figure 8) using a shear key modeling approach,
Sheng et.al (6). For each girder, 4 node shell elements with six degrees of freedom were used to model the
girder web and flanges therefore the girder section depth is recognized. Linear elastic analysis was
performed. Girder nodes were provided at each girder plate transition (i.e. section changes and bracing
connections). The beam elements were used to define the flanges. Cross-frames and UHPC longitudinal
joints were modeled using beam elements. The cambered shape of the girders was incorporated in the 3D model. Deck was modeled using 8-node solid elements.
The factored longitudinal shear force was obtained from the model and was compared against the shear
resistance of the longitudinal joint. In addition to shear, rotational stiffness and moment were also evaluated.

Figure 8: Finite Element Model for shear key analysis
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Prefabricated Substructure
The abutments comprise of two precast
sections on each side with each being 19’-5½”
long and 3’-6” wide blocks joint together by a
UHPC closure pour (see figures 9 & 10). The
abutments being prefabricated, axial and
flexural loads are transferred to the pile
foundation effectively through an integral
connection. In order to ensure full contact
between the precast abutment and the Steel
piles, high early strength concrete is used. On
the underside of the precast abutments, 2’
diameter holes were provided to contain the
piles taking into account allowable tolerances
on the pile driving operation. Concrete with a
28-day compressive strength of 4000 psi was
used for the precast elements.

Figure 9: Typical Abutment Section

Figure 10: Typical Abutment Section

Figure 11: Precast Abutment (Elevation View)
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Approach Slab
The approach slab consists of three panels – two exterior panels 18’ long by 13’-0½” wide and one interior
panel 18’ long by 11’-6” wide with a 1’ wide joint between the panels and a 4” wide connection lip on the
sides that come in contact with UHPC. The precast approach slab panels are installed on the finely graded
subgrade once the abutment reaches the specified strength and the joints are filled with UHPC. The end of
the approach slab is provided with a 2’ wide cast-in-place joint and detailed with preformed holes to enable
a structural connection with the abutment using straight vertical dowels. The precast slab panels are cast
as 12.5” thick and grinded down once in place to ensure a smooth traveling surface.
Ultra-High Performance Concrete
UHPC for joints in Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) projects has become more widely used in the
recent past.
The weak durability of construction joints between precast elements has become a thing of the past with
the use of UHPC, the joints are the strongest. UHPC has been used in several portions of the MLK Jr.
Memorial Bridge at the joints between precast deck modules, approach slab panels, prefabricated abutment
blocks and joints between the deck module, abutment blocks and approach slab modules.
UHPC, a cementitious composite material comprises of Portland cement, Silica fume, Quartz, flour, fine
Silica sand, high-range water reducer, water and steel fibers. The UHPC specified for this project is Ductal
JS 1000 with the following characteristics:
Table 1: Material Characteristics of UHPC (Swenty and Graybeal 7)
Strength
Compressive (28
15
days)
Compressive (96
12
hours)
Design Young's
6500
Modulus

ksi
ksi
ksi

Durability
Freeze/thaw (after
100
300) cycles
Salt-scaling (loss of
<0.00237
residue)

%

Carbonation depth

In

<0.02

lb/ft2

UHPC such as specified for this project is typically placed by pouring with the use of a wheelbarrow.
Some of UHPC’s properties like low permeability provide protection for the rebar against corrosion and the
ultra-high strength makes the bond with the rebar much superior, which also enables the provision of shorter
development lengths. Steel fibers were provided to improve durability and crack control. For quality control
of field cast UHPC, specimens for compressive strength tests are 3 inch diameter by 6 inches to be tested
to validate the achievement of 15 ksi compressive strength at 28 days.
SUMMARY
The construction of the Replacement Bridge is at its current location. Construction using conventional castin-place would have required closure of Mercer Street in excess of six months. During the Type Size &
Location phase, ABC techniques through the use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES)
were evaluated following the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Every Day Counts Initiative. The
use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems on this project will significantly shorten the project
duration and reduce the impact on the surrounding communities.
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ABSTRACT
Accelerated Bridge Construction for the replacement of the bridge on Route 10 over the Manhan River in
Easthampton, Massachusetts:
This replacement project, selected by the Massachusetts Department of Transportation's (MassDOT)
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) Program in 2011 employed the use of precast prestressed deck
bulb tee beams with integral deck slab and Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) [4].
With the bridge near schools and on bus routes, the replacement of the bridge needed to be done with a
majority of the work in summer months with school out. The designer (Diversified Technology
Consultants, DTC, Andover, MA) was looking for a new superstructure type that would allow the bridge to
be reconstructed in 3 months. The contract documents ultimately allowed for 6 months to open the bridge
to traffic. The contract also included incentives and dis-incentives for the Contractor to meet project
schedules.
This paper presents a comprehensive project overview of the structure type and how it met MassDOT’s
ABC technology objectives.
Discussed are: UHPC technology, material properties, design details, batching and casting, and ABC.
INTRODUCTION
The replacement of the Easthampton Bridge was in MassDOT’s Accelerated Bridge Construction
Program. This required that the project meet certain design requirements that included accelerated
construction techniques. The bridge supports Route 10 traffic over the Manhan River in Easthampton,
Massachusetts. Route 10 has an Average Daily Traffic (ADT) count of 19,000 vehicles per day and is a
major road in a school zone. It’s also critical for emergency vehicle response so the bridge closure had to
be minimized [4].
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The existing bridge, a steel deck girder single
span bridge approximately 95 feet long carried
over 19,000 vehicles per day and given the
superstructure type, could not be replaced in
stages. The bridge had to be closed.
With the bridge near schools and on bus routes,
the replacement of the bridge needed to be
done with a majority of the work in summer
months with school out. The designer was
looking for a new superstructure type that would
allow the bridge to be replaced in 3 months.
The superstructure was structurally deficient
and had to be replaced [4].

Figure 1. Existing Bridge [4]
The proposed bridge consisted of a
Deck Bulb Tee Beam with Integral Deck
Slab connected at the flange tips with
UHPC. The deck was paved. The substructure was retained and rehabilitated.
The contract required that once the
bridge was closed it had to be opened in
six months.

Figure 2. New Bridge [4]
ACCELERATED BRIDGE COMPONENTS





Close the road at the bridge to traffic
Deck Bulb Tee Beams with Integral Deck Slab
Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)
Retaining and Rehabilitation the Substructure

CONSTRUCTION








Install temporary bridge
Close the bridge and demolish the superstructure
Rehabilitate the substructure
Ship and set deck bulb tee beams
Trial Batch Testing 60 days prior to Mock-up tests
Mock-up Testing 60 days prior to Production pour
Pre-Production pour meeting
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 Production pour
TIMELINE – SCHEDULE
 Close the road at the bridge in late spring just prior to school closings
 Demolition of superstructure, utility relocations, sheeting, precasting beams, substructure
rehabilitation early summer
 Preparation of superstructure construction and approach roadway work mid-summer
 Ship and set beams, cast UHPC closure pours, cast sidewalks, install sidewalks and set utilities
supported by the bridge in late summer
 Load test the bridge joints, prepare concrete beam and UHPC surfaces for paving, spray
membrane water-proofing on surfaces, pave superstructure mid fall
 Open bridge to traffic by late fall, one month ahead of the 6 month schedule requirement

DECK BULB TEE BEAMS WITH INTEGRAL DECK SLAB
The beams are precast, prestressed, 8000 psi concrete tee shaped beams. The prestressing is located in
the bulb section at the base. The beam depth is four feet, the flange width is five feet, the web thickness
is seven inches, the bulb width is thirty two inches and the flange thickness at the tip is eight inches.

Figure 3 Deck Bulb Tee Beams [4]
The beams were to be placed side by side with a six inch gap at the flange tips. This required very tight
tolerance in the camber control for each beam and the designer specified one quarter inch maximum
deviation from beam to beam. The project documents required that the precaster perform a mock-up at
the plant prior to shipping that included setting the beams simulating the span and configuration of the onsite installation. This would ensure the cambers meet the specification requirements prior to shipping
which they did. The beams were cast by J.P. Carrara & Sons, Middlebury, Vermont.
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UHPC MATERIAL
“UHPC is an Engineered Cementituous Composite (ECC) ultra high strength, ductile concrete made with
Portland cement, silica fume, quartz flour, fine sand, high-range water reducer, steel fibers and water.
The water to cement ratio is very low at 0.25 maximum. Compressive strengths are 20,000 psi and over.
UHPC has exceptional durability. It contains no coarse aggregate and has a discontinuous pour structure.
Air entrainment is not used and with it’s very low water to cement ratio achieves a very high density.
These characteristics combined, results in a concrete with an extremely low permeability.
The steel fibres, (12mm x 0.2mm) typically 2% by volume included in the UHPC allows the concrete to
maintain tensile capacity beyond cracking. Strain hardening is achieved by the bridging of the steel fibres
across the tight closely spaced cracks.
Given the strength of UHPC closure joints widths can be smaller than with conventional concrete due to
the achievement of the required development and lap lengths in shorter lengths.
Bonding to existing concrete surfaces is excellent with an exposed aggregate finish and given the very
low shrinkage characteristics of UHPC make the material the ideal solution for the closure pours on this
project.
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DECK BULB TEE BEAM CONNECTIONS

Figure 4. Section of New Superstructure [5]

The beam connection
detail is shown in Figure
4. The key is provided to
enhanced
interlocking
performance
between
the precast and UHPC.
The surfaces of the
precast flange edges by
contract
requirements
were
to
have
an
exposed
aggregate
finish. This joint is
subject to cyclic loading
therefore the flexural
strength,
bonding
strength,
very
low
shrinkage
characteristics, were key
to the selection of this
system for long term
performance
with
minimal
maintenance.
Strain gauges were
added to the two center beams to be tested and monitored over the long term for adequate distribution
checks of the live load across the joints. The test was run when the concrete achieved 14 Ksi strength
and consisted of two H15 trucks on the bridge at the same time.

¼ inch ply-wood strips were fastened
to the precast for connecting the top
forms just after casting the UHPC. This
is to contain the UHPC given the selfleveling characteristics and control
hydrostatic pressures. The strips result
in ¼ inch high set UHPC that is then
ground flush with the precast surface.

Figure 5. Joints Prior to UHPC Casting [4]
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Figure 6. Deck Bulb Tee Beam Connection [5]

This type of joint has been tested by FHWA under cyclic and static structural loading [1]. This type of
superstructure has also been constructed in New York State.
A summary of advantages to this type of joint are as follows:







Short bond Development Length
Excellant bond to precast concrete elements
Tensile strength and Fibre Matrix to distribute tensile stresses
Low Impermeability to resist chlorides and carbonation
High toughness to resist continuous truck traffic
Continuity across the joint

FHWA testing yielded results showing that the UHPC joint is stronger than the precast concrete elements
[1].
One key characteristic for the strength of this joint is Strain Hardening. “It can be seen that the stress
strain curve is almost linear-elastic until the stress reaches the first crack strength of the matrix. The
stress drops at this point signifying crack formation. “ [3]. The steel fibres bridge the crack. “The capacity
of the fibres is not exceeded at this point and the stress is regained as more strain is applied (strain
hardening). The increase is stress opens the crack and the stress continues to rise for the next largest
flaw and the process is repeated until the stress is below the bridging capacity of the least bridged crack.
Beyond that, the damage is localized and the least bridged crack opens with decreasing stress
(softening).” [3]
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Batching and Testing
The UHPC premix, Superplastizer, Steel Fibres, and
water were batched in a pair of quarter yard high shear
mixers that yield one yard per hour of placement. A pair
of these allowed the crew to cast all the joints in one
day. The UHPC supplier, Lafarge provided the UHPC
materials [2], mixers, testing equipment and site
supervisors to perform the mixing, testing, and site
safety and pre-planning meeting.
Testing consisted of compressive strength (ASTM C39),
Flow test (ASTM C1437), Chloride Ion Penetrability
(ASTM C1202), and Freeze Thaw Resistance (ASTM
C666A; 600cycles)
Figure 7. UHPC Batching [4]

Casting
The Contractor, Northern Construction, Pittsfield,
MA, provided the labor crew for the casting. The
buckets shown are called chimneys and are used
by filling them to provide head pressure while
allowing for any entrapped air in the joints to
expel. When the level in the bucket stops
dropping the joint is filled. Casting starts at the
low end of the profile working continuously
toward the other end one joint at a time.

Figure 8. UHPC Casting [4]
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Membrane Water-proofing
A sprayed applied water-proofing
was applied 14 days after casting
the UHPC. This schedule was
primarily due to the load testing on
the bridge as required by the
contract and to be performed
when the UHPC achieved 14 Ksi
strength and prior to placing the
water-proofing. 14 days was set
as conservative since UHPC
achieves 14 ksi strength with
Lafarge’s JS1000 pre-blend in 3 to
4 days.

Figure 9. Membrane water-proofing applied, ready for paving [4]

Completed Bridge
Bridge is ready for traffic one
month ahead of schedule.

Figure 10. Completed bridge [4]
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Preliminary Studies, Alternative Structure Types and Cost
A Type Selection Worksheet was developed at the start of the design project. This process identifies siteconstraints, utility and ROW issues, hydraulic requirements, and preliminary geotechnical considerations.
Highway, traffic, pedestrian, and traffic diversion issues were also studied. Three to four bridge
replacement type structures were then developed and preliminary cost estimates for each type prepared.
A summary of the structure type alternatives are as follows [5]:

Alternative
1.
2.
3.

Description
Precast Concrete Deck Bulb Tee Beams with UHPC
Steel Plate Girders with Composite Deck Slab (CIP)
Precast NEBT 1400 Concrete Beams with Composite
Deck Slab (CIP)

Cost Estimate
$2,534,906
$2,815,088
$2,652,338

The prices shown above are for the bridge structure including demolition costs however, do not include
highway items.
Additional considerations were speed of construction that minimizes traffic disruption, maintenance and
therefore life cycle costs, and serviceability life.
.
Alternative 1 was selected for the cost, quickest to construct, most durable, and longest serviceability life [4].
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates that this type of superstructure achieves the objectives of accelerated bridge
construction (ABC).
UHPC, with its ultra-high strength and durability, is a material technology that provides new solutions for
Accelerated Bridge Construction ("ABC"). By utilizing its unique combination of superior properties in
conjunction with precast bridge elements, bridge performance is advanced and improved and bridge
construction accelerated. Multiple benefits include: increased structural capacity, reduced maintenance,
reduced joint size and complexity, improved durability, quality and continuity, speed of construction, and
extended usage life.
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ABSTRACT
The existing three-span superstructure of the 102-year-old Clayton Street Bridge was replaced by a
single-span superstructure during Veteran’s Day weekend 2013. Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
methods, plus collaborative teamwork, provided greater flexibility to account for issues that threatened the
tight project schedule. The project was completed with minimal disruption to the community and transit
services, cutting construction time by 10 months and saving approximately $2 million compared to
conventional construction methods.
PROJECT SCOPE
The Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) Ashmont Red Line bridge over Clayton Street is
located in the Dorchester neighborhood of Boston, Massachusetts, and was originally constructed in 1911
and modified in 1926. The three-span railroad bridge measured 60 feet long and 40 feet wide with large
steel bents that obstructed the sidewalks along Clayton Street. This posed severe restrictions for
pedestrians walking along the narrow sidewalks between the abutment on one side, and the steel bents
that lacked crash protection on the other. The street, a shortcut route for trucks that connects two major
roads, was unsafe due to a low vertical clearance of 13 feet, 10 inches. Collectively, the outdated bridge
design, overall structural deterioration, and probability of vehicular collisions with the steel bents and
girders on Clayton Street, increased the risk to transit line operations on the bridge above. Due to its
complexity in keeping the systems (including traction power, signal and communication) working
throughout the construction, Clayton Street Bridge was the first MBTA transit bridge to be replaced as
part of a system-wide bridge rehabilitation/replacement program.
The primary challenge was to replace a 102-year-old bridge with minimal disruption to MBTA operations
and to the public. A conventional, staged construction process was not feasible due to the extensive costs
posed by MBTA system relocations and construction of a temporary transit bridge to re-route MBTA
operations in the interim. Using conventional construction methods would have caused substantial
disruptions to the Red Line service, including weeks of closures, adding to the need and cost of running
shuttle buses in lieu of trains – causing unacceptable delays to commuters. Furthermore, the vertical
clearance for Clayton Street Bridge is the highest among MBTA bridges in the area, thus closing Clayton
Street would have resulted in major detours to trucks, more traffic congestion and potential vehicular
collision at other bridge locations.
In a conscious effort to cut down on costs and inconveniences for nearby residents and Red Line users,
weekend closures were identified as optimal for scheduling. By coordinating with the contractor and
MBTA, Louis Berger was better able to leverage closures in the area and use available time efficiently.
Weekend-only closures initiated the concept of using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques
during construction. After careful consideration of public interest, cost and scheduling, the project team
deemed ABC methods as the best approach to reduce closures for commuters and avoid utility
interruptions. As a result, the old superstructure was demolished and replaced within a 56 hour window.
The resulting design involved retrofitting the existing substructure and constructing a new superstructure
with increased vertical clearance, thus extending the bridge lifespan and minimizing vehicular collision
concerns.
The project team consisting of MBTA as the owner, Barletta Heavy Division (BHD) as the general
contractor and Louis Berger as the engineering consultant, worked together efficiently as partners to
ensure benchmarks were met and the public was informed and satisfied with the progress.
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DESIGN
Design Constraints, Limitations and Challenges
Clayton Street Bridge exhibited several areas of deterioration and concern. In addition to a low vertical
clearance of 13 feet, 10 inches, the steel bents supporting the bridge were slightly out of plumb,
deteriorated and unprotected from roadway traffic. The bridge’s severe skew of 42 degrees also posed
site constraints. The design ultimately required longer span girders designed to be as shallow as possible
to meet the minimum clearance requirements, as raising the tracks was not feasible. Additionally, the new
superstructure needed to be able to withstand centrifugal forces resulting from the track’s curved
horizontal alignment, which has a radius less than 500 feet.
Furthermore, the existing abutments that supported 10-foot end-spans needed to be modified to sustain a
60-foot single-span bridge. The existing substructure consisted of concrete gravity abutments and
wingwalls. Based on tests conducted on the concrete for compressive strength, the project team
determined that the existing abutments could be retained and retrofitted. Louis Berger’s design called for
40-foot-long micropiles to be cored through from the top of the existing abutment stems to carry additional
vertical loads. Tie back anchors, 85 feet long, were installed with a severe skew through the abutment
stems to resist lateral loads. Strengthening the substructure proved complex in that there could be no
interference between the micropiles and tiebacks without jeopardizing the strength of either structural
element. The existing steel bents with cross bracings caused a constructability challenge for the
installation of the tie backs, which had to be installed while the steel bents were in the way, in addition to
the complications of limited headroom underneath the bridge and two drill rigs offset to each other
working simultaneously. By retrofitting the existing substructure, however, the team eliminated the need
for staged demolition and construction of the abutments and excavation support. Thus interruption to train
operations was significantly minimized.
Design Benefits
Louis Berger’s design eliminated the bents by using a longer, single span structure with a shallower
superstructure, thus increasing the vertical clearance. Removing the steel bents widened the sidewalks
and considerably improved site distance and pedestrian safety. A stone ashlar pattern concrete formliner
was created at the abutment face to improve aesthetics and pedestrian experience. Reconstructing
portions of Clayton Street and (the side street) Dickens Street with new curb cuts and wheelchair ramps
provided accessibility improvements as well.
The proposed steel multi-beam with a ballasted steel deck superstructure, combined with lowering of
Clayton Street grades, allocated for the minimum 14-foot clearance. Plate girders were designed to be as
shallow as possible (24 inches in overall depth) while still meeting the upper limit of the span to depth
ratio, as allowed by code. A one-inch thick steel deck was designed to support the railroad ballast, tracks,
ties and the live load. Additionally, the bridge superstructure included a special steel built-up parapet
along the exterior edge of the bridge, enclosing railroad ballast and housing signal cables. A steel pipe
railing supported on top of steel parapet provided safeguard to maintenance crews.
INNOVATION
Construction Challenges
A staged construction process was not feasible due to the need to maintain operations on two tracks, in
addition to a lack of right of way to construct a temporary transit bridge during the construction phasing.
Staged work would have also caused unacceptable delays to the MBTA Red Line.
Additionally, the window for construction was limited by weather conditions and pre-approved track
shutdowns. Commencing construction work too early in the summer would have resulted in the
placement of track rails in hot weather, which could have resulted in rail distortion. On the other hand, too
late in the fall would have presented a higher potential for bad weather and an ultimate delay to the final
installation, especially if the third rail heater system was not operational.
Given these concerns, plus the public’s desire to keep closures and noise impacts to a minimum,
weekend only shutdowns were recommended and approved as the best way to move forward with the
construction of the bridge. This required a very strict schedule and the use of ABC methods to complete
the project successfully.
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Considering that only weekend shutdowns were allowed, maintaining the MBTA systems operational was
vital to the success of the replacement. As such, the project team decided that the temporary relocation of
the MBTA systems to a temporary utility bridge was necessary. Complicating this process was the fact
that the MBTA is one of the oldest transits in the nation and its power, signal and communication system
is significantly dated. A field inspection and testing program was performed to identify, examine and tag
active wire, contacts, cables and junction boxes. Many of the cables were found to be inoperative and the
condition of other old cables did not allow for relocation, the traction power system was found to be in
good condition. New cables and junctions boxes also were deemed necessary, and new temporary and
final cable system with associated junction boxes and temporary bridge structure was designed and
defined as the first phase of construction to ensure continuous safe train operations.
The project team developed a detailed construction schedule and risk analysis during the design phase to
identify all major and minor construction elements, sequence of construction, lead times, risks associated
with construction, and contingencies to minimize and mitigate risks. For weekly shutdowns, the schedule
was detailed with hourly breakdowns to account for all activities. The team consulted with various
fabricators, contractors and traders to cover all facets of construction in detail.
Construction Methods
A temporary systems bridge was erected in the spring of 2013 to re-route all cables off the existing
structure. This allowed for minimal interference with system service during the construction process. This
opened the workspace for weekend construction, especially for the bridge replacement. System
operations were uninterrupted throughout the construction process as abutments could be retrofitted, the
existing bridge demolished and a new bridge erected.
Once the system relocation was completed and tested, 50-foot-long (18 feet of concrete abutment, 17
feet of soil and 15 feet of rock socket) micropiles were cored through the top of the existing abutment
walls during three weekend shutdowns while the street remained open. Coring of the existing, extremely
hard, concrete was terminated at 5 feet deep, then down-the-hole hammers were used to advance
through the entire height of the abutments. As a result, interruption to train operations was minimized.
The 85-foot-long tie back anchors were installed during two weekend street shutdowns while trains were
operational over the bridge. Once the substructure was retrofitted, the stage was set for the demolition of
existing bridge and placement of the new bridge in one additional weekend shutdown.
While the substructure was properly reinforced, steel was fabricated and assembled in the shop. The
bridge was then disassembled into five segments and shipped to a yard adjacent to the bridge site. It was
then fully assembled and erected on temporary scaffolding at the yard. Finishing touches including the
steel deck plate (with complete penetration welds at all four longitudinal joints), parapets, waterproofing
and safety rails were installed. This allowed for the Self Propelled Modular Transport (SPMT) units to
move the completed bridge from the scaffolding to the final positions atop new bearings over steel plates
that lined Clayton Street for proper load distribution.
Clayton Street was closed early Friday morning and work began Veteran’s Day weekend, Nov. 8, 2013.
Once the last train passed, the tracks were closed and system shutdown commenced. Tracks were then
removed in panels and laid aside for later reinstallation after the new bridge was put in place. At
approximately midnight, the demolition of the existing structure began. Large shears were used to break
apart the old steel bents, and excavators and cranes picked up the pieces of steel and concrete from the
street below, loading them on trucks to be transferred offsite. By noon on Saturday, Nov. 9, the
demolished bridge was shipped out and Clayton Street was cleared of debris.
Next the back walls were sawn off and the bridge seats were cleaned and prepped for the new bearings
and new precast backwall. At around 5:30 p.m., the SPMT units began moving the bridge. Television
news crews and residents watched as the 600,000 lbs. structure was transported by two adjacent SPMT
units, simultaneously controlled by one person. The bridge was positioned on Clayton Street ready for the
final moving step. Once the bearings were in place, the site was ready for the new bridge to be installed.
At around 10:30 p.m. the SPMT units began moving the bridge into its final place. At around 4:00 a.m.,
the new bridge was finally set with the expansion joint installed, ready for placement of railroad ballast,
track and ties before Red Line service resumed on Monday morning.
Clayton Street Bridge was the first attempt at ABC techniques on an MBTA Transit bridge, which
attracted media and local attention. Despite the cold weather conditions and added pressure of an
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audience, BHD, MBTA and Louis Berger were able to successfully put the bridge in place and have the
track open for Monday morning service.
Schedule Management and Adaptations
Project specifications stipulated that the construction schedule include major milestone dates with
liquidated damages for any delay in the schedule. The original baseline schedule had been updated and
reviewed regularly to ensure on-time project completion. Any deviation from schedule milestones was
evaluated and adjusted to meet the date for substantial construction with train service up and running on
Monday morning.
The most important milestones were:
1. Construction of the temporary utility bridge for relocation of MBTA systems cables for power,
signals and communications
2. Installation of 40-foot-long micropiles at the existing abutment beam seats
3. Installation of the 80-foot-long tieback soil anchors from the face of existing abutments
4. Fabrication of the steel girders in the shop and transportation of the segments to the site
5. Pre-assembly of bridge superstructure by welding together segments and build-up steel parapet
6. Demolition and construction of the bridge on Veteran’s Day weekend to resume train service
7. Construction of the concrete form liner at the abutments
8. Construction of roadway and sidewalks
Construction of the temporary utility bridge, the installation of the micropiles, and the installation of the
tiebacks were completed on time.
Issues with fabricating the welded steel girders caused a delay in the assembly of the superstructure
panels. This delay caused the first significant change to the schedule, and the bridge demolition and
installation was moved from Columbus Day weekend (a three-day weekend, per MBTA Red Line holiday
schedule) to Veteran’s Day weekend (a two-day weekend, per regular schedule). Despite the time
constraints, and unexpected snowfall during the Veteran’s Day weekend, BHD, MBTA and Louis Berger
worked around the clock to complete the bridge replacement. By shifting the schedule and priorities, the
team completed the necessary work in the allocated timeframe without causing service delays.
The second schedule change was due to a delay on the signal cable cutover, resulting in a necessary
delay in the project schedule by about a month. The change for traction power cable relocation delayed
the signal cable cutover, which was further hindered by severe weather and limited to night work only.
Despite pushing back the schedule, however, there was neither impact on train service traveling on the
bridge nor traffic on Clayton Street.
BENEFITS OF ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Lifecycle Cost Benefits
The project’s accelerated techniques and condensed schedule proved to be the most cost-efficient
solution to replacing the bridge. By conventional techniques, the replacement would have taken an
additional 10 months and additional $2 million to complete. The original construction budget (construction
contract) was estimated at $9 million, and the construction document estimate was about $8,687,000.
During the course of the project, the design development estimate was later adjusted to $8,100,000 to
include change order costs for the MBTA field office, demolition of bridge; temporary utility bridge; traffic
officer services; structural steel; and Systems work identified as contractor’s design for power, signal and
communication.
Change Order Data and Discussion
Change Order 001
Change Order 002
Change Order 003

MBTA request for an additional signal cable (approx. $15,000 additional)
Damage from a waste truck to the web of existing steel girder during construction,
necessitating emergency repairs (approx. $4,000 additional)
Relocation of traction power cables needed to eliminate conflict of concrete duct
bank with train shoe and to accommodate MBTA plan to change the original
alignment (approx. $232,000 additional)
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Change Order 004
Change Order 005

Additional fencing installations to extend limits due to field condition (approx.
$50,000 additional)
Concrete rehabilitation and additional caulking (approx. $63,200 additional)

Table 1: Change order data and discussion
Despite the setbacks, however, the final construction contract amount was $5,777,700 including the
change orders, a -37 percent variance from the construction document estimate (approximately
$3,210,300). This represents an overall cost savings of $3,222,300 from the original construction budget.
Benefits to the General Public and End Users
Clayton Street Bridge is a unique project in many aspects. As this was the first MBTA transit bridge
replacement to implement ABC techniques, there was added pressure on all parties to ensure a smooth
execution. Community engagement was key to the overall project schedule and ultimate success. Prior to
the start of this project, several public information meetings were held to seek feedback from residents on
their preference between conventional construction methods and ABC techniques. The community
agreed that a few weekends of significant impact was preferred over months of disturbed service and
detours. Additional meetings were held to address noise concerns and provide updates on the
progression of the project, and MBTA’s website was frequently updated with news. Through meetings
and compromise, issues with construction noise that had arisen during the course of the replacement
were dispelled.
Additionally, there were no accidents reported by BHD construction workers, MBTA crews nor
pedestrians in the field. The train schedule for the Ashmont Red Line was never delayed and revenue
service was never interrupted throughout the construction. Conventional methods would have resulted in
several weeks of Red Line shutdowns and street closures disrupting the everyday conveniences of
residents. Using ABC methods, the end cost of completion was considerably less than the estimated
construction budget and only a few weekends were needed to complete all the work.
LESSONS LEARNED
A bridge build always results in unexpected finds and unforeseen challenges. However, as this particular
case demonstrates, ABC methods and collaboration between parties, coupled with consistent and
responsive project management, provided the project team greater flexibility to account for potential
issues that could have derailed the project schedule and completion.
One such potential issue arose when the ballast and tracks were removed. It was evident that the old
approach slabs were deteriorated and could not act as a platform for doweling the newly designed
approach slabs as per contract drawings. (Originally, approach slabs were designed using the existing
slabs that 100-year-old plans indicated were intact.) Due to the short time frame, additional investigations
were not completed, including coring and testing that would have identified the geometry of the concrete
masses. The project team was able to quickly address the problem and maintain the tight project
schedule due to the flexibility of having the new superstructure assembled adjacent to the site. Had the
team implemented conventional construction methods onsite, the issue would have further delayed the
schedule.
It is important to note that any conflicts were resolved in a collaborative fashion between all parties and
constant communication ensured smooth solutions and collective effort. This was especially important
when the delay in steel fabrication changed the scheduled date for bridge demolition/construction and cut
down the construction window by a day. The team responded with additional field verification to eliminate
potential interference with the bridge placement, developed a thorough scheme for bridge demolition
within a 12-hour window, prepared a critical alternative for setting the abutment backwall to shorten its
construction duration, and prepared a dry run in the field to simulate the bridge demolition and
construction procedures. The team’s efforts made it possible for the entire duration of construction activity
for the weekend to be completed in just 56 hours (originally estimated to be 72 hours).
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APPENDIX
Images

Photo 1. Old Clayton Street Red Line Bridge.

Photo 2. A temporary utility bridge was needed to relocate MBTA system cables for power, signal and
communication.
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Photo 3. A view of the abutment tieback between steel bent cross bracing.

Photo 4. A view of a test pile installation for the micropiles.
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Photo 5. Demolition of the old superstructure was completed rapidly.

Photo 6. The new superstructure was assembled on rigging and SPMT units.
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Photo 7. The new superstructure waits on the SPMT units while the retrofitted substructure is prepared
for the final placement of the bridge.

Photo 8. One worker controlling both SPMT units slowly rolls the bridge into place.
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Photo 9. A view of the newly erected Clayton Street Bridge.

Photo 10. Completed Clayton Street Bridge.
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ABSTRACT
A large number of prefabricated concrete hollow core slab beam (HCSB) bridges were built in China during
and before the 1990s. With the aging of these bridges, hinge joints have deteriorated and lost their function.
Hence, enhancing the transverse connection integrity of HCSB bridges is a pressing task demanding
effective solutions. A new strengthening method without interrupting traffic, termed “Transverse Posttensioning Strengthening Method”, is proposed and validated through a finite element analysis and a load
test, and hence recommended for strengthening practice.
INTRODUCTION
Bridges built using hollow core slab beams are a popular solution in many countries because they can be
constructed rapidly and cost effectively. Most HCSB bridges have been in service for many years and
generally have performed well. A recurring problem, however, is the cracking of joints longitudinally grouted
between adjacent beams, resulting in reflective cracks in the wearing surface, as shown in Fig.1. A cast-inplace bridge deck of about 10 cm thick is generally placed on top of the adjacent slabs to improve the
integrity of the structure. A wearing course may be placed on top of the deck but it does not contribute to
the strength of the bridge. The black top layer shown in Fig. 1 includes the bridge deck and the wearing
course. When cracks occur in the bridge deck and wearing course, it allows leakage leading to corrosion,
and even complete damage of the joints and loss of load transfer between beams (1). Hence, enhancing
the transverse integrity of HCSB bridges is a pressing task demanding effective solutions, especially in
China.
China has approximately 170,000 HCSB bridges, accounting for about 25% of the total bridges in China.
The common span lengths for these types of bridges vary from 8m (26ft) to 25m (82ft); with prestressing
for larger spans (2). As shown in Fig.1, the cross section shapes are similar to those in the United States
except for the size and shape of longitudinal joints between beams, which are referred to as hinge joints in
this paper. As principal transverse connectors, hinge joints play a critical role in the integrity of the bridge.

Fig.1 A schematic drawing of a single orifice concrete HCSB bridge with damage in hinge joint
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A large number of HCSB bridges were built before and during the 1990s in China. With the aging of these
bridges, hinge joints have deteriorated and lost their function. Hence, repairs are needed to enhance the
transverse integrity of the bridges.
Customary strengthening methods for concrete HCSB bridges such as patching with steel plates or other
fibre compound materials, or applying longitudinal prestressing, could enhance the load-carrying capacity
of HCSB bridges, but have little effect on hinge joint improvements. Thickening the bridge deck could
improve the transverse integrity of HCSB bridges; however, this repair would not necessarily prevent the
recurrence of cracking of the hinge joints. In addition, thickening the bridge deck requires closing the bridge
traffic for construction, causing adverse social and economic effects. Applying transverse prestressing is
regarded as a rational practice to enhance the transverse integrity of HCSB bridges; however, previous
strengthening practices (3) that apply transverse prestressed bars on the bottom of the HCSB bridges may
cause cracking of the upper region of the hinge joints, thereby limiting the magnitude of the prestressing
force applied (4). To overcome these drawbacks, a new Transverse Post-tensioning Strengthening Method
is proposed in this paper that applies transverse prestressing forces to the neutral axis of the beams, so
that sufficient prestress could be applied without cracking the hinge joint region. In the strengthening
process, transverse post-tensioned bars or strands are anchored and bonded to the bottom of the bridge
beams at a specific spacing. A specially designed force-transmission device is used to transfer the
prestressing forces to the neutral axis of the beams, which is normally located at or close to the shear keys
in the joints. The prestressing forces can then provide resistance to shear and transverse moments in the
joints.
A finite element analysis was conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. A load test was
carried out subsequently to validate the analytical analysis.
BRIDGE MODEL
The test model used China’s Standard Drawing of a 10-meter Prefabricated Prestressed Concrete Hollow
Core Slab Beam as a prototype (5), which consists of eight slab beams, each 1m wide. The scale of the
model bridge is 1:2, that is, the span was reduced to five meters. The shape and sizes of the cross-section
of the test beams and joints were determined so that the moment and shear stresses remained unchanged
from the original beams (6). A comparison of the cross-sections of the original and model beams is
presented in Fig. 2. The main design components are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 2 Cross sections of the original and test beams (unit: cm)
TABLE 1 Dimensions of the Prototype and Test Model (7)
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(7)

Items
Prototype
Test model

Span
(cm)
996
498

Width of beam
(cm)
99
23

Height of beam
(cm)
60
30

Height of hinge
joint (cm)
14
8.4

Thickness of
deck (cm)
10
5

The layout and numbering of slabs and hinge joints are shown in Fig. 3. Since strains in concrete are
unstable and random, it is difficult to calculate the transverse load distribution by strain measurements
alone, so deflections at the midspan of slabs were measured also. Strain gauges and foil gauges were
placed on the top and bottom of slabs, as well as inside the joints, to control the test loads. Transverse load
distribution factors were calculated by the ratio of the deflection of a slab over the sum of the deflections of
all the slabs. The deflections were measured on the bottom face at the midspan of the slabs.
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Fig. 3 Layout and numbering of slabs and hinge joints (unit: cm)
PERFORMANCE OF THE STRENGTHENING METHOD
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) Modelling
A 3D finite element analysis was conducted using ABAQUS CAE™ 10.0 to verify the effectiveness of the
strengthening method. The concrete element used was C3D8, and the contact type between slabs and
hinge joints was “tie”, ignoring the loss of the shear capacity of hinge joints caused by the opening of the
interface. Steel is “embedded” in concrete, assuming that the bond between concrete and steel performs
well and no slip exists. The loading was processed by using a “displacement method”, and a loading block
was used to reduce the stress concentration, which can improve the convergence and stability of
computing. In addition, the grid density of the hinge joints is 0.01, and that of the slabs and pavement is
0.05, as shown in Fig. 4.

(a) Basic model

(b) Meshing
Fig. 4 ABAQUS™ Model
The following working schemes were computed, where class A represents applying one 1860 prestressing
strand at the neutral axis of the beams, and class B represents applying ten 1860 prestressing strands.
The normal situation served as the control bridge model. In the normal situation, all the hinge joints had
cracks at the mid-span with a length varying from 0.05L to 0.1L to account for the damage of the joints. The
results shown in Fig. 5 based on the following crack length combinations: 0.1L for joints 1 and 7, 0.08L for
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joints 2 and 6, 0.06L for joints 3 and 5, and 0.05L for joint 4. In other schemes, transverse prestressing
strands were applied at the neutral axis of the beams on the basis of the normal situation.


Normal situation: No prestressing applied



Class A prestress applied at L/2



Class B prestress applied at L/2



Class A prestress applied at L/4 and 3L/4



Class B prestress applied at L/4 and 3L/4



Class A prestress applied at L/4 、L/2 and 3L/4



Class B prestress applied at L/4 、L/2 and 3L/4

According to previous research (8) hinge joint #1 is most vulnerable and the midspan of slab #1 is the most
critical loading place. In the following analyses a point load was placed at the midspan of slab #1; the
magnitude of the load was controlled to assure that all beams and hinge joints were in the elastic range
during the loading process, and the deflection at the midspan of each beam under this loading case was
measured for computing transverse load distribution factors.
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Fig. 5 Transverse load distribution for different working schemes computed by FEA method
As shown in Fig. 5, the Transverse Post-tensioning Strengthening Method enhances the transverse integrity
of the bridge. Using class B as an example, the transverse load distribution factor of slab #1 was 0.29
before applying prestressing, which decreased to 0.242 after applying class B prestress at the midspan,
0.271 after applying class B prestress at the two quarter points, and 0.214 after applying class B prestress
at the two quarter points and the midspan simultaneously. It is concluded that placing post-tensioned bars
at all locations (i.e. L/4,L/2 and 3L/4) was superior to the other two options. In addition, class B showed a
better strengthening effect than class A; for example, when applying prestress at the midspan, the
transverse load distribution factor of slab #1 was 0.285 for class A, which decreased to 0.242 for class B,
a reduction of 0.043. Hence, it is concluded that with the increase of the prestressing force, the load is more
evenly distributed, indicating a better strengthening effect.
Load Test
The model bridge was loaded with the same normal conditions as those in the FEA simulation, and the
deflection of each slab was measured at the mid-span. Before applying the transverse prestressing, hinge
joints were sealed with epoxy mortar and then cured to the required strength, as shown in Fig. 6.
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The transverse post-tensioning strands were anchored and bonded to both the top and bottom of the bridge
beams with specially made equipment that transferred the prestressing force to the neutral axis of the
beams and provided resistance to transverse moments ( Fig. 7). It should be pointed out that the top
prestressing was used only for this test as a remedial measure to make up the insufficient bottom
prestressing due to an unexpected damage during the test in a bearing support, and also to adjust the
location of the resultant prestressing force from a fabrication error of some beams. During field
strengthening, the prestressing is only applied on the bottom of the slabs.
The working schemes were the same as those used in the FEA simulations, that is, applying class A and
class B prestressing in different location combinations. Here class A represents a prestressing force of
100kN, and class B 200kN.
The transverse load distribution for different working schemes were computed for the load test, as shown
in Fig. 8. Again using class B as an example: when the point load was placed at the mid-span of slab #1,
the transverse load distribution factor of slab #1 was 0.361 before applying prestressing, which decreased
to 0.242 after applying class B prestress at the midspan, 0.259 after applying class B prestress at the two
quarter points, and 0.226 after applying class B prestress at the two quarter points and the midspan
simultaneously. The transverse load distribution factor of slab #1 decreased by up to 37.40% by applying
class B prestress at the mid-span and the two quarter locations. The result is in accordance with that
observed in the FEA simulation (Fig. 5).
It should be pointed out that the load distribution factors of slabs 7 and 8 became zero in some loading
case, as shown in Fig. 8. Since the load was placed on slab #1, it did not transfer to the farthest slabs.

Fig.6 Loading of the model bridge before strengthening
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Partial enlarged drawing

Fig.7 Applying transverse post-tensioning bars
Fig.8 Transverse load distribution for different working schemes computed by load test results
CONCLUSIONS
Strengthening transverse connections of HCSB Bridges by using transverse post-tensioning bars
performed well both in FEA simulations and load tests, providing an effective method for enhancing the
transverse integrity of HCSB bridges without disruption to traffic. Hence this method is recommended for
improving the load-carrying capacity of HCSB bridges, especially under busy traffic conditions. The
following conclusions are drawn from this research:
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(1) The side hinge joints (#1 and #7 in this study) are the most vulnerable and the midspan of side slabs
(#1 and #8 in this study) are the most critical loading locations.
(2) Applying transverse prestressing forces to the neutral axis of the beams can provide sufficient prestress
without cracking the hinge joints.
(3) Placing post-tensioning bars at all three locations (i.e. L/4 、 L/2 and 3L/4) provides the best
strengthening effect.
(4) Higher prestressing forces provide more uniform lateral load distribution; the high-end prestressing
reduced the highest lateral load distribution factor by 37.40%.
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Author’s response to review comments
1. In the introduction, clarify that the wearing surface is concrete, not asphalt.
Very good suggestion! It is clarified that a bridge deck is placed on top of the slabs and contributes to the
strength of the structure, the wearing course only protects the deck and does not contribute to strength.
2. A sketch or photo of the specially designed force-transmission device would be helpful.
The authors agree that a sketch will be of help to understand the scheme of the force transmission. Because
the device is now in the process of application of patent, it is not allowed to do so at present.
3. It might be preferable to have consistent units in Fig.2, Table 1, and Fig. 3.
Fig.2 was redrawn and consistent units are used in Fig.2, Table 1, and Fig. 3.
4. Is the height of beam of the test model given in Table 1 correct?
Yes, it was double checked and corrected.
5. The paper refers to post-tensioning bars but the photos seem to show strands.(?)
In general, both bars and strands can be used. In this load test, the strands were used; the paper was
corrected.
6. A brief explanation for the negative load distribution in Fig. 8 would be helpful.
Slabs 7 & 8 (farthest from the load) were observed lifted a little bit in some loading cases. Since the
transverse load distribution factors were calculated by using deflections of the slabs, negative factors were
obtained for the slabs that moved up. The authors re-examed the test results according to the comments
and think the negative load distribution factors are not reasonable. All the negative load distribution factors
were changed to 0 accordingly.
7. The word Conclusions is misspelled.
The spelling was corrected, thanks!
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STRENGTH & FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF SHEAR STUD CONNECTORS
Jason Provines, E.I.T., Professional Service Industries, Inc., Turner-Fairbank Highway
Research Center, McLean, VA (202) 493-3394, jason.provines.ctr@dot.gov
Justin Ocel, Ph.D., P.E., Federal Highway Administration, Turner-Fairbank Highway
Research Center, McLean, VA (202) 493-3080, justin.ocel@dot.gov
ABSTRACT
One common accelerated bridge construction technique is using full-depth precast concrete deck panels
placed on top of steel girders and connected via shear studs. In this case, it is advantageous to cluster
shear studs close together and increase the distance between stud clusters. This paper will describe
large-scale testing conducted at the FHWA Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center to evaluate if the
current AASHTO strength and fatigue limit states are applicable to clustered shear studs.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated bridge construction is becoming an increasingly common construction technique in which
large modular bridge components are fabricated off-site and then connected together on-site to construct
a bridge. One such practice is the use of full-depth precast concrete deck panels placed on top of steel
girders and connected using shear studs. The precast panels typically have pockets to fit around the
shear studs, which are filled with grout to form a composite connection with the steel girder. When using a
typical cast in place concrete deck, shear studs are regularly spaced along the length of a girder, and
have a maximum longitudinal spacing of 24 inches, according to the current AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications (1). When precast concrete panels are used, it is beneficial to cluster shear studs
closer together and increase the distance between these clusters, which reduces the number of pockets
in the deck panel to aid in panel fabrication and constructability. To provide composite action between the
deck and steel girder, the shear studs must be designed for the fatigue and strength limit states (1). In
some cases, the number of shear studs required leads to a very small longitudinal spacing between
studs, making it difficult to use precast deck panels. A discussion of the current AASHTO shear stud
fatigue and strength design provisions will be presented, as well three international design specifications
for shear studs, to determine if improvements can be made to better facilitate precast decks.
Shear Stud Fatigue Design Provisions
The current AASHTO stud fatigue provisions are based on small-scale push out tests conducted in 1966
(2). A constant amplitude fatigue limit (CAFL) of 3.5 ksi was added to AASHTO in 1977 (3), though no
test results were cited to support this addition, to produce the provisions that are currently being used.
The fatigue resistance of a single shear stud is expressed in terms of a shear force range, Zr (in kips), and
is determined using the following equations (1):
For Fatigue I (infinite life):
Zr = 5.5d2

For Fatigue II (finite life):
(1)

Zr = αd2

(2)

𝛼 = 34.5 − 4.28 log 𝑁

(3)

where, d = shear stud diameter. (in.), and N = number of cycles.
Figure 1 shows the shear stud fatigue design curves according to AASHTO (1), the Eurocode 4 (4),
Australian Standard (5), and the Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE) (6), all superimposed with the
other AASHTO fatigue design curves. Since the JSCE design equation depends on geometric and
material properties, the following values were assumed: stud diameter and height of 7/8” and 6”,
respectively, and a concrete compressive design strength of 4.0 ksi. As shown in Figure 1, the AASHTO
stud fatigue curve is a semi-log plot, whereas the other specifications follow a log-log curve, with slopes
varying from -8 to -9.5. These slopes are much shallower than the slope of -3 for the typical AASHTO
fatigue details. This difference in slopes is expected because of the different modes of cracking when
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Figure 1. Shear stud S-N design provisions from AASHTO and other international codes
comparing shear studs to the typical AASHTO details; shear studs exhibit fatigue cracking primarily due
to shear stresses, whereas the typical AASHTO details exhibit cracking due to tensile stresses.
Since the AASHTO stud curve is semi-log, the design stress range decreases drastically as the number
of cycles increase. This is especially apparent at approximately 26.3 million cycles, where the infinite life
equation governs, and likely where new bridges would be designed. At this large number of cycles,
AASHTO requires more than twice as many studs as the other international provisions (7), which raises a
concern that AASHTO may be too conservative. The AASHTO stud CAFL of 3.5 ksi also appears to be
very conservative, especially since the other international provisions do not have CAFLs for shear studs.
Shear Stud Strength Design Provisions
The design strength of a shear stud depends on two factors: the resistance of the concrete around the
embedded stud and the resistance of the steel stud itself. The current AASHTO stud strength provisions
for the concrete around a stud were developed based on small-scale push out tests conducted in 1971
(8). The resistance of the steel stud itself was first incorporated into the AASHTO LRFD in its 1st edition in
1994 (9) and into the Standard Specifications in the 2000 Interim Revisions to the 16 th Edition (10). No
test results were cited as the basis for this addition in either specification. These provisions are the same
as those currently being used and are given by the following equation:
𝑄𝑛 = 0.5 𝐴𝑠𝑐 √𝑓𝑐′ 𝐸𝑐 ≤ 𝐴𝑠𝑐 𝐹𝑢

(4)

where, Qn = shear resistance of shear connector (kips), Asc = cross sectional area of a shear stud (in2), f’c
= concrete compressive design strength (ksi), Ec = modulus of elasticity of concrete, and F u = specified
tensile strength of a shear stud (ksi).
In this equation, the portion to the left of the equality represents the resistance of the concrete
surrounding the shear stud, while the portion to the right represents the resistance of the shear stud.
Since a shear stud’s resistance is written in terms of its tensile strength, it implies that it behaves in pure
tension rather than shear, which is not intuitive. When other members, like beams, are designed for
shear, a 0.6 factor is multiplied by the member’s tensile strength to determine its shear strength. No such
factor is included in Equation (4). The three international codes provide similar shear stud strength
provisions that include the resistance of the surrounding concrete and the stud itself. However, the
Eurocode (4) and Australian (5) provisions both include a 0.8 shear factor with the stud resistance, to
imply some combination of tension and shear. Since AASHTO does not include any such shear factor, a
stud’s strength could be over-predicted, making the AASHTO provisions unconservative.
Research Objectives
Based on a review of the current domestic and international shear stud specifications, the AASHTO
provisions warrant revisiting. The fatigue provisions may be overly conservative, while the strength
provisions may be unconservative. This paper will focus on 16 large-scale tests using four different
configurations of shear stud spacings, which range from a typical cast in place deck detail with studs
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every 12 or 24 in. to configurations more conducive to precast panels with clustered shear studs spaced
at 36 and 48 in. Of the 16 large-scale tests, 4 are static and 12 are fatigue tests to evaluate both the
strength and fatigue AASHTO limit states.
LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
Each large-scale test in this study consists of a 30 ft. long W27x84 rolled steel beam and two concrete
deck panels fabricated by a PCI certified precaster. Pockets were cast into the deck panels and were
sized depending on the number of studs in each pocket. Table 1 presents the experimental test matrix
with the four different shear stud cluster spacings.
Table 1. Large-scale experimental test matrix
Stud cluster
spacing
12”
24”
36”
48”

# of longitudinal
studs / cluster
1
2
3
4

Total # of studs
/ shear span
12
12
12
12

# of static
tests
1
1
1
1

# of fatigue
tests
3
3
3
3

The number of shear studs in each beam is shown in Table 1 and were designed to induce a shear failure
in the studs for the static tests and to accelerate fatigue testing. The 12 studs in each shear span
correspond to approximately 38% composite action. Since beams were designed as partially composite
and AASHTO does not allow partial composite action, the AISC specifications (11) were used to
determine the flexural resistance and rigidity. Because no formed steel decking was used in constructing
these beams, the AISC-calculated shear stud resistance is identical to that given in AASHTO in Eq. 4.
Prior to placing the concrete deck panels on the steel beams, the top flange was coated with a thin layer
of grease so the majority of shear force transferred between the steel beam and the deck panels was
transmitted through the shear studs. Grout with an expected strength of approximately 8.0 ksi was used
to fill the pockets, haunch, and transverse joint in the center of the beam. Figure 2 presents a plan,
elevation, and typical section view of the 36 in. cluster spacing beam after construction of the beam was
completed.

Figure 2. Large-scale test beam with 36" cluster spacing
All other beams are similar to that shown in Figure 2, but vary in the number of studs per cluster and
cluster spacing. The beams have two load points with an 11’-6” shear span on each end of the beam. All
of the shear studs have a diameter of 7/8 in. and were selected due to their use in typical bridge
construction. Clustered studs are spaced longitudinally at a pitch of 3.5 in. (4 times the stud diameter, 4d),
which is slightly less than the minimum AASHTO spacing of 6d. The smaller pitch was chosen to
minimize the length of the pockets and is currently allowed in Texas (12). The shear studs were welded
onto the steel beams in accordance with AASHTO/AWS D1.5 specifications (13).
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Instrumentation
The same instrumentation was used on both the static and fatigue tests. A total of 54 strain gauges are
used for each test. Six strain gauges are used along four cross sections on each shear span and one
cross section at midspan. Each section consists of three gauges installed on the steel beam and three
gauges on the concrete deck. Two sections along each shear span are located at a pocket and two
sections are located halfway between pockets. These locations were chosen to compare how composite
action is maintained both at and between pockets.
A total of 12 linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) are used per test. Nine are used to measure
the relative slip between the deck panel and the top flange of the beam. The slip is expected to occur
when the shear studs are damaged and eventually fail during the static and fatigue loading. These LVDTs
are mounted at the same sections as the strain gauges. Two of the LVDTs, each mounted in the middle
of each shear span, measure the relative uplift, or vertical separation, between the deck and the top
flange that is expected to occur when the studs have been damaged such that vertical compatibility is no
longer maintained. The remaining LVDT is used to measure vertical deflection at midspan.
One unique instrumentation feature used on this project is the FARO Laser Tracker ION. This laser
system is somewhat similar to a total station used for surveying; it uses a centralized head unit along with
a prism to capture highly accurate 3-D coordinates at discrete locations. For this project, the FARO is
used to determine the relative slip and uplift between the haunch and the top flange of the steel beam.
This is accomplished by mounting one aluminum spacer to the haunch and one to the edge of the top
flange, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Photo of FARO instrumentation on beam
These aluminum spacers are mounted every 6 in. along the length of the beam for a total of 124 spacers.
The prism can then be “nested” into each spacer and its 3-D coordinates can be recorded at
predetermined load and cycle count intervals for the static and fatigue tests, respectively. These
measured coordinates are then be used to determine the relative slip and uplift every 6 in., resulting in
excellent resolution along the 30 ft. length of the beam.
STATIC TEST RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The four static tests were loaded using a spreader beam placed transversely across the width of the
concrete deck at both load points. During loading, each spreader beam was pulled downward using a
post-tensioning (PT) rod on either side of the beam. The PT rods were loaded by a pair of hollow core
jacks reacting against the bottom of the lab’s strong floor. A total of eight jacks were used in the setup,
each having a capacity of 100 tons and a maximum stroke of 6 in. Two jacks were placed in series on
each PT rod to provide a maximum travel distance of 12 in. to accommodate the expected vertical
deflection. Load cells were placed between the spreader beams and concrete deck to record the applied
load during testing. A passive lateral bracing system prevented out of place movement throughout testing.
Load was applied in displacement control at a slow rate throughout testing. Loading was paused at the
following moments (in kip-ft) for approximately 20-30 minutes to take measurements with the FARO: 0,
460, 860, 1270, 1380, and 1500. After all FARO measurements were completed, load was increased
slowly until the beam reached a maximum moment and then “failed” either due to the grout crushing at
midspan or a shear failure of the studs in one of the two shear spans. After the beam reached failure,
loading was continued until it was obvious the beam would not sustain any more load due to an increase
in deflection. At this point, the beam was unloaded slowly, and the test was considered complete.
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Moment-Displacement Results
Figure 4 presents a moment-displacement curve for each of the four static tests. The midspan moment
was calculated using the load measured from the load cells located at each load point, and the
displacement was taken from the midspan vertical LVDT. Each line color in the figure represents a
different shear stud cluster spacing. Also included in Figure 4 is the AISC specified nominal moment
capacity (Mn), which is equal to 1880 kip-ft and is represented by the dashed line.
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Figure 4. M-Δ data for static tests
As shown in Figure 4, the four beams exhibit similar global behavior throughout the elastic portion of the
test and continue to do so until reaching failure. None of the four beams reached the AISC specified
nominal moment capacity. The small reductions in moment during the loading portion of the test (for
example, at a moment of 1380 kip-ft.) present in all four of the beams are instances when loading was
paused to record measurements using the FARO and do not represent a loss of load due to structural
performance. The most noticeable difference in behavior between the beams is when the shear studs
failed in the 12” stud spacing beam, which occurred at a vertical deflection of approximately 6 in. The
moment in the beam then drastically decreased due to the loss of composite action. A similar reduction in
moment is also present in the 36” spacing beam at a midspan deflection of approximately 7 in. This is
when the studs sheared off, though at this point the beam had already reached “failure” due to grout
crushing at midspan. The moment-displacement data from the four tests are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of M-Δ data for static tests
Stud cluster
spacing (in)
12
24
36
48

Max midspan
moment (kip-ft)
1667
1692
1693
1711

Shear
factor
0.63
0.67
0.67
0.70

Initial failure mode
Horizontal shear stud failure in east shear span
Grout crushing at midspan
Grout crushing at midspan
Grout crushing at midspan

The second column of Table 2 shows the maximum applied moment of the four beams. Since the
maximum applied moment only varies by approximately 2%, the stud cluster spacing does not appear to
have an influence on the global flexural performance of the beams. The shear factor, the third column of
the table, is the ratio of the maximum applied moment to the AISC nominal moment capacity in which the
stud strength (AscFu as determined using Eq. 4) governed the moment capacity. The shear factors for all
four beams are relatively similar, ranging from 0.63-0.70. These values are all similar to the shear factor
of 0.8 contained in some of the international provisions than the value of 1.0 found in AASHTO.
It is important to keep in mind the initial failure mode of the beams when considering the shear factor. The
only beam in which the shear factor could be directly applied to Eq. 4 is for the 12 in. stud cluster spacing
because it was the shear stud failure that governed the maximum applied moment. The other three
beams failed due to grout crushing, meaning their shear factors could be greater than those presented in
Table 2 since their applied moments were not limited by the strength of the shear studs. These shear
factors are also average values, smeared across all shear studs in a shear span. It would be more
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appropriate to determine a shear factor based on the horizontal force experienced by each individual
shear stud, or cluster of studs, within a shear span.
However, in reviewing the moment-displacement data none of the beams developed their AISC-specified
unfactored nominal moment capacity. This nominal moment capacity was governed by the steel stud
portion of Eq. 4, which contains a shear factor of 1.0. Based on the test data, this equation over-predicts
the strength of the studs, which leads to an unconservative nominal moment capacity. This suggests that
a shear factor of similar magnitude to those in Table 2 should be applied to a stud’s capacity in Eq. 4. A
more refined analysis, including partial interaction theory, is needed to determine the horizontal force in
each shear stud and develop a more accurate shear factor.
Slip & Uplift Results
Figure 5 presents the relative slip and uplift data for all four beams obtained using the FARO laser
measurement system. The LVDT data provided good agreement with the FARO data, thus only the
FARO data will be discussed within this paper. The data in Figure 5 were obtained at a moment of 1500
kip-ft, or approximately 90% of the ultimate moment. Values in both the slip and uplift plots are referenced
from measurements taken of the beam under self-weight only. In the slip plot, positive values indicate a
slip toward each end of the beam away from midspan. In the uplift plot, positive values indicate an
upward movement of the haunch away from the top flange.
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Figure 5. Relative slip (left) and uplift (right) results at 90% of the ultimate load for static tests
Note in Figure 5 that the slip and uplift data for the 36” cluster spacing beam appear to be missing
between approximately 80-100 in. from the east end of the beam. At these locations, the aluminum
spacers fell off during testing so data could not be obtained. The slip behavior (left plot) in all four beams
behaves basically as expected. It is approximately zero near midspan and gradually increases until
reaching a maximum value at each end of the beam. In the non-uniform spacing beams (24”, 36”, and 48”
spacing), the slip appears step-like. The local increases in slip correspond to the locations of the stud
clusters, where shear deformation of the shear studs has occurred. The slip then remains fairly constant
between the clusters. Although the slip is step-like, the magnitude of the maximum slip in all four beams
is similar. Therefore, it does not appear that the extended stud cluster spacing has a negative effect on
the overall slip behavior.
The uplift (right plot) in the four beams is approximately zero over the constant moment region and then
generally increases to reach a maximum value at each end of the beam. This behavior is most apparent
in the 12”, 24”, and 48” spacing beams. For the non-uniform spacing beams, there are local peaks in uplift
present between stud clusters. At the clusters, the uplift generally decreases, showing that the stud
clusters do act as anchors to maintain vertical compatibility between the deck and the beam. The uplift
does appear relatively similar between the four beams, although it is not as conclusive as the slip
behavior. Nevertheless, it does not appear that the extended stud cluster spacing has a negative effect
on the overall uplift behavior.
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FATIGUE TEST RESULTS & DISCUSSION
To date, 7 of the 12 planned fatigue tests have been completed and 1 test is ongoing. For each test, load
was applied using a 220-kip servo-valve hydraulic actuator at each load point. Load and displacement
from each actuator were recorded during testing. The actuators were cycled in load control to produce a
desired average stress range at the base of shear studs in each shear span. The loads used during
testing maintained elastic behavior in the beam. The desired stress ranges on the studs were calculated
using partial composite action section properties. The beams were cyclically loaded at a constant load
range until it was clear that at least one of the precast decks had completely separated from the steel
beam. Table 3 provides a summary of the fatigue tests and includes the following information: the naming
convention, basic stud geometry, initial average stress range on the shear studs in each shear span, and
the number of cycles to failure. Note the first number in the beam name represents the stud cluster
spacing in feet.
Table 3. Summary of S-N data for large-scale fatigue tests
Beam
name
1F1
2F1
3F2
4F1
1F2
2F2
3F1
4F2
1F3
2F3
3F3
4F3

Stud cluster
spacing (in)
12
24
36
48
12
24
36
48
12
24
36
48

Stud stress
range (ksi)
20
20
20
20
16
16
16
16
10
10
10
10

Cycles to
failure
175,000
174,000
51,000
91,000
260,000
747,000
680,000
13.1 mill+

Shear span
failed
West
West
East
East
East
West
West
test ongoing

As shown in the table, beams with each stud cluster spacing will be tested at three different stress
ranges: 20, 16, and 10 ksi. The applied stress ranges were chosen to produce a fatigue failure in the
shear studs within a reasonable timeframe. The number of cycles to failure listed in Table 3 is based on a
failure criterion that will be described in the following section.
Strain Gauge Results
Throughout fatigue testing, measurements from the strain gauges in both the steel beam and the
concrete deck were used to calculate the location of the neutral axis (N.A.). The calculated N.A. locations
were then used to determine how composite action was affected during cycling. When testing began, the
steel beam and concrete deck were expected to behave as one composite section. As the studs failed
due to fatigue, the beam and deck were expected to behave as two separate flexural members because
horizontal shear force was no longer being transferred between the two elements. Figure 6 shows a plot
of the location of the N.A. for the steel beam at four cross steel cross sections along the west shear span
for beam 1F1. The composite section and bare steel beam N.A. are also provided as a reference. The
general locations of the cross sections along the length of the beam are also shown in the figure.
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Figure 6. Location of steel beam N.A. for west shear span sections of beam 1F1
Although the sections closer to the end of the beam begin to lose composite action at a faster rate, the
N.A. of sections W1, W2, and W3 all appear to reach that of the steel beam at approximately 175k cycles.
This occurs before the section closest to midspan, W4, which has some composite action at this point,
but its neutral axis does continue to decrease until leveling off at about 200k cycles. Similar behavior was
present in the east shear span, but since the west shear span lost composite action first, only it will be
discussed. A detailed discussion of the strain gauge results can be found in Provines and Ocel (2014).
All of the beams showed similar behavior to that in Figure 6. Using the steel beam neutral axis location, a
definition of failure for the fatigue tests was developed and is defined as the following: A beam is
considered to have reached “failure” if one or more of the cross sections experience a complete loss in
composite action. In beam 1F1, failure is considered to have occurred at 175k cycles in the west shear
span. This is represented by the downward vertical arrow in Figure 6. This failure definition was used to
determine the number of cycles to failure shown previously in Table 3. This data was used to construct an
S-N plot of the 7 completed and 1 ongoing large-scale tests, and is shown in Figure 7. The AASHTO and
Eurocode design equation for shear studs are also included in the plot.
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Figure 7. S-N plot of completed large-scale tests
In the figure, some tests produced very similar results so the data points are very close together and are
noted in the figure. All of the tests fall above the AASHTO stud design equation. The results appear to
follow a trend similar to the AASHTO design equation at the larger stress ranges, namely 16-20 ksi.
However, the 1 ongoing “long-life” test appears to follow a log-log behavior similar to the Eurocode and
other international provisions, rather than the AASHTO semi-log design equation. This is noted by the
mean regression line that was developed based on the 7 completed tests and is included in the figure.
This long-life test, and the 3 other tests planned at a stress range of 10 ksi, will provide evidence to
improve understanding of shear stud fatigue behavior at a large number of cycles.
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Figure 8. Slip results at peak loads for beam 1F1 (left) and beam 4F1 (right)
Slip Results
Figure 8 presents the FARO slip data collected under the maximum loads for beams 1F1 and 4F1 at
different cycle intervals. Both beams were subjected to a stress range of 20 ksi and are thus good for
comparison. Data from these beams are presented to display the difference in slip behavior between the
extreme stud spacings: 12” uniform stud spacing for beam 1F1 and 48” cluster spacing for beam 4F1.
These plots use the same convention and notation as the FARO plots presented in the static test results.
Values are referenced from measurements taken under no load. As shown in the figure, there is a small
amount of slip at 0 cycles, which is expected since the beams were designed as partially composite.
Positive values represent a slip toward each end of the beam. Shaded vertical lines are also included in
Figure 8 to delineate the locations of the shear stud clusters.
Note that the slip data from the two beams were not recorded at the same cycle intervals. This is because
beam 1F1 was the first large-scale fatigue beam tested so the expected fatigue life was not yet well
understood. Figure 8 shows that the slip behavior in both beams is as expected, and is similar to the
static test results. In both beams, the slip starts at approximately zero in the constant moment region and
gradually increases to a maximum value at each end of the beam. In beam 1F1, failure occurred at 175k
cycles in the west shear span, noted by the large increase in slip between 100k and 200k cycles. Similar
behavior is present in beam 4F1; failure occurred at 91k cycles in the east shear span, and there was a
large increase in slip between 50k and 100k cycles. It is interesting to note that the slip in both beams
continued to increase after completely losing composite action. The slip in beam 4F1 looks step-like,
similar to the static tests. This is especially noticeable in the west shear span, which did not fail first. The
slip increases at the clusters where the studs are sustaining damage, and remains fairly constant
between them. The step-like slip behavior was present in the 36” and 48” cluster spacing beams, while
the 12” and 24” spacing beams showed more gradually increasing slip behavior.
Uplift Results
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Figure 9 shows the relative uplift for beams 1F1 and 4F1 obtained during the maximum loads at different
cycle count intervals. These plots use the same convention and notation as the other FARO plots.
Positive values indicate an upward movement of the haunch relative to the top flange. In both plots, no
uplift is present over the constant moment region. In beam 1F1, uplift gradually increases from the load
point toward the end of the beam. It reaches a maximum value at about ½ to ¾ of the length of the shear
span before decreasing. In beam 1F1, failure occurred at 175k cycles in the west shear span, shown by
the large increase in uplift between 100k and 200k cycles.
The uplift in beam 4F1 appears quite different; peaks are present in both shear spans, though are more
pronounced on the west side. The peak locations coincide with the stud clusters. The peaks tend to occur
on the midspan side of each cluster. The uplift then decreases through the cluster toward the end of the
beam, illustrating how the clusters act as anchors to maintain vertical compatibility between the deck and
beam. In the east shear span, which failed at 91k cycles, there is a significant increase in uplift between
50k and 100k cycles. Furthermore, at 100k cycles the uplift at the clusters in the east shear span no
longer return to zero, meaning the studs have cracked and are no longer maintaining vertical compatibility
between the two elements. These peaks in uplift were present in the 36” and 48” spacing beams, while
the 12” and 24” spacing beams showed more gradual uplift behavior.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This paper describes the results of ongoing testing to improve understanding of the strength and fatigue
resistance of clustered shear studs as a means of providing composite action between a steel beam and
a precast concrete deck panel. To date, 4 large-scale static and 7 large-scale fatigue tests have been
completed. The static test results suggest a shear factor, closer in magnitude to the 0.8 factor found in
some international stud provisions, should be applied to the shear stud strength equation in AASHTO.
More refined analysis, including partial interaction theory, is necessary to determine an accurate shear
factor for each individual stud or cluster of studs. The extended stud cluster spacing does not appear to
have a negative effect on either the relative slip or uplift between the concrete deck and steel beam.
A failure criterion for shear studs in the large-scale fatigue tests has been defined as a complete loss in
composite action monitored by the movement of the neutral axis in the steel beam. An S-N plot of largescale fatigue tests with four different shear stud cluster spacings has been developed and results will be
added as future tests complete. Additional long-life fatigue tests will be conducted to determine if the
AASHTO semi-log fatigue design equations are valid or if provisions should be adjusted to a set of log-log
equations more similar to the international stud provisions.
In addition to completing the large-scale tests, small-scale fatigue and static tests will also be conducted
since these push out tests are the basis for the current AASHTO stud provisions. Cast in place and
precast push out tests will be performed to compare the two methods of concrete placement. The static
tests will focus on evaluating the AASHTO minimum longitudinal and transverse stud spacing, while the
fatigue tests will focus on evaluating the AASHTO shear stud constant amplitude fatigue limit of 3.5 ksi.
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ABSTRACT
Accelerated bridge construction is increasingly in demand as a large proportion of the highway
infrastructure approaches the end of its design life. One common method of accelerated bridge
construction uses prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) which are prefabricated off-site
then brought to the project location ready to erect. These individual bridge elements can be grouted
together using field-cast connections so they function together as one bridge system. The ability to rapidly
install PBES onsite can minimize the impact on the travelling public and enhance worksite safety.
However, one of the obstacles of using PBES is the performance of the field-cast connections. These
connections have at times exhibited substandard performance, resulting in decreased overall system
performance.
An ongoing research program at the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) Turner-Fairbank
Highway Research Center (TFHRC) is aiming to advance the state-of-the-art for PBES connections. One
line of research focuses on the deck-level connections that are frequently deployed between precast
concrete deck panels or between adjacent predecked members. The design parameters for deck level
connections, including the shear key shape, reinforcement type, grout material, and precast surface
preparation, are investigated. Grout materials, such as conventional non-shrinkage grout, epoxy grout,
magnesium grout, and ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC), are evaluated. Another line of research
is evaluating the performance of four connection designs for box beam bridges by conducting full-scale
structural tests. The evaluation includes connection details that are considered current good practice
utilizing high-strength non-shrinkage grout in combination with transverse post tensioning and innovative
connection details utilizing the advanced mechanical and durability properties of UHPC. A third line of
research is investigating the bond strength between reinforcing steel and UHPC. The paper provided an
up-to-date insight on the ongoing research program and preliminary results on the performance of
different connection designs.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated bridge construction is increasingly in demand as a large proportion of the highway
infrastructure approaches the end of its design life. One common method of accelerated bridge
construction uses prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) which are prefabricated off-site
then brought to the project location ready to erect. These individual bridge elements can be grouted
together using field-cast connections so they function together as one bridge system. However, decades
of experience has led to the recognition that the field-cast connections sometimes prove to be difficult to
construct and/or susceptible to degradation that can lead to substandard performance of the overall
bridge system. A series research projects were conducted through the Structural Concrete Research
Program at the Federal Highway Administration Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center (TFHRC)
aiming to advance the state-of-the-art for PBES connections. This line of research has yielded a few
publications, including Splice Length of Prestressing Strand in Field-Cast Ultra-High Performance
Concrete Connections (1), Development of a Field-Cast Ultra-High Performance Concrete Composite
Connection Detail for Precast Concrete Bridge Decks (2), Fatigue Response of an
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Ultra-High Performance Concrete Field-Cast Bridge Deck Connection (3), Behavior of Field-Cast Ultra-High
Performance Concrete Bridge Deck Connections Under Cyclic and Static Structural Loading (4), and,
Behavior of Ultra-High Performance Concrete Connections Between Precast Bridge Deck Elements (5).
This paper covers three ongoing research projects. The first project focuses on PBES deck-level connection
details. The second focuses on the connections between adjacent box beams. The third focuses on the
assessing the development performance of steel reinforcing bars embedded in UHPC. The experimental
programs and preliminary results for each research project are presented.
DECK-LEVEL CONNECTIONS RESEARCH
Prefabricated deck panels are one of the PBES types that have gained popularity for ABC projects.
Laboratory research and field studies have indicated the primary challenge for deck systems is the design
and construction of the connections, which are sometimes made using interlaced connector elements and
field-cast grout. Poor detailing and design considerations have been shown to pose problems with deck
durability, serviceability and ultimate capacity. A series of precast deck panel connection tests were
carried out at to advance the understanding of deck-level connections under realistic performance
demands. A number of parameters frequently considered during the design of these connections,
including grout type, lap splice length, reinforcement type, precast surface preparation, and shear key
shape were investigated.
Experimental Program
The experimental program for this line of research consisted of 72 large-scale precast deck panel connection
tests measuring 60 in. (152 cm) long, 28 in. (71 cm) wide, and 6 in. (15 cm) thick. Figure 1 shows an
illustration summarizing the test variables. Specimens were constructed by joining two precast deck panel
halves with non-contact lap splices (Figure 2-a) and field-cast grout (Figure 2-b). Four different field cast
grouts were investigated: non-shrink cementitious grout (denoted G1), magnesium phosphate grout (denoted
M1), epoxy grout (denoted E1), and ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) grout (denoted U2). The G1
grout met ASTM C1107 while the other three grouts tested did not have ASTM standard specifications. Lap
splice lengths of No. 5 reinforcing bars varied for each grout type; the majority of specimens had either 12 in.
(30 cm) (G1, M1, and E1) or 5.5 in. (14 cm) (U2) splice lengths. A series of monolithic concrete panels were
also cast to provide baseline measurements.
Deck panel specimens were loaded in four-point bending (Figure 3), and subjected to three different loading
protocols, which were used to evaluate each connection’s resistance to cracking at the precast concrete-togrout interface (denoted “cyclic crack loading”, fatigue loading, and monotonic ultimate loading. For the cyclic
crack loading, 50,000 cycles were applied between 0.3 - 1.2Mcr (Mcr: calculated cracking moment of deck
panel specimens following the strain compatibility procedure) using load-step increments of 0.1Mcr with 5,000
cycles applied at each step; an additional 50,000 cycles were applied at 1.2Mcr. During fatigue loading,
specimens were subjected to 2 million cycles between 0.1Mcr and M0.37fy (M0.37fy: calculated moment that
corresponds to a stress of 0.37fy in the tensile reinforcement). If a specimen survived the fatigue loading
protocol it was subsequently subjected to monotonic loading until failure. More details about the test setup
and loading protocol can be found in the publication of Performance of Deck-Level Connections Between
Precast Concrete Components – Concept and Early Results (6). It should be noted that only select
experimental results are discussed herein.
Key Results
Cyclic Crack Loading
It was determined that the two most critical design considerations for preventing interface cracking were
the grout material and the surface preparation of the precast panels. Interface cracking resistance was
evaluated by comparing the measured tensile strain with the calculated response of the section assuming
uncracked and cracked sections. Strains were measured over the grout-concrete interface using a single
foil-back resistive strain gage at each interface location (Figure 4-b). Figure 4-a shows the results from a
select group of panel specimens with uncoated reinforcing bars and different surface preparations and
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grout materials after loading up to 0.5Mcr; the data shown has been normalized by the cracked section
strain response. Pressure wash and sand blast surface preparations did not bond well with conventional
non-shrinkage grout (G1), magnesium grout (M1), or UHPC (U2). In most cases, the combination of these
surface preparations and grouts resulted in the interface cracking prior to cracking in the grout or precast
concrete, which was also confirmed by visual inspection (Figure 4-b). For the surface preparation with
exposed aggregate, the performance of the UHPC (U2) was significantly improved; though, conventional
non-shrinkage (G1) and magnesium (M1) grout systems did not exhibit good performance. The epoxy
grout (E1) bonded well to all surface preparations. There was no indication that shear key geometry or
reinforcing bar type influenced the interface cracking behavior of panels.

Reinforcing Bar Type:
- Black
- Epoxy-Coated
- GFRP
- Headed

Shear Key Geometry:
- Trapezoidal
- Triangular

Precast Panel
Surface Preparation:
- Pressure Washing
- Sand Blasting
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Panel-to-Grout
Interface

(a) Non-contact lap splice

Precast Concrete

Field-Cast Grout Material
- Non-Shrink Cementitious Grout (G1)
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- Ultra-High Performance Concrete (U2)

(b) Grouting
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Figure 4. Deck Panel Behavior During Cracking Cycles
Fatigue Loading
The performance of the deck panels under fatigue loading was primarily controlled by the grout material
used in the connection. Forty-six percent (14 out of 30) of specimens employing conventional nonshrinkage grout (G1) and all of specimen employing magnesium grout (M1) failed during fatigue loading.
Figure 5 shows a representative photo of the failure mode for these specimens during fatigue loading.
These specimens exhibited wide cracks at the precast panel-to-grout interface and longitudinal splitting
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cracks, which indicates bond failure between the embedded reinforcing bars and the grout materials. In
some cases, these specimens failed as early as the 20,000th cycle. Specimens with conventional nonshrinkage grout that survived fatigue loading exhibited significant cracking in the connection region. All
specimens with epoxy (E1) and UHPC (U2) grouts survived fatigue loading without signs of distress or
significant cracking in the connection region.
Monotonic Ultimate Loading
Similar to fatigue loading, the design parameter that controlled the ultimate behavior of specimens was
the grout material. The ultimate loading behavior of the precast panels was compared to panels cast
monolithically with either continuous or non-contact lap spliced bars. Figure 6 shows force-displacement
relationships for two monolithic panels along with two representative curves for the precast panels.
Specimens employing epoxy (E1) and UHPC (U2) grouts exhibited comparable performance to the
monolithic panel with continuous bars; these panels exhibited similar ultimate loads, ductile flexural
behavior, and failed by crushing of concrete. Specimens employing conventional cementitious non-shrink
grout (G1) exhibited poor performance during ultimate loading. In most cases, these specimens did not
achieve yielding of the reinforcement prior to failure, instead exhibiting bond failure between the grout and
the embedded reinforcing bars (similar to that shown in Figure 5).
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Conclusions
Based on the findings of this line of research, it can be concluded that the selection of grout materials is a
critical design consideration for deck-level PBES connections. Although epoxy and UHPC grout systems
have higher initial cost, they could provide better value when constructability, long-term performance, and
required maintenance are considered. Conventional non-shrinkage and magnesium grouts, on the other
hand, may lead to durability issues as a result of poor bond to precast concrete regardless of surface
preparation and poor performance under repeated loading. Lastly, it is recommended that for non-epoxybased grout materials, exposed aggregate surface preparations be used to promote bonding between
precast concrete components and grout connection materials.
ADJACENT BOX BEAM CONNECTIONS RESEARCH
Adjacent concrete box beam bridges are a popular bridge type, particularly for short to medium span
length bridges. They are simple to construct, requiring minimal forming for field-cast concrete. According
to National Bridge Inventory data, about one-sixth of the bridges built annually on public roads are
adjacent box beam bridges (7). However, one of the recurring issues with this type of bridge is the shear
key connection performance, resulting in substandard performance of overall bridge system.
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Experimental Program
The adjacent box beam connections research evaluated the performance of connection details by
conducting full-scale structural tests. The evaluation included connection details that are considered
current good practice utilizing high-strength non-shrinkage grout in combination with transverse post
tensioning, and details that are developed using ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC). The four
connection designs evaluated in this research are presented in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) and (b)
demonstrates the designs using conventional high-strength non-shrink grout with transverse posttensioning, one for partial depth and one for full depth. Figure 7 (c) and (d) shows the new design details
that engage the advanced mechanical and durability properties of UHPC. The UHPC connection design
has No. 4 steel reinforcing bars extended from each side of the precast box beams into the noncontact
lap splice connection, which is thereafter filled with UHPC; no transverse post-tension is applied. With
UHPC, a very short embedment length [5.5 in. (14 cm) in this study] can be used to further simplify the
design and construction compared with the post-tensioned conventional grout connection. A similar
design using UHPC in deck-level connections has been reported by Graybeal.(3)
Post Tension

Post Tension

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Shear Key Connection: (a) Partial-Depth Conventional Grout; (b) Full-Depth Conventional
Grout; (c) Partial-Depth UHPC; and (d) Full-Depth UHPC.
The factors that affect shear key performance include daily and seasonal thermal loading, simulated cyclic
traffic loading, and the level of transverse post-tensioning, were investigated. The thermal effect was
simulated by pumping steam through the copper tubes that were pre-embedded in the top flange of the box
beams, as show in Figure 8. The cyclic traffic loading was applied by four-point bending, as demonstrated in
Figure 9. Different loading ranges, including amplitudes of 18, 36, 54, 72, and 90 kips (80, 160, 240, 320,
and 400 kN), were applied. It should be noted that the load range 18 kips (80 kN) is approximately the
distributed load on a single beam from a fatigue truck based on the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications (8). For the simply supported case shown in Figure 9, the loads were applied following a sine
shape with a phase angle of 180 degree between the two actuators on the beams—when one beam is
under maximum load, the other is under minimum load. To create a more severe force in the connection,
more boundary conditions were added during the study, including restrain the deflection of one beam by
providing extra supports underneath the diaphragms of that beam and limit the transverse rotation at the
end of two beams by providing clamp down forces. For the case with extra boundary conditions, the cyclic
load was applied to the beam that did not have extra supports underneath diaphragms while the load on the
other beam was kept constant. More details about the test setup and loading protocol can be found in the
paper of Adjacent Box Beam Connections (9).
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Figure 9 also shows the transverse post-tension locations for conventional grout connections; the effect of
transverse post-tension on the overall system performance was investigated by varying the post-tension
force, with a maximum force of 8 kip/ft (181 kN/m) and a minimum of zero in this study.

Copper tubes pre-embedded in
the top flange of the box beam

Figure 8. Picture of Copper Tubes in the Top flange of the Box Beams

Figure 9. Loading Configuration.
Results and Conclusions
The preliminary findings based on the research are presented below:
 The applied thermal loading in this study was not observed to initiate any new cracks in the
connections.
 The cyclic structural loading applied in this study was severe. The most extreme case in this study has a
maximum loading of 95 kips (423 kN) on one beam and 5 kips (22 kN) on the other, which creating an
equivalent moment of 478 kip-ft (646 kN-m) transferred through the joint.
 When a connection was intact without cracks, the beams with a conventional grout connection exhibit
approximately the same performance as the beams with a UHPC connection.
 When a connection is intact without cracks, the cyclic structural loading did not initiate any new cracks,
no matter whether it is a conventional grout connection with or without transverse post-tension, or a
UHPC connection.
 When there are pre-existing cracks in a conventional grout connection, the cracks propagated under
the cyclic structural loading, independent the level of transverse post-tension force applied.
 If the transverse post-tension force was applied before grout casting, a subsequent loss of post-tension
force after grout casting may generate a tensile cracking force in the connection due to sweep or other
misalignment of the beams.
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 UHPC connections exhibit superior performance as evidenced by the performance when subjected to
the direct tensile force on top of the connection. In this case, the UHPC and the UHPC-to-precast
concrete interface were observed to exhibit sufficient tensile strength to cause first cracking to develop in
the concrete box beam. Conventional grouted connections always cracked at the connection interfaces.
UHPC connection with a partial-depth design (Figure 7c) is sufficient to resist the applied loads.
BOND OF REINFORCEMENT IN ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE
UHPC has garnered interest from the highway infrastructure community for its greatly enhanced
mechanical and durability properties. The advanced material properties of UHPC allow for a reduction in
the development length of reinforcing steel, thus providing the potential for a redesign of some structural
systems such as field–cast connections between prefabricated bridge elements and providing an
opportunity to develop a simple and robust connection system for prefabricated bridge elements.
This study focused on the assessment of bond performance of deformed steel bar in UHPC. The bond of
reinforcing steel in traditional concrete has been very well studied, however, very limited research has
investigated the bond performance of deformed bars in UHPC. This research extensively evaluated the
factors that affect bond strength between deformed steel bar and UHPC, including embedment length,
concrete cover, bar spacing, concrete strength, bar size, bar type and yielding strength. The bond
performance in UHPC is compared with that in traditional concrete. Guidance on the embedment of
deformed reinforcing bars into UHPC is presented.
Testing Program
Direct tension pullout tests, with a novel test specimen design and associated loading apparatus, were
conducted in this study. The test setup was developed so as to mimic the tension-tension lap splice
configuration that may be encountered in a field-deployed connection system. As shown in Figure 10, the
pullout tests specimens were UHPC strips cast on top of precast concrete slabs. The No.8 bars extended
8 in. (20.3 cm) from the precast concrete slab. UHPC strips were cast on top of the precast slab with the
No. 8 bars in the center of the strips. Each testing bar was situated so as to be embedded into the UHPC
strip and located between two of the No. 8 bars.
In Figure 10, notations are assigned to represent dimension parameters, including cso for the clear side
cover, 2csi for the clear spacing between the testing bar and the extended No. 8 bars, ld for the
embedment length of testing bar measured from the top surface of the UHPC strip to the end of the
testing bar, and ls for the lap splice length measured from the end of the testing bar to the end of
extended No. 8 bars. The notations of csi, cso, ld, and ls are adopted from ACI 408 R-03 “Bond and
Development of Straight Reinforcing bars in Tension.”(10)

Figure 10. Illustration. Overall configuration of test specimens.
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The pullout tests were conducted using the fixture showing in Figure 11. A hydraulic jack was placed on a
steel chair, and the steel chair stands on the precast slab. When a pullout force is applied, the fixture
reacts against the precast slab. With such a setup, the reinforcing bars being tested as well as the
extended No. 8 bars are both placed in tension. The UHPC surrounding these bars transfers the loads
between them. This test setup simulates structural configurations wherein lap spliced reinforcement is
loaded in tension.

Figure 11. Illustration. Loading setup.
Over two hundreds pullout tests were completed. Deformed reinforcing steel, including ASTM A615
Grade 60 uncoated and epoxy coated No. 5 bars and ASTM A1035 Grade 120 No.4, No.5, and No.7
bars, were tested. The specific UHPC material used in this study had a steel fiber content of two percent
by volume and an average compressive strength of 13.5 ksi (93 MPa) at one day, 17.0 ksi (117 MPa) at
three days, 19.4 ksi (133 MPa) at seven days, and 21.3 ksi (147 MPa) at 14 days. The following
parameters are evaluated for their effect on the bond performance:
 Embedment length, ld
 Concrete side cover, cso
 Bar spacing, csi
 Concrete compressive strength, f’c
 Reinforcing bar type
 Reinforcing bar size
 Reinforcing bar yield strength
 Casting orientation
Results and Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the research:
 Increasing the embedment length of the steel bar increases bond strength.
 The relationship between the bond strength and the bonded length for steel bar embedded in
UHPC is nearly linear, indicating that UHPC exhibits enhanced performance as compared to
traditional high strength concrete.
 Bond strength increases as the side cover increases.
 An increase in the compressive strength of the UHPC results in an increased bond strength.
 Bars that yield before bond failure exhibit less ultimate bond strength than geometrically similar
high yield strength bars subjected to the same loading conditions.
 Non-contact lap splice specimens exhibit higher bond strength than contact lap splice specimens,
due to the fact that the tight spacing in contact lap splice limits the ability of the fiber reinforcement to
locally enhance the mechanical resistance of the UHPC.
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When the bar clear spacing is so large that the induced diagonal cracks from the pullout force will
not intersect with the adjacent bars, the adjacent bar will not help stop the propagation of the
diagonal cracks and the bond strength becomes a function of the tensile mechanical properties of
the UHPC, and in most cases in this study, decreases compared with those with closer spacing.
Models that use bar spacing and side cover to predict bar bond strength in conventional concrete
may need to be reevaluated in consideration of the added crack propagation resistance provided
by fiber reinforcement in UHPC.
The effect of UHPC properties on bond strength cannot be effectively represented solely by the
compressive strength f’c, or the square root of the compressive strength √f’c of the UHPC. Other
UHPC mechanical properties, particularly those relevant to the post-cracking tensile behavior of
UHPC, may be more appropriate for evaluating the bond strength of steel bar in UHPC.

Recommended Design
One of the main goals of the research is to develop design recommendations for steel reinforcing bars
embedded in UHPC, thus providing guidance for designers using reinforced UHPC in innovative
applications. This study focused on a widely available UHPC product containing 2% steel fiber (by
volume).
Deformed reinforcing bar embedded in UHPC can attain the lesser of the bar yield strength or 75 ksi
(517 MPa) at bond failure when the following conditions are met:
 Bar size from No. 4 to No. 8,
 Uncoated or epoxy coated rebar,
 Minimum embedment length of 8db,
 Minimum side cover of 3db,
 Bar clear spacing between 2db and ls, and
 Minimum UHPC compressive strength of 13.5 ksi (93 MPa).
For lap splice reinforcement configurations, a minimum lap splice length of 75 percent of the embedment
length is suggested, which is the range into which most of tests in this study fell. Note that db is the rebar
diameter and ls is the lap splice length.
For situations where the above conditions are met except that the minimum side cover is between 2db
and 3db, the minimum embedment length should be increased to 10db.
Refinements of the recommended design can be made for specific applications. For example, if a larger
side cover is provided, and/or UHPC has gained higher compressive strength, an embedment length
reduction may be possible. The supporting information can be found in the associated research report,
Bond Behavior of Reinforcing Bar in Ultra-High Performance Concrete (11).
FHWA has published guidance on the design and construction of UHPC connections for prefabricated
bridge elements (12). This document includes discussion of general connection concepts, design
guidance, and a case study wherein deployment of UHPC connections is presented.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
An ongoing research program at the Federal Highway Administration’s Turner-Fairbank Highway
Research Center is aiming to advance the state-of-the-art for PBES connections. This paper summarized
three research projects that are underway. One line of research focuses on the deck-level connections
that are frequently deployed between precast concrete deck panels or between adjacent predecked
members. The design parameters for deck level connections, including the shear key shape,
reinforcement type, grout material, and precast surface preparation, are investigated. Grout materials,
such as conventional non-shrinkage grout, epoxy grout, magnesium grout, and UHPC, are evaluated.
Another line of research is evaluating the performance of four connection designs for box beam bridges
by conducting full-scale structural tests. The evaluation includes connection details that are considered
current good practice utilizing high-strength non-shrinkage grout in combination with transverse post-
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tensioning and innovative connection details utilizing the advanced mechanical and durability properties
of UHPC. A third line of research is investigating the bond strength between reinforcing steel and UHPC.
This paper provides an up-to-date insight on the ongoing research program and preliminary results on the
performance of different connection designs. The reports for the first and second lines of research are
being prepared and the report for the bond study has been published (11).
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ABSTRACT
Pile to pile cap connection details developed for an accelerated bridge construction project using slide-in
methods in the State of Iowa were laboratory tested to ensure the desired capacity was achievable. The
tests not only proved the connections were adequate but also led to the development of a design tool.
INTRODUCTION
For several years the Iowa DOT, Iowa State University, the Federal Highway Administration, and several
Iowa Counties have been working to develop Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) concepts, details, and
processes. Throughout this development much has been learned and has resulted in the State of Iowa
being viewed as a national leader in the area of ABC. In fact, in 2012 the Iowa DOT developed and adopted
a departmental policy regarding the use of ABC, and at the same time the Office of Bridges and Structures
(OBS) began the development of an ABC chapter for their Bridge Design Manual (BDM). However, at this
time the OBS does not have a complete set of working standards nor design examples to accompany the
ABC portions of the BDM.
During the fall of 2013, the Iowa DOT constructed a bridge on IA92 in Cass County using an ABC technique
known as slide-in bridge construction. During the design of the Cass County bridge several questions were
raised about the performance of critical design and construction details. One specific question was with
regard to the ultimate capacity of the pile to pile cap connection. The timing of this specific need and the
initiation of this project offered a unique opportunity to provide significant short- and long-term value to the
OBS.
The connection is constructed by first placing a precast pile cap, complete with pile pockets formed using
corrugated metal pipe, over the top of driven steel H-piles at their final location. Then the connection is
completed by placing a high-slump structural concrete chip mix into the pile pockets until full. In addition to
Cass County, this connection has been used previously in multiple ABC projects, though all previous
designs were much smaller in scale and based upon a limited number of experimental tests. To allow for
expanded use of the detail, further examination was needed, working standards needed to be developed,
and design examples needed to be developed.
Several full-scale laboratory tests were completed which included several variations of the connection.
These tests proved the connection was capable of achieving the desired capacity. This paper and
presentation will focus on the laboratory results and the subsequent development of a design tool.
MASSENA, IA ABC SLIDE-IN PROJECT
The Iowa Department of Transportation completed their first slide-in project during the fall of 2013. The
bridge on IA 92 crosses a small stream immediately west of the Town of Massena, IA in southwest Iowa.
Several considerations were made for why accelerated bridge construction was a good solution. First, to
close the bridge would have meant a 13 mile detour and 7 mile out of distance travel for road users. This
is even more significant when coupled with the fact that 16% of all vehicles were trucks. It is estimated that
to complete the bridge replacement using traditional construction methods a road closure of 180 days would
have been necessary resulting in indirect costs of $437,000 and direct costs of $15,000.
The Iowa Department of Transportation in its pursuit of accelerated bridge construction methods planned
to implement slide-in construction methods at a site where it made sense to do so. At Massena, slide-in
bridge construction was a good solution for accelerated bridge construction. The existing right-of-way
allowed sufficient space for temporary works adjacent to the bridge without having to acquire temporary
right-of-way. Even more, the geography was relatively flat, thereby simplifying the construction.
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The existing bridge, originally constructed in 1930, was a 40’x30’ steel I-beam structure with high abutment
walls and narrow channel passage. See Figure 1. Over its history, it had been reconstructed, retrofitted,
and overlaid on several occasions. Soon before its replacement it achieved a sufficiency rating of 38.2,
deeming it structurally deficient. An artist’s rendering of the proposed replacement is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1 Original Bridge

Figure 2 Proposed Replacement

The plan design and details incorporated a semi-integral abutment and abutment diaphragm. The
diaphragm served as a block for pushing and pulling the prefabricated structure. Even more, within the
diaphragm, jacking pockets for lifting were formed.
The design called for precast abutment footings set over the top of H-piles, each connected through filling
with concrete the corrugated metal pipe void forms within the footing. The H14x117 piles, of which there
were 7 at each abutment, were spaced at 7’-0” on center and required 2’-0” minimum embedment. The
corrugated metal pipe measured 2’-3” in diameter and 3’-6” in height. Overall, the precast footing measured
4’-0” wide, 3’-6” tall, and 47’-2” long. The pile and precast abutment footing details are presented in Figure
3 and Figure 4.
Detailed plan notes were provided for the abutment footing construction and those pertinent to this study
are summarized below.


The required nominal axial bearing resistance for east and west abutment piles is 182 tons at end
of drive or retap. The pile contract length shall be driven as per plan unless piles reach refusal.
Construction control requires a weap analysis with bearing graph.



Final pile head position shall not deviate from the location designated in these plans by more than
3” in any direction in order to allow the precast abutment footing and wings to be installed.



Estimated weight of one precast abutment footing with keeper block is 42.2 tons.



The structural concrete used to fill the abutment piling encasements shall be class D concrete with
a high range water reducer. The maximum slump achieved with water shall be 2 inches. The HRWR
shall be added at the pour site. The maximum allowable slump after addition of the HRWR shall be
7 inches. Course aggregate shall be ½ inch top size.



Precast footing and wingwall concrete, f’c = 5000 psi.
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Figure 3 Section through abutment

Figure 4 Abutment plan view

LABORATORY TESTS
The primary objectives of the laboratory tests were to identify the push-through capacity of the pile and
corrugated metal pipe (CMP) assemblies and to assess the differences in performance when variations of
shear transfer mechanisms between the pile and concrete-filled CMP were used.
Nine total specimens of the centermost portion of the abutment footing were constructed at full scale;
measuring 11’-0” long, they encompassed one pile and its respective CMP void form. See Figure 5. Other
than the length being reduced, all other aspects of the specimens exactly followed the plan details (e.g.,
reinforcement bar sizes, placement, and coatings). Several of the specimens under construction are seen
in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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1"
0'-102

2'-3"

HP 14x117
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11'-0"
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Figure 5 Laboratory specimen schematics

Figure 6 Laboratory specimen construction

Figure 7 Completed laboratory specimen
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Three variations of shear transfer mechanisms were evaluated; three specimens for each variation were
constructed. The first, shown in Figure 8, required (3) 7/8” diameter x 6” long shear studs spaced at 6” be
shot to each side of the pile web on centerline. The second, shown in Figure 9, replaces the shear studs
with (3) 7/8” diameter x 1’-0” long, threaded F1554 Grade 36 anchor rods with (4) A563 Grade A hex nuts.
Holes were to be drilled or punched in the same locations as the studs. The last variation was to remove
shear connectors altogether. An example of each assembly is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 8 Shear stud layout

Figure 9 Alternative shear stud assembly

Figure 10 Shear connector variations

Once completed and the concrete allowed to cure to specified strength, the specimens were tested for
push-through strength. For simplicity, the specimens were constructed and tested upside down as is shown
in Figure 11; the specimens were elevated and supported at locations corresponding to the beam seats
and loaded from above. Four 120 kip actuators were ganged for a total load capacity of 480 kips and placed
between the pile and reaction frame. See Figure 12
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Figure 11 Test specimen in reaction frame

Figure 12 Load actuators

To more accurately assess the performance under load, each of the specimens was instrumented with
numerous strain and deflection gages. Four strain gages, one at each pile flange, were placed near the
edges to quantify any eccentricity that might have resulted during loading. An additional four strain gages
were placed directly on the abutment footing, one on each side near the top and bottom of the concrete to
quantify any possible bending. Any differential deflection between the footing portion and the CMP infill on
top of the specimen was measured using four deflection gages at each quadrant of the CMP. The differential
deflection at the bottom of the specimen was measured in a similar way.

Figure 13 Instrumentation at top of specimen

Figure 14 Instrumentation at bottom of specimen

LABORATORY RESULTS
Each specimen was loaded to the capacity of the load frame and jacks, 480 kips. In every case the
specimen did not reach ultimate capacity. Nonetheless, valuable data were collected from which a
probable failure mechanism was identified.
For the sake of brevity, only the differential deflection results are provided and discussed hereafter; the
collected strain data corroborated much of what is presented. Figure 15 shows the differential deflection
results measured at the top and bottom of each test specimen. By observation, the magnitudes at the top
are seen to be quite small, ranging from almost 0.00 inches to the maximum which is slightly greater than
0.01 inches.
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Figure 15 Differential deflection at top and bottom of specimen

Conversely, the combined differential deflection at the bottom of each specimen, though still quite small, is
relatively large in comparison to that at the top of the specimen. A maximum differential deflection was
measured to be slightly less than 0.04 inches.
Even more, no appreciable difference was seen between specimens with varying shear transfer
mechanisms, thus the researchers believe the connectors to have negligible effects and disregard them in
their development of design equations.
Together, the differential deflection results observed at both the top and bottom of the specimen indicate a
discontinuity in overall movement of the void concrete (more movement at the bottom than at the top), and
without the inability to determine the ultimate failure mechanism, the researchers were left to their
engineering judgment and interpretation of the measured response. As such, the results would indicate that
the void concrete below the end of the pile was engaged to a greater degree than that which was above,
and a possible punching shear failure would ultimately occur originating at the end of the pile if loading
continued. It is this theory that led to the development of a design methodology and accompanying
equations.
DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN TOOL
Numerous variables exist when considering the design and constructability of a pile cap with CMP void
forms. For example, the diameter of the CMP has to be such that it will fit within the width of the pile cap
and allow for adequate reinforcement between the CMP and edge of cap. Further, the pile size must be
such that it is not too large for the CMP. In order to limit the potential geometric conflicts, the researchers
established several guidelines that must be adhered to before the nominal capacity can even be calculated.
They are as follows and illustrated in Figure 16:






The clearance between the CMP and edge of pile cap must be greater than or equal to 5-1/8”
The clear distance between the inside of the CMP and effective pile diameter is 1/2”
The pile driving tolerance is +/- 3” in any direction
The minimum distance from end of pile to top of pile cap is 12”
The minimum embedment of the pile is 12”
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Pile Driving Tolerance

Effective Pile Diamater

Min 1/2"

CMP
0'-3"

Min 5 1/8"

Figure 16 Geometric Limitations

The capacity equations are composed of two parts resulting from the two distinct failure planes assumed:
1) The failure plane propagating from the pile to the CMP wall and 2) The shear friction failure at the CMP
and concrete interface. These planes are illustrated in Figure 17.

Shear Friction Interface

Part 2
Part 1

60°

Punching Shear
Failure Plane

Figure 17 Failure Planes

The current AASHTO [1] design equations for punching shear (5.13.2.5.4-1, 2, and 3) are largely based on
the research conducted and published by Moe in 1961 [2]. Though the equations have stood the test of
time for the purposes of design, the equations were not necessarily intended for the purposes of calculating
the capacity of deep concrete elements such as footings or, in this case, pile caps; rather, two-way elevated
reinforced concrete slabs. More recent research [3] has aimed to address the influences of such things as
flexural reinforcement, shear reinforcement, and concrete strength,on deeper sections (column footings).
Accordingly, equations were proposed to more accurately calculate the punching shear capacity of deeper
sections; the AASHTO equations inherently possess some conservatism. The researchers of this ABC
study adopted the equation in Part 1 of the two-part design capacity equation.
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The second part accounts for the shear friction between the CMP wall and the void concrete interface.
AASHTO design equations for shear friction (5.8.4.1-1, 2, 3) calculate the nominal shear resistance of the
interface plane. In the absence of reinforcement across the interface and permanent compressive force
normal to the shear plane, the equation simply becomes a function of the area in contact and the cohesion
factor. In this case, it was believed the interface between the CMP and void concrete was most analogous
to the condition of concrete placed against clean, hardened concrete with surface intentionally roughened
to an amplitude of 0.25 inches. Thus Part 2 of the two-part equation becomes.
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Using this equation, a design tool was produced within which several variables can be modified (i.e., depth
of pile cap, width of pile cap, void concrete strength, depth of pile embedment, size of pile, etc.). This tool
not only provides the ability to calculate the nominal shear capacity of the connection quickly and with a
vast number of combinations, but also performs the checks to ensure the prescribed geometric rules are
followed. One should note, however, that the tool is used to provide the calculated design capacity of the
CMP to pile connection but does not check for the service level geotechnical capacity nor design the pile
cap.
CONCLUSIONS
The planned use of accelerated bridge construction methods by the Iowa DOT in 2013 to construct a bridge
in Massena, IA led to a laboratory investigation of pile to pile cap connections using precast pile caps fitted
with CMP void forms within which the connection between the pile cap and pile is made. The required
strength of the connection was validated through testing, a probable method of ultimate failure was
determined, and a design tool was developed to enable engineers to quickly assess the connection strength
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of various combinations of piles, CMP’s, pile cap sizes, concrete strength, etc. Working standards and
design examples are being developed to accompany the ABC portions of the Iowa DOT bridge design
manual.
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ABSTRACT
The need, call it demand, for the use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques by bridge
engineers is the result of increasing pressure from external demands such as traffic volume and
construction safety along with the ever present need for quality control. With the more widespread use of
ABC by bridge engineers it is critical that bridge designers and contractors have confidence in details
typically encountered in ABC designs. However, many of the ABC projects involve connection details that
are either unfamiliar to the bridge engineer/contractor, are untested, or potentially both. Furthermore,
previous laboratory testing of specific ABC connection details has shown that not all connection details
function in the ABC bridge application as they are sometimes promoted by their developers. Thus it is
critical that these connection details be evaluated in the form which they are or will be utilized in the ABC
process to assess and document their short and long term performance and integrity. One such detail of
interest is the grouted rebar coupler connection detail.
The Iowa Department of Transportation currently has research is in progress involving the laboratory testing
of an ABC connection utilizing sleeve-lock grouted rebar couplers. The objective of this study is to perform
laboratory testing and evaluation of a grouted coupler connection detail to assess the performance of the
connection made through comparisons with design assumptions, previous research (which typically only
evaluates the coupler strength in a pure tension test), and physical performance of the coupled connections.
In addition, the study aims to assess the effectiveness of the coupled connection to resist intrusion of water
and chlorides. The laboratory testing involves constructing coupled specimens, each approximately 2ft x
2ft by 8ft long, utilizing #14 grouted couplers and #14 coated bars to evaluate the performance of the
connection for both static and fatigue bending strength (simulating a pier column connection to a drilled
shaft or pier foundation). Further evaluation of the connection detail will be conducted to assess its
resistance to moisture intrusion. Upon conclusion of the laboratory testing, recommendations for the use
and construction of the grouted rebar coupler connection detail will be developed for use in future ABC
projects. This paper will focus on the design, construction and testing of the laboratory specimens.
INTRODUCTION
With an ever increasing desire to utilize accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques, it is becoming
critical that bridge designers and contractors have confidence in typical details. The Keg Creek Bridge,
Phares, et al. (1), on US6 was a recent ABC example that utilized a number of connection details that had
been utilized elsewhere. However, during laboratory testing it became clear that not all connection details
function as they are sometimes promoted by their developers.
The connection detail used between the drilled shaft and pier column and between the pier column and the
pier cap at Keg Creek is another detail needing evaluation. This connection detail utilized grouted couplers
that have been tested by others with mixed results – some indicating quality performance some indicating
questionable performance, Rowell, et al (2), Jansson (3), Dayton Superior (4). However, most of the
previous testing of the grouted couplers was in a pure pull-out, or tension, arrangement; whereas, in the
ABC details which the Iowa DOT was using them they were more in a axial plus bending arrangement.
There is a need to test these couplers to gain an understanding of their performance in likely Iowa details.

1
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The objective of the proposed work is to perform laboratory testing and evaluation of a grouted coupler
connection detail utilized on precast concrete elements for the Keg Creek Bridge. More specifically to
evaluate the durability (cracking) performance of the grouted joint under loading. The Bridge Engineering
Center (BEC) developed coupled specimens for testing under static and fatigue loads in the structures
laboratory. Further, specimens will be evaluated for their ability to resist the intrusion of water and chlorides.
Evaluation of performance will be made through comparisons with design assumptions, previous research,
as well as the physical performance of the coupled connections.
METHODOLOGY
The strength and durability, primarily resistance to crack propagation at the joint, of grouted rebar coupled
connections used in ABC projects is a mostly untested, critical piece of information for the long-term viability
of structures utilizing this design detail. Numerous pull-out tests of grouted rebar connections have been
conducted previously, however, in the field pure tension is not always how these spliced connections are
designed or utilized. In the case of the Keg Creek Bridge in Iowa, the connections using grouted rebar
couplers are the connection of the drilled shaft to the pier column, and the connection of the pier column to
the pier cap. Both of these connections are under axial load, in addition to some degree of bending due to
both cyclical temperature loads and live loads on the superstructure.
To better understand the strength and durability of these connections, in a manner more representative of
those seen at Keg Creek, specimens were developed and constructed to test the coupled connections in
pure bending and axial plus bending. Static load tests of the specimen in four-point bending were
conducted, with a fatigue test to follow on separate specimens of the same dimensions. In addition, several
specimen were also developed for evaluation of the water and chloride resistance of the coupled
connection.
SPECIMEN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The specimens developed for this project were designed to mimic the two connections at Keg Creek,
however the number of bars, and subsequently the cross-section of the specimen, were reduced. Several
large specimens were cast for testing in four-point bending with the rebar couplers placed in the tension
zone of the specimen.
The larger specimens were designed to be connected using #14 epoxy coated rebar and #14 grouted
couplers from Dayton Superior. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the cross-sectional dimensions and rebar layout
for the large specimen. Each specimen consists to two sections, which were match-cast in the horizontal
configuration (i.e. grouted joint was vertical) with the couplers and #14 bars at the bottom. Once the
specimen had cured, they were then removed from the formwork, separated and rotated to the vertical
position with the #14 bars of one half of the specimen protruding out of the top of that half section, and the
grouted couplers of the other half section on the bottom surface of the specimen. Erection and grouting
consisted of raising the portion of the specimen with the coupler up and over the specimen with the #14
bars protruding from the top; the portion with the couplers was then lowered onto the other half specimen.
Erection of the specimen in the vertical orientation was selected to best replicate the installation of the pier
column on top of the drilled shaft at Keg Creek. Design of the specimen was driven by physical constraints
of overhead clearance in the structural testing laboratory and by development of the #14 bars. Figures 3
and 4 illustrate the specimens in the vertical orientation just before placement on the grout bed, and after
grouting of the rebar couplers, respectively.
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a. Half specimen section with protruding #14 rebars.

b. Half specimen section with rebar coupler.
Figure 1. Elevation views of large coupled specimen.
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a. View A - A
b. View B - B
Figure 2. Cross-section views of large coupled specimen.

Figure 3. Lowering top half of specimen over rebar and onto grout bed.

4
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Figure 4. Coupled joint after grouting of rebar couplers.
Once all of the specimen were coupled and grouted in the vertical position, and the grout had reached
adequate strength, the specimen were then lowered back into the horizontal position for the static, fourpoint bending tests. It should be noted that prior to rotating the specimens to the horizontal position, each
specimen was braced and supported to prevent premature cracking of the coupled joint during the lowering
process.
STATIC TESTING
The objective of the static testing was to evaluate the durability, in this case crack formation, of the coupled
joint under load, as well as to validate some of the strength design assumptions of the coupled connection.
Three specimens were initially tested in pure bending: the first specimen was set up with the load points at
L/2 (L = distance between specimen supports, see Fig. 5), the last two specimens were set up with the load
points at L/3, and a maximum load of approximately 350 kips was placed on each specimen. The reduction
in spacing of the load points from L/2 to L/3 in the last two specimens was based on observations seen in
the testing of the first specimen Illustrated in Fig. 6 is a coupled specimen set up for testing in the test frame
for four-point bending. Instrumentation includes strain transducers on the sides and bottom of the
specimens, on both sides of the grouted joint, and crack meters across the grouted joint on the bottom of
the specimen in line with the grouted couplers. Currently, testing is ongoing with additional static tests to
be conducted on specimens with applied axial loads in addition to bending loads.

Figure 5. Loading configuration for loaded specimens.

5
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Figure 6. Coupled specimen in four-point bending test.
FATIGUE TESTING
To date, fatigue testing of the coupled connection has not been completed. Fatigue testing will consist of
the specimens loaded to approximately 1 million load cycles. Load and strain rate have yet to be
determined for this testing.
RESULTS
Illustrated in Figs. 7-9 are the crack width vs load for the three static test specimens tested thus far.
Comparison of the graphs in Figs. 6 and 9, Specimen 1 and 3 respectively, indicate a slight increase in the
crack width for Specimen 3. This is likely due to the increased moment caused by shifting the load points
from L/2 on Specimen 1 to L/3 on Specimen 3. This increased crack width was also evident in Specimen
2, illustrated in Fig. 8, in addition to a gradual rise, or creep, in the crack width at peak load. The creep in
the crack width is attributed to a period of sustained loading at peak load; in addition, the sustained loading
and creep may also partially explain the offset in the crack width when the load was removed. The
increased moment due to the shifting of the lift points on Specimens 2 and 3 also resulted in shear and
flexural cracking in those specimens that were not seen in Specimen 1. Lastly, all three specimen exceeded
the design moment capacity with no signs of significant distress. Although this was not one of the main
objectives of this testing, verification of design assumptions is critical information for DOT’s pushing to use
ABC designs and methods.
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Figure 7. Crack width vs Load, Specimen 1, L/2 load spacing.

Figure 8. Crack width vs Load, Specimen 2, L/3 load spacing.

Figure 9. Crack width vs Load, Specimen 3, L/3 load spacing.
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In addition to the larger specimens, three small coupled specimen were also cast and placed in a 3%
chloride solution. These specimen are circular in cross-section and contain one grouted rebar coupler per
specimen, as shown in Fig. 10. The specimen have a diameter of 8 in. providing approximately 2 in. of
cover around the entire perimeter of the coupler. The specimen were instrumented with a corrosion wire
on the embedded rebar across the joint and into the coupler prior to grouting. The specimens were then
placed in the solution unloaded, and uncracked (at the joint) and corrosion readings taken periodically. To
date, three readings have been taken, and are presented in Table 1. A stable, non-corroding bar or strand,
will typically show a voltage reading of 250 millivolts or less. This voltage will drop to zero when and if the
grout dries out completely. Normal voltage readings of say 50 to 250 millivolts is due to the dc battery
formed by the V2000 cable and the steel and the grout. If, or when, corrosion starts on the steel anywhere
along the monitored strand, the reading will rise to well over 400 millivolts. If readings are in the 300 to 400
range, corrosion is either commencing or just stopping due to lack of oxygen to continue.
The first three readings taken from the specimens during the months of June, July and August of 2014
indicate rather normal behavior of the systems and no obvious signs of corrosion on the bars to date.
Additional readings taken throughout the remainder of the project will provide more insight into the ability
of the joint to resist water/chloride intrusion. Again, these are all uncracked joints; any cracking of the joint
during the life of the structure would obviously increase the potential for water/chloride ingress.

Figure 10. Coupled specimen for chloride intrusion testing.
Table 1. Corrosion readings
Date
6/4/14
7/24/14
8/27/14

Grouted Coupler Conductivity Readings (mV)
Specimen 1
Specimen 2
135
7
210
9
167
39
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Specimen 3
149
38
94

CONCLUSIONS
Currently, insufficient data exists to fully understand the durability of this grouted rebar connection based
on the completed testing. However, preliminary test results regarding the durability of the coupled joint
(loaded in pure bending) to resist crack development, and therefore reduce the susceptibility for
moisture/chloride ingress into these critical joints, may also be partially dependent on the presence of an
axial load, the bond of the grout bed on the adjoining precast elements, or both. Duration of peak load and
resulting creep effects also appear to factor into the cracking characteristics of the joint. In addition,
preliminary tests results did show that the design strength of these coupled connections was met and
exceeded, which provides validation of design assumptions and calculations.
FUTURE WORK
After the initial three static load tests done in pure bending, two of the specimens remaining from the original
casting will be axially loaded and then subjected to the same four-point bending test as done previously for
comparison with the previous data. The research team believes this will provide a better understanding of
the joint behavior in the field. In addition, the original specimens were grouted with little to no surface
treatment of the concrete faces prior to placement of the grout bed between the two half sections. The
potential exists for the surface preparation of the two concrete faces prior to placement on the bedding
grout to have an effect on the cracking and/or durability of the coupled joint under loading. Therefore, two
additional specimens will be cast and the significance of the concrete surface treatment prior to bedding
grout placement will be evaluated.
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RE-DECKING OF I-84 BRIDGES OVER UPRR & NORTHSIDE BLVD.
IN NAMPA IDAHO
Kenneth Clausen, P.E., Idaho Trans. Dept., (208)334-8554, ken.clausen@itd.idaho.gov
ABSTRACT
Two interstate bridges in the City of Nampa, Idaho were re-decked with full depth precast, post-tensioned
concrete deck panels in four 10 day stages while keeping all four lanes of interstate traffic open during the
full duration of the project. This was done by working on one half of one bridge at a time while leaving half
open to traffic. The work in each stage consisted of saw-cutting and removing the existing deck, removing
the existing shear studs, placing precast deck panels, grouting joints, post-tensioning the deck
longitudinally, welding new shear studs, grouting shear stud pockets, placing closure pour concrete (with
4 day cure), grinding the surface and opening to traffic.
INTRODUCTION
In 1966 I-80N (currently I-84) was constructed along the north edge of the City of Nampa Idaho. Two
features that were crossed by the new interstate along this route are a spur line of the UPRR and
Northside Blvd. At both locations twin structures were constructed to carry the interstate highway over the
top. The Northside Blvd. structures are each 3-span steel plate girder bridges with spans of 35’-80’-35’.
The UPRR structures are each 4-span steel plate girder bridges with 4 equal spans of 52’. All spans at
both locations are simply supported with expansion joints at each support. The typical sections are two
12’ lanes with 10’ and 4’ shoulders. The out-to-out width of each bridge is 40’.
In 1996 the decks of the eastbound UPRR Bridge and the westbound Northside Blvd. Bridge were
replaced in the conventional manner. The bridges were closed while the interstate was constricted to one
lane in each direction and detoured over the adjacent twin bridge. The decks were removed, forms
installed, rebar tied, concrete placed and cured, new parapet constructed and the bridges where returned
to service. At the time the congestion that occurred due to limiting interstate traffic to one lane each way
was intolerable and it was decided that the decks on the other two bridges could not be replaced in the
same fashion.
Over the 18 years since this last deck replacement project various ideas where entertained to either
widen the bridges or construct temporary bridges in order to replace the two remaining old decks without
closing any lanes on the interstate. The cost of each of these alternatives was too high and the project
continued to be delayed. With traffic having reached 80,000 vehicles a day on the interstate by 2012 and
the decks rapidly deteriorating, delay was no longer an acceptable option.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Having witnessed the rapid construction technics used in the adjacent State of Utah and determining that
we could stage the re-deck by routing three lanes of traffic over the twin bridge and maintain one traffic
lane on the bridge that was being worked on we could manage to replace the old decks with a minimum
of traffic delay.
Deck Design
The precast deck panels were designed and detailed to consist of 11’ long units in the direction of traffic
with two units across the bridge width. Stage 1 was 15’-4”, stage 2 was 21’-1” and a 3’-6” closure pour
was placed between the two stages. There are five girders across the section spaced at 8’-2” with 3’-7.5”
overhangs at each side. Stage 1 spanned between only two girders with a temporary overhang of 3’-6.5”
and stage 2 spanned over three girders with a minimal temporary overhang of 1’-1.5”. The deck units
were conventionally reinforced based on traditional AASHTO bridge deck design procedures. The deck
was designed to be 8.5” thick with an additional 0.25” to allow for profile grinding, top cover of 2.5” and
bottom cover of 1” with epoxy coated reinforcement in both top and bottom mats. The reinforcement
pattern varied due to the locations of the weld stud pockets but on average the top and bottom mats
consisted of #6 bars at 6” each way. Because the shear pockets are 12” by 11” and are spaced every 24”
only 12” of deck are available to fit four #6 bars both top and bottom. If we had put all the bars in the
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spaces between pockets the actual spacing between bars would have been 3”. Thinking that was a little
tight we decided to place one bar in the center of the duct pocket. That increased the spacing to 4.5” in
the area between pockets and resulted in a spacing of 7.5” within the pocket, a much better distribution of
reinforcement.
In the longitudinal direction the panels are post-tensioned with a net compression force of about 350psi
across the full width of the panels. This was accomplished using four ½”-strand tendons in 2” ducts
spaced at approximately 30”. The tendons were placed at mid-depth of the slab. The main purpose of the
post-tensioning was to prevent or at least minimize transverse deck cracking, especially in the areas over
the piers were the deck is now continuous but the girders are still discontinuous.
Girder Analysis
The steel girders were conventionally analyzed in accordance with AASHTO LRDF Specifications
assuming the deck panels act compositely with the steel girders. The existing shear studs would be
removed with the old deck and new shear studs installed in groups of six every 24” in blocked-out pockets
in the deck panels. Because the total number of new shear studs was significantly less than the number
of existing shear studs the size was increased from ¾” diameter to 1” diameter studs.
It should be noted that when the girders were analyzed in design it was assumed that the dead load of
the deck would be distributed to the girders based on tributary area. This is a simplifying assumption that
works well with cast-in-place decks since the deck load is applied in a liquid state and is transferred to the
girders through simply supported falsework. However with the deck placed in stages the already solid
deck distributes its weight in a way that can be more closely modeled as a rigid body on flexible supports.
In our case the exterior girder ended up carrying about 30% more dead load than was assumed using the
tributary area method. This was determined by analysis after it was noticed that the exterior girder
deflected considerably more than was originally calculated and the second interior girder considerably
less (the first interior deflected as assumed). Fortunately the inventory rating for this structure when
analyzed with the 30% increase in dead load was at 1.24, still well above the required 1.0.
CONSTRUCTION
The first construction task was to fabricate the precast deck panels. All the deck panels were cast before
any work was started at the project site. At first the fabricator thought it would be difficult to run a bar
through the shear pocket, however this ended up not being a problem. The styrofoam block-outs were
actually held in place by the bars. After all the panels were cast the detour traffic was detoured by shifting
one lane of traffic to the opposite bridge using median cross-overs and installing temporary concrete
barriers down the middle of the bridge. This was accomplished with only minor traffic interference. Once
traffic was moved off of the first stage the deck was saw cut length wise and then saw cut laterally about
every 4’. An excavator with a small hoe-ram attached broke up the concrete over the girders and around
the shear studs and the sections were removed intact as much as possible. The excavator started at one
end of the bridge and as it removed pieces of the deck it backed across the bridge until it reached the
opposite side. Because the excavator weighed about 50,000 lbs and the girders became non-composite
as the deck was removed the stress in the steel girders probably exceeded anything they have
experienced or will experience in there composite condition.
A few problems arose with this method such as cutting into the top flange with the concrete saw in a few
places and some damage to the top flange and some local buckling of the web. The flange cuts were
repaired by welding and the buckled webs where repaired with heat straightening after the bridges were
opened to traffic.
The next operation was to remove the existing weld studs using cutting torches. Then the precast panels
were set in place and adjusted to grade. The joints between panels were sealed with backer rod and
silicone caulking. Also the post-tensioning ducts were connected across the joints with metal sleeves and
sealed with duct tape. With that complete, the joints were grouted and allowed to cure until they reached
about 1000 psi. Also during this time the new shear studs were welded on to the top flange in the shear
pockets formed into the deck panels. When the grout in the joints reached the minimum strength the posttensioning strands were installed in the ducts and post-tensioned. During the post-tensioning one strand
failed to reach the required elongation from one end jacking and needed to be jacked from the opposite
end to achieve the required elongation. It was assumed at the time that the grout from the panel joints
leaked into the duct and that was verified later during duct grouting when this same tendon also
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developed problems during the grouting operation that followed. The grout would not flow past the
obstruction. To remedy this, a hole was carefully drilled through the deck and into the duct to create a
vent so that grout could be advanced through the duct. No other problems occurred with the grouting
operation.
With the deck post-tensioned the shear studs could be installed in the shear pockets of the deck. The
pockets and haunch between the deck and girder could then be grouted. At the same time as the pockets
were grouted the small end segments of the deck (about 5’ at each end) were cast. The 4 day cure on
these end segments was the longest duration of any item. After the concrete cure time elastomeric
concrete headers were installed at the abutment expansion joints, the deck was profile ground to meet an
1/8” in 10’ straight edge requirement and Stage 1 was opened to traffic. The total time from closing half
the bridge until it was reopened was 10 days.
The other three stages progressed in the same fashion and the total project lasted 40 days. There were
other minor repairs and some painting that occurred after the bridges were opened back up to traffic but
no other items that required rerouting interstate traffic.
SUMMARY
The overall project was a success in that all our objectives were met:
 Two lanes of interstate traffic were maintained in each direction during construction.
 The work that required rerouting interstate traffic was held to 40 days.
 The decks were replaced and we expect another 30 years of service.
 The work did not exceed the project budget of $4 million.
A few things learned that will be corrected in future projects of this type.
 In design we need to be aware of how the dead loads will be distributed to the girders.
 Removal operations need to be better controlled to prevent damage to the existing structure.
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION IN WASHINGTON STATE
Bijan Khaleghi, PhD, PE, SE,
Washington State Department of Transportation, Olympia, Washington,
Phone: (360)705-7181, Email: Bijan.Khaleghi@WSDOT.WA.GOV

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the newly developed precast decked girders for long span bridges with PBES/ABC
consideration. Design, fabrication, transportation, construction of precast decked systems is investigated.
This paper addresses factors such as connections between adjacent units, performance of longitudinal
joints, use of UHPC, continuity for live load, and CIP topping.

INTRODUCTION
The current use of high performance concrete (HPC) in the fabrication of prestressed concrete girders
has resulted in improved economy through the use of longer spans, increased girder spacing, and
shallower superstructures. HPC also improves durability and resistance to cracking, while decreasing
permeability and the effects of volume change due to shrinkage and creep. The design of high
performance precast, pretensioned concrete girders has presented several new challenges, including
difficulties in the fabrication, shipment, and erection of long, slender girders.
The recent development of long-span precast, prestressed concrete girder standards has allowed
WSDOT and other bridge owners to extend the span capability of the construction material they prefer to
use. Long-span precast, prestressed concrete girders can eliminate the need for falsework, reduce on-site
construction activities and schedules, reduce environmental impacts at water crossings, and minimize
hazards, delays, and inconvenience to the traveling public.
High performance/high strength concrete has recently become a standard material for the fabrication and
construction of long-span precast, prestressed concrete girder bridges in Washington State. Girder
concrete strengths of 7.0 ksi at prestress transfer and 9.0 ksi at 28 days are the current upper limits.
In seismic regions, provisions must be made to transfer greater forces through connections and to ensure
ductile behavior in both longitudinal and transverse directions. The system must be made to protect the
superstructure from force effects due to ground motions through fusing or plastic hinging.
WSDOT STANDARD GIRDERS
In Washington State, the use of prestressed I-girders started in the early 1950s. At that time, construction
of highways and freeways was greatly accelerated under the Interstate Highway Program. The challenge
was to quickly and cost effectively build grade separations at highway crossings. The economy, quality of
fabrication, and ease in construction of pretensioned I-girder bridges met the challenge.
Today, over 80 percent of new highway bridges in Washington State are prestressed concrete girder
bridges. The current WSDOT standard pretensioned I-girder designations are WF36G, WF42G, WF50G,
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WF58G, WF66G, WF74G, WF83G, WF95G, and WF100G are shown in Figure 1, and their section
properties are listed in Table 1. (References 3, 4, and 5)

Figure 1. WSDOT Wide flange Pretensioned Girders.
Table 1. Section Properties of WSDOT Wide Flange Pretensioned Girders.
Figure 1:
Table 1:
Girder

WSDOT standard pretensioned I-girder

Section properties WSDOT standard pretensioned I-girder
Area (in2)

Yb (in)

Yt (in)

I (in4)

Sb (in3)

St (in3)

WF36G

Height
(in)
36.000

690.781

17.536

18.464

124771.6

7115.0

6757.7

WF42G

42.000

727.531

20.360

21.640

183642.4

9019.7

8486.3

WF50G

50.000

776.531

24.151

25.849

282559.4

11699.6

10931.2

WF58G

58.000

825.531

27.967

30.033

406265.7

14526.6

18636.5

WF66G

66.000

874.531

31.804

34.196

556339.2

17493.0

16268.9

WF74G

74.000

823.531

35.657

38.343

72018.4

20594.8

19152.5

WF83G

82.625

976.359

39.829

42.796

959395.9

24088.0

22417.7

WF95G

94.500

1049.094

48.905

45.595

1328994.7

29147.8

27175.1

WF100G

100.000

1082.781

48.274

51.726

1524912.4

31588.9

29480.4

WSDOT WIDE FLANGE DECK BULB TEE GIRDERS
The new WSDOT standard pretensioned wide flange deck bulb tee girders span up to 210 ft based on
the cross section dimensions and shipping weight limitations. The Deck Bulb Tee cross section varies
both in width and depth to accommodate the desired span length and bridge width. The variation in width
of top flange is from 4.0 to 8.0 ft, and the variation in depth is from 36 to 100 in., as shown in Figure 2,
and the span capability of WSDOT pretensioned wide flange deck bulb tee girders is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2. WSDOT Pretensioned Wide Flange Deck Bulb Tee Girders.
Table 2. Span Capability of New WSDOT Pretensioned Wide Flange Deck Bulb Tee Girders
Girder Type
WF36DG
WF42DG
WF50DG
WF58DG
WF66DG
WF74DG
WF83DG
WF95DG

Flange Width
(ft)
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0
4.0
8.0

CL Bearing to CL
Bearing (ft)
100
80
120
90
140
100
155
120
165
130
175
140
190
150
190
155

3
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Unit Weight
(kips/FT)
0.728
0.998
0.782
1.052
0.836
1.106
0.891
1.161
0.945
1.215
0.999
1.269
1.054
1.324
1.1085
1.378

Shipping Weight
(kips)
72.81
79.84
93.88
94.71
117.14
110.67
138.12
139.33
156.00
158.01
174.97
177.78
200.30
198.63
210.63
213.68

4.0
8.0

WF100DG

205
165

1.163
1.433

238.41
236.44

The design parameters to develop the span capabilities shown in Table 2 are:
-

Girder f'ci = 7 5 ksi, f'c = 9 0 ksi

-

Topping Slab f'c = 4 0 ksi

-

No vertical or horizontal curve

-

2% roadway crown slope

-

6% roadway superelevation for shipping check

-

Includes 2" future HMA overlay with density of 140 pcf
The span capability is controlled by a maximum shipping weight of 240 kips.

Table 3 shows the structural efficiency of the WSDOT wide flange deck bulb tee girders using Guyon’s
equation6 for structural efficiency. Guyon’s equation is based on the cross-sectional properties of the
girder and is expressed as equation 1:

(1)
where ρ is the efficiency factor, yt and yb are the distance from the center of gravity of the section to the
top and bottom fibers of the girder, respectively, and r is the radius of gyration of the cross section, and is
equal to I/Ag. Higher  represents higher girder efficiency.
On average, the girders with the wider flanges provide 20 percent more span capability than the current
standards. In the future, the current WSDOT standard deck bulb tee girders may be phased out in favor of
the new wide flange deck bulb tee girders.
It should be noted that Guyon’s equation corresponds to a service load stress optimization of the precast
section only, and does not represent the efficiency of the composite girder/slab section, or the flexural
strength efficiency.
Table 3: Efficiency of Wide Flange Deck Bulb Tee Girders
Type
WF36DG
WF42DG
WF50DG
WF58DG
WF66DG
WF74DG

Flange Width
(ft)

Depth
(ft)

Area
(ft2)

Iz
(ft4)

Yb
(ft)

4

36

654.8

114815

16.65

0.54

8

36

897.8

166637

21.25

0.59

4

42

703.8

279712

20.6

0.90

8

42

946.8

389470

25.62

0.98

4

50

752.8

444609

24.56

0.95

8

50

995.8

612303

29.99

1.02

4

58

801.8

609505

28.51

0.90

8

58

1044.8

835135

34.36

0.98

4

66

850.8

774402

32.46

0.84

8

66

1093.8

1057968

38.73

0.92

4

74

899.8

939299

36.41

0.76

8

74

1142.8

1280801

43.09

0.84

4
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WF83DG
WF95DG
WF100DG

4

83

948.8

1104196

40.37

0.68

8

83

1191.8

1503634

47.46

0.75

4

95

997.8

1269092

44.32

0.57

8

95

1240.8

1726466

51.83

0.62

4

100

1046.8

1433989

48.27

0.55

8

100

1306.1

1817333

54.56

0.56

WSDOT requires a minimum 5 in. thick class 4000D cast-in-place (CIP) concrete topping with one layer
of epoxy coated reinforcement for all decked members used in mainline bridges with average daily
traffic (ADT) of 50,000 and more. Use of CIP topping eliminates the potential for reflecting cracking due
to the longitudinal joints between decked members. Concrete overlay could be used in lower ADT
cases.
Deck replacement for decked members may require shoring of the structure. The CIP toping increases
the durability of decked members, and does not require shoring in case of potential deck replacement.
WSDOT DESIGN CRITERIA AND PRACTICE
WSDOT’s prestressed concrete girder bridges are designed using the current AASHTO LRFD2 Bridge
Design Specifications and additional criteria detailed in the WSDOT Bridge Design Manual1.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Current WSDOT design practice does not allow any tension in the precompressed tensile zone at the
Service III limit state. Allowable stresses for prestressing strands are 0.75f pu at transfer and 0.8fpy at the
service limit state.






Section Properties Policy - Design Prestressed Girders With Gross Section Properties
Allowable Tension Stress Policy - Design Prestressed Girders for Tensile Stress To 0.0 Ksi.
Continuity Policy - Design Prestressed Girders As Simple Span For all Dead Load And Live Load
Regardless Of The Actual Continuity At Intermediate Piers.
Refined Method of Estimating Prestress Losses
Design for future overlay

WSDOT design policy for prestressed girders and decked members has resulted in more durable
structures. Some of the reasons for the conservative design policies are:
a. Periodical change in Bridge Design specifications. AASHTO design specifications have been
changed from allowable stress design (ASD) to (LFD) and to (LRFD).
b. Reserve capacity for girders damaged by over height collisions8. The over height load collisions
on prestressed girder bridges often results in broken/spliced strands.
c. The zero tension policy ensures that prestressed girders remain uncracked under service load
conditions and overloads, resulting in longer service life.
d. Increased shear capacity. Increase in prestressing results in higher shear capacity, with lower 
and higher .
e. The conservative design assumptions result in longer service life and lesser life cycle cost.
f. Designing for future overlay reduces concerns if bridges are overlaid during their service life.
DEFLECTION AND CAMBER OF PREFABRICATED GIRDERS
The final deflection of prestressed girders is taken as the summation of the elastic deflections and the
long-term effects of time-dependent parameters at different construction stages. Figure 3 shows the
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idealized deflection diagram for a composite pretensioned girder with temporary top strands.
To obtain a smooth riding surface, the elastic deflection due to the weight of the deck slab indicated as
“screed camber” is added to the profile grade elevations of the deck. Many measurements of actual
superstructure deflections have shown that once the deck slab is cast, long-term deflections of the
composite deck/girder system are minimal. This has been shown to be the case for both single span
bridges, and multiple span bridges made continuous with mild steel reinforcement in the deck over the
interior piers.
The reason for this stabilization is that once the deck slab becomes composite with the girder, the
stiffness of the system is significantly increased. For superstructures made continuous, the continuity
further stiffens the composite deck/girder system. Also, the tendency of the girder to creep upward with
time is offset by the dead load, plus shrinkage of the concrete in the deck slab.

Figure 3. Idealized deflection diagram for WSDOT pretensioned girders
DESIGN FOR CONTINUITY
WSDOT designs continuous pretensioned girders for both flexure and shear using an envelope of simple
span and continuous span behavior. Prestressed girders are designed for positive moments from dead
and live loads under service and strength limit states as if the girders were simple spans. Deck
reinforcement at intermediate piers is designed for negative moments due to continuous live and
superimposed dead loads under the strength limit state.
Connection details and construction sequencing are both simplified by enveloping simple and continuous
span designs. Several methods are currently used to create various levels of continuity. These methods
are intended to control cracking between the bottom of the girder and the interior pier diaphragm due to
positive restraint moments that develop from creep and shrinkage of the precast girder. These cracks
reduce the ability of the connection to develop the required negative moments.
One of these methods uses positive moment reinforcement projecting from the bottom flange of the girder
into the diaphragm to resist the positive restraint moments. The amount of reinforcement required
depends upon the age of the girder assumed in design. Younger girders require more reinforcement than
older girders. Thus, not only is the additional reinforcement necessary, but the age of the girders also
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becomes a potential schedule impact for the contractor.
In general, these negative moments overcome the positive restraint moments caused by shrinkage and
creep of the precast concrete girders. The disadvantages of this method are the cost of the splicing
operation and the potential schedule impact of placing the deck after the interior diaphragm has reached
its design strength.
Although the cost of simple span girders is marginally higher than girders designed for reduced positive
moments, the overall construction method has proven to be very cost effective. Also, experience has
shown that the conservative nature of the design results in very durable structures with improved overload
capacity.
For lateral loads, the connection at the intermediate piers depends upon the seismic zone where the
bridge is located. Seismic Zones 3 and 4 are assigned to bridges in Western Washington, while Seismic
Zone 2 is generally assigned to bridges in Eastern Washington.
Monolithic action between the superstructure and substructure components is the key to seismic resistant
precast concrete bridge systems. Lack of monolithic action causes the column tops to behave as pin
connections resulting in substantial force demands on the foundations of multi-column bents, particularly
in areas of moderate to high seismisity. Developing a moment connection between the superstructure
and substructure reduces the moment in the footing. Fig. 4 shows a typical monolithic moment resistant
connection used for WSDOT precast girder bridges.

Figure 4:

Typical Monolithic Moment Resistant

The cast-in-place concrete for intermediate diaphragm of continuous bridges is completed in two stages
to ensure the stability of precast girders after erection, and occurrence of initial creep. Extended strands
and reinforcing bars are provided to ensure adequate performance of the connection during a seismic
event. The design assumptions for fixed diaphragms are:
1. All girders of adjoining spans are the same depth, spacing, and preferably the same type.
2. Design girders as simple span for both dead and live loads.
3. Provide reinforcement for negative moments at intermediate piers in the deck due to live
loads and superimposed dead loads from traffic barrier, pedestrian walkway, utilities, etc.
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4. Determine resultant plastic hinging forces at centroid of superstructure.
5. Determine the number of extended strands to resist seismic positive moment.
6. Design diaphragm reinforcement to resist the resultant seismic forces at centroid of
diaphragm.
7. Design longitudinal reinforcement at girder ends for interface shear friction.
Fixed integral diaphragms (moment resisting) are used at the intermediate piers of continuous
prestressed girder bridges located in the higher seismic zones. In this case, prestressing strands
projecting from the bottom flange of the girder are anchored into the diaphragm, developing the positive
moments necessary for plastic hinging in the tops of the columns. Figure 5 shows WSDOT standard
details for the fixed integral diaphragm.

Figure 5. Semi-raised fixed integral diaphragm
Both integral and hinged diaphragms are semi-raised, which allows the dead load of girder, wet slab,
haunches, diaphragms, and forms to be carried by the lower crossbeam, while the live and superimposed
dead loads are carried by the full depth crossbeam. This type of construction eliminates the need for
falsework and temporary supports. Semi-raised crossbeams are cast in two parts: the lower part that
provides seat for precast girders, and the upper part that provides superstructure continuity. The semiraised crossbeam shown in Figure 4 is considered integral moment resisting superstructure-substructure
connection capable to resist strength and extreme-I limit state forces.
PRECAST BENT CAP
Precast bent cap systems eliminate the need for forming, reinforcement, casting, and curing of concrete
on the jobsite removing the bent cap construction from the critical path. Fig. 4 shows a precast bent cap
under construction in Washington State. The #14 column vertical reinforcement will be placed through
sleeves installed in the precast bent cap. Sleeves are made of 4 in. (100 mm) diameter corrugated
galvanized metal ducts allowing adequate construction tolerance and room for grouting. The completed
bent cap will be performing as conventional cast-in-place concrete pier with column bars extended
through the precast bent cap to the top of diaphragm.
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Figure 4:

Precast Bent Cap under Construction in Washington State

HANDLING OF PREFABRICATED GIRDERS
The ability to handle and ship long prestressed concrete girders is influenced by many factors, including
weight, length, height, lateral stability, and mode of transportation3. The impact of these variables is
discussed in Reference 7. For many years, the WSDOT Standard Specifications have contained
provisions for the handling and shipping of prestressed concrete girders.
These provisions did not contemplate the extended spans that have been made possible through the use
of HPC. This section discusses modifications made to WSDOT’s handling and shipping criteria in light of
the use of HPC, as well as some design and field experience gained from the first few bridge projects.
Concrete Compressive Strength Requirements
The concrete compressive strength requirements for handling and ship- ping frequently govern the design
of pretensioned girders, rather than the demands at the service and strength limit states.
Calculations indicate that this strength level is also adequate for the compressive stresses at the service
limit state. Since the girders are designed as simple spans with no allowable tension in the
precompressed tensile zone at the service limit state, the concrete strength is irrelevant for this criterion.
Based on requirements for lateral stability, stripping the girder from the form with no temporary top strands
would require a concrete strength at release of 7.9 ksi. With six temporary top strands, this could be
reduced to 7.4 ksi. Shipping with the temporary top strands in place would require a concrete strength of
8.6 ksi. All of these strengths supersede the strength required by the in-place girder design.
On bridge projects using long, heavy prestressed concrete girders, WSDOT investigates shipping and
erection during the preliminary design phase to ensure that the bridge can be reasonably constructed. On
some projects with restricted access, girder lengths have become an issue, resulting in a spliced girder
design where a one-piece pretensioned girder could otherwise have been used. Height restrictions have
generally been circumvented with alternate routes or detours. Where required, WSDOT places a special
provision in the project specifications describing the findings of the preliminary investigation. This
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provision includes information on shipping routes, estimated permit fees, escort vehicle requirements,
Washington State Patrol requirements, and estimated permit approval time.
Lateral Stability
WSDOT specifies the use of temporary top strands to improve the stability of long slender girders during
handling and shipping. These strands are either pretensioned along with the permanent strands or are
post-tensioned sometime after the forms are stripped. The choice of pretensioning or post-tensioning is
left to the manufacturer, depending on the production scheme to be used.
Pretensioned temporary strands are bonded within the end 10 ft of the girder only, and are unbonded
throughout the remainder of the girder length. Post-tensioned temporary strands are anchored with monostrand anchor plates at one end, are bonded within 10 ft of the other end, and are unbonded elsewhere.
Table 4 shows the design parameters for handling and shipping of pretensioned girders.
Table 4: Design parameters for handling and shipping of pretensioned girders.
Parameter
Factor of safety against cracking
Factor of safety against failure
Factor of safety against rollover
Impact factors (upward and
downward)
Roll stiffness of trailer

Maximum superelevation
Girder sweep tolerance
Lifting device or truck support
lateral tolerance

Lifting from
casting bed
1.0
1.5
—
—
—

Shipping
1.0
—
1.5
0.8 or 1.2*
32,000 kip-in. per radian for Wg< 164 kips
40,000 kip-in. per radian for 164< Wg <182kips
48,000 kip-in. per radian for 182<Wg < 200kips

—

6 percent

1/16 in. per
10 ft

1/8 in. per 10 ft

0.25 in.

1.00 in.

Mono-strand ducts used for the temporary strands are oversized and sealed to prevent binding or
bonding of the strands when cut. Measurements taken of strand retraction after cutting indicate that the
system allows the strands to fully relax after release.
The introduction of temporary strands to the top flange also has beneficial effects on the design of
prestressed girders. The temporary top strands reduce the instantaneous deflection and long-term
camber, which results in a reduction of the volume of concrete required for the cast-in-place deck
haunches. This translates into less deck concrete and lower dead load moments. Also, the temporary
reduction in the eccentricity of the total prestress reduces the compressive stresses in the girder at
release and consequently reduces the required concrete release strength.
When pretensioned temporary top strands are used or when the strands are post-tensioned shortly after
release, the effect of the strands on the long-term camber should be considered in the design. Most HPC
girders can be stripped from the forms without temporary strands, at the expense of higher release
strengths. However, many HPC girders will require temporary strands for shipping. In cases where the
temporary top strands are not considered in the design and where their effects on long-term camber
would be detrimental to construction, these strands can be post-tensioned shortly before shipping, thus
minimizing their effects on camber.
The vertical slope of the webs creates one additional handling consideration for precast tubs. The vertical
reactions from the picking devices result in a horizontal component of force across the section, tending to
fold the webs toward each other. Analysis of the effects of these horizontal reactions on the tub cross
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section is tricky. In many cases, removable horizontal steel struts are installed between the pick points to
resist the horizontal component of thrust
CONNECTIONS
The most widely used longitudinal connection between precast concrete members is a combination of a
continuously grouted shear key and welded transverse ties spaced at intervals from 4 ft to 8 ft on-center.
This type of connection is intended to transfer shear and prevent relative vertical displacements across
the longitudinal joints. However, there is also a perception of cracking and leakage with this joint,
indicating that an improvement was necessary. To avoid the longitudinal cracking and leackage, WSDOT
requires a 5 in. minimum thick cast-in-place slab with one layer of reinforcement in transverse and
longitudinal directions. The CIP slab allows to eliminate the need for grouted key, and to provide
continuity at intermediate piers.
The CIP concrete topping shall be class 4000D concrete with one layer of #4 epoxy coated reinforcement
in both transverse and longitudinal direction spaced at 1’-0” maximum. The requirement for 5 in. CIP
concrete topping does not eliminate the need for welded ties and grouted keys. This type of cross-section
may be considered composite for structural design calculations.
DESIGN TOOLS
To facilitate the rapid design of prestressed concrete girders in accordance with AASHTO LRFD and
WSDOT criteria, the WSDOT Bridge and Structures Office has developed design aids and computer
software tools that can be downloaded from the WSDOT Web site at
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/eesc/bridge.
One of the first steps in the preliminary design of a prestressed girder structure is to determine the span
configuration, girder size, girder spacing, and level of prestressing. With so many potential combinations,
this can be a challenging task. To help arrive at an efficient bridge configuration, WSDOT publishes span
capability charts in its Bridge Design Manual. Using the span capability charts, design engineers can
quickly compare design alternatives and, thereby, choose a suitable bridge configuration.
CONCLUSIONS
The availability of high strength concrete and new wide flange prefabricated decked girders enables
WSDOT engineers to design bridges with longer span lengths, fewer girder lines, and shallower girder
sections, depending on the parameters of a particular project. Longer spans permit the use of fewer
supports, which reduces environmental impacts at water crossings and improves traffic safety, especially
at locations with high traffic congestion. Fewer girders resulting from increased girder spacing reduce
fabrication, transportation, and erection costs. Shallower girders made possible by higher strength
concrete create economies in the construction of approach embankments and abutments and improve
vertical clearance. Based on the AASHTO LRFD and WSDOT design criteria outlined in this paper, the
primary variables limiting the design of wide flange deck bulb tee girders are the required concrete
compressive strength at release of prestress, and shipping weights. Also, the concrete compressive
strength required for shipping may govern the specified design strength. The AASHTO LRFD Refined
Estimates of Time-Dependent Losses method significantly overestimates the long-term prestress losses
in wide flange deck bulb tee girders. Precast prestressed concrete bridge systems are economical and
effective for rapid bridge construction. Precasting eliminates traffic disruptions during bridge construction
while maintaining quality and long-term performance.
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TDOT CM/GC Experience – I-40 in Downtown Nashville, Tennessee
Terry Mackie, TDOT Structures Division, (615)741-6048, terry.mackie@tn.gov
Lia Obaid, P.E., TDOT Construction Division, (615)741-2414, lia.obaid@tn.gov
Ted Kniazewycz, P.E., Gresham, Smith & Partners, (615)770-8470, ted_kniazewycz@gspnet.com
ABSTRACT
TDOT has embraced the Accelerated Bridge Construction and alternate delivery philosophies in the
delivery of several diverse projects. The Department is now embarking on a new delivery method,
Construction Manager / General Contractor on a high-profile project in downtown Nashville where four
bridges and two miles of urban interstate will be rehabilitated in 13 weekends.
The Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) has embraced the philosophy of Accelerated
Bridge Construction in the delivery of several diverse projects. Additionally, the Department has
completed several successful alternate delivery projects utilizing the Design-Build delivery method.
Through guidance from the FHWA Every Day Counts Initiative, TDOT has now developed policies to
allow the use of Construction Manager / General Contractor (CM/GC) as a tool to streamline project
delivery. The Department has selected a high-profile project in downtown Nashville where four bridges
and two miles of urban interstate will be rehabilitated in a 13 weekend period. Let’s first look at the path
taken to allow the use of CM/GC in Tennessee.
Tennessee statute did not allow the procurement of highway construction projects utilizing alternate
delivery methods. The design-bid-build method was the only option open to the Department. In 2009,
the Department worked with the General Assembly to modify procurement policy to allow for design-build
project delivery and the Department has since establish policy and procedures to utilize this method on
appropriate projects. The process to add CM/GC delivery method as an available option for the
Department was somewhat more complicated. The steps in establishing the process included:
AUTHORITY
Changes to Tennessee Code Annotated §54-1-501 through §54-1-508- Construction Manager/General
Contractor allows the Department authority to use CM/GC.
CM/GC is a project delivery method that allows TDOT to engage a construction manager during the
design process of a project to provide constructability input through a competitive qualification-based
selection process. Following the design process, TDOT and the construction manager then negotiate a
guaranteed maximum price for the construction of the project based on the defined scope and schedule.
CM/GC utilizes a Project Team consisting of 3 components: 1) Owner (TDOT); 2) Designer (in house or
consultant); and 3) a 2-phase contract with a general contractor.



Phase1: A “Construction Management” - consulting contract to help with design
Phase 2: A “General Contracting” - a contract to build the project.
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The changes to Tennessee Code Annotated §54-1-501 through § 54-1-508 allows the Department
authority to use CM/GC as follows:


This is a PILOT PROGRAM consisting of 3 projects totaling $200 million in construction costs.
The first CM/GC project shall not exceed seventy million dollars ($70,000,000) in construction
costs, and no CM/GC project shall exceed one hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) in
construction costs. The department shall not initiate any other project using the CM/GC method
until after a contract for construction of the first CM/GC project has been awarded.



The program SUNSETS after 5 years and is effective July 1, 2014 to July 1, 2019.



TDOT shall REPORT 2 times: 1) to the Transportation chairs after selecting a project and 2) to
the Transportation Committees by February 1, 2019 (as program sunsets).

OBLIGATION
Funding must be committed to allow detailed scoping and development of the project and to make
payments to the CM/GC. The project schedule is typically accelerated by CM/GC. Furthermore, funding
commitments to CM/GC become fully committed very early on in the project schedule.
The Alternative Contracting Manager will assign a contract number at the beginning of the CM/GC
process to be used through procurement and contract administration. The type of funding must be
identified in order to include the correct bid documents in the RFP. If Federal Funds are involved, all the
normal procedures for approval and authorization must be followed. Programming and obligation of
project funds should follow appropriate procedures and must be completed prior to releasing the RFP.
The Alternative Contracting Manager will ensure that the obligation of funds is approved prior to releasing
the RFP.
OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Oversight Committee oversees the project’s CM/GC procurement process development. The
Department’s Chief Engineer serves as the Oversight Committee Chairperson. The Oversight Committee
consists of the Assistant Chief of Operations, Assistant Chief of Design, and the Director of Construction.
The Committee met with the Selection Committee early in the process to discuss the project and agree
on the purpose and objective of the project.
The Committee approves updates to goals, values, and evaluation manual, and selection criteria used
throughout the development of the project and approved the RFP prior to being advertised. Additionally,
the Committee reviewed the selection by the Technical Evaluation team.
ALTERNATIVE CONTRACTING MANAGER ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The Alternative Contracting Manager serves as the Selection Committee chairperson and Project
Manager throughout the design and construction phases of the project. As chairperson, she must first
focus on the Selection Committee’s efforts on ensuring the technical and process details of the contract
are being followed. Secondly, the Alternative Contracting Manager oversee the administration of the
overall contract once awarded. The composition of the assigned project team may vary widely from
project to project and region to region.
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The Alternative Contracting Manager responsibilities may include:


Identification that the project is a potential candidate for CM/GC;



Identification of project risks;



Recommendation to and approval by Oversight Committee:



Request Selection Committee members from division directors with the most involvement in the
project and request any technical expert participation, if needed;



Assist the Selection Committee during the entire evaluation process;



Submit written requests for clarification to CM/GC if an Oversight member, selection committee
member, or any technical expert determines that a response to the RFP contains unclear
information or otherwise needs clarification;



Develop the summary evaluation for apparent CM/GC;



Confirm that the price information incorporated in a Proposal is incorporated properly and meets
the requirements of the RFP;



Present summary of evaluation and apparent CM/GC recommendation to Oversight Committee
and the recommendation to the Commissioner for award.

SELECTION COMMITTEE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. Selection Committee guidance
a. By statute, the team must consist of eight (8) voting members (54-1-504).
b. The team is balanced between TDOT Region and HQ participants.
i. Regional voting members consist of:
1. Field Construction Manager.
2. Regional Manager or Technical Expert relevant to the project.
ii. HQ voting members consist of:
1. Assistant Director of Construction.
2. Design Engineering Manager
3. Structures Engineering Manager
c.

The team has voting members from industry.
i. ACEC (Consulting) representative.
ii. TRBA (Contracting) representative.
iii. Banking representative.
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2. Each member evaluates and scores each technical proposal against the goals and criteria in the
RFP, independent of other team members. Each member cannot discuss scores with other team
members.
SCOPE OF THIS RFP FOR CM/GC SERVICES SELECTION
The RFP is a one-phase procurement that includes a Statement of Interest/Proposal and interview. At the
interview, Proposers will be required to submit a CM/GC Management Price Proposal.
TDOT elected to solicit a written Statements of Interest and Proposals from General Contractors who
were prequalified with TDOT to provide CM/GC Services for the rehabilitation of the existing structurally
deficient bridges on I-40 in Davidson County, Tennessee including the resurfacing of I-40 from the
Jefferson Street Bridge over I-40 to the I-65 interchange – a distance of two miles.
A brief summary of the work includes design and construction of the bridge deck replacement for the
existing bridge on I-40 over Charlotte Avenue, bridge deck replacement or superstructure replacement for
the existing bridge on I40 over Jo Johnston Street, and superstructure replacements for both existing
bridges over Herman Street and Nashville & Western RR and Clinton Street and CSXT RR using
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methods. The project also include milling and resurfacing the
roadway along with incidental grading, drainage, lighting and signage. In addition, the Contractor will be
involved in the design development by providing input to TDOT and the Design Consultant (Gresham
Smith & Partners) concerning various design elements and constructability throughout the CM/GC
process. More detailed project information is presented later in this report.
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Once the mechanism was in-place to allow the CM/GC delivery method, the Department, in conjunction
with the Tennessee Division of FHWA identified several projects could benefit from CM/GC. The most
challenging project was the major rehabilitation of four bridges and two miles or urban interstate in
downtown Nashville. This section of I-40, with an ADT of 140,000, cuts through the core of downtown
and provides the primary access into the central business district and the burgeoning medical campuses
to the west of the interstate. Constructed in the late 1960’s, the roadway was comprised on three lanes of
concrete pavement with asphalt shoulders. Narrow inside shoulders with median drainage and a
concrete barrier separates the three lanes of traffic in each direction. The roadway has been overlaid
with asphalt but signs of deterioration are reflecting through the pavement. The bridges included in the
project carry I-40 over a main arterial (Charlotte Avenue @ LM 17.09) utilizing a three-span structural
steel “K-Frame” design with a continuous concrete deck. The next crossing is a local road (Jo Johnston
Street @ LM 16.88) which is comprised of three spans of prestressed AASHTO I-Beams with a
continuous concrete deck. The third crossing is over a local road and short-line railroad (Clinton Street
and CSXT Railroad @ LM 16.75) comprised of 6 spans of continuous structural steel beams with a
continuous concrete deck. The last bridge is over a local road and mainline railroad (Herman Street and
the Nashville and Western Railroad @ LM 16.62) which is also comprised of 4 spans of continuous
structural steel beams with a continuous concrete deck.
Some of the major challenges associated with this project location are as follows:


Overall project site is congested with the 4 bridges located within less than ½ mile of each
other. Additionally, there are frontage roads that parallel both sides of the interstate;



Existing structures have complex geometry including horizontal and vertical curves, tapering
widths and on and off ramps leading to challenging construction and fabrication. Additionally,
the bridge is actually constructed as two separate structures with a longitudinal joint located
under the existing median barrier rail;



The existing cross-slope on the bridges is substandard and contributes to some of the
drainage issues along this stretch of interstate highway;



Existing structures have been widened using different beams and spacing that the original
construction;



Existing utilities within the footprint of the structures include roadway lighting conduit
underground and within the existing structure’s bridge rails along with ITS trunk lines attached
to the existing bridges and numerous overhead power line crossings at all the cross-streets;



The CSXT railroad track is the only connection heading west out of Nashville to the major
transportation hubs. Additionally, 75% of all CSXT network traffic travels through downtown
Nashville and available open track periods will be severely limited;



Availability of work weekends will be dependent on minimizing conflicts with major downtown,
university and professional sporting events;



Three major hospitals, including the regions trauma level one and primary children’s hospital
all are accessed from this interstate corridor;
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Major new residential developments have been completed along this stretch of interstate
leading to additional access issues for the public.

Adding to the project urgency is the condition of
the bridge decks. There have been numerous
deck failures requiring emergency repairs. Last
year, an emergency weekend closure of the
westbound lanes of I-40 was required to replace
one full bay of the deck on the Charlotte Avenue
Bridge after it had experienced three deck failures
within a six week period. This series of events
pushed this project to the top of the priority list for
TDOT.

During the preliminary engineering phase of the project, Gresham, Smith & Partners working with TDOT
completed preliminary drawings and identified possible schemes for completing the work on the bridges
within an accelerated and compressed project schedule. For the “K-Frame” structure, the replacement of
the deck and maintaining the existing steel structure was seen as the only viable option for that structure.

TDOT had experience with full depth precast deck elements, but not on steel bridges. Additionally, the
steel members on this bridge are spaced within a taper and the members are not parallel. This would
complicate the fabrication and installation of the full depth deck panels. The team also investigated the
possibility of a full superstructure replacement with the installation of new bents between the existing
beams and utilizing a MassDOT “Fast 14” type project or even doing a Self-Propelled Modular
Transporter (SPMT) type move of an entire new bridge. Both of these options might be a viable option at
this location.
For the crossing at Jo Johnston Street, the Department had done full depth deck panels on a similar
structure comprised of AASHTO I-Beams. They did not want to limit this site to a single option, so full
superstructure options were also considered. Like Charlotte Avenue, the MassDOT “Fast 14” type project
or a SPMT scheme might be a viable option. One wrinkle at this location is that the existing bridge had
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been previously widened with precast concrete box beam and this would impact the deck panel option as
the stirrup locations vary between the beam types.
The last two structures, comprised of continuous steel beams, have the complexity of active rail lines
under the spans. In addition to all the complexities listed above, the rail lines and limited availability for
access over the tracks will severely impact demolition activities, erection and overall impact the options
that are available to upgrade these bridges.

The project design team has limited further design work until the CM/GC selection process has been
completed. The design team from Gresham, Smith & Partners (GS&P) has experience in all aspects of
ABC projects that TDOT has undertaken. Additionally, the Team has worked on projects in Georgia,
Kentucky, Florida and Mississippi utilizing similar design and delivery techniques. The twist will be
incorporating the innovation and implementation methods that the CM/GC will bring to the table on an
accelerated delivery schedule. Some of the milestone dates for the project include:


Submittal of Statement of Interest /Proposal

August 29, 2014



Selection Panel Meetings (Interviews)

September 11-12, 2014



Cost and Bid Proposals Opening

September 15, 2014



Contractor Notification of Selection

September 16, 2014



Contract Approval/Execution

October 13, 2014



First Project team Meeting

October 22, 2014



Presentation of Design Alternates

November 6, 2014



Selection of Preferred Alternate

November 7, 2014



75% Plan Submission to Railroad

December 15, 2014

Once the project team begins meeting, the contractor innovation will be discussed, evaluated and
incorporated into the project construction plans. The design plans will strive to accommodate elements of
the contractor’s means and methods to allow for accelerated development of shop drawings and other
required submissions. The preliminary submission date for 75% construction plans for railroad review is
December 15, 2014 – a scant 7 week production period. As of the submission date of this paper,
proposals were received from four contractors/teams and were evaluated by TDOT. The selected
CM/GC for this project is Kiewit Infrastructure South Company. An update to the project design progress
will be incorporated into the presentation at the ABC conference in December 2014.
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DORLAND J. HENDERSON MEMORIAL BRIDGE/MANHAWKIN BAY BRIDGE
REHABILITATION WITH FAST CURING METHYL METHACRYLATE (MMA)
MATERIALS
Michael S. Stenko, Transpo Industries, Inc., (914) 636-1000, mstenko@transpo.com
ABSTRACT
Accelerated bridge construction requires materials that seal, patch and set rapidly. This paper illustrates
sustainable rehabilitation using Polymer Concrete materials on the rehabilitation of a bridge deck that
included extensive spall repair, thin wearing surface overlay and concrete crack sealing all done with Methyl
Methacrylate (MMA) based materials.
1

FACTORS IN SELECTING METHYL METHACRYLATE (MMA) BASED MATERIALS

1.1 MMA Polymer System Characteristics
Specially formulated MMA polymer material systems have proven to be viable for use as bridge wearing
surfaces, deck patching, and for crack sealing. MMA based systems can be used for patching from ½” to
full depth, concrete crack healer/sealers that penetrate deep into cracks as narrow as 0.02in (0.5mm),
and overlays that have the capability of being applied at thicknesses as low as 0.25-0.37in (6-9 mm).
With an average weight of 3 lb/sq ft (14kg/sq m),the additional dead load is substantially less than that of
conventional concrete or asphalt overlays. (1)
MMA based systems are compatible with concrete or steel orthotropic bridge deck surfaces. Blended with
a unique filler component resulting in a self-leveling slurry mortar, these resin systems when cured
produce a virtually waterproof wearing surface, and incorporate high skid and wear-resistant surface
aggregate for long term durability. (Figure 1)

Unlike some polymer resin materials that become brittle due to
long term exposure to ultraviolet rays, MMA resins are resistant
to these detrimental effects.
With rehabilitation and preservation of prime interest to all
structure owners, this paper will also look at the use of polymer
concrete materials to maintain the current infrastructure.

Figure 1.Thin overlay self-leveling slurry

1.2 Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) Polymer Concrete for Spall Repairs, Emergency Full Depth Repairs,
Bridge Expansion Joints/Headers, Bearing Pads, Closure Pours and Concrete Structural Beam
Repairs.
MMA Polymer Concrete has been developed to be used as a rapid curing high strength material (Table 1)
that can be used for a variety of applications. MMA polymer concrete is made up of MMA resin, specially
formulated pre-packaged powder filler and coarse aggregates. MMA polymer concrete can be installed as
a neat mortar for thin installations of less than 1in (25mm) and for deeper installations it can be extended
with coarse aggregate that can be added up to 100% by weight of the neat mortar. In addition to the
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excellent physical properties of MMA polymer concrete as shown in Table 1, it can be installed and will
cure at temperatures as low as 14deg F (- 10deg C). The low temperature capability and long term
durability make the material ideal for emergency repairs that must be accomplished when standard
concrete repair materials cannot be used.
Table 1. Physical Properties of Polymer Concrete
Property
Viscosity
Pot Life (@70F)
Compressive Strength**

Unit of Measure
10 -12 mPa.s (cP)
24 min.
>34 MPa (5000 psi) – 1 hour
>51 MPa (7500 psi) – 3 hours
>58 MPa (8500 psi) – 24
hours
13 MPa (2000 psi)
>1.7 mPa (250 psi) - 2 hours

Test
Brookfield
AASHTO T237
ASTM C109
ASTM C109
ASTM C109

Flexural Strength**
ASTM D790
Tensile Adhesion***
ACI 503R
Primer
Viscosity
40 -60 mPa.s (cP)
Brookfield
Pot Life (@70F)
8-15 min.
AASHTO T237
Tensile Adhesion***
>1.7 mPa (250 psi)
ACI 503R
**no extension varies with temperature
***pull-off concrete

1.3 Important factors to consider
There are several issues that must be considered by the engineer when selecting a polymer material
system for a project.


What existing or anticipated situations on the structure will the polymer correct?



What is the expected life of the proposed polymer material installation?



Of the different polymer materials available which ones meet the minimum project requirements?



Are the existing structure physical properties sufficient and compatible with those of the polymer
material.



Will the anticipated ambient temperature at the time of application have any adverse effect on the
polymer material?



Will the material application method and cure time meet the project requirements?



Will special equipment or approved contractors be required?



What are the requirements for future maintenance?



Has a life cycle cost analysis for the polymer material been done?
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2
METHYL
METHACRYLATE
(MMA)
MATERIALS
USED
FOR
PATCHING,
CURB
REPAIR/REPLACEMENT, THIN POLYMER OVERLAY AND SEALER ON THE MANAHAWKIN BAY
BRIDGE
Materials: MMA Crack Sealer, MMA Overlay, MMA Concrete Patch
Project: Location: Rt. 72, Long Beach Island, Manahawkin, NJ
Size:
130,000 sq.ft
Date: Oct. 11, 2009- March 30, 2010

The Dorland J. Henderson Memorial Bridge, known as the Manahawkin Bay Bridge, is a steel girder
bridge that carries traffic along Route 72 between Long Beach Island and Manahawkin, New Jersey. The
New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) specified Transpo’s MMA Concrete Patch, MMA
Crack Sealer and MMA Overlay as approved materials for the 130,000 sq.ft (12,077 sq m.) bridge
rehabilitation project. The project was to start after the end of the 2009 summer beach season and be
completed before the start of the 2010 season. This scheduling meant that the materials would be placed
in cold weather and would be required to cure properly in the anticipated low temperatures. Construction
was scheduled for Oct. 11, 2009- March 30, 2010. (2)
An additional benefit of this schedule included doing the project in non-tourist/off-peak season, which
reduced traffic congestion and CO2 exhaust emission and permitted long term full lane closure.
MMA polymer concrete installation requires the existing concrete to be clean, sound and dry. When
repairs are on steel reinforced concrete, it is strongly recommended that the existing concrete be
removed below the reinforcement so that there will be an additional mechanical bond between the
reinforcement and the MMA polymer concrete. The repair area must first be primed with an MMA primer
resin that can be brushed or rolled onto the surface and allowed to dry (30 minutes). The MMA polymer
concrete can be applied at any time after the primer has cured which allows for preparation of many
areas ahead of time making placement more efficient. After the primer is cured the MMA polymer
concrete resin is mixed with the specially formulated powder and coarse aggregates in standard concrete
mixing equipment. Finishing can be accomplished with standard finishing tools.
MMA polymer concrete has been successfully used for spall
repairs, emergency full depth repairs, bridge expansion
joints/headers, bearing pads, closure pours and concrete
structural beam repairs. (Figure 2) Timely use of polymer
concrete materials will prolong the requirement for major
rehabilitation or ultimate replacement of concrete structures
increasing the sustainability for many years.

Figure 2. MMA Expansion Joint Header
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2.2 Patching and Curb Replacement with Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) Polymer Concrete for
Rehabilitation of the Manahawkin Bay Bridge
After the removal of the old deteriorated concrete approximately 2-3” deep exposing the top mat of the
reinforcing, MMA Primer was applied to seal the concrete surface and increase the bond strength of the
MMA Polymer Concrete patches to the existing surface. The materials were mixed using a small portable
concrete mixer and finished with standard hand tools. (Figure 3)

Figure 3. Polymer Concrete mixing, application and cured patch.

The existing curb had deteriorated from salt spray and the
cementitious materials used in the past did not perform well. Per
the specification, the contractor removed over 3,000 feet of the
old curb, formed and poured a new curb using MMA polymer
concrete materials.
(Figure 4)

Figure 4. The curb is replaced using MMA polymer concrete.
2.3 Methyl Methaycrylate (MMA) Polymer Concrete Slurry Thin Overlay for Rehabilitation of the
Manahawkin Bay Bridge
MMA Slurry Overlays have been developed over the last 25 years for use as thin bridge deck overlay
surfaces to be used on virtually every type of bridge deck surface.
After patching on the Manahawkin Bay Bridge was completed, a 3/8” (9mm) MMA Polymer Concrete Slurry
Overlay was installed on the deck surface. (Figure 5.)

Figure 5. MMA Slurry Overlay.
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Thin MMA overlays can be used on existing and new structures for a high friction surface, and to eliminate
the ingress of moisture which leads to deterioration on both concrete and steel orthotropic bridge decks.
(Table 2.) The specially formulated slurry has almost zero voids that make the finished overlay virtually
waterproof. The rapid cure time of one hour, and the ability to apply the material at temperatures ranging
from 14°to 90°F (-10 to 32°C) reduced application time and overall construction costs. MMA Polymer
Concrete Slurry Overlay extends the life of existing bridge decks while adding minimal dead load.
A MMA slurry overlay installation involves the application of a special primer coat designed to seal the
existing concrete surface and enhance the bond strength of the overlay slurry. Followed by the MMA slurry
and a high friction aggregate broadcast over the surface. Finally a topcoat is applied to lock in the
aggregate. The Manahawkin bridge overlay was applied to one lane full width. (Figures 6-9.) The unique
characteristic of MMA materials is their ability to chemically and mechanically bend to cured MMA materials.
The result is there is a good bond at the longitudinal joint.

Figure 6. Primer is applied to shot blasted
Concrete bridge deck.

Figure 7. Lightweight MMA Polymer Concrete
Overlay Slurry is spread out with gauge rake.

Figure 8. Aggregate is broadcast
onto the slurry.

Figure 9. Topcoat Application.

Table 2. Physical Properties of Methyl Methacrylate Slurry Overlay (3)
Property
Neat Resin
Pot Life (@70°F)
Tensile Adhesion to
Concrete
Tensile elongation
Filled System (mortar)
Compressive Strength
Flexural Strength
Wet Skid Resistance

Unit of Measure

Test

10-15 min.
>1.7 MPa(>250 psi)

AASHTO T237
ACI 503 R

50%

ASTM D638

10-17 MPa(1500-2500 psi)
3-7 MPa (500-1000 psi)
55-65

ASTM C109
ASTM D790
ASTM E274
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2.4
Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) concrete based sealers for Rehabilitation of the Manahawkin
Bay Bridge
The MMA based High Molecular Weight Methacrylate (HMWM) concrete crack healer/sealer was
developed to be able to seal cracks in existing horizontal concrete surfaces. This material is formulated
with a very low viscosity that enables it to penetrate deep into cracks as small as 0.02in (0.5mm). Most
older concrete bridge decks and some newly constructed decks have cracks both plastic shrinkage
cracks that develop during concrete curing and structural cracks due to loading. Structural cracks tend to
be greater than 0.02in (0.5mm) in width and they can be treated by applying HMWM directly to the crack.
Depending on the crack width and depth several applications of HMWM may be required to completely
seal the cracks. Small plastic shrinkage cracks (map cracking) are usually treated with a flood coat of
HMWM over the entire bridge deck surface.
HMWM application requires that the surface and cracks be clean and dry, it is recommended that all large
cracks be cleaned with dry compressed air. HMWM systems are comprised of resin, initiator and
promoter. They are supplied as either a two component (resin pre promoted) or three component system.
Two component systems exhibit shorter shelf life and are not recommended if the material is not to be
used in a short period of time. The HMWM resin is mixed by adding the promoter to the base resin and
mixing thoroughly before adding the initiator and finish mixing. After the materials are mix they are applied
to the concrete surface and can be spread with squeegees or stiff brooms. Care should be taken to move
the HMWM resin to the cracked areas so that there will be sufficient material to fill the cracks. Once the
cracks have been filled excess HMWM resin should be brushed/squeegeed from the area. Some material
will always remain on the surface and a light broadcast of dry coarse sand should be applied before the
material cures, this will maintain the skid resistance of the bridge deck surface. The coarse sand and
residual resin on the surface will wear off under normal traffic conditions leaving all of the cracks sealed.
Cured HMWM will effectively seal concrete cracks and form a bond to the walls of the cracked concrete,
resulting in a permanent repair. (Table 3)
Table 3. Physical Properties of High Molecular Weight Methacrylate (HMWM)
Property
Viscosity
Tack Free Time
PCC Bond Strength
Tensile Elongation

Unit of Measure
10 – 15 mPa.s (cP)
5-6 hours @ 70°F
4.2 MPa (615 psi)
30%

Test
Brookfield
AASHTO T237
CA Test 551
ASTM D638

2.5 MMA based High Molecular Weight Methacrylate (HMWM) Healer/Sealer used for Rehabilitation
of Manahawkin Bay Bridge.
Even though the existing bridge walkways exhibited deterioration, the contract only required the surface
to be sealed. Because of the low viscosity and ability to penetrate deep into narrow cracks, the HMWM
Crack Sealer was applied over the entire walkway surface. (Figure 10) The sealer fills cracks and pores
making the surface waterproof and eliminates the ingress of moisture – the major cause of rebar
corrosion and concrete deterioration.
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Figure 10. HMWM topcoat is applied as sealer on the walkways.
3
FOLLOW UP OF REHABILITATION OF MANAHAWKIN BAY BRIDGE AND ADDITIONAL NEW
CONSTRUCTION MMA PROJECTS.
Two years after the rehabilitation, the patching, curbs and overlay are all performing at or above
expectation. (Figure 11). Since this bridge was completed, NJ DOT has specified other projects including
the Ocean City Welcome Center Bridge (New Bridge Deck). (Figure 12)

Figure 11. Photos of Manahawkin Bay Bridge and close up of overlay taken two years after rehabilitation
was completed.

Figure 12. New Bridge construction with MMA Overlay, Ocean City, NJ Welcome Center.
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4
CONCLUSION
Today engineers and owners are provided with a variety of available specialty materials formulated to
meet a wide range of applications on bridge projects whether for new construction, rehabilitation or
preservation. Each application has its own unique material requirements that must be considered before
a decision can be made in selecting the proper material to be specified. It is important that engineers not
only consider the materials physical properties, but that they also consider the job site application
conditions. The key to the ultimate success of a project is selection of the proper material or product and
adherence to the manufacturer’s recommendation and specifications for installation.
Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) materials offer bridge engineers and owners high performance solutions to
extend the life of a wide range of bridge components. The ability of these materials to perform in a wide
range of ambient temperatures and obtain desired physical properties with very short curing times make
them excellent selections when utilizing accelerated bridge construction and rehabilitation techniques.
The long term durability of MMA materials will extend the service life of structures and are a cost effective
solution when considering life cycle costs.
The implementation of bridge preservation strategies performed on bridge elements or components that
aim to prevent, delay, or reduce deterioration is vital for the future of aging infrastructure. Polymer
material systems offer engineers and owners solutions to many bridge and concrete structure premature
deterioration problems. When properly specified, sustainable polymer concrete products and material
systems have proven their ability to extend the service life of existing structures, reduce maintenance and
increase traveler safety.
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COMPOSITE CONCRETE PIER CAPS FOR APPROACHES OF THE NEW NY
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ABSTRACT
With only about 5 years to build the 3.1 mile long New NY (Tappan Zee) Bridge, precast substructure
elements were widely used to accelerate bridge construction, improve safety, and provide a durable final
product meeting 100 year service life requirements. Composite pier caps, consisting of precast
prestressed concrete pier cap shells and cast-in-place infill, are utilized to minimize over-water formwork
and provide a safe work space for tying of reinforcement for concrete infill. The design features of the
composite pier caps are chosen to minimize shell pick weights, standardize shell details, and to provide
fully-composite behavior with the infill concrete. In order to ensure superior performance for the 100 year
service life of the bridge, a detailed time-dependent analysis of the staged construction sequence was
performed to evaluate the effect of differential creep & shrinkage and locked in stresses between the
precast shell and the cast-in-place infill concrete. Prestressing is provided in the precast pier cap shells
to eliminate concrete tension during erection, and the second stage cast-in-place concrete infill
placement, and to minimize cracking due to long-term differential shrinkage.
INTRODUCTION
On a bridge project as large as the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement, there are significant opportunities for
saving time and cost through innovative precast concrete elements. The repetitive nature of the
approach substructure bents for the New NY Bridge, which include nearly 80 bridge piers, were ideally
suited for unique custom-designed precast elements. Due to the size and weight of the pier caps, a fully
precast solid pier cap was not feasible for the project; instead, composite pier caps were used which
consist of precast concrete shells and cast-in-place infill. These composite pier caps were used for most
of the approach piers (59 total, see Fig. 1). Precast pier cap shells act as forms during construction, and
become composite substructure elements when additional reinforcement and a concrete infill are placed.

Fig. 1 – Approach Structure Layout (arrows indicate precast pier cap locations)
COMPOSITE PIER CAP CONCEPT
The approach structures consist of steel plate girders supported on multi-column piers. Concrete pier
caps, shown in Fig. 2, are located up to 100 feet over the water. Due to the height of the piers, the harsh
winter construction environment over Hudson River, and the large floating equipment available to the
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design-build team, the design-build contractor requested the use of precast or prefabricated pier cap
elements to achieve the flexibility in their construction schedule. During the final design phase, three pier
cap options were considered to be feasible: (1) steel integral diaphragms, (2) box-shaped precast pier
caps, and (3) composite pier caps. Option 1 utilized steel diaphragms to frame into longitudinal plate
girders at piers, with the diaphragms directly supported on columns. Option 2 used a hollow box-shaped
post-tensioned concrete cap as the transverse supporting element. Option 3 used a tub-shaped precast
concrete shell (see Fig. 3) erected on top of the columns, which was then filled with concrete to form a
composite concrete section for the cap.
The composite pier cap option (Option 3) was more cost-effective, and was better-suited for the tight
design and erection schedules than the other two options. The precast pier cap shells can take
advantage of the design-build team’s floating equipment, minimize formwork over the water, and
accelerate construction. Therefore, the composite pier cap option was selected as the final solution for
most of the approach bridge pier caps in the project.
PRECAST PIER CAP SHELLS
The precast pier cap shells weigh between 235 tons and 280 tons and are 13 feet deep, 10.5 feet wide,
and up to 92 feet long. The shells are designed to be erected on top of the cast-in-place concrete
columns and filled with concrete to complete the cap. The thickness of the shell was selected to meet the
requirements of rebar concrete covers, rigidity of the shell during lifting and wet infill concrete placement,
and lifting weight limit.
The precast pier cap shells are prestressed to minimize tension and long-term cracking, and are detailed
to act compositely with the cast-in-place infill concrete. The 6,000-psi concrete shells use prestressing
(0.6-inch diameter strands) in the walls and in the soffit slab – up to 18 strands in each wall, and 10
strands in the soffit slab – in order to provide a zero-tension condition when the infill concrete hardens, so
that the differential stresses between the precast shell and the 5,000-psi infill concrete are minimized. The
pretensioned strands also provide the benefit of minimizing the thickness, and the amount of
reinforcement required, in the thin tub walls. The shell is made composite with the infill using a
roughened inside surface and mechanical couplers for shear and torsion reinforcing steel.

Fig. 2 – Approach Structure Pier Cap
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Fig. 3 – Precast Pier Cap Shell

Fig. 4 – Shell Supported on Shims at Top of Column
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Construction sequence for the composite pier caps is as follows:
(1) Precast shell is cast in the precast yard with internal diaphragms for handling stresses, and
prestressing force is transferred to the shell.
(2) Column is constructed to top of column level, with column reinforcement bundled to maximize bar
spacing. Bundling of the column bars minimizes the number of ducts required to be cast into the
bottom slab of the shell, and increases the placement tolerances; thus simplifying the connection
with the precast shell.
(3) Precast shell, with ducts cast in the soffit slab to accept column reinforcing, is erected on top of
columns supported by shims under diaphragms located at the center of each column. See Fig. 4.
(4) Infill reinforcing may be placed inside the shell prior to picking, or after erection on top of the
columns.
(5) The column/cap joint is grouted, including the ducts around the column reinforcing.
(6) Once column/cap grout reaches 6,000-psi strength, the infill concrete is placed, at a rate not
exceeding 2 feet vertically per hour, to the top of the pier cap walls.
The goal for production design was to have the primary pier cap reinforcement (negative moment and
shear) designed using an analysis based on monolithic behavior of the section, and thus detailed staged
time-dependent and sectional analyses have been performed to verify the composite behavior of the pier
cap and these design assumptions.
PIER CAP ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
The design of the 10-inch thick shell walls considers the load effects of the construction sequence. The
walls are checked for concrete pour pressure and handling stresses; form pressure from the 11.5-ft infill
pour is significant, and the internal diaphragms are used to reduce bending moment in the walls (see Fig.
5). Handling stresses are checked assuming 20% impact during lifting; because the lifting points coincide
with the precast shell support points, the lifting stresses do not control the shell design.

a) Transverse bending

b) Longitudinal bending

Fig. 5 – Wall Bending Due to Form Pressure
Prestressing is provided to resist tension from the global negative bending moments in the shell caused
by the weight of the infill concrete. The prestressing is also a means to control the long-term shrinkage
cracking in the shell. When the pier cap section is made composite, the precast shell carries the wet
concrete weight of the infill. The resulting forces are locked in when the infill concrete hardens. More
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importantly, after the section becomes composite, the difference in initial stress, age, and exposed
perimeter between the shell and the infill result in force redistribution due to differential creep & shrinkage.
To analyze the redistribution of forces in the pier cap due to long-term creep and shrinkage, a staged
time-dependent SAP2000 analysis model was used. See Fig. 6. In the analysis model, the precast shell
and the infill concrete section are each modeled at their center-of-gravity, connected by links to model the
composite section behavior. Elements are added to the model in stages, with appropriate material
properties and age, in accordance with the assumed construction sequence.
The stages analyzed are as follows:
(1) Transfer prestress to precast shell in yard (day 3)
(2) Creep and shrinkage from day 3 to day 60 on precast shell
(3) Cast infill concrete (day 60)
(4) Creep and shrinkage from day 60 to End of Construction (day 365) on precast shell and infill
concrete
(5) Added dead load (Superstructure SW and additional load) at End of Construction (day 365)
(6) Service I loading (added live load and associated wind load) at End of Construction (day 365)
(7) Service I loading removed
(8) Creep and shrinkage from End of Construction (day 365) to End of 30 year Life on precast shell
and infill concrete
(9) Service I loading at End of 30 year Life

Fig. 6 – SAP2000 Analysis - Force Redistribution Due to Creep and Shrinkage
Differential creep and shrinkage was evaluated using the provisions of the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990.
Creep and shrinkage behavior of concrete elements depends on the construction staging and loading
history, various concrete material properties, environmental factors including relative humidity and curing,
and the shape of the element. In the case of our composite concrete pier caps, the large notional
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thickness (volume to surface ratio) of the infill concrete, relative to the precast shell, results in significant
differential shrinkage forces.
The shell is thin with a large exposed perimeter, and the infill volume is large with only the top surface
exposed. Thus the average notional thickness of the precast pier cap shell is only about 10% of the
average notional thickness of the infill concrete. The amount of concrete shrinkage predicted by CEB-FIP
is highly dependent on the notional thickness; with smaller notional thickness resulting is greater
shrinkage values. Therefore the predicted unrestrained shrinkage in the shell over the life of the cap,
even when taking into account the modified notional thickness once the infill is cast and the inside
perimeter of the shell is no longer exposed, is relatively large. However, the shell is not able to shrink
freely long-term, due to the presence of the infill concrete; and the result is that tension in the shell is
developed over time, along with corresponding compression in the infill concrete. The tension in the shell
caused by restrained shrinkage, combined with the negative service load moments due to live load, may
cause cracking in the top of the shell wall later in the service life of the pier cap. This behavior is verified
using both hand calculations and the time-dependent model, and has been accounted for in the long-term
service design.

The crack widths in the shell walls at the service limit state are assessed using the reinforced concrete
sectional analysis program Response-2000, and the loads from the time-dependent staged analysis. The
sectional analysis considers the loads in each component (shell and infill concrete) individually, using the
results of the time-dependent staged analysis, at both end of construction and end of service life. The
prestressing is used to control the crack widths to the limiting value of 0.012 inches provided by the
project Corrosion Protection Plan.
In order to address concerns about the vertical construction joint at the top of the cap, specifically at
locations exposed to potential drainage, an alternative composite section is used at the pier caps located
beneath deck expansion joints. In these locations, the walls of the shell are shortened by approximately
two feet in order to provide for a full-width composite pour, which eliminates the vertical construction joint
at the top. This detail further ensures the long-term durability of the cap.
To facilitate production design of nearly 60 pier caps, strength design of the section is based on the pier
cap acting as a monolithic section, and does not rely on the prestressing in the precast portion of the cap
to resist ultimate bending loads. The conservatism of this approach has been verified using detailed
moment-curvature analysis of the composite section.
PIER CAP DETAILS
Composite Action
The composite behavior of the section is achieved by providing a roughened surface on the inside of the
shell, as well as mechanical couplers for shear and torsion reinforcing steel. See Fig 7. Shear flow on
the interface is combined with the differential creep and shrinkage forces to determine the required
interface shear transfer capacity. A non-roughened inside surface, utilizing shear keys and additional
interface reinforcement, was considered but ultimately rejected due to cost and constructability
considerations.
Cap-column Connection
The cap-column connection was considered a critical detail when evaluating the feasibility of the
composite pier cap concept. The approach superstructure sits on isolation bearings, and is located in a
low-seismic zone; therefore the ductility demands on the joint are not extreme. The connection does
need to be able to resist the applied forces, meet the code requirements for reinforcement development
and confinement, and provide a constructible solution. The project uses two column sizes – 6’-3” square
columns for the shorter piers near shore, and 8’-6” square columns for the taller piers over the water –
and therefore two similar details were developed, In order to maximize construction tolerances and
minimize conflicts with the pier cap reinforcement, the column bars were bundled at the top to limit the
number of penetrations through the precast pier cap shell.
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Details of the column connection are shown in Fig. 8. Galvanized ducts, 8-inches in diameter, are cast
into the soffit of the precast shell to accept the column bars. The column vertical steel is extended into
the pile cap a distance of 1.25 times the development length of the bundled column bars. To meet the
requirement of continuing the confinement steel into the cap, transverse reinforcing is provided by
threading bars into the diaphragm located over the column.

Fig. 7 – Cross Section with Infill Reinforcement
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Fig. 8 – Column Connection
Utility Pole Connections and Overhead Sign Structure Extensions
In addition to different column sizes and alternate details at expansion joint pier locations, other cap
variations to be accommodated by the composite pier cap design concept included utility pole
connections and overhead sign structure extensions, which were located at a handful of piers.
Fig. 9 shows the utility pole connection at the precast shell end walls. Holes with a diameter of 3-inches
are formed in the precast cap end walls for 2 inch diameter anchor bolts to go through and connect to
utility pole supporting bracket.
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Fig. 9 – Utility Pole Connection
At overhead sign structure locations, the composite pier cap ends are extended using cast-in-place (CIP)
concrete to support overhead sign structures (OHSS). The connection ofthe cap to CIP concrete
extension, utilizes mechanical couplers which are cast into precast shell end walls to extend cap
reinforcement into CIP concrete extension. To achieve a better shear bond, exterior faces of cap end
walls are roughened to ¼” amplitude. Details of the composite cap connections are shown in Fig. 10 and
CIP cap extension are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 10 – OHSS Precast Cap Portion Connection
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Fig. 11 – OHSS CIP Extension
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CONCLUSION
Composite pier caps are used on the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement to accelerate construction, improve
quality, improve safety, and reduce labor costs. The precast pier cap shells serve as forms to be filled
with cast-in-place concrete, and are designed to perform compositely as part of the final structural section
using rigorous analyses and careful detailing. Design of these components required consideration of
intermediate construction stages and locked-in construction forces, using staged construction analyses.
The 100-year service life requirements of the project necessitated consideration of crack widths, service
level rebar stresses, and time-dependent effects. Connections of the composite pier caps to the columns
are achieved by extending the column rebar through the soffit of the precast shell using galvanized ducts
and anchored in the infill concrete. The composite pier caps are also connected to utility poles and
overhead sign structures by cap extensions using either steel brackets or cast-in-place concrete. While
the cost of the precast substructure components is a more demanding design process, the size of the job
and the repetitive nature of the approach structures will allow the design-build team to reap the benefits of
a high-quality final product and greatly enhanced construction speed.
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ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION OF A PREFABRICATED STRUCTURAL DECK
FOR A RUNWAY SAFETY AREA EXTENSION OVER BOSTON HARBOR
Darren Conboy, P.E., Jacobs Engineering Group, (617) 242-9222, Darren.Conboy@jacobs.com
Stephen Berkeley, P.E., Jacobs Engineering Group, (617) 242-9222, Stephen.Berkeley@jacobs.com
Steven Halloran, Jacobs Engineering Group, (617) 242-9222, Steve.Halloran@jacobs.com
ABSTRACT
The Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport) issued a design-build procurement to construct a 600-foot
long runway safety area (RSA) at the end of Runway 33L at Boston-Logan International Airport. The RSA
improvements included an Engineered Materials Arresting System (EMAS) placed on a 303-foot wide
pile-supported deck extending over water into Boston Harbor to a total length of 470 feet. The structural
deck had to be capable of supporting a fully-laden Boeing 747 aircraft, provide a 75-year minimum
service life, and be completed on an extremely aggressive schedule with limited construction windows.
The paper will detail the design and construction challenges that were met through the use of
prefabricated elements. The use of NEXT beams allowed the contractor to use previously placed sections
as a working platform for the large construction cranes being used to advance the deck over the water.
The NEXT beams had to be designed not only for the weight and impact loading of the Boeing 747, but
also the temporary loading from the construction cranes. The project also utilized the Stadium ® software
program to validate that the proposed structural solution achieved the required 75-year design life.
PROJECT OVERVIEW
To meet the Federal Aviation Administration’s
targeted goal for nationwide runway safety
area (RSA) improvements by 2015 the
Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport),
issued a design-build procurement to
construct a 600-foot long RSA at the end of
Runway 33L at Boston-Logan International
Airport
(see
Figure
1).
The
RSA
improvements included an Engineered
Materials Arresting System (EMAS) placed on
a 303-foot wide pile-supported deck
extending over water into Boston Harbor to a
total length of 470 feet (see Figure 2). The
structural deck had to be capable of
supporting a fully-laden Boeing 747 aircraft.
The structure had to be designed for a 75year minimum service life. In addition, the
construction had to be completed on an Figure 1- Runway Safety Area prior to construction
extremely aggressive schedule with limited
construction windows.
The Design-Build (DB) Team led by J.F. White Contracting Company and Jacobs Engineering Group, as
the lead engineer, proposed and constructed a precast concrete system that included over 350
prestressed concrete piles, 96 precast concrete pile caps and 330 precast, prestressed Northeast
Extreme Tee (NEXT) beams to support the 141,000 SF deck. It is the largest use to date of the NEXT
beam product, which was developed for use on roadway bridge projects requiring accelerated
construction.
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The project involved several design and construction challenges that were met through the use of
prefabricated elements. The use of the NEXT beams allowed the contractor to use previously placed
sections as a working platform for the large construction cranes being used to advance the deck over the
water. The NEXT beams had to be designed not only for the weight and impact loading of the Boeing
747, but also the temporary loading from the construction cranes. The project also utilized the Stadium®
software program to validate that the proposed structural solution achieved the required 75-year design
life.

Figure 2- Proposed RSA deck plan and elevation views

After construction began, Massport elected to also upgrade the existing approach runway lighting system,
which was supported on an existing timber pier. The DB team proposed to use prefabricated elements to
replace that pier, which extended from the end of the new RSA deck. Through the use of prefabricated
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elements, the DB team was able to meet the original aggressive schedule while concurrently constructing
the new 1,745-foot long precast concrete pier to support the upgraded approach lighting system.
SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
Airport Operations/Marine Environmental Restrictions
Restrictions relative to construction activities relative to the project included both the maintenance of
airport operations, and the adherence to environmental requirements for work within Boston Harbor.
These two constraints placed significant limitations on the available construction season durations
available for the execution of the work. Specific details on the airfield operations and environmental
constraints were as follows:
Airfield Operations
Runway 33L provides critical service to the airport during northwest wind conditions typically prevalent
between the months of November and March. In addition, 33L is also the airport’s primary nighttime noise
abatement runway. As such, airport operations limited construction activities to the period between May
1st and November 20th of each year. During this construction period allowed by airport operations, the
runway closures were either daily closures, or extended closures. Daily closures were allowed during the
months of June, October, and November. Daily closures further required a “mobilization-demobilization”
at the beginning and end of each daily closure. Extended closures were allowed during the months of
July, August, and September.
Airport Operations/Runway Closures-Openings
In addition, airport operations could request Runway 33L be returned to operational service for weather or
emergency related operations on short notice. This notice was limited to 4 hours and 24 hours
respectively for daily and extended closures. This return to service required the removal of all
construction personnel, materials, and equipment interfering with the airport operations on the runway.
Similarly, the runway was required to be returned to full service at the conclusion of the first construction
season for use by the airport during the periods of inclement weather during the winter months and for
nighttime operations for noise mitigation purposes.
Environmental Schedule Constraints
Environmental restrictions on construction activities were based upon the work within regulated resource
areas, and work within Boston Harbor. First, work could not start until all environmental permits were
secured. Fortunately, the permitting process had been started prior to selection of the DB Entity and was
sufficiently underway to allow construction to start during the summer of 2011. Second, work in the water
producing silt was prohibited between February 1st and June 30th of each year.
Shipping and Receiving Limitations
The DB Entity was encouraged to access and deliver materials to the construction area from the water to
minimize heavy trucking / logistics thru the airfield. This request was also founded upon the significant
impact to the City of East Boston in trucking all project materials through the City and to the airport, and
the potential adverse impact to airport operations of providing all materials through either of the two
security gates accessing the airside operations of Logan International Airport.
Light Pier Change Order
During the fall of 2011, the JF White/Jacobs team was asked to include the design and construction of a
replacement of the navigation light support pier extending 1,745 feet into Boston Harbor to support a new
ALSF2 lighting system. This change order was requested to be designed and constructed within the
original contract duration and added a further challenge to completing the work within the existing
schedule constraints.
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
The project schedule was developed in adherence to the operational and environmental constraints, and
tailored around the runway closure schedules while limiting any and all impacts to airport operations. As
summary of the initially proposed schedule was as follows:
Year 2011
June 2011 – Start Construction
(during daily runway closure(4-hour recall)
 Landside construction
 Utility relocations
 Subsurface infrastructure improvements

Year 2012
May and June 2012 Construction
(during daily runway closures as well as
restrictions for work within the water)
 Commence with concrete deck
placements
 Complete all closure concrete pours

July, Aug. and Sept. 2011 Construction
 Initiate installation of concrete
superstructure/substructure
 Install riprap shoreline protection
 Construct temporary access roads and
waterside emergency egress/access
ramps

July, Aug. and Sept. 2012 Construction
 Complete installation of concrete
superstructure/substructure
 Complete concrete deck placements
 Complete edge barriers
 Complete security boom
 EMAS installation
 Complete approach lighting and
threshold lighting

Final 2011 Construction – Oct. 1– Nov. 20
(during daily runway closure)
 Continue construction of the concrete
superstructure/substructure while
adhering to the nightly equipment and
material removal restrictions

Final 2012 Construction - Oct. 1 – Nov. 20
(during daily runway closure )
 Complete the EMAS system
 Complete access roadways
 Complete emergency egress/access
ramps and rehabilitate the existing
service road

EARLY RELEASE PACKAGES
One of the key elements to the schedule was the use of early release of design services to JFW / Jacobs
Engineering DB Team. This enabled the advancement of the design drawings, accelerated the material
shop drawings for fabrication and advanced the contract submittals, allowing construction to commence
by June 2011. An accelerated design and approval process was also proposed to expedite release of
materials for fabrication. This early release of the precast piles, precast concrete caps and precast NEXT
beams by the beginning of May 2011 greatly assisted timely delivery and installation to meet the Baseline
Schedule.
DESIGN APPROACH/CONSTRUCTABILITY/CONTINGENCIES
RSA Framing System Description/Approach
Prior to submitting a proposal for the project, the DB Team explored the use of several potential structural
systems to support the new expanded Runway Safety Area. The various structural systems were
evaluated based on constructability, cost, design criteria, impact on the marine environment, service life
durability and overall impact on the project schedule. Based upon the combination of the airport
operations and environmental limitations on work activities, the major components of the work needed to
be designed to allow construction within a constrained construction period over two seasons, using a
construction methodology maximizing off site fabrication, facilitating on site work activities. This along with
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other project requirements led the project team to the choice of prestressed precast concrete as the most
suitable approach.
The project team’s decision to construct the proposed RSA deck using all precast concrete main
structural components provided the ability to define the configuration of the structure based primarily on
size and weight of individual elements. A methodology for how the structure would be built was
developed, which included selection of the equipment to be used and production rates required to meet
the schedule. Limitations on crane load capacity were used to establish maximum size and weight of the
main structural components. With this information established, the proposed structural system was
defined. The RSA Deck structural system consisted of precast prestressed concrete piles, precast
concrete pile caps, precast prestressed concrete NEXT Beams and a cast-in-place reinforced concrete
deck. The cast-in-place deck was required to ensure proper drainage, allow installation of utility conduits,
and provide a final surface for installation of the Engineered Materials Arresting System (EMAS).
Precast Prestressed Concrete Piles
The structure was laid out on a grid with rows of pile bents typically spaced at 40 feet for the RSA Deck.
The last row at the exterior of the deck was located to support at 60-foot Maneuvering deck, a portion of
the structure designed for lighter live loading of only maintenance and emergency vehicles. Each row
consisted of two exterior bents with 3 piles each
spaced at 11’-4” and six interior bents with 4 piles
each spaced at 11’-0”. Pile lengths ranged from
120’ to 180’ depending on subsurface conditions.
End bearing 18-inch square precast prestressed
concrete piles were selected for several reasons.
The relatively soft soil material beneath Boston
Harbor and above glacial till provided favorable
driving conditions, and the use of a hydraulic
vibratory hammer with standardized pile driving
templates facilitated an efficient and productive
installation (see Figure 3). Use of a hydraulic
vibratory hammer also provided the added benefit
of lower noise levels during construction
operations. Pile lengths were established based
on assessment of the subsurface soil data
throughout the area of the RSA deck. Pile tips
were fitted with a 2’-long steel H-pile section with
a welded driving shoe to facilitate driving and
seating the pile in bedrock or till. Design details
with increased dimensions for concrete cover
over reinforcing steel and the STADIUM® tested
concrete mix also provided a foundation system
with higher durability in the corrosive marine
environment with lower service life costs as
compared with steel pile alternatives.
Figure 3- Prestressed concrete pile installation
Precast Concrete Caps
Precast concrete pile caps 4’-0” in width and a 4’-0” minimum varying height were designed to support the
superstructure. Each pile cap was detailed with a level bottom and a sloping top surface to accommodate
a NEXT beam top flange surface consistent with the design cross-slope of Runway 33L. Pile cap lengths
were established to facilitate erection based on maximum pick weight capacity of the cranes being used.
The precast caps were detailed and fabricated with reinforcing steel extending from the top surface
terminating in a standard hook (see Figure 4). This reinforcing would become part of the connection detail
between superstructure and substructure.
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Precast Prestressed Concrete Next Beams
The RSA deck superstructure was constructed using precast prestressed NEXT beams with a composite
cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck. The NEXT beam is a double tee section which provides several
advantages for use in an accelerated construction structural system. The use of only straight prestressing
strands (no draped strands) in the bottom of the stems is an advantage during fabrication. The double
stem section is very stable during erection and the 10-wide top flange eliminates the need for field
constructed deck forming, and also provides a safe working platform. Two primary NEXT beam crosssections were utilized
on the RSA deck. Type
40D beams which are
40” deep with an 8”
thick
top
flange
comprised the majority
of the RSA deck area.
Type 36F beams which
are 36” deep with a 4”
thick top flange were
used along one side of
the RSA deck allowing
a thicker deck section
to provide a corridor for
electrical communications utility conduits.
Type 36F beams were
also use for the
Maneuvering Deck end
span, based on lighter
design load requirements.
Diaphragms
offset from the ends of
beams to align with the
face of supporting pile Figure 4- Typical precast concrete pile cap detail
caps were also cast in
the plant.
Why Use NEXT Beams?
The NEXT Beam is a new standard precast concrete bridge beam developed by the Precast/Prestressed
Concrete Institute (PCI) Northeast Bridge Technical Committee, which has been accepted for use by all
of the New England state DOT’s. The NEXT Beam, which was in development when the EA/FEIR for this
project was prepared, offers significant general advantages over other traditional precast concrete bridge
girders, such as the New England Bulb Tee Girder shown in the preliminary options for this project,
including:


Simpler fabrication details resulting in lower costs compared to other precast bridge sections



Faster speed of construction by eliminating the need for deck formwork and intermediate
diaphragms

In comparison of the possible structural options for this project (precast concrete slabs, New England
Bulb Tee Girders, or NEXT Beams), it was clear that the NEXT Beams provided other specific
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advantages that made it the obvious choice. Using NEXT Beams allowed us to develop a pile layout and
span arrangement allowing construction equipment to be land-based. Because the NEXT Beams are
butted together creating a solid deck surface, they were able to support crane and other construction
equipment loads soon after installation. This allowed the use of previously erected sections as work
platforms for installing adjacent sections of the deck. JF White elected to use the same crane to install
piles and erect the precast elements. To complement the advantages offered by the NEXT Beams, the
project team selected to use precast concrete pile caps and prestressed, precast concrete piles, providing
an overall structural system consisting of high quality, high-performance concrete members that will
achieve the desired 75-year service life.
Structural System Connection Details
The
precast
concrete
structural
components were detailed to facilitate
fabrication,
erection
and
field
connections between the structural
elements. Pile detailing incorporated
four 2” diameter corrugated galvanized
steel sleeves cast into the piles for field
installed reinforcing steel dowels
extending from the pile to connect with
the precast concrete caps. Sleeve
lengths were established to ensure that
required dowel embedment depth would
be provided based on anticipated pile tip
and cut-off elevations. Pile caps were
detailed with a 16” diameter corrugated
galvanized steel pipe sleeve aligned
vertically and located horizontally to
align with each pile. Pile groups for each
bent were cut off at a specific elevation
and a friction collar was attached to
each pile at the specified bottom of cap
elevation. After reinforcing steel dowels
were grouted into the sleeves in the cutoff piles, the precast cap was erected.
The precast cap was lowered to position Figure 5- Typical pile cap to pile connection detail
supported on the friction collar and with
the pile reinforcing dowels extending through the corrugated sleeves in the cap. The pile dowels were
detailed to extend above the top of cap and into a cast-in-place closure pour between ends of the NEXT
beams (see Figure 5).
With the pile caps in place, the corrugated pipe sleeves were filled with a non-shrink grout extended with
aggregate to achieve a minimum compressive strength of 2,000 psi prior to erecting the NEXT beams
(typically a 24-hour period) and a 28-day compressive strength of 6,500 psi. NEXT beams were erected
and seated on elastomeric bearing pads on the pile caps. The beams were erected side-by-side with
flanges butted. Four beams per pile bent were erected on interior bays and three beams per bent at
exterior bays.
Once NEXT beams from adjacent spans were erected at a given bent, additional reinforcing steel was
added in the closure pour area between ends of the beams and above the pile cap as shown in Figure 6.
Bottom row prestressing strands extending from the end of stems and reinforcing steel extending from the
top flanges of the NEXT beams tied together with additional reinforcing provided the continuity required
for the crane loading applied during ongoing construction operations. The precast end diaphragms offset
from the ends of NEXT beams provided the side forms for the concrete closure pour. NEXT beam top
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flanges
were
detailed
and
fabricated with a notch at each
edge to form a connection trough.
Reinforcing placed in the trough
and tied into the cast-in-place
deck placement provided lateral
continuity between the NEXT
beams.

Figure 6- Typical pile cap to superstructure connection detail

Erection Methodology/Approach
The Contractor’s erection sequence
included starting construction working
from land constructing pile bents
within the operating radius of the
cranes. Working in one linear 40’
bay, a temporary work platform was
constructed supported on piles and
caps which would eventually become
part of the completed structure. The
crane was transferred from land to
the
temporary
platform
and
construction continued extending the
temporary platform away from land
and out into Boston harbor. Working
from the temporary platform, the
cranes were able to unload barges
delivering precast structure components as well as drive piles and Figure 7- Construction operations from land and water
erect pile caps and NEXT beams for
additional sections of the RSA deck
within the operating radius of the cranes. Once pile bents and four consecutive deck spans were
completed, including closure pours at the pile bents for continuity, Crane mats were installed on top of the
NEXT beam flanges. The structure was designed to allow cranes to travel (with no attached load) on the
previously constructed RSA deck structure (see Figure 7). Crane setup for picking and erecting
subsequent structure elements was only allowed directly above a pile bent.
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Construction Contingency Details
The subsurface exploration data for the project
identified the potential for varying geotechnical
conditions throughout the project area. Concerns
were raised regarding the potential for
encountering unfavorable conditions during pile
driving operations including:


Pile reaching capacity at a higher elevation
than anticipated



Pile reaching capacity at a lower elevation
than anticipated



Pile hitting an obstruction prior to reaching
capacity

 Pile breakage
Due to the nature of the structural system, with
very limited margin for variation of location and
alignment of the precast components, contingency
design and details were developed for the
anticipated conditions noted above prior to
beginning the pile driving process. During the
course of construction, each or the anticipated
conditions were encountered. The contingency
details were implemented, and the Contractor was
able to continue construction uninterrupted. Figure
8 shows one of the contingency details used in the
event of a broken pile during driving operations.

Figure 8- Broken Pile contingency repair detail

Light Pier Framing System
Similar to the RSA, prestressed precast concrete was also chosen for the construction of the Runway 33L
light pier. This structure also utilized precast concrete piles and pile caps for the substructure elements,
but deck construction utilized prestressed precast concrete deck beams for the superstructure (see
Figure 9). This choice was made for multiple reasons. They included significantly lower live load
requirements, shallow member profiles to minimize effect of hydrodynamic loads, and ability to route the
primary lighting system conductors within the open cells of the deck beams.

Figure 9- Runway 33L Approach Light Pier
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SUMMARY AND KEY BENEFITS
Construction of a new 303-foot wide by 460-foot long structural deck over Boston Harbor (see Figure 10)
to accommodate mandated runway safety area improvements had to be completed in limited work
periods due to airfield operational and environmental constraints. The Design-Build Team, consisting of
J.F. White Contracting Company and Jacobs Engineering Group, was able to accomplish this challenging
task through the effective use of prefabricated concrete components. The use of prefabricated concrete
components offered the following key benefits:


The total depth of the deck structure was only 48-inches, which allowed the bottom of the pile
caps to be located above mean higher high water (MHHW).



There was no installation or stripping of formwork over water providing a safer work area and a
more durable final structure.



NEXT Beams provided the opportunity to approach construction from both land and marine
based operation, to assist in meeting the schedule constraints.



Tide restrictions were no longer as significant factor during construction.



Land-based construction reduced work barge impacts in environmentally sensitive areas.



Provided a quick and safe demobilization of equipment if aviation operations dictated.



Construction, even with the addition of the light pier, was completed within the specified
schedule.



Achieved the desired 75-year service life with greater certainty.



The proposed deck system allowed for an efficient and safe construction plan meeting airport
safety and operational requirements.

Figure 10- Completed Runway 33L RSA Deck and Approach Light Pier
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SABULA ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION CASE
STUDY: US 52 OVER MISSISSIPPI RIVER OVERFLOW
James S. Nelson, P.E., Iowa Department of Transportation, (515) 239-1143,
James.S.Nelson@dot.iowa.gov

ABSTRACT
This paper details the implementation of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) by the Iowa
Department of Transportation (DOT) on the US 52 Bridge over Mississippi River Overflow. The
Iowa DOT is in the process of completing an ABC design for the proposed replacement of the
existing 342’ x 20’ steel high truss structure originally constructed in 1933.
When the structure is out of service the detour is 36 miles, all of which is considered out-ofdistance travel. The Iowa DOT has a strong desire minimize this disruption and inconvenience to
traffic mobility during the bridge replacement. The project complexity is amplified by a deep
scour hole adjacent to the existing bridge in the Mississippi River. Environmental and permitting
factors all but eliminated other conventional methods for maintaining traffic such as staged
construction or realignment and construction adjacent to the existing bridge, leaving ABC
techniques as the only reasonable alternative to minimize traffic disruption.
ABC techniques anticipated to be utilized include drilled shaft foundations outside the footprint
of the existing bridge, straddle bents using a precast pier cap or cast-in-place cap alternate, partial
depth precast deck panels and an Incentive/Disincentive contract period for the critical closure
when the bridge is out of service.
Additionally, the paper will examine the decision making process for selecting the appropriate
ABC tier for the project. Iowa DOT management has proposed an ABC solution in-between a
mobility impact time tier 3 and tier 4 solution. The project goal is to complete construction
within a four to six week critical closure.
Keywords: Accelerated Bridge Construction, Rapid Renewal, Precast Concrete, Prefabricated
Bridge Elements and Systems
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INTRODUCTION
Highway US 52 runs over the Mississippi River Overflow area. Replacing a bridge over this area
presents unique challenges to maintaining the Iowa DOT’s transportation customer’s mobility.
The bridge is located on the northern edge of the City of Sabula, a Mississippi River town located
on an island, and serves as a connection between the City of Sabula and Savanna, Illinois. The
Island City of Sabula shown in Figure 1, Google Maps, 2014 (1) is connected to Illinois by one
route, US 52 and connected to the main land of Iowa by two routes, US 52 and 47th Street.
Sabula has the distinction of being the only city in the State of Iowa that is an island. The
population of Sabula is given as 576 based on the 2010 Census Bureau (2) data.

Figure 1 – Map of Sabula, Iowa
The existing Mississippi River Overflow Bridge is a 342’ x 20’ steel high truss bridge originally
constructed in 1933. The bridge approach spans deck was replaced in 1985. It is classified as
structurally deficient, functionally obsolete and fracture critical. Steel truss members show many
areas of section loss. Bridge rehabilitation was not considered as a viable option and the project
was selected for bridge replacement. North of the US 52 Bridge over the Mississippi River
Overflow US 52 travels north over a causeway until turning east to the main Mississippi River
crossing. The Illinois DOT is the lead state for the Mississippi River border bridge a 2,482’ x 20’
truss bridge and is currently designing a replacement bridge project tentatively scheduled for a
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June 2015 letting. The Illinois DOT is planning to construct the replacement bridge on an
adjacent alternate alignment in order to maintain traffic mobility.
While staged construction or construction of a replacement structure on an adjacent alternate
alignment is typically an effective way to maintain transportation customer’s mobility, it was not
a feasible alternative for replacement of the US 52 over Mississippi River Overflow Bridge. Both
the staging alternative and the construction on an adjacent alignment had environmental and
ROW impacts that were highly undesirable. Therefore, the replacement structure had to be on the
same alignment as the existing bridge. This paper will discuss the selection of Accelerated
Bridge Construction (ABC) for the project, the ABC tier selected, the ABC design details
selected and the preliminary design constructability review process.

ABC AS THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
The use of ABC techniques is still an emerging technology within the State of Iowa bridge
construction industry. The Iowa DOT has completed nearly a dozen ABC projects to date using
various ABC technologies. ABC project technologies used have included Slide-In Bridge
Construction (SIBC), modular units, precast concrete substructure components and full-depth
precast concrete deck panels. Momentum and experience continues to increase for ABC, but use
of this technology is still not a routine practice. Selection of the use of ABC technologies are on
a case-by-case basis with about 5% of bridge replacement projects selecting ABC as the preferred
construction alternative. Many bridge replacement projects are constructed with staged
construction, on a new alignment or with a full roadway closure and detour in order to maintain
traffic.
Iowa DOT developed a Draft ABC Policy (3) that after a year of vetting has been moved into the
Iowa DOT LRFD Bridge Design Manual (4) on July of 2014. The policy outlines the decision
making process for selecting projects to use ABC technologies. There is a two-step decision
making process that initially scores bridges on their suitability for ABC. The first stage scoring
criteria is based upon Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT), out of distance travel, daily road
user costs and economy of scale. Each item has a scoring rubric. The scores are tallied and
weighted to resolve into an ABC score out of 100 possible points. Bridges with an ABC score of
over 50 should be considered for ABC. The Sabula Mississippi River Bridge scored a 52 in the
first stage decision making process indicating that further consideration should be given to ABC.
While AADT on US 52 is low at approximately 2,300 vehicles per day, the out of distance travel
is very high with a detour of 36 miles all of which is considered out of distance travel. Had this
bridge been below the ABC consideration threshold, the District may have still requested an ABC
solution to be considered because of the long detour to cross the Mississippi River.
With the proposed bridge replacement project passing the first-stage decision making process the
Iowa DOT Project Concept Team decided to perform the second-stage ABC Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) to further validate the consideration of ABC for the project. The AHP is a
pairwise comparison tool that can be used to perform a qualitative analysis between two choices.
In this case the choice is between using ABC methods and traditional construction methods for
the bridge replacement project. There are five main categories that are evaluated when making
the comparison between the two alternatives. The main categories are direct costs, indirect costs,
schedule constraints, site constraints and customer service. The main categories are further
broken into sub categories, for example direct costs sub categories include: construction costs,
maintenance of traffic costs, Right-of-Way (ROW) costs, design costs, etc. The sub categories
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are ranked in terms of importance by the Project Concept Team and then the two alternatives are
scored at how they best satisfy each category. Once the AHP was completed for the US 52 over
Mississippi River Overflow bridge replacement the ABC method scored 0.72 while the traditional
construction method scored 0.28 indicating somewhat strongly that the ABC method was the
preferred alternative.
ABC has five different tiers as defined by Culmo (5). The tiers correspond to the transportation
network mobility impact time due to construction activities.






Tier 1: Traffic Impacts within 1 to 24 hours
Tier 2: Traffic Impacts within 3 days
Tier 3: Traffic Impacts within 2 weeks
Tier 4: Traffic Impacts within 3 months
Tier 5: Overall project schedule is significantly reduced by months to years

The Iowa DOT ABC Policy does not delve deeply into how to select the ABC tier for a project.
The ABC tier is developed by the Project Concept Team and then the ABC design is developed
based on the desired schedule.
It may be feasible to make nearly every ABC project into a tier 1 project at great effort and
expense but that is not a realistic or practical way for a transportation network owner to
administer the network. The owner has to make a decision on how best to allocate resources,
minimize hardship for the transportation network users and maintain the network with a finite
budget. In the case of the US 52 over Mississippi River Overflow Bridge replacement project,
closing the road for bridge construction creates a significant and obvious hardship for the users of
that route given the long detour. However, the route is not a heavily traveled route indicated by
the low AADT of 2300. Selecting the appropriate tier becomes a balancing act of costs and
benefits.
One of the first things the Project Concept Team will evaluate is user costs. The daily road user
costs are calculated by the Iowa DOT using a formula that takes into account AADT, Average
Daily Truck Traffic (ADTT) and length of detour out of distance travel. The typical formula
assumes that 50% of roadway users will find an alternate route, cancel or postpone their trip. For
the Sabula Mississippi River Overflow Bridge replacement project the 50% factor may be too low
because there are no nearby alternate routes to cross the Mississippi. A factor of 80% may be
more appropriate assuming 20% of the roadway users can cancel or postpone their trip until the
end of the construction.
Daily Road User Cost = 0.5*[(AADT+2*ADTT)*Miles out of distance*$0.375]
The calculated daily road user cost for this project is $17,700 per day using the typical formula.
For traditional construction with an estimated closure of 200 calendar days that is a total road user
cost of $3,540,000. For the ABC period selected with a critical closure of 4 to 6 weeks the road
user cost is $743,400 assuming the contractor uses all 6 weeks. The critical closure is defined as
the time the roadway is closed to traffic for bridge replacement. Construction activity that does
not require roadway closure will occur before after the critical closure but not be counted towards
the allotted critical closure time period. Spending additional funds to accelerate the construction
is clearly a benefit for the Iowa DOT’s customers. Construction cost estimates for the ABC
alternative are about $1,500,000 more than the traditional construction alternative. The Iowa
DOT must weigh this additional ABC cost very carefully because of the finite budget for
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maintaining Iowa’s transportation infrastructure. While our transportation customers are
realizing a theoretical savings of $2,796,600 in user costs the additional ABC cost of $1,500,000
is absorbed in the department’s highway improvement program. The DOT’s management
ultimately decided that the solution in between tier 3 and tier 4 best suited the transportation
customer’s needs balanced with the DOT’s financial position in the highway improvement
program.

ABC DESIGN DETAILS
Once the desired ABC schedule was established it was the bridge designer’s responsibility to
develop a design in which the DOT confident of being constructed on or ahead of schedule. For
the Mississippi River Overflow Bridge the substructure is the biggest challenge. Spanning the
entire overflow of 376’ was cost prohibitive so this meant that some substructure has to be
constructed in the overflow channel. The Mississippi River water surface profile is regulated by
an extensive lock and dam system which means the overflow is typically full of water to a depth
of approximately 15 feet. In addition, there is a large scour hole adjacent to the existing bridge
with an estimated depth of over 30 feet. There have been some attempts at scour mitigation by
dumping large revetment about 1.5 foot diameter up to 4 foot diameter around the existing piers
which further complicates the construction of the new substructure.
The design team selected a drilled shaft straddle bent foundation for the three bents in the
overflow channel. The intent is to construct the drilled shaft foundation prior to the critical
closure when the roadway is closed and traffic is detoured. Revetment will need to be removed in
selected areas in order for drilled shaft installation. Once the contractor has constructed the
drilled shafts to get up out of the river the critical closure can start by closing the roadway and
commencing on the existing bridge demolition.
For the remaining substructure elements the design team has been weighing the options of precast
concrete straddle bent caps versus cast-in-place straddle bent caps. The most likely outcome will
be that a design alternate is shown in the plans allowing the contractor to select the design that
best suits his/her capabilities. The primary benefits of the precast concrete straddle bent caps are
the speed of construction using grouted splice couplers to connect the cap to the columns.
Concerns with the use of a precast cap are the pick weights of the elements, installation tolerance
to make the column to cap connections and the congestion in the connection area as there is a
significant moment capacity to be developed at that location. The benefits of the cast-in-place
straddle bent caps are that the connection congestion is alleviated as the grouted splice couplers
will not be necessary. There is a significant reduction in risk of fit-up as the reinforcing can
easily be adjusted to accommodate construction tolerances and inaccuracies. The primary
negative factor with a cast-in-place straddle bent cap is time on the critical path of construction.
The duration of the desired critical closure makes the cast-in-place option feasible with advance
planning and preparation so it is likely both the cast-in-place and precast option will be carried
forward in the final design for letting.
The abutment foundations will be supported on driven steel H-piling. With the work on the
straddle bent piers in the river on the critical path for construction, there will be a small amount of
float in the schedule for abutment construction. The design advanced for this will be a standard
cast-in-place footing since the construction should not be on the critical path.
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The bridge superstructure will utilize standard pretensioned prestressed concrete beams.
Occasionally the suggestion is brought up to accelerate bridge deck construction through the use
of stay-in-place steel decking. The Iowa DOT has a longstanding policy of not permitting stayin-place steel decking due to the desire to thoroughly inspect bridge deck condition both from the
top of the bridge and underneath the deck. Steel stay-in-place decking has been thought to
obstruct the inspection of the concrete deck condition. The Iowa DOT has utilized precast
prestressed deck panels as stay-in-place forms. Criteria are established in the Iowa DOT LRFD
Bridge Design Manual (4) on when these prestressed deck panels may be used and those criteria
include the following:






The bridge is constructed with pretensioned prestressed concrete beams.
The intermediate diaphragms are steel.
Skew is 45 degrees or less.
The bridge is on a rural highway with traffic volume AADT of less than 3000 VPD.
The bridge is not being built by staged construction.

The Sabula Mississippi River overflow bridge meets all the Iowa DOT criteria for the use of
prestressed deck panels and so the prestressed deck panels will be specified on the project. The
plan is detailed in such a way that the prestressed deck panels are an alternate and the contractor
could choose to use a conventional full depth cast-in-place deck.
A draft Gantt chart schedule has been developed by the design team and is shown in Figure 2 –
Draft ABC Schedule.
Task
Days
Remove Existing Bridge
5
Abutment Pile Driving
2
Abutment Construction
4
Pier Construction
12
Set PPC Beams
4
Precast Deck Panels & Forming
7
Deck Reinforcing
7
Place Deck
4
Approach Paving
3
Concrete Barrier Rail
4
Guardrail
3
Longitudinal Grooving
1
Pavement Markings
1

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Figure 2 – Draft ABC Schedule
An Incentive/Disincentive (I/D) contract is anticipated to be used. The critical closure will be set
at 42 days with the contractor able to earn an incentive for each day the critical closure is
shortened. There will be a cap on the incentive of 14 days. The disincentive the contractor pays
if the critical closure exceeds 42 days does not have a cap. The critical closure is defined as the
time period the roadway is out of service for bridge replacement. Work outside of the critical
closure will utilize a standard working day contract.
The ABC design details shown in the plans have been developed to allow the bridge contractor
some flexibility through the use of alternates. The design is anticipated to enable the typical
contractor bidding on bridge work in Iowa to successfully complete the project on or before the
desired maximum six week critical closure.
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CONSTRUCTABILITY REVIEW
The State of Iowa requires that the Iowa DOT utilizes a design-bid-build process which is an
additional challenge to implementation of ABC projects. Accelerating bridge construction
generally involves impacts to the bridge contractors means and methods of construction. In a
design-build type contract the design engineer can tailor the design to specifically accommodate
the means and methods of the contractor he or she is directly working with. In the design-bidbuild environment the engineer must prepare a design that can be reasonably constructed by many
different contractors who are potential bidders on the project. Collaborating directly with one
contractor prior to letting is not permitted by the design-bid-build process. However, on ABC
projects contractor feedback is critical to developing a design that will enable the contractor to
complete the construction in the desired critical closure timeframe.
The Iowa DOT has tackled this problem of obtaining feedback while avoiding tailoring a design
to one specific contractor by partnering with Associated General Contractors (AGC) of Iowa to
obtain feedback from a multitude of contractors without singling out any one specific contactor.
A design constructability review will be held with the AGC of Iowa when the plans have been
developed to an approximately 60 to 90 percent level of final detail. The meeting minutes will be
summarized and publicly available. Design changes that are made based on AGC of Iowa
contractor feedback are documented.
Additionally, for this project the Iowa DOT has hired Parsons Corporation to provide design and
constructability checks of the project. Parsons Corporation has bridge design services and has a
heavy civil construction division that can evaluate the draft Gantt chart schedule and provide
input on construction feasibility. Parsons’ heavy civil construction division is not an eligible
bidder for this bridge replacement work and serves as an independent analysis. Design changes
made based on feedback from Parsons will be made ahead of the constructability review by AGC
of Iowa.

CONCLUSION
The Sabula Mississippi River Overflow Bridge replacement project is an opportunity for the Iowa
DOT to use ABC techniques to serve our transportation network users with good customer
service. The ABC mobility impact tier chosen is a DOT management balancing act to minimize
the hardship presented by the temporary elimination of this transportation link and optimize the
use of the Iowa DOT’s financial resources for maintaining the transportation network. The
Sabula Mississippi River Overflow Bridge design is the next in a series of ABC projects that are
moving the Iowa DOT from an ABC demonstration phase to a full ABC implementation phase.
While not every new bridge or bridge replacement project will be picked to utilize ABC
techniques, the frequency of ABC projects is increasing. Collaborating with contractors is a key
to successfully implementing ABC and the Iowa DOT has a framework for collaborating in the
design-bid-build environment that has proven to be a successful approach.
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NOTATION
AADT – Average Annual Daily Traffic
ABC – Accelerated Bridge Construction
AGC – Associated General Contractors
AHP – Analytical Hierarchy Process
DOT – Department of Transportation
ROW – Right of Way
SIBC – Slide-In Bridge Construction
VPD – Vehicles Per Day
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ABSTRACT
Signature bridges are inherently complex and unique to the specific application and therefore require
special consideration into construction duration. The inherent high cost of the unique and non-traditional
designs tend to significantly increase the cost of the project, sometimes rendering it unfeasible. During
the development of a Signature Bridge project for the Veterans Memorial Bridge in Volusia County, Fl. the
application of Accelerated Bridge Construction technologies were seen as essential to delivering the
project. The proposed bridge is composed of a pure concrete open spandrel arch bridge with a main span
through-deck arch over the Halifax river. This paper will describe the engineering design process
beginning with conceptualization that satisfies the owner’s specific objectives and ending with the
structural elements that minimizes cost and construction duration.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
The existing bridge over the Atlantic Intra-coastal Waterway (ICW) is composed of reinforced concrete TBeams approaches and a steel double leaf trunnion bascule span. Recent bridge inspection reports
performed by the FDOT in April 2010, reported the bridge has a sufficiency rating of 37 out of 100, and is
classified as in poor condition, structurally deficient, and exhibiting signs of advanced deterioration.
Following the guidance of the Project Development and Environmental (PD&E) the project was to be a full
replacement of the existing bascule span with a High Level Fixed Span to meet the current US Coast
Guard clearance guidelines for this portion of the ICW. Figure 1 shows the project location map and limits
of the project. During the PD&E phase, the project was met with significant pushback from a concerned
and highly engaged public, with three specific recurring concerns: 1) a desire for a “signature” bridge; 2) a
reduction in the steep bridge profile of typical high level fixed spans and 3) minimizing the required detour
during the construction phase.

Figure 1: Project Location Map
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To address the public’s major concerns a major commitment of the PD&E was the establishment of of a
Project Advisory Committee (PAC) to provide project guidance and ensure the community’s voice is
heard and the design reflects their input. Through the use of the PAC meetings and with ample input from
the public, the design team was able to understand the concerns of the community as well as the
architectural vision of the owner. Some of the key criterion that was identified early on was the
minimization of short and long term maintenance costs, importance of pedestrian access, cohesiveness
with the Veteran’s Memorial features, minimizing impact to viewsheds and overall aesthetics. One of the
primary concerns of the public was the desire for a reduced bridge profile. The reduction of bridge
steepness was emphasized in the design for two reasons: encouragement of pedestrian traffic and safety
considerations. The high-level bridge requires 65 feet of vertical clearance over the Intracoastal
Waterway (ICW) and 125 feet of horizontal channel clearance. The PD&E recommended a high-level
concrete I-beam bridge which provided a vertical profile with an ascending and descending grade of 7%
due to a combination of the deep superstructure and short overall bridge length.
The bridge is heavily used by local pedestrians and bicyclists and it is felt that such a “steep” bridge
would hinder non-vehicular traffic and impact adjacent businesses. Volusia County requested that the
new bridge have a reduced profile. Due to the site constraints of a short fetch of 2700ft as shown in
Figure 2 extending the overall bridge length was not possible therefore the design team determined the
only way to reduce the profile was to minimize the superstructure depth. As such, the open spandrel arch
bridge type with a through-arch main span, reduced the total superstructure depth to 3’-4”, was selected
to reduce the profile over the ICW channel relative to conventional alternatives such as prestressed
beams or segmental with superstructure depths in excess of 8’-0”. This structure depth resulted in a
maximum ascending and descending grades of 6.5%. A study by the National Safety Council indicates
that vehicular crashes are a leading cause of unnatural deaths in the United States. According to Labi (1)
vertical curve grades that are too steep “pose a danger to vehicles either through inadvertent increased
speed downhill (or through the difficulty of climbing uphill).” Reducing the grade of a vertical curve will
improve the sight distance and increase safety.

Figure 2: Estimated Effectiveness of Vertical Alignment across Road Classes by Crash Severity
According to Labi (1) a decrease in average vertical curve grade of even 1.0% results in a crash reduction
of between 5% and 10% for fatal and injury crashes. In addition, crash prediction models indicate a lower
Average Vertical Grade (AGRAD) results in fewer crashes for all road types. Therefore, the Through-arch
concept will result in a significantly safer design solution than traditional prestressed beams or segmental
bridge structures.
BRIDGE OVERVIEW
The final bridge layout is a 1884’-10” long bridge with 15 spans which features a 220’-10” main span
utilizing a concrete through-arch design. Flanking the main span are 6 total 144’-0” open spandrel arch
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spans. Conventional approach spans with conventional concrete I-beams with span lengths ranging from
80’-0” to 108’-0” make up the remaining spans of the bridge.
The rendering shown in Figure 3 shows the arch spans of the bridge after construction. The main span is
supported by a through arch and transverse T-beams used to support and make up a portion of the deck.
The bridge also has aesthetic treatments to enhance the signature bridge status: an FRP seal of the US
Seal on the columns, memorial plaques on each of the pedestrian overlooks commemorating those who
fought in the armed conflicts of the United States, and a pier rustication block treatment for the columns.

Figure 3: Rendering of Through Arch Main-span and Flanking Open Spandrel Approach Arch Spans
For the approach arch spans the structural system begins with a driven pile foundation and cast-in-place
footing. The cast-in-place column supports the precast arch segments which are connected via a closure
pour. Atop the arch segments are spandrel columns which have a precast T-beam at the top of the
column which provides a transverse deck support system. Utilizing stay-in-place forms a cast-in-place
deck makes the riding surface. The main span utilizes a very similar load path as the approach arches
with the exception to when the arch is above the deck. When the arch segment is above the deck, posttensioning rods, acting very similar to cable stays, support the precast t-beams. The post-tensioning rods
are protected via a cast-in-place “hanger” column which is post-tensioned to provide sufficient degrees of
protection.
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PRECAST INITIATIVE
Historically open spandrel concrete arch bridges have been primarily cast-in-place structures. The large
arches required extensive formwork which equates to extended construction duration and increased cost.
Developing a feasible “signature” arch bridge over the ICW required implementing the use of accelerated
bridge construction methodologies. Precast elements replaced traditionally cast-in-place concrete arch
members and elements were synchronized to increase repeatability and efficiency. The major
components that were identified that could be feasibly precast were: transverse floor beams supporting
the deck, approach arch ribs, and main span arch ribs. Figure 4 shows the net amount of precast
utilization on the job which accounts for approximately 40% of the construction budget.

Figure 4: Utilization of Precast Concrete
Floorbeams
The superstructure of the arch spans is composed of a transverse floor beam system made of an
innovative precast “T-Beam”. The T-Beam is a semi-custom cross section that can be fabricated by a
precast manufacturer by performing modifications to existing precast beam formwork. This cross section
can be achieved through non-permanent modifications of the standardized Florida I-Beam (FIB) form.
The web of the beam is 10” thick in order to accommodate multiple columns of prestressing strands.
Reinforcement for the support brackets are cast into both ends of the beam to accommodate the
overhangs which support the sidewalk on the bridge. The top flange of the T-beam will serve as part of
the formwork for the concrete deck. Each T-beam has a precast edge beam associated with it on either
end. Beams are spaced transversely along the arch spans, with between a 2’-0” and 2’-6” closure pour
between edge beams. A rendering of the proposed floor system is shown in Figure 5. The T-beams have
exposed stirrups at the top that will tie into the deck concrete. The overhang bracket, which doubles as
an aesthetic treatment and structural element, is precast via a secondary pour on the beam ends. A
unique feature of the T-Beams is they were designed such that the shipping weight of the beams is less
than 24 tons – resulting in no overweight permit being required for the beam which reduces shipping
costs and restrictions that could be encountered.
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Figure 5: Rendering of Precast Non-Prismatic Floorbeams and Closures

Segmental Arch Ribs
To allow for the use of precast construction of the arch ribs the spans were split into manageable sections
for transporting and erecting the structure onsite or casting in a designated precasting area of the job. For
the approach arch spans, each arch rib consists of two identical precast segments that are connected
with a midspan closure pour to be performed once the arch rib segments are in place. These identical
segments are used throughout all of the approach arch spans, with a total of 24 interchangeable
approach arch segments. The two pieces of each arch are small enough in height to fit on a standard
truck and be shipped with ordinary equipment. Once delivered onsite the rib will be erected and placed on
temporary shoring towers as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Approach Span Arch Rib Segment (Left), Mainspan Center Arch Rib (Right)
Incorporated into each precast rib is a small pedestal for forming the vertical spandrel columns. Between
each of the upper spandrel columns, the small precast decorative arch panels, known as spandrel arch
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windows, will be placed with the forming system as the spandrel columns are cast. On top of each
spandrel column rests the precast T-Beam.
A spandrel arch window is present between spandrel columns, connecting the tops of the spandrel
columns in each of the approach arch spans. There are 14 spandrel arch windows on either side of the
approach arch spans with 168 spandrel windows total. The arch windows were designed as identical
precast elements to be assembled while the spandrel columns are being cast and connected to the
spandrel columns with dowels and additional rebar. Once the precast arch windows are in place, a CIP
build-up is poured on top of each window in order to finish the top of the arch windows level with the top
of each spandrel column. This design allows all 168 elements to be precast on the ground rather than the
contractor needing to move formwork between each and every spandrel column in order to cast the arch
windows in place, significantly reducing the cost and considerably reducing the construction time/effort
associated with the element.
Similarly, the main arch rib consists of two identical haunch/end segments with a distinct middle drop in
segment between them. The end segments will rest on the partially complete piers and a falsework tower
erected immediately adjacent to the channel as shown in Figure 7. Here the towers could be placed on
the existing bascule piers to eliminate the need for trestle construction. These pieces will be fully braced
and stabilized before the center/drop in segment of the arch can be placed using a gantry truss or steel
strong backs. Once erected a closure pour can be made to tie the entire arch rib together; two on-site
closure pours are required to connect the three precast main arch rib segments to complete each of the
two main arch ribs. After the main arch segments are connected, 4 special T-beams with post tensioning
ducts are erected and post tensioned, which provides sufficient lateral stability.

Figure 7: Construction Sequence of Arch Spans
MAINSPAN ARCH THROUGH DECK CONNECTION
The use of a precast through arch in design of the main-span involved a series of complex engineering
challenges. Developing a total precast system that allowed for construction tolerances, provisions for the
floor beam system, a location for the temporary support towers and vertical geometry alignment was a
significant challenge. The proposed solution involved the use of a local change to the geometry of the
arch rib to allow for the connection between the precast edge beam, the post tensioned floor beams,
overhanging T-beams supporting the sidewalk, and a surface for the temporary towers; this section is
being referred to as a knuckle. A rendering of the knuckle connection is shown in Figure 8.
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The mainspan floor system is composed of the identical floor beam shapes used in the approach
however the precast edge beam incorporated the use of post tensioning to reduce the thrust in the arch.
The use of post tensioned concrete hanger columns developed a concrete rigid frame using the edge
beam tie which effectively reduced the deformations and bending in the arch rib. One of the major
benefits of the precast through deck arch system was the ability to utilize precast construction in the
placement of all of the complex arrangement of inserts, deviations and anchorages in the post tensioning
system. The inserts were required to be constructed with consideration to the vertical profile of the
roadway, superelevation, buildups, construction tolerances and arrangement of the floor beam system.
This enabled the edge beam closures to involve only the splicing of the post tensioning duct and placing a
small amount of stirrups whereby forming and casting could be placed very quickly, greatly reducing
construction time in the field.
In Figure 8 gives a view of the arrangement of the arch floor system adjacentt to the knuckle. Once the
Arch ribs are erected precast T-beams will be erected between the two lines of arch ribs using post
tensioning rods for the hanger portion. Closure Pours will be placed between the various segments
including the knuckle and each edge beam. Once the concrete has cured the longitudinal and transverse
post tensioning tendons will be stressed. The hanger columns will then be cast and stressed to produce
the concrete frame. The deck is then cast in the final step.

Figure 8: Rendering of Main-span Through Arch Details
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ARCH RIB – COLUMN CONNECTION
To accomplish the connection of the precast arch ribs to the cast in place columns a construction joint
was utilized in each column. The construction joints allows the arch rib pieces to be erected on the
partially constructed columns to a specific elevation within the structure. Plastic shims are used to the
support the arch components and non-shrink grout is placed below the arch rib to stabilize the piece.
Column reinforcement is adjusted in the local vicinity around each rib with additional confinement
reinforcement in the section of the column that contains the arch ribs to reduce splitting and conflicts.
Once the arch ribs are in place, the pouring of the columns will continue to the final elevation. A rendering
of the arch to column connection is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 9: Rendering of the Arch to Column Connection after the Arch Erection
CONCLUSION
To meet the project challenges including the site constraints and PAC aesthetic requirements a concrete
open spandrel arch structure meet the project goals including; the reduction of impacts of a high level
bridge on the local community, pedestrian accessibility, a structure that fits with the surrounding
architecture, consistency with the vision of the PAC, minimizing maintenance costs and cohesiveness
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with the proposed memorial features. To achieve the feasibility of the proposed concrete arch bridge
precast elements replaced traditionally cast-in-place concrete arch members and elements were
synchronized to increase repeatability and efficiency. The use of precast concrete helped reduce the
construction timeline, minimize the impact to the public and increase the safety.
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ABSTRACT
The project team designed an innovative strategy for the King Road Grade Separation which involved
constructing a reinforced concrete bridge structure ‘off-line’ of a major rail corridor, and subsequently
sliding the completed four-track bridge into place using an open-cut bridge-jacking methodology. The
slide utilized a one of a kind low friction, sliding base assembly. The structure was pushed into place
under a fraction of the structure’s weight using a system of hydraulic jacks. This methodology allowed for
a significantly abbreviated shutdown of mainline tracks over a single 72 hour period, minimizing
operational impact to CN, Metrolinx and VIA trains.
THE CHALLENGE
There are tens of thousands of road/rail grade crossings in North America. At best, these are
often the cause of vehicular traffic delays and associated air pollution from vehicle idling. At
worst, they present safety hazards where vehicles or pedestrians can find themselves on the rail
tracks while fast moving trains are approaching.
Additionally, traditional grade separation construction typically requires a great deal of work to be
done within the rail Right-of-Way during short duration work windows with significant disruption to
the rail services and vehicular traffic. This type of work not only increases operational risk to the
rail users but can also create safety risks for the contractor throughout the duration of the project.
The specific challenge from rail and road owners has been to create practical, constructible, cost-effective
solutions that can be safely constructed while minimizing the operational risks to the rail and road users.
The accelerated construction techniques developed and utilized on the King Road Grade Underpass to
overcome these challenges can become a model for grade separations throughout North America.
BACKGROUND
The project is located in the City of Burlington, Ontario within what is known as the “The Golden
Horseshoe” surrounding the Greater Toronto and Hamilton area. Like many boroughs along southern
Ontario, through the years, the City of Burlington (herein referred to as “the City”) has grown from a
cluster of villages and townships into a full-fledged City. Many arterial roads have been established along
the Canadian National Railway (CN) corridor that now serve the community for much broader demands,
connecting communities and freeway corridors. Approximately 100 trains per day, utilize this rail corridor
servicing freight, passenger and commercial, inter-modal needs. Through its urbanization and master
planning, numerous grade separations have been constructed in the City over the years as shown in
Figure 1, with several more planned over the next 10 to 15 years. To this point, more traditional
construction techniques had been utilized to construct the grade separations. However, both the city and
railroad desired a more efficient method that caused less disruption to rail operations and motorists, as
well as accommodating more challenging site constraints. Hatch Mott MacDonald (HMM) was engaged
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to investigate grade separation options for the King Road level crossing. At the onset HMM was given
several project constraints:








Maintain continuous freight rail service throughout the duration of construction
Minimize construction work within the rail ROW
Maximize safety for workers, rail users and motorists
Contain temporary railway alignments to the existing rail ROW
Minimize roadway closures
Protect adjacent stream and wetlands
Provide a low maintenance, aesthetically appealing structure

In addition to the project constraints, there were also several project stakeholders that utilized the rail
ROW that had to be coordinated with including; Metrolinx commuter trains, VIA and Amtrak intercity
passenger traffic as well as the transcontinental and international gateway freight traffic of Canadian
Pacific Rail. By working closely with the City and CN, HMM was able to develop a plan centered around
minimizing railway and roadway closures, preserving the project site, and maximizing safety while
creating a durable, aesthetically pleasing structure.

Figure 1: Rail Corridors through the City of Burlington
THE SOLUTION
The solution developed for the King Road Grade Separation was an accelerated construction technique
called Open Cut Bridge Jacking. In principal, the plan was relatively simple:
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Excavate a jacking pit adjacent to the rail tracks
Construct a reinforced concrete “box structure” within the jacking pit
Install a headwall and diversion track for freight service
Initiate a three day rail closure and within that time frame
- Remove the tracks and excavate the ROW
- Push the box structure into final position
- Backfill then reinstate the rail tracks

However, in practice the solution required a great deal of careful planning and attention to detail
to ensure the structure could be successfully installed within the scheduled work window.
SITE LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION PHASING
A residential community is located on the southern side of the project site and several commercial
retailers are toward the north. King Road is a north-south roadway that has an average daily
traffic (ADT) volume of 8,000 vehicles and is intersected by four mainline rail tracks running eastwest as shown in Figure 2. The underpass structure was constructed south of the tracks in a pit
excavated to the depth of the final vertical roadway alignment. To allow for continued use of the
existing roadway during construction, by commuters and emergency vehicles, the underpass was
constructed just west of roadway and a curve was introduced into the final horizontal roadway
alignment. Due to the strict limitation on railroad Right-of-Way, the entire underpass could not be
cast then jacked into position. Instead, the underpass was constructed to allow three rail lines to
be reinstated immediately. Then it was extended to carry the forth northern most track after it has
been jacked into the final position. To maintain continuous freight traffic during the weekend
excavation and underpass installation a by-pass track was constructed on the north side of the
rail ROW. To support the by-pass track and facilitate the installation of the underpass a secant
pile headwall was constructed between the two northern most tracks. The box structure was
jacked up to the head wall and the freight rail was transferred from the by-pass track on to the box
structure. Then the secant pile head wall was demolished and the final 2 meters of the underpass
was completed insitu. The portion of the underpass that was jacked into position was
approximately 7.5 meters in height, 18 meters in width and 20 meters in length. The thickness of
the box walls and slabs were 1.0 meter for a total structure weight of approximately 2500 tons.
The structure was installed so that the top of the roof slab was approximately 450 millimeters
below the elevation of the rail ties and would be topped with ballast between parapet walls.
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Figure 2: Site Plan looking East with box in place prior to jacking
GROUND CONDITIONS
The existing rail corridor is located on a fill embankment approximately 2 to 3 meters in height with the
roadway ramping up to meet the grade crossing on either side. The embankment was granular fill
predominantly consisting of sand and ballast. The embankment was underlain by approximately 5 meters
of dense silty sands above firm to very firm clay and clayey silty till. The bedrock was shale which was
encountered at approximately 12 meters below ground surface. Due to clearance requirements the
underpass would be founded on the clay stratum. The properties of the clay were reviewed and the
underpass was designed to be a compensated structure. The bearing pressures were considered both
utilizing the entire base of the structure and also utilizing the area of the slide rail system, no significant
settlement was predicted. Groundwater was recorded at approximately 4.8 meters below ground surface
so temporary dewatering and permanent gravity drains were installed to locally lower the groundwater
table. Groundwater levels were monitored during construction as well as when the dewatering system
was disabled. Perimeter drains permanently lowered the groundwater table around the underpass.
THE BOX
The reinforced concrete underpass structure was designed as a single monolithic structure to maximize
structural efficiency and minimize long term maintenance. The structure was designed per AREMA for
four tracks of Cooper E-90 loading, which resulted in 1.0 meter thick slabs and walls. The inside of the
underpass was dimensioned to carry two 3.5 meter wide vehicular traffic lanes, as well as two 1.2
meter wide dedicated bike lanes and two 2.5 meter wide sidewalks as shown in Figure 3. The
base slab of the structure was designed to span between the slide rail system to allow live load to
be applied prior to grouting the void under the bottom of the structure. This allowed the underpass
to accommodate train traffic as soon as it was pushed into place. The box was constructed with a 6
degree skew to meet the roadway alignment and several utility sleeves were constructed integrally to the
slabs to accommodate roadway drainage. A trainman’s walkway was also cast integrally to the structure
and also served as a parapet to retain ballast. Additionally, wing walls were added on the trailing end of
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the box to simplify the backfilling process. Finally, an aesthetic finish was added to the interior of the box
to create a uniform appearance with the approach walls.

Figure 3: Cross Section of King Road Underpass

Figure 4: Box base slab under construction (56 days before the closure)

THE JACKING SYSTEM
The jacking system utilized a unique low friction slide rail system that had never been utilized for an open
cut box jack. The system reduced the jacking forces from almost 50% of the box weight down to only
12% or from 1,250 tons to 300 tons. The system was designed and constructed by Western Mechanical
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Contractors (WM) who was engaged during the design process to work integrally with the project team.
WM brought significant value to the project because of their previous experience of installing pedestrian
tunnels along the CN corridor. The jacking system included precast concrete slide rails, low friction slide
materials, a pneumatic system to lift the structure and self-advancing hydraulic jacking sleds as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. Each of the precast slide rails were approximately 3.6 meters by 3.6 meters and were
all mechanically connected to create two continuous slide rails on each side of the excavation. A durable
low friction material was placed between the concrete slide rails and the underside of the box to create
the sliding surface. Pneumatics were devised to transfer the weight of the structure to the low friction
material placed on the slide rails through a system of pressurized hoses. The structure was then
advanced into the final position by extending the hydraulic rams mounted on the jacking sleds. Once the
hydraulics were fully extended they would begin retracting, pulling the sled forward until it reset camming
devices into the slide rails to begin advancing again. The approach meant that external thrust blocks or
reaction pads were not needed. Instead the forces were completely internal to the underpass structure,
jacking sleds and slide rails. As part of the design, two test pushes were conducted on the box at different
stages of construction to ensure the system performed as expected. Total thrust for each of the initial
pushes was less than 6% of the box weight.

Figure 5: Rendering of Precast Slide Track and Jacking Sled
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Figure 6: Jacks and Slide Track during installation preparation
PREPARATION
The work leading up to the jacking of the box was just as critical as the work done over the long weekend.
Advanced contracts were let prior to the construction of the structure to relocate utilities and install piping
for future drainage. Work for the temporary headwall supporting the by-pass track consisted of 40 linear
meters of secant piling with 55 interlocking caissons 1180 millimeters in diameter. A deadman wall and a
series of horizontal threaded bars were utilized to stabilize the headwall. A deadman wall was chosen
over other options to minimize disruption to the railway and allow for installation within the rail ROW.
Eight hundred millimeter diameter secant piles with a single row of grouted soil anchors were utilized to
support King Road while the jacking pit was excavated. Soldier piles and lagging were installed to
complete the support of excavation for the jacking pit. Once the support of excavation was constructed,
the contract for the construction of the box structure could be executed. Reinforced concrete footings
were then constructed to create a foundation for the slide rails at the base of the excavation. The jacking
system was prepared and installed then covered with corrugated metal decking that acting as the form for
the bottom slab and also separated the box structure from the slide rail. The reinforcing for the box
structure was placed and concrete was poured in three phases: the base slab, the walls and the roof slab
structure. Following each concrete placement, the test pushes were conducted while the concrete was
curing. Parapets, water proofing and temporary handrails were all installed to prepare the structure to be
pushed into place.
During construction of the box structure, the design and construction team were developing a very
detailed schedule and resource list for the three day track closure and box structure installation which
was to be from late Friday evening to early Tuesday morning. The schedule included every task that
would have to be completed as well as manpower and equipment requirements. Due to the critical nature
of the work, additional manpower and equipment were brought to the site to ensure work would be able to
continue without delaying construction. Contingency scenarios were also developed to ensure the tracks
would be operating by the Tuesday morning rush hour even if the jacking did not proceed as planned.
Additionally, CN prepared teams for track cutting and replacement, repairing signals and
communications, and providing flagging. A system of communication was developed to maintain contact
with key stakeholders so they knew of any delays as soon as possible.
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Immediately prior to the weekend of the push, the construction crews began dismantling the support of
excavation between the box structure and the rail corridor to limit the amount of work to be done over the
weekend.
WEEKEND CLOSURE
Friday, October 5, 2012
The box structure was scheduled to be pushed into place over a three day weekend, beginning at 20:00
hours on Friday, October 5, 2012 with the passage of the last commuter train. From this point on, all rail
traffic utilized the diversion track on a slow work order. CN crews began cutting rails and removing track
in sections with excavators and front end loaders pushing them down the rail corridor, clear of the
worksite.

Figure 7: Underpass Structure Completed Prior to the Jacking Operation (Friday Oct. 5th)
Saturday, October 6, 2012
By early Saturday morning the tracks had been completely cleared and construction crews were
beginning to excavate the area where the box was to be pushed. Up to four excavators were working
simultaneously to remove spoil and load it into dump trucks to stockpile it in designated locations near the
work zone. The movements of the dump trucks needed to be coordinated with the train movements
through the site which was determined by the CN flagmen. Once excavation became too deep for the
excavators to pull material from existing grade, they were moved into the excavation pit and dump trucks
were backed through the box structure to be loaded. By late in the evening the excavation was at the
target elevation and the focus changed to preparing the base of the excavation and installing the slide
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track. Granular fill was placed, carefully leveled and compacted then the precast concrete slide track was
placed and connected together to create a continuous surface. This procedure continued through the
night.
Sunday, October 7, 2012
The slide track was finished by late morning and the pneumatic jacking system was pressurized to lift the
box. Just after noon the hydraulic system was engaged and the jacking sleds began to push the box into
place. By extending the hydraulics to advance the box structure then retracting them to pull the jacking
sleds forward the box was jacked into final position within five hours. Immediately after the jacking was
completed, the backfilling of the excavation began and continued through the night.
Monday, October 8, 2012
By Monday morning the areas around the box structure had been backfilled and temporary retaining walls
had been placed. Ballast was installed and track segments were tracked in with excavators and placed
into their permanent positions. Simultaneously, track signaling was also reestablished. As the evening
approached tamping trains were run over the area and all systems were tested. By midnight the three
tracks had been completed and returned to service for the morning commute.

Figure 8: Underpass Structure in its Final Position with the Rail Tracks Being Replaced Monday
Afternoon.
CONTINUED WORK
With the installation of the underpass structure the most critical elements of the construction had been
completed with respect to track operations. In the following months many other aspects of the project
were completed including the cast-in-place extension for the fourth track, installation of the approach
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walls, construction of an aqueduct structure to allow an adjacent stream to cross over the newly
depressed roadway, utilities, grading and pavement. Each of these aspects of the project was able to be
completed with no effect to the rail ROW and with only short closures to King Road.
CONCLUSION
The project was completed on schedule despite only nine months between design notice to proceed and
the weekend closure. Additionally, final construction costs for the accelerated construction were shown to
be equivalent to preliminary cost estimates for traditional construction. With attention to detail and careful
planning, the unique accelerated construction techniques developed for the King Road Grade Separation
Project can provide a model to create practical, constructible, and cost effective grade separations that
minimize operational risks to rail and road users while maintaining the highest level of safety.
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ABSTRACT
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) has developed precast, pretensioned,
rectangular bent caps as an alternative to conventionally reinforced, cast-in-place bent
caps. Precasting bents cap accelerates the construction timeline, reduces worker
exposure, and enhances concrete quality. Prestressing improves the structural
performance of caps by reducing cracks and limiting corrosion.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the bridge industry has increased its focus on accelerated bridge construction (ABC)
projects. Accelerating construction timelines is seen as an effective method of reducing the cost of bridge
projects, which is becoming increasingly important as designers and contractors try to complete projects
with limited funding. Reducing the timeline of new bridge construction also reduces the impact on existing
roadways and helps create a more efficient transportation network. While reducing construction time is an
advantage of accelerated bridge construction, advancements in ABC concepts must also consider the
impact on worker safety. Safety is as much a concern in construction as time, and advancements that
also increase worker safety can improve the effectiveness of ABC innovations.
The state of Texas has over 50,000 bridges, and the average age of these bridges is
approximately forty-two years. Because of the number of older bridges, the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) has begun focusing on maintaining these aging bridges. In fiscal year 2013,
TxDOT spent $370 million dollars replacing, widening, or rehabilitating 455 bridges, compared to $287
million spent building 195 new bridges (1). Rehabilitation projects accounted for approximately 56% of the
spending and 70% of the work conducted in the state of Texas in fiscal year 2013. Because of the
quantity of bridge rehabilitations and the cost associated with those projects, TxDOT is constantly seeking
innovative ways of reducing cost and prolonging the service life of bridges. Reducing the cost of new
bridge construction allows more money to be spent maintaining the older bridges, while increasing the
service life of bridges helps to delay the need for rehabilitation on younger bridges. In an effort to address
the challenges of construction timeline, worker safety, and service life, TxDOT has designed a precast,
pretensioned bent cap. This new structural member is believed to be superior to its cast-in-place
equivalent in each of the areas mentioned above.
CAST-IN-PLACE BENT CAP
Currently, concrete bent caps are predominantly cast-in-place and reinforced with Grade 60 steel.
The cast-in-place construction method presents issues regarding construction time, worker safety, and
structural performance. The primary issue with cast-in-place construction is that it is a time consuming
Copyright 2014 • Texas Department of Transportation • All Rights Reserved
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process. The process of forming the caps, placing reinforcement and concrete, and curing requires a lot
of time. The time associated with casting the bent caps is especially important as construction of the
superstructure cannot take place until completion of the bent caps. Based on current TxDOT
specifications, the curing of the concrete alone can create delays as contractors must wait a minimum of
four days for the caps to cure, or possibly more if the concrete fails to reach a compressive strength of
2,500 psi in that time. The contractor must also wait until the concrete has reached a compressive
strength of 3,000 psi before they can begin constructing the superstructure on top of the cap (2).
In addition to time delays, cast-in-place construction can be limited by the availability of concrete
near the construction site. TxDOT limits the amount of time between batching and placing concrete to
less than one hour (2). Depending on the location of the construction site, transporting concrete within
that time frame can be difficult. Accessibility can also be an issue where bridges stretch over large
bodies of water. In these situations, the contractor may need to use slick-lines or barges to get the
concrete from shore to the location of the cap, which delays the construction process.
Cast-in-place construction also places workers into hazardous situations. The bent caps must be
cast atop columns that can extend many feet above the ground/water surface. The construction workers
must perform their work, often times on small or congested platforms, while exposed to fall hazards from
great heights over lower roadways or waterways, along with being exposed to other hazards already
present in construction.
The quality of the concrete used for cast-in-place construction can vary and lead to substandard
performance in the bent caps. A common structural issue with cast-in-place concrete is the formation of
cracks in the bent caps at service load levels. When the concrete cracks, the reinforcing steel becomes
exposed to moisture and corrosion. Variable concrete quality, cracked concrete, and corroded steel all
reduce the service life of the bent caps and force TxDOT to spend money to maintain or repair the bridge
earlier in the life of the bridge.
FIRST GENERATION PRECAST CAP
In the 1990’s, TxDOT began implementing precast bent caps to address some of the issues that
cast-in-place bent caps present. In each of the projects selected, the use of precast caps helped address
issues such as time constraints, limited accessibility, etc. TxDOT designed a variety of different precast
caps, ranging from rectangular bent caps to Inverted-T’s, to be employed for a variety of different bridge
applications.
In 1994, TxDOT chose to use precast caps on the US 290 Ramp G Project in order to minimize
traffic disruption. TxDOT designed an Inverted-T straddle bent to support a ramp that spans over a lower
roadway (Fig. 1). Early in the design process, it was estimated that a conventional cast-in-place InvertedT bent cap would require closing of the lower roadway for approximately 41 days. Closing the lower
roadway for this amount of time was deemed to be too disruptive to local traffic, and in order to reduce
duration of the road closure, the contractor instead chose to precast the bent cap. The use of the precast
cap in place of the cast-in-place cap resulted in the ramp being closed for only 6 hours (2).
Also in 1994, TxDOT was designing a half-mile long bridge, supported by forty four identical bent
caps, over Redfish Bay. Because conventional caps would require cast-in-place construction over such a
long stretch of the Gulf Coast, it was determined that the use of precast caps would be more efficient (2).
Because the caps were identical, precasting the caps was an easy process, and the contractor was able
to barge the caps out to their locations and lift them into place with a crane (Fig. 2) rather than have to
deal with cast-in-place construction over water.
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Fig. 1: US 290 Ramp G Straddle Bent

Fig. 2: Crane placement of precast bent cap over Redfish Bay
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SECOND GENERATION PRECAST CAP
The implementation of the first generation precast bent caps was widely successful for the
projects where they were used. To expand on that innovation, TxDOT has begun analyzing a second
generation of precast bent caps that are reinforced with pretensioned strands in place of conventional
Grade 60 rebar. These new precast, pretensioned bent caps will provide all of the time, safety,
accessibility, etc. benefits that were characteristic of the first generation conventionally reinforced bent
caps, while also providing structural benefits associated with prestressed structural elements.
Advantages
Precast, pretensioned bent caps provide several important advantages over conventionally
reinforced, cast-in-place bent caps. Precasting the caps can save time in the construction process
compared to casting concrete on site. The fabricator can cast some or all of the caps off-site and ship the
caps to the construction site when the contractor reaches the cap construction phase. By casting the caps
beforehand, the fabricator can store the caps while the caps gain compressive strength, so that by the
time the caps are placed on the columns, the contractor does not have to wait to begin constructing the
superstructure on top of the cap. In addition to being able to cast the caps off-site, precast caps provide
the advantage of being able to ship completed caps to the job site instead of wet concrete. This
eliminates the issue of the job site being too far from the batch plant.
The construction process associated with precast caps is also safer than cast-in-place
construction of bent caps. Based on the current connection design, the contractor simply needs to place
the caps onto the columns with a crane and then grout the connection between the cap and columns.
While this procedure will still require construction workers to be exposed to similar hazards to the cast-inplace construction process, the amount of time that the construction workers are exposed is greatly
reduced, thus reducing the overall risk.
The use of pretensioned strands in the second generation precast bent caps provides several
structural advantages over both the conventional, cast-in-place bent caps and the first generation precast
caps. Precast structural elements are generally higher quality products than cast-in-place elements. The
concrete used for prestressed elements is usually high performance concrete, and is subject to tighter
restrictions on its composition and must go through more rigorous testing than cast-in-place concrete to
be approved. In addition to being higher quality, the concrete specified for the pretensioned cap will have
a compressive strength of 5,000 psi, whereas the conventional caps have a compressive strength of only
3,600 psi. The concrete strength must be 5,000 ksi to withstand the prestressing forces, but also benefits
the cap’s shear and moment capacities.
The biggest advantage pretensioning has over conventional reinforcing is improved crack control.
The superior quality concrete described above inherently aids in crack control. Prestressing also
improves crack control, as pretensioning the concrete will cause the stress in the concrete to remain
below tensile stress limits at higher load levels. By keeping the bent caps crack free at service loads, the
steel is less susceptible to corrosion. Reducing the cracking and corroding of the bent cap will serve to
extend the service life of the bent caps, reducing/delaying the need for repairs.
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Cap Design
The second generation bent caps have been designed as alternatives to the TxDOT’s
standardized, rectangular bent caps. These standardized caps cover a wide variety of bridge types that
are frequently used throughout the state of Texas. Designing the second generation bent caps as an
alternative to the standardized caps assists with some of the initial design decisions such as crosssection shape and size, and ensures that the caps can be used on a large number of bridge projects.
Some of the main considerations in the design of the second generation bent caps were the
moment capacity and shear capacities; stresses at casting yard, lifting/transportation, and service loads
levels; and camber. The moment capacity of the caps and stresses at different load levels was
determined using the strain compatibility method. Before those values could be calculated, the strand
pattern had to be selected. It was determined that the strand pattern needed to be symmetrical (Fig. 3) in
order to eliminate camber. If the caps were cambered, the connection between the cap and the columns
would be difficult for the contractor. The spacing of the strands was designed to mimic TxDOT’s
standardized girders’ two-inch grid pattern, as this is a simple grid pattern that fabricators are familiar
with.
After selecting the strand pattern, the number of strands needed to provide sufficient moment
capacity was then determined using an iterative strain compatibility approach. A trial number of strands
was selected, analyzed, and then increased until the resulting cross section had at least as much moment
capacity as the corresponding conventional cap. The strands in the top and bottom faces were
proportioned for the moment capacity, whereas the strands in the side faces were proportioned for crack
control and stress limits. Once the moment capacity of the prestressed cap was sufficient, the stress at
particular limit states were checked to make sure that they fell within the appropriate limits. When
checking stress at the casting yard and transportation stages, the tensile stress limit was set to 0 psi
tension. That limit was imposed to ensure that the concrete never goes into tension before completion of
construction so that there was no risk of cracking before the caps experience service loading. The stress
limits at service load levels were based on the AASHTO LRFD Section 5.9.4 (4) and the prestressing was
designed to keep the stresses within the concrete within those limits.
Other design checks such as proper reinforcement distribution were carried out according to
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Specifications. Shear capacity is provided with proper stirrup sizing and spacing.
Because these bent caps are prestressed, it is also important to provide adequate confining
reinforcement to prevent the section from bursting. This is accomplished with tighter spacing of stirrups in
the end regions.
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Fig. 3: Example Strand Pattern for 3’- 6” Cap (5)
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Connection Details
Once the strand pattern was determined, it was necessary to consider the connection between
the cap and the cap’s supports: either columns or piles. Connection details for rectangular bent caps had
already been created for the first generation precast caps and will be used for the second generation
caps as well. The cap to column connection is accomplished by casting ducts into the cap and extending
some reinforcement from the top of the column. The cap will be placed on the columns with the
reinforcement extending through the ducts (Fig. 4) and the ducts will be grouted. Beams may begin to be
placed on the caps after the grout has reached a compressive strength of 2500 psi and can begin placing
the rest of the superstructure once the grout has reached its final 28 day compressive strength.
There are two separate details for cap to pile connections, depending whether the pile is made of
steel or concrete. When the pile is made of steel, the caps will have a steel plate placed at pile locations
and the plates will be welded to the piles. When the pile is made of concrete, the connection for the first
generation caps consisted of a void being cast into the caps at the pile locations. The cap would then be
placed over the piles, with the top of the pile extending a small length into the cap and the remainder of
the void being grouted. The current details for cap to concrete pile need to be adjusted for the second
generation caps as there is an issue with concrete cover on the bottom face of the cap. The simplest
solution is to increase the size of the cap to allow for more cover to the strands. For all the column and
concrete pile connection details, care must be taken when placing strands to ensure that the strands do
not interfere with the ducts or voids.

Fig. 4: Cap to column connection
Copyright 2014 • Texas Department of Transportation • All Rights Reserved
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Applicability/Limitations
At this point in time, the second generation precast, pretensioned bent caps have only been
designed as alternatives to TxDOT’s standard rectangular bent caps. The use of these caps must be
assessed for any given project to determine whether or not they will be an effective alternative. Some
factors that typically contribute to these caps being more feasible include: repetitive cap geometry,
accelerated construction timeline, site accessibility, and local traffic patterns. Further design is needed for
the use of the second generation caps on projects with non-standard, aesthetic, and/or non-rectangular
bent caps.
When analyzing the structural capacity of the caps, the designer must take care to consider
certain factors such as reinforcement development and confining steel. Prestressing strands develop at a
slower rate than conventional Grade 60 rebar, so the moment capacity of the cap must be checked in the
development regions. TxDOT has addressed this issue by providing supplemental reinforcement in the
end regions. The design of the confining reinforcement must also be carefully analyzed to ensure proper
bursting resistance. Depending on the geometry of the cap, confining steel may need to be provided
through the exterior column/pile connection. TxDOT has addressed this concern at the cap to column
connection by providing confining hoops on either ends of column ducts in the exterior columns.
The majority of the state of Texas has no seismic activity, and the areas that do have a very small
level of seismic activity. Because of the low seismicity in Texas, the cap to column/pile connection details
are not designed for seismic effects. Further consideration must be given to these details if the caps are
to be used in seismic regions.
Implementation
Currently, precast, prestressed bent caps have been designed for use in two separate bridge
projects in the state of Texas. The first project consists of two bridges, each 2,100 feet long, on Texas
State Highway Loop 1604 in north eastern San Antonio. The bridges contain a total of thirty six bent caps,
each of which is forty feet long and requires the same reinforcing. The consistency of the caps’ geometry
and reinforcement favors precast construction because of the precast fabricator’s ability to quickly cast all
of the caps. The precast fabricator will be able to cast multiple caps at a time on a given stressing line,
and will not have to make major changes between casting sequences. By precasting the thirty six bent
caps for this project, the contractor will save time that would have been spent on casting those caps in
place. At this time, the contractor has successfully installed the caps for the first bridge (Fig. 5).
The second project that was selected for the implementation of the second generation caps is a
pair of bridges on FM 973 in south eastern Austin that spans the Colorado River. This project contains
only eight bent caps. While this project will not take advantage of the repeatability of caps, the contractor
is on a constricted timeline. Because of this short time line, the contractor expressed an interest in using
precast bent caps instead of cast-in-place caps. By casting the caps off site in advance, when the
construction reaches the bent cap phase, the contractor will be able to quickly install the bent caps and
continue constructing the bridge.
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Fig. 5: LP 1604 Precast Caps for NBML
The first generation precast bent caps are provided as an alternative for all standard bridge
designs. Standard details are being developed for the second generation precast, prestressed bent caps
and, once completed, will also be provided as an alternative for all standard bridges. In regions where
corrosion is a major issue, it is TxDOT’s intention to require the use of the prestressed caps in order to
limit cracking and corrosion. It is also TxDOT’s belief that these precast, prestressed will eventually be the
primary design option, as they provide a better overall product than their cast-in-place counterpart.

CONCLUSION
As the owner of the nation’s largest inventory of bridges, the Texas Department of Transportation
is always seeking innovative solutions to modern engineering problems. It is becomingly increasingly
important that new designs and procedures reduce the cost and time associated with newer bridge
construction so that more resources can be dedicated to maintaining and restoring the older bridges. By
implementing the second generation precast, pretensioned bent caps, TxDOT believes that not only can
new bridge construction be accelerated, but worker safety can be increased, and structural performance
can be enhanced. Precast structural elements expedite the construction process by eliminating some of
the work that must be performed on site. Worker safety is similarly improved as worker exposure will be
reduced with the accelerated construction process. Finally, structural performance is enhanced because
of the improved quality control associated with precast concrete and the crack control provided by
prestressing steel.
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ABSTRACT
When a bridge is lost due to natural hazards or accidents such as flood, fire, it is critical to minimize
recovery time. Fast recovery is not just about fast construction but to minimize time from bridge project
start, design, fabrication, construction to finish. Key to minimizing project time is to reduce delay time in
each process. Korean National modular bridge research project was initiated by the Government
(Ministry of land, infrastructure and transport) in 2010 to develop modular bridge systems (superstructure,
substructure) and business support activities (BIM based module database design software, codes,
specifications etc.)
Modular bridge system consists of standardized modules which can be combined to satisfy various site
conditions (span, width). Developed modular steel superstructure consists of bent pressed girders and
semi-composite bridge deck. Four standardized modules can be used in combination to satisfy various
span length from 20 to 40m. Bridges are pre-engineered for appropriate spans using only combination of
modules. Since modules are standardized to minimum numbers, modules can be prefabricated/pre-made
in various levels (prefabricated girders, pre-cut members, preordered material). Bridge system was
structurally verified with full scale structural tests and various analysis, tests on bent region was
performed. Also, full scale mock-up fabrication checked fabrication and construction details of combining
different modules, assembly and constructability. Bridge girder was constructed on-site and modular
bridge system will be constructed early 2015. Modular bridge (bent pressed system) showed 20%
reduction in fabrication cost and 50% in total project time (prefabricated girders, minimum design time
and no material order delay etc.)
INTRODUCTION
The term “accelerated bridge construction (hereafter ABC)” generally means construction technology to
reduce on-site construction time. Construction technology to rapidly replace existing bridges using
prefabricated members, erection of large blocks, moving whole bridge using mega-construction
equipment (SPMT, heavy cranes etc.) are in this category. But ABC around the World have various
meaning with more broad applications. ABC could mean minimize actual traffic control (time and lane
closure). For instance, overpass construction at a busy crossing in Japan, required bridge construction
technology that varies traffic control lane between day and night, allowing more traffic flow during the date
and less during the night. Another aspect of ABC is to reduce total bridge project time, from design to
construction. This generally applies to bridge replacement due to accidents and natural hazards (fire,
flood, earthquake etc.). Fast recovery of a damaged bridge can not only reduce direct cost but also
indirect social expenses and even environment impact. Throughout the World, bridge damaged due to
accidents and natural hazards, increasing number of bridges in need of replacement and construction in
busy urban cities etc. require accelerated bridge construction technology providing various values for
each project.

Fig.1 Kosaka elevated bridge
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Bucheon overpass on Seoul circulation expressway (8 lanes, average daily traffic of 230,000) was
damaged due to fire and required replacement of steel box girders (L=73.3m). Korean expressway
corporation’s (hereafter KEC) initial diagnosis predicted 4 month of bridge closure with loss of $1.8
million/day in toll. On this disaster KEC acted fast, with fast track process, fast decision making from
damage diagnosis, planning, design, using construction technology for removal of existing structure in
limited working space, replacement using prefabricated decks for fast erection and quality control during
Winter, resulting in replacement of the bridge in 3 month. This was also possible due to cooperation from
POSCO steel mill for emergency steel production from 2 separate mills and fast delivery allowed steel
delivery in only 10 days and two fabricators each worked on fabricating steel box girders. Also, having a
detour exit ramp before and after the bridge allowed minimizing traffic delay during construction. But such
case is not always possible for every bridge. What if there was no exit ramp available? What if material
availability, delivery and fabrication all had delays? (1)

Fig.2 Bucheon overpass Fire damage (Korean Expressway Co.)
Fast recovery can also mean minimizing traffic closure using temporary bridges such as in recent bridge
accident of Skagit River Bridge on I-5 where truss bridge was damaged by a oversize trailer. Acrow
bridge was temporary placed allowing traffic pass in 25 days of accident was permanent bridge built next
to the temporary bridge was replaced using sliding method. Korean Expressway Co. is developing a
guideline and manual for using temporary systems for emergency replacements and also decision
making tool for permanent replacement solutions.
Fast project delivery is to minimize total project time, to do so, one needs to minimize design period,
fabrication period and construction period. But the key to all is to minimize delays such as delays in
waiting for material order delivery, shop drawing after initial bridge design. Minimizing each process and
reducing time wastes eventually will allow fast delivery of bridge members to site for accelerated
construction. After all ABC won’t start until the bridge parts are delivered to the site. So, fast delivery is
the issue for fast recovery of damaged bridges. With such needs, this paper introduces Korean modular
bridge research project for minimizing total project time.
MODULAR BRIDGE
Modular bridge technology commonly known as Lego® system, is technology to build various shape,
sizes and even have various functions by assembling standardized parts or components (named
modules). The key to modular technology is how to satisfy various needs with limited standardized
modules and parts. One can customize their designs using available Lego pieces to build various
structures such as tower of London, Sydney Harbor bridge etc.
Modular technology have been used in various industries such as plant construction, ship building,
housing etc. and benefits of modular system have been proven in improvement of cost, reduction of
construction time, quality assurance and easy maintenance. Adopting modular technology to bridges will
allow use of standard modules for prefabrication, which will reduce various delays in regular bridge
projects.
Modular design should not be mistaken for conventional precast/prefabricated bridge systems where
sometimes those words are used without classification. The key difference is how do you customize your
bridge design and when do you start fabricating.
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Standardized modules

Bridge designed/built by
module combination

Fig.3 Modular bridge concept
Conventional bridge process is as follows, project start – customized design for each site condition –
shop drawing– material purchase/delivery– fabrication – delivery/erection. Since the bridge was optimized
for design at not for fabrication, small order material purchase may cause delay in material delivery.
Whereas modular bridge process project start – design using combination of pre-made modules – order
selected modules – delivered / erection. Conventional prefabricate means to make at shop (for steel) and
near site (for most concrete) while in modular bridges prefabrication means ready-made (or parts that are
ready-made). Modular bridges so far were limited to temporary bridges due to cost, long term structural
performance and aesthetics.
Key features of modular bridges are as follows,
① Prefabricated standard modules that can be combined/assembled to various width and length
② Design using combination of standardized modules and simulation using pre-engineered module
database
③ Ready-made module order business system
④ Easy and accelerated on-site construction
KOREAN NATIONAL MODULAR BRIDGE RESEARCH & BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
In 2008.11, Korean Ministry of land, infrastructure and transport (hereafter MOLIT) and Korea agency
for infrastructure technology advancement (hereafter KAIA) in need of fast recovery system of damaged
infrastructures initiated national modular bridge research and business development project. The project
initiated with project planning and the main project which started in 2010.(~2015) The object of the project
is to define modular bridge concept and develop modular bridge system for permanent bridges that can
minimize total project time and reduce CO2 and construction waste during the fabrication, construction
process and develop necessary business support technology to help in application of modular bridges.

Fig.4 Modular bridge R&B-D project
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The project consists of structural system development (steel/precast concrete superstructure,
substructure) and performance verification, business support technologies (BIM based module database
design software, codes, specifications, economics/LCCO2 analysis etc.) and test-bed construction of
developed system.
MODULAR STEEL BRIDGE
Steel bridges are ideal for modular design and construction since steel bridge members can be
standardized, prefabricated (or partly prefabricated) and automated fabrication is possible. Its light weight
allows easy stock and delivery and fast erection. Modular steel bridge consists of bent pressed girders
(or folded), semi-composite bridge deck and safety barrier modules. 4 typical standard modules (available
in 3 lengths) are used in combination for bridge span between 20 to 40m. All modules have same girder
height (H=1.2m) thus module combination is possible. For various spans, module options are predesigned and provided through design simulation software (in module information system). Also, option of
using custom made modules (not pre-made) of different length is provided in the software.
Bent pressed girder design was optimized for fabrication. Using bent press girders allow simple
fabrication (no stiffeners at the web required), minimize plate cutting and welding which resulted in 20%
reduction of fabrication cost and CO2 emission. Minimum number of standardized modules (3 thickness
plates) allow prefabrication (pre-made modules). Prefabrication level is what one have in stock. It can be
pre-made module, pre-made parts or even stocked steel plates. For example one can have a fully made
girder in stock or have plate bent and secondary parts pre-cut or just have the plates ready to reduce
product delivery time. Eventually, business model for modular bridges is not custom design, tailor made
but ordering ready made products.
Semi-composite bridge deck (W 2.5~3.0m) consists of steel plate and half deck of concrete (80mm).
Initially deck is bolt connected to the girder and pre composite action allows increase in girder strength up
to 10%. Deck modules are bolt connected transversely while upper layer of reinforcement and in-situ
concrete provide longitudinal connection and road slopes. This requires no on-site form work and support
thus reducing on-site work period and light way modules are easy to install and handle. For base plate,
zinc coated steel known as POSMAC is used to reduce maintenance issues at the deck. Bridge deck is
not limited and other deck types such as precast deck, in-situ deck can be used depending on site
conditions.
Safety barrier module uses available crash-test certified barriers (SB5 expressway). Connection detail
to load transfer and reduce impact to the bridge deck was developed. Two types, side attached and top
mounted type are available.

Modules

Bent pressed girder
Fig.5 Modular steel bridge

Bridge system was structurally verified with full scale structural tests and various analysis, structural
performance was verified in module level and system level. Structural performance of bent pressed
girders, especially considering the bent region was investigated (from steel micro level to flexure, shear
and fatigue). Korean high performance steel (HSB®) was used to compensate for toughness
requirements at the bent region.
Full scale mock-up fabrication (L=21m) checked fabrication and construction details of combining
different modules, assembly and constructability. Also, BIM based 3D construction guide provided in
module information system, checked reinforcement interference and detailed look at possible on-site
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fabrication, construction errors. From the feedback of mock-up tests and detailed 3D BIM, bridge details
were modified considering constructability.
Finally, test-bed construction and field test of bent-pressed girder was done (L=12m) and modular
bridge system construction will be in 2015.4. (L=26+26m). Modular steel bridges can reduce up to 50%
in total project period and 20% reduction in CO2 emission during fabrication.

Fig.6 Structural verifications

Mock-up test
Test-Bed construction
Fig.7 Modular steel bridge application

SUBSTRUCTURE (PIER) MODULE
Pier module utilized standard module and module combination to meet various bridge height (up to
30m). Superstructure loads scope are bridge length (20~60m), width (4 lanes). Pier module system
consists of column module, coping module and foundation connection piece. Column modules are multicolumn concrete filled steel pipe system and prefabricated at shop to minimize on-site construction.
Substructure system was structurally verified, for each column, coping and foundation connection
module and also in system level. Also, design procedure for multi-column pier and connection details
were developed was established. Compared to in-situ concrete piers, construction time 72% and on-site
labor 26% can be reduced.
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Fig.8 Pier module and structural verification
PRECAST SLAB MODULE
PSC slab modules are developed for shorter span application (Span 8~14m). 4 different span modules
are available. Modules are connected together by pre-tension (transverse) and by post-tensioning
(longitudinal direction). Developed system can reduce on-site construction time to 7 days.

Slab module
Fig.9 Precast slab module

Fatigue test

MODULE INFORMATION SYSTEM
Modular bridge consists of standardized modules and designed using module combination. All
available modules were 3D modelled and library databased according to International foundation classes
(IFC). The library is a pug-in system, thus when a new module is developed it can easily be updated in to
the library. Web based design software, presents module combination options and pre-engineered bridge
designs for various spans. And based on Building information modelling (BIM), 3D simulation and 3D
standard construction guide is developed. Since the bridges are pre-engineered to detailed level redesign
is at a minimum and site erection option can be checked through simulation.
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Module database

Design S/W

3D simulation/3D construction
manual

Fig.10 Module information system
CONCLUSION
Modular bridge is to minimize total project time for fast recovery. Module systems are possible to prefabricate, reduce on-site construction and eliminate delays. Proper modular concept is also introduced in
design codes thus applications are expected to increase. In 2015, bridge system will be site-verified
through Test-bed construction and expect expand in application from then on.
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PRECAST BENT CAPS AND FULL-DEPTH DECK PANELS FOR US 90 OVER
LITTLE RIVER AND HURRICANE CREEK
Steven Nolan, P.E., Florida Department of Transportation, (850) 414-4272, steven.nolan@dot.state.fl.us
ABSTRACT:
This project involved the construction of four replacement highway bridges on US 90 over Little River and
Hurricane Creek in Gadsden County, Florida utilizing PBES-ABC elements. By utilizing precast components on
these moderate span bridges, the FDOT has gained valuable knowledge about construction techniques,
durability, and associated costs for precast bridges. Although ABC represented a direct cost increase, road
users will benefit from accelerated construction of this project by the reduced traffic impacts and a reduced risk
of failure of the scour critical bridge. The substructure utilized precast intermediate bent cap details similar to
the SHRP2 Project R04-RR-1. The drilled shaft to precast bent cap connection utilized the design
recommendations from NCHRP Report 681 with the alternate details for regions of low seismicity. FDOT’s new
pretension I-Beams (FIB’s) were modified to support the full-depth precast deck panels with cast-in-place
transverse closure pours. Two panel reinforcing configurations were specified, one mildly reinforced and the
other pretensioned. During the design phase a preconstruction mockup and testing program was conducted at
the FDOT Marcus H. Ansley Structures Research Center to improve constructability and refine the project
specifications. A post-construction load testing and monitoring program was developed to increase
understanding of the precast connection behaviors and advance future field applications. This paper provides
the initial findings and lessons learned from both the design and ongoing construction of the precast bent caps
and prestressed beam supported full-depth deck panels on this pilot project.
INTRODUCTION:
This project involves the design and construction of four replacement highway bridges on US 90 (SR 10) over
Little River and Hurricane Creek in Gadsden County, Florida. The bridges, two over each water body, are
designed to carry two lanes of unidirectional traffic with a clear width of 40 feet. These are replacements for the
flood prone existing structures with improved shoulder widths and vertical clearance. The rural location,
moderate traffic volume and dual configuration did not make this site a typical candidate for Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC); however it did offer the FDOT an opportunity to investigate a number of Prefabricated
Bridge Element Systems (PBES) and ABC techniques in a low risk environment. Furthermore, the site was
conveniently located close to the FDOT Central Office, FDOT Marcus H. Ansley Research Center (SRC) and
the FAMU-FSU College of Engineering which was engaged to monitor and document the construction process,
load testing and in-service performance of these PBES-ABC bridges. Due to the research aspect of this project
some design decisions, including span lengths and deck reinforcing were influenced by a desire to increase the
range of elements investigated but also simplify the research for comparative analysis.
At the time of writing this paper the project is still under construction. The single span eastbound Hurricane
Creek bridge (see Figure 1) has a completed substructure with the pretension beams in-place awaiting deck
panels. The multi-span eastbound Little River bridge (see Figure 2), is ready for placement and grouting of the
precast intermediate bent caps for completion of its substructure. The remaining beams and all full-depth deck
panels (mildly reinforced) for both eastbound bridge superstructures have been cast and are ready for erection
by the Contractor. Some of the westbound bridges deck panels (pretensioned) have also been cast, but will not
be installed until the new eastbound bridges are completed and traffic is shifted to these new structures,
scheduled for spring 2015. Therefore, this paper will be mostly devoted to the design phase with some early
insights into fabrication and construction issues. A presentation at the 2014 National ABC Conference will
provide additional construction progress, initial load testing and inspection monitoring for lessons learn.

PROJECT OVERVIEW:
The project scope included the replacement of a twin box culvert at Hurricane Creek with twin 110-foot single
span bridges (See Figure 1), replacement of two 394-foot dual lane steel girder bridges over Little River with
twin multi-span 436-foot concrete bridges (see Figure 2), and raising several thousand feet of roadway for
improved hydraulic performance along US 90 east of Quincy in Gadsden County, Florida. The replacement
bridges were designed with Florida's new pretensioned concrete I-Beams (FIB's), precast intermediate bent
caps and precast concrete full-depth deck panels as part of the PBES-ABC commitment (see Figure 3).
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Figure 1: Hurricane Creek Bridge Elevation View

Figure 2: Little River Bridge Elevation View

Figure 3: Typical Section for Little River Bridge

The final configuration for the four span Little River bridges is three 110-foot spans and a one 106-foot span.
Although it would be desirable to have all spans the same length to maximize the economy of PBES-ABC, the
final configuration enabled centering the channel in Span 2 while avoiding the existing pile foundations and
accommodating the minimum preset bridge limits that were primarily established based on hydraulic needs.
The span length of the Hurricane River bridges was increased 5-feet to match the majority of the Little River
bridge spans which would also simplify the evaluation of the differences between simple span and multiple
span PBES-ABC bridges and between mildly reinforced and pretensioned precast deck panels.
FDOT requires designers on all bridge replacement projects to investigate the feasibility of PBES-ABC
alternatives during the design phase (1). The Bridge Development Report (2) (BDR) for this project estimated
the PBES-ABC alternative direct cost as 32% more expensive than a conventional design, but only 9% more
expensive when road user costs were included. The site location and duplicate bridge configurations made it
an ideal candidate for a pilot project to compare two versions of precast full depth deck panels and precast bent
caps for future standardization.
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Figure 4: PBES vs. Conventional Construction Cost Summary from BDR (Table 2)

The eastbound bridges were designed with precast mildly reinforced full-depth deck panels, while the
westbound bridges were designed with pretensioned full-depth deck panels. Both pretensioned driven piles and
cast-in-place drilled shaft designs were developed for the deep foundations, however the pile option was later
eliminated because of concerns regarding pile drivability due to the challenging subsoil conditions. Precast
intermediate bent caps were designed to accommodate both of the deep foundation configurations, but only the
drilled shaft cap was needed for the final plans. The end bents were designed as conventional cast-in-place
due to the traditional simplicity of constructing these substructure units and the expectation that this activity
could be scheduled outside the critical path for construction. During construction the contractor did not
proposed to substitute precast end bents for the cast-in-place end bents even though this option was not
specifically excluded from the contract.

SUBSTRUCTURE PBES DETAILS:
FDOT has had previous experience with many different precast substructure elements including the extensive
use of pretensioned concrete piles which started in Florida in the 1950's (3). More ambitious was the
incorporation of precast post-tensioned hollow column units on Seven Mile, Channel 5 and Sunshine Skyway
bridges (4) in the 1980's, precast I-shape columns and U-shaped caps on the Edison Bridge (5) completed in
1992, and the use of precast caps with prestressed concrete cylinder piles on the St George Island Bridge
Replacement (6) completed in 2004 . Walt Disney World’s Reedy Creek Bridge was another project completed
in 1997 utilizing precast bent caps (7), although not under the jurisdiction of the FDOT. There was also
substantial effort made on standardizing precast intermediate bent caps for pretensioned concrete square piles
and multi-column piers (8)(9) between 1996 and 1998, however the final implementation of FDOT standard
details was suspended due to lack of internal support.

Photo 1: Edison Bridge constructed with precast pier columns and cap.

Photo 2: Edison Bridge precast bents

Photo 3: Edison Bridge precast column segments
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For this project 24-inch square pretensioned concrete piles and 48-inch diameter drilled shafts were
recommended in the BDR based on the supporting Geotechnical Report (10). Steel H-piles were ruled out due
to the large lateral forces from hydraulic loading and deep scour depths while pipe piles were not economical.
Pretensioned piles are commonly used by FDOT due to their economy in Florida's predominantly granular soil
conditions. For this particular project a hard subsoil layer of weathered limestone just below the scour depth
made drilled shaft construction an attractive alternative. Although other local projects with similar site conditions
have been successfully completed with driven pretensioned concrete piles there are often contractual
complications that were desirable to avoid for this pilot project.
To minimize lateral deflections for the driven pile foundation design, the pile head embedment into the precast
cap was designed with sufficient depth to develop the factored design forces resulting from a full moment
connection. Typically FDOT requires a minimum 4-foot pile head embedment to achieve full fixity (11) based on
research conducted at the SRC (12). The design embedment depth was significantly reduced by only providing
the moment resistance required, based on the demand under the governing load case, similar to the technique
discussed in the SCDOT funded research (13). Lateral deflections for the drilled shaft design were not a
concern due to the relatively large lateral stiffness of the drilled shafts and provision of a moment connection
with the precast bent cap.
As discussed previously, the drilled shaft foundation was the only configuration that was used in the final plans.
Although precast columns have been utilized in previous ABC projects such as US 6 Over Keg Creek (14) it is
FDOT policy not to locate mandatory construction joints in the flood plain due to potential construction claims. It
was also estimated that construction of a full height cast-in-place column would be less expensive and would
not adversely affect the construction schedule. The final design allowed for an optional construction joint two
feet above the existing ground line. The contractor did choose to utilize the optional construction joint but was
able to complete the drilled shaft construction before temporary flooding occurred (see Photo 4).

Photo 4: Flooding during intermediate bent construction prior to precast cap installation.

For constructability, the design weight of the precast intermediate bent caps was limited to that of longest
pretensioned FIB, which was approximately 50 tons. To accommodate the 48-inch diameter drilled shaft and
the 3-inch construction tolerance, the cap width was wider than necessary to accommodate the beam bearing
seats. To reduce the precast cap weight, the use of optional expanded polystyrene (EPS) voids was permitted.
Concrete cover to the reinforcing adjacent to the EPS voids was set at 1.5-inches for the final design, however
FDOT policy (15) has since increased this to 2 or 3-inches (depending on environmental classification) due to
durability concerns. Further evaluation on this issue is recommended because any additional concrete cover
above the AASHTO-LRFD 1-inch minimum disproportionately affects the lifting weight, especially for narrow
and multiple cell voids as shown in Figure 5.
Design of the precast cap was similar to the ABC Standard Plans presented in SHRP2 Report R04-RR-1
Appendix E (16) except the connections to the drilled shaft were based on the grouted corrugated metal ducts
described in NCHRP Report 681 (17). Due to the site location, the design team was able to utilize the simpler
low-seismicity zone option discussed in Chapter 3 and shown in Figures 6 and 7. These types of connections
provide more construction tolerance than the proprietary grouted bar-splice couplers used on the Edison Bridge
and shown in the ABC Standard Plans. Additionally, they generally do not require exclusive proprietary grouts
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or injection to secure the dowelled connection; but rather can be gravity feed using a number of commercially
available fluid (precision) grouts.

Figure 5: Precast intermediate bent cap section view.

Photo 5: EPS voids prior to concrete placement.

Figure 6: Typical section of precast intermediate bent
cap at grouted duct connection.

Figure 7: Plan view of precast intermediate bent
cap at grouted duct connection.

The grouting specifications for this project were developed using the NCHRP Report 681 Attachment CS with
additional modifications recommended by the FDOT State Materials Office. The standard pre-approved nonshrink grouts on the FDOT Qualified Products List did not meet the minimum desired specification
requirements, which necessitated the implementation of a Special Provision (SP 934) (18) and submittal of
additional test reports for approval of the Contractor’s proposed grout. Pre-approved grouts would expedite
construction on more time sensitive installations in the opinion of the author.
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Templates were specified for the top of the drilled shaft columns to ensure positioning of the connection dowel
bars would be within the construction tolerances. The contractor's initial template was not sufficient to secure
the dowels during the second stage column concrete placement of the first intermediate bent. The template
was modified by the contractor to provide a more rigid system, which was sufficient to secure the connection
dowels for the remaining bents on the eastbound bridge phase. Fortunately the precast bent caps had not all
been cast, so the grout ducts were repositioned for the first precast bent cap to accommodate the as-built
condition. The ability to interchange bent caps despite variable longitudinal grades and/or cross slopes is one
of several advantages of requiring cast-in-place beam seat pedestals for the precast bent caps.
Longitudinal reinforcing was significantly heavier for the FDOT bent cap design than the SHRP2 Report R04RR-1 ABC Standard Plans, primarily due to the FDOT mandated Service III design check that limits the
reinforcing tensile stress to 24 ksi (19). The bent caps were detailed level on the top and bottom with variable
height beam seat pedestals to accommodate the 2% cross slope and variable beam grades as shown in Figure
8. Designing the bent caps level simplified the connections to the drilled shafts and reduced a potential source
of error during construction. While the beam seat pedestals could be precast with the rest of the cap, it was
decided to require these be cast-in-place in the field. Cast-in-place beam seat pedestals reduce the cap lifting
weight, mitigate cap placement tolerances and errors, accommodate significant deviations from the predicted
beam cambers, and provide a more robust seal over the tops of the grouted duct connections and lifting points.

Figure 8: Precast Intermediate Bent Cap Elevation View

End bents were detailed as cast-in-place due to the preference and economy for this type of construction at the
bridge abutments, especially considering that construction of these elements can usually be coordinated
around other activities on the site without affecting the construction schedule.
The design for the intermediate bents intentionally did not require any pretensioning, thus simplifying on-site
fabrication if the contractor wanted to develop a near-site precast yard. Generally commissioning a temporary
near-site prestressing facility with FDOT approval and PCI certification is cost prohibitive except on very large
projects. For this project the contractor chose to subcontract the intermediate bent cap production to a local
precast facility due to their close proximity to the bridge site.
There was no specific restriction on precasting the end bents, however the contractor never pursued a change
proposal for this alternative, arguably confirming the design team’s speculation on the lack of economy of
precast end bents. Conversely the unfamiliarity with PBES-ABC and potential schedule delay risks for design
approval may have been a prime motivation for the contractor not to pursue a precast end bent. On future
PBES projects it is recommended to include both precast and cast-in-place alternatives for the end bents to
better identify the optimal solution. It is the author’s opinion the end bents should match the intermediate bent
geometric configuration as much as practicable to maximize the potential for reuse of the precaster's forms to
increase the economic benefit.
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Figure 9: 48-inch drilled shafts prior to setting
precast intermediate bent cap.

Figure 10: Installing precast intermediate bent cap.

SUPERSTRUCTURE PBES DETAILS:
The FDOT has had limited experience with precast superstructures apart from the obvious use of pretensioned
concrete beams used since the early 1950's (20), and the more sophisticated post-tensioned segmental design
(4). Pretension deck slabs have been utilized but usually with concrete overlays and/or post-tensioning (21)
and not in combination with longitudinal girders. The project team agreed it was desirable to develop a system
for slab-girder bridges that did not require overlays, match-casting or post-tensioning. Furthermore it was
decided to develop both mildly reinforced and pretensioned full-depth deck slab units and monitor the
performance of both systems for future use. The use of mildly reinforced deck panels gives the contractor
maximum flexibility to either subcontract the precasting or develop their own near-site precasting facility. As
previously discussed, commissioning a temporary near-site prestressing facility is usually cost prohibitive. Due
to the close proximity of a local precast/prestress facility, the contractor elected to subcontract production of the
precast deck panels to the pre-approved producer.
An extensive literature search was conducted to evaluate the different precast deck systems previously
investigated or recently proposed (22)(23)(24)(25)(26). The design team concluded that a full-depth full-width
deck system with transverse closure pours was the most desirable option. Closure joint design and interface
shear pockets were the most challenging issues found in the literature search. FDOT decided not to pursue an
Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) closure joint system at this time due to the singular proprietary
product available in the USA and the product’s reliance on non-domestic sourced steel fiber reinforcing. It was
also decided to only provide simple span configurations with expansion joints at each intermediate bent. FDOT
policy (27) for cast-in-place construction is to reduce the number of expansion joints by providing a continuous
deck across two or three substructure units, however for this project the additional longitudinal panel and joint
reinforcing was determined to be undesirable.
A trial panel fabrication, installation and grouting project was undertaken at the SRC during the design phase to
help refine the design details and construction specifications. A procedure for utilizing adjustable leveling bolts
and applying equal torque at each support location to achieve uniform reactions was investigated. The
feasibility of using compressible polyethylene foam for forming and sealing the beam haunches and achieving
full penetration of the grout into the low corners of the haunch was also verified. The benefit of using an epoxy
bonding agent on the face of the shear keys immediately prior to casting the closure pours (see Figure 7), and
the importance of adequate curing was also established.
A conventional high performance concrete (4,500 psi) with a shrinkage reducing agent was specified for a 12inch wide cast-in-place closure joint utilizing overlapping hairpin stirrups with longitudinal lacing bars at the four
corners of the bends as shown in Figure 7. Additionally, an epoxy bonding agent was specified for application
on the face of the precast shear keys to reduce development of shrinkage cracks at the interface with the castin-place concrete.
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Figure 7: Typical Sections of Full-Depth 8½” Deck Panel transverse closure joint and transition to 10” Deck Panels.

At the time of design, the maximum spacing for interface shear connectors to a bridge deck was 24-inches,
however recently completed research (28) indicated that 48-inch spacing was possible with some limitation
based on the beam height. The design team decided on interface shear reinforcing clusters at 36-inch spacing
along the length of the pretensioned beams with panel widths limited to 8-feet for shipping and handling. The
standard configuration of 8-foot wide panels and 1-foot wide closure joints produced an even spacing of
interface shear reinforcing clusters in the panels and in each closure joint. A maximum spacing not greater than
the depth of the beam up to 48-inches, has since been adopted in the AASHTO-LRFD 7th Edition, 2014.

Figure 8: Plan View of Typical Full-Depth Deck Panel

Photo 6: Typical Full-Depth Deck Panels prior to concrete placement at the precast facility.
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Photo 7: Installing Full-Depth Deck Panels on Little River bridge.
To temporarily support the precast deck panels on the FIB’s and allow for field adjusted alignment corrections,
removable leveling bolts were designed and detailed above the centerline of each beam as shown in Figure 9.
The contractor was required to submit a Precast Placement Plan (29) for installation and grouting of the deck
panels to achieve uniform bearing at each beam line and minimize the potential for cracking of the panels prior
to completion of the haunch grouting.

Figure 9: Typical section at each leveling device.

Figure 10: Typical section at interface shear clusters.

Photo 8: Top view of the transverse closure joint showing hooked longitudinal continuity Bars 4C and
shear interface reinforcing Bars 5K in the top of the FIB45, prior to installing transverse Bars 5D.

Fabrication of the eastbound bridge deck panels (mildly reinforced) is completed and they are currently being
installed. Many of the mildly reinforced deck panels developed cracking at one or both of the shear pockets and
lifting points. Although the theoretical flexural stresses from lifting and storage should not have exceeded the
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modulus of rupture for the concrete, it appears that a combination of other effects have resulted in cracking of
the majority of the panels. Most of the cracking is less than 0.006-inches although several panels exhibited
more severe cracks. The few pretension deck panels that have been produced for the westbound bridges have
not shown any cracking to date.
Grouting of the deck panel haunches and shear pockets will be performed using a non-pressurized system,
pumped through the shear pocket openings prior to casting the transverse closure joints. The grout specified
(18) needed to be a fluid consistency commonly referred to as a precision grout. The contractor was required to
complete a mock-up test to familiarize the grouting crew with their proposed procedure and verify compliance
with pre-established void limits noted in the contract plans. The grouting specification was developed as a
combination of recommendations in NCHRP Report 681, FDOT’s existing Non-Shrink Grout Specification 934,
and the findings from the SRC trial project. The same grout material specification was specified for both the
precast deck panel and intermediate bent cap connection details for contractual simplicity. The contractor’s
grouting demonstration mock-up has been successfully completed for both the deck panel haunch and shear
pocket grouting, and the precast bent cap connection detail.

LOAD TESTING AND MONITORING:
After completion of the eastbound bridges the SRC will perform load testing to establish live load deflections
and determine live load distribution effects and relative stiffness. A similar load test will be performed on the
westbound bridges after completion of construction. A comparison of the results of the post-construction load
tests on the mildly reinforced (eastbound) and pretension (westbound) deck panels will be prepared. Load
testing will be repeated thereafter, on a yearly basis for the next two years. Concurrently the FAMU-FSU
monitoring team will analyze the load testing results, document any defects that may be present during the
initial load testing and inspect for any cracks that may occur and progress over the initial service life of the
bridges. After the monitoring program is completed and depending on the findings, the bridges will be inspected
in accordance with the National Bridge Inspection Program, except inspections will be performed annually over
the next ten years under Florida’s bridge inspection program.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION:
Given that construction is only 30% complete, it is difficult to make comprehensive recommendations at this
time. The grouted duct connections appear promising based on the grouting mock-up tests and precast the
bent cap fit-up. This type of detail appears to be very forgiving and relatively easy to fabricate. The FDOT will
be pursuing development of precast intermediate bent cap standard details over the next year, and
incorporating the lessons learned from this project. There are no plans to standardize the precast deck panels
at this time since these systems appear suited to a smaller percentage of specialized projects.
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testing. The contractor is Anderson Columbia Inc. and the precaster for the bent caps and full-depth deck
panels is CDS Manufacturing Inc.
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ABSTRACT
The Vermont Agency of Transportation used Expedited Project Delivery (EPD) and Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) with road closures to design and erect four bridge structures along VT 73 in Rochester
in a little more than three years from project inception to completed construction. Several strategies were
successfully used to expedite coordinated bridge replacements including extensive public outreach,
improved internal communication and coordination, standardization, and early collaboration with the
contractor.
INTRODUCTION
In August 2011, Tropical Storm Irene (TSI) pummeled the slopes and valleys of Vermont with heavy rain
and wind, severely damaging more than 500 miles of state roads and 200 bridges, isolating 13 communities
(1). Two bridge structures, Bridges 13 and 19, in the Town of Rochester along VT 73 were destroyed in the
aftermath of the storm leaving local residents cutoff from civilization. With two structures damaged from
Irene and two previously programmed for replacement, the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans)
developed the projects simultaneously for coordinated replacement during a single construction season to
minimize disruptions to the traveling public, private properties, commerce, and local residents. But this
posed several challenges, most notably the time restrictions associated with Emergency Relief (ER)
Funding and a community hesitant to road closures after their TSI experience.
To expedite project delivery (EPD), the bridge replacement projects were assigned to VTrans’ newly
established Accelerated Bridge Program (ABP). Recognizing the need for heightened coordination, all four
projects were assigned to a single VTrans project manager and design consultant Vanasse Hangen Brustlin
(VHB). Given the substandard bridge widths, narrow roadway, restrictive Right-of-Way, and historic
dwellings in close proximity to the structures, phased construction and temporary bridges were not feasible
for three of the four structures. Instead, these structures were replaced using ABC methods and short term
road closures. Unfortunately, given the rural nature of this corridor, state and local roads were scarce. The
only detour route was 17 miles for a total trip of 34 miles end to end as shown in Figure 1, further
substantiating the need for rapid bridge construction and short term road closures. With the community’s
recent experience with isolationism, the Agency limited all closures to long weekends for two of the bridges
(Thursday or Friday evening to Monday morning) and fourteen days for the third. All projects were combined
into a single contract to ensure coordinated replacement with a single contractor. Using several lessons
learned from the Irene Recovery Efforts and strategies to EPD, the four bridge structures were designed
and constructed in a little more than three years utilizing extensive public outreach, improved internal
communication and coordination, standardization, and early coordination with the contractor.
EXISTING BRIDGE FEATURES AND SITE CONSTRAINTS
The four bridge structures (Bridges 13, 15, 16 and 19) along VT 73 in Rochester are located in a largely
undeveloped, rural area. The roadway through this area is considered a rural major collector with a posted
speed limit of 50 miles per hour (mph) and an estimated 2014 average annual daily traffic (AADT) of 750
vehicles per day (VPD) with the exception of an AADT of 1500 in the vicinity of Bridge 19.
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Figure 1: Project Location Map
Bridge 13
Bridge 13 is located in an undeveloped area of the Green Mountain National Forest, one of Vermont’s many
natural and recreational resources, and crosses over Brandon Brook, a steep mountainous stream with an
average gradient of 11% through the project limits. The preexisting culvert was completely destroyed during
TSI as shown in Figure 2. A temporary 10’ diameter 134’ long corrugated metal pipe (CMP) culvert was
constructed later in the fall of 2011 to provide a safe two lane crossing over Brandon Brook. The temporary
culvert required replacement due to inadequate hydraulic capacity and to provide Aquatic Organism
Passage (AOP). There were no utilities or environmentally sensitive resources within the state ROW limits.
To avoid potential delays in acquiring right-of-way (ROW) from the Forest Service, the project had to be
constructed within the existing ROW.
Bridge 15
Bridge 15 over Brandon Brook was originally constructed in 1929. It is located in a rural historic district with
houses adjacent to VT 73 on the northeast, southeast and southwest corners of the bridge. All of the
houses in the vicinity of the bridge were deemed historic along with the bridge structure. The roadway
alignment is substandard with a 90o curve on a 60-foot radius immediately west of the bridge necessitating
a posted advisory speed limit of 25 mph. The existing structure was a single span, two lane bridge 43-feet
in length and 20-feet in width from curb-to-curb. While the bridge was centered well over the stream
channel, the narrow bridge opening constricted flows and caused ice jams. The bridge did not sustain direct
damage from TSI, however, the storm caused heavy erosion behind the west abutment and aggradation of
the channel. Overall, Bridge 15 required replacement due to its deteriorated condition, inadequate hydraulic
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capacity, and functionally obsolete width. Additional design constraints included historic requirements,
aerial utility relocation and minimal ROW acquisition.
Bridge 16
Bridge 16 over Corporation Brook was constructed in 1929. It is located in a rural area with houses adjacent
to VT 73 on the northeast and southwest corners of the bridge. All of the houses in the area of the structure
are historic but unlike Bridge 15, the structure was not considered historic. The roadway through the
immediate project area is in a mild sag vertical curve with a 3.9% grade immediately east of the bridge and
a relatively flat grade west of the bridge. The existing structure was a single span, two lane bridge 25-feet
in length and 20-feet in width from curb-to-curb. The narrow bridge opening was not aligned well with the
channel and was hydraulically inadequate. The bridge sustained minimal damage from TSI with minor
erosion behind the southeast wingwall. Overall, Bridge 16 required replacement due to its deteriorated
condition, inadequate hydraulic capacity, potential for scour, poor channel alignment and functionally
obsolete width. Additional design constraints included aerial utility relocation and minimal ROW acquisition.
Bridge 19
Bridge 19 over the White River is located at the east end of VT 73 at the junction with VT 100. Agricultural
fields are located on both sides of VT 73 with steep forested hills on the east side of VT 100. Rochester
Village is approximately 0.6 miles north of the bridge on VT 100. The original 72-foot long single span steel
beam bridge was severely damaged during TSI due to the failure of the west abutment. The west bank of
the White River eroded during the storm widening the channel of the river at the bridge location as shown
in Figure 3. In order to reopen VT 73, a 132’-0” long by 24’-0” wide two lane single span temporary bridge
was installed on the existing alignment. Overhead utilities were relocated during the Irene Recovery
Response. Additional design considerations included minimal ROW acquisition.

Figure 3: Bridge 19 following Tropical Storm Irene

Figure 2: Bridge 13 following Tropical Storm Irene

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
In the winter of 2011, all four bridges were assigned to the newly established ABP under the auspices of a
single VTrans project manager and design consultant to EPD and ensure consistency during project
development. The two bridge structures severely damaged by TSI (Bridges 13 and 19) were eligible for ER
funding. However, to be a recipient of this funding, emergency repair work had to be accomplished within
a short timeframe following the natural disaster compressing VTrans’ conventional project development
duration from five to less than two years.
Other leading factors affecting the overall design of each project included minimizing impacts to traffic,
environmental resources, ROW and utilities during construction. Given the substandard bridge widths,
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narrow roadway, restrictive ROW, and historic dwellings in close proximity to the structures, phased
construction and temporary bridges were not feasible for Bridges 13, 15 and 16. Instead, these structures
were to be replaced using ABC methods and short term road closures during a single construction season
along with Bridge 19 which would be constructed using traditional construction methods and a temporary
bridge. However the only detour was an additional 17 miles for a total trip of 34 miles end to end. With the
community’s recent experience with isolationism and understandable hesitation, the Agency limited all
closures to long weekends, Thursday and Friday evening through Monday morning for Bridges 15 and 16,
respectively, and fourteen days for Bridge 13. Even though project impacts were minimized by design,
project development for each bridge structure posed significant challenges that required innovation to
implement rapid construction including design details and special provisions, extensive public outreach,
and improved internal communication and coordination.
Another challenge was to ensure coordinated bridge replacements and road closures to eliminate the risk
of two or more bridges being closed at the same time or a claim from a contractor as a result of a delayed
bridge opening impacting their schedule. To alleviate this possibly, all projects were combined into a single
contract to guarantee synchronized replacement with a single contractor. As an added complication, two
additional bridge replacement projects on neighboring routes within the vicinity of VT 73 required short term
road closures during the same construction season (Bridge 13 in East Middlebury and Bridge 166 in
Warren). The regional traffic plans for these two projects included detouring traffic onto VT 73 for Bridge 13
in East Middlebury or portions of the detour route for the Rochester Projects for Bridge 166 in Warren
creating a detour within a detour creating greater delays and increasing the distance of the of the VT 73
detour route. Therefore, all five bridge closures had to be carefully coordinated and sequenced to ensure
the only one bridge was closed at a time. To reduce the risk of a delayed bridge opening negatively
impacting the other project schedules, a minimum of one week was provided between closure periods.
Design and Construction
Each of the Rochester bridge designs, when considered on the basis of complexity alone, are relatively
straight forward by their nature. However there are several notable features and facets of the designs that
distinguish the overall project due site constraints and need for rapid replacement.
Bridges 15 and 16
Bridges 15 and 16 share similar site characteristics and were designed to be constructed over the course
of long weekend closures (Thursday evening through early Monday morning for Bridge 15 and Friday
evening through early Monday morning for Bridge 16). This allowed both structures to use similar design
details and specifications where practical. Using a more coordinated design approach provided the
fabricators and contractors an opportunity to gain familiarity with the design and detailing which increased
the likelihood for successful bridge replacements within the identified bridge closure periods (BCPs).
Bridges 15 and 16 are viewed in many ways as “sister structures” since the existing bridges were of similar
length, width, and construction (both were cast-in-place reinforced concrete girder bridges), which lent them

Figure 4: Precast Flare for Historic Rail

Figure 5: Precast Concrete Curtain Wall
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to being designed using similar details where practical. Both bridges feature 28” deep precast/prestressed
concrete Northeast Extreme Tee (NEXT) Beam superstructures, bearing on precast concrete stub
abutments, each founded on a single row of H-piles. Bridge 15 is a 64-foot single span bridge with a 32foot curb-to-curb width (see figure 4), and Bridge 16 is a 58-foot single span bridge with a 27-foot curb-tocurb width. The longer span lengths of the proposed superstructures as compared to the existing span
lengths not only accommodated increased hydraulic capacity, but also allowed the pile foundations to be
installed behind the existing substructures, such that the installation could be completed prior to closing the
roadways and demolishing the bridges. Each of the structures also utilized precast concrete approach slabs
which bear on precast curtain walls previously cast onto the NEXT Beams at the fabrication plant (see
figure 5). These details facilitated rapid construction in the field during the weekend closures. Utilizing the
precast approach slabs also allowed for simplified design and construction of the abutments by shielding
them from horizontal earth surcharges. The large semi-integral curtain walls cast onto the superstructure
also allowed the bridges to be designed as a “strut” thereby mobilizing earth pressure, where needed, to
resist longitudinal forces imparted on the superstructure instead of resisting the forces solely by the
substructure, further reducing the demand on the pile groups.
Other notable features of the bridge designs included casting additional precast concrete elements onto
the NEXT Beams at the fabrication plant to expedite the bridge installation and reduce the timeframe for
the superstructure installation. Features included: a flared overhang at the end of one of the Bridge 15
NEXT Beams; decorative concrete bridge rail parapets for Bridge 15; concrete brush curbs for Bridge 16;
and concrete curtain walls on the end of each NEXT Beam for support of precast approach slabs. The
flared NEXT Beam end was required to accommodate truck turning movements at the inside of the 90˚
curve at Bridge 15. In addition to the flare, a decorative concrete parapet was required at Bridge 15 because
the original bridge had a similar parapet and was considered historic. The bridge is also within a historic
district, therefore a historic rail was required. The VTrans historic bridge rail detail consists of a concrete
parapet with rectangular inlays and a two rail black powder coated steel rail placed across the top of the
parapet. The concrete curbs for Bridge 16 were also cast onto the fascia NEXT Beams so that the two-rail
steel bridge rail could be quickly attached in the field during the bridge closure. Several rapid construction
details from the Strategic Highway Research Program 2 (SHRP 2) Toolkit (2) were utilized. The Toolkit
provided precast concrete details for NEXT Beam closure pours and other miscellaneous fabrication details.
Bridge 13
On the surface, Bridge 13 over Brandon Brook is simply a precast culvert, however, there were several
challenges specific to the site that made the design of this structure unique. First and foremost, the most
notable feature of the structure is the sharp 56 degree skew of the waterway crossing relative to the
roadway. This complicated the design, particularly when considering the allowable two-week closure for
installation. In an ideal situation, the roadway would remain open to traffic using phased construction to
replace the temporary CMP. In order to maintain traffic through the project site, however, the 28-foot span
of the proposed structure when coupled with the skew of the crossing, made it prohibitive to use phased
construction while working within the existing ROW. Therefore a road closure was necessary to construct
the new culvert.
Also adding to the complexity of design and construction was the topography of the site and steep 115
gradient of Brandon Brook. To assist with the selection of the preferred structure type several fabricators
were consulted concerning the longitudinal grade, site constraints and ease of construction. Based on
feedback from fabricators, the grade of a new precast culvert was limited to 5% along the length of the
structure. The gradient of the Brook more than doubled this allowable slope of the culvert. Therefore, the
structure would have to be placed on an oversized pedestal which would vary in depth along the length of
the structure to account for the 6% difference in the allowable structure grade in comparison to the actual
grade of the Brook. Initially the footings were going to be “stepped” to help minimize the height of the
pedestals. However, it was determined that stepping the footing would complicate construction thereby
adding time to the construction duration. In order to simplify constructability, a constant height oversized
pedestal was designed, allowing the footing to be placed on a constant grade for the full length of the
structure.
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Bridge 19
Bridge 19, in contrast to the other three structures, was considered “conventional” with traditional design
details and permitted an entire construction season for erection. For this reason, the exclusive use of rapid
bridge construction components was not considered a necessity; however, construction was simplified
where practical in order to reduce the overall construction period. For instance, the 127-foot single span
steel girder bridge was designed using an integral abutment founded on a single row of piles on the west
approach. Additionally, the use of stay-in-place metal deck forms were allowed in order to reduce the
required amount of time to form the deck. The east abutment, however, is a conventional full-height
cantilevered abutment on a spread footing, founded on rock due to the close proximity of the intersection
of VT Route 100 and the channel is directly adjacent, and parallel to, VT Route 100.
Special Provisions
New and innovative special provisions were developed by the project team to facilitate rapid construction
of Bridges 13, 15, and 16. The material and construction management special provisions were intended to
reduce onsite construction durations and aid with communication, coordination and sequencing of the
Bridge Closure Periods (BCPs).
The two material specifications incorporated into the contract to shorten active construction time were: 1)
the “Membrane Waterproofing, Spray Applied” (3) and 2) “High Performance Concrete, Rapid Set” (4).
While the spray applied membrane had been used previously on traditional construction projects to provide
additional protection for concrete bridge decks, it had not been widely implemented due to higher costs as
compared to standard torch applied membranes. However, spray applied membranes have unique
advantages over the standard torch applied bridge membranes making them an ideal application for ABC
projects. Specifically, spray applied membranes with an aggregate wearing course may be driven over
immediately following application allowing bridges to be opened to traffic prior to applying the bituminous
concrete wearing surface. The other essential material special provision for ABC is known as “rapid set
high performance concrete.” This specification developed jointly between the Materials and Research and
the Structures Sections of VTrans contains strict requirements for the concrete mix design including
minimum compressive strengths such as 2500 psi at 12 hours and 7000 psi at 28 days. Other parameters
include permeability, air content, slump, Alkali-Silica Reactivity (ASR), and a maximum allowable shrinkage
of 0.04%. As part of this specification, the contractor was required to submit a mix design for approval and
produce and place a 2 cubic yard trail batch. In accordance with the specification, the trail batch was tested
for slump, air content, unit weight and compressive strength. The deck end closure pour was required to
obtain a minimum compressive strength of 3500 psi prior to being opened to traffic. This material was used
to fill the pile cavity voids in the precast concrete substructures and the joints between the prestressed
precast concrete NEXT beams. Expediting the strength gain was critical to replacing Bridge 15 and 16
within the allotted time.
The construction management specifications used to ensure the contractor had properly planned the
construction sequence with a special emphasis on the BCP and provide additional motivation to meet or
exceed the BCP included the “Critical Path Methodology (CPM) Schedule” (5) and the
“Incentive/Disincentive” (6) specification respectively. The critical path methodology (CPM) schedule was
developed specifically for short term bridge closures to be used by the Resident Engineer (RE) to monitor
progress, allow the contractor to plan the level-of effort by its own work forces and subcontractors, and as
a critical decision making tool. The specification required that the contractor; 1) define a complete and
logical plan that could realistically be accommodated for executing the work defined in the contract, 2)
include sufficient activities for adequate project planning for the subcontractor, third party vendors, and
supplier activities, 3) clearly show the critical path with a maximum duration of 15 days for an activity outside
of the BCP and 12 hours during a road closure. In addition to the individual schedules for each bridge
replacement project, the contractor also supplied an overall schedule for all four projects to make sure the
closures were sequenced in accordance with the contract. These schedules were critical to ensure the
contractor had a realistic timeline for completion of Bridges 15 and 16 and that they had accounted for the
correct amount of cure time for the high performance rapid set concrete in accordance with the
specifications. The incentive/disincentive specification had been used on previous VTrans projects but was
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modified to include allowable construction activities prior to, during and following the BCP. These special
provisions specified the allowable BCP for Bridges 13, 15 and 16. Additionally, due to seasonable variability
in Vermont’s weather patterns and unforeseen circumstances, variable BCPs were permitted. These
timeframes sequenced around community events and the other two regional bridge projects on VT 125 and
VT 100. In addition, the specification provided the contractor financial incentives for completing the project
ahead of schedule and/or on time as well as a disincentive if they went beyond the BCP. The total amount
of compensation was limited to a maximum of 5% of the Engineers Construction Cost Estimate for each
bridge. VTrans’ goal was to provide the contractor with a “carrot” and not the “stick”. Therefore emphasis
was placed on completing the bridge on-time and not ahead of schedule. This was accomplished by
incentivizing the contract to include both a onetime lump sum payment for completing the identified work
on or before the BCP and an hourly or daily incentive which matched the hourly or daily disincentive amount.
Public Involvement and Outreach
Building and maintaining public support from project development through construction has been a critical
component in expediting the delivery of the four Rochester projects. At the onset of the project definition
phase, the project manager sat down with VTrans staff from the Irene Incident Command Center (ICC) to
learn more about the temporary relief efforts associated with the two structures impacted by Irene (Bridges
13 and 19) and related public concerns. For instance, one of the property owners adjacent to Bridge 19
was extremely dissatisfied with the temporary aerial utility relocation established across their agricultural
field immediately following the storm. Knowing that temporary and permanent ROW acquisitions would be
needed, the project manager met with the property owners personally during conceptual plan development
to listen to their concerns and learn more about their farming practices in the context of the bridge
replacement project. These initial meetings proved invaluable to attaining their support for the project. For
example, the cattle that grazed in their fields would walk into the river under the structure to get from one
side of the road to the other. Due to degradation from the storm event, the gravel bed the cows used to
cross was gone. Working together, the project manager and designers found a way to provide an
inexpensive crossing. To address concerns about the utility relocation, an onsite utility coordination meeting
was held to discuss future expectations following project completion. These small additions to the plans
solidified their support for the project which helped during public meetings and also helped to expedite the
ROW acquisition process.
Several public meetings were held throughout the project development process to keep the public informed
about existing deficiencies, proposed bridge and roadway features and road closure details. Prior to
notifying the public, the project manager and Regional Planning Commission (RPC) identified key
stakeholders and customers including area representatives and senators, local and town officials,
emergency services, public school administrators and adjacent property owners. All public meeting
announcements were placed in local newspapers, posted around town and distributed to all stakeholders.
Three public meetings were held during development including a Local Concerns Meeting, Alternatives
Presentation and Public Information Meeting. Meeting participants were encouraged to ask questions and
provide feedback. These meetings provided an opportunity to effectively engage the public and gather
input about perceived deficiencies and essential design elements. For instance, during the initial response
from TSI for Bridge 19, the Agency erected a pedestrian bridge while plans were developed for a temporary
bridge structure. This encouraged pedestrian movements and became a popular and symbolic walking
route for local residents. The designers widened both shoulders on the proposed typical section to facilitate
future bike and pedestrian movements. The project manager and designers incorporated several changes
to the proposed plans based on public comment. However, as with all projects, it was not possible to
integrate all suggested modifications due to site and budgetary constraints. In all cases, letters responding
to public comments were drafted and distributed to the town and residents. In addition, plan modifications
due to public comments were highlighted during subsequent public meetings providing a mechanism for
the public to see how they contributed to the final design and garner their support for the projects.
In addition to the three road closures along VT 73 to replace Bridges 13, 15 and 16, two additional road
closures were planned for the 2014 construction season (Bridge 13 on VT 125 in Middlebury and Bridge
166 on VT 100 in Warren) with conflicting detour routes. The Agency quickly recognized the need for
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heightened outreach to ensure the public received accurate up-to-date information on the sequencing of
the bridge closures, closure durations, and detour routes. To address this need, a project outreach
coordinator was hired to provide and implement various outreach strategies for all six bridge replacement
projects including the creation of a uniform brand to give the impression that all projects were planned and
advanced as a single and coordinated effort. Other outreach mechanisms included the development of a
dedicated website (7) to provide stakeholders and customers a single source for current information as well
as project factsheets that contained details about existing bridge deficiencies and their need for
replacement, selected alternatives, advantages of ABC, the name of the awarded contractor and the
contract amount, variable BCPs and durations, and the detour route. An informational public meeting was
held in the Town of Rochester roughly one month prior to the first closure to meet with residents and other
affected parties. The entire project team, including the project manager, designers, regional construction
engineer, RE, contractor superintendent and project outreach coordinator presented jointly on the
upcoming road closures. This unified approach alleviated many concerns about project impacts, where to
go for current information, and how to register a comment or concern. Finally, weekly construction updates
were distributed to stakeholders and those on the project email distribution list. All of these efforts proved
invaluable to keeping the public and key stakeholders informed about the five bridge projects. In fact,
Agency leadership commented many times during the construction season that they had only received
positive feedback.
Internal Communication and Coordination
Advancing the four VT 73 projects concurrently and keeping them all on schedule was an extremely
daunting task. As with all rehabilitation and replacement projects, each one had unique constraints and
risks. Assigning one project manager and design consultant to advance the projects helped create and
maintain a consistent approach to project development and design. This approach also allowed the Agency
to more effectively engage resource groups and acquire the necessary clearances from the environmental
specialists, ROW agents, and utility supervisors to meet project milestone deadlines. To aid with internal
communication and coordination, the project manager scheduled several planned and impromptu
collaboration meetings to attain support for the project design schedules, discuss project constraints,
brainstorm solutions, and determine reasonable recovery measures when the ROW process for Bridge 15
began to fall behind. This approach increased the commitment and focus of the team members.
Although most project activities were accommodated within the existing VT 73 state highway ROW through
the use of road closures, it was necessary to obtain temporary and permanent easements and acquisitions
to replace three of existing structures (Bridges 15, 16 and 19). Unfortunately, ROW acquisition is often one
of the most difficult and lengthy project development activities in Vermont. To expedite the ROW process,
the project manager met with ROW agents during the conceptual and preliminary plan stages of design to
discuss the proposed bridge replacement alternatives, associated ROW impacts and vet ideas on how to
accelerate the ROW acquisition process. During one of these collaboration meetings, the head of the
Agency ROW group suggested an innovative ROW acquisition process called “Minor Alternations.” This
process prescribes an established protocol and timeframe for procurement including the stipulation that
once necessity has been demonstrated for a project or project(s), in any case which “an owner is dissatisfied
with the award for damages he or she may appeal” but that “notice or petition for appeal shall not delay the
proposed work or activity.” The “Minor Alterations” process reduced ROW acquisition from two and a half
to one and a half years and is one of the primary reasons the projects advertised on time. However it
required heightened collaboration between the project manager, design, and ROW to minimize risks and
delays.
Since adoption of ABC was still relatively new to Vermont at the time of project development, it was essential
to get feedback on proposed design details from the Agency’s Construction Section to minimize the risk of
construction delays and contractor claims. However, most of the regional construction engineers and
project residents were actively managing projects under construction making it almost impossible to
complete online shared reviews within the allocated timeframe. To better meet Construction’s time
constraints, two constructability meetings were held following preliminary and final plan design. This
inspired a free flowing dialog about comments and concerns related to design details, specifications, and
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other elements that could possibly be modified to make the designs more constructible during the short
duration road closures. Modifications included incorporation of a variable depth lean concrete “mud-mat” to
be placed under the precast footings in order to reduce risk of issues due to variable rock elevations, and
the use of a spray-applied membrane to be used on Bridges 15 & 16, allowing the bridges to be open to
traffic prior to placing pavement on the bridges (thereby eliminating paving from the BCP.
Lessons Learned
As with all projects regardless of the amount of planning, coordination and collaboration there will always
be takeaways and the Rochester Fast 4 are no exception. These combined bridge replacement projects
were some of the earliest assigned to the newly implemented ABP. Since the program was in its infancy,
there were no clear guidelines or established policies on how to use EPD. Additionally, this was the first
time VTrans bundled four projects using ABC and road closures into one contract. With a compressed
project development schedule of 24 months as compared to the standard 60 month, the project team tried
innovative strategies to EPD that encompassed design, special provisions, improved internal coordination
and collaboration with resource groups and the ROW section, earlier input from construction and
heightened public outreach. Many of the strategies were successful and have subsequently been
incorporated into the standard development schedule for the ABP. However, some strategies needed to
be implemented earlier or revisited for maximum efficiency and effectiveness.
Traditionally, the Construction and Materials Section (CMS) within VTrans does not identify a RE until the
project has been awarded due to uncertainly in the number of projects that will be awarded in a given year.
However, to reduce the risk of a delayed bridge opening, it’s essential that all of the design elements are
constructible within the time allotted for the BCP. Therefore, feedback from the CMS during the project
development is critical. While input is requested through online shared reviews at various project
development milestones, the REs are typically busy working on active construction projects and simply
don’t have the time to review and comment on the plans. To combat this predicament and provide a means
for more active dialog, constructability meetings were conducted at the final plan stage. These meetings
included development team, VTrans in-house design staff and several representatives from CMS. While
these meetings were certainly successful in terms of producing more construable designs, it would have
been more beneficial to conduct two, one immediately following preliminary plan development to discuss
the site constraints and proposed design details and one following final plans to examine the special
provisions. In addition, the RE should be identified during plan development and participate in the online
shared reviews and constructability meetings to gain their input, buy-in and have thorough knowledge of
the history of the project and why certain decisions were made.
One goals of the ABP is to advertise and award all projects in the fall prior to the following construction
season which generally occurs in Vermont between May and October in order to provide sufficient time for
the fabrication of the precast components as well as all review and approval of other submittals. This
includes, but is not limited to, proposed CPM schedules, erosion control plans, concrete mix designs, traffic
control plans and erection plans. Unfortunately, many of the design and construction submittals were late
resulting in a delay to two of the three proposed BCPs. For example, the BCP for Bridge 16 was pushed
out one weekend because of delayed fabrication drawings for all of the precast components. In addition,
the design team was pressed to approve partial fabrication submittals to keep the fabricator on schedule.
In the case of Bridge 13, a new subcontractor was hired to provide erection services one week prior to the
proposed BCP. This subcontractor had opposing ideas on how to assemble the precast components for
the culvert resulting in delayed excavation and erection plans. Ultimately, the proposed BCP was moved
out a week and half. In both cases, the project outreach coordinator had already distributed roadway closure
notifications. Modifying the closure periods after the announcements went out to the public caused
confusion and angered some residents that lived in the area. Timely submission of design and construction
submittals is recommended to ensure the projects are constructed in accordance with the schedule.
With respect to the design and constructability, the contractor was successful at opening all of the BCPs
ahead of schedule. The design elements, details, and material and construction management special
provisions helped to facilitate rapid construction. However, filling the pile cavities with the HPC proved to
be difficult. The pile cavities shown in the plans were developed on the previous ABC project and necked
down to a 3” diameter duct at the top of the precast concrete pile caps. During the closure for Bridge 15,
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the contractor quickly realized that these voids where not an ideal diameter to allow for the placement of a
¾” aggregate rapid set HPC. The contractor switched to a 3/8” aggregate mix for the rapid set HPC and
used traffic cones and vibes to funnel the concrete into the ducts which helped but did not completely
alleviate the issue. As this issued arose on the first bridge replacement project, it provided an opportunity
to increase to duct size to 4” on the second structure which allowed for a speedier placement of the 3/8”
aggregate rapid set HPC. In addition, more time needs to be allotted for the HPC trial batch. The 14 day
requirement was insufficient as the trial batch failed two times. The third trial batch did meet all of the
material requirements but was approved only one day in advance of the BCP for Bridge 15. Additionally
while the concrete reached the required strength within the 24 hour period to open the bridges to traffic, the
28 day compressive strength was never tested and the concrete did not achieve the required 28 day
compressive strength. Further refinement of the specification is required and will be implemented on future
ABC projects.
While the premise of ABC is that a bridge is easily erected like a Lego® set, the actual fit up of the precast
components at the interface between the curtainwalls and fascia of the NEXT Beams to their opposing
surfaces, the backs and check walls of the substructures, did not always line up as anticipated. This was
due to several factors including the layout and erection of the precast elements precast. While these
minimal indiscrepancies were easily resolved with the use of preformed joint filler or grout it, a mock fit up
at the fabrication plant is recommended for future ABC projects. Additionally the variance between the
actual camber and calculated camber of the NEXT Beams resulted in the elastomeric bearings being loaded
more toward their backs rather than being loaded uniformly. While the design plans required the contractor
provide ¼” galvanized shims to be used, tapered shims should also be required to account for the increase
in the camber of the beams.
The remoteness of the bridge sites was a concern throughout the planning and design process as
communication with the outside world during ABC is a must. As the four projects were combined into a
single construction contract there was only one office trailer required which the contractor provided in the
form of an office space in the village of Rochester which was located several miles from the project
locations. Cell phone coverage at the project sites was not available. The contractor recognizing the need
for effective communications with the outside world at each site during the BCP installed a hard wired
telephone at the closest utility pole for each bridge. This allowed the contractor, their subcontractors, the
RE and design team to communicate quickly without having to leave the site.
CONCLUSIONS
All three bridges were completed ahead of schedule allowing the contractor to receive the full incentive
payment along with the lump sum payment. The successful completion of these projects confirms that
ABC projects with short closure durations can be effectively developed and executed with proper
planning, design, support, public outreach, and Contractor coordination. Furthermore successful ABC
projects, where applicable, are a benefit to their communities and the Agency, and the public at-large as
they reduce impacts to natural and cultural resources, significantly decrease the roadway closure
duration, and provide safer bridges with longer service lives. To continue to attain these benefits through
ABC, design and construction techniques should be updated continuously to reflect advances in
technology and insight gained through constructing ABC projects.
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EASTBOUND NALLEY VALLEY INTERCHANGE
MARKETING SUBSTRUCTURES FOR PRECAST BRIDGE ELEMENTS
Patrick Gallagher, PE, Washington State Department of Transportation, (360) 705-7162,
gallagp@wsdot.wa.gov

ABSTRACT
Prefabricated crossbeams were a key feature in the construction of the Interstate 5 and Highway 16
interchange construction project in Tacoma, Washington. While this construction method was utilized on
other projects in Washington, it’s never been used on a structure with the scale of the ones in this
interchange. This project demonstrated that prefabricated substructure elements have a viable role in
bridge construction in Washington State.
INTRODUCTION
Near the shadows of the recently constructed Tacoma Narrows Bridge, the eastbound portion of the
Nalley Valley Interchange Replacement Project has improved traffic flow to and from the Kitsap Peninsula
and furthered the development of precast substructure components in Washington. The Eastbound
Nalley Valley project, hereafter referred to as EBNV, is a part of a complete reconstruction of the old
interchange between Interstate 5 and Highway 16 replacing a unique tetrapod structure with modern,
seismically stable structures. See Figure 1.
The EBNV project is one of many larger projects widening Interstate 5 to support a High Occupancy
Vehicle lane from its terminus east of Tacoma, across the Tacoma Narrows Bridge and places south of
Tacoma. Within the interchange itself, it is the second phase of three phases intended to replace the
interchange. In 2011, the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) completed the first
phase of the interchange replacement by reconstructing the westbound portion (WBNV).
The EBNV Project was designed with similar construction details and architecture as WBNV for most of
the project. Both projects included many bridges with total lengths measured in the thousands of feet at
heights around 80 feet above the valley floor. As described here, some of the EBNV Project was
constructed using precast crossbeam construction and experimented with the economics of precast
substructures.
In the context of precast substructures, EBNV is the next of a series of precast substructure designs
constructed in Washington State. The design included enhancements based upon lessons learned from
the past projects. But more interesting than that was this was the first real test case for the marketability
of precast substructures.

SPN BRIDGE
SPS BRIDGE
WBNV

EBNV

Figure 1: Nalley Valley Interchange Site
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In this paper, it’s expected that the reader understands the techniques WSDOT designs uses to construct
and install precast columns and crossbeams. The reader ought to understand the principles of the
grouted duct method for developing connections.
PRECAST SUBSTRUCTURES IN WASHINGTON STATE
Up until the time EBNV was designed, projects utilizing precast substructures were carefully selected in
the upper management levels of WSDOT and constructed as a test case for the construction process.
Or, they were selected by a contractor as a change of the original design to capitalize on a specific
situation. With the test cases, construction methods were executed in simple, slow, and rather clumsy
ways as the new construction techniques were tried for the first time. At the job sites, simple details on
plan sheets suddenly made for messy work areas. Reconstruction of new bridge components was often
required as simple things like grout injection ports failed and stacks of precast pieces didn’t quite fit
together as originally planned. The job sites were sometimes in wide open and somewhat remote
locations where the constructability factors demonstrating the value of precast construction did not exist.
All of this was done to exercise caution as the transition from concept to reality took shape.
With EBNV, the designer of one of the bridges decided to experiment and sought approval from
management to give it a shot at a job site that demanded a little risk. At the time of the design of EBNV,
enough experience had been obtained from other projects and the designer had studied those previous
designs enough to know how to overcome the known technical challenges. For EBNV, the test was to
demonstrate to others that there was market value in trying this new construction method.
SELLING THE IDEA
Marketing is often a very awkward and unnatural thing for an engineer to do well. It requires a handle on
many of the subjective, abstract, undefined, and obscure details in life most of us would cringe at. In
order to sell our ideas, we often have to get over a few things.
First, engineers are naturally confident and sure of themselves when they latch onto an idea. So our
nature is to debate with someone, planning to convince them our idea is brilliant, having no regard for the
other person’s skepticism if it comes along. What we are prone to forget is emotions and comfort often
make sales more than raw data and exchanges of fact.
Second, we have to acknowledge that our client is rarely an engineer. In the case of EBNV, the client
was an administrator or a contractor. What will drive them are budgets and schedules, which relates to
money and risk. If we’re going to convince the decision maker to choose our idea we have to convince
them that our great idea helps them improve their bottom line. That may mean that good science does
not determine a winning idea.
Another thing we struggle with is simply identifying who the client really is. We often speak to other
engineers and convince a technical staff of our brilliance, when the person making the decision may be
an administrator. If we believe our idea will save time and money, and we’re right, we gain nothing if we
fail to recognize that the decision maker may be someone with no technical background, who has an
agenda of their own. And they need to be convinced before a contractor will ever see our idea on a set of
plans.
Lastly, we also have to realize that if we sell a good idea that performs poorly, it may be the last time we
get to sell it to that client. And once the poor performing project is constructed, our idea collects dust on a
shelf or grows cobwebs in the recesses of our minds until some other unsuspecting client gets tricked
again. We must do our homework and make sure that if we overcome the uncomfortable aspects of
marketing, we better be ready to deliver an excellent product.
Precast substructures offer a lot of things that cater to the interests of administrators and contractors. For
the right project, it can save space and time on a job site. They can create more bridge on site in a
shorter amount of time, with shorter traffic closures by building more of it off site. The same principle
applies to projects constructed in waters with fish windows. If the structural details are correct, the
process could be executed with enough simplicity that it would be a small hurdle to cross if a contractor
wished to try this process out on their own. If there is enough repetition in the design, the contractor
could save money purely in the simple construction of multiple identical members. And the list goes on.
The point is if an engineer can touch on providing the less tangible benefits for the parties involved, they
may sell their idea and it may become a huge success. And once the client is interested, the engineer
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would be wise to ensure the tangible benefits that drove them to love the idea gets communicated as
well.
The first person to convince for EBNV was the designer himself, the author of this paper. He had
attended two Highways for Life Conferences. At the first one, he sort of stumbled upon the idea of
precast substructures by accident. He spoke about adding life to a new bridge design at the 2010
Highways for Life Conference in Orlando, Florida. While attending other design sessions, he learned of
precast substructures and their role in Accelerated Bridge Construction by introducing new Precast
Bridge Elements to the repertoire available in seismic regions. He learned of the value WSDOT has
played in developing these new construction methods and how it dovetails into the larger picture of
improving project delivery times the Federal Highway Administration is encouraging from the states.
Support from the upper management within WSDOT’s Bridge and Structures Office was easy to get.
Being WSDOT has invested so much into this idea, and the fact the engineer for EBNV had studied the
technique, it was easy to identify this project as a good candidate for precast items. Not only would this
project work for precast substructures, it would allow for a real project to be used in developing drawing
standards. It was good policy, it was good design, allowed for needed quality improvement on plan
sheets, and provided a fresh opportunity to apply lessons learned.
Projects in Washington State are delivered by any of six region design offices. WSDOT’s Bridge and
Structures Office serves the region offices by contracting their engineering services on a project by
project basis much like a private consulting engineering firm does. The regions pay the cost of design
and construction out of their budgets. So convincing the region office precast substructures was a good
idea was quite a challenge. They had to pay the bill for construction and design, and manage the risk. If
there were any flaws in the design and construction, the reputation of the Bridge and Structures Office
may have been jeopardized, as well as the region office’s reputation, and the project’s overall budget
could be affected.
There is a healthy relationship between region offices and the Bridge and Structures Office. The region
office for EBNV was very willing to allow for the design and development of precast columns and
crossbeams. They were much more reluctant to requiring the columns and crossbeams to be designed
and constructed purely as precast. They were very comfortable allowing precast items to be an option
the contractor could choose, along with the traditional cast in place option.
The approach the region office took by allowing precast and cast-in-place options was the same
approach used in Washington State when steel bridges were being phased out and concrete bridges
phased in. It’s hard to drive a highway in Washington State and not drive across a steel truss, yet we’re
not building many steel trusses anymore. In the 1970’s and 1980’s, as concrete was becoming a more
common bridge construction material for larger bridges, bridge engineers would often create two designs
for significant bridge projects. One design would contain a steel superstructure, the other a concrete
superstructure. In time the steel options were chosen less often and eventually the steel superstructure
was all but phased out. Industry made the change, the bridge engineers enabled it. This philosophy
adopted by the region office for EBNV allowed for the exact same thing to occur.
COMPETING CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Allowing purely for the economics of precast substructures to dictate construction techniques to the
contractor poses other risks for the department. The bridge construction industry has a long history of
building bridges a certain way. And unless the situation is very dramatic, or in idea so marvelous it saves
a contractor a lot of money, the industry would rather remain unchanged. So there is a balance of
objectives that needs to be considered. For the case of precast substructures, the contractor is usually
not interested in changing while WSDOT is interested in experimenting.
Bridge contractors are very used to cast in place substructure construction. They have a wealth of forms,
pumping equipment, and they’re getting used to working with wet concrete in tight spaces. The current
trend of the construction industry is to reinvent the same construction methods with improved
performance to meet their bottom line, before taking larger leaps. Contractors competing for projects on
a “lowest qualified bidder” platform are not driven to take big risks either. They want to use proven
construction methods because the cost of being wrong can quickly consume all the profits they were
expecting. So sticking with what works and taking a series of small risks assures them they will be able to
provide a competitive bid more often.
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From a design perspective, predictable seismic performance is assured with cast-in-place construction,
further reinforcing the reluctance to change. With a project funded by a region office, and a bottom line of
delivering the lowest cost and best quality product to the public, a region office is naturally bent towards
the interests of the contractor; which further makes change hard to encourage.
As an engineer wishing to develop a great idea, it’s natural to force a contractor to build exactly what the
engineer wants. A little force is sometimes necessary just to get a contractor to try something new. It
releases them of the risk they take on after the contract is awarded, and allows them to put the risk in
their bid before they get the job, knowing competing contractors will also have to put the risk in their bids.
Forcing them to construct a certain way equalizes the competition. Forcing a contractor to construct in
uncomfortable ways will define a good bidder as the one who best manages the risk and whoever feels
most confident in their abilities to experiment predictably.
TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
In order to have an appealing product, the technical details must be worked out. Being an emerging
technology, it’s tough to navigate through the challenges because so many of them are still unknown.
With each precast project constructed, more experience is gained, more obstacles are overcome, and
new obstacles are discovered. What is demonstrated in the laboratory must be tested in the field in order
to be proven as a legitimate option. Every concern that had arisen on past projects was addressed in as
best as was understood during the design of EBNV. Construction tolerances, grouted joint sealing, pick
weights, shipping weights, and field fit up were carefully considered.
Construction tolerances were addressed by providing repetition between the specifications and in the
plans. They were also addressed with more specific descriptions within the specifications, and providing
structural details that assured a quality product would naturally be produced. We also reconsidered
where construction tolerances were critical, and where they were not. If we were going to tighten
tolerances in one location, in order to provide an equal level of tolerance regulation, thus a somewhat
equal cost product, we lightened up the tolerances elsewhere.
An example where construction tolerances were critical were the pressure grouted joints. Pressure
grouted joints have been hard to construct due to the construction tolerances being too loose to provide a
flat surface to seal. They were also hard to seal because precast pieces were allowed to be cast on their
sides, allowing one face of the column to be hand finished and concave, whereas the other three sides
reflected the flatter finish the forms provided. The concavity came from the natural shrinkage of the
concrete as it cured. This concavity made it difficult to seal and was the source of leaks in pressuregrouted joints on a previous project. For EBNV, the columns were suggested to be poured vertical to
assure all four sides of them were of similar flatness, since all four sides would be form finished. Pouring
them vertical also assured the concavity would tend to be created at the top of the column, not the sides.
Shipping weights were addressed on EBNV by simply removing the shipping variable. Precast segments
were allowed to be constructed on site, something that was not done on past projects. Realize long
slender columns are heavy and difficult to place, but easier to ship. Shorter column pieces are compact
and dense and hard to ship without destroying the paving surface a truck would have to drive on. Their
loads need to be spread out over so much of the pavement that they would require massive trailers to
distribute the loads properly to the road.
Picking weights ranged from 71 to 169 kips for the columns, and 160 to 217 kips for the crossbeams.
Weights were managed in two arenas. Crossbeam weights were managed by the selection of the
bridges used for the precast option. Recall only two bridges were selected to be precast. Those two
bridges were narrow, only 27 feet wide. Had a wider bridge been selected for precast, the crossbeams
would have needed to be spliced. A crossbeam splice was considered an unacceptable option due to the
complexities of fitting up the pieces. Column weights were managed by providing many splice locations.
All of the picking weights were selected by choosing a crane size and making sure the picking weights
were within the capacity of that crane. The crane chosen was the general service crane used on the
WBNV Project.
A concern with field fit-up was assuring a shim stack between column segments would fully bear the load
of the upper portion of the column. On past projects, the ends of the columns were concave to varying
degrees along the end surfaces. When determining how to place a shim stack, it was hard to know if a
series of shim stacks was supporting a column on each individual stack, or just a few. By requiring the
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ends of the columns to be convex or flat, it would have been easier for a contractor to be assured the
column was bearing correctly on the shim stack because it would be easier to see. The past project
where this concern existed was one where a series of column segments were clumsily stacked and
teetering between two shim stacks on opposite corners of the joint as successive column segments were
added. A lot of discussion here relates to concavity, and one lesson that we were hoping to test was how
concavity might be better managed to fit the specifications that were written for the EBNV Project.
CHOSEN SET OF OPTIONS
In an effort to balance the interest of contractors, region engineers, and the interests of engineers wishing
to develop new construction methods, the region decided upon a compromise. Rather than simply
demand the contractor build every pier specified as precast, they were given a short list of required
precast elements and a longer list of optional ones. This alone was a huge success simply because the
idea was sold to the region office with enough confidence they agreed to give it a try.
Lessons learned from past projects demonstrated that small pieces, easily grouted joints, and repetition in
manufacturing were desired commodities. Crossbeams most often fit this description when compared to
columns. As mentioned earlier, spliced columns require pressure grouted joints, and those are often
difficult to seal. As a result, the region believed that not all of the EBNV Project was a good candidate for
precast substructures, specifically a requirement the columns be precast.
Two ramp structures were selected due to their repetitive crossbeam and column designs, the SPN Ramp
and the SPS Ramp, see Figure 1. And their crossbeams were small enough they could be lifted with a
reasonably sized crane. The columns were decided to be designed as two or four segments in order to
manage shipping and placing concerns.
WSDOT’s region office was accommodating to the request of the Bridge and Structures Office by offering
options, with some requirements made. The options presented to the contractor required them to
construct six precast crossbeams and choose among another six crossbeams and 12 columns as an
option. By requiring six crossbeams and allowing up to 12, the marketability of repetition was tested. By
allowing the contractor not to choose the columns allowed them to eliminate the risk of pressure grouted
joints and the struggles with moving short dense loads.
CHOSEN DESIGN ODDITIES
Once the region was on board with the precast option, the real work of making precast viable on EBNV
began. In order for precast substructures to be made attractive to a skeptical contractor, the details had
to be worked out.
Details for fitting the reinforcing bars posed a challenge for preliminary crossbeam designed. Recall the
design was selected in order to provide a lighter section, thus easier to lift, to be constructed. The
expectation was the column to crossbeam joint would not require pressure grouting. All grouting was
expected to be gravity fed into the joint from the top surface of the crossbeam. In order to achieve this,
the vertical column reinforcing bars had to fit into ducts that ran the full depth of crossbeam. In order to fit
the ducts in the crossbeam full height, the horizontal reinforcing resisting the negative moment demand
the superstructure placed onto it had to accommodate the duct. In order to meet the moment demand in
the crossbeam with the maximum depth allowed, a lot of reinforcing was required. The amount of
reinforcing did not provide enough space for the duct to pass through the crossbeam reinforcing layer. As
a result, a recess was constructed in the top of the crossbeam, see Figure 2. This recess proved very
difficult to construct. It did not negate the value of the precast crossbeam. But it was determined that
removing this recess would have added more value to the precast crossbeam.
EBNV is immediately next to WBNV. WBNV set precedence on the architectural finishes on the bridges.
In order to match WBNV, the EBNV columns were expected to have a form liner finish on all four sides of
them. To assure a uniform and quality finish, the columns were required to be constructed vertical. The
vertical orientation of the columns allowed for a uniform texture on them. As stated earlier, vertical
orientation makes for a less problematic grouted joint as well. While precast columns were not selected
by the contractor, the vertical orientation of the columns would have been required for architectural
reasons as well as grouting.
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Figure 2: Crossbeam Reinforcing in Top Layer
With a 27 foot wide bridge deck and 180 foot spans, only three concrete girders were needed to support
the superstructure, see Figure 3. In addition, the piers were single column piers in a high seismic region
requiring capacity protection of the bridge elements near to the column. This geometry provided a girder
layout that put a girder right over the top of the column. WSDOT designs their structures to meet the
seismic requirements in the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (1). This
required extra joint shear reinforcing in the crossbeam to engage the superstructure in the earthquake
resisting system.

GIRDER OVER
COLUMN

Figure 3: Girders over Column
CONTRACTOR’S CHOSEN OPTIONS
With the requirement to precast six crossbeams, and no columns, the contractor elected to precast 12
crossbeams and no columns. As discussed earlier, there’s value in repetition of precast items. The
contractor would rather cast the entire bridge in place. With the requirement to precast six crossbeams,
they capitalized on the requirement and precast all 12 they were given. They were not required to
precast any columns, so they chose not to precast any of them. While this may seem disappointing, it
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confirmed the value in repetition in the marketing approach. That alone assured more data would be
collected to improve the precast substructure concept. It also confirmed the concerns with precast
columns that were anticipated. And then there were more lessons learned as explained below.
TECHINCAL CHALLENGES DISCOVERED
With each new time a precast substructure is constructed, new lesson are learned. And EBNV proved to
teach the engineers some lessons as well. The lessons learned from EBNV will certainly be added to the
next precast substructure project in hopes to better the product.
In order to learn upon past lessons, some new details were put into the bridge plans. It was suggested
the longitudinal column reinforcing was cut off at a variety of lengths to aid in the alignment of the ducts in
the crossbeam with the column reinforcing. Realize there were 23 column reinforcing bars that had to
thread into 23 ducts. By lengthening some of the bars, it would allow some of them to fit up first and sort
of grip a few ducts, and then hold the crossbeam in place so that the other bars could fit up. This proved
unnecessary. The contractor chose to cut all the column bars to the same length, and they did not have a
difficult time getting the crossbeam to fit onto the column, see Figure 4.

RECESS IN
BOTTOM OF
CROSSBEAM

Figure 4: Aligning the Crossbeams
As mentioned earlier, the recess at the top of the crossbeam proved to be awkward to construct. The
weight savings in the crossbeam, at the expense of the amount of top steel in the crossbeam allowed
precast construction techniques to even be an option. But this recess was not preferred. As described
below, holding the ducts was difficult, which was the greatest challenge. In addition, building the
bulkhead would have been nice to avoid, along with working around exposed reinforcing bars at later
construction steps.
As shown in Figure 4, a recess was designed in the bottom of the crossbeam. This allowed the
crossbeam to cap over the column and hide any lines in the finished concrete surface. The lines would
have been created natural color differences between the concrete in the precast portions and the grout in
the joint pour. The effort of constructing this recess raised some questions to whether or not the visual
impacts were worth the effort. The recess was hard to construct, complicated duct stability during the
concrete pour, and did not provide a striking benefit to the overall look of the bridge. Any lines that may
have been evident would have been covered with pigmented sealer, and been far enough away from
traffic that they would not have been noticed.
Holding the ducts in place was very difficult. If the ducts were to go all the way through the crossbeam, it
may have been easier to hold them in the same fashion as was observed on other projects. Figure 5
shows the method proposed by this contractor. They installed a piece of PVC pipe through the duct that
extended beyond the limits of the duct, but fit through the top mat of reinforcing. That provided a means
to hold the duct. But they filled the space between the duct and the PVC pipe with spray foam.
Removing that spray foam was a very awkward and difficult task to complete.
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Figure 5: Gripping the Ducts
After attempting the awkward method to hold the ducts as noted above, the contractor chose another
method for the remainder of the crossbeams. They chose to install a steel template on the bottom face of
the crossbeam with short pipes extending from the template to grip the ends of the ducts. This eliminated
the spray foam concerns, but it created a new challenge. As the concrete was poured, the ducts tended
to float or wiggle around the steel pipes holding them in place. A small amount of concrete flowed
between the walls of the duct and the pipe holding it in place, misaligning them slightly, and seizing the
steel template in place. The contractor had a very hard time removing that template once the concrete
was cured.
WOULD THE CONTRACTOR DO THIS AGAIN?
A contractor’s desire is to provide a good product while attaining the maximum profits they can. For this
project, the contractor did not confess to have saved time or money. Throughout the research and design
process, input from the contractors revolved around their bottom line. If they could save money building
precast, they would. But in today’s market cast in place construction almost always provides more profit
for them, and it protects them from risks associated with an unfamiliar construction technique. But an
underlying tone in their conversations is it’s “almost always” better to construct with cast in place
construction. That means they acknowledge there is a place for precast, but they’re not ready for it to be
commonplace yet.
WOULD THE REGION DO THIS AGAIN?
Like the contractor, WSDOT’s region offices are interested in managing their finances to provide the best
value. A region office would likely choose precast substructures if there was a great benefit to it, or if a
contractor proposed it to them. But as this project demonstrated, a region office is willing to try new
designs, especially when the new design is provided as an option. This statement is further reinforced in
another project where the engineer who designed the precast elements on EBNV, also designed a
precast substructure as an option for another region office, in a different region. So WSDOT region
offices acknowledge there’s value in precast substructures too, and there’s a value in allowing
experimentation. But like the contractors, they’re not ready to fully implement them yet.
CONCLUSION
Figure 6 shows the completed SPN Line Bridge. As you look at the SPN Line Bridge, you won’t find any
visual differences between that bridge and ones built with cast in place techniques. But internally, there’s
quite a bit of difference. And as mentioned earlier, the two phases of the Nalley Valley Interchange
currently constructed will provide an excellent side-by-side comparison for generations of engineers after
us to compare.
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SPN BRIDGE

SPN BRIDGE

Figure 6: Completed SPN Line Bridge
All of the expectations of the marketability of precast substructures were confirmed. The industry is not
geared up to construct precast substructures as the preferred method yet. By choosing to precast 12
crossbeams, they confirmed the marketability of repetition. When asked later, why they didn’t precast any
of the columns, they responded as you might expect. The columns were bulky, heavy, awkward to
connect, and casting a column in place is simply too easy to do. The risk of attempting to construct the
columns as precast was not worth the rewards for this contractor…... at least not yet.
As with any major change to the bridge construction industry, it comes slowly and carefully. So the efforts
on EBNV were not wasted. They provided a real time snapshot of the market and confirmed the research
that was put into this design. They also reintroduced the idea of design options used to phase out steel
bridges in the past, in favor of precast substructures for the present. A time will likely come when current
construction practices will seem ancient. Simply motivating and enabling the industry to consider precast
substructures will move all of us forward.
REFERENCES
(1) AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design, 2nd Edition 2011
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FAST RAIL INSTALLATION SYSTEM - TTSP SMART LIFTER
Shigehide Noda, P.E.jp-Civil, Executive officer, NODA-CRANE CO.,LTD, JAPAN (81)-584-91-9000,
sigehide@noda-crane.co.jp
Nobuyuki Noda, President, NODA-CRANE CO.,LTD, JAPAN (81)-584-91-9000, crane@noda-crane.co.jp
ABSTRACT
This paper proposes the TTSP SMART LIFTER, machinery that enables a new method for installing and
removing railway bridge girders using multi-level construction. While conventional crane and side pushing
methods require the use of a rail yard for installation work, this new method not only eliminates the need
for any supplemental work yard, it also significantly reduces the amount of time required for transporting
girders and the installation device, completing the installation work using operational railway lines. Using
the TTSP SMART LIFTER enables girder installation to be completed within the approximately 3.5 hours
that night-time train operations are stopped.

INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion due to increased traffic volume has become an urgent issue as it not only adds stress
to the lifestyle of all citizens, but also exacerbates the economy and hinders our realization of a lowcarbon society. Japan is now promoting multi-level construction for railways and roads as a major way to
relieve traffic congestion. Construction of railway elevations and underpasses is a key part of this effort.
Multi-level construction must be performed without hindering railway operations. One construction option
is the non-open cut method, using steel elements; however, the open cut method has been the preferred
choice for its cost- and time-saving merits. Attention is now focused on further reductions in cost and time.
The open cut method generally involves one of three approaches: prefabrication of the entire new bridge
and installation as is, construction of the bridge from the foundation utilizing temporary girders, or a
combination of both. The most common approaches for girder installation in the open cut method involve
use of the walking crane or side pushing methods.

Crane installation method

Side pushing method

Fig.1 Train Girder Installation Examples (reference)
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In railroad construction, girders must be installed between the final evening and first morning train runs.
With time also required for power cessation and safety checks, a short 3.5-hour window is all that remains
for actual work. Track removal, girder transport and installation, and track replacement must all be
squeezed into that restricted timeframe.
Walking cranes are commonly used to install relatively light girders or provisional bridges (temporary
girders). Although cranes provide the simplest solution, they cannot handle heavyweight girders. The
side pushing method is very effective in handling heavy girders. However, advanced planning is needed
to secure a worksite adjacent to the primary construction spot, creating a stage using a bend or other
materials for assembly of the girders. Both methods require adjacent workspace to be secured near the
installation area. However, this results in increased costs and the dilemma of finding space in some
stations, particularly in urban areas.
With these construction limitations in mind, we developed the Two-Track Side Pushing Method（TTSP
SMART LIFTER), a two-track construction method enabling new construction on the premises of an
operational railway.

TTSP SMART LIFTER DESCRIPTION
The crane and side pushing methods require extra workspace at the construction site. However, the twotrack method we developed can be used to install bridge girders without the extra workspace, as it utilizes
two operational tracks. This integrated method involves loading both installation device and girder as one
unit on a rail cart (which every railway company possesses), and towing them via rail tractor along the
track to the spot paralleling the construction site (Fig. 2). The installation machine is equipped with a
lateral rail unit which rotates using the SMART LIFTER, a side pushing device with a built-in jack. The
SMART LIFTER uses the jack to set up the rail, then moves on the rail laterally, and lowers and installs
the girder (Fig. 3).

Side view

.

Top view

Fig.2 Two-Track Side Pushing System TTSP SMART LIFTER
Thanks to its simple and uncomplicated assembly, the installation machine is both safe and reliable.
Since this device utilizes a rail tractor and rail cart (owned by every railway company), the integrated
SMART LIFTER and girder can simply be treated as a single unit of cargo when transporting to the
construction site. This method allows for work to be accomplished using only the existing dual track and
no supplementary workspace. However, a maintenance area is usually provided to allow for assembly,
disassembly and storage of the installation device (Fig. 4).
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Fig.3 Installation cross-section view

Fig.4 Equipment stored in maintenance yard

INSTALLATIONS ADAPTED TO LIMITATIONS
Figure 5 shows diagrams and photos describing examples of installation device usage.

(A) Station platform installation

(B) Two-track installation (6-track area)

(C) Height-restricted installation
(D) Provisional track installation
Fig. 5 Installations Adapted to Limitations
As Figure 5 illustrates, installation may take place in a variety of venues. Figure 5(A) shows installation in
the platform area, which lends itself particularly well to this work. In Figure 5(D), we see the distance
between girder assembly yard and the primary construction site, which required installation of a
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provisional track next to the operational track for transporting the girder from the yard to the primary
construction site.
CONSTRUCTION CYCLE
The construction team has approximately 3.5 available hours to work during the night. The entire job must
be completed within this timeframe. The bridge construction project requires removal and replacement of
the rail, as well as excavation and grouting work; with this in mind, the time allotted for the actual job—
from transport of installation device through completion of girder installation—is about 60 to 70 minutes.
This method of girder installation allows for job completion in 60 minutes. Figure 5-A shows an installation
example, providing the steps and time required to install a temporary girder.
(1) Once the final evening train has run, the installation machine is transported from the maintenance
workspace to the primary construction site by a rail tractor (Figure 6-a). Figure 6-b shows excavation
work at the construction site following rail removal and confirmation of power cessation.
(2) Following excavation work, the installation machine is transported onsite, the rail tractor is
disconnected, and the lateral rail is installed. The lateral rail is then rotated 90 degrees, lowered, and
secured with the SMART LIFTER’s built-in jack (Figure 6-c).
(3) The SMART LIFTER moves across the tracks via the lateral rail (Figure 6-d), even as the jack lowers
the girder to the desired spot (Figure 6-e).
(4) Once the girder installation is completed, the suspension device is removed, and the SMART LIFTER
is horizontally returned to its original position aboard the rail cart. As the height of the SMART LIFTER
is altered with the temporary girder no longer present, the flexible expansion bend is extended,
returning the device to its original transport height before it is loaded onto the rail cart(Figure 6-f).
(5) Once the SMART LIFTER is aboard the rail cart, the lateral rail is elevated and rotated. The rail
tractor is reconnected to the rail cart, and the installation machine is transported away from the site
(Figure 6-g).
(6) After the installation machine has been transported away from the primary construction site, the rail is
replaced. Grouting is done on the girder baseplate and anchor to prevent contraction.
(7) The construction work is considered complete after the installation machine is returned to the
supplementary worksite and the railroad track has been restored to its normal state.

(a) Transporting installation machine:
passing through station

(b) Excavation at installation site

Down

90°
(c) Positioning lateral rail

(d) Device moves laterally
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(e) Install girder, adjust position

Extend

(f) Prepare expansion bend and setup rail cart

(g) Remove installation machine

(h) Workflow

Fig.6 Construction Procedure
Table 1. Time schedule
Removal of rail
Excavation
Girder placement

Rail replacement
Final arrangement

Work Breakdown
Transport installation machine
Secure installation machine /
disconnect rail tractor
Set up lateral rail
Move laterally and lower jack
Adjust girder position
Return horizontally
Connect rail cart and expansion
bend
Pull up lateral rail
Transport installation machine back
to rail yard
Total
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5 min
6 min
8 min
15 min
6 min
5 min
5 min

Time
20 min
60 min
Total time
50 min
(45min-70min)

40 min
20 min
190 min (3hr 10min)

SMART LIFTER TROUBLESHOOTING
The following efforts enhance SMART LIFTER usage.
Expansion Bend
The key point in this new installation method is that the girder and SMART LIFTER travel as an integrated
unit. The SMART LIFTER height varies depending on the presence or absence of a girder. Incorporation
of an expansion bend solves this problem. The pitch can be adjusted by 100 mm manually, allowing for
transport to and from the site without altering the height of the installation device itself (Figure 7-A).
Lateral Rail System
A rotating side-pushing device is integrated with the lateral rail. The SMART LIFTER is comprised of both
vertically and horizontally moving devices. We enhanced the devices to allow for rotation, finally
incorporating the lateral rail. When the SMART LIFTER is moving, the lateral rail faces forward, but can
be rotated 90 degrees horizontally in preparation for installation. Furthermore, the vertical device can
lower the lateral rail for installation, while elevating the girder for its own installation (Figure 7-B).
Lateral Rail Follow-Up Mechanism
As the loaded lateral rail overhangs both in front and back when the SMART LIFTER is in motion, the
girder may exceed car gauge and other conditions when the system passes curves, switch points, or
platforms. We also needed to ensure that the lateral rail would not swing excessively during high-speed
travel. We solved the problem by using a follow-up rod to secure the lateral rail to the rail cart, using both
objects’ respective angles of rotation to provide an automatic adherence. This allowed for the rail tractor
to move at its maximum speed of 35 km/h (Figures 7-C and 7-D).

(A) Expansion bend

(B) Positioning lateral rail

(C) Lateral rail follow-up rod

(D) Lateral rail follow-up diagram

Fig.7 Installation device by section
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SAFETY
As the key components of this equipment are comprised of conventional parts with proven reliability, the
TTSP SMART LIFTER ensures a high safety level. And as the transport rail cart and rail tractor both
belong to the railway company, they can be used safely to transport the SMART LIFTER. The SMART
LIFTER has a 20-year track record of success in Japan, with practically no breakdowns.
3D virtual reality simulation
We created a 3D virtual reality production for visualization of the steps involved in our new two-track
construction method. The detail and realism in the production facilitate clearer communication of the
method.
Onsite simulation
We also carried out test runs, replicating the virtual work site, to ensure that the work could be completed
within the allotted time. Numerous timed test runs, improvements, and worker training realized our target
construction time of 60 minutes. (Figure 8)
Emergency
We also made an emergency rollout plan. Moreover, we ensured that the electrical parts of our
construction equipment could be manually operated during emergencies and conducted emergency drills.
(Figure 9)

Chain block

Detach jack

Fig.8 Worker training

Fig.9 emergency training

CONCLUSION
The actual construction work was carried out according to plan, within the allotted construction time.
Times varied slightly due to the specific efforts required for each project, but all installments and removals
were completed within 45 to 60 minutes. Transportation of the machinery also went smoothly, with no car
gauge issues. This method has been used in six work sites to date, as listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Construction results
Railway company
Construction site results
Hankyu Railway

Kintetsu Railway
Central Japan Railway
Hanshin Electric Railway

Near the Juso Station
In the Shonai Station
Near the Obayashi Station of Imazu
Line
In the Yamato-Yagi Station
Near the Yokkaichi Station
Near the Naruo Station
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No. of
installations
6
4
4

No. of
removals
6
2
0

Year
2006
2009
2012

4
1
2

0
1
0

2010
2008
2013

COST
As each railway is already equipped with the costliest features, the rail cart and rail tractor, and as the
SMART LIFTER is comprised of modified conventional parts, production costs are extremely low.
However, separate manufacturing may be required each time the length of upper beam or lateral rail is
altered. However, with each new installation, a new beam is added to the stock, ready for reuse in joint
assembly, thus decreasing costs.
When evaluating direct installation costs, one cannot easily estimate the cost of an entire project based
solely on the cost of partial installation. The cost of installing one bridge girder with the SMARTLIFTER is
about triple that of normal walking crane installation. However, the cost is low compared to that of using a
jumbo special track crane, and initial investment can be offset as one can more than recover the cost of
installing or removing 12 girders. This construction method is suitable for urban areas and represents
great savings when considering site arrangements for conventional cranes and transport routes, as well
as time spent in related negotiating. In some cases, initial outlay may be recovered after initial usage.
SCOPE AND FUTURE EXPANSIONS
Results of the SMART LIFTER method to date are based on successful experience installing light girders
or installing and removing temporary construction girders. (Maximum girder weight is currently 20t
although the SMART LIFTER can lift up to 60tons.) This is due to the limited capability of the transport rail
carts—the allowable length of machinery that can be moved on the tracks. In some work sites currently
under planning, we intend to increase the number of transfer rail carts and convey the installation device
and girder on separate carts. One railway company is now considering development of new rail carts.
Assuming a maximum girder weight of 35t, it should be possible to install new girders made of metal and
concrete.
We also plan to develop a replacement device, making it easier to exchange existing girders with new
ones. Naturally, using two installation devices is possible, but use of a single replacement device would
save both time and cost. We already have the image of such apparatus in a VR version, and are now in
the development stage.
Plans are also under consideration for a single-track installation method for single-track work sites.
Although we manufactured a single-track installation device in 2004 and have completed some girder
installations, the device is too large for general-purpose use. A new development project is now underway,
based on the current two-track device.
We will continue to contribute to the enhancement and advancement of girder construction, broadening
our perspective to new installation methods, not just for railway girders, but all types of bridge girder
installation (Fig. 10).

(A) Girder replacement

(B) 2004 Single-track installation device
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(C) Under development: single-track installation

(D) Elevated bridge vertical installation

(E) Side pushing method for girder with setting beams
(SMART LIFTER) Japanese name: Mighty Beetle

(F) Removal of original bridge

Fig.10 Future Developments and Optional Methods
REFERENCES
Japan Patent Number 4405958 Two-Track Side Pushing Method (TTSP SMART LIFTER)
Japan Patent Number 4414906 Single-track Installation Device (Fig. 8-B,C)
Japan Patent Number 4134104 Bridge Girder Single-Operation Installation Method (Fig. 8-D)
Japan Patent Number 1906510 Power-operated Side Pushing Device (SMART LIFTER) Japanese
name: Yokozuna or Mighty Beetle (Fig. 8-E)
NEW Technology Information System NETIS Registration Number CB-050009-A
Construction Machinery and Equipment, 2012. No. 11; 17-23
Nikkei Construction, 2005. No. 1-28; 32-37
Journal of JCMA, Vol. 66. No5. May. 2014; 62-68. by Hankyu Railway
FORUM 8 3D/VR Simulation Contest: 7th, 8th and 12th winner
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Replacement of the BNSF Approach Spans over the Mississippi River
David Rogowski, P.E., Genesis Structures Inc., (816)421-1520, drogowski@genesisstructures.com
Josh Crain, Genesis Structures Inc., (816)421-1520, jcrain@genesisstructures.com
ABSTRACT
The BNSF Railroad crosses the Mississippi River at Burlington, Iowa. The original 120-year old bridge
consisted of six 250-foot approach spans, one 360-foot swing span and two 80-foot girder spans. This
paper will focus on the accelerated construction techniques required to replace the approach structures in
five 36-hour closures.
INTRODUCTION
The BNSF Railroad spans the Mississippi River as part of the BNSF’s Chicago to Denver corridor
connecting Burlington, IA to Gulf Port, IL. The original bridge, constructed in 1891, consisted of six 250foot approach span trusses, one 360-foot swing span truss and two 80-foot approach span girders.
The original bridge had seen significant strengthening and rehabilitation throughout its life but eventually
proved unable to keep up with the capacity of its daily train volume, limited in large part by the bridge’s 10
mph speed restriction.
Due to the value of minimizing time of track closure, the new bridge was installed through a series of five
accelerated 36-hour track closures. The new bridge replaces the existing on the same alignment with new
piers offset 90 feet from the existing piers and consists of six 250-foot approach span trusses, one 360-foot
vertical lift span truss and two approach span girders spanning 92 feet and 132 feet.
The short closures required extensive planning, precise execution and careful coordination to ensure
success during the closure periods. The Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques utilized for the
project included: construction of new foundations under the existing bridge spans while maintaining full
operation of the existing bridge; erection of all six new 250-foot approach span trusses offline from the
bridge alignment removal of the existing girder spans with high capacity barge cranes; rolling and floating
in of the new approach span trusses; removal of each existing approach truss span using barges and
floating in the new girder spans in on barges.
The focus of this paper will be on the following construction activities:
 Approach Span Truss Erection Offline
 Horizontal Sliding of Approach Span Trusses
 Installation Procedures of Approach Span Trusses as part of five 36-hour track closures
 Demolition of Existing Approach Span Trusses on Barges
APPROACH SPAN TRUSS ERECTION OFFLINE
Once the first phase of the bridge replacement was complete (removal of the existing 360-foot swing span
with the installation of a vertical lift span), the focus of the project immediately turned to the replacement of
the approach span structures and the installation of the new piers.
It was determined that the simplest and most efficient way to accomplish the replacement of the approach
span trusses would be to install the new piers while the track remained in service while simultaneously
erecting the new 250-foot approach span trusses. In total, six approach span trusses were erected remotely
from the bridge alignment while the new piers were installed. Approach span truss # 1 was erected adjacent
to the job location (See Error! Reference source not found.) and the remaining five trusses were erected
offline at a location 13 miles downstream from the job site (See Error! Reference source not found.).
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Figure 1- Approach Span Truss # 1 erected at job site

Figure 2 - Approach Span Trusses 2-6 erected 13-miles
downstream

The drilled shafts of the new bridge piers were located outside of the existing bridge footprint to allow
construction of the new foundations to occur while the existing structures remained open to live traffic (See
Figure 3). Due to the required length of the drilled shafts--approximately 200-ft--the 12-ft diameter shaft
sockets were placed with oscillators. In a continued effort to construct the foundations without disturbing
live traffic, a floating cap beam form was utilized for the installation of the new pier cap (See Figure 4).

Figure 4 - New pier cap installed with floating formwork

Figure 3 - Drilled Shafts installed with oscillator outside
of existing bridge footprint

The offline location was selected for its easy access for steel delivery, its location upstream of the next
major bridge and because it was outside of the navigation channel. The main truss erection activities took
place behind a levee for both protection and to enable the contractor to assemble the structure as a land
based operation. After the steel trusses were assembled, they were rolled over the levee protection and
loaded onto barges a few days before track closure periods.
All the approach span trusses were erected on work platform systems comprised of 48”x3/4” support pipe
piles and steel beam framing (See Figure 5). The work platform minimized the need for personal fall
protection while assembling the bottom chords, bottom laterals and floor system.
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Figure 5 - Work platform used for truss erection

HORIZONTAL SLIDING OF TRUSSES
The horizontal sliding of the trusses was accomplished using a push/pull frame and reaction sled (See
Figure 6 and Figure 7).
The push/pull frame supported the truss at four primary bearing locations using (4) 150-Ton hydraulic jacks
at each location. The hydraulic jacks were designed to support the truss dead load reaction of 850 kips per
bearing location plus an additional 150 kips for wind overturning forces. The push/pull system was installed
under strengthened jacking points on the floorbeams.
The horizontal movement of the truss was accomplished using (4) 100-Ton hydraulic rams with 36-inch
strokes. The hydraulic rams, installed on the push/pull frame, push or pull against a stationary reaction
sled pinned down to the track beams. As the rams pushed or pulled the reaction sled, the truss and
push/pull frame would move along the top of the track beams by rolling on (8) 300-Ton Hillman rollers. The
reaction sled delivered the load to the track beams with 3-1/4 inch diameter pins.

Figure 6 - Push/Pull frame and reaction sled used for
horizontal sliding of trusses shown at offline location

Figure 7 - Push/Pull frame and reaction sled used for
horizontal sliding of trusses shown at job site

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES OF NEW APPROACH SPAN TRUSSES
Installation Overview
The trusses erected 13-miles downstream were lifted off the track beam system onto the barges with the
use of jacking towers (See Figure 8). The jacking towers were designed to support the full 3400 kip weight
of the new approach span trusses. The barge draft generated by the weight of the approach span truss
was approximately 2’-6”.
The jacking towers used for float-in (comprised of heavy W36 framing) supported (2) W36x302 “lifting
beams” that would be in direct contact with the lifted truss. The “lifting beams” spanning between the towers
were supported at each end by (4) 2-1/4” Gr. 150 threaded rod which could raise or lower the truss through
a range of approximately 20 feet.
The support of the jacking towers (for all but one barge pair) was provided by a spine beam system that
also was used to link the two 35-foot by 195-foot by 10-foot float-in barges. The spine beams consisted of
double W36’s and W40’s straddling the barge deck and secured to the barges with reinforcing plates welded
to the sides of the barges.
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The support of the jacking towers on one pair of trusses utilized a “sand box” to distribute the load to a
larger area on the barge deck (See Figure 9).

Figure 8 - Isometric view of jacking tower used for truss
float-in

Figure 9 - Sandbox support method on barges

Sample 36-Hour Closure Installation Timeline
Closure Objectives:
 Float-out removal of two existing approaches trusses
 Demolition of upper portion of two existing substructures where there was interference with
installation of the new approach trusses
 Float-in installation of two new approach trusses
 Installation of one temporary jump span to bridge gap between new superstructure and existing
superstructure that had not yet been removed
Preparation Prior to Closure:
 Months Prior to Closure
o Two new approach trusses erected at offsite location on sliding track
o Two existing trusses reinforced in preparation for removal
o New piers installed while existing structure remained under live traffic
 Days Prior to Closure
o New approach trusses loaded onto float-in barges and moved to bridge site
o Float-out barges moved into positon and aligned with existing approach trusses. Position
of float-out barges secured awaiting official closure of track.
36-hr Closure Timeline:
 0 to 12-hrs
o BNSF Railway Company officially closed rail traffic
o Two existing trusses removed using float-out barges (See Demolition of Existing Approach
Span Trusses section for details). Existing approach trusses temporarily stored away from
bridge alignment.
 12-hrs to 24-hrs
o Portions of existing substructures interfering with two new approach trusses demolished
 24-hrs to 36-hrs
o Two new approach trusses installed using float-in barges
o New ballasting and rail installation completed
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Following 36-hr closure:
 Float-in barges prepped for next closure
o Upstream float-in towers removed and float-in barges removed out from under newly
installed approach spans
o Float-in barges moved back to offsite bridge erection location.
 Existing truss demolition
o Two existing approach trusses moved to offsite location to be surgically disassembled
while on barges. (See Demolition of Existing Approach Span Trusses section for details).
DEMOLITION OF EXISTING APPROACH SPAN TRUSSES
Each of the five 250-foot existing approach span trusses were floated out during track closures in sequence
with the new approach span truss float-ins. The existing approach span trusses were very efficient
Morrison designed trusses with true tension only members installed where tension members were needed.
This efficient existing design philosophy presented a challenge when attempting to pick the truss at panel
points where there were eye-bar type vertical hangers. The solution was to span to panel points L0 and L2
using the existing bottom chord in combination with a newly installed W24 underslung beam.
Floating out the existing trusses did not have the luxury of a jacking tower with a 20-foot self-adjusting range
in height similar to the float-in towers. The float out barge configuration relied on the “old-school” method
of predicting/monitoring river gages using NOAA stations and communicating with the dam upstream
throughout the four seasons of change outs.
The float out barge towers had to be able to be adjusted plus or minus 1-foot within one day’s notice. Two
to three days prior to each float-out the barge towers were built to heights that would accommodate the
anticipated river gage. A day prior to track closures, the barges were aligned with the existing bottom
chord and the newly installed underslung beam and were secured to the existing bridge and held at that
position until the beginning of the track closure (See Figure 10). Once track clearance was given, and the
existing approach span truss was cut free, water was removed from the barges using 6-inch trash pumps
until the load of the truss was fully taken by the barges and the truss was lifted off the pier 2-3 inches. Tugs
then removed the barges from the bridge alignment (See Figure 11).

Figure 10 - Barge under existing truss prior to track
closure

Figure 11 - Barges move trusses out from bridge
alignment

Once the existing approach span trusses were moved offline, they were taken across the river to be
demolished and scrapped. The demolition took place on barges, and while the existing truss removal was
achieved with two 55-foot by 120-foot barges, the demolition required a third barge be installed in order to
control the relief of stresses as the truss was being deconstructed (See Figure 12).
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Figure 12 - Existing approach span truss with portion of top chord and diagonal removed

FINAL NOTES
The installation of the approach structures for the BNSF Railroad crossing of the Mississippi near Burlington
Iowa was completed March of 2012. One can only hope that the newly erected approach spans live as
long and productive of a life as their Morrison designed predecessors.
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ABSTRACT
The principal intent of this presentation is to highlight construction techniques successfully implemented
on a recently completed ABC project, which utilized the Lateral-Slide method. The case study for this
presentation is the construction of Interstate I-84 in Southeast, NY over Dingle Ridge Road, and will
highlight the means and methods as determined by intense collaboration between the Construction
Engineer with the General Contractor.
INTRODUCTION
The new Eastbound and Westbound superstructures carrying Interstate I-84 over Dingle Ridge Rd in
Southeast, NY were replaced over separate weekend closures. The superstructures consisted of an
approximate 80ft main span pier-to-pier, and 33ft approach span at either side. The precast end
diaphragms of the main span included [4] stainless steel wrapped push blocks or slide shoes that slide on
¼” thick Teflon sheeting at the temporary support structure, and Teflon capped elastomeric bearing pads
at the precast cap beams. A pair of hydraulic jacks on a slide track at each side of the main span
provided the pushing force for the slide of the superstructures.
TEMPORARY SUPPORT AND FOUNDATION DESIGN
Unlike projects observed in the western US, the varied and steep terrain did not lend itself to a uniform
temporary support system for the new structures in the Bridge Staging Area (BSA). Contract documents
suggested the concept of spread footings and steel bents, and appropriately specified that the structure
be designed by the contractor (Yonkers Contracting Corp). As the Construction Engineer, we explored
many options for temporary support configurations and foundation types during the preliminary design
phase, including prefabricated shoring towers, stacked shipping containers, and field fabricated supports,
which were ultimately chosen. The foundation design presented a unique challenge, as concern of
settlement was a major issue that was highlighted in the contract documents. We knew that the individual
footings, as suggested, would be susceptible to settlement due to the quality of the underlying soils and
the fact that these would be exposed to surface water runoff. Adjusting for settlement would require
implementing a jacking operation and risking damage to both the permanent and temporary structures,
which we were adamantly directed to avoid. Being faced with such high level risk, we determined it was
very prudent to explore other foundation types including stabilization of existing soils, pile supported
foundations, or pile bents. Due to time constraints and feasibility issues, soil stabilization was not
considered viable. We strongly recommended that conventional H-piles be utilized to mitigate settlement
concerns, and to assure structural integrity. Despite the financial implications, a pile bent foundation with
the piles extending from bedrock to the slide track beams was chosen as the most reliable means to
support the structure [Figure 1.1]. This decision was made after much deliberation to avoid differential
settlement, eliminate the need for jacking, minimize potential problems during the slide and deliver a high
quality permanent structure to its final location. Using RISA 3D software we designed a model to analyze
all members and connections. Structural steel from Yonkers yard was used as much as possible, which
required testing for strength. The HP14x109 piles were carefully driven within a tight tolerance to the
underside of the slide track. At the primary bents, a W30x211 transverse beam, which allowed for some
deviation from the tolerances, supported the 2-W30x148 longitudinal beams which in turn supported the
slide track. Bracing was minimized to the extent possible, and was accomplished with WT5x15 shapes
[Figure 1.2]. At the secondary bents a similar system supporting each approach slab was scaled down
due to significantly decreased loads, slabs rested directly on a W36x194 with a Teflon surface. In all
cases field welded connections were chosen to minimize fabrication lead time. The temporary support
system was completed with only a few field revisions along the way. The system functioned as
envisioned, without settlement or the need for jacking, and allowed for a successful slide operation
[Figures 1.3 and 1.4].
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CRANE MOBILIZATION AND LAYOUT PLANS
The Accelerated Bridge Construction Bid Plans indicated that there were four suitable crane locations,
two each for the Eastbound (EB) and Westbound (WB) Structures. The drawings showed demolition of
the existing bridges and erection for most of the precast elements in the Bridge Staging Areas (BSA) with
the cranes placed immediately behind the temporary supports east and west of the BSA [Figure 1.5]. The
EB layout plans showed cranes in the median area, which was essentially, followed in our engineered lift
plans. On the WB layout plans, cranes were supported on an earthen embankment cut into the north
slope of the WB roadway which was determined unfeasible [Figure 1.6].
The actual crane position shown on the ABC Plans presented challenges for slope stability not only from
the forces of the crane surcharge, but from the WB roadway traffic itself. Because of time constraints and
lack of soil information, performing an accurate stability analysis would have been difficult. During the
initial engineering phase, it was determined that the embankment cuts needed to support the cranes and
provide adequate space for operation while complying to slope stability standards of 1V on 2H would be
very difficult. In order to maintain the WB roadway and avoid serious problems, significant earth retaining
structures or other means of stabilization other options were explored.
Another challenge for the crane positioning for the WB structure was the mobilization requirements.
Significant staging area would be needed to assemble the crane and erect the required 150 ft. of boom.
Building a crane in the positions shown would have either required substantial excavation to the east and
west of the site for the boom lay-down, or force several complete closures of Dingle Ridge Road to allow
the boom to lie across the street. In addition, existing overhead utilities and right of way limits restricted
and complicated the mobilization. The cranes would need to be mobilized prior to commencement of
temporary shoring construction, and once in place, the cranes would be stranded in position until the slide
was complete and BSA restored. Another option was building the crane in the median and trying to walk it
into position, but this would require a complete closure of I-84, and significant site improvements would
have to have been made; including an access path of several hundred feet to the east and west.
Based on the crane layout and mobilization issues, we explored the use of a single high capacity crane
(600 ton) located in the median for both EB and WB structures. Since the single crane option would
require swinging many loads over I-84 WB, causing delays to the traveling public, this option was
dismissed.
The agreed upon solution incorporated temporary crane platforms in the proposed WB crane locations.
By using the same ideology of the temporary supports for the slide, eight conventional H-piles were
driven to bedrock (as deep as 60ft on the south sides) and left exposed approximately 15ft on the down
slope side. These piles formed four (4) bents that were braced together in sets of two (2) with cap beams
atop each. Two sets of track beams, placed on the centerline of the crawlers, span from the cap beams
and continued to a set of crane mats at the shoulder of I-84WB. Additional steel was also installed for
future use of smaller equipment. Finally a layer of crane mats were placed perpendicular to the track
beams with a finished height approximately the grade of I-84WB [Figure 1.7]. The cranes were then
erected in the median, and able to service both bridge erections efficiently and effectively, traveling to and
from locations as needed.
By taking this conventional approach, the slope stability and mobilization concerns were averted and both
Dingle Ridge Road and I-84 WB traffic was not impacted at all [Figures 1.8 thru 1.10].
SLIDE SYSTEM
The lateral slide of the new bridge structure was completed using a set of double-acting hydraulic jack
applying force on the push block at the trailing end of the main span end diaphragms [Figure 1.11].
The precast end diaphragms of the main bridge span included four equally spaced slide shoes embedded
with ¼” stainless steel plate which interfaced with PTFE (Teflon) material, and reduced friction force
opposing the lateral slide. In addition, the sleeper slab on each end of the main bridge span was
supported atop a PTFE runway.
At the temporary supports, the PTFE material was laid inside a built-up steel slide track with a keyway
slightly larger than the slide shoe width [Figure 1.12].
During erection of the new bridge, the precast end diaphragm was set atop the PTFE material in the
keyway and protected from the elements and construction debris with plastic sheeting and plywood. Once
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the demolition of the existing structure was complete, the protective material was removed and any stray
debris was removed from the slick runway.
The slide track section was a modified design from the subcontractor, Barnhart Crane & Rigging Incs.
typical slide system. The design consisted of hydraulic jacks connected to a “gripper assembly” which
engaged notches at the outside of the top flange. Once engaged, the hydraulic cylinders pushed against
the notches and propelled the system forward in 2ft increments. Once the full stroke of the hydraulic
cylinders was reached, they retracted and drew the gripper assembly forward to the next location [Figure
1.13]. This process was repeated until the bridge was slid approximately 80ft from the temporary structure
to its final location.
While the PTFE material was bonded to the elastomeric bearing pads at the abutment, it was only set in
loose sheets in the keyway of the slide track. During the lateral slide of the bridge, the loose PTFE
material had a tendency to slide with the bridge, which caused some of the sheets to “bunch” on oneanother and resulted in higher than anticipated hydraulic pressures [Figure 1.14].
Also critical was the bridge end diaphragm transitioning from the temporary supports to the abutment.
During the initial transition of the bridge, the lead slide shoe was to be supported by the PTFE material at
both the elastomeric bearing pad and slide track. The compressibility of the bearing versus the stiffness of
the slide track was initially thought to be a sticking point during the slide, but proved to be a non-issue in
the field. Finally since the gripper assembly supported itself on the flange of the slide track, the slide track
was tied into the abutment to prevent the track from “kicking out” during the final push of the bridge onto
the abutment.
CONCLUSION
This project presented many challenges for all parties involved and with the limited time frame allotted,
careful design decisions needed to be made in a rapid fashion. When the recommendations were made
regarding the pile supported foundation and the addition of crane platforms, the conservative approach
was the best way to assure a successful completion of a quality project, delivered to the state on-time,
without any notable incidents.
We appreciated the opportunity to have been involved in this noteworthy project. It was a pleasure to
work with Yonkers Contracting, and experience the cooperation of NYSDOT and their engineers, HNTB
Corporation, throughout the entire design and construction process.
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Figure 1.1: Pile bent foundation, HP14x109 piles shown

Figure 1.2: Primary Bent, HP14x109 piles, W30x211 transverse beam & 2-W30x148 longitudinal beams
with WT5x15 bracing shown.
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Figure 1.3: Westbound Primary & Secondary Bents with Slide track installed on the Primary Bents.

Figure 1.4: Primary Bent with slide track installed and diaphragm on top.
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Figure 1.5: ABC Bid Plans four crane locations

Figure 1.6: Embankment cuts for supporting cranes.
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Figure 1.7: Westbound Elevation, showing both cranes on crane platforms. Primary & secondary bents
with the slide track and diaphragm on top of the primary bent.

Figure 1.8: Westbound & Eastbound Elevation, showing a crane on a crane platform and a crane on
backfill.
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Figure 1.9: Eastbound Elevation, showing both cranes on backfill & eastbound bridge segments on top of
primary & secondary bents.

Figure 1.10: West Bound Cranes on Crane Platforms plan, shown erecting precast units with minimal
traffic delay.
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Figure 1.11: Double-acting hydraulic jack system & end diaphragm push block shown.

Figure 1.12: Slide Track keyway with PTFE material shown.
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Figure 1.13: Hydraulic jack “gripper assembly” on top of slide track with notches shown.

Figure 1.14: Slide shoe on top of PTFE material on new abutment.
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ABSTRACT
The use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques to place prefabricated superstructures has
become increasingly popular over the past decade. This paper will focus on the required
coordination/communication between the bridge designer and heavy lift contractor during the design and
construction of typical ABC projects. Lessons learned based on project experience gained while utilizing
the ABC methods of Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT’s) and lateral slide in methods will be
discussed in detail. Design items will include engineering considerations to be evaluated while
performing final design due to the impacts of the ABC techniques. Typical construction details utilized to
support and monitor the superstructure elements during the move will be presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques to place prefabricated superstructures has
become increasingly popular over the past decade. Two of the most commonly utilized ABC techniques
include Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT’s) and the lateral slide in methods. The use of these
methods requires precise attention to detail during design to determine any impacts due to the temporary
conditions on the permanent design and detailing. Due to these relatively new approaches it is important
to incorporate lessons learned based on past industry experience gained while utilizing these methods.
Establishing the roles and lines of communication early in the life cycle of a project are very important to
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the success of the project. The various procurement methods used to execute these projects have a
unique impact on these lines of communication. Finally, construction implementation of the design and
methods of monitoring the superstructure elements during the move need to be detailed to ensure
delivery of the prefabricated superstructure without damage.
IMPACTS OF PROCUREMENT METHOD
As with any job, the procurement method has impacts on each of the parties involved in executing the
project. The type of procurement method establishes the parties who have the most control and risk in
developing the design approach which in turn helps define the lines of communication required to
complete the project successfully.
Design-Bid-Build
The design/bid/build procurement method may be the most general approach of the available methods.
Because the design is performed without the involvement/input from the heavy lift contractor, details of
the move need to remain generic and allow for alternate concepts to be developed by the contractor.
Typically the design plans include final details of all the permanent bridge components and one feasible
ABC technique. The design plans and specifications typically allow the contractor to utilize the ABC
technique or develop an alternate method that fits within the limits of the design parameters. Final
detailing of the move and equipment utilized with the alternate methods are left up to the contractor who
is ultimately awarded the project. This contracting method gives the most control and risk to the owner.
Details included with the plans are typically centerlines of the move paths and generic requirements for
the number and capacities of jacks. Constructability and pre-bid meetings can be held to obtain feedback
from the construction industry to identify any fatal flaws or major design approach issues.
Construction Management/General Contractor (CM/GC)
The CM/GC contracting method allows the owner to limit their risks while still maintaining significant
control. The owner and designer will typically develop a preliminary set of plans which will be utilized to
select a contractor at an early stage to collaborate in final development of the plans. The selected
contractor will communicate with the designer to help develop the most economical and efficient
construction solution for moving the superstructure into place. This allows the designer to get the required
input from the heavy lift contractor to develop a detailed set of plans.
Design-Build
Design/build projects are typically the most common and most efficient contracting method utilized to
deliver a project with a prefabricated superstructure placement. It minimizes the owners risk but at the
same time they lose most of their developmental control. This method allows the designer to work
collaboratively with the heavy lift contractor to produce the most economical solution.
LATERAL SLIDE/ROLL IN METHOD IMPACT ON DESIGN
The lateral slide/roll in method to place a prefabricated superstructure is a very cost effective approach to
minimizing impacts to the traveling public. The method typically involves building the superstructure at the
final height on temporary falsework adjacent to the existing structure. With this approach the
superstructure is supported at or near the permanent location of the final superstructure supports while
being built on the temporary falsework. Conventional construction techniques are used while building the
superstructure in the temporary location which improves worker safety by not being exposed to vehicular
traffic. The permanent substructure can either utilize the existing substructure or a newly constructed
substructure. The newly constructed substructure can be constructed under the existing superstructure
prior to its removal or can be constructed after the existing superstructure has been removed. Once the
permanent substructure is ready and the existing superstructure has been removed the superstructure is
slid or rolled laterally into its final location. The slide in method typically uses elastomeric pads with
bonded Teflon sheets sliding on top of stainless steel. The rolled in method typically uses rollers rolling on
top of a steel surface. The superstructure can either be pushed or pulled into place using hydraulic jacks
or a simple pulley system.
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Figure 1: I-44 over Gasconade River bridge project in LaClede County, MO. Photo on left is prior to
lateral slide of superstructure. Photo on right is post lateral slide of superstructure, less than 12
hours later.
This method has minimal impact on the design of the final structure. Because the superstructure is
supported at or near the permanent locations, there is typically no change in the design of the final
superstructure. Impacts to the design of the substructure are minimal since the loads during the move
only include the dead load of the superstructure and are typically less than the in-service demands of the
substructure. The above items in turn help to minimize the risk of damage due to both the superstructure
and substructure during the move.
Ultimately the keys to implementing this type of design hinges on proper detailing and understanding the
means and methods used to slide/roll the superstructure into place. Details to be cognizant of during the
design phase include the following which are discussed in additional detail below:
 End/pier diaphragm design due to move loads
 Interface between the temporary falsework and the permanent substructure
 Forces due to the pushing or pulling of the superstructure
 Permanent bearing details consider construction tolerances
 The use of permanent bearing pads to slide structures into its final location or installing the pads
after slide/roll
 Design for access
The diaphragms, typically located at the abutments and piers of the superstructure, can be designed to
resist any irregular loads due to inconsistencies in the transition path. The transition path provided is
typically a flat uniform surface that the superstructure slides or rolls across while being moved into place.
It is imperative to provide consistent and uniform support to all girders during the move, not providing this
could result in damage to the superstructure. These diaphragm elements can be designed as a beam
(transverse to the CL of bridge) to distribute any inconsistencies that may occur due to loss of support or
construction tolerances within the transition path elevations. Additionally, elastomeric sliding pads with
bonded Teflon or elastomeric pads placed on top of the rollers can be utilized to accommodate small
elevation variances along the transition path. The elastomeric bearing pads typically can account for a
deviation of around 5mm. This deviation might seem small, but the temporary and permanent supporting
structure theoretically will be built on a level/even plane.
The interface between the temporary falsework and the permanent substructure elements need to be
detailed to resist superstructure dead load as it transitions over the interface which will result in a smooth
and level travel path. This is the most critical area that the designer needs to pay close attention to in the
eyes of the heavy lift contractor/contractor. As stated above the bearing pads can only take around 5mm
of deviation. If this interface is not designed properly the bridge might either need to climb up to the first
set of bearing pads or slide down to a set of bearing pads along the system. Designing for a shear
transfer across this interface reduces the deflections of both the substructure elements. Additionally,
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placing the foundation elements in close proximity to the end of both elements also limits the design loads
for the abutment cap elements and the temporary falsework. The most common method of design is an
overlapping joint from the permanent sub structure to the temporary substructure.
Forces due to the pushing or pulling of the superstructure into place can be resolved internally or resisted
by the substructure elements. These forces are due to the friction between the sliding or rolling interface.
If the superstructure is being pushed into place the forces can be resolved internally by tying the
temporary and permanent substructure elements together. If the substructure elements are not tied
together then both the temporary and permanent substructure need to be designed to resist this force. If
the superstructure is being pulled into place a compression bumper between the temporary and
permanent substructure elements will result in the forces being resolved internally.
As mentioned above if the temporary and/or permanent substructure cannot take the forces due to
sliding/rolling then some heavy lift contractor have sliding systems that will resolve all the forces internally.
This is done by a track system that is installed under the structure with the elastomeric sliding pads and
push/pull cylinders all in one system. A picture of this system can be seen below in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of Push/Pull system with track, cylinder and elastomeric sliding pads.
Since the superstructure is not built in relation to the permanent substructure, as in standard construction,
the permanent bearing details need to consider additional construction tolerances. The permanent
bearings need to be designed to handle additional rotation and vertical tolerances to accommodate very
minor differences. If variances are greater or the bearings are not designed for construction tolerances,
then shims or grout can be used to make up any potential differences.
Another key factor about the permanent bearing pads that needs to be addressed during the design
process is whether the permanent pads will be used to slide on top of or whether they will be installed
after the bridge has been slid into its final location. The risk with the first option is if a permanent pad is
damaged during the slide, the damaged pad/pads will have to be replaced. The second option is to slide
the bridge into place using temporary pads and lift the bridge to remove the temporary pads and replace
them with the permanent pads. This method can also be used in correlation with a heavy lift contractors
set up. Once the bridge is in its final location the jacks lift the bridge and the slide system is removed and
as seen below in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Removal/Installation of heavy lift contractor slide system.
Designing for access is critical to the success of a slide/roll in operation. Understanding where the jacks
and sliding/rolling components are going to be placed and how they impact the design of both the
superstructure and substructure is critical to a successful project. This access is also used at the time of
installation. The heavy lift contractor will use this access to position workers and material for the
horizontal slide or roll.
SPMT METHOD IMPACT ON DESIGN
Typically the SPMT method is utilized when there is sufficient area to create a Bridge Staging Area (BSA),
also known as a bridge “Farm”, and relatively flat and available travel path. The BSA allows the
superstructure to be built on temporary falsework typically located at the same location and elevation as
the permanent support locations. Minor elevation changes can be accounted for, but heavy lift contractor
should be notified if major elevation changes are needed. Reference the Pecos Bridge in Colorado as
seen below in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Pecos Bridge Denver Colorado, Raising Diaphragms and Superstructure from built
height to transport height in BSA
As with the slide/roll in method the superstructure can be built in the BSA using conventional construction
techniques improving worker and traveling public safety. The permanent substructure can be constructed
concurrently while the superstructure is being built in the BSA. Once both permanent elements are
complete then the SPMT’s can be assembled and moved into place. The SPMT’s are typically located
inward from the permanent support locations, with the maximum inward SPMT placement being 20% of
the span length. The SPMT’s are hydraulically raised to lift the superstructure off of the temporary
falsework and allow the superstructure to be moved from the BSA to the permanent bridge location. The
two main options for supporting the bridge, is fixed false work and jacking false work. An example of the
jacking falsework can be seen below in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Showing heavy lift contractor hydraulic false work system.
Once the superstructure is at the permanent bridge location the SPMT’s are hydraulically lowered and the
superstructure is placed on its permanent bearings. The hydraulic falsework has the ability to lower the
superstructure a greater distance than the trailers alone. An advantage of this hydraulic system is that
once the trailers are lowered they may still have a camber and the outer girder can be set at an even
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lower elevation. By using this jacking falsework, removal of the system can be much faster due to the fact
that the falsework system can be lowered well below this outer girder. The final placement of the bridge
on the permanent substructure can be a fairly complicated process depending on the heavy lift contractor
method of supporting the bridge.

Figure 6: Pioneer Crossing over I-15 Design-Build project in American Fork, UT.
The SPMT method has potential to have a significant impact on the design of the superstructure. The
main impact is due to the placement location of the SPMT’s. The farther inward the SPMT’s are located
from the permanent support location increases the stresses that need to be resisted. The tension in the
deck between the SPMT support locations increases as the SPMT’s move inward. The compression in
the bottom flange of the girder at the SPMT support location also increases as the SPMT’s move inward.
The analysis performed to determine these stresses need to include the varying section properties for the
various stages of the construction. The tension in the deck can be resisted by adding additional mild
reinforcing or by adding post tensioning into the deck. The compression in the bottom flange of the girder
can only be mitigated by increasing the concrete strength of the girder to keep the compression stress
within allowable limits.
The design of substructure elements is typically not impacted by using the SPMT method other than
potential additional construction joints to facilitate the placement sequencing of the superstructure.
Abutment backwalls and checkwalls may be placed after the superstructure has been placed to allow
additional room to place the superstructure.
CONSTRUCTION AND MONITORING
During construction, the design team typically will work with the contractor to verify that the intent of the
design is not compromised during the use of these ABC methods. The design team will review how the
move method supports the superstructure during the move and how all the components interact. Design
will establish the allowable limits that need to be monitored during the move to deliver the superstructure
into place without damage. 3D finite element models can be used to analysis and determine these limits
along with simplified methods to verify the finite element model results.
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Slide/Roll In Method
For the slide/roll in method, horizontal control of the jacks used to move the structure is critical to not
racking the bridge during the move. High end computer controlled jacking systems are available but are
not always cost efficient for smaller projects. The same control can be achieved by using a strict
displacement monitoring program during the move. The heavy lift contractors typically will use the
displacement method to monitor these tolerances. Pressure monitoring may not be an effective method if
there are different interface friction coefficients or one of the slide paths get hung up which will result in
different pressures for the individual jacks.

Figure 7: Multiple jacks pushing superstructure laterally into place.
Once the superstructure is in place typically the slide interface is removed and replaced with the
permanent bearings. One of the most efficient methods for transferring from the sliding interface to the
permanent bearings is to provide multiple jacks that are displaced uniformly vertical at each support
location separately. This limits any external load applied at the support location during this operation. The
operation can also occur individually at each girder as long as the diaphragms between girders are
analyzed to handle the additional loads.
SPMT Method
With the SPMT method it is critical to provide the same relative bearing elevation between the staging
area and the final bridge location to minimize potential cracking when the bridge span is set down.
Continually monitoring of elevations and geometry prior to deck pours, prior to move, and after final
support pedestals are placed is required to determine any required adjustments to the permanent bearing
seat elevations.
During design the entire travel path needs to be evaluated by the design team to determine any areas of
required ground improvements and any utility impacts. Prior to the move, verify the travel path from the
BSA to the final bridge location is per the Site Plan and grades and geotechnical requirements assumed
in design have been met. The heavy lift contractors have the ability to accommodate some unevenness in
the travel path as seen below in Figure 8
Lateral stability of the SPMT and bridge superstructure system during the move need to be evaluated by
both the bridge design engineer and the heavy lift contractor. Multiple methods are available to provide
the required lateral stability during the move. The SPMT system can be connecting or reacting against the
bridge superstructure, this connection needs to be reviewed with the designer of the bridge
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superstructure to accommodate the connection. The lateral stability can also be provided within the
SPMT system by resisting the lateral forces within the SPMT/falsework system, independent of the bridge
superstructure.

Figure 8: Heavy Lift contractor's SPMT's compensating for elevation change between BSA and
interstate.

Figure 9: Maryland Ave. over I-35E, St. Paul, MN. Travel path impacts due to the SPMT’s. Photo on
the left illustrates tracks left by the SPMT’s after the move. Photo on the right illustrates
improvements made by steel plating.
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Monitoring of the superstructure for twist and rotation during the move can be achieved with multiple
methods. Electronic computerized monitoring systems are dependent on proper set up and are
susceptible to many factors that can compromise their performance. A basic “string-line” system to
monitor twist in real time during the bridge move can provide a simplified system to monitor twist/rotation
of the superstructure. As stated above, most heavy lift contractors prefer the string line method and/or
tape reading. This method is typically fail proof.
Understanding the global points of support provided by the SPMT’s is critical to evaluating the
superstructure behavior during the move. The heavy lift contractor has to rely on the loads given to them
by the design team. The heavy lift contractor typically designs their false work structures as an
independent system, the bridges normally are not designed to allow the heavy lift contractors to connect
their false work system to the bridges. The design team needs to assure that the SPMT support systems
are installed per the heavy lift contractor plans to assure the final bridge set down geometry can be
achieved per plan. Local points of supports for each girder need to be evaluated, prestressed girders
need to be supported directly under the web otherwise there is risk of point loading the edge of the
bottom flange.
CONCLUSIONS
Successful design of a project utilizing these ABC methods is dependent on evaluating every step along
the design and construction process so the design team can incorporate the required details and design
approaches. Utilizing an experienced design team will help to bring past lessons learned to the projects to
improve the overall potential of success. It is imperative that all parties involved communicate during the
design and construction phase to verify that the intent of the final design is met and the superstructure is
delivered without damage.
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ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SKAGIT RIVER TRUSS
BRIDGE COLLAPSE AND REBUILT
Bijan Khaleghi, PhD, PE, SE,
Washington State Department of Transportation, Olympia, Washington,
Phone: (360)705-7181, Email: Bijan.Khaleghi@WSDOT.WA.GOV

ABSTRACT
The Skagit River Bridge in Washington State was struck by an oversize-load vehicle resulting in
collapse of truss span into the river. This paper summarizes WSDOT recovery plan to reopen
the bridge using a temporary bridge, and to reconstruct the permanent span using the
accelerated bridge construction technics.
INTRODUCTION
The Skagit River bridge is located about 40 miles south of the US/ Canada border, about 60
miles (97 km) north of Seattle, serves as a key connection for traffic and commerce between the
Seattle metropolitan region and the lower mainland of British Columbia. It is part of the primary
road transportation route between the metropolitan areas of Seattle and Vancouver, British
Columbia.
Before the collapse, approximately 71,000 vehicles crossed the bridge every day. In 2012,
about $14 billion of US-Canada trade used this bridge and around 25 million vehicle trips
crossed this bridge. The Skagit River bridge collapse has far reaching effects, affecting many
different, direct and indirect users of the bridge, including trucking companies that used the
bridge to transport goods both locally and regionally, businesses that rely on customers from
this main north-south highway.
The bridge was built in 1955, a year before the Interstate highway system was begun. The
bridge carries 4 lanes of traffic, two lanes in each direction. The portions over the river are 4
consecutive spans, each 160 feet (49 m) long. The spans are built from triangulated steel
girders, using a through-truss design where the roadway passes in an open tunnel between the
left and right trusses and between the lower and upper truss work. The roadway has relatively
limited vertical clearance for tall vehicles due to the upper truss members. The abutted spans
share pier footings and appear to be one continuous bridge, but the 4 spans are actually
independent.
The bridge was recently evaluated as safe and in good condition despite being 58 years old; it
was not listed as structurally deficient. The bridge was classified as functionally obsolete, in this
case because the bridge does not meet current design standards for lane widths and vertical
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clearance in new highway bridges. This bridge was not a candidate for any significant upgrades
or replacement and was being well maintained.
In through-truss bridges the critical compressive parts are the top-chord beams running
horizontally along the top of the bridge, parallel to the roadway edges. They carry most of the
weight of the bridge and traffic. The chords are normally kept aligned and held in place by
vertical posts, diagonals, and sideways sway struts. Top chords will quickly fold if their joints
somehow become misaligned. Buckling damage is cumulative, but mostly happens from
collision damage or overstresses rather than from age and corrosion.
The vertical clearance for vehicles is limited by the portals and sideways sway struts. These are
relatively low in older bridges. In Washington State bridges, the sway struts are often curved
downwards at the outer ends, with less clearance above the outer lanes and outer shoulders.
Tall loads then need to use the inner lanes for maximal clearance. These bridges are vulnerable
to impacts by overheight vehicles, and such impacts were common. Figure 1 shows the Skagit
River Bridge before the Incident.

Figure 1. Skagit River Bridge before the Incident
I-5 SKAGIT RIVER BRIDGE COLLAPSE
The enormity of the collapse of the Skagit River bridge on the busy Interstate 5 corridor was just
beginning to sink for both Americans and Canadians on Friday as they headed into the
Memorial Day weekend, one of America's busiest holiday periods. Less than 24 hours after one
of the bridge's four spans collapsed into the river on Thursday night when an Alberta truck driver
carrying an oversized load crashed into a girder, roads around Burlington and Mount Vernon
never meant for heavy traffic volumes were clogged with freight trucks and commuters.
The destruction of a single, 160-foot span, 130 kilometers south of Vancouver, might not seem
like a major problem, especially when there are diversions and detours in place that can, for the
time being, keep a trickle of traffic flowing. But the fact that a single truck carrying an oversized
load could strike the nearly 60-year-old bridge and so simply knock it into the river is perhaps a
sign of just how fragile the U.S. highway network really is. Figure 2 shows the Skagit River
Bridge after the incident.
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Figure 2. Skagit River Bridge after the Incident
The collapse was caused by a southbound semi-trailer truck from Canada hauling an oversize
load to Vancouver, Washington, directly damaging sway struts and, indirectly, the compression
chords in the overhead steel sway frame on the northernmost span of the bridge. The vertical
clearance from the roadway to the upper arched beam in the outer lane is 14 feet 7 inches
(4.45 m), and all trucks with over-sized loads are expected to travel in the inside lane where the
clearance is around 17 feet (5.2 m). The oversize trucker instead entered the bridge in the outer
lane, while a second semi-truck and a passenger car were passing it in the inner lane. The
oversize trucker was traveling with a wide and 15 feet 9 inches (4.80 m) tall load. The oversize
truck also damaged a sway strut of the second span, but not enough to initiate a collapse. That
span was repaired, and all three remaining spans are returning to full use. The collapsed span
was temporarily replaced by a pair of 2-lane ACROW bridges rolled onto the existing bridge
piers.
Geotechnical Condition of Exiting Bridge
The fallen span (span 8) is between Piers 8 and 9. Both Pier 8 and Pier 9 are supported on
untreated timber piles. Pier 8 is supported on 174 untreated timber piles with average pile
penetration below bottom of seal/foundation is 13.8 ft. The reported average bearing of the
piles is 42 tons, and the bottom of seal/foundation elevation is-15ft, with average pile tip
elevation is about 28.0 ft. Pier 9 is supported on 155 untreated timber piles with the average
pile penetration below bottom of seal/foundation is 18.1 ft. The reported average bearing of
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piles is 40 tons, and the bottom of seal/foundation elevation is -15 ft with the average pile tip
elevation is about 33.0 ft.
Phase I: Temporary Span
The collapsed span was removed after initial investigation work. The remaining trusses and
piers were inspected. The repairs to damage on remaining trusses made under contract. The
temporary ACROW spans were ordered and pier support modifications were designed. The
temporary span placement included the spans assembled and launched from north approach
and jacked into place and removable pedestals design to accommodate installation of
permanent span. The Contractor crews place two temporary bridge sections, side by side. One
section carries northbound traffic; the other carries southbound traffic with 11.0 ft lanes, and 1.0
ft. shoulders suitable for 40 mph speed limit. The temporary bridge was opened to traffic in 27
days. Figure 3 shows the installation of temporary bridge, and Figure 4 shows the installation
stages.

Figure 3. Installation of Temporary Bridge

Figure 4. Installation Stages of Temporary Bridge
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Phase 2 - Permanent Span
The WSDOT recovery plan to reconstruct the Skagit River Bridge comprises of replacing the
permanent span using the accelerated bridge construction technics. Decision was made to use
emergency Design-Build contract with “accelerated” RFP process comprising the Best Value
approach. The best value award was considered with bridge scheduled open to traffic Sept. 8th
with 12 hour total closure. Figures 5 and 6 show the accelerated bridge construction for
replacement of collapsed span.

Figure 5. Replacement of Collapsed Span

Figure 6. Accelerated Bridge Construction for Replacement of Collapsed Span
Phase III: Truss Spans; Rehabilitation Scope
The WSDOT plan to reconstruct the Skagit River Bridge includes the rehabilitate the remaining
trusses to the current functionality standards. The truss rehabilitation project consists of adding
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portal frames to the existing inclined end posts, and raising the lower chord elements of all the
existing sway frames to a minimum vertical clearance of 17.5 ft to 18.0 ft to the bridge deck.
The rehabilitation stages of three remaining truss spans on the Skagit River Bridge are shown
below. The goals of the project was to establish a non-vulnerable and robust lateral force
resisting system for the truss spans, and to take care of any currently-known repairs. The truss
rehabilitation includes:










Adding portal frames to the existing inclined end posts (5 total).
Raising the lower chord elements of all the existing sway frames, and the single
existing portal frame at Pier 5, to provide a minimum vertical clearance of 17.5’ to 18.0’
to the bridge deck. This will be done by replacing the existing curved lower chord
elements with straight, horizontal elements. (Note: the portal frames added in the first
item will be configured in a similar fashion).
Replacing rivets in the floor-beams that display significant rivet head section loss.
Replacing any rivets in the truss bottom chord elements that display significant rivet
head section loss (Note: current estimate is as many as 15% of the total number of
rivets in the chords. More will be known pending completion of ongoing cleaning and
inspection efforts).
Heat straightening of any existing minor impact deformations in the truss elements.
Spot-Painting of repaired, straightened, replaced, or new structural steel.
Zone painting of existing steel on the bottom 2 feet of all floor beams, and all steel
inside and outside of the lower chords.

Conclusions
The WSDOT recovery plan to reconstruct the Skagit River Bridge comprises of three contracts:
1) installing a temporary bridge to reconnect the Interstate 5; 2) Replace the permanent span
using the accelerated bridge construction technics, and; 3) Rehabilitate the remaining trusses to
the current functionality standards.
Materials for the new temporary bridge arrived to the site within few days after the collapse, and
the temporary bridge was opened to traffic within three weeks. Contractor crews placed two
temporary bridge sections, side by side. One section is carrying the northbound traffic; the other
carrying the southbound traffic. The temporary bridge will carry traffic at reduced speed and
capacity.
The permanent span will be built adjacent to the temporary bridge. Once ready, the roadway will
be closed to traffic for a period of 12 hours while the permanent span was moved into position.
The span move was scheduled for three months after the collapse. The permanent bridge is
composed of deck bulb tee girders made of lightweight aggregate.
The remaining truss rehabilitation project consists of adding portal frames to the existing
inclined end posts, and raising the lower chord elements of all the existing sway frames to a
minimum vertical clearance of 17.5 ft to 18.0 ft to the bridge deck.
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ABSTRACT
The St. Clair Road Bridge over the Maple River in Clinton County, Michigan, involves adjacent precast
box beams, in which an innovative transverse post-tensioning (PT) system has been implemented.
Transverse unbonded PT tendons are accommodated in both the top and bottom flanges of the beams.
This system eliminates the need for intermediate diaphragms and grouting. It also eliminates the need of
cast-in-place (CIP) deck slab that is required in accordance with the local practice standards and
accelerates the construction.
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INTRODUCTION
Precast concrete adjacent box beams have been widely used for short- and medium-span bridges due to
their relatively shallow structural depth and their ability to minimize the amount of forming required to cast
the bridge deck. The adjacent-box-beam system has also been prevalent for accelerated bridge
construction (ABC). Various adjacent box systems have been implemented including 1) adjacent box
beams with an overlay; and 2) composite adjacent box beams with CIP deck slab (1, 2). Both systems
have been used with or without transverse PT.
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This paper addresses the common practices in the state of Michigan. It describes the conventionally used
transverse PT system. This paper also presents a brief description of the St. Clair Road Bridge that is
located in Clinton County, Michigan.
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Practices in Michigan
A conventional adjacent box system typically involves the use of PT tendons or high strength threaded
rods, which are housed in intermediate diaphragms and are located at or near mid-height of the box
beams. It has been reported that reflective cracks and leakage have occurred at the longitudinal joints
between adjacent beams due to improper design or detailing. To address this issue, the Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT) specifies a 6 in. thick reinforced concrete deck that is made
composite with the box beams through slab ties embedded at the top of the beams. A hot mix asphalt
(HMA) wearing surface is allowed on local roadways with side by side, prestressed concrete box beam
bridge where the average daily traffic (ADT) is less than 500 vehicles and where the commercial traffic is
less than 3% of the ADT. Also, the MDOT Bridge Design Guides specify the amount of required
transverse PT including the following (3):


Total number of PT tendon locations. As shown in Table 1, the number of PT tendon locations
is determined based on the bridge span lengths. The tendon location herein refers to either an
intermediate diaphragm (away from the beam end) or an end block. Four span ranges are listed
in the table; each span range corresponds to its required tendon locations. For example, an 85-ft
span bridge that falls between 62 ft and 100 ft requires 1 tendon location at each end of the
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beam, 2 tendon locations at center of the span with 11 ft apart, and 1 tendon at each quarterspan section, i.e., a total of 6 tendon locations are required.
Required prestressing force at each tendon location. The required prestressing force is 120
kips.
PT tendon locations along the beam depth. The number of PT tendon locations corresponding
to various beam depths is also specified in the MDOT Bridge Design Guides (see Table 2). A
beams that is less than 33 in. deep requires only one tendon at mid-depth of the beam. A beam
that is at least 33 in. deep but shallower than 54 in. shall include a pair of tendons with one
tendon at each one-third point of the beam depth. If the beam depth is 54 in. or 60 inch, a total of
3 tendons are required; each tendon shall be located at each one-fourth point of the beam depth.
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Table 1. Required amount of transverse PT tendons along the Span Lengths Specified in
the MDOT Bridge Design Guides
Transverse Post-tensioning Tendon Locations
Locations
Total
1 at each end of beam with 2 at center of span 4
(11 ft apart)
Over 50 ft to 62 ft
1 at each end of beam with 1 at center of span 5
and 1 at each quarter point
Over 62 ft to 100 ft 1 at each end of beam with 2 at center of span 6
(11 ft apart) and 1 at each quarter point
Over 100 ft
1 at each end of beam with 5 equally spaced
7
between
Note: End of beam locations are usually 10 ft perpendicular from centerline of bearing.
Span Length
Up to 50 ft
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Table 2. Transverse PT tendon Locations along the Beam Depths Specified in the MDOT
Bridge Design Guides
Transverse Post-tensioning Tendon Locations along the Beam Depths
Beam Depth
At Each Location
Total
12 in.
1 tendon 5 1/2 in. below top of beam
1
17 in., 21 in., 27 in.
1 tendon at mid-depth of beam
1
33 in., 39 in., 42 in., 48 in. 1 at each 1/3 point of beam depth
2
54 in., 60 in.
1 at each 1/4 point of beam depth
3

Description of St. Clair Road Bridge
The St. Clair Road Bridge over the Maple River is located in Clinton County, Michigan. It is a simple span
bridge with a span of 85 ft (Figure 1). The bridge is 25 ft – 2 in. wide and includes 6 adjacent precast box
beams (Figure 2). It also includes 4 in. thick HMA wearing surface installed over a waterproofing
membrane. The bridge has a skew of 12 degrees (Figure 3). Design and detailing of the box beams,
particularly along the transverse direction (perpendicular to traffic direction), is addressed in the paper.
Details of shear keys, post-tensioning, beam production, and bridge construction are also discussed.
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Figure 1- Bridge elevation.
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Figure 2 - Cross section of the bridge.
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Figure 3 - Plan View of the bridge.
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BEAM DIMENSIONS
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This section presents the box beam section at both interior and fascia beams. It also addresses the shear
keys including both vertical shear keys between adjacent box beams and horizontal shear keys at the
transverse PT locations.
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Beam Section
Figure 4 shows a partial 3D model of two beamlines including a fascia beam and its adjacent interior
beam. Dimensions of the beams are illustrated in Figure 5. The beams are 2 ft – 9 in. deep. The interior
box beam is 4 ft wide at the bottom flange and 3 ft -10 in. wide at the top flange. The flange thickness is 6
in. at the bottom and 6 ½ in. at the top. Both webs are 5 in. thick at the interior beam.
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The section of the fascia beam is similar to the interior beam except the following: 1) the width of its top
flange is 3 ft – 11 in., slightly wider than that of the interior beam, since the exterior face of the fascia
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beam does not have vertical shear keys; 2) the top flange thickness is increased to 8 inch, which is to
allow for sufficient embedment of anchor bolts used for connecting the bridge railing; and 3) the exterior
web is widened from 5 in. to 10 in. to accommodate the transverse PT anchorages.

Figure 4 - 3D model of the fascia and interior
beams.
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Figure 5 - Sections of fascia and interior beams
(Section A-A).

Shear Key
Both vertical and horizontal shear keys are included in the beams to allow for overall structural integrity.
Details of the female-to-female vertical shear key are shown in Figure 5. At the shear key locations away
from PT tendons the width of the shear key is 2 ¼ in. at the bottom of the beams and is widened to 5 ¼
in. at the beam webs. The width of the shear key is reduced to 4 ¼ in. at the top of the beams. At the
transverse PT locations the shear key is 5 ¼ in. wide along most of the beam height (Figure 6). Figure 7
shows an isometric view of the shear keys. The shear key is widened at the PT locations to allow for
access and space to maneuver the tendons at the joint so that they can be threaded through all beams
properly. Figure 8 illustrates the dimensions of the shear key at a transverse PT location. A plan view of
the shear key at the PT location and corresponding dimensions are given in Figure 9. It can be seen that
horizontal shear keys are created at the PT locations due to the widened joint as compared to the typical
shear keys.

Figure 6 – Shear key between the fascia and
interior beams at a PT location (Section B-B).

Figure 7- Isometric view of shear keys.
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Figure 8- Dimensions of the shear key at the
transverse PT.

Figure 9- Plan view of shear key at the
transverse PT.
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BEAM DESIGN
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The longitudinal design of the beams is briefly discussed. Analysis and design of the transverse PT is
described in detail.
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Longitudinal Design of Beams
The longitudinal beam design was performed using LEAP’s CONSPAN software. The beam concrete
strength is 8,000 psi at 28 days and 6,000 psi at prestress release. The interior beam includes 21 bottom
strands in two rows (0.6 in. diameter, Grade 270 ksi, low relaxation) and 4 top strands (Figure 10). Also
shown in Figure 10 are the reinforcing details. Figure 11 shows the strand pattern and reinforcement
details in the fascia beam. The number and locations of the strands at the fascia beam slightly differ from
the interior beam. The strand locations are intended to avoid conflicts with the PT anchorages and
minimize the differential camber between the adjacent beams, while satisfying the particular loads at the
fascia beam. The estimated differential camber between the interior and fascia beams is approximately
1/8 in. at the time of beam erection.

Figure 11- Reinforcement in the fascia beam.

Figure 10- Reinforcement in the interior beam.
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Transverse Post-tensioning
The PCI Bridge Design Manual (BDM) suggested the required transverse PT force, which was developed
by El-Remaily et al. to achieve sufficient transverse stiffness and keep differential deflection within an
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acceptable limit (1). The PCI BDM provides charts showing the required transverse PT force accounting
for beam dimensions, bridge span, and skew. These charts were developed based on a grid analysis
considering the AASHTO HS-25 truck load.
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Hanna, Morcous, and Tadros followed the same approach and updated the charts in the PCI BDM
accounting for the AASHTO HL-93 live loads (4). They further suggested an equation to determine the
required amount of post-tensioning force as follows:

7

=

0.9

− 1.0

8

Where

9

D = box beam depth

≤

0.2

+ 8.0

10

W = bridge width

11
12

KL = correction factor for span-to-depth ratio = 1.0 + 0.003

13

Ks = correction factor for skew angle more than 0 degree = 1.0 + 0.002
L = bridge span

14

θ = skew angle
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This equation was followed to determine the required transverse PT in the St. Clair Road Bridge. As a
result, a total of six pairs of PT tendons are provided. The tendons are spaced at approximately 16 ft
along the beam length. Each pair of tendons consist of one tendon at the beam top slab and one tendon
at the bottom flange. Each tendon includes 3-0.6 in. diameter, Grade 270 ksi mono-strands. The
individual seven-wire strand is coated with corrosion inhibiting grease and encased in polyethylene
sheathing according to ASTM 416. No grouting is required after the post-tensioning. Since the PT
tendons are located at the beam flanges, no intermediate diaphragms are included in this bridge.
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Figure 10 shows the PT ducts (in dashed lines) in an interior beam, which are placed right on the
pretensioning strands in the beam top and bottom flanges. Similarly, Figure 12 presents the transverse
PT details in the fascia beam including the ducts and anchorages. An isometric view of the beams is
given in Figure 13 illustrating the blockouts for PT anchorages. Plan view and elevation view of the
blockouts are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 12- PT details at the fascia beam.

Figure 13- 3D view of beam at the transverse PT
anchorage.
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Figure 14- Plan view and elevation of beams at the transverse PT.
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BEAM PRODUCTION
Flat PT ducts were originally specified in the Contract Drawings. They were revised to corrugated steel
ducts based on the feedback from the PT supplier and the fabricator; the change was due to the concern
on the tight tolerance if flat PT ducts are used. As a result, corrugated steel ducts, 2 3/8 in. outside
diameter, were specified in the Contract Drawings. It is critical to place the transverse PT ducts properly
in the box beams to ensure proper installation of PT tendons at the site. The fabrication tolerance of PT
ducts was specified to be 1/4” in the Contract Drawings.
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To reduce the cost the corrugated steel ducts were replaced with PVC pipes at the time of beam
production. Also, PVC pipes are much stiffer than the corrugated steel ducts, which avoids possible
deformation along the ducts during concrete placement. The ends of the PVC pipes were firmly secured
by attaching them to the steel forms. Prior to the installation, the ends of the pipes were required to be
sealed to prevent entry of water and debris.
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Figure 15 illustrates placement of the reinforcement in the bottom flange and webs of a beam. Also
shown in Figure 15 are the PVC pipes that house the transverse PT tendons. Figure 16 shows stay-inplace foam blocks that are attached to the reinforcement to avoid possible movement at the time of
concrete placement. Figure 17 presents a side view of two interior beams that are stored in the precast
yard. Figure 18 shows the shear keys at the locations of the transverse PT. A photo of a fascia beam is
given in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the PT anchorage blockout, where a cast iron assembly is installed in
the beam.
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Figure 15- Reinforcement placement in a beam.

Figure 16- Placement of foam blocks in a beam.

Figure 17- Side view of interior beams that are
stored in the precast yard.

Figure 18- View of shear keys.

Figure 19- Fascia beams in the precast yard.

Figure 20- View of a PT anchorage blockout.
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BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
The bridge construction sequence is listed as follows:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Install the precast box beams (Figure 21).
Seal the longitudinal joints between beams.
Thread the transverse PT tendons.
Grout the longitudinal joints.
Perform the transverse PT.
Encapsulate the PT anchorages with high strength non-shrinkage grouts.
Place the barriers (Figure 22).
Install the waterproofing membrane and HMA wearing surface (Figures 23 and 24).

The most critical construction step is related to the transverse PT, particularly installation of the PT
tendons. It is believed that the PT tendons were threaded once one beam was installed it its position. As
a result, the transverse PT procedure was performed smoothly. The bridge was open to traffic in July
2014.

Figure 21- Beam erection at the site.

Figure 22- Side view of bridge under
construction.
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Figure 23- Completed bridge.

Figure 244- Bridge open to traffic.
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CONCLUSIONS
The St. Clair Road Bridge has been successfully constructed using an innovative transverse PT system.
Intermediate diaphragms are completely eliminated because PT tendons are placed in the beam top and
flanges. This PT system greatly enhances the ability to control differential twisting between adjacent
boxes. This innovative system is expected to achieve better cost effectiveness, higher structural
performance, and improved durability. It facilitates the bridge construction due to the use of unbonded PT
tendons without involving grouting. It also accelerates the construction by eliminating the need to form
and cast a concrete deck on top of the beams.
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SECOND GENERATION OF PRECAST CONCRETE DECK SYSTEM
NUDECK

ABSTRACT
The first generation of precast concrete deck system, NUDECK, developed by
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) for Nebraska Department of Roads
(NDOR), was implemented on the Skyline Bridge, Omaha, NE in 2004. The
project was highly successful and received two PCI Awards of Excellence.
The second generation of precast concrete deck system NUDECK was
developed recently to further simplify precast panel/girder production, speed
up bridge superstructure construction, and improve deck durability. The
second generation of NUDECK consists of full-width full-depth precast
concrete deck panels that are 12 ft long to minimize the number of deck panels
and transverse joints, and consequently accelerate bridge construction. It also
uses covered individual pockets and bundled shear connectors at 4 ft spacing
to simplify panel and girder production and eliminate the need for deck
overlay. Precast deck panels are pre-tensioned in transverse direction and
post-tensioned in the longitudinal to enhance deck durability and achieve the
same service life of other bridge components.
This paper presents the first implementation of the 2nd generation of
NUDECK system to the Kearney East Bypass project in Kearney, NE. The
project consists of twin bridges: the south bound bridge constructed using
conventional cast-in-place deck; and the north bound bridge constructed
using the 2nd generation NUDECK system. Each bridge is a two-span
continuous bridge that is 41 ft 8 in. wide and 332 ft long. Each span is 166 ft
long and consists of five precast/prestressed concrete girders (NU1800) at 8 ft
6 in. spacing. The paper presents the construction sequence of the new system
and proposed design and construction details.

Keywords: Precast Deck, Accelerated Bridge Construction, Interface Shear, Shear
Connectors, Post-tensioning
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INTRODUCTION
Full-depth precast concrete deck systems have several advantages over cast-in-place (CIP)
concrete decks in bridge construction, such as improved construction quality, reduced
construction time and impact on traveling public, possible weight reduction, and lower bridge
life-cycle cost. The quality of precast concrete decks is superior to field-cast concrete decks
because production occurs in a controlled plant environment eliminating the variability in
quality due to weather conditions, casting operations and curing. Moreover, shrinkage cracking
is eliminated in precast concrete deck systems due to the use of high performance concrete,
two-way prestressing, and delayed composite action with supporting girders.
Precast concrete deck systems can be designed as composite or non-composite with the
supporting girders. Although the non-composite deck system is more economical and less
complicated to fabricate and erect, it requires relatively large girders to carry traffic loads
without aid from the deck system as in the composite system. Therefore, composite deck
systems are more common due to their superior structural performance and overall
superstructure cost. Existing full-depth composite precast concrete deck systems have used
either continuous open channel along the girder lines or open individual pockets at 2 ft
maximum spacing to accommodate the shear connectors1. These decks had to be overlaid and
their shear channels/pockets had to be filled with expensive commercial grout, in addition to
the complicated post-tensioning procedures used. These operations increased the construction
cost and duration significantly and reduced the attractiveness of precast concrete deck systems.
The objective of this research was to develop a precast concrete deck systems that addresses
the shortfalls of existing systems by having the following features:
 Easy to fabricate full-width full-depth precast concrete deck panels that are 12 ft long
to minimize the number of panels and cast-in-place transverse joints.
 Individual shear connectors at 4 ft spacing to simplify girder production and minimize
conflicts during panel erection.
 Covered individual shear pockets at 4 ft spacing to simplify panel production and
eliminate the need for deck overlay.
 Lifting inserts are located at the shear pockets to minimize panel penetrations.
 Two-way prestressing (transverse pre-tensioning and longitudinal post-tensioning) to
control cracking and increase the service life of the deck.
 Post-tensioning strands located underneath the deck to eliminate the need for threading
strands through embedded ducts, which simplifies the construction.
These features were determined based on Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR) experience
in the construction of the Skyline Bridge, Omaha, NE in 2004 2. Although this project was
highly successful and received two PCI Awards of Excellence, several developments were
proposed to further improve the constructability of precast concrete deck systems. These
developments were investigated analytically and experimentally in this research, which led to
the 2nd generation of precast concrete deck system, known as NUDECK. For more information,
refer to the final report titled “Implementation of Precast Concrete Deck System NUDECK”3.
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2ND GENERATION NUDECK SYSTEM
In this system, each full-depth full-width precast deck panel is 12 ft long and has three covered
shear pockets at 4 ft spacing along each girder line. The panel is pre-tensioned in the transverse
direction and reinforced in both transverse and longitudinal directions. The pockets are made
of HSS steel section with welded anchor bars and lifting inserts to simplify panel production
and minimize panel penetrations. Figure 1 shows the dimensions and detailing of shear pockets
with and without lifting inserts. These pockets are similar to those developed within the
NCHRP 12-65 project but modified to have at least 2 in. tolerance around shear connectors,
adequate anchor to deck concrete, and lifting inserts4. Shear connectors embedded in the girder
are made in assemblies, each consists of two high strength threaded rods with welded nuts as
shown in Figure 2. This shear connector assembly can adjust the height of the connector to
ensure adequate embedment in the shear pocket and compensate for camber variability.

Figure 1: Detailing of shear pockets with (left) and without (right) lifting inserts

Figure 2: Shear connector assembly
3
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Figure 3: Views of a typical panel and its connection to the girder
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Precast deck panels are installed and supported by bent plates welded to the metal tabs
embedded in the girder top flange as shown in Figure 3. The deck support system is used to
adjust the deck elevation and create the haunch area required for post-tensioning strands. Posttensioning strands are located in the haunch below deck panels to simplify erection. Strands
are raised within the end panels to the middle of the deck using deviators similar to those using
in draped pretensioned components as shown in Figure 4. Strands are anchored unconventional
anchor box designed and fabricated specific to this application. Transverse joints are grouted
prior to post-tensioning strands, while haunch area and shear pockets are filled with selfconsolidated concrete (SCC) after post-tensioning through grouting ports at top of each pocket.
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Figure 4: Views of an end panel and its connection to the girder
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The 2nd generation of NDECK system is being implemented in the construction of Kearney
East Bypass connects 11th street to the 56th street over the US-30 and Union Pacific Rail Road
in Kearney, NE. The project consists of twin bridges: the south bound bridge will be
constructed using conventional cast-in-place deck; and the north bound bridge will be
constructed using the precast concrete deck system. Each bridge is a two-span continuous
bridge that is 41 ft 8 in. wide and 332 ft long. Each span is 166 ft long and consists of five
precast/prestressed concrete girders NU1800 (71 in. deep) at 8 ft 6 in. spacing. Each bridge has
a 14o skew angle and 2% cross slope. The north bound bridge has a total of 28 precast concrete
deck panels (26 typical panels and 2 end panels). Each full-width panel is 8 in. thick, weighs
50,000 lbs, and has 15 shear pockets: Eight type A (lifting pockets) and seven type B (nonlifting pocket). The panel dimensions and reinforcement is shown in Figure 5. The project is
being scheduled for construction starting the summer of 2014.
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Figure 5: Plan and sectional views of a full-width panel
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
The construction sequence of NUDECK precast concrete deck panels in the Kearney East
Bypass project is presented in details in the following twenty steps. These steps are presented
using a 3D animation that can be viewed in YouTube using the following link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOqcmkik_4Y
1- Fabricate 10 precast prestressed concrete NU1800 bridge girders using the approved
mixture.
2- Fabricate 28 full-depth full-width precast prestressed concrete deck panels (26 typical
panels and 2 end panels) using approved mixture.
3- Erect all the 10 girders (five girders per span) using the provided lifting points. It is highly
recommended that the alignment of shear connectors is checked using a steel template that
was used earlier in panel and girder fabrication to ensure that shear connectors in all girder
lines match the shear pockets in all precast deck panels within the allowed tolerance.
4- Form, reinforce, and pour the two end diaphragms and the pier diaphragm up to the level
of the girder top flange using the approved mixture and after applying bond breaker to the
embedded girder faces.
5- Conduct shim shots every 6 ft on the edges and center of each girder line to determine the
actual profile of the cambered girders prior to deck placement.
6- Attach the deck support system, made of bent plates/angles, by welding them to the girder
metal tabs to achieve the desired deck elevation and a minimum 2.5 in. thick haunch.
7- Attach extruded polystyrene panels to the diaphragm concrete between girders using
approved adhesive to fill the gap between the deck panels and diaphragm concrete between
girders.
8- Adjust the height of shear connectors by cranking them up to get 5 ± 1/8 in. embedment in
the deck.
9- Attach compressible material to the top of the deck support system to eliminate any gaps
between the deck soffit and the deck support system.
10- Lay down 12-0.6 in. diameter post-tensioning strands on top of each girder for the full
length of the bridge and thread them through the corresponding openings in the end
deviators.
11- Lay down 10#8 negative reinforcement bars on the top flange of each girder over the
intermediate support. Bars should be staggered and supported using chairs to avoid conflict
with strands.
12- Lift each deck panel using the specified eight lifting points and place it on the deck support
system.
13- Use backer rod to fill the gaps between adjacent deck panels and clean and moist the joint
surfaces.
14- Pour flowable concrete/grout in the transverse joints between deck panels using an
approved mixture.
15- Raise post-tensioning strands at the ends of each girder line to the mid-height of the deck
and thread them through the holes of the anchor plates which are supported on the anchor
block.
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16- Weld bulkhead plates and tension individual post-tensioning strands using mono-strand
jack starting from the middle and moving symmetrically outward. Repeat this process for
each girder line starting from the middle one and moving symmetrically outward.
17- Pour the specified SCC to fill the gap between the deck soffit and girder as well as shear
pockets using the provided ports from the top of the deck. Moist girder top flange prior to
pouring the SCC. Pouring should continue until the concrete overflow from the provided
vents.
18- Form, reinforce, and pour approach slabs and the area around post-tensioning blocks in the
deck
19- Form, reinforce and pour the rails.
20- Grind the top surface of the finished deck up ½ in. to ensure a leveled ridding surface.
FABRICATION AND LIFTING DEMONSTRATION
A full-scale bridge deck panel was fabricated by Concrete Industries, Inc. (CI) on April 25,
2013 to demonstrate panel lifting and evaluate the performance of the proposed lifting inserts.
The panel has an average 4-day release strength of 6,765 psi and an average 28-day strength
of 9,293 psi. The demonstration was conducted by lifting the panel at the eight lifting inserts
located in the shear pockets type A and visually inspecting the panel for cracking. This
investigation was conducted at the precast yard on May 8, 2013 by precast staff under the
supervision of NDOR bridge engineers and UNL researchers. Figure 6 shows the panel before
lifting, spreader beam, and crane used in lifting the panel. Figure 7 shows tightening the coil
nuts after placing the coil rod and swivel plate.

Figure 6: Demonstration panel before lifting and the spreader beam
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Figure 7: The coil rod with nuts and swivel plates used for panel lifting
Figure 8 shows the soffit of the demonstration panel while being lifted for inspection. The
thorough visual inspection has indicated that no cracking or any type of damage has been
observed at the top or bottom surface of the panel during or after lifting, which confirms the
adequacy of the lifting insert design and the excellent performance and stiffness of the deck
panel during handling.

Figure 6.8: Photos of the soffit of the demonstration panel during lifting
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the design, detailing, and construction sequence of the 2nd generation of
the precast concrete deck system (NUDECK) proposed for implementation in the Kearney East
Bypass project in Kearney, NE. Based on the experience with design, fabricating, and testing
a full-scale specimen, the following conclusions could be made:
1. Full-width full-depth precast concrete deck panels that are 12 ft long can be fabricated,
transported, and erected efficiently, which minimizes the number of CIP joints.
2. Large diameter shear connectors (1.25 in. diameter) can be bundled at 48 in. spacing,
which minimizes the number of shear pockets and simplify panel and girder production
as well as panel erection.
3. The use of greased threaded rods as shear connectors allows adjusting the height of
those connectors after girder erection to accommodate camber variability and ensure
adequate embedment on the connectors inside the shear pockets.
4. Covered shear pockets with 4 in. diameter holes is adequate for grouting the haunch
area and shear pockets using self-consolidating concrete (SCC). This eliminates the
need for deck overlay and accelerates bridge construction.
5. Panel lifting inserts can be located at the shear pockets, which minimizes panel
penetrations and simplify panel forming.
6. Panel post-tensioning strands can be located underneath the deck to eliminate threading
strands through deck reinforcement or embedded ducts, which simplifies construction.
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TEMPORARY SHELTERS SUPPORT YEAR ROUND BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
Charles Smail, Shelter Structures, Inc., (800) 330-9294, csmail@shelterstructures.com
ABSTRACT
Shelter Structures, Inc. has developed a building system that mitigates weather conditions and enables
bridge construction activity to proceed on schedule twelve months a year. Predictable concrete
production scheduling is challenging, especially in northern climates and rainy climates. Our system
enables high confidence construction scheduling by mitigating seasonal delays and facilitating year round
bridge construction. The result is more efficient and economical utilization of equipment and labor.
Shelter Structures, Inc. is a small business headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania that specializes
in manufacturing steel framed, fabric covered buildings. The staff is often requested by clients to design
products that have particularly unique requirements or details. As a business that prides itself on
providing excellent service while manufacturing a quality product, Shelter Structures does not shy away
from accepting these orders and customer requests. Every client and design is different and each is
approached creatively. While Shelter Structures does not claim to be a bridge construction expert, one
fact is known for certain; the one thing contractors can’t plan for, which can impede a bridge construction
schedule and budget, is weather.
Shelter Structures became involved in bridge construction as customers made requests for weather
protection solutions that allowed construction to proceed without regard to the weather. According to
these customers, solutions to these challenges enabled them to budget more accurately, control
construction costs and insure timely completion. Bridge construction in northern climates is often limited
to seasons in which the weather is consistently above freezing. Any bridge construction that includes
pouring bridge decking is typically not scheduled during winter, which means that crews and equipment
cannot be fully utilized throughout the year.
In the State of New York, for example, concrete forms cannot be poured, nor can road beds be poured, if
the ambient temperature falls below 7°C (44.6°F). Even if the ambient temperature is above 7°C, if it is
expected to fall to 0°C (32°F) during the curing period, the concrete cannot be poured. The curing period
in the State of New York is a minimum of 7 days. In some parts of the country, seven days without any
below freezing temperatures is rare once you enter late fall or even earlier. (See reference)
Today it is commonplace to utilize precast concrete deck segments in bridge construction. The size and
number of the segments often dictates they must be cast outside of conventional facilities and that places
their production schedule at risk for weather delays. Several of Shelter Structures’ clients are pre-cast
concrete manufacturers and some of these companies produce large concrete bridge sections for
segmental bridges. These companies must contend with the same weather issues that conventional castin-place contractors face.
While it is possible to pre-load the casting schedule, that would require additional capital and will not
protect the project from delays resulting from extraordinary weather. In response to customer requests for
solutions Shelter Structures has developed two types of unique products. One product line consists of
mobile, frame mounted structures to protect large bridge section casting beds from weather while the
second encapsulates highway bridges so that a controlled work environment can be maintained above
freezing temperatures.
A review of three of Shelter Structures’ projects will demonstrate how these solutions have enabled
bridge contractors to be more productive and more profitable.
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Example 1: Port Mann Bridge
The construction of the Port Mann Bridge in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada was the first to utilize
this new Shelter Structures’ product. The bridge is 10 lanes wide, 6,600 feet (2011 meters) long and cost
$820 million. This bridge is one of the longest in North American and one of the widest in the world. It was
clear to the contractor that some sort of weather protection was required to comply with contract timeline
requirements. The customer developed production plans for the bridge sections utilizing five casting
stations positioned around a tower crane for loading completed sections for transport to the job site
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Precast Laydown Plan

The customer’s initial design to manage weather conditions was a conventional structure with a flat roof.
(Figure 2) This design depicts a bridge crane supporting a heavy steel decking assembly. This is an
example of applying traditional construction techniques to solve a weather protection problem. This would
have worked in a more favorable environment, however, the requirement to support a ground snow load
of 60 pounds per square foot (psf) (2.85 kPa) in Vancouver dictated that the roof frames and the
supporting structures would have to be designed to safely support more than 175,000 pounds (80,000 kg)
of snow.

Figure 2 - Initial Customer-proposed Flat Roof Design

While it is possible to design such a clear span flat roof structure, the customer quickly learned that it was
not practical from a cost perspective. An additional hindrance to concrete finishing efforts was the
project’s location in an area that averaged 265 rainy days each year. The solution produced by Shelter
Structures was a steeply sloped gable profile structure (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 - Shelter Structures Proposal - Profile View

The shape of these structures meant that the roof only needed to support a 30 pound (1.44 kPa) snow
load. The gable profile further reduced the size of the frame members and the weight and cost of the
project. A further savings was realized because of the economies related to the installation of fabric
covered frame structures. Installation time and costs are substantially lower than required for
conventional structures.

Figure 4 - Shelter Structures Precast Pit Cover Installed

The five structures were mounted on support structures 20 feet (6 meters) above ground, as shown
above. Each was mounted on Hilman rollers modified with the addition of bottom rollers that provide uplift
protection. The structures traveled along the tracks and were powered by bridge crane wheel blocks
mounted to the shelter frame and controlled remotely.
After the Port Mann Bridge opened to traffic in 2012 the shelters were disassembled, transported and
reassembled at a new construction site. An additional benefit of the structures is that they can be
redeployed easily and for moderate cost compared to conventional structures. This supports a “just in
time” fabrication schedule and avoids the expense of schedule delays. The five mobile, self-propelled
shelters allowed them to operate continually, no matter what climate issues occurred. The customer
stated that they could not have done the job without Shelter Structures.
Example 2: Whitestone Bridge
A project with conventional bridge construction required a different approach. A Shelter Structures
customer was working on a project that required pouring new decking on an elevated section of highway
and they needed to create a sealed environment in which the temperature could be controlled. A second
challenge for this project was that the section to be paved was not straight. It roadway had a radius of
approximately 1,200 feet (366 meters). A photo of the completed bridge project is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Whitestone Bridge Approach Project

This customer did not have a preconceived plan for this project so the design began with a clean slate. In
addition to a roadway that was curved, the road surface was sharply sloped. The solution was the design
of a cable tensioned frame structure 54 feet wide by 320 feet long and 26 feet high. (16.5 meters x 98
meters x 8 meters). Cables ran the length of the structure and were anchored to the road bed beyond
each end of the structure. The use of the cables provided several benefits. If conventional horizontal
bracing been used each section over the arch would have been a different length. This would have
complicated installation and the components would have been considerably more expensive. The cable
design saved overall cost and installation time.

WHITESTONE SHELTER

Figure 6 - Whitestone Isometric View
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Figure 7 - Whitestone Plan View

Figure 8 - Whitestone Side View
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Figure 9 - Whitestone End Wall

Example 3: Belt Parkway
This shelter is very different from others we have provided to the construction industry. This shelter is
designed so that the width may be easily modified for future bridge projects of different sizes. The gable
frame trusses can be readily modified; additional roof segments may be added for wider bridges and
shorter sections may be substituted for narrower applications. The customer’s use of this technology
gives them a significant competitive advantage and the ability to perform work when competitors cannot.
It gives the ultimate customer a way to accelerate needed roadway repairs. This construction firm now
owns a secure environmental containment system to control curing temperatures and enable them to
better guarantee on time project completion. They have the prior achievement to prove it.

Figure 10 - Belt Parkway Installation
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Figure 11 - Belt Parkway End Wall Detail

Conclusion
This essay has focused on three construction site projects but Shelter Structures buildings can also be
used for support functions. Various pre-stressed concrete beam fabricators use our systems to enable
them to cast large beams year
round in northern climates. Fabric
covered buildings can and should
become an integral part of
roadway and bridge construction
planning. They are a cost effective
approach to overcoming the ever
present
weather
challenge.
Shelter Structures’ products and
systems are designed to mitigate
weather conditions, allow bridge
construction year round and are a
ready to fulfill this industry need.
Shelter Structures is happy to
share engineering information,
photographs and answer any
questions the audience may have
about this unique solution to a
long standing problem.
Figure 12 - Casting Concrete in Snowy Winter
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A New Steel Solution for Short Span ABC Bridge Replacements in Massachusetts
Thomas G. Zink, PE, Gannett Fleming, Inc., (856)802-9930, tzink@gfnet.com
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ABSTRACT
As an industry leader in the use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) technology, MassDOT chose
to replace a small bridge carrying River Road over Ironstone Brook in the Town of Uxbridge,
Massachusetts with a folded steel plate girder structure supported by prefabricated abutments. The first
application of its kind, folded steel plate girders are fabricated from a single steel plate of uniform
thickness that is then bent along multiple lines using a hydraulic metal press break to form an inverted tub
shaped section. A patented system applicable for spans up to 60-ft in length, this type of fabrication
eliminates costly details and processes that have made steel alternatives less competitive than other
materials for short span bridges.
INTRODUCTION
The Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) has proven once again that innovative
thinking and the willingness to incorporate new technologies into a bridge program can lead to the
successful acceleration of a bridge replacement project.
As an industry leader in the use of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) technology, MassDOT chose
to replace a small bridge carrying River Road over Ironstone Brook in the Town of Uxbridge, Worcester
County with a folded steel plate girder structure. The first application of its kind, folded steel plate girders
are fabricated from a single steel plate of uniform thickness that is then bent along multiple lines using a
hydraulic metal press break to form an inverted tub shaped section. A patented system applicable for
spans up to 60-ft in length, this type of fabrication eliminates costly details and processes that have made
steel alternatives less competitive than other materials for short span bridges. The need for welding is
significantly reduced, and the stability of the resulting girder shape eliminates the need for both internal
and external cross framing.
PROJECT NEED
The former two span bridge was constructed in 1900 and reconstructed in 1930. It consisted of an 18
inch deep reinforced concrete slab supported by stone masonry gravity abutments and a reinforced
concrete wall pier located in the waterway. Located on an urban local off-system roadway with an ADT of
approximately 3,300 vehicles, the bridge carried two lanes of traffic with no shoulders and measured
approximately 26’-9” in total width and approximately 32-ft in length.
The former bridge railing consisted of guiderail supported by steel pipe posts bolted to the concrete slab.
The profile within the project vicinity is relatively flat, and the roadway crosses the waterway with no skew.
Based on previous inspections, the substructure was determined to be in “serious” condition due to the
deterioration of the mortar surrounding the abutment masonry. Combined with its substandard geometry
and safety features, MassDOT decided that a full structure replacement was in order.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
In March of 2009, Gannett Fleming, Inc. was selected by MassDOT to serve as the consulting engineer of
record for the replacement structure. During preliminary design, it was determined that the new bridge
would be constructed wider to accommodate a 12-ft lane and 4-ft shoulder in each direction. It was also
determined that the new bridge would consist of a single span with substructures placed behind the
masonry abutments to minimize disturbance to the waterway. The new structure would therefore be
approximately 50-ft in length and 35-ft in width and provide a 42-ft wide hydraulic opening between the
new abutments. In addition, the limited space on site would necessitate the complete closure of the
roadway throughout the duration of construction, resulting in a 4.5 mile detour. It was therefore decided
that the proposed structure type would need to be compatible with current Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) practices to minimize the duration of the detour.
Several alternatives were investigated as part of the MassDOT Type Study Selection process, including
adjacent precast concrete box beams, steel multi-stringers, and a concrete arch frame. However, the
characteristics present at this particular site were also compatible with an experimental system developed
by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln consisting of folded steel plate girders. In November of 2009,
MassDOT decided to utilize this project as a pilot for such construction, and Highway Bridge Services,
LLC of Lincoln, Nebraska was brought on board to perform the design of the girders and provide
assistance to Gannett Fleming for the inclusion of details and specifications into the bid documents.
FABRICATION
To accelerate construction, the design utilized four (4) 50-ft long, 24” deep folded steel plate girders, each
pre-fabricated with a 6.5” deep, 4 ksi concrete deck section attached using 3/4” diameter end welded
shear studs. Each beam utilized a single 0.50” thick, 50 ksi steel plate measuring 50-ft in length and 106”
in width. These dimensions were critical to ensure that the multiple bends could be made using a
standard press break. After bending them to the required shape, a minimal number of welded
components were then attached to the beams, including end plates, sole plates, and headed shear studs.
Four bolted flange separator plates were also attached to the bottom of each girder to help maintain
shape, and the entire beam was galvanized. The decks were then cast in a precast shop with the beams
oriented in an upright position with falsework supporting the cantilevers. The shipping width of each
interior superstructure module measured 10’-2” including headed rebars protruding 11” from each edge of
the precast slab. Each exterior module was 8’-7” in width including a single edge of protruding rebar and
an integral concrete curb cast along the exterior slab edge.
To further accelerate construction, the replacement bridge also incorporated precast concrete integral
abutments. Each abutment consisted of four match-cast precast concrete wall sections with a 2-ft
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diameter void formed at the base for installation over a steel H-pile. The design also called for the use of
a modular retaining wall system for the wingwalls. Formliners were specified for the exposed faces of the
new substructure components in an effort to replicate the masonry patterns of the former bridge.
The bid documents were developed for this $1.7 M project which also included approximately 600-ft of
roadway reconstruction in the approaches necessary to accommodate a slight alignment shift caused by
the widened bridge section. The design was completed in July of 2010, and the construction contract
was awarded to the John Rocchio Corporation of Smithfield, Rhode Island in October of the same year.
CONSTRUCTION
With the detour in place, the former bridge was demolished and the steel H-piles were installed for each
of the proposed abutments. The piles were set in 2.5-ft diameter augured holes that included a 5-ft long
embedment into rock. The piles were anchored to the rock using concrete, and the remainder of the void
surrounding the piles was filled with crushed stone. The piles were set to template with a small (1”) plan
tolerance. This was necessary to ensure proper alignment with the formed pile voids at the base of each
precast concrete wall panel. Four wall panels, each measuring 8’-10” wide and 4’-0” thick, were placed
over the piles at each abutment location. The panels were then locked together using sixteen (16) 1”
diameter bars set into transverse post tensioning ducts. Once tensioned, the ducts and anchorage blockouts were grouted, and the pile voids were filled with a 4 ksi self-consolidating concrete through metal fill
sleeves cast into the wall panels. This allowed the contractor to gravity feed the anchorage concrete from
the bridge seats. The contractor then installed a T-Wall type modular retaining wall system that served as
the bridges wingwalls.
The four superstructure modules were delivered to the site on October 7, 2011 and erected using a 240
ton Liebherr Model LTM 1200 boom crane. Since the approach fill had not yet been placed, the crane
could be positioned behind one of the new abutments without imposing any significant lateral pressure on
the substructure. The superstructure modules were delivered to the site one at a time, allowing the crane
to pick and place the modules with no more than a 90° swing. All four superstructure modules were
delivered and erected in a single day.
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Work continued by backfilling the abutments and placing embankment material while completing the TWall installation. The superstructure modules were then locked together using 4 ksi concrete closure
pours along their longitudinal interfaces. The modules were detailed to ensure that the protruding headed
rebars of one module would not interfere with the rebars of the adjacent module. Once the closure pours
were constructed and cured, the four modules began functioning as a unit. The backwalls and approach
slabs were also constructed simultaneously with the longitudinal closure pours. The deck was then
overlaid with a hot mix asphalt system, and a TL-4 metal bridge railing was installed using threaded rods
protruding from the precast concrete curbs.
CONCLUSIONS
Bridge replacement required thirteen weeks to complete, and the roadway was opened to traffic in
November of 2011. As this structure was the first folded steel plate girder bridge ever constructed and
placed in service, MassDOT decided to instrument the bridge components with strain gauges to monitor
stresses in the steel plates, deck, and closure pours. Performance is currently being monitored by the
University of Massachusetts.

MassDOT considers this project a success since a new technology was implemented at a competitive
price and resulted in a 28% reduction in on-site construction schedule when compared to a more
conventional adjacent precast concrete box beam alternative. In addition, their willingness to implement
an innovative structure type has opened the door to the industry to consider a steel alternative in a span
range generally dominated by precast concrete solutions.
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HODDER AVENUE UNDERPASS – INNOVATIVE MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
WITH ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE
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ABSTRACT
The Hodder Avenue Underpass is a new highway bridge in northwestern Ontario, Canada, that utilized an
innovative modular construction approach incorporating a full range of precast concrete elements and
extensive use of ultra-high performance fibre-reinforced concrete to expedite construction, overcome
construction challenges and achieve enhanced quality and durability.
INTRODUCTION
The Hodder Avenue Underpass is a new bridge construction at the interchange of Highway11/17 and
Hodder Avenue near the city of Thunder Bay in northwestern Ontario, Canada, and part of the overall
Highway 11/17 road expansion project in the region. The new structure has two 33.5 m long spans,
supported by two false abutments and a central pier (Fig. 1). The superstructure consists of 16 precast
prestressed high performance concrete (HPC) box girders connected by ultra-high performance fibrereinforced concrete (UHPFRC) shear keys and no top slab (Fig. 2). The bridge carries four lanes of traffic
and two sidewalks and spans over six lanes of highway traffic below.

Fig. 1.Hodder Avenue Underpass - Elevation

Fig. 2.Hodder Avenue Underpass – Cross-section
Northwestern Ontario is a relatively remote region with a harsh climate, short construction season and
frequent use of de-icing chemicals during winter that significantly increases the potential for corrosion. To
address the quality, durability and construction challenges, the owner – the Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario (MTO), and the engineering consultant – Hatch Mott MacDonald (HMM) decided to utilize an
innovative “bridge-out-of-a-box” solution with modular construction where almost all bridge components
were pre-fabricated in controlled facilities and assembled on site using UHPFRC connections. This
approach was made possible by the recent advancement in UHPFRC and the wider commercialization of
this advanced material in recent years.
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Bridge designs that are optimized for construction efficiency often suffer aesthetically. For the Hodder
Avenue project however, the new bridge's visual appeal is equally important for the owners as it is the
first structure that drivers encounter when approaching the city of Thunder Bay and located within close
proximity to the Terry Fox monument. In response, the team again turned to UHPFRC and developed a
visually appealing solution with the use of UHPFRC in the pier cap and pier columns to create a slender
and open form that is not otherwise achievable with conventional precast designs using regular HPC. The
pier cap design is particularly noteworthy as its use of prestressed precast UHPFRC in a recessed
configuration is unprecedented in North America.
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
Background
The modular construction approach involves precasting almost all structural components and assembling
them on site with cast-in-place joints. Although precast concrete elements are highly durable,
conventional jointing materials are often the weakest link in the system. UHPFRC joint fill is a key material
technology that overcomes this problem and enables the modular construction method. UHPFRC’s high
strength, increased bond capacity and fluidity allow the joints to be not only small and simple so that they
are practical to implement, but also strong and durable to ensure the overall quality and longevity of the
structure. UHPFRC is significantly stronger than conventional concrete and performs better in terms of
fatigue, abrasion and chemical resistance, freeze-thaw, carbonation and chloride ion penetration. The
material properties vary (depending on the product), but it can reach compressive strengths up to 200
MPa, and post-crack sustained tensile strengths up to 10 MPa (Fig. 3) [1].

Fig. 3. Compressive and tensile strength of UHPFRC in comparison with HPC [1,2,3]
Despite its superior properties, UHPFRC is not as widely used traditional as HPC primarily due to its cost.
However, it has in recent years become more commercially accessible and economically feasible for
infrastructure projects in North America.
Recognizing the need for stronger, more durable connections between precast concrete bridge elements,
Lafarge and the MTO began a collaboration in 2004 that resulted in development of the UHPFRC Joint
Fill solution. Their first project, considered a "world's first" using Lafarge's UHPFRC product, was
completed in 2006 on a small, single span highway bridge over the Canadian National Railway at Rainy
Lake, Ontario [4].
Since then, use of this solution has increased significantly in Canada and the U.S. To date, approximately
100 North American bridge projects have been completed, with UHPFRC connections in several areas
such as: abutments, ballast walls, slope walls, box girders, live-load continuity joints, curbs/sidewalks.
Today, the MTO continues to lead the way with repeated use of this solution in Canada. In the U.S., the
New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) has followed suit with UHPFRC connections on
numerous projects, the majority requiring quick rehabilitation or replacement of existing, deficient
structures [5].
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Previously, the NYSDOT would not consider closing an interstate highway due to high traffic volumes.
Now, thanks to experience gained from previous successes, they have the ability to replace bridge decks
during weekend closures. Perhaps the most critical ABC/UHPFRC project in 2011 was the Ramapo
River Bridge in the Village of Sloatsburg, NY. The original bridge was destroyed by Hurricane Irene and
the new one was designed, built, and reopened to traffic in just six weeks [4].
Acceptance of this new solution is increasing at a rapid pace. As of 2014, numerous bridges (containing
UHPFRC joint fill) have been completed or are very close to completion in the following states and
provinces: New York, Iowa, Massachusetts, Montana, Oregon, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio,
Washington, Utah, Nebraska, Virginia, Ontario, Manitoba and British Columbia. [5]
Application in Hodder Avenue Underpass
For the Hodder Avenue Underpass, all of its components except footings and columns were
prefabricated. These components include: a UHPFRC pier cap, UHPFRC pier column shells, HPC box
girders, sidewalks/parapet wall panels, abutment caps, ballast walls, slope paving panels and approach
slabs. A schematic of the precast components catalogue and the assembled bridge are shown in Fig. 4.
The connections between these components were all made of cast-in-place UHPFRC, examples of which
are given in Table 1.
Joint example

Table 1. Examples of UHPFRC joints in Hodder Avenue Underpass
Detail

Photo

(a) Shear key
between
girders

Photo credit:
Lafarge

(b) Continuity
joint over pier

Photo credit: HMM

(c) Approach
slab panel joint

Photo credit: HMM
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By utilizing the modular construction approach, the project pushed many of the construction procedures
off site and into the precast facility. The increased quality control in plants resulted in improved quality
and durability of the structure. At the same time, this approach also minimized traffic disturbance on site
and accelerated the speed of construction. For the Hodder Avenue project, the precast modular approach
reduced the construction period by 20% compared to conventional cast-in-place methods while the use of
UHPFRC allowed for the elimination of post-tensioning to join the modules together.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Schematics of: (a) Precast components catalogue; (b) Assembled bridge
Field-Cast UHPFRC
When field-casting UHPFRC, materials are typically batched in dual onsite mixers. For the Hodder
project, all premix materials were shipped in 2460 lb bulk bags and mixed in 0.665 cubic yard high-shear
onsite mixers, see Fig. 5. UHPFRC requires significant energy to mix and lubricate all its raw material
constituents (i.e., cement, silica sand, ground quartz and silica fume) within the powder matrix. Higher
energy completes the mixing process more quickly, resulting in a self-leveling UHPFRC.

Photo credit: Lafarge

Fig. 5. UHPFRC on-site batching operation
After batching, the fluid UHPFRC was placed into all the joints using buggies or wheelbarrows. To control
hydrostatic pressures throughout all connections, the joints were isolated to ensure complete filling. When
placing the self-leveling UHPFRC material into joints, it is important to take advantage of its fluid
characteristics. When discharged from the concrete buggy into the joints, UHPFRC spreads itself
throughout.
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Moving the discharge point to it always stays behind the 'leading edge' of the flow; the joint can be filled in
one continuous motion. Due to its self-leveling characteristics, UHPFRC was placed at the lowest end of
the joint using a top form to contain the concrete and moving toward the high end of the joint where a
chimney was placed (to ensure proper hydrostatic pressure within the joint and prevent low spots). To
avoid dehydration of the UHPFRC, all joints were immediately covered with resin-coated plywood (topform). After the initial hardened strength of the UHPFRC was achieved, the joints could be ground flush to
the precast elements if necessary.
To ensure proper quality of all field-cast UHPFRC material, a Lafarge representative was onsite during
casting to perform quality control testing and observe the batching and placing. Flow characteristics of
each batch were tested using a flow table (ASTM C230), which monitors the consistency of the mix,
similar to slump testing regular concrete (see photo of flow test). Compressive strengths were also
validated daily [6].
UNIQUE UHPFRC PIER CAP
To accentuate the slender appearance of the superstructure and to create visual openness, the design
incorporated a unique, inverted-T shaped pier cap, prestressed and precast fully with UHPFRC, which is
illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Pier cap cross-sections
Instead of the traditional approach of supporting the girders from below, this pier cap is recessed between
the two spans and is visually and structurally integral with the superstructure, providing a frame that
seems to go directly into the superstructure. This appearance may be achieved with conventional posttensioned cast-in-place superstructures, but extremely difficult with prefabricated elements. In this case,
the project team pushed the envelope by precasting the pier cap entirely with UHPFRC and creating a
design that takes full advantage of the material’s advanced properties.
Geometrically, the girders have dapped ends that sit on the ledges of the inverted-T beam. The pier cap
and girders are made composite using field-cast UHPFRC joints reinforced with stainless steel bars and
threaded bolts. This joint assembly is subjected to a complex set of forces because it serves not only to
join the pier cap with the girders, but also to longitudinally connect the two spans together over pier
support. The relatively shallow cross-section of the cap beam as a result of the geometric constraints
posed major design challenges, which were overcome by strengthening the pre-tensioning design to take
full advantage of the ultra-high strength of the material.
PIER COLUMNS
The use of advanced material for the pier cap – UHPFRC with compressive strength up to 200 MPa –
allowed the optimization of the pier design. The number of pier columns was reduced from four (in the
concept design) to three in the final design, opening up the structural frame and lightening up the space.
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The bridge columns would be frequently exposed to winter de-icing salt sprays which cause considerable
damage. Since UHPFRC is extremely low in porosity and has a high durability against chloride ingress, its
incorporation into the pier columns results in far more durable elements.
The unique design of the piers entailed prefabricating the aesthetically-shaped UHPFRC shell and then
filling it with standard reinforced concrete in the field. Each column has an octagonal shape which
transitions from a smaller constant dimension at the bottom to a flaring larger dimension towards the top.
This “flower vase” style column feature contributes to an overall sleek and elegant appearance of the
structure. Fig. 7 partially shows one of the three precast UHPFRC pier column shells prior to installation.

Photo credit: HMM

Fig. 7. Precast UHPFRC pier column shell
PRECASTING UHPFRC
Both the pier cap and pier columns were manufactured in a precast facility. The process is very similar to
field-casting UHPFRC, however ready-mix concrete trucks were used for batching. This allowed each of
the elements to be cast in one continuous motion in a controlled environment. The pier cap was cast like
an upside-down “T”, the same configuration it currently sits in the bridge. The UHPFRC was slowly cast
into the steel form and no vibration was used to help the UHPFRC flow through the congested
reinforcement. (see Fig.8)

Photo credit: Lafarge

Photo credit: Lafarge

Photo credit: Lafarge

Fig. 8. Pier cap during casting and final product
The pier cap was a challenge due to the amount of passive and active reinforcing. The precaster
(Lafarge) opted to use building information modeling (BIM) to locate conflicts of reinforcement within the
pier cap and between the pier cap and the box girders it would be meshed with.
As the inverted T-beam was designed only for the loads as a composite member, shoring towers were
constructed to take the dead load of the girders during erection and until the field-cast UHPFRC had been
placed and cured. These shoring towers also acted as a temporary camber correction for the pier cap.
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The 8.35m height and complex shape of the precast UHPFRC pier column shells proved to be
challenging. The columns were cast on an angle, using an inner and out-steel formwork. The inner steel
mould was self-collapsing to allow for initial shrinkage of the UHPFRC while the precast element was
hardening. The transition of the octagon shape from the constant cross-section to the flared cross-section
created challenges for: form manufacturing; casting of the UHPFRC; initial shrinkage allowances; and
stripping of the UHPFRC precast element.
To erect the UHPFRC shell pier columns, the original forms were shipped to the site. These were
wrapped around the elements before concrete infill placement. A robust steel support structure was
necessary to support the UHPFRC shell pier columns and T-beam until the concrete box girders had
been placed and the entire superstructure was made composite with the pier cap [6].
AESTHETICS
The project team decided early on to make aesthetics a priority due to the structure’s location as well as
the owner’s commitment and designer’s desire to innovate. Their focus was on the slenderness and
transparency of the design to complement and showcase the surrounding landscape. This was
approached with a combination of efficient engineering design and the utilization of the advanced
technology of UHPFRC.
Working out of a fully precast framework, the Hodder Avenue Underpass adopted the prestressed precast
box girder system with UHPFRC joints instead of a cast-in-place deck. Compared to other precast bridge
systems commonly used in Ontario, these box girders have a very slender profile. The superstructure
has a span-to-depth ratio of 29.1 (Fig. 9), much higher than the slab-on-girder system’s typical span-todepth ratio of 16 to 20 [4], and also higher than that of the post-tensioned cast-in-place voided slabs,
which are a bridge system often considered as a more slender alternative to the slab-on-girder system for
short-to-medium span bridges. Post-tensioned voided slabs have a recommended span-to-depth ratio
ranging from 20 to 27 [7,8].

Photo credit: Ministry of Transportation Ontario

Fig. 9. Completed structure
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The substructure is a key aesthetic feature for the Hodder Avenue Underpass. Instead of a conventional
pier design which would look heavy and out of proportion with the slender girders, the project team
designed a unique and innovative UHPFRC pier cap that is embedded within the superstructure.
Altogether, there are three pier columns, each formed into a sleek octagon shape with precast UHPFRC
shells. By removing the pier cap from the line of sight and optimizing the number and size of the pier
columns, visibility through the structure is greatly enhanced, creating a light and open appearance (Fig.
10).

Photo credit: HMM

Photo credit: Google

Fig. 10. Photos of pier in: (a) Hodder Avenue Underpass; and
(b) a typical highway bridge over Highway 404 in Ontario, Canada
AWARDS
In 2013, the Hodder Avenue Underpass was recognized for its innovative design, winning three industry
awards: the Ontario Concrete Award for Structural Design Innovation ; a Precast/Prestressed Concrete
Institute (PCI) Design Awards for: “Bridges with Main Span 76-150 ft” and; the prestigious PCI "Harry H.
Edwards Industry Advancement Award”.
CONCLUSION
The Hodder Avenue Underpass is a unique project that utilized an advanced modular construction
approach made possible by the extensive use of UHPFRC. This bridge is the first of its kind in North
America - with all structural and accessorial components except footings and columns precast and
assembled on site using cast-in-place UHPFRC joints. The innovative design and construction method,
taking advantage of the superior properties of UHPFRC, effectively achieved the owner’s requirements
for enhanced performance, durability, aesthetics and accelerated bridge construction. The elevated
aesthetic feature was achieved with the selection of a slender structural system, the design of a unique
UHPFRC pier cap embedded within the superstructure, and careful detailing of the pier columns. The
result is a resilient and elegant bridge structure that is built to last. The Hodder Avenue Underpass
demonstrates that the current technological advancements such as UHPFRC allows designers to step up
from the conventional solutions and create innovative designs that will improve the quality, durability and
the look of our bridges and infrastructure.
Importantly, the project also demonstrates that UHPFRC provides new solutions for accelerated and
remote area bridge construction which utilize precast concrete bridge components connected with fieldcast UHPFRC. By utilizing its combination of superior properties in conjunction with precast bridge
elements, bridge performance is advanced, accelerated and improved. See Figure 10 for the completed
structure.
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RECENT ABC PROJECTS USING LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
Reid W. Castrodale, PhD, PE, Expanded Shale Clay and Slate Institute,
(704) 904-7999, rcastrodale@escsi.org
ABSTRACT
Lightweight concrete has obvious benefits when used for precast elements on ABC projects. However,
some engineers may not be aware of the creative ways in which lightweight concrete has been used to
accelerate project completion in some recent projects. While lightweight concrete has been used to
facilitate rapid construction or allow the use of larger elements to avoid joints in a structure, it has also
been employed to accelerate project delivery in other more subtle ways, such as to allow reuse of existing
substructure elements, avoidance of providing additional piling, widening of bridges without modification
of the substructure or superstructure, reduced handling or shipping costs, and reduction of mass for
seismic design.
Brief reports on number of projects for which lightweight concrete was used in some way to accelerate
project delivery are presented. Projects include the earlier Woodrow Wilson Bridge near DC, the Skagit
River Bridge in WA, the Ben Sawyer Bridge in SC, the Scott Road Bridge in Allegheny County, PA, and
several bridges installed in UT using SPMTs.
INTRODUCTION
Lightweight concrete has obvious benefits when used for precast elements on ABC projects, such as
reduced weight for large precast elements which is helpful for shipping and handling. However, some
engineers may not be aware of the creative ways in which lightweight concrete has been used to
accelerate project completion in some recent projects. While lightweight concrete has been used to
facilitate rapid construction or allow the use of larger elements to avoid joints in a structure, it has also
been employed to accelerate project delivery in other more subtle ways, such as to allow reuse of existing
substructure elements, avoidance of providing additional piling, widening of bridges without modification
of the substructure or superstructure, reduced handling or shipping costs, and reduction of mass for
seismic design.
After an introduction to lightweight aggregate and lightweight concrete, brief reports on several projects
for which lightweight concrete was used in some way to accelerate project delivery are presented.
Lightweight Aggregate
Lightweight aggregate is a structural aggregate that is manufactured by expanding shale, clay or slate in
a rotary kiln at high temperature. The resulting aggregate is a vitrified ceramic material with internal pores
that is suitable for use as aggregate in concrete, but weighs about half as much as conventional
aggregates. More information on lightweight aggregate can be found on the website of the Expanded
Shale, Clay and Slate Institute (ESCSI), which is www.escsi.org, and in a number of other references,
especially the ACI Committee 213 report (1) and a chapter in an ASTM document (2). Properties of
lightweight aggregate to be used in structural concrete are specified in ASTM C330 (3) or its equivalent
AASHTO M195 (4).
Because the manufacturing of lightweight aggregate requires heat treatment of the raw materials at high
temperatures of up to 2200 deg. F, lightweight aggregate is more expensive than normal weight rock.
However, the benefit of reduced density can lead to savings in the design of a structure that can more
than offset the additional cost of the material.
When used in concrete, lightweight aggregate should be treated as a lighter rock. The material has
increased absorption, but this can be dealt with by adequate prewetting of the aggregate. When this
aggregate is used in concrete, the same proportioning, batching, transporting, placing, finishing and
curing methods can be used in the vast majority of applications, including concrete that is pumped.
Lightweight aggregate has been manufactured in the US since the early 1900s and it has been used in
concrete since the construction of several concrete ships during World War I (5).
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Lightweight Concrete
Lightweight concrete is a structural concrete in which some or all of the coarse and fine aggregate has
been replaced with lightweight aggregate. The use of lighter aggregate reduces the density of the
concrete. Design specifications in the US define two types of lightweight concrete:


Sand lightweight concrete, in which the coarse aggregate is lightweight but the fine aggregate
(sand) is normal weight.

 All lightweight concrete, in which all of the aggregate, both coarse and fine, are lightweight.
A third category of reduced density concrete is “specified density” concrete, in which normal and
lightweight aggregates are blended to achieve a desired density. The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications (6) do not currently acknowledge this class of reduced density concrete, but it can be used
in bridges by judicious use of the design provisions given for the other types of lightweight concrete.
Typical densities of lightweight concrete, considering the range of aggregate types available in the US,
are:


Sand lightweight concrete:

110 to 125 pcf



All lightweight concrete:

90 to 105 pcf

 Specified density concrete:
90 to 145 pcf
Lightweight concrete has been used in bridges since shortly after its introduction. A notable example is
the upper deck of the San Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge suspension spans where was constructed in
1936 of all lightweight concrete with an “air dry” density of 95 pcf. The original concrete is still in place on
these spans. It has had overlays on its wearing surface since it was installed. For such a long span
structure, the significant dead load reduction was a significant benefit.
Some material properties of lightweight concrete differ from normal weight concrete, but these are
addressed in the design specifications where necessary. It has also been found that lightweight concrete
has enhanced durability when its performance is compared to normal weight concrete of a comparable
quality (7).
RECENT ABC PROJECTS WITH LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
The following projects have utilized lightweight concrete in some way to accelerate construction. The
term “recent” is used loosely in a few cases where projects are significant.
First Woodrow Wilson Bridge near DC
An early example of using precast concrete for accelerating bridge construction was the redecking of the
first Woodrow Wilson Bridge just south of Washington, DC, that was completed in 1983. The project has
been described in an article that appeared in the PCI Journal (8).
For this bridge, precast deck panels were designed using sand lightweight concrete for the following
reasons:
 Since the concrete deck panels were lighter, the existing structure could support a thicker deck.
The original normal weight concrete deck had been too thin, which had led to its early deterioration.
 The reduced deck weight also allowed the roadway width to be increased several feet without
requiring any modifications to strengthen the existing superstructure or substructure elements.
 Since the precast concrete panels weighed less, the cost for shipping the panels from the precast
plant to the site, which was about 75 miles away, was reduced. The erection loads were also
reduced.
These benefits allowed reduced project cost and duration.
The specified “air-dry” density of the sand lightweight concrete was 115 pcf without reinforcement. The
use of lightweight concrete reduced the weight of the panels by about 20%. The “air-dry” density is
roughly equivalent to the equilibrium density.
The new lightweight concrete deck, which was post-tensioned in both the longitudinal and transverse
directions, performed well until it was replaced by a new structure to improve the traffic flow on this very
busy interstate.
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Photo of previous Woodrow Wilson Bridge project during construction.
THE I-5 BRIDGE OVER THE SKAGIT RIVER IN WA
One truss span of the I-5 bridge over the Skagit River collapsed when struck by over-height load in May
2013 (9). A temporary span was installed quickly to restore traffic on the important route. Immediately
after the collapse, WSDOT began the process to award an emergency design/build project to provide a
permanent replacement to the span. To accelerate construction of the replacement span, bidders were
allowed to reuse the existing foundations without modification if the total weight of the replacement span
did not exceed 915 tons.
The winning design/build team used sand lightweight concrete deck girders for the permanent span
replacement. The fresh density of the girder concrete was limited to 122 pcf. A design compressive
strength of 9,000 psi was required for the 162.3 ft long girders. The diaphragms and barriers were also
constructed of lightweight concrete. Using lightweight concrete allowed the completed structure to
achieve the weight limit. The bridge was constructed adjacent to the temporary span and was slid into
place during a weekend closure.

Photo of the lightweight concrete deck girders on temporary supports (9).
I-95 BRIDGES IN RICHMOND, VA
The heavily traveled bridges carrying I-95 over the James River through Richmond, VA, were replaced in
2002 using prefabricated full span units. It has been presented many times as one of the early ABC
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projects. The total bridge length was 4,185 ft, was comprised of 51 spans, and had a typical deck width
of 88.6 ft.
The deck was precast on the steel girders off-site, then the units were transported to the bridge and
placed. The bridge was designed with a sand lightweight concrete deck to reduce the weight of the
precast deck units. The lightweight concrete decks are exposed to traffic, i.e. there is no wearing surface,
and have performed very well.

Photo of the first I-95project in Richmond – after completion
A second contract to replace nine smaller overpass structures just north of the James River Bridge is
nearly complete (10). The bridges have again been designed using full-span units with a sand lightweight
concrete deck on steel girders. The use of sand lightweight concrete reduced the weight of the precast
slab unit by 16 tons or 12%. If all lightweight concrete had been used, the weight of the precast slab unit
would have been reduced by 26 tons or 20%.
THE BEN SAWYER BRIDGE IN SC
This project involved the replacement of a swing span and its approaches. The swing span was
constructed off-site and floated in and the approach spans were constructed off-line and slid into their
final location. A Highways for Life project report gives details of the project (11).
Both the swing span and approaches have sand lightweight concrete decks. Lightweight concrete was
used on the approaches to “keep the bridge weight within the load limit of the existing foundation.” The
deck on the swing span was a filled grid deck. Lightweight concrete was used to reduce the weight of the
movable span, as is often done.

Project photo from (11).
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THE SCOTT ROAD BRIDGE IN ALLEGHENY COUNTY, PA
This project in PA used lightweight concrete for fill in a grid deck used to replace a short single span
bridge (12). The use of lightweight concrete was proposed by the contractor to allow him to set the entire
bridge in one piece rather than using 2 pieces with a closure pour. This bridge was constructed in
Allegheny County, PA in the fall of 2012. The project was completed in 2013.

Setting the Scott Road Bridge as one piece.
THE BEACH BRIDGE IN NORTH HAVEN, ME
lightweight concrete was use in the precast, pretensioned NEXT beams used to replace the Beach Bridge
in North Haven, ME, in 2013 (13). It is thought that this was the first bridge constructed using lightweight
concrete NEXT beams. The two-span bridge replaced a deteriorated steel girder bridge. Lightweight
concrete was used to allow reuse of the existing pier, avoiding reconstruction of the pier on difficult soil
conditions. This allowed for more rapid construction of the bridge which was the only land access to part
of the island. The use of lightweight concrete was also helpful since the girders had to be shipped from
the mainland to the island.

Photo of completed project (13).
SEVERAL BRIDGES INSTALLED IN UT USING SPMTS
The initial bridges placed by self-propelled mobile transporters (SPMTs) in Utah had normal weight
concrete decks. The 3300 South Bridge over I-215, constructed in 2008, was the first bridge installed
using SPMTs that was designed with a sand lightweight concrete deck. Inspections of the deck after a
few years in service revealed that this bridge deck had less cracking than the normal weight concrete
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decks constructed and moved in the same or earlier years. In 2011, three bridges intended to be moved
with SPMTs were designed with sand lightweight concrete decks.
The use of lightweight concrete decks for these structures reduces the weight of the structure to be
moved, but also reduces the weight of the portion of the bridge overhanging the SPMTs. This is expected
to reduce the cracking in the decks during movement of the bridges. The use of lightweight concrete for
bridges moved by SPMTs is mentioned in the FHWA manual on the subject (14).
OTHER MAJOR BRIDGE PROJECTS
Lightweight concrete has been or will be used on the following major bridge projects, most of which
include some aspects of ABC:


Bayonne Bridge (NJ) - Sand LWC will be used for the new deck



Pulaski Skyway (NJ) - Sand LWC will be used for precast decks and filled grid deck



Portsmouth Memorial Lift Bridge (NH/ME) Sand LWC will be used for fill in grid deck for lift span



Walt Whitman Bridge (PA/NJ) [completed] - Sand LWC was used for fill in grid deck to reduce the
dead load which allowed recovery of the factor of safety in the cables

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown that lightweight concrete has been used in ABC project to provide a variety of
benefits. Most of the ABC projects with lightweight concrete have used lightweight concrete in bridge
decks. The advantages achieved are generally: reduced weight for improved design or rating; reduced
weight for construction; and reduced weight to allow reuse of existing substructure units.
Almost all projects to date have used sand LWC. However, all LWC can also be used where further
weight reduction is beneficial, especially for structure rehabilitation projects.
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DURABILITY OF LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE FOR ABC
Reid W. Castrodale, PhD, PE, Expanded Shale Clay and Slate Institute,
(704) 904-7999, rcastrodale@escsi.org
ABSTRACT
Lightweight concrete is often considered for elements of ABC projects to reduce weight and improve
economy for shipping and handling, and also structural efficiency. However, some engineers are
reluctant to use lightweight concrete because they think that it is not a durable material for bridge
construction. The porous appearance of the aggregate particles leads them to believe that the durability
of concrete made using lightweight aggregate would be less than required for transportation projects
exposed to the elements and traffic. Others feel that lightweight concrete is a new material that needs to
be proven before use in critical transportation structures.
This paper reviews references and test data for lightweight concrete using a range of lightweight
aggregate sources to show that lightweight concrete can be as durable as, and in many cases more
durable than, conventional concrete mixes. Properties of concrete that affect durability are considered.
The paper describes the performance of bridges and other structures in severe exposure conditions that
have been in service many years, demonstrating that lightweight concrete actually provides a durable
long-term solution for bridges.
INTRODUCTION
This paper provides information that demonstrates the durability of lightweight concrete. Lightweight
concrete is often considered for elements of ABC projects to reduce weight and improve economy for
shipping and handling, and also structural efficiency. However, some engineers are reluctant to use
lightweight concrete because they think that it is not a durable material for bridge construction. They are
skeptical that a porous aggregate could provide the durability required for transportation projects exposed
to the elements and traffic. Others feel that lightweight concrete is a new material that needs to be
proven before it is used in critical transportation structures.
This paper is based on an earlier paper by the author that presented an extensive review of research and
test data for lightweight concrete (1). Test data discussed includes results for different lightweight
aggregate sources and shows that lightweight concrete can be as durable as, and in many cases more
durable than, conventional concrete mixes of the same quality. Many of the properties of concrete that
affect durability are considered. In addition to test results, the good performance of several bridges and
other structures subjected to severe exposure conditions that have been in service many years is also
discussed, demonstrating that lightweight concrete can provide a durable long-term solution for bridges.
This current paper is limited in length, so it cannot address in full the details of available information on
the durability of concrete. For more information on the topic, as well as an introduction to lightweight
aggregate and lightweight concrete, the reader is referred to the earlier paper (1). Additional testing that
has been conducted since publication of the earlier paper confirms the findings mentioned in that paper.
For information on structural properties, design specifications and advantages of using lightweight
concrete for bridges, the reader is directed to two other papers by the author (2,3).
A number of leading engineers in the past have been convinced of the beneficial structural properties of
lightweight concrete, as well as its durability. An example is the following comments on high strength
structural lightweight concrete made by the internationally known engineer Ben Gerwick, Jr., in 1984 (4):
When confined, [lightweight concrete] has greater ductility, due to progressive crushing of the
aggregate. There are far fewer microcracks between paste and aggregate resulting in better
high cycle fatigue endurance. The lower modulus accommodates thermal and other
deformation strains with less cracking. Finally, the protection of the reinforcing steel from
corrosion under severe environmental exposure appears to be enhanced.
Thus we have a superior material available, originally chosen for its lighter density, which now
appears justified for use in sophisticated structures for many other reasons as well.
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A similar conclusion has been reached by several transportation agencies which are allowing the use of
lightweight aggregate or lightweight concrete as a strategy to reduce cracking in bridge decks. It has also
been found that the combination of the reduced modulus of elasticity mentioned by Gerwick and the
reduced coefficient of thermal expansion point to possible beneficial use of lightweight concrete for mass
concrete placements.
An encouragement to use lightweight concrete similar to the one given by Gerwick is found in the 1985
report prepared by T.Y. Lin International for FHWA (5):
Although there is no consensus of opinion concerning the suitability of lightweight concrete for
bridge structures, nor concerning experiences with its performance, it should be noted that the
material does have sufficient record of successful applications to make it a suitable construction
material for buildings and ships, as well as for bridges.
Sufficient information is available on all aspects of its performance for design and construction
purposes.
In recent years, several national and state research projects have been initiated to gather additional
information on the properties and behavior of lightweight concrete for bridge structures, including major
research projects by NCHRP (6) and FHWA (7), which have further strengthened confidence in the
material that was held by leading engineers nearly 30 years ago. With a better understanding of the
durability of lightweight concrete, it is hoped that bridge engineers today will begin to use the material
more widely to improve the durability and reduce the cost of bridges throughout the United States.
DURABILITY OF CONCRETE FOR BRIDGES
To provide long-term performance, concrete must resist the intrusion of water, chlorides and other
materials that can lead to corrosion, or other processes that can lead to the deterioration of the structure.
The concrete should therefore have these main characteristics:
 It must be “impermeable” to prevent intrusion of water and other agents by diffusion, etc., which
contributes to the onset of corrosion or other deterioration.
 It must be “crack free” to prevent direct entry of water, chlorides, and other materials which
contribute to the onset of corrosion or other deterioration. This includes both cracking visible on the
concrete surface and internal microcracking.
 It must have the proper internal structure to prevent freeze-thaw damage, which may be related to
the other two factors, since without internal water, freeze-thaw damage cannot occur.
 It must resist wear from traffic or water.
It seems that the majority of the recent efforts toward achieving durable structures have focused on the
first and third points listed above. However, if the concrete is cracked for whatever reasons, the
impermeable concrete between the cracks will not protect the reinforcement from corrosion. Similarly, a
crack free deck that has permeable concrete will not have good long-term performance since the water
can gain access to the interior of the concrete directly through the concrete. Therefore, concrete must
have all of the characteristics listed above to achieve the desired durability.
The proper delivery, placement, finishing and curing of concrete, as well as aspects of the structural
layout and design, play a very important role in the achievement of durability goals for any concrete
structure. However, these issues will not be discussed further here since the focus of this paper is on
durability aspects.
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE THAT ENHANCE DURABILITY
This first objection that is often heard from engineers when asked to consider the use of lightweight
concrete is that lightweight aggregate, which appears porous, must act like a sponge. Therefore, they
assume that water can easily penetrate the apparently porous lightweight concrete, leading to
deterioration from several causes.
This objection is understandable. Lightweight aggregate particles definitely have
holes or pores in them, as shown in the photo. The exposed pores on the
aggregate particles result in the lightweight aggregate having a higher
absorption than normal weight aggregate.
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However, the great majority of the pores in lightweight aggregate particles are not connected. Therefore,
while moisture is absorbed into pores that are exposed at the surface, it cannot move all the way through
an aggregate particle. If the particles were actually porous, with moisture penetrating deeply into or even
passing through the particles, the absorption would be much higher than is typically observed.
The internal condition of lightweight aggregate particles exposed to
water for an extended period has been visually demonstrated by
soaking a lightweight aggregate particle in a yellow fluorescent waterbased dye for 180 days. The particle was then cracked open and
exposed to a black light as shown in the photograph. The photo
reveals that the water and dye had penetrated into the interior of the
particle in only a few places where pathways existed for it to gain
access. The great majority of the interior of the particle showed no
evidence of the dye in the pores. Absorption at the time of test for
this particle was 8% by mass.
This idea is confirmed by Vaysburd (8) who notes that “although lightweight aggregates are usually very
porous, numerous investigations have demonstrated that lightweight aggregate concrete has a water
permeability equal to or lower than that of normal-weight concrete.”
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE THAT ENHANCE DURABILITY
The unique characteristics of lightweight concrete that contribute to enhanced durability are discussed in
this section. The contributions to durability of the different characteristics should be simple to understand.
However, some of the characteristics have complex interactions with other characteristics. Furthermore,
some characteristics affect several durability parameters, and some parameters will be affected by
several of the characteristics. This makes the separate discussion of each of the unique characteristics
somewhat difficult. Parameters that are typically measured to demonstrate durability will be discussed in
the next section, where evidence from field performance and test results are presented.
For some aspects of durability, such as wear and abrasion resistance, lightweight concrete does not
provide a unique benefit. Therefore, these issues are discussed with other durability parameters in the
next section.
Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ)
The interfacial transition zone, also referred to as the “contact zone”, is the layer of cement paste
surrounding each aggregate particle. In a very useful discussion of this topic, Holm and Ries (9) define
the term as representing “two distinctly different phenomena: (1) the mechanical adhesion of the
cementitious matrix to the surface of the aggregate, and (2) the variation of physical and chemical
characteristics of the transition layer of the cementitious matrix close to the aggregate particle.”
Deterioration of concrete can be attributed to a breakdown of the cementitious matrix or the aggregate,
which is usually assumed, or may be caused by the “breakdown in the contact zone causing a separation
of the still-intact phases. (9)” Therefore, the characteristics of the contact zone have a profound impact
on the durability and structural performance of the concrete.
Concrete has the potential to be impermeable to liquids and gases. However, this ideal is frequently not
achieved in practice because it requires full hydration of the portland cement and an absence of
microcracks around the aggregate which “form in the concrete during the hardening process as well as
later due to shrinkage, thermal, and applied stresses. (10)” It has been observed that the contact zone
surrounding lightweight aggregate is superior to the contact zone around normal weight aggregate (9), a
result of the improved bond between the cement paste and lightweight aggregate and other factors.
Other important discussions of this topic appear in Vaysburd (8) and Neville (11).
Internal Curing
Since lightweight aggregate has greater absorption than normal weight aggregates, for which absorption
is typically very low, these aggregates are usually prewetted before batching. This prevents water from
being taken out of the mixture when it is absorbed into the lightweight aggregate, which could result in
slump loss and difficulties with pumping, finishing and strength loss. Once the concrete is placed and
hydration begins, the water absorbed in the prewetted lightweight aggregate is released over time into the
concrete to allow continuing hydration of cement and other pozzolanic reactions. This effect is called
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“internal curing.” The absorbed water is not available to react immediately with the cement during mixing,
so it is not considered when determining the water-cementitious materials ratio (w/cm) (12). This topic is
also discussed in another paper at this conference (13).
Elastic Compatibility
In normal weight concrete, the aggregate particles are typically up to 5 times stiffer than the hardened
cement paste surrounding them (14). This unequal stiffness of the different components in the concrete
matrix results in stress concentrations from internal and external actions which can cause microcracking
around normal weight aggregate particles. However, in lightweight concrete, the modulus of elasticity of
lightweight aggregate particles is much closer to the modulus of elasticity of the hardened cement paste
because of the porous nature of the lightweight aggregate. This allows the concrete to behave more
monolithically (11). The more uniform stiffness of the lightweight concrete matrix, which is referred to as
“elastic compatibility,” reduces or eliminates stress concentrations around the aggregate particles and the
microcracking that accompanies them. With reduced microcracking, the durability of the concrete is
improved by reducing the permeability of the concrete.
Lower Modulus of Elasticity
It is universally accepted that lightweight concrete has a lower modulus of elasticity than a comparable
normal weight concrete because of the reduced stiffness of the lightweight aggregate. Generally, the
modulus of elasticity of lightweight concrete is 50 to 75% of the expected modulus of normal weight
concrete with the same strength (5,15). While the reduced stiffness of lightweight concrete typically
requires designers to address increased deflections, prestress losses and cambers for girders (see refs. 2
and 3), the reduced stiffness can be beneficial for bridge decks and other bridge elements. For these
elements, forces resulting from restrained deformations, such as shrinkage or thermal changes, will be
reduced with a lower modulus. This is especially important for bridge decks which are restrained by
girders and are subject to significant deformations from variations in temperature at early ages (due to
hydration) and later ages (due to daily and seasonal effects), as well as shrinkage.
Reduced Thermal Response
Lightweight concrete has a reduced coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) (16). This topic was not
discussed in the earlier paper (1), but has been realized to be a significant characteristic of lightweight
concrete that can provide benefits related to durability. Lightweight concrete also responds more slowly
to exposure to heat, so peak temperatures experienced by a lightweight concrete deck would be less than
for a normal weight concrete deck, thus reducing the requirements for deck joints and reducing the stress
and strain effects from the thermal expansion and contraction of the deck.
Reduced shrinkage
Lightweight concrete mixtures typically used for transportation structure generally have about the same or
somewhat lower shrinkage than normal weight concrete mixtures (16). This topic also was not discussed
in the earlier paper (1), but has been realized to be a significant characteristic of lightweight concrete that
can provide benefits related to durability. Shrinkage makes a significant contribution to the cracking
potential for concrete, a topic that is discussed in the next section.
Lightweight fine aggregate provides effect similar to entrained air
When lightweight fine aggregate is used in concrete, which has not been as common in recent years as it
was in the early years of using lightweight concrete, it appears that the improved freeze-thaw durability of
lightweight concrete in some structures may be attributed to “a well dispersed void system provided by
the fine lightweight aggregate fraction that may serve an absorption function in weathering resistance as
well as reducing salt concentration levels in the mortar phase (17).” In the same paper, a study by
Fagerlund is cited which found that lightweight fine aggregate particles that were smaller than 0.025 mm
(0.01 in.) had a spacing factor very similar to entrained air (17).
Void space to allow for formation of potentially disruptive materials
Some potentially deleterious reaction products have been found in voids in lightweight aggregate particles
(18). Formation of expansive materials within the aggregate pores was beneficial, since the aggregate
provided space for reaction products to form without causing damaging expansion within the concrete
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paste. While this is not usually a primary consideration in the use of lightweight concrete, it adds to the
cumulative benefits of using the material.
FIELD AND LABORATORY EXPERIENCE FOR DURABILITY OF LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
In this section, information will be presented documenting the good durability of lightweight concrete when
tested in the laboratory or observed in the field. The following aspects of durability will be discussed:
 Permeability
 Cracking potential
 Freezing-thawing resistance
 Abrasion resistance
 Skid resistance
 Alkali-Silica Reactivity (ASR) and Sulfate Attack
 Mass concrete
 Carbonation
 Fire Resistance
 Fatigue Resistance
Permeability and chloride penetration
Permeability of concrete has an important influence on the durability of concrete. Lightweight concrete
has been shown to have satisfactory permeability because of the unique characteristics described in the
preceding section.
ACI Committee 213 reports that several test programs comparing the permeability of lightweight and
normal weight concrete measuring different quantities and using different concrete properties of have all
found that the permeability of lightweight concrete was equal to or less than the permeability of normal
weight concrete (15). The same report also cites a study by Onoda Cement Company which found that
penetration of water and sea water under pressure was less for lightweight concrete than the normal
weight concrete with similar properties.
A direct comparison of the field performance of lightweight and normal weight concrete was made at the
Silver Creek Bridge over I-80 in Summit County, Utah (23). The bridge was constructed in 1968. After 23
years in service, cores were taken from the lightweight concrete deck and the normal weight concrete
approach slab adjoining the bridge deck. Core samples were evaluated for chloride concentrations at
different distances from the surface of the concrete. The results presented in the table below show that
the surface of the lightweight concrete had higher chloride levels than the normal weight concrete.
However, at depths closer to the level of the reinforcement, the lightweight concrete deck had a much
lower concentration of chloride than the normal weight concrete approach slab. This indicates that the
lightweight concrete deck should have a decreased potential for deterioration caused by corrosion.
Chloride Content Test Results – Silver Creek Overpass after 23 Years in Service (23)
Depth

LWC Bridge Deck

NWC Approach Slab

0" to ½"

36.7 lbs / CY

20.5 lbs / CY

½" to 1"

18.0 lbs / CY

18.0 lbs / CY

1" to 1½"

7.7 lbs / CY

15.7 lbs / CY

1½" to 2"

0.5 lbs / CY

NA

Test results for high performance lightweight concrete deck for the Route 33 Bridge over the Pamunkey
River in Virginia have been reported (24). The specifications required a minimum permeability as
measured by the rapid coulomb test of 2,500 coulombs at 28 days. Test results provided by the concrete
supplier, which were obtained from samples taken during construction, indicated a maximum measured
reading of 1,467 out of 17 samples. The minimum value was 593 with a standard deviation of 245. The
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relatively consistent behavior of the lightweight concrete test results over the 6 month construction period
demonstrates that the concrete supplier could produce lightweight concrete with consistent properties that
easily satisfied the project permeability requirements.
Cracking potential
A significant study of the cracking potential of different types of lightweight concrete mixtures for three
sources of lightweight aggregate was conducted by Byard and Schindler for ESCSI (16). A figure from
their report showing test results of restrained shrinkage for one source of lightweight aggregate is shown
below. The lines end when the concrete cracks. The normal weight concrete control mixture (CTRL)
cracked at earlier ages than the sand lightweight concrete (SLW) or the all lightweight concrete (ALW)
mixtures, both of which survived until the end of the test period, at which time the temperature was
decreased until the specimens cracked. The internal curing (IC) mixture also cracked after the control,
although the full quantity of prewetted lightweight aggregate was not provided in this mixture. If the full
quantity of lightweight aggregate had been provided (see ref. 13), the performance would probably have
been closer to the other lightweight concrete mixtures. The summer testing scenario was also more
stringent, with the control cracking a day earlier than in the fall scenario. However, the sand lightweight
and all lightweight concretes still did not crack by the end of the testing period even for the summer
scenario.

Restrained stress development for slate and control mixtures:
a) Fall and b) Summer placement scenarios (16)
Freezing-Thawing Resistance
The durability of lightweight concrete when exposed to freezing and thawing has generally been good.
Holm summarizes the conclusion of a major study on freeze-thaw durability of lightweight concrete in the
following:
The results of these major programs that include hundreds of laboratory tests may be
simplistically summarized by noting that air-entrained lightweight concretes proportioned with a
high quality binder provide satisfactory durability results when tested under usual laboratory
freeze-thaw programs (17).
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A study of lightweight concrete for bridge decks and girders at Purdue University concluded that “In
general, the results indicate that the resistance of LWC to freezing and thawing is far superior to that of
concrete made with the normal weight aggregate used in this research (19).”
A comprehensive study of all major types of aggregate available to the New York Thruway was
conducted by Walsh in 1959-1962 (20). The program evaluated the performance of test slabs that were
subjected to over 200 cycles of freezing and thawing and over 100 applications of deicing chemicals over
the course of several years. At the end of the study, it was reported that the lightweight concrete decks
had superior performance.
A lightweight aggregate supplier had an independent testing laboratory conduct freeze-thaw tests on
ASTM C666 (21) specimens for which all faces of the specimen had been cut with a saw to expose the
aggregate to the freeze-thaw cycling (22). Results for the specimens with cut faces were compared to
results for standard specimens made from the same concrete. After 308 cycles of freezing and thawing,
both of the standard specimens had a relative dynamic modulus of 102 while the cut-face specimens had
relative dynamic modulus values of 100 and 98, showing very good performance that was nearly identical
to the standard specimens. This indicates that lightweight aggregate could be used on bridge decks that
are ground and grooved, even if the location is subject to freeze-thaw cycles.

Photographs of freeze-thaw specimens prior to testing (22)
Abrasion Resistance
Field experience has shown that the wear characteristics of lightweight concrete are similar to normal
weight concrete (15).
Specifications for aggregates for bridge construction typically require that an aggregate satisfy the LA
Abrasion Test (ASTM C 131 (25)). Laboratory abrasion test losses for lightweight aggregates are often
higher than for normal weight aggregates, but they still typically satisfy the maximum weight loss
permitted by ASTM C 33 (26) for normal weight aggregates (27).
Alkali-Aggregate Reactivity and Sulfate Attack
Lightweight concrete has been found to be generally unaffected by alkali-aggregate reactivity or sulfate
attack (28). It is suggested that the reduced permeability of lightweight concrete is part of the reason for
this performance, since without the presence of water, the detrimental reactions cannot proceed. It has
also been suggested that the firing of manufactured lightweight aggregate to high temperatures activates
the surface of the aggregate so that it can “act as a source of silica to react with the alkalis from the
cement at an early age to counteract any potential long-term disruptive expansion. (28)” The pores within
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lightweight aggregate particles may provide space into which detrimental reaction products can form
without damaging the concrete (28).
Carbonation
Carbonation is an important factor that relates to the protection of steel reinforcement from corrosion that
is provided by concrete. The alkalinity (high pH) of typical concrete prevents corrosion processes from
occurring. When atmospheric carbon dioxide penetrates concrete and combines with the calcium
hydroxide that forms as portland cement hydrates, calcium carbonate is produced, which reduces the pH
of the concrete. This is the process of carbonation, which starts at the surface and may progress into the
concrete. If the pH of concrete at the level of the reinforcement is reduced sufficiently, the concrete can
no longer protect the steel reinforcement from corrosion.
An excellent discussion of carbonation of lightweight concrete can be found in Holm and Bremner,
including measurements of carbonation depth for bridges and ships (29). In that reference, it is estimated
that high quality lightweight concrete with a cover greater than 40 mm (1.58 in.) will protect reinforcement
from corrosion for 100 years, based on field observations of marine structures.
Skid Resistance
As concrete decks are exposed to traffic and environmental conditions, the concrete surface may wear,
exposing the coarse aggregate. When lightweight concrete decks wear, the internal pores of the
lightweight aggregate particles are exposed. The exposed pores provide excellent skid resistance which
continues to be refreshed as wear continues, rather than experiencing the polishing and reduction in skid
resistance that occurs with some normal weight aggregates (5).
Fire Resistance
While fire resistance is not generally considered to be a durability consideration for bridges, it seems that
bridges have been exposed to fires more often in recent years. It is universally accepted that lightweight
concrete has improved resistance to fire. This characteristic of lightweight concrete is used to great
advantage in building construction where the thickness of a lightweight concrete floor slab can be
reduced while maintaining the required fire rating.
Some natural aggregates become chemically unstable at temperatures around 870 deg. F (30).
Lightweight concrete, however, is more stable in a fire because the lightweight aggregate has already
been exposed to high temperatures during its manufacturing process. Therefore, lightweight concrete
tends to retain more of its strength at high temperatures when compared to normal weight concrete.
Lightweight concrete has a lower thermal conductivity than normal weight concrete, so the interior of a
concrete element will take longer to reach an elevated temperature. This fact, combined with the lower
coefficient of thermal expansion, will reduce the expansion of a lightweight concrete element subjected to
fire, which can be an additional source of damage during a fire event. The lower thermal conductivity of
lightweight concrete will also keep mild and prestressed reinforcement at lower temperatures compared
to normal weight concrete for the same duration of fire.
Fatigue Resistance
In general, the fatigue properties of lightweight concrete are not significantly different from normal weight
concrete (15). However, Gerwick states that high strength lightweight concrete has “far fewer
microcracks between paste and aggregate resulting in better high cycle fatigue endurance,” which is an
issue for the massive offshore structures that he designed (4). Hoff also found that “under fatigue
loading, high-strength lightweight concrete performs as well as high-strength normal weight concrete and,
in many instances, provides longer fatigue life. (31)”
The US 19 Bridge over the Suwanee River at Fanning Springs was the first bridge constructed in Florida
with lightweight concrete. Since the bridge was using a material new to the Florida DOT and had long
spans for its day, the bridge was tested to evaluate its behavior in 1968, shortly after construction was
completed. In 1992, after the bridge had been in service for 28 years, FDOT retested the bridge,
attempting to duplicate the initial tests. The results of the two tests were compared to determine whether
fatigue or any other time-dependent effects may have cause a change in behavior. The researchers
concluded that “Deflection and strain data, when taken as a whole, indicate no increase in flexibility over
time. When measurement uncertainty is included, most of the individual measurements may be
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considered as essentially the same. (27)” Therefore, the testing showed that this bridge had experienced
no degradation in behavior from fatigue or other effects.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a brief but comprehensive discussion of the durability of lightweight concrete
for bridge elements. Technical information has been provided to support the assertion that lightweight
concrete can be a durable material for building bridges. With the current emphasis on more efficient
designs, more rapid construction, and longer service life for bridges, designers should be comfortable in
using lightweight concrete for bridge construction.
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INTERNAL CURING WITH LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE FOR ABC PROJECTS
Reid W. Castrodale, PhD, PE, Expanded Shale Clay and Slate Institute,
(704) 904-7999, rcastrodale@escsi.org
ABSTRACT
The success of many accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects depends on the durability of the
concrete in closure pours and other connections. Concrete in these connections must often achieve high
strength at an early age so the facility can be rapidly reopened to traffic. Such concrete cannot be cured
and is often susceptible to early age shrinkage and cracking, which reduces the durability of the concrete
and detracts from the goal of providing equivalent function with accelerated project delivery.
The concept of internal curing using prewetted lightweight aggregate has been suggested for concrete in
ABC connections. Internal curing can provide curing water from within the concrete and can enhance
durability by reducing shrinkage and permeability of the concrete in connections. This paper introduces
the concept of Internal curing using prewetted lightweight aggregate, and discusses its use for concrete in
ABC connections. Benefits of internal curing that have been demonstrated in recent research and field
demonstrations are also presented.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects often utilize precast concrete elements that are joined
together with cast in place or field cast closure joints to form the completed structural system. It is well
accepted that the precast concrete elements have improved durability compared to field cast elements,
but it is not clear whether the closure joint concrete will also have good performance. In many cases, the
concrete in the closure joints must be a high early strength concrete to allow the structure to be reopened
to traffic within a short period of time or to allow subsequent construction activities to proceed. It has been
reported that the long-term performance of high early strength concrete has not always been satisfactory,
with cracking and higher permeability sometimes leading to a significantly reduced service life when
compared to good quality conventional concrete. Since closure joints are an important link in the
structural system, the success in achieving both accelerated construction and long-term performance for
a project is largely dependent on the successful long-term performance of these joints.
In recent years, in recent years, the concept of internally curing concrete by using prewetted lightweight
aggregate has been demonstrated in the laboratory and in the field. This experience indicates that using
internal curing could be a good solution for improving the performance of closure joint concrete in ABC
structures.
This paper introduces the concept of internal curing, gives basic information on lightweight aggregates,
discusses specifications, and presents some of the beneficial results that have been seen in research and
field applications where internal curing has been used. Due to space limitations, this paper will provide
only basic information. References are given where the reader can obtain additional information.
WHAT IS INTERNAL CURING?
The Expanded Shale Clay and Slate Institute (ESCSI) has published the ESCSI Guide Specifications for
Internally Cured Concrete (1) which provides a good practical definition for internal curing:
Prewetted expanded shale, clay or slate (ESCS) lightweight aggregate is incorporated into a
conventional concrete mixture to provide reservoirs of water within the concrete that slowly
release the water after the concrete sets to provide “internal curing” to the mixture. Internal curing
has been shown to improve the mechanical and durability properties of concrete by enabling
more complete hydration of the portland cement and continued reaction of supplementary
cementitious materials.
The ESCSI Guide Specifications continue by stating that internal curing is accomplished by “… modifying
a conventional normal weight concrete mixture … by replacing a portion of the normal weight fine
aggregate with prewetted fine or intermediate … lightweight aggregate.”
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For internal curing, lightweight aggregate is not used to reduce the density of concrete, but for its
increased absorption, which can range from about 10% to over 30% depending on the type of aggregate
and how thoroughly it has been prewetted. This increased absorption enables prewetted lightweight
aggregate (LWA) to carry water into the concrete for curing from within. The moisture is not released
from the aggregate until after the concrete has set and the pore size in the paste becomes smaller than
the pore sizes in the lightweight aggregate.
Internal curing using prewetted lightweight aggregate is:
 Not a new concept - It has been recognized for years
 Not a new type of concrete - It is modified normal weight concrete (NWC)
 Not lightweight concrete (LWC) – Its density is slightly reduced, but that is not the goal
 Not a replacement for conventional curing - But it will improve tolerance for poor curing
To illustrate the fact that internal curing is not a new concept, the notion was suggested in two papers
presented at the World Conference on Prestressed Concrete held in San Francisco in July 1957 (2,3).
The term “internal curing” was actually used in a paper published in 1967 as the authors commented that
the relative compressive strengths of lightweight concrete cylinders cured in field conditions were higher
than those for normal weight concrete (4).
WHAT IS LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE?
Lightweight aggregate used for internal curing is typically a shale, clay or slate product that has been
expanded in a rotary kiln at temperatures as high as 2200 deg. F. The manufacturing process was
invented and developed in the early 1900s. The first use was in 1918 for a lightweight concrete ship, the
USS Selma (5). An early use of lightweight aggregate in concrete for a bridge project is the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge which was built in 1936 using all lightweight concrete (95 pcf) for the
upper deck of suspension spans. The deck, which has been protected by overlays, is still in service
today.
More information on lightweight aggregate can be found on ESCSI website (www.escsi.org) and in the
report of ACI Committee 213 (6). A specification governing the use of lightweight aggregate for use in
structural concrete is available – AASHTO M 195 (7) or ASTM C330 (8).
PROPORTIONING MIXTURES FOR INTERNAL CURING OF CONCRETE
The basic approach for computing the amount of lightweight aggregate required to provide internal curing
in a concrete mixture is based on an equation in Bentz, et al. (9). The equation, which is often referred to
as the Bentz equation, is:
MLWA = Cf x CS x max / (S x LWA)
(Eq. 1)
where:
MLWA = mass of (dry) fine LWA needed per unit volume of concrete (kg/m3 or lb/yd3);
Cf
= cement factor (content) for concrete mixture (kg/m 3 or lb/yd3);
CS = chemical shrinkage of cement (g of water/g of cement or lb/lb);
αmax = maximum expected degree of hydration of cement;
S
= degree of saturation of aggregate (0 to 1), but S > 0;
φLWA = absorption of lightweight aggregate (kg water/kg dry LWA or lb/lb).
This equation is the scientific basis for computing the required quantity of lightweight aggregate for
internal curing. The main concept is that the demand for moisture from internal curing is the product of
the chemical shrinkage, CS, and the cement factor, Cf. The amount of water supplied is the product of
the amount of lightweight aggregate provided and its absorption, A, and desorption, D. Desorption is the
relative amount of absorbed water that is released from a lightweight aggregate particle, and will always
be less than the absorption since some portion of the absorbed water will not be released from a
lightweight aggregate particle. It is usually assumed that max = 1 and that S = 1.
The mass of lightweight aggregate used in the Bentz equation is for dry aggregate. However, the mixture
will be batched using prewetted aggregate, so it is useful to compute a mass of prewetted lightweight
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aggregate required for internal curing. The following equation can be derived by setting the demand
equal to the supply and solving for the mass of prewetted lightweight aggregate, MPLWA.
MPLWA= Cf x CS x (1 + A) / D
(Eq. 2)
The definition for desorption used in this equation is consistent with the definition in ASTM C1761 (10),
but differs from the customary use of the term. If the customary definition is used, where the desorption is
a fraction less than one that indicates how much of the absorbed moisture is released, the D in the
denominator of Equation 2 should be replaced by the term (A x D).
The prewetted lightweight aggregate is used like an admixture and a dosage stated in terms of weight per
hundred weight of cement can be defined. Fine lightweight aggregate is typically used to improve
distribution of internal curing water within the concrete.
Once the mass of lightweight aggregate required to provide the internal curing water is computed, the
mass of sand in the mixture that should be replaced by the prewetted lightweight aggregate can be
computed. This is a simple computation based on the relative densities (or specific gravities) of the
prewetted lightweight aggregate and normal weight sand.
The replacement of normal weight sand with prewetted lightweight sand (PLWA) is illustrated for a typical
mixture in Figure 1, where a quantity of lightweight aggregate replaces an equal volume of normal weight
sand. Otherwise, all other components of the mixture remain the same. This is the ideal situation. In an
actual application of internal curing, some minor adjustments to the mixture may be required.

Figure 1

Comparison of constituents for conventional and internally cured concrete mixtures

Additional information on internal curing can be found in the recently published joint report of two ACI
committees (11).
SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTERNAL CURING
A specification for requirements for lightweight aggregates used for internal curing in concrete has
recently been developed by ASTM as ASTM C1761 (10). There is currently no equivalent specification
for AASHTO.
The specification provides minimum physical requirements for lightweight aggregate, test methods for
absorption and desorption, and a procedure for computing required quantity of lightweight aggregate
based on the Bentz equation.
States that have used internal curing have employed several approaches for their project special
provisions. Most states have used a prescriptive specification that requires a minimum absorption for the
lightweight aggregate and specifies a minimum replacement fraction of the sand by lightweight aggregate.
While this is the simplest approach, it does not allow for the use of aggregates with different absorption
characteristics and it does not account for any changes in cement content.
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Instead of this simple approach, it is recommended that the ESCSI Guide Specifications (1) approach
should be used, which is a general method but is also somewhat more complicated. Most of the
simplified specifications were developed prior to the publication of ASTM C1761 (10), which can also be
used to provide the basis for a more general specification. Lightweight aggregate suppliers can provide
additional guidance regarding specifications.
BENEFITS OF INTERNAL CURING
The main benefits of internal curing that apply to ABC are reduced shrinkage, which leads to a reduced
cracking tendency, and reduced permeability, which is an important factor in delaying the penetration of
chlorides and the subsequent initiation of corrosion of reinforcement. However, there are other benefits
of internal curing that can also contribute to improved long-term performance of internally cured concrete.
Increased service life of internally cured concrete structures is also discussed in this section.
Reduced shrinkage
Reduced shrinkage of mortar mixtures has been demonstrated by Henkensiefken, et al., in the laboratory
as shown in Figure 2 (12). The conventional mixture (blue line) experienced significant shrinkage in the
first seven days after mixing. However, as the sand in the mixture was replaced with prewetted
lightweight aggregate, it was found that shrinkage was reduced or even eliminated during the period. The
percentages shown in the figure indicate the percentage of LWA fines compared to the total volume of the
mortar. The total aggregate content was held constant at 55%, so the replacement fraction
corresponding to the values shown is about double the values shown, i.e., for 33.0%, the volume fraction
of the normal weight aggregate replaced with LWA fines would be 33/55 or 60%.

Figure 2

Free shrinkage of mortar mixtures in sealed curing conditions (12)

The improvement in shrinkage for internally cured mixtures is attributed to the maintenance of a higher
relative humidity within the concrete, which prevents the reduction in volume that occurs when the
concrete dries internally as the water is consumed by hydration and other reactions and pores that
become partially filled with fluid develop significant tensile stresses that pull the concrete together.
Byard, et al., found that autogenous shrinkage increases as the water-cement ratio is decreased, but that
internal curing reduced or eliminated the effects of the autogenous shrinkage (13).
Reduced cracking tendency
A secondary effect of the reduction in shrinkage is the reduction or delay in cracking. This has also been
demonstrated by Henkensiefken, et al., as shown in Figure 3 (12). In this figure, cracking of the mortar
occurs when the strain changes rapidly (vertical line in the figure). The conventional mixture cracked 6
days after mixing, while the internally cured mixtures cracked at later ages, or did not crack during the
observation period, as the quantity of lightweight aggregate was increased.
While the reduced cracking tendency is largely a result of reduced shrinkage, other factors also contribute
to the reduction, including the reduced modulus of elasticity and coefficient of thermal expansion that are
discussed later in this section.
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Figure 3

Restrained shrinkage of mortar mixtures in sealed curing conditions (12)

Reduced permeability and chloride penetration
It has been found that internally cured concrete has reduced permeability and reduced chloride
penetration. This is attributed to the improved hydration of cement and the improved interfacial transition
zone along the surfaces of the lightweight aggregate particles. More completely hydrated cement results
in a denser and less porous paste, and the improved interfacial transition zone restricts movement of
fluids along the face of aggregate particles, which is usually a location of higher porosity.
Resistivity data from a pair of bridges constructed in 2010 in Indiana with and without internal curing in
the deck concrete are show in Figure 4 (14). Surface resistivity of concrete has been shown to be a good
indicator of permeability, with a larger resistivity indicating lower permeability. The figure shows that the
internally cured bridge deck concrete (blue line) has significantly greater resistivity (and therefore lower
permeability) than the conventional concrete mixture (red line). In this case, after one year the internally
cured concrete had 75% higher resistivity than the conventional concrete mixture. This large of an
increase in surface resistivity or decrease in permeability cannot be expected in all cases.

Figure 4

Surface resistivity of concrete mixtures with age (14)

Increased concrete strength or reduced cement content
Because internal curing promotes more complete hydration of the cement as well as more complete
reaction of supplemental cementitious materials, internally cured concrete tends to have higher strengths
than conventional concrete. This could be used to reduce the cement content of mixtures, or to provide a
greater tolerance for variation in performance of the mixtures in the field.
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Compressive strength comparisons for the two bridges built in Indiana in 2010 are shown in Figure 5 (14).
In this case, at 90 days the internally cured concrete had a compressive strength that was about 25%
greater than the strength of the conventional concrete mixture. This large of an increase in compressive
strength cannot be expected in all cases.

Figure 5

Compressive strength of concrete mixtures with age (14)

Reduced modulus of elasticity (Ec) and coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
As mentioned in the earlier section on reduced cracking tendency, internally cured concrete has been
shown to have a reduced modulus of elasticity and a reduced coefficient of thermal expansion. The
reduction in both of these quantities is well accepted for lightweight concrete, and internally cured
concrete has demonstrated the same tendency.
Test results for these quantities reported by Byard and Schindler are shown in Table 1 (15). These data
quantify the reduction in both quantities for the concrete tested when compared to the control concrete.
The internally cured concrete mixtures included only a portion of the lightweight aggregate that would be
required by the computations shown earlier in this paper because the computed equilibrium density of the
concrete was held to a minimum of 135 pcf. Therefore, for mixtures where the full amount of lightweight
aggregate is provided, a greater decrease in both quantities could be expected.
Table 1

Modulus of elasticity and coefficient of thermal expansion for concrete mixtures [from (15)]
Modulus of Elasticity
(ksi)

% of
NWC

Control - NWC

4650

100%

Internal curing - Slate

4350

94%

Internal curing - Clay

4275

92%

Internal curing - Shale

4300

92%

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion (με/°F)

% of
NWC

Control - NWC

6.2

100%

Internal curing - Slate

5.9

95%

Internal curing - Clay

5.8

94%

Internal curing - Shale

6.0

97%
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Reduced curling and warping of pavements
Because internally cured concrete maintains a more uniform moisture level in the concrete, it has been
found that it may prevent or reduce the curling and warping of concrete pavements and floors and other
thin concrete elements exposed to drying on only one side.
Figure 6 shows data from warping tests reported by Wei for a conventional concrete control mixture and
an internally cured concrete mixture (16). The test results indicate that warping for the internally cured
concrete mixture was only about 25% of the warping for the conventional concrete mixture.

Figure 6

Measured warping of concrete with time (16)

Increased service life
When the properties of concrete related to durability are improved, the structure can be expected to have
an increased service life. Any added costs associated with improvements in durability can then be
distributed over the increase life of the structure, reducing the impact of the costs over the service life of
the facility.
An analysis performed by Cusson, et al., indicated that the use of high performance concrete with internal
curing could be expected to significantly increase the service life of a bridge deck, as shown in Figure 7
(17).

Figure 7

Expected service life for concrete mixtures (17)

Preliminary analysis of data from NYS DOT projects by researchers at Purdue University also indicates
that internal curing can provide a significant increase in service life for bridge decks compared to
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conventional concrete. This analysis was only based only on diffusion-related properties and does not
consider the additional benefit from reduced cracking for internally cured bridge decks.
COST OF INTERNAL CURING
Lightweight aggregate costs more than conventional aggregate because of the high temperature
processing required to achieve expansion. Furthermore, there are a limited number of lightweight
aggregate manufacturing facilities in the US, so transportation costs are usually more significant for
lightweight aggregate than for the normal weight sand that it replaces.
In some cases, the material cost premium for internally cured concrete over conventional concrete is
about $10/cy. For a 9” thick deck or pavement, this equates to $0.28/sf or $2.50/sy. The delivered cost
of concrete with internal curing will also be higher to cover the concrete supplier’s other costs of
prewetting and testing the aggregate. Compared to total project cost, this additional cost is a small
increment to obtain the increased service life and other performance benefits of IC concrete
USE OF INTERNAL CURING IN BRIDGE PROJECTS
As the benefits of internal curing have been demonstrated through research and a few field projects,
there has been significant interest in implementation of the concept. The following agencies are known to
have constructed transportation projects with internal curing:
 Illinois (Tollway) - Bridge decks
 Indiana - Bridge decks & high-early strength concrete pavement repair
 Iowa - Bridge decks
 Kansas - Bridge decks & pavement
 New York - Bridge decks
 Texas – Pavements & bridge deck
 Utah - Bridge decks
 Virginia - Bridge decks
 West Virginia – Bridge deck
 Ontario, Canada - Bridge decks
Other states have initiated studies or have begun the process to identify candidates for demonstration
projects for internal curing, including Minnesota and North Carolina.
Four examples of agencies that have used internally cured concrete for projects are described below.
Bridge decks in Indiana
A demonstration project for internal curing in bridge decks was constructed in Indiana in 2010. Two
county bridges located ¼ mile apart were replaced in same contract by same contractor with one bridge
constructed with a conventional concrete deck and the other bridge constructed with an internally cured
concrete deck. Both decks were placed as a composite structural topping on adjacent prestressed
concrete box girders. The decks were 8” thick at centerline, 4 ½” thick at the edges, and were 27’-8”
wide. The conventional mixture was used for a 59 ft long bridge with 21” x 48” boxes. The internal curing
mixture was used for a 39 ft long bridge with 17“ x 48” boxes. Additional details along with test results
can be found in an LTAP report (14).
The contractor reported that there was no difference in finishing the internally cured concrete. Field
observations indicate that the slab without internal curing cracked after a few months while the slab with
internal curing had no visible cracks after 1 year.
While the initial project involved county bridges, Indiana DOT has been very involved in the study and
development of internal curing through research at Purdue University by Professor Jason Weiss and his
team. The DOT has constructed several bridge decks and is completing its study of their performance.
Bridge deck projects for the NYS DOT
The New York State DOT has constructed several bridges throughout the state that use internal curing for
the bridge deck concrete. Preliminary results have been reported in a paper by Streeter et al. (18) and
appear to be promising. The DOT is completing a report evaluating the performance of the decks.
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Bridge decks on the Illinois Tollway
The Illinois Tollway Authority has included internal curing as one option for providing reduced shrinkage
deck concrete mixtures that are intended to reduce deck cracking and help provide a 100 year service
life. Several bridge decks were constructed in 2013 using internal curing.
Water Tanks near Denver, CO
In 2012, Denver Water Company investigated the use of internally cured concrete for its 10 M gallon
Lonetree Basin water storage tank No. 2. After the investigation, the agency and its consultant decided to
use internally cured concrete for the floor and roof slabs. After the contractor found that the internally
cured mixture performed well and had more rapid strength gain, yet with reduced cracking, he submitted
a request to also construct the walls and columns from the internally cured concrete. A detailed report on
the project is given in a paper by Bates, et al. (19).
The paper mentions significant crack reduction by using the internally cured concrete. The owner plans
to construct future tanks using internal curing.
A photo from a trial concrete placement for the project is shown in Figure 8. The two slabs were placed
at the same time in the hot and dry environment near Denver, CO. No curing compound was placed on
either slab. The photo was taken the morning after the concrete was placed. The internally cured
concrete appears to still be moist, while the conventional concrete appears to have dried out.

Figure 8

Expected service life for concrete mixtures (20)
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Illinois’s First Precast Deck Panel Bridge with UHPC Joints
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ABSTRACT
A new bridge deck system developed a few years ago using Precast Deck Panels with Ultra High
Performance Concrete (UHPC) joints has been gaining popularity. This new deck system utilizes the
superior characteristics of UHPC to simplify the precast panel fabrication and installation processes as
opposed to the conventional approach such as internal post-tensioning. This paper presents the
application of this new deck system to a recent $450 million Circle Interchange Project in Chicago.
INTRODUCTION
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) using prefabricated bridge components and systems has many
advantages over conventional cast-in-place construction. Prefabrication speeds up construction and
increases the quality of concrete members by fabricating in a controlled plant environment with reduced
dependency on the weather. Prefabrication also increases construction safety by avoiding forming, rebar
placement, concrete placement and curing at the bridge sites. The reduction in the duration of traffic
closures and a reduced negative impact on the environmental are other benefits for using ABC.
Utilizing the superior characteristics of UHPC enables the simplification of the precast panel fabrication
and the installation process. This simplified design provides the owner with improved tolerances, reduced
risk, and increased speed of construction. It also provides an overall cost savings in construction in some
cases and a more durable, longer lasting bridge deck solution.
As a part of the $450 million Circle Interchange Project, the existing Peoria Street Bridge over I-290 and
the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) is being replaced with a 3-span, continuous, steel plate girder bridge
with a total length of 273’-0” and a bridge width of 56’-4”. Three alternatives were proposed to the Illinois
Department of Transportation (IDOT) for consideration: 1) Precast deck panels with internal posttensioning; 2) AccelBridge System; and 3) Precast deck panels with UHPC joints. The Illinois Department
of Transportation decided to select the new generation deck system: precast deck panels with UHPC
joints.
In this paper, the three approaches to provide the continuity between the precast deck panels are
reviewed. The design procedure for precast deck panels with UHPC joints and UHPC joint details are
presented. Construction costs between Cast-In-Place (CIP) concrete deck and precast deck panels with
UHPC joints are compared. The forms used for fillets (or haunches) and transverse UHPC joints are also
presented.
PRECAST DECK PANELS, UHPC and UHPC JOINTS
One of the largest and specific challenges facing bridge owners is the long-term durability of bridge decks
which receive continuous impact loading from trucks and changing environmental conditions, especially
the use of salts and de-icing chemicals in cold regions. The years of continuous flexural and thermal
stresses create long-term deterioration and maintenance issues for bridge decks. While CIP concrete
decks and corrosion resistant reinforcing steel such as epoxy coated rebar could extend the decks life, it
creates high user inconvenience and is problematic for bridge deck replacement in high traffic areas. The
use of precast deck panels is a common method to speed construction and address the user’s
inconvenience.
Full-depth precast panel systems have many other advantages over CIP decks, some of the advantages
include shorter construction times, high-quality plant production under tight tolerances, low permeability,
less variation in volume caused by shrinkage and temperature changes during initial curing, and lower
maintenance costs.
The use of full-depth precast concrete deck panels in highway bridges in the United States started as
early as 1965 (1). In 2001 the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) launched a new initiative called
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Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC). As of 2011, more than 60 projects using precast deck panels
have been successfully completed (2).
Illinois built its first precast deck panel bridge on Illinois Route 29 over Sugar Creek, in 2000. This was a
deck replacement project. The precast deck panels were full depth, 195mm (7.68”) thick and were posttensioned longitudinally. A 60mm (2.36”) Microsilica Concrete Overlay was place on top of the panels.
The deck has performed well. The latest NBIS inspection rates the deck as an 8, very good condition and
no problems are noted.
Research and experience indicate that the most critical location in a full-depth precast deck system is the
transverse joint between panels. Transverse joints are subject to shear and to tensile stresses in the
longitudinal direction. The integrity of transverse joints is essential for structural performance and
durability.
There are three approaches to provide the continuity between precast deck panels:


Internal post-tensioning



AccelBridge system (Jacking and External Post-Tensioning)

 UHPC
The majority of bridges with full-depth precast decks constructed over the last 30 years utilize longitudinal
post-tensioning (PT) to ensure long-term joint performance. The use of post-tensioning across the joints
has been used as a method to ensure the deck effectively remains structurally monolithic while
performing under the constant pounding of truck wheel loads and seasonal conditions, more specifically;
to ensure the joint does not deteriorate or leak. While post-tensioning can resolve most of the
performance issues, it is not without potential problems. It is expensive, requires specific expertise and
equipment for installation, and it has potential for corrosion. Transverse closure pours at abutments and
longitudinal closure pours for wider bridges are typically required, which will lengthen bridge deck
construction time. Furthermore, the analysis is complex in terms of the correct post-tensioning forces,
creep losses, and grout properties.
The typical transverse joint detail with longitudinal post-tensioning is shown in Fig. 1. The post tensioning
duct coupler is installed at the transverse joint. The in-span longitudinal post- tensioning anchorage is
presented in Fig. 2. A closure pour is typically required to protect the anchorage. If the bridge is over 40-ft
wide, a longitudinal closure pour is typically provided as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 Transverse Joint Detail with Post-Tensioning (3)

Fig. 2 In-Span Longitudinal Post-Tensioning Anchorage (3)
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Fig. 3 Longitudinal Closure Pour (3)
AccelBridge system is a patented full depth precast deck system invented by Eddie He. The principle of
AccelBridge is to introduce deck longitudinal compression by jacking the deck against the girder. In such
a way, the deck can achieve zero-tension without using any post-tensioning (4). Fig. 4 presents this
concept in which the compression in the panels is created by jacking. As opposed to conventional posttensioning inside deck panels, AccelBridge system applies external post-tensioning thru the girders to
provide the compression in the deck panel joints as shown in Fig. 5.
The main advantages of AccelBridge are durability and minimum maintenance. The PT couplers at the
grouted transverse joints are the weak link in the typical full depth precast deck system with internal posttensioning. Any cracking / leaking in the joint will potential cause PT corrosion. AccelBridge provides the
needed deck longitudinal compression without PT; thus eliminating any concern of PT corrosion. Also,
AccelBridge system uses match cast epoxy joint between panels, which has been proven to be more
durable than grouted joints based on the history of segmental bridges (4).

Fig. 4 AccelBridge System – Compression Created by Jacking (4)
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Fig. 5 AccelBridge System – Compression Created by External Post-Tensioning (4)
Using reinforced transverse joints with UHPC can achieve joint durability without longitudinal posttensioning. UHPC joints can replace the time consuming work of coupling PT ducts and installing PT
strands. The UHPC joint detail used for a New York project is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 UHPC Joint Detail (5) (Metric Units: mm)
Ultra High Performance Concrete is a cementitious composite material composed of an optimized
gradation of granular constituents, a water-to-cementitious materials ratio less than 0.25, and a high
percentage of discontinuous internal fiber reinforcement. The mechanical properties of UHPC include
compressive strength greater than 21.7 ksi (150 MPa) and sustained postcracking tensile strength greater
than 0.72 ksi (5 MPa). Ultra-high performance concrete has a discontinuous pore structure that reduces
liquid ingress, significantly enhancing durability as compared to conventional and high-performance
concretes (6).
The research on UHPC started in Europe in the early 90's to explore new possibilities in advanced
concrete technologies. At the end of the 90's, ten years of research produced a completely innovative
material offering technological performances that had never been seen before. The mechanical and
durability properties of UHPC make it an ideal candidate for use in developing new solutions to pressing
concerns about highway infrastructure deterioration, repair, and replacement. Since 2000, when UHPC
became commercially available in the United States, a series of research projects has demonstrated the
capabilities of the material. A handful of state departments of transportation have deployed UHPC
components within their infrastructure, and many more are actively considering the use of UHPC (6).
The use of UHPC is being considered in a wide variety of highway infrastructure applications. The high
compressive and tensile strengths allow for the redesign and optimization of structural elements. In the
United States, UHPC has been used in prestressed concrete girder simple-span bridges, precast
concrete deck panels, and field-cast connections between prefabricated bridge components.
In 2009, the first highway bridge using UHPC joints between full-depth deck panels was constructed in
the United States. Since then, 17 bridges of its kind have been built in US. As of 2013, there are six
states that have built precast deck panel bridges with UHPC joints.
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The UHPC joints are filled with UHPC and reinforcing steel is lapped across the joint. The lap length of
reinforcing steel is based on the pull out test as shown in Fig. 7.
Fatigue tests were also performed as shown in Fig. 8. Other field-cast UHPC connection tests for the
transverse and longitudinal connections between precast deck panels were presented and discussed in
FHWA Publication No. FHWA-HRT-11-023 (7).

Fig. 7 Pull Out Test of Different Types of Reinforcement in UHPC (8)

Fig. 8 Fatigue Test of UHPC for Joint Fill (8)
Full depth precast deck panels with UHPC joints requires less construction tolerance than precast deck
panels with internal post-tensioning because PT ducts have to be lined up precisely at each panel.
PEORIA STREET BRIDGE
As a part of the $450 million Circle Interchange Project in Chicago, the existing Peoria Street Bridge over
I-290 and the CTA is being replaced to accommodate the widening of I-290. The new bridge is a 3-span,
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continuous, galvanized steel plate girder bridge with a total length of 273’-0” and a bridge width of 56’-4”.
During the preliminary bridge type study, three alternatives were proposed by TranSystems: 1) Precast
deck panels with post-tensioning; 2) Precast deck panels with Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC)
joints; and 3) AccelBridge system ; were proposed to IDOT for consideration. The Illinois Department of
Transportation decided to select the new generation deck system: full-depth precast deck panels with
UHPC joints.
A plan view of precast deck panel layout is shown in Fig. 9. There are 52 deck panels in total and a
longitudinal UHPC joint is provided to accommodate the 56-ft wide bridge. Twenty different deck panels
are required due to the complex bridge layout such as CTA train station entrance to the west, CTA
staircase to the east, and light poles and drainage scuppers. All the transverse and longitudinal joints are
filled with UHPC. The shear stud pockets are filled with non-shrink grout.

Fig. 9 Plan View of Precast Deck Panel Layout
A typical bridge cross section is presented in Fig. 10. To reduce future maintenance cost, galvanized
steel plate girders were used for this project. Small girder spacing at 6’-3 1/2” was provided to meet the
minimum vertical clearance over I-290. A latex concrete overlay with scored joints was provided on the
top of precast deck panels to meet the aesthetic requirement by University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC).

Fig. 10 Typical Section
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Fig. 11 UHPC Transverse Joint

Fig. 12 UHPC Longitudinal Joint

Fig. 13 Shear Stud Pocket
The design of precast deck panels is similar to cast-in-place deck design except for larger girder spacing
the prestressed strands would be required. For the Peoria Street Bridge, only mild reinforcement was
required. The design of UHPC joints is based on pull out research. The UHPC transverse joint and
longitudinal joint details are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. The shear stud pocket detail is
presented in Fig. 13.
The construction sequence of precast deck panels with UHPC joints is as follows. Stage 1 panels are
placed in the positive moment region first followed by panels placed in Stage 2 in the negative moment
region.
1. Erect steel girders.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Cast abutment diaphragms.
Clean surfaces of deck panel shear keys and stud shear connector pockets.
Install drainage scuppers.
Preset leveling bolts to anticipated height.
Form fillets between the top of the girders and the bottom of the deck panels.
Erect precast concrete deck panels according to the erection sequence for Stage 1.
Adjust leveling devices on deck panels to bring panels to grade.
All leveling bolts shall be torqued to approximately the same value (20 percent maximum
deviation).
10. Install stud shear connectors in all blockouts.
11. Form and cast transverse and longitudinal UHPC joints for Stage 1.
12. Grout all fillets and stud shear connector pockets along Girders 1-4 and 6-9 with a flowable, nonshrink grout.
13. Repeat steps 7-12 according to the erection sequence for Stage 2.
14. Cast Concrete Superstructure slab at CTA stairway.
15. Cast parapets.
16. Place latex concrete overlay.
CONSTRUCTION COST
The recent bid unit prices from IDOT Circle Interchange project indicate that $36/SF to $42/SF for CIP
deck while the three bid unit prices for precast deck panels with UHPC joints are $45/SF, $70/SF and
$90/SF. On average, precast deck panels with UHPC joints cost 75% more than CIP deck, but the unit
price for precast deck panels should decrease if more precast deck panel bridges were built in Chicago
area. If the cost savings for user convenience could be quantified, the unit price for precast deck panels
with UHPC joints would be much lower.
CONSTRUCTION RELATED ISSUES
Other DOT’s experience on precast deck panel construction indicates that setting up the forms for fillets
or haunches and transverse UHPC joints is the most time consuming task. The fillets or haunches can be
formed in two ways. Both are left in place forms, so they don't have to be removed.
One technique as shown in Fig. 14 is Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) foam which is available in a range of
sizes and has compressibility properties. The second technique which is more common as shown in Fig.
15 is cold rolled galvanized steel angles which are welded to the girder flanges at the correct grade, then
add the foam strip for a seal. Leveling bolts or shims can be used with this technique. Shims could work
quite well.
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Fig. 14 EVA Foam Forming (2)

Fig. 15 Cold Rolled Galvanized Steel Angles as a Form & Closed Continuous Shear Stud Pocket (9)
Open shear stud pockets have been typically used in the past. Last year, a closed continuous shear stud
pocket as shown in Fig. 15 was used in a New York project. The tests on closed continuous shear stud
pockets filled with UHPC have shown UHPC can provide required composite action for girders even when
shear studs don’t project into the deck as required by AASHTO LRFD.
CONCLUSIONS
There are four primary characteristics of UHPC that distinguish it from conventional concrete:


Higher compressive strength.



Higher tensile strength with ductility.



Increased durability.

 Higher initial unit cost.
A new deck system developed a few years ago using Precast Deck Panels with UHPC joints has been
gaining popularity. This new deck system utilizes the superior characteristics of Ultra High Performance
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Concrete (UHPC) to simplify the precast panel fabrication and installation processes as opposed to the
conventional approach such as internal post-tensioning.
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